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THE FOREWORD 
 

Dear reader! 
 

             The history of a science testifies: process of the spread of knowledge, connected to a re-
ality, inevitable. Any interdictions and pseudoscientific committees are not capable to stop this 
process. And on the contrary, the knowledge which is not having connections with a reality, are 
inevitably sent in nonexistence.  
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  The reality of Unity of space, a matter and time is obvious. Therefore the spread of 
knowledge, basing the base of an axiom of Unity, also inevitably.  
  The fourth edition of this book has left abroad in 2004 under the name «The resurrec-
tion  of  exact science». The publisher has proved such name the following foreword. 
 

THE RESURECTION OF EXACT SCIENCE 
Foreword of the publisher 

Facts are the death of a lot of  theories 
If you ever experienced the fact that theories did not seem to add up, despite you understood 

every word or if you experienced the fact that a theory was only applicable in a small sphere of 
the are where it should be applicable, you will find a solution as to why this happened. 
     If you read this book carefully you will come to the conclusion that with the data and theory 
provided here, the exact science will resurrect. A lot of facts become a different value if they are 
reviewed in the light of this understandable and applicable theoretical basics. 
     Be not surprised if at the point you finish reading the book you have thrown overboard a lot 
of so called “proven theories”. Thomas Arends. 
 
         Reading the tenth edition of this book, you, as well as the publisher of the fourth edition, 
become the expert of the scientific results stated in it. Your success depends on weight of a 
stereotype by which your thinking is loaded. If you can be released from this weight will see 
beauty of a microcosm and will understand simplicity and complexity of knowledge of its 
depths. 

Achievements of the modern exact sciences are so significant, that representation about a 
coordination in their development is involuntarily formed. Statement of a question on global 
mistakes in their interaction seems absolutely inappropriate. And to search for the answer to this 
question there is nobody. The modern higher education of the world does not prepare for experts 
for the decision of such global problems. At the same time we now shall show, that necessity for 
such experts has ripened for a long time. And if for them have started to prepare 50 years ago 
could save hundred billions the dollars spent all for nothing. 
  It is known, the depths of a microcosm study: quantum physics and quantum chemistry. 
We shall remind, that the Quantum physics was born in the beginning of XX century when at-
tempt to explain experimental dependence of radiation of absolutely black body with the help of 
wave representations about this radiation appeared unsuccessful. The problem has been solved 
after M. Planck postulated, that radiation goes not continuously, and portions or quantums of en-
ergy. Therefore a new direction in development of physics subsequently have named Quantum 
physics.  
          The level of development of classical theoretical physics for that moment did not allow to 
explain many experimental data, therefore theoretical physics has gone on easier way - adjust-
ment of interpretation of results of experiments under new, nonclassical theories which were 
born in the beginning of XX century much. There were, certainly, attempts of the description of 
new experimental data on the basis of classical laws, but these attempts then have not crowned 
success.     
  And now, after hundred years, we are compelled to ascertain, that many chosen then di-
rections of development of theoretical physics appeared erroneous. The modern orthodox theo-
retical physics is not capable to explain considerably a lot of experimental data, than it was at 
classical physics at the end of the nineteenth century.   

It is known, that electrons of atoms and molecules radiate photons at power transitions. If it 
so the radiated photons transfer energy through space, radio and the teleinformation. But Max-
well’s equations deny it. In space they attribute process of transfer of energy and the information 
to an electromagnetic field. Why the aerial of the transmitter should radiate except for the pho-
tons which are let out by electrons, still any field? The answer to this question is not present 
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more than 100 years. The mankind uses mobile and satellite phones, radio, TV and the Internet 
due to physicists - to experimenters, but not to theorists.1 

Other example. The new analysis of Compton’s effect  shows, that from it infringement of 
the law of conservation of energy which now is proved to hundreds the experimental results pub-
lished last decade obviously follows. The most convincing results proving an inconsistency of 
the law of conservation of energy, are received at various ways of processing of water.2  The 
output here sees while one – to include in number of energy sources the physical vacuum filled 
with the unloaded substance, named an ether. It will automatically demand revision of represen-
tations about many phenomena, including about an energy source of nuclear explosion and en-
ergy of stars. 

The third example. Spectroscopists  have registered millions spectral lines. Theorists have 
offered the approached methods of their calculation based on Schrödinger’s and Maxwell’s 
equations. Orbital movement of electron in atom – a major principle on which these methods are 
based. At the same time the careful analysis of spectra of atom of hydrogen, helium, lithium and 
other atoms gives the unequivocal answer: electron has no orbital movement in atom. To argue 
with this result it is useless. It - consequence of experiments.   
             Concepts it is warm also temperature contact mysterious Broun’s  movement of mole-
cules. Also it is only recently established, that Broun’s movement of molecules – consequence of 
action of pulses absorbed and radiated by them of photons – elementary carriers of energy. 
Forms set of photons warmly, it is continuous radiated and absorbed  by electrons of atoms and 
molecules of environment. The statistical center of this set are the maximal density of photons 
with the certain length of a wave which, according to Wien’s formula, and defines temperature 
of environment.3   
            For orthodox physics of the most mysterious there is a reason of existence of extremely 
low temperature К056.0≈ . By us it is established, that it is formed by photons with the greatest 
length of a wave, the least frequency and the mass corresponding to a relic range of a scale of 
electromagnetic radiations. In the Nature there are no photons for formation of lower tempera-
ture. It - the main reason of existence of its limit.4 
  Unexpected there was also that Doppler’s effect at infra-red and ultra-violet displace-
ment of spectral lines is formed not with electromagnetic waves, but individual photons. Similar 
wave Doppler’s effect  are formed by set of photons, but not the electromagnetic waves follow-
ing from Maxwell’s equations.5 

For last 50 years for researches of controlled thermonuclear synthesis are spent tens bil-
lions dollars. Result zero. Why? Because there is no reliable theory of this process. The main 
participants of any plasma – photons, electrons and ions. Now electromagnetic structures of 
these formations are known and appeared, that attempts to force all of them to move on a circle 
in a magnetic field steadily - are unpromising.6 

Not in the best position there are the scientists studying a microcosm with the help of ac-
celerators of elementary particles. It is known, that nucleus of atoms will consist of protons and 
neutrons. Bombarding their protons high energy, we shall receive splinters of nucleus with incal-
culable quantity of combinations in them of different quantity of protons and neutrons. Attempts 
to systematize the information on these splinters and on this basis to recreate structure of a nu-
cleus - also are unpromising.  

                                                           
1 Further we shall carry out  the all-round analysis of this problem and we shall show, that Maxwell’s equations  
have no any attitude to distribution of energy and information in space. 
2 Further we shall result the detailed description of experiments on repeated reduction of electric energy at reception 
of heat and gases from water. 
3 Further we shall in details analyse process of formation of temperature in any point of space. 
4 We shall in details analyse this phenomenon in the subsequent chapters. 
5 We shall in details analyse the basic variants of formation of  Doppler’s effect . 
6 Detailed proofs of this hopelessness will be resulted in the subsequent chapters. 
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There is a question: and whether it is impossible to find a way of a theoretical substantia-
tion of principles by which the Nature is guided at formation of nucleus of atoms and thus to re-
ceive the necessary information? It appears, it is possible.7 Surprising consequences are given 
with such approach. First of all, repeatability of nucleus of atoms of simple chemical elements in 
structures of more complex nucleus fully complies with the Periodic table of chemical elements. 
The reason of amazing distinction of mechanical properties of graphite and diamond – the sub-
stances consisting of the same chemical element - carbon at once has come to light. The abun-
dance of the information on structure of nucleus appeared so significant, that the opportunity to 
model structure of nucleus has appeared and to check these models on installation of cold nu-
clear synthesis,8 which cost does not exceed $100. already clearly, that the new way of studying 
of nucleus of atoms immeasurably better and is cheaper in comparison with studying of nucleus 
with the help of accelerators of elementary particles. 

Appeared, that processes of synthesis of nucleus of atoms are similar to processes of syn-
thesis of atoms. Step rapprochement of electrons with protons at synthesis of atoms is accompa-
nied by radiation low-frequency - thermal photons. In the similar image protons approach with 
neutrons at synthesis of nucleus and form similar, but only high-frequency scale - photon spec-
tra. Energy of connection of protons with neutrons in a nucleus change similarly to change of en-
ergy connections of electrons of  atoms with protons of nucleus.  

Still an example. Astrophysics till now use Schwarzschild’s formula for calculation of ra-
dius of the Black hole, not paying attention on absence in this formula of length of a wave or 
frequency of electromagnetic radiation. As the specified sizes change in a range of 15 orders, in 
result a mistake at definition, for example, radius of the Sun as the Black hole, in this case makes 
more 10 orders. But astrophysics at all do not know about this, piously trusting erroneous 
Schwarzschild’s formula, receive and distribute deeply erroneous cosmological   information. 

Relic radiation is considered consequence of cooling of the universe formed after so-called 
Big Bang. Such conclusion has been made on the basis of that it is described Planck's by formula 
in which law of radiation of a cooled black body is reflected. The new analysis of this phenome-
non has shown, that relic radiation – radiation of cooled atoms of hydrogen which are born in 
bowels of stars of the universe. It has no any attitude to so-called Big Bang.9  

The list of global mistakes and errors can be continued. But also it is enough of it to raise 
the question: why so occurs? We shall try to find the answer to this question. 
  It is known, that the physics and chemistry are in the lead among fundamental sciences. 
The condition of their unity was most brightly drawn by G. Wheeler, the American scientist, in 
this article “The Quantum and the Universe”, which was published in the collection “Astrophys-
ics, quanta and relativity theory” (M.: Mir, 1982). He put down the following conversation be-
tween the valedictorians, physicists and chemists. 
        “Why do you, chemists, go on discussing valence bonds and valence angles? Why do you 
fail to recognize that there are nothing in chemistry, except the electrons and the Bohr circular 
orbits and elliptical ones?” The answer was given immediately: “Why do you think that these 
circular orbits and elliptical ones have something to do with the molecular form or to tetrahedral 
valence of the carbon atom? No, physics is physics, and chemistry is chemistry. Electrical bonds 
are electrical bond, and chemical bonds are chemical bonds”.  
  The described conversation of students brightly shows a deadlock condition of process of 
a unification of fundamental sciences and obliges us to reflect on its reasons. The world science 
is now in a condition of expectation of break in understanding of unity of a microcosm, therefore 
there are bases to predict movement of scientific idea in this direction.  

                                                           
7 In the chapter « Models of nucleus of atoms.. » We shall present structures of nucleus of the first 29 chemical ele-
ments and principles of their construction. 
8 Further we shall describe experiment on cold nuclear synthesis. 
9 The detailed analysis of this phenomenon is described in the paragraph «The Spectrum of radiation of the universe 
“. 
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         In 2005 is 100 years from the moment of a birth of the Special theory of the relativity 
(STR) developed by Albert Einstein were executed. All this time fundamental sciences devel-
oped under a banner of the given theory, but it  has not deserved anniversary celebrations, and on 
the contrary - has split world scientific community into its supporters and opponents. The quan-
tity of the last increases so quickly, that supporters of this theory have lost confidence of the cor-
rectness and in every possible way evade from discussion of essence of fundamental contradic-
tions of this theory.  
  The history of a science convincingly testifies, that the scientific idea cannot be lulled  
dogmatic  statements contradicting to common sense. The person so is arranged, that he always 
aspires to eliminate contradictions in understanding of the world surrounding his, and there is no 
force which could stop this process. 
           In Middle Ages church inquisition, trying to keep a doctrine: the Sun rotates around of the 
Earth, burnt on fires of his opponents. But has passed time, and burnt appeared are right: the 
Earth rotates around of the Sun, rather the reverse. It is enough  to understand, that new theories 
and new ideas cannot be rejected from a threshold. It is necessary to give them an opportunity to 
develop.   
            It is not necessary to be afraid of new scientific ideas. If they are not connected to a real-
ity time will send them in nonexistence without what - or pseudoscientific committee and they 
will be quickly forgotten. And on the contrary, if new ideas and scientific results are connected 
to a reality they inevitably will develop also any force is not capable to stop this process. 
  In a science to prove who is right, and who is not present – business uneasy, therefore it 
is desirable to have the independent judge who would be highest arguing. Such role axioms – 
carry out the obvious scientific statements which are not having exceptions and not demanding 
experimental proofs. Basic axioms of Euclid which more than two thousand years carry out a 
role of the base of the exact sciences are considered. However they appeared are powerless to 
help scientists of XX century, not consent with each other with understanding of theories of a 
relativity of A. Einstein. Position in fundamental sciences was complicated also hundred years 
appeared a little to establish: theories of a relativity of A. Einstein are correct or erroneous. The 
tightened dispute the independent judge - for a long time existing, but remaining the inseparabil-
ity of space unnoticed an axiom could solve only, matters and time.  

The axiom is a god in a science. It is reliably protected from criticism by obvious connec-
tion with a reality and due to this carries out a role of the independent judge of reliability of re-
sults of scientific researches. We, as scientists, should bow to it and be sorry that so for a long 
time did not notice its existence.  

Now there is clear an interaction of the exact sciences. Mathematics develop methods of 
the analysis of reality. Physics choose those from them which seem to them the most suitable, 
not reflecting about connections of these methods with a reality. This implies, that the greatest 
damage to physics was put by experts with the first mathematical education and the second 
physical self-education. It they have shrouded the physical phenomena and processes by clouds 
of the mathematical hooks with physical senses far from a reality. Studying this book, the reader 
will be convinced, that all physical laws are described by simple mathematical models for which 
conclusion there is no need to involve the complex mathematical device.10  

Having read this book, the reader will be convinced as well that one of the reasons gener-
ated the described condition of the exact sciences, the aspiration lost by scientists to search of the 
reasons of contradictions is as a result of scientific researches and, as consequence, low compe-
tence of scientific experts. We shall get acquainted to a number of fundamental mistakes which 
are easily found out with the help of knowledge of  middle  school. It is quite natural, that such 
erroneous results consecrated by authorities of various ranks and premiums, turned to insuper-
able barrier on a way to real knowledge and did not stimulate, and braked scientific progress. 

                                                           
10 This book – the convincing proof of the damage caused mathematics  by proceedings, physics and chemistry. 
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After development of ideas of this book position will change, as in a role of judges experts 
with a human face and human lacks, and from anybody independent Axioms will act. The recog-
nized and well checked up postulates will be the main assistants to Axioms. 

Dear reader! The details, stated above, you will find in this book. In it results of ours 30- 
years scientific researches are generalized. The achieved level of understanding of a microcosm 
shows close connection of physics with chemistry and in some cases impossibility of division of 
the phenomena of a microcosm on physical and chemical. Therefore the phenomena proceeding 
at nuclear, atomic and molecular levels, are named physical and chemical. I recommend you to 
pay attention to isolation of the new theory of a microcosm also.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
         The analysis of a condition of modern theoretical physics and theoretical chemistry shows, 
that existing physical and chemical theories have exhausted themselves in frameworks for a long 
time developed scientific concepts and representations which any more do not reflect variety of 
the received experimental results. Inability of existing theories to explain variety specifies all this 
necessity of audit of fundamental bases of all existing theories. Such bases are axioms.  
          In a reality which we yet have not learnt, there is a full set of axioms. If all this set is in-
volved by us in the scientific analysis of the investigated Nature existing theories should explain 
the received new experimental information. If it is not present, we involve in the analysis of a re-
ality only a part of axioms existing irrespective of us and consequently we can tell nothing about 
reliability of theories developed by us as some from them can contradict to the axiom not re-
vealed by us yet and by virtue of it to be completely erroneous.  
  This implies one output from the created position: to analyze existing set of fundamental 
axioms of Natural sciences and to establish their completeness. If it will be found out, that we 
involve in the scientific analysis not all fundamental axioms theoretical accident is inevitable 
as the axiom unnoticed by us can call into question many our theoretical development.  

It is known, that the base of the exact sciences are Euclid’s axioms  formulated by him in 
III century B.C. The basic role of these axioms called into question after Russian mathematician 
Lobachevsky has formulated in 1823 the statement that parallel straight lines are crossed in in-
finity and on the basis of this statement has constructed new geometry. Then, Riemann, (1854) 
and Minkovsky (1908) have followed to his example and have constructed similar  geometry. 
Subsequently such geometry have named  non-Euclidean geometries. 

Surprisingly, but the world scientific community has easily agreed to include the statement 
about crossing parallel straight lines in infinity in number of axioms of the exact sciences with-
out any experimental proof of reliability of this statement. So the situation when each scientist 
started to choose to itself geometry for the theoretical researches was created, not reflecting 
about consequences of such choice. It occured because there was no criterion for an estimation 
of connection with a reality of this or that geometry.   

Search of such criterion has shown incompleteness of axiomatics of the exact sciences. 
Appeared, that in the list of fundamental axioms of Natural sciences there is no the axiom re-
flecting inseparability of space, a matter and time and their independence from each other. In-
separability of space, a matter and time is so obvious, that is necessary to count such condition of 
these three basic elements of a universe axiomatic. So the incontestable criterion for an estima-
tion of communication with a reality not only geometries, but also any theories which are con-
structed in these geometries has appeared. The axiom of Unity of space, a matter and time at 
once has undertaken functions of the independent judge of fruitfulness of activity of the scien-
tific exact sciences.  

The independent judge at once has specified, that geometry of Euclid and the theories con-
structed in this geometry has close connection with a reality only. All others of geometry have no 
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close connection with a reality, therefore the theories constructed in these geometries, not full, 
and in many cases is deformed reflect a reality.11 

The axiom of Unity elementary shows, that Lorentz's transformations – a product of non-
Euclidean geometries, play the exact sciences a role of a theoretical virus. All theories infected 
with this virus, are deeply erroneous. It automatically entails necessity of search of new theories 
for interpretation for a long time carried out and new experiments. Wrong interpretation of ex-
perimental result inevitably  results in error which consequences at the beginning are difficult for 
predicting. 
           The main reason of catastrophic position of theoretical physics – aspiration of its aca-
demic "elite" to limit a circle of persons, new scientific results admitted to the critical analysis. 
The Internet exchange of the scientific information has quickly, brightly and convincingly shown 
an inconsistency of existing procedure of reviewing of new scientific results. Academic "elite" 
accepts now titanic efforts to rescue itself from a historical shame in which she was resulted with 
this procedure, and does not see, that this shame has already taken place. 
  Many scientists are now dissatisfied with a condition of theoretical physics and criticize, 
first of all theories of a relativity of A. Einstein, including his main originator of the created posi-
tion. However actually it not so. Process of formation of errors was collective and it began how it 
had not joined A. Einstein. The detailed analysis of this process shows what to avoid it, as it was 
extremely difficult. Rapid development of the exact sciences demanded the system analysis of 
correctness of the elected way, but to make it there was nobody, as principles of such analysis 
remained unopened. Now this problem is solved, and we had an opportunity to see sources of er-
rors and a general way of development of the exact sciences. It was correct up to the end of 19 
centuries. It – a classical way on which we come back after hundred years. 
            In the given book classical decisions of many fundamental problems of physics and 
chemistry of a microcosm which appeared not under force to existing physical and chemical 
theories are resulted. It is proved, that these decisions can be received only within the framework 
of classical representations. The given book also is devoted to development of these representa-
tions.  
  The first edition of this book has been published in 2002 year [201]. The second and the 
third in Russian and English languages - in the Internet http: //Kanarev.innoplaza.net . The fourth 
edition of this book has in English left abroad under the name «The resurrection  of  exact sci-
ence».  http: //www.newpowers.org/  [204]. After that the fifth and sixth printed editions of it in 
Russian have left. The seventh edition in Russian and English languages again has been pub-
lished in the Internet. The eighth edition has been published by circulation of 100 copies. The 
ninth edition was published in Internet too.  You read the most full, ten edition of this book, 
which published in Internet already too to address: 
http://kubagro.ru/science/prof.php?kanarev in Russian and in English. 
 

1. THE EXACT SCIENCES ON THE BOUNDARY OF MILLENIA 
 
       It is known, that the end of the nineteenth century was marked by crisis of classical physics. 
Then many experimental data have collected, is especial in the field of optics which results it 
was not possible to explain classical physical theories existing on that moment [31], [102].  
       As theories are based on axioms they  have been subjected to the analysis in the middle and 
the end of the nineteenth century. Most of all then has got to axiom of Euclid  that parallel 
straight lines are not crossed anywhere [6], [171]. Discussion has come to the end with the con-
sent about existence of such situation in the Nature when these straight lines are crossed in infin-
ity. The status of an axiom without any experimental proof of its reliability [6] has been given to 
this statement. On the basis of this axiom also have been developed non-Euclidean geometries 
Lobachevsky's geometry, Riemann and Minkovsky, etc., and later - and the theories based on 
                                                           
11 Further we shall in details describe, how the axiom of Unity realizes the judicial functions in an estimation of re-
liability of any theories. 
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these geometries [6], [80], [119], [135], [147], [149]. First of all, both Theories of the Relativity 
of Albert Einstein.  
     Occurrence several alternative geometries has excited mathematicians. The American histo-
rian of a science M. Klein has described the arisen situation so [6]: "Existence several alternative 
geometries in itself was the strongest shock for mathematicians, but the even greater bewilder-
ment has captured them when they have realized, that it is impossible to deny with absolute con-
fidence applicability non-Euclidean geometries to physical space ". 
      The ambiguities connected to occurrence non-Euclidean geometries, have appeared in second 
half 19-th centuries, but only have now started to draw to itself attention. More than hundred 
years physics, mathematics did not give this ambiguity of due value. "Mathematics as it is 
strange, "have turned away from the God", and the allmighty geometer has not wanted to open 
him what geometry he has selected for a basis at creation of the world ", - M. Klein marks [6]. 
     This amazingly simple explanation of essence of the arisen situation. It is difficult to find out 
now why mathematics so have acted, and it is even more difficult to understand physicists who 
with improbable ease have started to use non-Euclidean geometries  for the theoretical researches 
[70]. Such approach to scientific search inevitably should generate contradictions in the exact 
sciences which could not be bypassed or ignored and the most outstanding thinkers have started 
to write about it.        
            Russian academician A.A. Logunov in the lectures under the theory of a relativity and 
gravitation, has convincingly shown, that in the General Theory of Relativity (GTR) of A. Ein-
stein there are no laws of conservation of energy and a pulse, and the inert mass determined in it, 
has no any physical sense [145]. All this, in his opinion, puts under doubt existence of such ob-
jects, as Black holes and such phenomena, as the Big Bang as a result of which as supporters 
GTR consider, the universe was formed.     
       Not casually, therefore French scientist L. L. Brilluen, has noted, that "... The General The-
ory of the Relativity - a brilliant example of the magnificent mathematical theory constructed on 
sand and the leader to the increasing heap of mathematics in cosmology (a typical example of 
science fiction)" [131].    
         And the statement of the Nobel prize winner of the academician - astrophysics Hannes 
Alven. Naming cosmological  theory of the extending universe which follows from GTR, a 
myth, he continues: "But than exists proofs less, especially fanatical the belief in this myth is 
done. As you know, this cosmological theory represents top of absurdity - it asserts, that the uni-
verse has arisen during the certain  moment is similar to the blown up nuclear bomb having the 
sizes (more or less) about the pin head. Similar  that it is the insult of common sense serves in 
present intellectual conditions as huge advantage of the theory of "The Big Bang": "I believe, for 
it is absurd!" When scientists battle against astrological nonsenses outside of walls of "The Tem-
ple of a science", it would be quite good to remember, that in these walls the worse nonsense is 
sometimes cultivated still" [82]. 
      From these statements follows, that the mathematics can play not only a role of the tool in 
knowledge of true, but also to be the guidebook in the world of illusions, and also to close the 
authority an output from this world for those who there appeared. It indifference of the majority 
of scientists and, first of all, physicists to obvious uncertainty and to the contradictions arising in 
a science speaks. And in fact earlier such and contradictions served uncertainty for scientists as 
powerful stimulus for the analysis of errors. Now only few from them venture to state the doubts. 
For a science such statements represent exclusive value as they belong to those who is deeper 
than others has understood with essence arising on a way of knowledge of difficulties. Therefore 
we shall consider these statements as to pearls of human scientific idea and we shall try to under-
stand essence of doubts which disturbed these great thinkers.     
           The section of physics in which the behavior of elementary particles is studied, refers to 
as quantum physics. This branch of physics as we have already noted, was born in the beginning 
of XX century during that moment when Maks Planck has entered the well-known constant 
which has lain in the base of quantum physics and with which as now it is found out, the plenty 
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of secrets of behavior of elementary particles is connected12. This constant subsequently have 
named Planck's constant. It had obvious mechanical dimension of the moment of quantity of 
movement or the kinetic moment, or as it name physics, moment of a pulse or angular moment. 
It unequivocally specified presence of rotary movement in those natural phenomena which were 
described with the help of a constant of Planck [101], [117].      
        However Maks Planck, being afraid of accusations in mechanicism  at the description of 
behavior of elements of a microcosm, has appropriated the name to the constant which in any 
way did not reflect its physical dimension. He has named its quantum of the least action [31], 
[102].  
             Daniel and Deutsch, the American scientists, analysed dimensionality of the Planck’s 
constant. In 1990, they wrote in the article published in the sixth volume of the journal Galilean 
electrodynamics that if Planck gave his constant the name, which corresponded to its dimension-
ality, quantum physics would differ greatly from the one we are having lately [11]. 
           Louis de Broglie, the French scientist, said: “… quantum mechanics urgently needed new 
images and ideas, which could appear only with a deep revision of its basic principles.” [8] 
         In the seventies, the American physicist E. Wichmann offered the conclusion: “There is no 
fundamental theory of fundamental particles yet, and we do not know what form the future the-
ory will take”. [122]. 
          The situation connected with quantum physics is described by l. Ponomarev, the Russian 
scientists. In the popular book Under the sign of the quantum he writes: “Disputes concerning 
quantum physics take place every day. These disputes can be compared with feud of the reli-
gious sects inside one and the same religion due to their obduracy  and unappeasability. As usual 
in religious disputes, the logic arguments are of no use, because the opposite party cannot under-
stand them: there is a primary, emotional barrier, the act of faith; all compelling arguments of the 
opponents dash against it having failed to penetrate into the sphere of consciousness” [150]. 
         The most complete reflection of the essence of these difficulties was offered by one of the 
greatest physicists of the 20th century P. Dirac. He said: “It seems to me very probable that some 
day in the future an improved quantum mechanics containing return to causality and apology of  
Einstein’s point of view will appear. But such a return can take place at the expense of rejection 
of some other basic idea which we now accept unconditionally. If we are going to restore causal-
ity, we shall have to pay for it and now we can only guess what idea must be sacrificed” [134].  
         Causelessness is based on the principle of uncertainty introduced by Heisenberg. Accord-
ing to this principles, it is impossible to determine a coordinate and particle speed with the speci-
fied accuracy at the same time. The importance of this principle was briefly and fully determined 
by American physicist J.B. Marion: “If sometimes it is proved that the principle of uncertainty is 
not valid, then we shall have to expect a complete reconstruction of physical theory” [148]. 
       “Beyond any doubt”, says Italian physicist Toulio Redge, “quantum mechanics will finally 
be overcome, and, most probably, Einstein’s doubts will turn out to have been reasonable. Per-
haps at present there are neither physicists, who can see an inch before their noses, nor concrete 
suggestions how to overcome boundaries of quantum mechanics, nor experimental data showing 
such possibility.” [151]. 
         Meanwhile the experimenters have proved the existence of quarks, the most elementary 
“bricks” of the matter. In terms of generally accepted models of the fundamental particles (in-
cluding quarks), there has been little real progress since Rutherford and Bohr proposed their 
models of the atom [136]. There are no commonly recognized models of the photon (energy 
quantum), the electron, the proton, the neutron or other particles.   
         That is why physicists do not leave alone the theoretical foundation of their science which 
seemed to have been reliably cemented by von Neumann in Mathematical Principles of Quan-
tum Mechanics [159]. He demonstrated the impossibility of the latent parameters for which 
many physicists cherish great hopes believing that they can overcome the probabilistic descrip-

                                                           
12 Almost all these secrets are opened in this book. 
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tion of behaviour of elementary particles. But those hopes were crushed when Bell proceeding a 
statistic approach got an inequality, which strengthened the probabilistic view of quantum me-
chanics [149].  
         Lack of clear theoretical relationships between the postulates of the micro world created 
the situation, which was successfully summarized by Academician D. Blokhintsev: “The way to 
understand the regularities dominating the world of elementary particles has not yet been found. 
A modern physicist has to be satisfied with compromise conceptions, which promise, at best, 
only partial success at the expense of community and unity” [132].  

A. Einstein examined critically the results of his investigations. Answering the venerators 
of his talent, he wrote in the declension of years: “It seems to them that I look at the results of 
my life with a halcyon satisfaction. But everything is to the contrary if examined closely. There 
exists no concept, in relation to which I am sure that it will remain inviolable, and I am not con-
vinced that I am on the right track.” (F. Hernek. Albert Einstein. Life in the name of the truth, 
humanism and piece. M.: Progress, 1966, page 16).  
          This is the state of theory. What do physicists themselves say about experimental achieve-
ments in the field of micro world research?  
         V. Rydnik, the Russian scientist,  notes in his book To See the Invisible that ideas about 
elementary particles are derived by synthesis of information about elastic and non-elastic scatter-
ings. In his opinion, the complexity of this problem is comparable with the situation described in 
the story of the blind men and the elephant: “One of them touched the elephant’s trunk and said 
that elephant was something soft and flexible, another reached the leg and declared that elephant 
looked like a column, the third felt the tail and decided that elephant was something small.” 
[154]. 
            As we have demonstrated, the symptoms of theoretical delusions in physics began to 
manifest at the turn of the last century, and at present the global size of these delusions wins in-
ternational recognition.  
            Since the year of 1990 the publication of the scientific journals has begun in order to ana-
lyze such results. The journal Galilean Electrodynamics is published in USA [12], [14], [19], 
[100], [107], and the journal Apeiron is published in Canada [96], [97]. Since the year of 1999, 
the Internet journal http://www.journaloftheoretics.com has been published [175], [179], [180], 
[181], [183], [184].   At the same time, the regional conferences and the international confer-
ences devoted to this topic began to be held in Russia and USA. It is impossible to count the 
books on this theme, which have already been published in Russia, USA and Western Europe. 
Modern theoretical physics has already been criticized well enough [88]. 
 There are also forecasts of development of physics.  Russian scientist I.I. Smulsky con-
siders: «We stand on a threshold of revolutionary changes in physics. The logic of common 
sense will triumph, the strike of mysticism from concepts of time and space will disappear, the 
classical mechanics will take the place put to it, there will be a quantum leap in understanding 
both macro and  microcosm. The philosophy and methodology will get rid from hoddles, and 
sciences will present us knowledge, simple and clear, as four actions of arithmetics» [94], [217].  
  Not casually that the most acute forecasts of ways of development of physics belongs to 
A. Einstein. Some from them.   " The some people of physics among which I am also, cannot be-
lieve, that we once and for all should refuse idea of the direct image of a physical reality in space 
and time, or, that we should agree with opinion as if the phenomenon in the nature is similar to 
game of a case». 
         ”I still believe in an opportunity to construct such model of a reality which expresses 
events, and not just to their probability”. 
       "The big initial successes of  quantum’s theory could not force to believe me in game laying 
in its basis in bones... Physics count me an old fool, but I am convinced, that in the future devel-
opment of physics will go in the other direction, than till now".  
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        "I think quite probable, that the physics can and not be based on the concept of a field, i.e. 
on continuous structures. Then remain nothing from my castle in the air, including the theory of 
gravitation, as, however, and from all modern physics ".  
         Reliability of this forecast unequivocally follows from results of our researches of struc-
tures of inhabitants of a microcosm and their interactions. 
          Thus, already it is more than criticism of modern theoretical physics than enough. Repre-
sentatives of an orthodox science have convincingly proved, that they are unable to understand 
with it. In result scientific criticism as the main engine of scientific progress, it is switched off 
from process of formation of authentic knowledge. There are no the experts, capable to derive 
benefit from it for all [143], [157], [146].  
           The criticism of theories of a relativity of A. Einstein, for example, began from the mo-
ment of their development and proceeds till now [7], [162], [169]. There is a question: if theories 
are erroneous, why so this inaccuracy is for a long time proved? The answer is simple. Because 
criticism analyze consequences of these theories, but not the base on which they are based. Most 
of all now gets to Lorentz's  transformations. Criticism do not pay attention that they are conse-
quence of the statement about crossing parallel straight lines to which the status of an axiom has 
been given.  
        Thus, for the proof of reliability or an inaccuracy of theories of a relativity of A. Einstein it 
is necessary to analyze communication with a reality not Lorentz's transformations, and an 
axiom about crossing parallel straight lines.   
         In reality fundamental sciences are based on a small amount of basic, obvious statements, 
or axioms. However developers of the exact sciences have not paid to this attention and have 
given vast now to quantity not obvious, and in some cases and absurd statements, the status of 
axioms [31]. So the unity of the base of the exact sciences has been destroyed and under some 
from them there were the bases constructed on sand [30].  
           The developed situation in the exact sciences has been understood by us in the beginning 
of the ninetieth years of the last century. Thus the hope that it will be understood by many glim-
mered and the collective scientific idea for its decision will be generated. But this hope was not 
justified. Unknown force keeps consciousness of world scientific community from understanding 
of the importance of this problem. Therefore there was one opportunity: to agree with M. 
Planck's opinion on process of a recognition of scientific trues: «Usually scientific trues win not 
so, that their opponents are convinced also by those recognize the wrong, and mostly so, that 
these opponents gradually die out, and the rising generation acquires true at once» [8] and to pre-
sent on court of scientific community the vision of the decision of this challenge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. THE BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE CONDITION OF QUANTUM PHYSICS 
 

2.1. The common data 
 

          It is considered that the birthday of quantum physics is December 14, 1900, when Max 
Planck has made a report “On the Theory of the Energy Distribution Law of the Normal Spec-
trum” at the sitting of the German society on physics [31], [102]. In order to get a mathematical 
model of the black body radiation law, he introduced “a universal constant” h , which pointed out 
to the fact that radiation is distributed not continuously as the wave concepts on electromagnetic 
radiation nature demanded, but as portions (quanta) in such a way that energy of each portion 
(quantum) is determined by elementary dependence νh . 
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           Incompatibility of the concepts concerning the continuous wave process of electromag-
netic radiation with the concepts of portion radiation is a strong reason to acknowledge the crisis 
of classical physics. Since this period it has been supposed that the terms of reference of the clas-
sical physics laws are limited by the macro world. In the micro world, other finer laws operate: 
quantum laws, which conflict with classical laws of physics of the macro world. The new direc-
tion was called quantum physics [31], [102].  
          Later on, Ervin Schroedinger got an equation, which predicted only density of electron 
stay probability in the given area of the atom, but did not give the opportunity to disclose the 
structure of the electron and the mechanism of its interaction with the atomic nucleus. It permit-
ted to calculate the spectra of hydrogen-like atoms, but was useless during the calculation of the 
spectra of the atoms with many electrons. Nevertheless, it has been acknowledged that in the de-
scription of the micro world this equation plays the same role as the equation of the second law 
of Newton in the description of the macro world [133].  
          One hundred years passed, and it became necessary to estimate fruitfulness of such direc-
tion in the development of quantum physics. As it originated from the electromagnetic radiation 
process analysis, one should expect the discovery of the structure of this radiation and the elec-
tromagnetic structure of elementary quantum of energy. But it did not happen [139], [142]. Other 
numerous problems of the micro world have remained unsolved.  
         The nature of electromagnetic radiation was not revealed as well as the electromagnetic 
structures of the photon and the electron, the structures of the nuclear, the atoms, the ions and the 
molecules [137], [140]. But the main thing is that the mechanism of combination of the atoms 
into molecules has remained unclear. The electrons orbiting round the atomic nuclei cannot per-
form the functions of connection of the atoms into molecules. The processes of radiation and ab-
sorption of the photons by the electrons during their orbital transitions remain completely un-
clear. The theorists failed to suggest an acceptable method of theoretical calculation of the spec-
tra of the atoms with many electrons. The chemists cannot calculate binding energies of valence 
electrons with the atomic nuclei corresponding to their various energy levels [2].  
          The culdesac state of modern theoretical physics was manifested when it became neces-
sary to explain the reasons of apparition of excessive energy during various methods of water 
treatment. The experimenters have shown that in some modes of conventional electrolysis of 
heavy water and plasma electrolysis of light water as well as in the phenomena of its cavitations 
more energy is released than spent for this process. It put a question concerning correctness of 
one of most fundamental laws of physics – the energy conservation law [51], [59], [67]. A situa-
tion was created when it was necessary to find an explanation of the new experimental data, but 
both theoretical physics and the theoretical chemistry failed to perform this function.  
 

2.2. The main reasons of crisis and first steps of an exit from it 
 
           We have already quoted some scientists in connection with safety of the foundation, on 
which theoretical physics is based. But these are only statements. It is not an easy thing to find 
the causes of this instability; it seems that in order to solve this problem it is necessary to have 
deep knowledge not only of physics, but mathematics as well. We’ll show that it is not so. First 
of all, one should know the method of the system analysis of complicated problems and have 
good knowledge of physics, mathematics and other sciences.  
        The system analysis of the complicated problems is based on several fundamental princi-
ples. The first, and the foremost, one does not recommend to begin the analysis of the problem if 
its beginning is not found. It means that it is impossible to begin the check of correctness of the 
chosen way from its middle or from its end. It is necessary to find the beginning of this way, to 
follow it and to study attentively everything, which serves as a foundation during the selection of 
this way. If there is no doubt in safety of the foundations, one can proceed taking into considera-
tion everything, which is met on this way, checking the correctness of structures, trying to find 
possible mistakes and estimating the results, which they have given.  
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          The second principle says that thousands of factors govern behaviour of any complicated 
system. Only some of them influence this behaviour significantly. If this factors are not deter-
mined, it is impossible to find the causes of the existing situation in the state and behaviour of 
the system and the way of its further development.  
            Fundamental sciences serve as a classical example of the complicated system. Thousands 
of factors determine the development of this system, but not all of them are the main ones. In or-
der to find the main factors, let us pay attention to the fact how we get the information from the 
environment. You read this book, and you see the letters clearly. What brings the images of the 
letters and their finest details to your eyes? The photons bring this information to your eyes. 
They bring it from the aerials of radio and TV transmitters to our receivers and TV sets. Being in 
constant motion with velocity of 300,000 km/s, the photons work without rest, they give you not 
only information, but heat as well; they regulate all life processes and form the necessary equi-
librium in nature.  
       Science knows that the photons are electromagnetic radiation. What is the structure of this 
radiation? The reply to this question has been got recently, and we’ll follow the way where it has 
been found. But now we are interested not in the structure of the photon, but in its properties as a 
medium carrier. Photon motion straightness in space is the main property. With the help of the 
photons, the astrophysicists get information from the stars, which are situated at a distance of 
nearly1.0⋅1010 light years. It is due to the simple and important property of the photons to move 
rectilinearly in space.  
        It is not difficult to imagine what would happen if light moved curvilinearly in space as the 
adherents of the theory of relativity of Einstein said. First of all, a question arises concerning ra-
dius of curvature of any of these curves. It turns out that it is possible to draw many curves be-
tween a remote star and our Mother Earth, and we shall not know, along what curve the light 
goes to us if we accept this assumption originating from a supposition that parallel straight lines 
cross in infinity.  
         Only rectilinear movement of light gives complete definiteness in this case. One should 
bear in mind that if the photon moves  near a massive body (for example, a star), attractive force 
of this body distorts its track.13 Thus, when we speak about rectilinear movement of the photon, 
we suppose that no external force influences it.  
           The next step is the formulation of the axioms for the description of the space where the 
photons move. It is clear that straightness of the photon motion should be included at least in one 
axiom of geometry, with what help we are going to describe space and movement of bodies in it. 
Then this feature will be automatically included into all formulas of this geometry, and there will 
be an opportunity to check accuracy of these formulas with the help of the photons themselves.  
         When Euclid summed up the results of his experiments with light and formulated the axi-
oms concerning parallel straight lines that it is possible to draw only one line between two 
points, he did not think that he included the main feature of the photons into these axioms: to 
move rectilinearly in space. He could not suppose that trigonometric functions would take place 
as well as many theorems of his, Euclidean geometry, which automatically introduced the main 
feature of the photon – to move rectilinearly in space – into all formulas of his geometry due to 
these axioms. He could not anticipate that the connection between his axiom on parallel straight 
lines would give an opportunity to check the relationship of mathematical formulas of his ge-
ometry with reality.  
          Thus, the axioms of Euclidean geometry have proved to be the foundation for all exact sci-
ences. That’s why we have every reason to believe that they have become the first framework 
generalization in exact sciences.  
         It took the mankind almost two thousand years to accumulate the results of experiments 
and observations for the second fundamental generalization. It was done by Isaac Newton in the 
17th century. He formulated the laws of mechanical movement and interactions of the bodies. 

                                                           
13 Later on we’ll give the calculation of this distortion 
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Everything, which is created by the mankind in order to travel overland, by water, under water, 
by air and in space, is the result of the implementation of Newton’s law.  
             The scientists of that times invigorated with Newton’s success tried to find mathematical 
methods of application of his laws. Exuberant development of mathematics at that time gave to 
mankind the exact methods of mathematical analysis: differential and integral calculations.  
         The successes of mathematicians were so authoritative that they tried to check strength of 
the Euclidean axioms. The axiom on parallel straight lines suffered most of all. The scientists 
tried to dispute this axiom. The Russian mathematician Lobachevsky was the first to do it. He 
made an assumption that the parallel straight lines cross at infinity. He took this assumption as an 
axiom and enunciated a cycle of non-contradicting theorems, which served as a foundation for 
his geometry. It is known that almost at that time the same ideas were expressed in the manu-
scripts of the great mathematician Gauss, but he hesitated to publish them. Then geometries of 
Riemann, Minkovsky and other non-Euclidean geometries appeared. Now their number exceeds 
ten.  
         From the point of view of pure mathematics it is possible to suppose that parallel straight 
lines cross at infinity and to enunciate a cycle of non-contradicting theorems due to this assump-
tion and to set up a new geometry on their basis. It is a right of mathematicians, and we cannot 
deprive them of this right, because abstract assertions is the basis of their creative thinking, and 
not all of them think it over how this abstraction will be used for cognition of the world round us.  
         The activity of physicists is something different. Their main task is to explain reality. When 
they used any geometry for this explanation by means of substitution of such fundamental physi-
cal parameters as time t  and velocity C  of the photons into its mathematical models, they 
should think about the consequences, maybe about a physical right for this or that analytical pro-
cedure.  
         In fact, now we know that the main property of the photons – to move rectilinearly in space 
– is established only in the axioms of Euclidean geometry. We know that due to trigonometric 
functions and theorems of Euclidean geometry this property is present in all mathematical for-
mulas (models) of this geometry. If we check the connection of these formulas with reality by 
means of an experiment, the rectilinearly moving photons will bring the information from the 
real object to our eye or to the devices. Now we know that geometry of the spatial tracks, along 
which the photons move, is present in mathematical models of Euclidean geometry only. We 
check their connection with the reality. That’s why we have the right to put mathematical sign C  
only in the mathematical models of Euclidean geometry.  
        As the photons are the only carriers of information concerning the environment, the geome-
try, which can be served by them, is the only one. This is Euclidean geometry. In order to serve 
other geometries, with other axioms, it is necessary to have other information carriers. The pecu-
liarities of their motion in space, for example, curvilinearity, should be present in the axioms of 
these geometries.  But such information carriers have not been found. That’s why we have only 
one opportunity: to use the geometry, which axioms contain straightness of photon motion in 
space. 
        In vain, M. Kline rebuked the Good that he did not wish to reveal the geometry, which he 
used during the creation of the universe, to mathematicians [6]. Now we know that for cognition 
of the universe the God created only one geometry and gave it to us via Euclid. In his honour, we 
call this geometry Euclidean geometry now.  
 

3. AXIOMATICS OF EXACT SCIENCES 
 

3.1. Brief Analysis of the State of the Problem 
 
        The Euclidean axioms are known to be the fundamental axioms of exact sciences [113]. 
Euclid gives the definition to those notions, which he uses during formulations of postulates and 
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axioms. We’ll not adduce all these definitions, we’ll list a number of notions, which have been 
determined by Euclid [113]. 
       The famous definition of “a point” notion occupies the first place. “A point is that which has 
no part”. Then the following definitions of the notions are given: a line, a straight line, a surface, 
an angle and the notions of various geometrical figures. After that Euclid gives postulates, but he 
has failed to define the notion “postulate” itself [113]. 
 

“Postulates 
        Let the following be postulated: 
1. To draw a straight line from any point to any point. 
2. To produce a finite straight line continuously in a straight line. 
3. To describe a circle with any centre and radius. 
4. (Axiom 10) That all right angles equal one another.  
5. (Axiom 11) That, if a straight line falling on two straight lines makes the interior angles on the 
same side less than two right angles, the two straight lines, if produced indefinitely, meet on that 
side on which are the angles less that two right angles.” 
Then there is the headline 

“Common Notions 
(Axioms) 

 
1. Things which equal the same thing also equal one another. 
2. If equals are added to equals, then the wholes are equal. 
3. If equals are subtracted from equals, then the remainders are equal. 
4. If equals are added to the unequals, then the wholes are unequal. 
5. The duplicates of one and the same thing equal one another. 
6. The halves of one and the same thing equal one another. 
7. Things which coincide with one another equal one another.  
8. The whole is greater than the part. 
9. Two straight lines do not contain space. 
         It is unbelievable, but it is so. This information serves as a foundation for all exact sci-
ences. Let us pay attention to the fourth postulate. In the parenthesis, it is given as the tenth 
axiom, and the fifth postulate – as the eleventh axiom. We do not know why the fourth and the 
fifth postulated statements are considered to be axioms. Or one should suppose that they can be 
simultaneously considered as the postulates and the axioms. If Euclid managed to define the no-
tions “a postulate” and “an axiom”, the fourth and the fifth postulates could be in the list of axi-
oms. 
       The disputes of the scientists in relation to correctness of wording of the fifth postulate of 
Euclid are known [6]. They have taken place due to the lack of definitions of the notions “a pos-
tulate” and “an axiom”. Further definitions of these notions have not acquired significance in 
consciousness of the scientists, which could be given to them if they were in “Euclid’s Ele-
ments”. Nevertheless, we should treat this drawback as a natural one without infringement of 
genius of Euclid [18], [70]. 
         Nearly two thousand years after Euclid, “Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy” 
by Isaac Newton appeared. As Euclid, he paid great attention to the definition of the new no-
tions, on which his laws are based. His mathematical principles begin from the headline [114]. 
 

“DEFINITIONS 
Definition 1 
        The quantity of matter (mass) is its measure of the same, arising from its density and bulk 
conjunctly”. 
Then Newton determines the notions “the quantity of motion”, “an innate force”, “an applied 
force”, “a centripetal force”, etc. 
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        After it Newton describes his notion of absolute space and absolute time without application 
of axiomatic meaning to these notions. His main ideas are given under the headline [114] 
 

“Axioms, or laws of motion 
Law 1 
        Every body continues in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight line, unless it is 
compelled to change this state by forces impressed upon it.   
Law 2 
          The change of motion is proportional to the motive force impressed; and is made in the di-
rection of the straight line in which that force is impressed. 
Law 3 
          To every action there is always opposed and equal action; or, the mutual actions of two 
bodies upon each other are always equal, and directed to contrary parts”. 
        Then Isaac Newton formulates the effects originating from  these laws. 
         The above-mentioned laws deal with mechanical motion of the bodies. Their trustworthi-
ness has been confirmed by experiments completely. After these laws, many other laws have 
been discovered, which describe electrical, magnetic, electromagnetic and other properties of 
bodies, gases, liquids and various physical phenomena. We’ll not enumerate and analyse them. 
The main thing for us is that their trustworthiness has been confirmed by experiments. 
         When we analyse the postulates of Euclid and the axioms or laws of Newton, we see that 
they were the first to attach importance to the necessity to determine the notions, which they 
used. It was done for the purpose to get uniformity in understanding the essence of these notions, 
because no mutual understanding was possible without it. 
          Then one should pay attention to the fact that the fundamental notions, which serve as the 
basis for the rest proofs. Euclid divided into two classes: the postulates and the axioms. Form his 
“Elements” it is difficult to see, what principles he was guided by when he attributes some state-
ments to the class of postulated and other statements to the class of axioms. Newton did not give 
any definition in this respect as well. He called his laws axioms. 
           The followers of Euclid and Newton attached no importance to this issue as well, that’s 
why the process of attributing the fundamental scientific statements to the class of axioms or to 
the class of postulates has become a chaotic one. Each scientist had no exact criterion concerning 
evaluation of the essence of his fundamental scientific statements and attributed them either to 
the class of postulates or the class of axioms. There was no exact notion of the fact that in order 
to strengthen significance of various axioms in scientific research it is necessary to arrange them 
according to the level of community and importance. There is an impression that we have under-
stood this necessity only when the features of crisis of theoretical physics have been exposed. 
We cannot overcome it if we fail to put in order the fundamental scientific notions, which we 
use. 
          The task, which should be solved, is not a simple one. First of all, it is necessary to find its 
beginning. Without it we’ll fail to systematize our fundamental scientific statements and estab-
lish their completeness. We see that it is necessary to begin with the analysis of the essence of 
the main properties of the notions, which we use now. This area of investigations belongs to the 
theory of knowledge. We should begin from it [35].  
 

3.2. Definition of Notions, which Characterize the Primary Elements of the Universe 
 
        Probably, the process of knowledge has begun when separate sounds uttered by human be-
ings have started to form the words, which have led to the formation of images, which corre-
spond to sense content of these words. The range of the things and the phenomena formulated as 
words have widened. Now a man uses so many words, which have various meanings, that uni-
form understanding of the essence of this content has become one of the most complicated prob-
lems of communication between people, including between scientists [8], [26].  
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Any notion is formed by our brain, that’s why the cognition theory is closely connected 
with the process of our thinking. The process of the connection of notions into the logical struc-
tures, which form our notions on a cognizable object, serves as a foundation of thinking. It 
means that exactness of our knowledge depends on exactness of the notions being used and 
completeness of reflection of cognizable essence with the help of these notions. 

Exactness of the notions used by us is determined by their notional capacity. The less the 
notional capacity of a notion, the better it reflects the essence, which this notion has, and the 
deader it is understood by whose, who use this notion. For example, the notion “point” is one of 
the notions with small capacity, that’s why it bring about approximately the same notions with 
almost everybody who uses this notion and does not cause discords in understanding the essence 
of this notion. 

Let us compare the notion “point”, which has small capacity, with the vast capacious no-
tion “cognition”. It is clear that it inevitably forms diverse meaningful essence with various peo-
ple and various meaningful capacity of the cognition process. For example, there exists the cog-
nition of meaning of life, the cognition of happiness, the micro world, the Universe, the cogni-
tion of rules of arithmetic, the cognition of the taste of food by a human being or an animal, etc. 

It is impossible to give such definition to the notion “cognition” which could reflect all 
possible or conceivable variants of this process. It means that this notion forms personal appre-
hensions concerning the very core of the cognition process with a person who uses them. Thus, 
every man understands the concept capacity of each notion in his own way. Taking this capacity 
into consideration he judges on authenticity of this or that assertion. Diverse concept capacity of 
one and the same notions with different people is the main obstacle on the way of exact trans-
mission and exact reception of information. It appears from this that complexity of cognition is 
increased with the increase of the concept capacity of the notions being used, because the diffi-
culties with its definition are increased with the increase of the concept capacity. For example, 
let us take the notion “happiness” and try to define it. We see at once that it is impossible to do it, 
because it is closely connected with the feeling perception of the outward things of a human be-
ing. A person who has lost a precious thing feels unhappy. A person who has found this thing 
feels happy. 

Mathematics is the most exact science. It is no wonder, because it uses the notions of the 
smallest capacities, which can be defined more or less exactly. For example, the notions unit, 
zero, two, three, point, line, plane, angle, triangle, etc. cant be defined easily, and it is easy to 
connect them with the numbers, which are automatically included in mathematical dependencies 
describing various characteristics of the essence of these notions. 
         We’ll not go into details in this analysis, but we should note an importance of sense capac-
ity for their uniform understanding, without which science cannot exist. Now we understand why 
Euclid and Newton, geniuses of the mankind, have begun from the definition of the notions be-
ing the basis for their proofs. 
            It is natural that not all scientific notions have similar generalized sense and, as a result, 
similar significance for scientific knowledge. It means that it is important to arrange the funda-
mental scientific notions according to the level of generalized sense and scientific importance.  
            What notions do we use when we cognize the world around us? The answer is simple: we 
use the notions, which determine the fundamental or primary elements of the universe. Can the 
world exist outside the space? Certainly, not. That’s why “space” notion is attributed to the pri-
mary element of the universe, without which existence is impossible. Thus, “space” notion occu-
pies the first place due to the level of significance for scientific cognition of the world.  
            If we put “space” notion on the first place due to the level of significance for scientific 
cognition of the world, we should define it. But it is simple to do it, because “space” notion be-
longs to the notions with large sense capacity. Nevertheless, the majority of people have formed 
the like or similar notions concerning the essence or the sense content of this notion. We’ll take 
advantage of it. For us, the definition of “space” notion is of less importance than the fact that it 
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is the receptacle of all main points, that’s why we put it on the first place due to its significance 
for the scientific cognition. 
         Now it is necessary to define the main features of space, on which precision of our knowl-
edge depends concerning everything that exists in this space. The first and foremost feature of 
space is its absoluteness. What is it? How can absoluteness be determined? Modern level of 
knowledge allows us to consider space as absolute one, because there are no phenomena in Na-
ture, which could influence space: compress, expand or distort it [101]. 
          The statement concerning relativity of space, on which theoretical physics of the 20th cen-
tury was based, has no uniform experimental proof, that’s why we do not take it into considera-
tion [1], [162]. 
          What scientific notion is the second due to significance? Matter. Without it, space would 
be empty. Now we understand that extremely large sense capacity of this notion excludes the 
possibility of its simple definition. Essence, which is reflected by this notion, has such large 
quantity of various features that we cannot find the sign of this essence, which could give us the 
reason to consider matter as an absolute one. We can be guided by more or less similar compre-
hension of the essence of “matter” notion by the scientists, and it is enough for us at the given 
stage of scientific knowledge development [101].  

          “Time” notion is the next one due to importance for scientific cognition of the world round 
us. Essence, which is present in this notion, has manifested when matter has taken place in space. 
There was no time in empty space. The experience accumulated by mankind in the process of 
understanding the essence of “time” notion shows importance of its main feature: irreversibility. 
It goes only in one direction. Contact rate of its course is another important feature of time. 
That’s why we have every reason to believe that time is absolute, and we can define this feature 
in the following way. Time is absolute, because there are no phenomena in Nature, which could 
influence the rate of its course: increase or decrease this rate [101]. 
        The statement concerning relativity of time, on which theoretical physics of the 20th cen-
tury was based, has no direct experimental proof of its trustworthiness. The change of the rate of 
the course of time registered with the help of various devices reflects the features of the devices 
themselves, but not the fact of the change of the rate of the course of time. That’s why we think 
that this delusion will disappear from the field of the actual activities of the scientists and be-
come history. 
           Thus, we have determined three primary elements of the universe, on which it has been 
based since the day of its creation if the one existed.  
           Now we should pay attention to the thing, which has remained unnoticed by Euclid, New-
ton and their followers and which plays such important role in cognition of the world by us as 
the notions “space”, “matter” and “time”. How are the essences, which are reflected in these no-
tions, connected with each other? 
          First of all, matter cannot exist outside space. Time passes only in space, which contains 
matter. All three primary elements of the universe are inseparable. As this important property 
remained unnoticed, the theories took place, in which a spatial value of a moving object seems to 
be independent of time. It has turned out that time can be separated from space as it is done in 
the Lorentz transformations, and regularity of the passing of time can be analysed separately 
[152].  
        As space cannot be separated from time and it is impossible to imagine existence of matter 
outside space, inseparability of these three primary elements of the universe is an axiom. This is 
the third important axiom of exact sciences.  
         Now, when we address to Euclid’s postulates and axioms, we feel that it is necessary to de-
termine these notions.  
      An axiom is an obvious statement, which requires no experimental check and has no 
exceptions. 
        A postulate is a non-obvious statement, its reliability being proved in the way of ex-
periment and results from the experiments [101]. 
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        Certainly, one can challenge the accuracy of these statements. But these statements are 
enough in order to divide all fundamental statements of exact sciences into two classes: the axi-
oms and the postulates. 
         Taking into consideration these definitions of the notions “a postulate” and “an axiom”, 
Euclid’s postulates and axioms can be considered as axioms with some correction of their con-
tent. Newton’s axioms or laws become postulates automatically, because the essence reflected in 
them is not obvious, and reliability of his statements requires experimental check. 
          As we have decided to systematize the axioms of exact sciences, and to be more precise of 
knowledge of nature, and to arrange them according to the level of significance and general 
sense, let us give an updated list of the axioms of Natural science. 
 

3.3. Axioms of Natural Science 
 
1- space is absolute; 
2 - time is absolute; 
3 - space, matter and time are inseparable; 
4 - it is possible to draw only one straight line between two points; 
5 - it is possible to produce a finite straight line in both directions; 
6 - it is possible to describe a circle with any centre and radius; 
7 - all right angles equal one another; 
8 - if a straight line falling on two straight lines makes the sum of the interior angles on the 
same side equal two straight angles, the two straight lines, if produced indefinitely, will 
never meet; 
9 - things which equal the same thing also equal one another; 
10 - if equals are added to equals, then the wholes are equal; 
11- if equals are subtracted from equals, then the remainders are equal; 
12 - if equals are added to the unequals, then the wholes are unequal; 
13 - the duplicates of one and the same thing equal one another; 
14 -  the halves of one and the same thing equal one another; 
15 - things which coincide with one another equal one another; 
16 - the whole is greater than the part. 
        As it can be seen, we have added three new axioms to Euclid’s axioms, but as far as the 
level of general sense and significance for natural science is concerned, they are on the first 
place. We think that mathematicians should extend a list of axioms [128].  
 

3.4. Postulates of Natural Science 
 
We put Newton  postulates on the first place: 
1 - Law 1. Every body continues in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight line, 
unless it is compelled to change this state by forces impressed upon it.   
2 - Law 2. The change of motion is proportional to the motive force impressed; and is made 
in the direction of the straight line in which that force is impressed. 
3 - Law 3. To every action there is always opposed and equal action; or, the mutual actions 
of two bodies upon each other are always equal, and directed to contrary parts. 
4 - When several forces act simultaneously, a material point or a body gets acceleration 
equal to geometrical sum of the accelerations caused by the influence of each of these forces 
separately. 
5 - Law of gravitation.  Every object in the Universe attracts every other object with a force 
directed along the line of centers for the two objects that is proportional to the product of 
their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the separation between the two ob-
jects.  
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       Let us give the formulation of the second postulate of A. Einstein, on which theoretical 
physics of the 20th century was based. “2. Any ray of light moves in the stationary system of 
co-ordinates with the determined velocity, whether the ray be emitted by a stationary or a 
moving body.” 
         Modern level of knowledge allows us to give more exact formulation of this postulate. 
6 - Velocity of electromagnetic radiation (photons) in the stationary system of co-ordinates 
in relation to space is constant and does not depend on the direction of the source, which 
emits the photons [8]. 
              We give the opportunity for other investigators to continue the list of the postulates. It 
will be much longer than the list of the axioms. One should think that mathematicians agree with 
the necessity to transfer many statements, which they considered to be axiomatic ones and which 
do not correspond to the notion “axiom” now, to the class of postulates [128]. 
 

3.5.  Discussion of Results 
 
        Thus, we have a list of axioms, which are necessary for us in order to check the connection 
of the existing physical theories with reality. If it turns out that a theory contradicts one of the 
axioms of natural science, it is erroneous. 

The main role of axioms is to be a foundation of the new theories. The foundation of any 
future theory, which will be built on the grounds of the above mentioned axioms, will have ever-
lasting strength.  
          In our publications we have already shown how the axioms should be used for the analysis 
of the connection of the existing theories  with reality and for elaboration of the new ones [18], 
[68], [69], [99], [101], [109].  
          Now the statement that the parallel lines cross in infinity is not an axiom, it is a postulate 
and requires experimental proof of reliability of this statement. 
          Thus, the first three given fundamental axioms of natural science act as independent crite-
ria for a check of reliability of mathematical models of various physical theories. I’d like to in-
form those, who agree with obvious trustworthiness of three given fundamental axioms of natu-
ral science, that they are realized only in Euclidean geometry. It results from this that there is a 
connection of mathematical models of this geometry with reality. 
           It is necessary to emphasize a role of the axiom of space-matter-time unity in mathemati-
cal description of the motion process of any object in space. This axiom established strict corre-
spondence between motion of any object in space and the passing of time during this motion. 
Mathematically, it is expressed by dependence of object position coordinates in space on time. 
         It is impossible to separate matter from space. It is impossible to imagine the passing of 
time outside space.  Space, matter and time are primary elements of the universe, they are  in-
separable on no account. I think that trustworthiness of the statement concerning unity of space, 
matter and time is obvious. It has no exceptions  and contains all properties of an axiom. If we 
acknowledge this fact, the axiom of space-matter-time unity become an independent judge of re-
liability of mathematical models, which describe motion of material objects in space, and the 
theories, to which these models belong.  
          Mathematical models of motion of material objects in space built in pseudo-Euclidean ge-
ometries conflict with the space-matter-time unity axiom. Four-dimensional Minkovky’s geome-
try will be the first to be rejected as well as his idea of unity of space and time, because the 
mathematical model of four-dimensional geometry postulated by him, in which his idea is real-
ized, contradicts the axiom of space-matter-time unity [109], [119]. 
            I’d like to emphasize the fact that scientists of exact sciences are eager to call their scien-
tific statements axioms, especially mathematicians. An axiom is an obvious statement, which 
requires no experimental check and has no exceptions. The rest are postulates. If  a theory 
contradicts one of the axioms of natural science or mutually accepted scientific postulate , it is 
erroneous. 
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         It is clear that the process of realization of the idea of observation of the given axioms of 
natural science will be quicker and more fruitful if the world scientific community understands 
that it is necessary to confer a status of obligation to the  list of axioms. 
        Updated and systematized axiomatics of natural science consists of sixteen axioms for the 
present. As far as the level of general sense and significance for knowledge of nature is con-
cerned, the axiom space is absolute occupies the first place, the axiom time is absolute occupies 
the second place, and the axiom space, matter and time are inseparable occupies the third 
place. Value of the axiom does not depend on its acknowledgement. It defends its reliability by 
itself due to apparent connection with reality.  
         In scientific investigations, an important role is played by the postulates - the statements, 
their reliability being not obvious, but proved experimentally. The value of a postulate is deter-
mined by the level of its reliability acknowledgement by the scientific community. 
 

4. JUDICIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE AXIOM 
 

UNITIES OF SPACE – MATER  AND TIME 
 

4.1. The prologue 
 

  The Axiom of Unity puts in difficult position of modern scientists which have received 
the scientific results, not having noticed its existence. It it is simple, clear and it is incontestable 
shows their mistakes. 

   Now we shall see, that the main reason of crisis of theoretical physics was - absence of un-
derstanding of the fundamental importance of an axiom of Unity of space - matters - time. We 
have already noted, that its essence consists that separate existence of space is impossible, a mat-
ter and time. It is impossible to separate a matter from space and it is impossible to present their 
separate existence. It is impossible to separate also time from space or from a matter. In reality in 
which we live, space, a matter and time - primary and inseparable from each other elements of a 
universe. Аксиоматичность this statement it is obvious [18], [26], [70].  
        There is a question: unless mathematics, physics, chemists and other researchers of reality 
did not take into account аксиоматичность Unity of space - a matter - time? The answer un-
equivocal. Yes, did not take into account. Almost all modern physical theories contradict this 
axioms [1], [6], [14], [19], [171].  

The axiom of Unity of space –matter  -  time specifies a matter that the interrelation between a 
matter, space and time should be reflected in all mathematical models describing changing real-
ity. But it, with a kind rather simple rule, remained unnoticed neither mathematicians, nor physi-
cists [22], [171]. 
  We shall start the analysis of concrete scientific problems. Now you know, that all phe-
nomena and processes in the Nature proceed within the framework of the Axiom of Unity. Proc-
esses of moving of any objects in space are inseparable from processes of current of time. All 
movings are functions of time. If we shall ignore this fact we shall receive approached or com-
pletely deformed representation about the investigated phenomenon. 
  And now we shall pay attention that at studying behavior of a macrocosm down to XX 
century process of following to the Axiom of Unity was automatic. It has been broken at transi-
tion to the description of behavior of a microcosm. In result we have come in such impassable 
jungle and have invented so much scientific fables, that we will need a lot of time for return on a 
classical way of development. 
  Thus, all experiments executed by us, besides our will proceeded within the framework 
of the Axiom of Unity. It is quite natural, that correct interpretation of results of these experi-
ments is possible only with the help of theories and the mathematical models working also 
within the framework of the Axiom of Unity. 
  If we shall involve for interpretation of results of experiment mathematical models and 
theories which work behind frameworks of the Axiom of Unity we inevitably   shall receive at 
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the best the approached representation about that phenomenon which we investigate, and in the 
worse – completely deformed. 
  The beginning of the theory of a relativity was necessary by Galilee [145]. He has 
shown, that at transition from mobile system of readout ''' YOX which goes concerning mo-
tionless - XOY  with constant speed V , the coordinate 'x  and time 't  will be transformed on ra-
tio (fig. 1): 
 

;' Vtxx −=                                                    (1) 
                            'tt =  .                                                       (2) 

 
 

Fig. 1. The scheme to the analysis of transformations Galilee 
 
  Transformations of Galilee (1) and (2) work in Euclidean  space and are based on repre-
sentations about space and time, as absolute characteristics of a universe.  
  Lorentz has found, that the specified transition is connected to speed of light depend-
ences (fig. 2) [146]: 
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  From a formulae (3) implicitly follows, that with increase in speed CV →  the size of a 

spatial interval 'x  decreases, that corresponds to a relativity of space. Similar consequence fol-
lows and from a formulae (4). At CV →  the size 't  also decreases, that corresponds to reduc-
tion of rate of current of time (fig. 2) or - to a relativity of time.  

        So representation about a relativity of space and time was generated. The experiments 
ostensibly confirming transformations of Lorentz were found also, therefore they and the Special 
theory of a relativity following from them have been recognized infallible. This infallibility has 
not been calls into question and when the experimental results contradicting and transformations 
of Lorentz and the Special theory of a relativity of A. Einstein have started to appear. The main 
thing from them and rather convincing is  Sagnayk’s experience. Surprisingly, but the world sci-
entific community instead of search of the reasons of this contradiction has ignored results of 
Sagnayk’s experience.  
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Fig. 2. The scheme to the analysis of transformations of Lorentz 

 
  Certainly, the arisen ambiguity could not remain unnoticed and selectors of scientific 

true have begun to reveal the reasons of this ambiguity. It has been established, that there are 
some variants of a conclusion of the same mathematical model involved for interpretation of re-
sult of experiment. And, change of a variant of a conclusion of this or that mathematical model 
can change the physical sense incorporated in it. In result, as a rule, the reason of the existing 
contradiction also is found out.   

  Apparently, in Lorentz’s transformations (3) and (4) the spatial interval 'x  located in 
mobile system of readout, is separated from time 't  current in this system. In reality such it does 
not happen. A changing spatial interval – always function of time. Therefore Lorentz's 
transformations describe not real, but a false relativity. 

  But the main judge of reliability of mathematical models appeared for a long time exist-
ing, but as we have already noted, remaining unnoticed the Axiom of Unity of space – matter – 
time. From it follows, that the space, a matter and time cannot exist in the shared condition. They 
exist only together, therefore mathematical models in which space, the matter and time are s-
hared, deform a reality. 

4.2. Sources of errors 
 

The analysis of sources of errors we shall begin with the base of the Special theory of a rela-
tivity – Lorentz's transformations  (3) (4). We shall pay attention that at the formula (3) there is a 
coordinate x'  which is fixed in mobile system of readout (fig. 2), and in the formula (4) - only 
time t '  which flows in same system of readout. Thus, in mathematical formulas (3) and (4) 
changing size of a spatial interval x'  in mobile system of readout is separated, I repeat once 
again is separated from time 't  current in this system of readout.   
          Now we know, that in reality to separate space from time it is impossible, therefore the 
specified equations cannot be analyzed separately from each other. It - the system of the equa-
tions and to analyze them it is necessary together. Only such analysis will correspond to the 
Axiom of Unity of space - to a matter - to time, and results only such analysis will reflect a real-
ity. But this simple rule till now was ignored by physicists. We pay once again attention that 
from the equation (3) implicitly follows that at V C→ the size of a spatial interval x'  decreases. 
From this physics of XX century judged, that with increase in speed V of movement of mobile 
system of readout the size of a spatial interval x'  is reduced. Further, they took for the analysis 
one equation (4).14 From it also follows implicitly, that at V C→ the size t '  decreases. From this 

                                                           
14 Separated a spatial interval x ’ from time t ’. 
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they judged that with increase in speed of movement of mobile system of readout rate of current 
of time t '  in it is slowed down. 

     Let's correct erroneous interpretation. As in reality the space cannot be separated from time 
we shall analyze the equations (3) and (4) in common, for this purpose we shall divide the first 
into the second, in result we shall have 

                                                         
x
t

x Vt
t Vx C

'
' /

.=
−

− 2                                                  (5) 

 
     Now the mathematical formula (5) reflects dependence of coordinate x'  on time t ' . This im-
plies, that the formula (5) works within the framework of the Axiom of Unity of space - matters - 
time, that is within the framework of reality. We shall pay attention that the matter (5) is present 
at the equation indirectly. Its role is carried out with speeds V  and C . It is caused by that mate-
rial objects can have speed only. 

On fig. 2 it is visible, that x   is a coordinate of position of a light signal in motionless system 
of readout. It is equal to product of speed of movement of light C  for a while t . If we shall sub-
stitute x Ct=  in the resulted formula (5) we shall receive coordinate x Ct' '=  which fixes posi-
tion of a light signal in mobile system of readout. Where this signal is located? As we change 
coordinates x  and x' at the moment of time t  and t '  it is located on conterminous axes OX  and 
OX ' , is more exact - in a point K - a point of crossing of light sphere with two axes OX  and 
OX '  (fig. 2). 

       The geometrical sense of Lorent’s transformations  is very simple. In them are fixed: co-
ordinate x'  of a point K  in mobile system of readout and its coordinate x  in motionless system 
of readout (fig. 2). It - a point of crossing of light sphere with axes OX  and OX ' . And all sense 
of transformations of Lorentz. Other information in these transformations is not present also 
they do not reflect any physical effects. 

        Very  important  that the resulted analysis of transformations of Lorentz gives to all 
mathematical symbols: CVttxx ,,',,', , included in these transformations, precise geometrical and 
physical sense. Look more closely at fig. 2. At CV →  the size 'x  really decreases. It is quite 
natural, that time 't  necessary for a light signal to pass distance 'x  decreases also. To you and 
the reason of reduction of a spatial interval 'x , rate of current of time 't  and occurrence of para-
dox of twins. Lead Lorentz's transformations to  a kind corresponding to the Axiom of Unity of 
space –  matter –  time and all paradoxes disappear.  

        And now present, how many theories and how many mathematical models are based on 
Lorentz's transformations which carry out actually a role of a theoretical virus. How many erro-
neous interpretations of experimental data have generated the mathematical models infected with 
this virus!!! 

Let's go further. Certainly, it is desirable for us and even it is necessary to know sources of an 
inaccuracy of transformations of Lorentz, and for this purpose it is necessary to track process of 
their birth, that is - a conclusion.  

  Taking into account stated, we shall show a variant of a conclusion of transformations of 
Lorentz from transformations Galilee, that till now was considered absolutely impossible. During 
a conclusion we shall obviously see infringement of Unity of space,  matter and time, that is - 
distortion of reality.  

If to combine the beginnings of motionless XOY and mobile ''' YOX  systems of readout 
and, at the moment of the beginning of movement of mobile system of readout, to make flash in 
a point O  (fig. 1 and 2) the coordinate of a point K  of crossing of light sphere with an axis OX  
will start to change under the law Ctx = . Substituting this result in the formula (1) Galilee, we 
shall receive 

'xVtCt += .                                                         (6) 
 

  We shall erect the left and right parts in a square and we shall transform result so 
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 222 )'(0 xVttC +−=  .                                               (7) 
 

  And now we shall take advantage of a method of a conclusion of transformations (3) and 
(4) Lorentzs  offered by  A.A. Logunov [145]. We shall open brackets in expression (7). 

 
22222 ''20 xVtxtVtС −−−= .                   

 
  We shall allocate a full square be relative t  and 'x . 
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  Apparently, the form  time like  interval at 2C  was complicated. We shall designate it 

through 
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and the stayed expression - through 
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Let's replace 'x  with its value from transformation (1) 
 

 Vtxx −=' .                                                      (11)  
In result we shall receive: 
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  So, expressions (12) and (13), (1) the Galilee received from transformations, completely 

coincide with Lorentz's transformations (3) and (4). Till now was considered, that Galilee – the 
special case of transformations of Lorentz, but severity of the resulted conclusion shows trans-
formations, that Lorentz's transformations – a special case of transformations of Galilee. 

  We pay attention the reader that in expression (8) 'x  and t  interdependent sizes. The 
matter in this expression is submitted indirectly in symbols V  and С as material objects can 
have speed only, therefore expression (8) fully complies with the Axiom of Unity of space – to a 
matter - to time.  

       We have executed harmless operation with a kind – have taken from the equation (8) 
sizes 'x  and 't , and have made their independent from each other, that is equivalent to infringe-
ment of the Axiom of Unity or distortion of reality, in which '' xX =  - function '' tT = . The exe-
cuted procedure of division 'x  also 't  deprives with us is right to use Lorentz's transformations 
for the analysis what – or realities, and the received transformations (12) and (13) Lorentzs, de-
scribe not real, but a false relativity, that is carry out in the exact sciences a role of a theoretical 
virus [134], [139]. 
  As this virus has penetrated into the exact sciences through four-dimensional geometry 
of Mincovsky  it is desirable for us to know how it has taken place. Further we shall be con-
vinced on numerous examples that the main reason of the created catastrophic position in the 
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field of theoretical physics – uncontrolled intrusion into this area of mathematicians. They began 
the activity in the field of geometry where the structure of stationary objects is considered. Then, 
not reflecting, have started to include in the geometrical equations the main physical parameter 
time t , and later -  speed of light C . So they have made mathematical knowledge primary, and 
physical – secondary. In result physical knowledge have been held down by incalculable com-
plex mathematical models and their transformations, many of which as we shall see, appeared er-
roneous. It did not accelerate the development of physics, chemistry and other sciences braked. 
To show, as it occured, we shall accept for the given case reserve: Let's name the mathematical 
models containing only geometrical parameters, mathematical, and in what there is time, - physi-
cal and mathematical ones. 
            Then the equation of sphere containing only geometrical parameters   
 

                                                        2222 Rzyx =++                                              (14) 
 

let's name mathematical. The same equation, but with variable radius of sphere CtR =  auto-
matically becomes physical and mathematical. 
 

22222 tCzyx =++ .                                            (15) 
 

  We have entered time into mathematical model. By the example of the analysis of trans-
formations (3) and (4) of Lorentzs we have clearly seen, that the negligent manipulation with the 
equations containing physical parameter time, very much is very expensive to mankind. There-
fore we shall show the maximal care, analyzing the consequences following from mathematical 
models, containing time. We shall remember, that problems of physics are solved with the help 
of the physical and mathematical models containing time and very frequently speed of light С . 
  As it is considered, that Lorentz's transformations follow from geometry of Mincovsky it 
is desirable for us to analyze and this variant of a conclusion of these transformations. Most con-
sistently it was described by B.Robertson in the book «Modern physics in applied sciences» 
[152]. He has written down the equation of light sphere in motionless system of readout in such 
kind  

22222 tCzyx =++ ,                                                   (16) 
 

          and the equation of same sphere in mobile system of readout - in such kind 
 

22222 '''' tCzyx =++ .                                                  (17) 
 

Further, he has written down  
222222222 '''' CtzyxtCzyx −++=−++ .                                (18) 

 
He also has found, that this equality is carried out under condition of if 'x  it is defined under the 
formula (3), 't  - under the formula (4). 
  We pay attention that according to the reserve entered by us it – physical and mathemati-
cal equality. Before to receive equality (18) it is necessary the equations (16) and (17) to lead to  
such kind: 

022222 =−++ tCzyx ;                                          (19) 
 

0'''' 22222 =−++ tCzyx .                                          (20) 
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 and to think, we shall receive what result at the joint decision of these two equations equal to 
zero? What means to equate two zero? It means - to equate nothing. To bypass this difficulty, 
Mincovsky has written down the equations (19) and (20) so: 
 

      222222 StCzyx =−++ ;                                      (21) 
 

222222 '''' StCzyx =−++ .                                        (22) 
 

  Now we have bases to equate the left parts of the equations (21) and (22). But in such 
kind they do not belong to geometry of Euclid. It - the equations of geometry of Mincovsky in 
which he has given to size S the invented physical sense – space-time an interval [147], [119.] 
Physicists have surprisingly simply agreed with absurdity of physical sense of this interval. We 
shall check up conformity to its an axiom of Unity. On Fig. 3 the circuit for such check is shown. 
  Comparing the equations (19) and (21), we see, that in geometry of Euclid OMCt =  - a 
rectilinear diagonal of a parallelepiped (fig. 3), and in geometry of Mincovsky this diagonal can-
not be rectilinear as this equation does not correspond to Pifagor’s theorem. Presence at the 
equation (21) sizes S  does a diagonal of a parallelepiped curvilinear ОЕМ (fig. 3). Actually it 
means, that parallel straight lines are crossed. You see, that the beginning of these ideas is Lo-
bachevsky's geometry. We shall continue the analysis. 

 
Fig. 3. The scheme to the analysis of Mincovski’s geometry  

  Straightforwardness of a diagonal OMCt =  in the equation (19) corresponds to property 
of a photon to move in space rectilinearly. Curvilinear of a diagonal OEMCt =  in equation of 
Mincovsky (21) contradicts this property. This implies, that we have no right to put speed of a 
photon C  in postulated of Mincovsky (a ratio 21) which is the base of his four-dimensional ge-
ometry [119]. We shall check up reliability of this statement on a simple example. For this pur-
pose we shall try to define coordinates of an arrangement of a light signal in space at the moment 
of time t  in a case, when zyx == . From the equation (21) we have 
 

3

222 tCSzyx +
=== .                                                    (23) 

 
  The unknown spatial interval S  excludes an opportunity of definition of coordinates 

zyx == . The equation (21) of Mincovsky does not allow to define position of a photon on a 
trajectory OEM  during the set moment of time t , breaking thus Unity of space, a matter and 
time. The conclusive inaccuracy of mathematical model (21) which is the base of four-
dimensional geometry of Mincovsky this implies [119]. 
  We shall pay attention that the length of a diagonal OMCt =  is measured with the help 
of the photon moving rectilinearly with speed C , therefore, using the equation (19), we can de-
fine position of a photon on a diagonal OMCt = at any moment, that corresponds to the Axiom 
of Unity of space -  matter -  time. In each point of a diagonal OMCt =  the photon (matter), 
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space and time are in indissoluble unity. For example, for a special case zyx ==  the equation 
(19) gives such result 

3
tCzyx === .                                              (24)  

 
           For anyone t  we can find coordinates   .,, zyx  
  Now you see, that a source of all these errors is Lobachevsky's geometry. He has given 
the status of an axiom to the statement that parallel straight lines are crossed in infinity. It is 
known, that the axiom is an obvious statement not having exceptions. I think, that among you is 
not present such who will agree that the statement about crossing parallel straight lines in infinity 
is obvious.  
  We shall pay attention to one important fact. In the equation (19) the symbol C  - a sym-
bol of speed of a photon which goes rectilinearly that corresponds to Euclid’s axioms  asserting 
is used, that between two points it is possible to lead only one direct line and that parallel direct 
lines are not crossed anywhere. This fact will be coordinated by that in the equation (19) theorem 
Pifagor working in geometry of Euclid is submitted [113].  
  Introduction of an existential interval S  in the equation (21) automatically transforms a 
rectilinear trajectory OMCt =  in curvilinear OEMCt = , forcing light to move curvilinearly. 
And at once there is a question: to what the radius of this curvilinearly  is equal? The answer is 
not present.  
          It is difficult to present chaos which would exist in the world if light moved curvilinearly. 
In fact from a far star up to our mother of the Earth it is possible to lead only one direct line and 
uncountable quantity of curves and on what from them light goes, reaching us, remains a secret. 
But all this did not confuse physicists also they have safely started to use Lorentz's transforma-
tions (3) and (4) for the researches. And they did not trouble themselves with the analysis of con-
formity of these transformations of a reality. They with unknown ease used not only Lorentz's 
transformations, but also separate elements of these transformations. Frequently it is possible to 
meet use of a so-called relativistic root 22 VC − . Has not avoided this temptation and Albert 
Einstein.  
            In the basic scientific article «To electrodynamics of moving bodies» [161] on which all 
relativists refer, as to article which has begun new physics, he writes: «If to take into account, 
that light along an axis Y  at supervision from based system always is distributed with a speed  
 

22 VCVY −= ,                                                           (25) 
 
 that …. ». This statement can follow from geometry Mincovsky, but not from geometry of 
Euclid. For check of this fact it is necessary to have the circuit corresponding to the resulted 
formula, but in his article of it is not present. We shall fill this lack and we shall draw such cir-
cuit (fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. The scheme to the analysis of essence of the formula 22 VCVY −=  
 
  It is quite natural, that the formula 22 VCVY −= follows from theorem of Pifagor 
working within the framework of the Axiom of Unity of space –  matter –  time. To receive it 
from fig. 4, it is necessary vectors of speeds V  and C  photons 1 or 2 to return in point O. But 
we  is no right to do this. First of all, we know, that it is possible to transfer along a line of action 
only vectors of forces and that under condition of if all of them operate on one isolated system 
[101]. In a considered case vectors not forces, and speeds. They are put directly to those points 
which speed they define, and they cannot be transferred along a line of action. As in this case the 
vector V  is enclosed to the beginning of mobile system of readout (point O) which is independ-
ent in relation to the photons which have departed from a point O in different directions with 
speeds of light C . 
  Thus, we have no neither mathematical, nor the physical right to return vectors of speeds 
V  and C  to a point O to use theorem of Pifagor for a conclusion of the formula 22 VCVY −= . 
Absence of such right is confirmed with elementary check. Believing 0=YV , we have absurd 
result CV = . If we shall take speed of the photon 3 which have departed to the left part of light 
sphere (fig. 4) we shall lose an opportunity to receive and absurd result. 
         Nevertheless, the Nobel committee gives out to A. Einstein the Nobel Prize on physics with 
the following formulation: «For the important physical and mathematical researches, it is espe-
cial for opening of the law of photo-electric effect» [231]. Further we shall analyse also the law 
of a photoeffect and we shall see correctness of his mathematical model, but an inaccuracy of its 
interpretation.  
  Now you represent the damage put to the exact sciences by scientists, agreed to give to 
the statement about crossing parallel straight lines in infinity the status of an axiom without what 
- or experimental check of reliability of this statement. 
  I want to pay your attention that, criticizing now A. Einstein for his erroneous theories of 
a relativity, you as selectors of scientific true, sin. His fault consists only that he with trust has 
considered erroneous results of researches of the predecessors and on these mistakes has created 
the, quite naturally, erroneous theories. But the beginning of mistakes is necessary not to them, 
and Lobachevskys, Rieman, Mincovsky, Lorentz….. We shall not analyze geometry Rieman 
[80]. It is noneucliden  geometry, therefore it is automatically inapplicable in all researches 
where there is a mathematical symbol of speed of light C . 
  Now we shall look, as the Axiom of Unity allows us to estimate connection with a reality 
of theories on which the modern Quantum physics is based.  We shall start with the equation of 
monochromatic wave  De Broil. 

)/(2sin λνπψ xtA −= .                                            (26) 
 
  In this equation λ  - length of a wave, ν  - frequency of a wave, x - coordinate, t - time. 
And now we shall take into account, that in reality movement of any object in space is synchro-
nized eventually, that is the coordinate x  always is function of time t . In equation De Broil. x  
and t - independent variables. In reality such it does not happen, when the coordinate x  of vary-
ing position of any object in space is independent of time t . Hence equation De Broil (26) con-
tradicts the basic axiom of Natural sciences - to the Axiom of Unity of space -  matter - time. 
Therefore we exclude it from an arsenal of the researches. 
 Schroedinger equation  in three-dimensional space has more complex kind [111] 
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  The one-dimensional decision of this equation is function  
 

),( txψ=Ψ ,                                                        (28) 
 
in which the coordinate x  is independent of time t . In this case the result of the decision (28) 
also contradicts the Axiom of Unity of space -  matter -  time and consequently it appears far 
from reality.  
  Nevertheless equations De Broil and Schroedinger are widely used now in Quantum 
physics and in some cases describe results of experiments. As it - the wave equations it is quite 
natural, that they can not describe processes wave or close to them. The reason of independence 
x  from t  in equation De Broil  and other equations speaks that in geometry of a harmonious 
wave varying function ψ  of fluctuations in one and too time can has the same size at various 
values x . For this reason results of decisions of these equations have probability character and 
do not allow to find what exact size - or parameter. The reason of such result - discrepancy of 
these equations to the Axiom of Unity of space - matters - time. 
        In a number a case function (27) manages to be shared into two functions, each of which 
depends only from x  or only from t  and there is an opportunity to describe what - or the proc-
ess dependent or only from time t , or from coordinate x . From function (27) it is possible to al-
locate function )(xϕϕ = which allows to expect a spectrum hydrogen like atoms.  
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        It turns out because energy of a photon, radiated by electron at its power transitions in at-
oms, depends only on distance x  between a nucleus of atom and electron at the moment of ab-
sorption or radiation of a photon. However, it is possible to recognize such result casual as the 
classical equation for calculation of spectra not only hydrogen like atoms is already found, but 
also multielectronic atoms. Below we shall result a conclusion of this equation and we shall 
show, as it works. 
  The some people consider, that equation of Schroedinger plays to quantum mechanics 
the same role, as well as laws of Newton in classical mechanics [102], [133]. This deep error. 
Laws of Newton work within the framework of the Axiom of Unity of space - matters – time, 
and equation of Schroedinger contradicts this Axiom.  
  Further the reader will be convinced, that equation of Schroedinger has caused enormous 
harm to physics and, especially, chemistry. This equation - one of the main originators of a dead-
lock condition in their development. It is necessary to regret, that this was promoted by the No-
bel Prize given prizi to Schroedinger in 1933 for opening of new forms of the atomic theory. 
         We shall not result and analyze equation Dirak,15  as it has the same lack, as equations De 
Broil and Schroedinger. In it coordinates zyx ,,  do not depend on time. Therefore it also works 
behind frameworks of the Axiom of Unity of space - matter - time and does not give us the in-
formation which would allow to open electromagnetic structure of  particles [80]. 
  Especially it is necessary to note discrepancy of the differential equations in private de-
rivatives to the Axiom of Unity of space – matters – time. Usually such equations include 
parameter time, and change of other parameters is considered independent of time, that 
obviously contradicts the Axiom of Unity of space –  matter –  time. Hence, the differential 
equations in individual derivatives it is incomplete reflect a reality and in some cases can deform 
it.             It is already established, that there is not one, and set of decisions of problem Coshy  for 
the wave equation in private derivatives [190, 237]. 

                                                           
15 He has received the Nobel Prize in 1933 year with  Schroedinger for opening of new forms of the atomic the-
ory. 
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  The well-known equations of an electromagnetic field offered by James Klerkom Maks-
vellom in 1865, also have not allowed to open structure of electromagnetic radiation and, in par-
ticular, structure of a photon. The further development of this direction has led to  development 
of actually fruitless various field theories which wreath were string theories. 
  The theory of a field developed  by D. Landau, till now is considered a wreath of crea-
tion in this area, and textbooks on the theories of a field written by L.D. Landau and E.M. Lif-
shits – ideal, not containing any contradictions.  
  However the group of scientists headed by Kuliginym V.A., has convincingly shown, 
that Lorentz's calibration and Culon calibration of Maxwell’s equations  are not equivalent. Hav-
ing analysed the textbook «The Theory of a field» L.D.Landau and E.M. Lifshits, they have 
established [237]  http://kuligin.mylivepage.ru   

 « 1. First of all, we shall note that fact, that energy of a field of scalar potential appeared nega-
tive. As consequence, the electromagnetic mass of a charge should be negative, and it contradicts 
existing representations kwasystatistic  electrochanges. Negative energy conducts to change of 
the formulation of law Culon. It is uneasy to show, that at negative energy of a field of scalar po-
tential the same charges should be drawn, and heteronymic - to make a start. And it is a non-
sense. It was necessary any way "to bypass" this difficulty. And it "has been made" in the ana-
lyzed textbook. 

2. From here there are also clear reasons of the following statements, for example, «potentials 
of electromagnetic fields have no physical sense as they are determined to within a constant», 
«in physics have physical sense only fields Е and Н, and potentials have no physical sense 
since they "are not observable"» and to that similar expressions. All these statements reflect as-
piration to veil  difficulties with which modern electrodynamics faces, and the latent desire to 
suppress aspiration thoroughly to understand problems. 

          We at all do not want to reproach scientists who tried to present the sights intelligibly and 
logically. From mistakes anybody is not insured. We reproach those who has erected these not 
absolutely correct representations in absolut, dogmatically protects them, being covered with au-
thorities of these scientists, and, ignoring an objective truth, carefully protects them from criti-
cism».   
  As at the analysis of behavior of elementary particles of us interests real, instead of prob-
able character of this behavior we should look for other equations which are distinct from equa-
tions De Broil, Schroedinger, Dirac, Maxwell and others. 
  The quantum physics was born actually from the ratio describing energy of a photon 
[24], [108] 

νhE = ,                                                              (30) 
 
therefore it was necessary to give more attention to the analysis of this ratio to be convinced, 
whether really it contradicts laws of classical physics? But it has not been made. Further we shall 
show, that it is consequence of laws of classical physics. 
 

THE CONCLUSION 
 

  Physicists of XX century widely used A. Einstein's authority for the proof of reliability 
of results of the scientific researches. It is one of the reasons of their errors. The person cannot 
carry out a role of indisputable scientific authority. This function is subject only to axioms. 
 

5. INVARIANCY OF LAWS OF PHYSICS 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

              In 1987 was 300 years from the moment of the publication of fundamental theoretical 
ideas of I. Newton «The Mathematical beginnings of natural philosophy» were executed. Scien-
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tists of those times critically concerned to his works but when they have started to yield practical 
results to all modern technical equipment the criticism itself  has quickly enough died away. 
Have left in nonexistence and criticism [101].   
           In 2005 was 100 years from the moment of an output of article of A. Einstein «To elec-
trodynamics of moving bodies» which as relativists consider, was the beginning of new theoreti-
cal physics were executed [161]. But hundred years appeared a little to receive with the help of 
this theory what – or appreciable practical result, short of global split of scientists on supporters 
and A. Einstein's opponents. The quantity of the last grows so quickly, and results of their re-
searches get such validity, that at Einshtei’s ideas of a relativity there is one road - on a shelf of a 
history of a science. There was one more idea which holds relativists – invariance of Maxwell’s 
equations to Lorentz's to transformations. However, the detailed analysis of this invariance 
shows, that it – too a myth. The similar conclusion follows and from the deep analysis of 
mathematical problems of electrodynamics [237]. 
 

5.1. Invariant’s in mathematics 
 
  The Invariant  is the size which is not changing at any mathematical actions or transfor-

mations. Mathematical invariance operates basically with the mathematical formulas which are 
not containing time.  

  For example, if we have a circle of radius 5=R  with the center in a point 0 in the carte-
sian system of coordinates ХОУ  so its equation looks like (fig. 5) 

 
 222 Ryx =+  .                                                              (31) 

 
If the beginning of new system of coordinates ''' YOX  to displace to the right on distance 
2=x , that 2' −= xx , yy ='  and in new system of coordinates the equation of same circle will 

be written down so 
222222 ')2(''( RyxRyx =+−⇒=+ .                                       (32) 

 
  So, the form of a circle, its radius and length invariance to transformation of coordinates 

(fig. 5), and the formulas (31-32) describing this circle, - different, that is not invariant. It - fun-
damental property of mathematical invariance. Its main feature consists that it describes static 
(motionless) objects in different motionless systems of readout. 
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Fig. 5. The scheme of transformation of coordinates of the center of a circle 
 

At transformations of coordinates in Eucliden geometry coordinates of points of space and 
the equation of figures change, but figures and all their parameters (length of lines, the area of a 
figure, etc.) remain constant - invariant. We shall name it physical invariance. 

If in the mathematical equations there is time they start to reflect not only the static form of 
geometrical figures, but also their movement and movement of systems of coordinates. When the 
forces working on these figures, are not set, such movement is considered, as kinematical and if 
are set, - as dynamic, that is occurrence of time in the mathematical equations makes by their 
physical and mathematical equations and considerably complicates process of an estimation of 
simultaneous physical and mathematical invariance. 
 

5.2. Physical invariance 
 

As physical invariance we shall understand invariance of the most physical size, instead of 
its mathematical symbol or their set. The most simple physical invariance is invariance of laws 
of kinematics at transition from motionless system of coordinates in mobile and on the contrary. 
Organic laws of kinematics are the laws describing trajectories of movement of points and bod-
ies, and the laws describing change of their speeds and accelerations. 

As relativists consider only rectilinear and uniform movement of mobile system of coordi-
nates concerning motionless also we shall stop on the analysis only this case. We shall remind, 
that if the system of readout is based or goes rectilinearly with constant speed it refers to inertial. 

 
5.2.1. Realization of kinematical invariance in transformations Galilee 

 
If the point goes concerning mobile system of coordinates O’ (fig. 1) under the law tVx ⋅= 1'  

according to transformations Galilee (1) law of movement of this point concerning motionless 
system of coordinates will be written down so tVVtVtVx ⋅+=⋅+⋅= )( 11 . That is mathematical 
record of this law, so also its physical essence is invariance to transformations of Galilee. 
 

5.2.2. Kinematical invariance to Lorentz's transformations 
 
  We have all bases to set the kinematical law of rectilinear movement of a point in mobile 
system of coordinates (fig. 2) in such kind '' 1 tVx ⋅= . Then the formula (3) Lorentzs becomes 
such  

                                                     ;
/1

''
221

CV
VtxtVx

−

−
=⋅=                                     (33) 

 
Substituting value 't  (4) and transforming, we shall find 
 

                                                               
VVC

tVVCx
⋅+
⋅+

=
1

2
1

2 )(                                             (34) 

 
  Such there is a law of rectilinear and uniform movement of a point concerning mo-

tionless system of readout. It is difficult for sane person to make comments on such result, there-
fore we formulate at once a conclusion which follows from this result. The law of the most sim-
ple rectilinear and uniform movement of a point not invariant to Lorentz's to transformations. 
What does it mean? The answer one: Lorentz's transformations generate the mystical information 
which is not having any attitude to a reality. 
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5.2.3. Dynamic invariance to transformations Galilee 
 

Let the body goes rectilinearly under action of force F  concerning mobile inertial system of 
coordinates X'O'Y ’ which goes concerning motionless system XOY with constant speed 

constV =  (fig. 1). The equation (law) of movement of a body concerning mobile system of co-
ordinates will be written down so 

Fam r = , 
here ra  - relative acceleration of a body.  
If the body goes rectilinearly concerning motionless system of coordinates under action of 

similar force F the law of its movement will look like 
 

Fam = , 
 

here a  - absolute acceleration of a body. As the mobile system of readout goes in regular in-
tervals raa = . 

Thus, if the mobile system of readout goes in parallel motionless system of readout with 
constant speed constV = , the equation of the rectilinear accelerated movement of a body in this 
system of readout invariance to the equation of the accelerated movement of the same body con-
cerning motionless system of readout. 

Thus, from stated physical and mathematical invariance of the second law of Newton fol-
lows transformations Galilee. The main thing is that the described phenomena and their laws do 
not depend on speed of movement of mobile system of coordinates. Important and that, as kin-
ematical, and dynamic laws invariance to transformations Galilee. 
 

5.2.4. Dynamic invariance to Lorentz's transformations 
 
Let the point or a body move concerning mobile system of readout (fig. 2) under the law 

Fam r = . At once there is a question: how to enter this law into Lorentz's transformations (3) 
and (4), to see process of realization of its invariance in these transformations? As Lorentz's 
transformations reduce any spatial interval along an axis 'x  it is quite natural, that they will re-
duce also a trajectory of the body moving along an axis 'x  under the law Fam x =' . To be con-
vinced of an opportunity of realization of the specified law of movement of a body concerning 
mobile Lorent’s systems of readout (fig. 2), acceleration xa'  is necessary to find. For this pur-
pose it is necessary differentiate twice law of change of coordinate 'x  on time 't . From the equa-
tions (3) and (4) we have 

                                                                     '
/

' 2 t
CVxt

Vtxx ⋅
−
−

=               

(35) 

 
and at once we get in inconvenient position. In the formula (35 two times: t  and 't . One 

flows in mobile, another - in motionless systems of readout. How to be? To take private deriva-
tives on two times, that is to stop serially times t  and 't ? Thus it is necessary to take into ac-
count, that x  in the equation (35) - too size a variable and it also it is necessary to differentiate. 
The reader represents complexity of result received at it. It will differ considerably from mathe-
matical model Fam r =  of movement of this body in Galilean   mobile system of coordinates 
that gives us is right to assert, that the law of movement of a point or a body invariance to Gali-
lean’s transformations of coordinates and not invariance to Lorentz's  transformations.       
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5.2.5. Invariance of law of Coulomb  
 

Law Кулона describes interaction between the electric charges which are taking place in 
rest. Two motionless electric charges push away or draw each other with the force F  propor-
tional to product of sizes of charges 1e , 2e  and inversely proportional to a square of distance R  
between them. 

2
21

3
21

R
ee

FR
R

ee
F

⋅
=⇒⋅

⋅
= .                                          (36) 

 
From definition of Coulomb’s law  unequivocally follows, that it invariance to transforma-

tions of Galilee (1). Any parameter which is included in this law (36), does not change at transi-
tion from motionless in mobile system of coordinates (fig. 1). 

Lorentz's transformations deny this invariance as the spatial interval R enters into mathe-
matical model of Coulomb’s law  - distance between charges which size changes at CV ⇒ .  

If charges will be located in mobile system of readout (fig. 2), moving with a speed V  close 
by the speed of light, along an axis 'x  with increase in speed of movement of mobile system of 
readout the distance R  between charges will start to decrease. In result force F  (36) will start to 
increase. If charges will be located so, that the line connecting them, will be perpendicular axes 

'x , parameter R so, and force F  will stay constant.  
By the example of the analysis of invariance of Coulomb’s law to Lorentz's  transformations 

we shall show antiscientific actions relativists at the proof of invariance of Maxwell’s  equations 
to Lorentz's  transformations.  

If it is necessary to prove invariance of Coulomb’s law to Lorentz's  transformations relativ-
ists take a variant of an arrangement of charges of perpendicularly mobile axis 'x  (in this case 
size R  does not change) and reject a variant of an arrangement of charges along this axis (in this 
case the size R  changes). 

  If it is necessary to prove the opposite relativists take a variant of an arrangement of 
charges along an axis 'x  and reject a variant of an arrangement of these charges perpendicularly 
axes 'x . What comments can be here? 

The described procedure of an establishment of invariance of physical laws and their 
mathematical models to Lorentz's  transformations appears unique. Shy  also is used for an estab-
lishment of invariance of Maxwell’s equations to Lorentz's  transformations. Relativists count 
this procedure indisputable and not subject to doubt as it is necessary for them for connection be-
tween Maxwell’s equations  and theories of a relativity of A. Einstein. They go on any distor-
tions for the sake of rescue of the specified connection. 

Relativists write that Maxwell’s equations are not invariance to transformations of Galilee, 
so also to his principle of a relativity, but invariance to  Lorentz's  transformations, and hence, - 
to a principle of a relativity of A. Einstein much. However thus it is not marked, that it - the 
mathematical invariance executed by Lorentz. About physical, more valuable invariance of Max-
well’s equations to Lorentz's  transformations, it is less than information, but it is [251].  

 
5.2.6. Invariance  of Maxwell’s equations  

 
  D. Maxwell postulated his equations in 1865г. They are considered as a basis of electro-
dynamics. The main area of their application – the analysis of electromagnetic processes and ra-
diations. We shall write down them in the differential form [251]. 
 

                                                                      ,1
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−=                                                (37) 

 
πρ4=Ediv ,                                                   (38) 
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0=Bdiv .                                                   (40) 

Here: 
 ),( trEE =  - intensity of an electric field; 
 ),( trBB =  - intensity of a magnetic field; 

   
t
E

С ∂
∂1  - a current of displacement; 

 J
C
π4  - a current of conductivity. 

  Apparently (37-40), it - the equations in private(individual) derivatives, therefore they 
automatically contradict an axiom of Unity. This contradiction amplifies independence r  and t . 
In result they cannot describe correctly three-dimensional motion of any objects. Therefore we 
have basis to call into question, conformity of a reality of the mathematical proof of invariance 
of Maxwell’s equations to Lorentz's  transformations. 
            Further we shall show, that Maxwell’s equations  describe nonexistent in the Nature elec-
tromagnetic waves, and we shall now be convinced that there is no more important – physical 
invariance of Maxwell’s equations to Lorentz's  transformations. 
  We shall not consider mathematical invariance of Maxwell’s  equations  to transforma-
tions of Galilee or Lorentz. For us physical invariance of these equations in the specified trans-
formations is more important. The essence of physical invariance consists in an invariance of the 
physical laws which are included in Maxwell’s equations  at any transformations of coordinates. 
From them the laws describing change tensity of electric and magnetic fields as their sizes de-
pend on spatial coordinates and time are main. It is possible to add to this still a current of con-
ductivity. A current of displacement we shall not touch, as its physical sense till now remains 
mysterious and we shall devote to the analysis of this mystery the special paragraph. 
  The proofs of physical invariance of  Maxwell’s equations to Lorentz's  transformations, 
published in  a rate of physics [251]. 
  We shall describe briefly essence of the proof of invariance of intensity of an electric 
field to transformations Lorentz's stated in the mentioned textbook. We shall present a situation 
when motionless plates of the condenser are focused perpendicularly to an axis x  in motionless 
system of readout. According to the motionless observer in a direction of an axis x  size 

πσ4=xE . The author asserts, that in this case the superficial density of a charge observable in 
mobile system of readout, same, as well as in motionless. In his opinion there is it because the 
sizes of layers of an electric field of the condenser are not reduced; the distance between them is 
reduced only, but it does not enter into definition of a field. Therefore, the author writes, 

xx EE === πσπσ 4'4'  [251].  
           And how to be with effect of breakdown of the condenser with reduction of distance be-
tween its plates? The author modestly bypasses this question unpleasant for him. But it not 
unique. And if to arrange plates of the condenser in mobile system of readout along an axis 'x ? 
Their sizes will decrease. Intensity of an electric field of the condenser will automatically change 
also. Lorentz's transformations can speak about what invariance of intensity of an electric field? 
There is here no invariance and cannot be. 
 The Invariance of intensity of a magnetic field is similarly proved to Lorentz's  transfor-
mations. We shall describe briefly and this proof. The author examines to a component xB  of a 
magnetic field which is created by the solenoid which has been reeled up along an axis x  in mo-
tionless system of coordinates and correctly considers, that '

xBB = . 
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             Further, the author considers, that in mobile system of coordinates such solenoid will 
undergo Lorent’s  reduction and number of coils in this system of coordinates on unit of length 
along an axis 'x  will be more, but force of a current in mobile system of coordinates will be less 
as the mobile observer will measure force of a current on number electrons, taking place through 
the given point of a wire for a time unit, using slowly going hours. In result as the author consid-
ers, the stretching of time compensates reduction of length and thus xx BB '= . 
  Dear relativist, what for you lower(omit) the analysis of a variant when the axis of the 
solenoid will be perpendicular axes 'x ? Any change of number of coils on unit of length in a di-
rection perpendicular axes 'x  will not be, and the slowed down rate of current of time in mobile 
system of readout will be kept, in result force of a current, and, as consequence, - intensity of the 
magnetic field generated by such solenoid will change. And in Galilean’s   mobile system of 
readout all parameters of the condenser and the solenoid remain really constant - invariant to 
transformations Galilee at their any position in this system. The reason of this invariance one - 
constant rate of current of time. 
             From stated follows, that the main physical parameters: intensity electric and magnetic 
fields invariance to transformations of Galilee. From this also follows, that mathematical invari-
ance of  Maxwell’s equations to Lorentz's  transformations cannot be the proof of physical in-
variance.  

The conclusion 
 

Amplified propagation by relativist’s  invariance of laws of the Nature to Lorentz's  trans-
formations - a myth, called to rescue idea of connection of these laws with theories of the Rela-
tivity of A. Einstein. There are no such laws in the Nature which would be invariance to Lor-
entz's  transformations. Have no this invariance and  Maxwell’s equations. 
  The proof of mathematical invariance of Maxwell’s  equations to Lorentz's  transforma-
tions – bright demonstration of a negative role of mathematics in knowledge of a reality. If there 
is no physical invariance for whom mathematical invariance is necessary? Absence of physical 
invariance automatically closes road to mathematicians to hypnotize scientific community mys-
tery of mathematical symbols. But they till now do not understand it and frequently plait laces of 
fruitless mathematical proofs. 
 
 
 

6. SEARCH OF MODEL OF THE PHOTON 
 

6.1. A direction of search 
 

 The scientists have carried out already vast quantity of experiments in which photons par-
ticipate. All mathematical models describing their behavior are revealed almost. It is possible to 
assert confidently, that conditions for revealing electromagnetic structure of a photon were al-
ready generated. We shall try to realize this opportunity by the careful analysis of the existing 
mathematical models describing behavior of photons in various experiments [158], [163], [164], 
[165].   
       The main reason of that a photon remains the most mysterious creation of the Nature, con-
sists that the photon behaves within the framework of an axiom of Unity, and scientists describe 
its behavior a mix of mathematical models which part works within the framework of an axiom 
of Unity, and another – is not present. We shall try to understand essence of this mix [5], [25], 
[138], [155], [156], [160]. 
  In XIX and XX centuries was considered, that electromagnetic radiation is wave. It is 
formed electric E  and magnetic fields H , which change sinusoidal in mutually perpendicular 
planes (fig. 6) [270]. 
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  The behavior of such model of radiation (fig. 6) is described by Maxwell’s equations  
(37-40) which he postulated in 1865г. We have already shown, that they obviously contradict an 
axiom of Unity, therefore there are bases to believe, that results of their decision deform a real-
ity. 
        To be convinced of validity of our doubt we will address to the initial experimental infor-
mation proving reliability of these equations. It is known, that such information is based on re-
sults of Hertz’s experiments  which has been lead by him at the end of XIX century. We shall 
analyze essence of these experiments [270], [271]. 

 
Fig. 6. The scheme of an electromagnetic wave 

 
  For registration of process of radiation of Hertz used a wire which ends came to the end 
with spherical balls. He formed this wire of a circle, a square or a rectangular with an adjustable 
backlash between balls (fig. 7). He has named such device the resonator. Occurrence of a spark 
between balls testified to occurrence of a current in a wire of the resonator. In some experiences 
the spark was such weak, that he observed it in darkness at use of a magnifying glass or a tele-
scope.   
  Hertz used coil Rumkorf with which help generated sparks in a spark interval of 1 vibra-
tor (fig. 7) as a source of a high variable voltage. The spark interval 3 resonators was adjusted by 
the special micrometric screw. The resonator settled down near to the vibrator in a plane, a per-
pendicular plane of plates 2, in parallel to a core of the vibrator 1 and is symmetric concerning 
plates [271], [256]. 
           When the spark interval 3 resonators settled down sideways, as shown in fig. 7 sparks in it 
were not by virtue of similarity of conditions for bottom and top parts of the resonator.  

 
 

Fig. 7. The scheme of Hertz’s experience: 1 – a spark interval of the vibrator; 2 – plates;  
3 - a spark interval of the resonator; 4 – a conducting or dielectric body  
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          If to plates of the vibrator it was brought a conducting body 4, how counted Hertz, it de-
formed a field of the vibrator, in result the resonator appeared not in neutral position, and in its 
backlash 3 there were sparks. Thus a spark interval 3 resonators were necessary to have from that 
side from which the conducting body 4 was brought. 
  Hertz has found out, that replacement of a conducting body 4 by dielectric body 
does not change result of experience. On the basis of it he has drawn a conclusion, that 
Maxwell’s  electromagnetic field  generates a current of displacement not only in conduct-
ing bodies, but also in dielectric body  [256], [270].  
  Such conclusion Hertz allowed basis to count occurrence of a current of the displace-
ment which are included in Maxwell’s equations, a real-life current. 
  However, such conclusion automatically contradicts what fact of absence – or a current 
in dielectric and above it  was necessary to reflect not Hertz only, but all to his followers. But it 
has not taken place. 
 The  erroneous interpretation of Hertz was considered authentic more than 100 years. It - 
the surprising fact generated mountains of scientific paper for recycling. Till now nobody man-
aged to fix a current of displacement experimentally. It is considered, that it is fixed together 
with a current of conductivity, and last years its occurrence attribute to condensers. 
  It is strange to us to perceive conclusion of Hertz about generating a current of displace-
ment in dielectric as there are obscure questions on influence on result of experiment of light 
photons, radiated in a backlash of 1 vibrator at the moment of formation of a spark.  
            Unless it is possible to ignore that fact, that photons are reflected from conducting 
bodies or from dielectric, absorbed by electrons wires of the resonator and form in it a cur-
rent which generates a spark in a spark backlash 3.  
             When conducting or isolated  body 4 is absent also a backlash 3 resonators is symmetric 
concerning the ends of the vibrator a symmetric stream of the photons absorbed by a wire of the 
resonator, the identical potential and a spark forms in top and bottom its parts is absent. Introduc-
tion of a conducting or dielectric body 4 in a zone of only bottom part of the resonator results to 
that the photons radiated in a spark interval of 1 vibrator, are reflected from a lateral wall of the 
entered conducting or dielectric body 4  and increase the general stream of photons by the 
bottom part of the resonator. In result the resonator turns, roughly speaking, in the thermocou-
ple which generates observed by Hertz sparks [256], [270], [271].    
  Maxwell’s equations  are solved basically the approached methods which completely 
hide physical essence of described process and do its inaccessible to understanding. Well-known, 
that they give comprehensible result only in the elementary cases. Insignificant complication of 
experiment completely deprives with their serviceability, as they describe distribution of elec-
tromagnetic waves not existing in the Nature (fig. 6) [270], [271].        
           It is known, that the length of a wave λ  of electromagnetic radiations changes in an inter-
val of 24 orders )1000101......101( 618 kmm⇒⋅≈⋅≈ − , and Maxwell’s equations  work only when 
the sizes of the aerials radiating or accepting these radiations, are commensurable with length of 
a wave λ . The low-frequency range of radiations has length of a wave of 1000 km., and the size 
of its amplitude till now remains to the unknown person. There is no concept about process of 
transfer by such wave of subtleties of the information which it bears(carries).  
           The device of the YOKE - 1 is already developed and is issued (fig. 8), allowing to check 
up reliability of interpretation of Hertz’s experiences. Having sensitivity 100 pico volt, it accepts 
natural radiations with frequency 5 kHz and length of a wave 

kmС 60106.0105/103/ 538 =⋅=⋅⋅== νλ  on the aerial in diameter of 30 mm. 
        It - the convincing proof of that electromagnetic waves of Maxwell (fig. 6) cannot be carri-
ers of radiations, therefore search of structure of the real wave transmitting the information in 
space, - an actual problem [270], [271], [276]. 
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Fig. 8. The device of the YOKE – 1. The developer: Kravchenko JU.P. 
 
             Further we shall show, that Maxwell’s equations Максвелла have no any attitude and to 
processes of work of transformers, electromotors and electrogenerators. It gives us the basis to 
call into question existing electrodynamics which is based on Maxwell’s  equations.  
  Happened so, that in parallel with wave representations about the nature of radiations 
representations that it is generated by corpuscles which form waves which parameters are close 
to parameters of Maxwell’s  waves developed.  

6.2. The corpuscular theory of a photon 
 

  A photon – the located electromagnetic formation limited in space which transfers en-
ergy and the information. Everything, that we see on this page, bring in our eyes photons. We 
well distinguish contours of letters, points. It means, that each photon from their set bearing in 
our eyes images, for example points, should have the size of much less point.  
          It is known, that the length of a wave of light photons changes in an interval 

m77 107.7...108.3 −− ⋅⋅=λ . It means, that the size of each light photon, approximately, in 10000 
times there is less than millimeter. It remains while the most mysterious creation of the Nature. 
Till now it was not possible to open its electromagnetic structure by the analysis of the vast ex-
perimental information on behavior of a photon with the help of existing physical theories. The 
main reason of such condition as we have already noted, consists that in reality the photon be-
haves within the framework of an axiom of Unity of space - matters - time, and physics try to 
analyze its behavior with the help of theories which work behind frameworks of this axiom 
[101], [270]. 
  We shall start with the analysis of mathematical models which describe the basic charac-
teristics of photons. First of them are the mathematical models determining their energy. It is 
considered, that A. Einstein postulated mathematical model for definition of energy of a photon 
into which enter: mass m  of a photon and the constant speed of its rectilinear movement equal to 
speed of light C - the first constant describing behavior of photons.  
 

JmНsmkgmCE f =⋅=⋅⋅→= −222 .                                (41) 
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  According to laws of classical mechanics, kinetic energy of the body moving rectiline-
arly with constant speed C , is equal  

2

2
1 mCEK ⋅= .                                                     (42) 

 
  The reason of distinctions in mathematical models (41) and (42) clears up if to assume, 
that the photon has the form of a ring which goes rectilinearly and rotates so, that forward and 
district speeds of its points are equal С  (fig. 9, а). 
        As concerning system of readout ХОУ with a speed С  and in rotary movement concerning 
the geometrical center 0O  with angular speed (frequency) ω   of any point M  of a ring is equal 

Сr =⋅ω   rectilinear movement of a ring, the sum kinetic energy rectilinear and rotary move-
ments of a ring is equal  

2222

2
1

2
1 mCmrmCEK =⋅+= ω .                             (43) 

 
We pay attention to that fact, that in the formula (43) 2mr  - the moment of inertia of a 

ring, and ω  - angular speed or angular frequency of rotation of a ring (fig. 9, а). 
  The following important specification consists that 2mr  - the moment of inertia of the 
ring which are not having the size in cross-section. Actually it is the moment of inertia of a cir-
cle. But as the circle has only the geometrical size and is not a material body a circle having 
mass, have named a ring. Therefore, further under concept a material circle we shall understand 
a ring which is not having the size in cross-section, and we shall name its base ring.  
  So, the first analysis stage shows, that the photon represents as a first approximation a 
ring. However, it is not enough of it, that such information to consider corresponding reality. 
Additional proofs are necessary. They follow from the second mathematical model determining 
energy of a photon. It is postulated by  Planck in 1900 year.  
 

vhE f ⋅= ,                                                           (44) 
 

  where h - Planck's constant – the second constant determining energy of an individual 
photon; v  - linear frequency of a photon.   
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Fig. 9. Scheme: а) rolling rings; b) waves 
 
  It is known, that angular ω  and linear v  frequencies, are connected by dependence 
 

 1

2
2 −→=⇒⋅= sv

π
ωνπω  .                                          (45) 

 
  Linear frequency v  follows from the period T  of a wave and is connected to it depend-
ence (fig. 9, b) 

 11 −→= s
T

v  .                                                    (46) 

 
  On fig. 9, b it is visible, that if a photon – a wave has length λ  the  speed of its rectilin-
ear movement is defined by dependence 

 v
T

C ⋅== λλ .                                                (47) 

 
         Thus, from the resulted analysis follows, that the photon is a particle and a wave simulta-
neously. This set of properties photons show in incalculable quantity of experiments, forming at 
us mysterious representations about their behavior. Further we shall open this riddle, and now we 
shall pay attention that formulas (41), (43) and (44) reflect obvious corpuscular properties of a 
photon, but presence at the formula (44) linear frequencies v  instead of angular- ω , specifies 
that the photon, being a particle, describes in movement a wave (fig. 9, b). For us it while strange 
movement, but further we shall get acquainted to it in details. 
  Analyzing ratio (41) and (44), we see, that: 
 

222 vmhvmCE f λ===  ;                                              (48) 
 

constsmkgvmh =⋅⋅→= −122λ .                                         (49) 
 

  We shall pay attention to dimension of a constant of Planck (49). In classical mechanics 
this dimension has names: the moment of quantity  of movement and the kinetic moment. In 
classical physics this dimension is named with the moment of a pulse or the angular moment.  
 It was considered, that laws of Classical theoretical mechanics do not work in a micro-
cosm. The so-called quantum theory which bases were put in pawn by  Planck in the beginning 
of XX century there dominates, having entered in the description of radiation of absolutely black 
body the well-known constant h  which has been named his name. Since then it has come in all 
mathematical models describing behavior of inhabitants of a microcosm.  
         As wave representations about radiation  Planck, being afraid of accusations in mecha-
nizism, has named the constant in quantum of the least action contrary to obvious mechanical 
dimension which this constant has at that time dominated.           
      Ignoring of dimension of a constant of Planck has detained development of the theory of a 
microcosm almost for 100 years. Presence at the formula (49) lengths of a wave of radiation λ  
rescued idea of its wave nature, but obviously contradicted dimension of a constant of Planck 
from which followed, that it describes rotary process. To get rid of this contradiction, was to 
bring an elementary attention to the question enough: what law operates a constancy of a con-
stant of Planck? It is in fact it cannot be a constant without the reason? The answer to this ques-
tion can be received only under one condition: lengths of waves of all elementary formations of 
the microcosm described with the help of a constant of Planck, are equal to radiuses of their rota-
tion. This hypothesis as we shall see, quickly wins the status of a postulate [270], [271]. 
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r=λ .                                                         (50) 
 
      Thus the law managing a constancy of a constant of Planck in its new record [270] at once is 
opened 

smkgconstmrh /22 ⋅→== ν .                                     (51) 
 

  First of all 2mr - the moment of inertia of a ring. We have already agreed to name its 
base ring of elementary particles. As the moment of inertia of a base ring is multiplied not on an-
gular frequency ω , and on linear ν  one it means, that the ring makes such pulse  rotations in an 
interval every length waves λ at which the sum of the moments of the forces working on it, is 
equal to zero, therefore the kinetic moment of a base ring remains to constants. It also is the law 
managing a constancy of a constant of Planck. It says: if the sum of the moments of the exter-
nal forces working on the rotating body is equal to zero its kinetic moment (the moment of 
a pulse) remains to constants on size and a direction [101]. From this automatically follows, 
that Planck's h  constant - size vector. Further we shall see, that this fundamental consequence 
opens practically all riddles of a microcosm and, the most important, allows to describe proc-
esses of radiation and absorption, processes of formation of structures of photons of all scale of 
radiations, processes of formation of electron, a proton and a neutron, and also processes of for-
mation, nucleus, atoms, molecules and clusters.  
                The vector h  is directed along an axis of rotation of a base ring (fig. 10) so, that if to 
look from its edge rotation will be directed against a course of a hour hand [101].  

 
Fig. 10. Scheme to definition of concept: the kinetic moment of a ring h  

 
       If Planck's h  constant has dimension of the kinetic moment and if with its help theoretically 
to describe behavior of elementary particles they necessarily should rotate around of the axes. 
Planck's constant in this case name spin [270], [271].  
          Further we shall see, that the most part of the mathematical models describing behavior of 
photons, is deduced from laws of classical physics, to be exact – from laws of classical mechan-
ics. Therefore further dimension of a constant of Planck we shall name «the kinetic moment» 
[270], [271].  
 The  size 2mr  - the moment of inertia of a base ring. We shall pay attention once again 
that the moment of inertia of a ring 2mr  in the formula (51) is multiplied not on angular fre-
quency ω  of  its rotation, and to linear frequency v . The closest concept for the characteristic of 
product of the moment of inertia of a base ring on linear frequency vmr ⋅2  - a pulse of the mo-
ment of inertia of a base ring. This implies, that the photon has such electromagnetic structure 
which makes pulse rotations in an interval every length waves. It is possible, if the photon has 
not the form of a ring, and the form of the polygon entered in it. From equality (50) follows, that 
it - hexahedral  (fig. 11, b). 
  Taking into account formulas (44) and (45), we have:  
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and  

 
π2
h

=h  .                                                               (53) 

 
  We shall pay attention to new record Planck's h (53) constants. All subsequent statement 
will convincingly prove to us, that there is no need to enter such form of record of a constant of 
Planck as it complicates formation of representations about its dimension so also roles in behav-
ior of inhabitants of a microcosm. Therefore we send the form of record of a constant of Planck 
h  (53), offered by physicists of XX century, in section of a history of a science and we return 
protogenic record of this constant h  (49, 51). 

 
 

Fig. 11. To revealing structure of a photon 
 
          As the length of a wave λ  of a pulse of the moment of inertia 2mr  of a base ring is equal 
to radius of its rotation r , the angular interval of each pulse of hexahedral (fig. 11, b) is equal 

060  also it does six pulses for one revolution. 
           As constrvC =⋅=⋅= νλ , from constrmrmmh =⋅=⋅== νλνλνλ2  the third constant 
automatically follows  [1], [3] 
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            From dimension of a constant (54) the physical law follows: product of mass of photons 
for lengths of their waves or radiuses – size a constant. In system of SI there is no name to a 
constant with such dimension, therefore shall name its constant of localization of photons [270], 
[277]. 
  It is easy to present realization of a constant of localization (54) if – a ring (fig. 9, and, 
10) and it  is impossible to make a photon, if a photon – a wave (fig. 6, 9, b).  
  We shall pay attention that in technical system of units the constant (54) has other physi-
cal sense – the moment KM  of force. It means, that the moment of the forces working in internal 
structure of a photon, - size a constant for photons of all ranges of radiations      
 

 constmkgrmM K =⋅⋅=⋅= −4210210254.2  .                          ( ∗54 ) 
 

  We shall note, that occurrence of the constant moment of the forces rotating a photon, it 
is possible only in the event that vectors of the forces generating this moment, will not cross the 
geometrical center of model of a photon, that is - will be noncentral forces. 
         So, formation of electromagnetic structure of a photon operate while three constants: speed 
of their movement С , the kinetic moment h  and a constant of localization 0k  or the constant 
moment of force KM rotating a ring of a photon. It is quite natural, that this moment is generated 
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with internal forces of a photon and we have bases to assume, that these forces and provide its 
rectilinear movement with constant speed С . 

  Already there are results of the researches showing presence of mathematical models for 
calculation of the specified forces, working on fields of a photon [234]. The author of these re-
searches Hatch Edwin has established, that if to take for a basis classical radius of electron 

mmer Ceee
152

0 108179380.22/4/ −⋅=== παλπµ  and a time unit Ct  received by division of classi-
cal radius eer  for speed of light sCrt eeC

241003113996371470,9/ −⋅== it is possible to create 
new system of units which the author has named «The Perspective classical scale». A brief des-
ignation in English CSP. In the resulted formula 0µ  - a magnetic constant; e  - a charge of elec-
tron; em  - mass of electron; α  - a constant of thin structure; Cλ  - Compton’s length of a wave 
of electron.  

          The new system of units differs from system of SI that in it there is an automatic inter-
relation between all fundamental constants. 

So, for example, it considers, that magnetic emF , electric esF , centrifugal ecF  and active New-
tonian force maF  will have the same size if them to expect under formulas (Tab. 1). 

 
Table 1. Connection between magnetic, electric, centrifugal, and active Newtonian  forces in 

system CSP [234] 
Magnetic 

0
22 )/( µeem teF =  =29,0535064699072 N 

Electric )/)(( 22
0

2
eees reCF µ=  =29,0535064699072 N 

Centrifugal 
eeeec rCmF /2=  =29,0535064699072 N 

Newtonian force )/( 2
eeeema trmF =  =29,0535064699072 N 

 
Apparently (Tab. 1), equality of all these ( FFFFF maecesem ==== ) forces - serious conse-

quence  [234]. Further we shall see, that the initiative of the author generates contradictions with 
Compton’s  lengths of waves of electron, a proton and a neutron. These contradictions manage to 
be removed, if to size eer  to give other physical sense. If to consider, that it is radius not electron, 
and its central magnetic field, lead of the center of symmetry of electromagnetic structure of 
electron in a plane of its rotation (fig. 40).  
         At the analysis of the existing mathematical models describing behavior of photons within 
the framework of classical laws, we came as a first approximation to ring model of a photon 
(Fig. 11, а), and in the second – to it hexahedral models (fig. 11, b). In the third approach we 
should receive electromagnetic model of a photon. 
 

6.3. Electromagnetic structure of a photon 
 

   As the photon has mass m  it is quite natural in movement, that it has also the center of 
mass, that is such point in which it is possible to reduce all mass of a photon and movement of 
this point will characterize movement of all photon. Wave properties of a photon specify that this 
point (the center of mass) describes a wave trajectory.   

   The constancy of speed of movement of photons of all ranges specifies that to a trajectory of 
movement of the centers of mass of photons of all frequencies - same. It is quite natural, that in 
this case and the electromagnetic structure of photons of all frequencies should be identical. 
What this structure? [270], [277]. 
        As from equality r=λ  follows, that the ring is divided by chords into six parts (fig. 11, b) 
it gives us the basis to assume, that the photon will consist of six electromagnetic fields, each of 
which has the center of mass E  (fig. 11, с).  
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  As the photon has mass and the electromagnetic nature we still have one opportunity: to 
consider, that the mass of a photon is formed with its electromagnetic fields. Then the constancy 
of three constants h , C  also 0k  should be provided with equality of the electromagnetic forces 
generated by moving electromagnetic fields, and Newtonian forces working on the centers of 
mass E  of these fields.   

As the centrifugal forces of inertia working on the centers of mass E  of electromagnetic 
fields, are directed radial from the center of rotation magnetic components of electromagnetic 
forces should be directed also radial, but only to the center of rotation. In this case magnetic 
fields will be similar to magnetic fields radial the located rod magnets directed towards each 
other to heteronymic magnetic poles in a diametrical direction.   

From stated the circuit of electromagnetic model of the photon, shown on fig. 12 follows. Ap-
parently, the model of a photon will consist of six magnetic fields closed with each other which 
according to existing representations about structure of an electromagnetic field at movement of 
model are surrounded with electric fields and turn to electromagnetic fields.  

      Magnetic fields of a photon are similar to magnetic fields of rod magnets. Vectors of in-
tensity of these magnetic fields alternate so, that at opposite fields they are directed along one di-
ameter to the same side, compressing a photon. But as the photon all time is in movement the 
magnetic forces compressing a photon, are counterbalanced by the centrifugal forces of inertia 
working on the centers of mass E  of electromagnetic fields (fig. 11, with and 12). 

If instead of electromagnetic fields the ring magnetic fields similar to ring magnetic fields 
which are formed around of a conductor with a direct current (Fig. 13), serviceability are formed 
and such model of a photon is kept (Fig. 14), and the behavior of both models of a photon is de-
scribed by the same mathematical formulas. 
  It is known, that if force lines of ring magnetic fields are directed towards each other 
such fields approach (fig. 13, 14). 

 
 

Fig. 12. The circuit of electromagnetic model of a photon 
 

     If the photon is formed with similar ring magnetic fields they will approach also (fig. 14), 
and the resulting forces F arising in zones of contact of force lines, will be directed to the center 
of a photon, compressing it. But as it all time is in movement the forces F compressing a photon, 
are counterbalanced by the centrifugal forces of inertia working on the centers of mass of these 
fields (fig. 14). 

 
 

Fig. 13. The circuit of formation ring magnetic fields, around of a wire with a direct current 
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  There is still a variant of configuration of the closed electromagnetic fields which pro-

vide compression of model at increase in density of these fields. If in model (fig. 12) to change 
places electric and magnetic fields its serviceability will be kept. Compression of model the mag-
netic fields located along chords as rod magnets and perpendicular will provide with it ring 
fields, which will be directed towards each other (fig. 13) in diametrical directions. 

  Thus, the model of a photon can consist either of electromagnetic fields or from ring 
magnetic fields. We yet do not know, what from these variants is realized, therefore further we 
shall write, that the model of a photon is formed with electromagnetic fields or magnetic fields. 
But at once we mark, that the magnetic model (fig. 14) has an every prospect of the further de-
velopment. 
           Complex the model, certainly, turns out, but only in this model all three constants are real-
ized and from the analysis of its movement all mathematical models describing behavior of a 
photon in various experiments are deduced analytically. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. The circuit of ring magnetic fields of a photon 
 

  It is known, that the length of a wave of electromagnetic radiation changes in a range 
m618 101....101 ⋅⋅≈ −λ  (Tab. 2). The least length of a wave m18101 −⋅≈λ , correspond scale to a 

range and it can be counted equal to radius scale of a photon. The greatest length of a wave 
kmm 1000101 6 ⇒⋅≈λ  is unacceptable for an identification with radius of a photon.  

Table 2. Ranges of a scale of electromagnetic radiations 
Ranges Length of a wave, m Frequency of fluctuations, 1−s  

1. Low-frequency 46 103...103 ⋅⋅≈λ  41 10...10≈ν  
2. Radio 14 103...103 −⋅⋅≈λ  94 10...10≈ν  
3. Micro waive 41 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  129 10...10≈ν  
4. Relic (max) 3101 −⋅≈λ  11103 ⋅≈ν  
5. Infra-red 74 107...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  1412 109.3...10 ⋅≈ν  
6. Light 77 108.3...107.7 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  1414 109.7...109.3 ⋅⋅≈ν  
7. Ultra-violet 97 103...108.3 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  1714 101...109.7 ⋅⋅≈ν  
8. X-ray   129 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  2017 10...10≈ν  
9. Scale a range 1812 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  2420 10...10≈ν  
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          Further we shall result a detailed substantiation maxλ , and here only we shall note, that as 
thermal energy and temperature are formed with photons maxλ corresponds to the lowest tempera-
ture existing in the Nature which experimental value is equal, approximately, KT 056,0min ≈  
[270], [277].  
  The concrete size of temperature in the given point of space is defined with the maximal 
set of photons which length of a wave is defined under the formula Wien’s  [271], [277] 

m
T
Cr 052.0
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⋅

≈==
−

λ ,                                (55) 

 
  where KmC ⋅⋅= −310898.2' - Wien’s constant  - the fourth constant supervising behavior 
of photons. Photons with such length of a wave correspond to a relic range (Tab. 2).  
  From a constant of localization of a photon (54) it is possible to take the information on 
material density of a substance (ether) of a ring Кδ  of a photon. It will be equal: 
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  Apparently (Tab. 3), with increase in mass m  (energy) of a photon (Tab. 4) length 

)( r=λ  of its wave decreases. This law unequivocally follows and from a constant of localiza-
tion of a photon constmrk ==0 . This follows and from the law of preservation of the kinetic 
moment  .2 constmrh == ν  

Table 3. Ranges of change of length of a wave λ  and mass m  of electromagnetic radiations 
Ranges Length of a wave, m Mass, kg 

1. Low-frequency 46 103...103 ⋅⋅≈λ  4648 107.0...107.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  
2. Radio 14 103...103 −⋅⋅≈λ  4146 107.0...107.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  

3. Micro wave 41 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  3841 107.0...107.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  
4. Relic (max) 3101 −⋅≈λ  39102.2 −⋅≈m  
5. Infra-red 74 107.7...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  3538 103.0...107.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  
6. Light 77 108.3...107.7 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  3535 106.0...103.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  

7. Ultra-violet 97 103...108.3 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  3335 107.0...106.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  
8. X-ray 129 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  3033 107.0...107.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  
9. Scale a range 1812 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  2430 107.0...107.0 −− ⋅⋅≈m  
 
         When mass m  of a photon increase   the density of its electromagnetic fields (fig. 12) 
grows and due to it the electromagnetic forces compressing a photon increase, which all time are 
counterbalanced by the centrifugal forces of inertia working on the centers of mass of these 
fields. It results in reduction of radius r  of rotation of a photon which is always equal to length 
of its wave λ . But as the radius r  in terms of Planck's constmrh == ν2  constant is erected in a 
square for preservation of a constancy of a constant of Planck the frequency ν  of fluctuations of 
a photon should increase thus. By virtue of it minor alteration of mass m  of a photon automati-
cally changes its radius r  of rotation and frequency ν  so, that the kinetic moment 

.2 constmrh == ν  (Planck's constant) remains to constants.   
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            Thus, photons of all frequencies, keeping the electromagnetic structure, change mass, fre-
quency and radius of rotation so that constmrh == ν2 , that is a principle of this change laws of 
preservation of the kinetic moment and localization of photons operate. 
        

Table 4. Ranges of change of length of a wave λ  and energy E  of electromagnetic radiations 
Ranges Length of a wave λ , m Energy E , eV 

1. Low-frequency 46 103...103 ⋅⋅≈λ  1115 104...104 −− ⋅⋅≈E  
2. Radio 14 103...103 −⋅⋅≈λ  611 104...104 −− ⋅⋅≈E  
3. Micro wave 41 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  36 104...104 −− ⋅⋅≈E  
4. Relic (макс) 3101 −⋅≈λ  3102.1 −⋅≈E  
5. Infra-red 74 107,7...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  60,1...104 3−⋅≈E  
6. Light 77 108.3...107.7 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  27.3...60.1≈E  
7. Ultra-violet 97 103...108.3 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  2104...27.3 ⋅≈E  
8. X-ray 129 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  52 104...104 ⋅⋅≈E  
9. Scale a range 1812 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ  115 104...104 ⋅⋅≈E  
 

    We receive the same precise and clear answer and on the following fundamental question: 
why photons of all frequencies move in vacuum with identical speed? 

    Because change of mass m  of a photon and its radius r  the law of localization 
constmrk ==0  of a photon operates. From it follows, that at increase in mass m  of a photon its 

radius r  decreases proportionally and on the contrary. Then for preservation of a constancy of a 
constant of Planck constrmrh =⋅= ν  at constmr =  the size νr  also should be a constant. In 
result - constrC === λνν  [271], [277]. 

     If our judgements are true, from the analysis of movement of the received model of a pho-
ton (fig. 12, 14) we should deduce analytically not only initial mathematical models (41, 43, 44, 
45, 46, 47, 48 and 49, 50, 51, 52, 53), describing its behavior, but also all others which are used 
for interpretation of results of various experiments with participation of photons. Some from 
them: 
      Mathematical model  of a pulse   

λ
hCmP =⋅= ;                                                  (57) 

inequality Heizenberg  
hxPx ≥∆⋅∆ ;                                              (58) 

 
  equation de Broglie which describes wave properties of a photon 
 

)/(2sin λνπ xtAy −=  ;                                   (59)  
 

Shredingera's equation which describes statistics of behavior of photons in some experiments 
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  As in the equations (59) and (60) ),( txfy = and ),( txf=ψ , where x  and t  - inde-
pendent variables they automatically work behind frameworks of an axiom of Unity. It will evi-
dently be shown at a conclusion of these equations. 
  To these  mathematical models of the law of radiation of absolutely black body, the law 
of change of length of a wave of the reflected photon in effect of Compton, the law of formation 
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of spectra of atoms and ions, the law of formation of temperatures, the law of localization of 
temperatures, the law of formation of relic radiation, the law of a photo effect, laws of formation 
diffraction pictures are added, etc. All of them are deduced from laws of classical physics with 
participation of model of the photon submitted on fig. 12 and 14. These conclusions will be re-
sulted at the analysis of each of the specified laws. Here we shall result conclusions of mathe-
matical models (41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 and 57, 58, 59, 60).  
  We shall pay attention once again that in equations de Broglie (59) and Shredinger (60) 
x  and t  - independent variables. It means, that these equations work behind frameworks of an 
axiom of Unity [270], [277] 
 

6.4. A Deducing  of the mathematical models describing behavior of a photon 
 

  For this purpose we should track wave movement of the center of mass M  of all photon and 
the centers of  mass 1E  of its separate electromagnetic fields (fig. 15) [271], [277].  

      On fig. 15 the circuit of moving of the center of mass M  of a photon and the center of 
mass 1E  of its one electromagnetic field in an interval of length λ  of one wave is shown.  

Movement of the center of mass M  of a photon the point M located on distance 10MOM =ρ  
from the geometrical center 0O  of a photon (models fig. 15). 

 
Fig. 15. The scheme of movement of the center of mass of M of a photon and  

the center of mass 1E  of its one electromagnetic field 
 

Movement of the center of mass 1E  of one electromagnetic field of a photon the point 1E  lo-
cated on distance λ== rEM 11  from the center of mass M  of a photon (models fig. 15). 
  Some researchers marked, that the photon has the latent parameters. If it was possible to 
find them the mathematical ratio describing its behavior, would be deduced  analytically. We 
shall try to establish these parameters.  
            Certainly, complexity of model of a photon (fig. 12 and 14) complicates a conclusion of 
the mathematical models describing its behavior. However if to take into account, that the pho-
ton has a plane of polarization in this plane and movement of the centers of mass 1E  of its six 
electromagnetic fields it is possible to accompany with movement of its center of mass M  roll-
ing conditional circles, kinematic and which power parameters will be equivalent to correspond-
ing parameters of a photon. The center of mass M  of a photon makes full fluctuation 21MMM  
in an interval of length λ  of  its wave (fig. 15), therefore the radius KOk 0=ρ  (the first latent 
parameter) the conditional circle describing movement of this center in an interval of length of 
one wave, will be defined under the formula (fig. 15)  

ππ
λρ

22
r

k == .                                                          (61) 
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  A kinematic equivalent of group movement of the centers of mass of six electromagnetic 
fields of a photon will be the second conditional circle. Its radius DOe 0=ρ  (the second latent 
parameter) is defined from a condition of turn of the center of mass of each electromagnetic field 
E  of a photon on a corner 060=α  in an interval every length λ  its waves (fig. 15).  
 

                                                               .
αα

λρ r
e ==                                                         (62) 

  
  We shall especially note, that time during which these two conditional circles turn on 
different corners π2  and 3/πα = , same that corresponds  to the Axiom of Unity. 
  If angular speed of the conditional circle describing movement of the center of mass M  
of a photon concerning its geometrical center 0O to designate through ω  (the third latent pa-
rameter), and angular speed of the conditional circle describing movement of the center of mass 
of each electromagnetic field E , - through 0ω  (the fourth latent parameter), and linear frequency 
- through ν   the period of fluctuations of the center of mass of a photon will be defined under 
formulas (fig. 15): 
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  from this we have: 
                                             ;2πνω =                                           (64⇒45)  

 
                                                        .0 ανω =                                                    (65) 

 
        The mathematical model of connection between length of a wave λ which describes the 
center of  mass M  of a photon, and in radius r  has a simple kind (fig. 15) 
 

                       .60
32

1
22

2 0==→=→==
παααλ SinrrSin                     (66⇒50)  

 
           Kinematic equivalence between movement of complex electromagnetic structure of a 
photon and movement of conditional circles with radiuses kρ  also eρ  allows to deduce postu-
lated early the mathematical models describing its behavior (41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 
51, 52, 53 and 57, 58, 59, 60). The latent, not observable parameters of a photon participate only 
in intermediate mathematical transformations and disappear in final formulas. 
  As the small conditional circle of radius kρ  moves to planes of rotation of a photon (fig. 
15) without sliding speed of its any point will be equal to speed of its center 0O  and group speed 
of a photon. Using mathematical models (61) and (64), we shall receive 
 

                                         ,νλνωρ rC k ===                                (67⇒47)  
that corresponds to a equation (47). 
  Similar mathematical results  (62) and (65) give also the second to a conditional circle of 
radius eρ .  

                                       .0 νλνρω rC e ===                                       (68⇒47)  
 

  Now it is visible, that the conclusion of a equation (47) not only will be coordinated to 
model of a photon (fig. 11, 12, 14) and mechanics its movements (fig. 15), but also explains cor-
puscular and wave properties of a photon.  
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  In other to get equation  (41) we shall pay attention that kinetic energy of movement of a 
photon with mass m  is equivalent to kinetic energy of rolling to a conditional circle with the 
same mass m  in regular intervals distributed on its length. General kinetic energy of a condi-
tional circle will be equal to the sum of kinetic energy of its progress and energy of rotation con-
cerning the geometrical center 0O [271], [277]. 
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  The same result will turn out and at use of the second conditional circle of radius eρ . 
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  We shall result the equation (69) in a kind (48) 
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here 
 constmrh == ν2 .                                               (72⇒49)  

 
     In view of a equation (64) we receive formulas (52) and (53). 
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       Having divided (72) on (67), we have 
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        Let's pay attention to that ω  - frequency of rotation of a conditional circle of the radius 

KOOk =ρ      forming pulses of the center of mass M  of a photon (fig. 15) [270], [277]. 
  Apparently, the latent parameters allow to deduce the basic mathematical models of 
Quantum mechanics describing behavior of a photon, from laws of Classical mechanics. Condi-
tional circles allow to define and a pulse of a photon. 
 

mCmrmP k === νωρ ,                                       (76⇒57)  
or  

mCmP e == ρω0 .                                             (76⇒57)  
 

  From this it is easy to receive corpuscular mathematical model of De Broil  
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  We shall copy it so 
hP =⋅λ .                                                       (78) 
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        In the left part of the equation (78) product of a pulse P  of a photon for length of its wave 
λ , and in right - Planck's h constant is submitted. This implies a ratio of uncertainty Heisenberg. 
 

hxPx ≥∆⋅∆ .                                         (79⇒58)  
 

  We shall copy this inequality in the developed  kind 
 

ν2mrx
t
xm ≥∆⋅
∆
∆ .                                              (80) 

 
  As the photon shows the pulse in an interval every length waves and as its size more than 
two lengths of waves (fig. 12, 14, 15) sizes x∆  and t∆/1   in an inequality (80) always will be 
more than 2 everyone. Accepting rx 3,2≈∆  and ν3,2/1 ≈∆t  and substituting these values in an 
inequality (80), we shall receive 

117,12 > .                                                      (81) 
 

          The inequality of a principle of uncertainty is usual enters the name in such kind 
 

π4
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        Believing, as λ=∆x ν=∆t/1  , we shall receive  

 
   14 >π  or .156,12 >                                   (84) 

 
          Thus, the model of a photon really limits accuracy of the experimental information re-
ceived with its help. It speaks that the sizes of a photon of a little bit more than two lengths of its 
waves. Hence, the photon cannot transfer the size of the geometrical information, smaller two 
lengths of its wave or two radiuses of rotation as it and follows from inequality .  
  If we research object with the help of a photon with the set length of a wave we cannot 
receive the geometrical information on object which would be equal to length of a wave of a 
used photon or was less than it. However if for reception of the same information to use a photon 
with smaller length of a wave accuracy of the geometrical information will increase. It consid-
erably limits physical sense of inequality Heisenberg. If this inequality to carry to the experimen-
tal information received with the help of a photon it is fair only within the framework of one 
length of its wave or one radius of rotation. 
 

 6.5. The wave theory of a photon 
 

  Here pertinently to pay attention to interesting feature hexahedral mechanical model (fig. 
11, b). If to take a little hexahedral the different sizes and to place them on an inclined plane all 
of them will be rolled downwards with the same constant speed vrV ⋅= , but with different fre-
quency (Tab. 5). 
Table 5. Kinematic parameters of movement of bodies. 
The form of bod-
ies 

r , m t, s V, m/s 1,/ −= srVv  
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Cylindrical 0.008 
0.010 
0.013 

2.43 
2.30 
2.05 

0.83 
0.89 
0.99 

- 
- 
- 

Hexahedral 0.0065 
0.0080 
0.0130 

5.68 
5.67 
5.67 

0.18 
0.18 
0.18 

27.69 
22.50 
13.85 

 
  We shall pay attention that at increase of radius r of  hexahedral the frequency ν  of its 
movement decreases the same as and at a photon. Certainly, the photon does not have plane on 
which it could move as the bodies submitted in tab. 5. However, we have already shown, that the 
center of mass of electromagnetic model of a photon describes the short cycloid which axis of 
symmetry is the rectilinear axis OX, laying in planes of its polarization. 

     Let's start with a conclusion of the equations of movement of the center of mass M  of a 
photon. As the center of mass of a photon goes to planes of polarization and within the frame-
work of an axiom of Unity of space – matters – time for the description of its movement on a 
wave trajectory it is necessary to have two parametrical equations [270], [271], [277].  

  As the center of mass M  of a photon goes concerning the observer and concerning the 
geometrical center 0O which goes rectilinearly with a speed C  for the full description of such 
movement it  is necessary to have two systems of readout (fig. 9 and 15): motionless XOY  and 
mobile 000 YOX .  

  The amplitude A  of fluctuations of the center of mass M  of a photon will be equal to radius 
10MOM =ρ  of its rotation concerning the geometrical center 0O  of a photon. From fig. 15 we 

have  

rrA M 067.0)
2

cos1(
2

=−==
αρ .                                          (85) 

 
Let's pay attention to small size of amplitude А  of fluctuations of the center of mass of a pho-

ton in shares of length of its wave or radius of rotation rA 067,0= . 
The equations of movement of the center of mass M  of a photon concerning mobile system 

000 YOX  look like the parametrical equations of a circle (fig. 9 and 15): 
 

tAx ωsin0=  ;                                                          (86) 
           tAy ωcos0 = .                                                         (87) 

 
       If the photon goes concerning motionless system of readout ХОУ with a speed C the 

equations of such movement become the equations of a cycloid: 
 

tACtx ωsin+=  ;                                                        (88) 
tAy ωcos= .                                                               (89) 

 
  We shall pay attention that in the equations (88) and (89) )(1 tfx =  and )(2 tfy = . It 

means, that they describe movement of the center of mass of a photon on a wave trajectory 
within the framework of an axiom of Unity of space – matters – time. We shall note, that equa-
tions of de Broglie (59) and Shredinger (60)  do not possess (60) this property. Taking into ac-
count equations (64), (65) and (85), we shall receive: 

                                              ;6sin067,0 0trCtx ω+=                                            (90)  
                                                      ,6cos067.0 0try ω=                                                  (91) 

  where νναω ⋅=⋅= 0
0 60  . 
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On Fig. 16 trajectories of the points NKM ,, shown on (fig. 9) are submitted. We shall pay 
attention to the important features. The radius of a ring is equal r  also a point M laying on a 
ring (Fig. 9), describes an ordinary cycloid of M (fig. 16) [8], [26].   

Radius of the circle described by a point N  (fig. 9 and 16), - rN >ρ  and this point de-
scribes the lengthened cycloid N  (fig. 16).  

Radius of the circle described by a point K  (fig. 9 and 16) rK <ρ , and it describes the 
short cycloid K  (fig. 16). 

 
 

Fig. 16. Trajectories of movement of the points NKM ,, submitted on fig. 9:  
M – an ordinary cycloid; N – the lengthened cycloid; K – the short cycloid  

 
      As at model of a photon amplitude rA М 067,0== ρ  its center of mass goes on the short 

cycloid (90), (91). 
    Results of tab. 5 demand, that the mathematical model describing speed of the center of 

mass  of hexahedral  so also a photon, would not depend on its radius r  of rotation. The equa-
tions (90) and (91) automatically give such result  

 
.6cos84.018.1)/()/( 0

22 tVdtdydtdxV ω+=+=  
 
    If to consider, that movement of a photon is equivalent to movement of hexahedral CV =  

we receive law of change of speed of the center of mass of a photon in which electric 0ε  and 
magnetic 0µ  constants )1( 2 =Сооµε are easily entered  

 

             .
6cos84.018.1

177.06cos84.0)/()/(
00

02
0

2222

µε
ω

ω
⋅

+
=++=+=

t
CtCCdtdydtdxV    (92) 

 
The schedule of speed (92) centers of mass of a photon is shown on fig. 17.  
     Apparently, speed of the center of mass M  of a photon really changes in an interval of 

length of a wave or the period of fluctuations in such a manner that its average size remains con-
stant and equal C  [270], [271], [277]. 
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Fig. 17. The schedule of speed of the center of mass of a photon 

 
  The equations of movement of the center of mass 1E  of one of electromagnetic fields of 
a photon concerning mobile system of readout 000 УОХ  will look like (fig. 15): 
 

   trtAxOE 0sinsin ωω += ;                                       (93) 
 trtAyOE 0coscos ωω +=  .                                    (94) 

 
  The equations of absolute movement of the center of mass of one electromagnetic field 
of a photon, that is movement concerning motionless system of readout XOY  become: 
 

trtAtCxE 0sinsin ωω ++⋅= ;                             (95) 
 trtAyE 0coscos ωω +=  .                                    (96) 

  
  This are – the equations of a wavy cycloid. They allow to define easily all kinematic 
characteristics of the centers of mass of electromagnetic fields of a photon [26]. 
  So, we have received the equations (88) and (89) which are more exact than equation de 
Broglie (59) and Shredinger (60)  describe movement of a photon. However, if there are more 
exact mathematical equations for the description of behavior of any object less exact necessarily 
should contain in them and to be their consequences. This requirement is answered completely 
with equations (88) and (89), describing movement of the center of mass of a photon.   
 In other to receive wave de Broglie (59) equation, it is necessary to remove process of 
the description of movement of the center of mass of a photon for frameworks of an axiom of 
Unity of space - matters - time. For this purpose it is necessary to take one of the equations (88) 
and (89), for example, the equation (89). We pay attention the reader that this operation auto-
matically deduces process of the description of movement of the center of mass of a photon for 
frameworks of an axiom of Unity of space - matters - time. 

tAy 06cos ω= .                                                       (97) 
 

To lead this equation to a kind (59), it is necessary to enter into it coordinate x , using for this 
purpose a difference of phases. 

)6cos( 0 ttAy ωω −= .                                            (98) 
 

Taking into account, as νανω o600 == πνω 2=  , we have 
 

            )(2cos ttAy ννπ −= . 
Let's designate: 

              ;
λ

ν V
=         ,xVt =  

then 
)./(2cos λνπ xtAy −=                                      (99⇒59)  

 
It is uneasy to show, that the equation (99) of de Broglie  is easily resulted in Shredinger’s    
equation  (60). For this purpose we shall express from formulas (71) both (77) frequency ν  and 
length of a wave λ . 

h
E

h
E f ==ν  ,                                                   (100) 
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P
h

=λ  .                                                     (101) 

 
Let's enter a new designation of function (99) and we shall substitute in it values (100) and (101). 

 

)(2cos PxEt
h

Ay −==
πψ  .                                    (102) 

 
              At fixed x  displacement ),( txψ  is harmonious function of time, and at fixed t  - coor-
dinates x . We shall pay attention that these representations are behind frameworks of an axiom 
of Unity. Differentiating the equation (102) twice on x , we shall find 

 

ψπππψ
⋅−=−−= 2

22

2

22

2

2 4)(2cos4
h

PPxEt
h

A
h

P
dx
d .                  (103) 

 
If with the help of a equation (103) to describe behavior of electron  in atom it is necessary to 
take into account, that its kinetic energy kE  and a pulse P  are connected by equation   

 

m
PmVEk 22

22

== .                                                   (104) 

Whence 

kmEP 2= .                                                      (105) 
 

Substituting result (105) in the equation (103), we have 
 

.8 2

2

2

ψπψ
kE

h
m

dx
d

⋅−=                                                  (106) 

 
It is known, that full energy of electron eE  is equal to the sum kinetic kE  and potential 0E  ener-
gies, that is 

0EEE ke +=  .                                                           (107) 
 

In view of it the equation (106) becomes the differential equation (60) Shredinger [270], [277]. 
 

.)(8
02

2

2

2

ψπψ EE
h

m
dx
d

e −−=                                 (108⇒60)  

 
  From stated follows, that the result of the decision of the equation (108) is the function (60) 
working behind frameworks of the Axiom of Unity of space – matters – time. If in function 
(108) to share variables x  and t    it is possible to receive the equation 
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m
h

e ϕϕ
π

,                             (109) 

 
which works within the framework of an axiom of Unity, therefore it should give the exact result 
corresponding to experiment. And it is valid so. It expects a spectrum of atom of hydrogen. 
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There is it because energy of connection of electron  with a proton depend only on distance be-
tween a proton and electron and do not depend on time [122]. 
         Thus, we have deduced postulated early mathematical models of quantum mechanics (41, 
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53 and 57, 58, 59, 60), describing behavior of a photon. We 
have shown, that equation of de Broglie  (59) and Shredinger’s  equation  (60) work behind 
frameworks of an axiom of Unity of space - matters – time [270], [271], [277]. 
          Further, at the analysis of other physical phenomena in which the behavior of photons is 
obviously shown, we shall receive analytically  many others, including new mathematical mod-
els. 
So, we let alone almost all mathematical formulas which for a long time apply to the description 
of behavior of a photon. In this sense we do not have anything new, we only have confirmed re-
liability of these formulas and have added to their equations (90) and (91), describing movement 
of the center of mass of a photon within the framework of an axiom of Unity of space – matters 
– time. 
          As the basic mathematical models describing the main characteristics of a photon, are de-
duced analytically from the analysis of movement of its model it is a strong reason for use of this 
model at interpretation of results of all experiments in which photons participate. Quantity of 
such experiments no count, therefore we shall consider only those from them which have gener-
alizing character. The biggest set of experimental data in which the behaviour of photons – the 
scale of electromagnetic radiations submitted in tables 2 3, 4 is fixed. 
          We shall address to these tables at interpretation almost all set of experiments with partici-
pation of photons, and now we shall define only an interval of change of length of a wave of 
photons. 
        The length of a wave of electromagnetic radiation changes in an interval 

m186 103.....103 −⋅⋅≈λ  (tab. 2-4). The minimal size of this interval belongs to a scale - photon, 
and maximal - to a low-frequency range of radiation. These sizes are established experimentally 
and we do not have bases to doubt of their reliability. But, as we have already noted, we have 
bases to doubt that the biggest photon has length of a wave kmmr 3000103 6 =⋅≈=λ . 
The material density of a base ring Kδ  of the photon corresponding to the minimal length of a 
wave mr 18103 −⋅≈=λ  (tab. 3), is equal 
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          The material density of a base ring of the photon corresponding to the maximal length of a 
wave of electromagnetic radiation mr 6103 ⋅≈=λ , is equal 
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            Now it is clear, that the maximal permeability the scale of a photon provides  its minimal 
size (radius) mr 18

min 103 −⋅≈   and the maximal mass kgm 24
max 107.0 −⋅≈  (tab. 3). As if to a pho-

ton with the maximal length of a wave mr 6103 ⋅≈=λ  and the minimal mass kgm 48107.0 −⋅≈  
(tab. 3), then - a full ambiguity. It is difficult to present a photon with the base radius 

mr 6103 ⋅≈ , moving with a speed of light, having material density of a ring 
mkgK /10909.3 54−⋅=δ  (111). 

         Formation Newtonian and electromagnetic forces is hardly possible at such small material 
density of a base ring of a photon (111). Therefore there should be a limit of the maximal length 
of a wave maxλ  or the maximal radius maxr and the minimal mass minm  of a photon. Further we 
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shall carry out a detailed substantiation maxλ , and now we shall note once again as thermal en-
ergy and temperature are formed with photons maxλ corresponds to the lowest temperature exist-
ing in the Nature which experimental value is equal, approximately KT 056.0min ≈ . The length of 
a wave of set of the photons forming this temperature, is defined  under the formula of Wines. 

 

m
T
Cr 052.0

056.0
10898.2' 3

maxmax ≈
⋅

≈==
−

λ ,                                (112) 

 
where KmC ⋅⋅= −310898.2' - constant Fault, the fourth constant supervising behavior of photons. 

Photons with such length of a wave correspond to a relic range (tab. 2-4). 
Their mass is equal 
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The density of a material ring of such photon will be equal 
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or 
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          Thus, in the Nature there are no photons with length of a wave or radius of rotation the 
greater 0.052m. Certainly, this size will be specified still, but in any case it will have the values 
close to 0.052m. 
          So, the photon scale of electromagnetic radiations (tab. 2, 3, 4) begins with a relic range. 
The minimal energy minE , the minimal mass minm  and the minimal frequency minν , but the maxi-
mal length of a wave maxλ  (or the radius maxr  of rotation) has an infra-red photon in a relic range: 

 
eVE 5

min 104.2 −⋅≈ ;                                            (116) 
 

kgm 41
min 10250.4 −⋅≈ ;                                        (117) 

 
;052.0maxmax mr ≈=λ                                         (118) 

 
.1077.5 19

min
−⋅≈ sν                                            (119) 

 
              The maximal energy maxE , the maximal mass maxm  and the maximal frequency maxν , 
but the minimal length of a wave minλ  (or the radius minr  of rotation), has a scale - photon: 

 
eVE 11
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.101 126

max
−⋅≈ sν                                                 (123) 

 
        Apparently, the smallest photon - a scale - photon, and the biggest photon - an infra-red 
photon of a relic range. 
        Thus, the maximal length of a wave of individual photons corresponds to a relic range, and 
minimal - scale to a range (tab. 2, 3, 4). From a relic range up to scale of a range the length of a 
wave of a photon decreases, approximately, for 15 orders, and frequency increases so. 

At once there is a question: what electromagnetic formation forms electromagnetic radia-
tion with length of a wave, it is more than length of a wave of a relic range? The answer to this 
question follows from hypotheses of Indian scientist Boze and English Alan Holdena's physics, 
submitted on fig. 18. 
            Apparently (fig. 18), the electromagnetic wave is formed with pulses of individual pho-
tons which are submitted as set of balls. Balls are photons. The distance between pulses of pho-
tons (balls) equally to length of a wave of electromagnetic radiation, and length of a wave of 
each separate photon is much less. We have shown already, as defines area of photon localiza-
tion in space. 
            As photons of all ranges move with the same speed C  and as they form also waves of 
electromagnetic radiation (fig. 18) speed of electromagnetic radiation of all ranges same [270], 
[277]. At once we shall pay attention that the concept «a scale of electromagnetic radiations» 
does not correspond to the physical maintenance of its structure (fig. 18), therefore at us is all 
bases to replace the name «a scale of electromagnetic radiations» the name «a scale of photon 
radiations» or is simple «a photon scale». 

    
Fig. 18. The scheme of a photon wave length    λ  

 
            The received information divides a photon scale into two classes: photon and wave. Pho-
tons - individual electromagnetic formations, are radiated by electrons of atoms and protons of 
nucleus. Set of the photons radiated by electrons of atoms or protons of nucleus, forms a photon 
field. It can be continuous or pulse, that is wave (fig. 18). We live in this field as a fish in water 
and we do not notice it. 

The information on a photon clears up the reason of convergence of results of decisions 
of Maxwell’s equations  (37-40) with a number of experimental data. The matter is that electrons 
of any aerial are raised by photons of environment continuously, forming its temperature. Con-
trolled influence on this process forces same electrons to radiate pulses of photons as waves (fig. 
18) which raise pulses of a current at the aerial of the receiver, same what are wrongly attributed 
to action of Maxwell’s an electromagnetic wave (fig. 6). If the wave radiated by the aerial or any 
other source, will consist of photons (fig. 18) the size of a generated current will depend on 
quantity of the photons which have got on it, and from their individual energy, but not from the 
intensity, the electromagnetic field invented for this case. It also proves the device of the YOKE 
- 1 (fig. 8) [271], [277].  
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             By search of the answer to a question: why Maxwell’s equations  in some cases give the 
result close to experimental, it is necessary to take into account, that at the numerical decision of 
these equations procedure of decomposition in number Furie is used. However, if to take into ac-
count, that Maxwell’s equations  describe the processes close to sine wave, of them it is possible 
to replace with the equation of a sinusoid with corresponding parameters and to  the result of the 
experiment which has been spread out in number(line) Furie, in the result described by a sinu-
soid.  
  Thus, convergence of results of the decision of Maxwell’s equations  with experimental 
data – consequence of sine wave character of a photon wave (fig. 18). 
  Erroneous interpretation of experience Hertz has caused erroneous representations about 
physical essence of radiations. The foggy physical sense of Maxwell’s  equations  reliably cov-
ered these mistakes more than 100 years. 
 

7. REFLECTION, POLARIZATION AND DIFFRACTION OF PHOTONS 
 
  We have already shown, that all basic mathematical models describing behavior of a 
photon, are deduced analytically from the analysis of movement of its model (fig. 12, 14). If this 
model of a photon is close to a reality laws of reflection and polarization of photons should fol-
low from its behavior, and also - formations diffraction pictures. The proof of it we shall begin 
with the analysis of processes of polarization and reflection of photons. 
  The detailed analysis of the existing mathematical models describing parameters of a 
photon and its behavior in various experiments has led us to  two its hypothetical models: elec-
tromagnetic (fig. 12) and magnetic (fig. 14). From the analysis of movement of any of these 
models all mathematical models describing all parameters of a photon and feature of its behavior 
in various experiments are deduced analytically. Interested persons can get acquainted with a 
history of revealing of these models.  
  As distances from centre to centre mass of electromagnetic (fig. 12) or magnetic (fig. 14) 
fields of a photon are equal to two radiuses of their rotation, and radiuses electric or twice it is 
less than magnetic fields, forms of both these models flat surfaces with a complex structure. In 
the simplified kind of them it is possible to represent as rings (fig. 19). 
 

Polarization of photons 
 

  As the photon rotates concerning the axis and goes is forward, such movement refers to 
plane-parallel, and a plane of rotation – as a plane of polarization. Spin of a photon it is equal 
Planck's h  to constant and it is directed along an axis of its rotation perpendicularly to a direc-
tion of movement (fig. 19, and  b). The simplified model right circularity  a photon it is shown 
on fig. 19 and left circularity – on fig. 19, b. 
 

 
 

Fig. 19. The simplified scheme of models of photons:  
а) with right circularity and b) left circularity 

 
  We shall pay attention to the main thing: the direction of a vector h  is defined so, that at 
a kind from its edge rotation should be directed against a course of a hour hand.  
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  For the analysis of process of reflection of a photon it is necessary to know law of 
change of a direction of a vector of a pulse of a photon. The corner between a direction of a vec-
tor of a pulse Vm  of the center of mass of a photon and an axis OX is defined under the formula  
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  where xα - a corner of an inclination of a resulting vector of a pulse Vm  of the center of 
mass of a photon to an axis OX; −t0ω  a corner of turn of the center of mass of one electromag-
netic or a magnetic field of a photon concerning the center of mass of a photon; 060=α  - a cor-
ner determining quantity electromagnetic or magnetic fields of a photon, closed with each other 
on a circular contour. 
  The center of mass of a photon is on a crest of a wave at 0

0 0=tω  and 0
0 60=tω , and - 

in a hole of a wave at 0
0 30=tω  and 0

0 90=tω . As model of a photon electromagnetic or mag-
netic it is easily deformed at a meeting with an obstacle. Thus at the moment of reflection the 
center of mass of a photon is mainly on a crest or in a hole of a wave, that is at 0

0 0=tω  and 
0

0 60=tω  or at 0
0 30=tω  and 0

0 90=tω . For all these cases the formula (124) gives one result 
0=xα . That is at the moment of reflection of a photon there is no cross-section component of a 

pulse yVm . It means, that a plane of falling 3 beams 1 consisting of photons, and a plane of its 
reflection 4 should coincide irrespective of orientation of planes of polarization of photons (fig. 
20). 

 
Fig. 20. The scheme of polarization of the reflected photons: 1 – a falling beam; 2 – the reflected 

beam; 3 – a plane of falling; 4 – a plane of reflection; 5 – a reflecting plane 
 

  The absence of a cross-section component of a pulse at all reflected photons should re-
sult them in polarization at the moment of reflection. It is quite natural, that in the non-polarized 
beam of a plane of rotation of photons will be parallel to a direction of movement of a ray of 
light and are focused any way (fig. 20, a falling beam 1). Further we shall characterize polariza-
tion of photons by planes of their rotation. Polarization of the reflected photons was open by 
Etien Malus  in 1808 year [4]. 
  There is a question: whether all photons are polarized after reflection so, what the plane 
of their polarization coincides with a plane of falling of 3 beams? The answer to this question has 
given Frenel  (fig. 20) [4].  
           He has established, that the photons polarized in a plane of falling 3 and is perpendicular 
to it, after reflection do not change direction the planes of polarization. If planes of polarization 
of photons are not parallel and planes of falling 3 reflection of such photons is accompanied by 
turn of planes of their polarization in such direction are not perpendicular, that all of them appear 
polarized in the plane of reflection 4 conterminous to a plane of falling 3. This implies, that in a 
falling ray of light the direction of the plane of polarization after reflection is changed with only 
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those photons at which a corner ψ  between a plane of falling 3 beams 1 and a plane of polariza-
tion are in an interval 00 090 >>ψ . The same photons at which the plane of polarization is per-
pendicular ( 090=ψ ) planes of falling 3 or coincides with it ( 00=ψ ), are reflected, not chang-
ing orientation of the plane of polarization. Actually, the reflected photons are polarized in two 
mutually perpendicular planes, one of which coincides with a plane of falling 3, and another - is 
perpendicular to it. From description of Frenel follows, that the most part of photons is polarized 
in a plane of reflection 4 (fig. 20) and a smaller part - in a plane, a perpendicular plane of reflec-
tion. Schematically it can be shown as the diagram (fig. 20).  
  The wide vertical strip in the reflected beam 2 symbolizes polarization of the most part 
of the photons, conterminous with a plane of its reflection 4. The narrow horizontal line symbol-
izes preservation of polarization of photons in a plane, a perpendicular plane of falling 3 and 
planes of reflection 4. 
  Thus, if the plane of polarization of a falling photon (fig. 20) is perpendicular planes of 
falling 3 or lays in it the plane 5 on which the photon falls, does not change direction a plane of 
its polarization. If the plane of polarization of a falling photon is not perpendicular planes of fal-
ling 3 the reflecting plane 5 changes its direction so, that it becomes a parallel plane of reflection 
4.  
  Thus, in the reflected beam the most part of photons is polarized in a plane of reflection 
4 and a smaller part in a plane, a perpendicular plane of reflection. There is a question: why pho-
tons behave so? We have published the answer to it in 1990 г.                          
          If the plane of polarization of a photon is not perpendicular planes of falling 3 all photons 
start to contact to a reflecting plane 5 one (from six) an electromagnetic (magnetic) field that fa-
cilitates process of turn of their planes of polarization. Thus, if the corner of falling is equal or 
close to 060 speed of the center of mass of a photon is equal 1,4С. It is the main fact of existence 
of corner Bruster (fig. 22, dependence 3). 
  When the plane of polarization of a photon is perpendicular planes of falling 3 the pho-
ton, approaching with a reflecting plane 5, contacts to it basically two electromagnetic (mag-
netic) fields that increases stability of process of contact and complicates turn of a plane of po-
larization of a photon. 
  Now it is necessary for us to remember reference points of polarization of photons. The 
first and main – the plane of rotation of a photon coincides with a plane of polarization and a di-
rection of movement of photons. The second - a direction a spin h  of a photon. It is always di-
rected perpendicularly to a direction of movement of a photon, a plane of its rotation and a plane 
of polarization. This implies, that if on the circuit the trajectory of movement of a photon (ray of 
light) the plane of polarization of a photon is parallel to this trajectory, and spin h  is shown - is 
perpendicular to it.   
  On fig. 21 the circuit of the experience proving polarization of reflected photons is sub-
mitted. Through a vessel 5 with water, which has a drop of milk, passes light. If it goes from a 
source 9, not being reflected from the screen (fig. 21, а) in the indicator of polarization which 
role carries out a vessel 5, and on the screen 4 it is observed dispersion of light in all directions 
(9, 10). If through the same vessel passes a ray of light (fig 21, b) reflected under a corner ap-
proximately 054 dispersion of light is observed basically in a horizontal plane 7 (a line 8 on the 
screen 4), and at the top view on a vessel, a diffused light it is very weak.   
       Thus, the ray of light which is taking place through a vessel without preliminary reflection, 
dissipates in all directions that specifies that photons in it keep initial polarization 9, 10. If to a 
vessel to direct same, but the reflected beam it, being reflected, is polarized and, passing through 
a vessel, dissipates basically in a horizontal plane 7 that is the proof of that the reflected beam is 
polarized basically in a plane of falling 7 (fig. 21, b) as it is shown (8) on the screen 4. This sim-
ple experience which has been carried out by S.I.Vavilov, is the indirect demonstration of ab-
sence of a cross-section component of a pulse at the reflected photons (124). From this also fol-
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lows, that irrespective of a direction of planes of polarization of falling photons the plane of po-
larization of the reflected photons 3 coincides with a plane of falling 7.   
        Further, it is necessary to know details of process of reflection of the polarized photons. On 
fig. 22 dependences of factor of reflection of photons with different polarization on border air - 
glass are shown. 

 
 

Fig. 21. Polarization of light at reflection: 
1- falling beam; 2 – a reflecting plane; 3 – the reflected beam; 4 – the screen; 5 – a vessel 

with  water, which has a drop of milk; 6 – a beam past through a vessel; 7 – a plane of 
falling of a beam; 8 – a plane of polarization of the reflected beam; 9 – the non-polarized 

beam of a light source; 10 – the non-polarized beam past through a vessel 5 
 

 
 

Fig. 22. Dependence of factor of reflection of photons on border air – glass from a corner of  
falling θ  at their different polarization:  

1 – planes of falling of photons and polarization are perpendicular;  
2 – the non-polarized beam; 

 3 - planes of falling, polarization and reflection of photons coincide 
 

  We shall pay attention that at concurrence of planes of falling, reflections and polariza-
tion of photons the factor of reflection at the corner of falling close to 060 , comes nearer to zero 
(fig. 22, dependence 3). This corner refers to as corner Bruster. Its size depends on a parameter 
of refraction n . If n  it is equal 1,4; 1,5; 1,6 or 2,0 corner of Bruster makes accordingly 

;5,54 0 ;3,56 0 01,58  and 04,63 .  
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           We have already described the reason of such behavior of photons. At the corner of fal-
ling close to 060 , the center of mass of the photon, beginning to contact to a reflecting plane, on 
a crest of a wave and its speed is equal 1,42 C. Therefore it  passes through a material of a re-
flecting plane or is absorbed by molecules of this material (fig. 22, dependence 3). 
 

Diffraction of photons 
 

 The diffraction of photons gives rise to the pictures similar to pictures, arising at interac-
tion of waves. Therefore diffraction of photons is considered the main proof of their wave prop-
erties.   However, the energy of a photon determined under the formula νhE f = , convincingly 
proves, that a photon – a corpuscle. The analysis of the existing mathematical models describing 
behavior of a photon as we have already shown, confirms this fact [1], [2]. 
           Now we shall see, how diffraction of photons copes process of interaction of their rota-
tional fields which are formed by their spins h . 
  The main fact which we should take into account at the analysis of processes of diffrac-
tion of photons – their interaction of spins. To understand essence of this interaction, we shall 
analyze interaction of axes of rotation (it is equivalent spins) a gyroscope. As a gyroscope it is 
possible to present a rotating top.  
              It is known, that if to work on an axis of quickly rotating top it will start to describe a 
conic surface and at a top two rotations will appear: one concerning an axis of its symmetry and 
the second – rotation of an axis of a top concerning a vertical, named wobble  a top. However 
wobbling rotation of a top appears short. Its axis of rotation quickly comes back in vertical posi-
tion. Process of return of an axis of a top from inclined in vertical position the gyroscopic mo-
ment gM determined under the formula [5] operates 
 

βωω sin21 ⋅⋅⋅= zg IM ,                                      (125) 
 
where 1ω  - angular speed of rotation of a top concerning the axis; 2ω  - angular speed of rotation 
of an axis of a top concerning a vertical (angular speed of wobble); zI  - the moment of inertia of 
a top concerning an axis of rotation Z ; β  - a corner between vectors 1ω  and 2ω .  
  The gyroscopic moment – consequence of reaction of a surface which the axis of a top 
concerns. The main consequence of the described phenomenon – aspiration of a top to have one 
axis of rotation. It proves to be true behavior of a free gyroscope at which the forces working on 
an axis, are close to zero. Therefore it has one axis of rotation which direction in space does not 
vary at any turn of the case in which the gyroscope fastens [5]. 
  And now we shall pay attention to the formula (125). At concurrence of an axis of rota-
tion of a gyroscope and an axis of wobble 0=β 0=gM 02 =ω . 01 ≠ω . As the moment of in-

ertia of a gyroscope is equal 2mrI z = , in the formula of the gyroscopic moment (125) there is 
an expression 1

2ωmr . It also is spin h  of a gyroscope – size vector. At a photon it is equal 
Planck's ν2mrh = to constant, therefore the photon also possesses gyroscopic properties, but the 
axis of its rotation has no what – or a material basis. Nevertheless, in space surrounding it the ro-
tational field which carrier is, apparently, a substance named an ether of which the magnetic field 
around of a conductor with a current (fig. 23) is formed is formed.  
         Last years such field name torsion. As this term was not fixed yet it is represented to us, 
that the concept «a rotational field» reflects that is formed near to a rotating body or a particle 
more precisely. A source of formation of such field is process of rotation which is characterized 
by the size named spin. 
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  At a photon, electron, and at other particles, this function is carried out Planck's with 
constant. As spin h  of a photon it is perpendicular planes of its rotation and to a direction of 
movement there is a question: how two photons if axes of their rotation will coincide will coop-
erate with each other, and spins will be directed to one side? In this case planes of their rotation 
will be parallel, and they will have identical circular polarization (fig. 24, а).  
 

 
 

Fig. 23. The scheme of movement electrons in a wire from plus (+) to a minus (-) and formations 
on its ends southern (S) and northern (N) magnetic poles and a magnetic field  

around of a wire 
 

 Experimentally established if the distant between of two moving  parallel rays of light 
with the identical circular polarization equal to 0,5 mm so they begin are drawn (fig. 24, а), and 
at opposite circular polarization – make a start (fig. 24, b). It is marked, that force of interaction 
between them in square depends on distance [4].  
 

 
 

Fig. 24. Interactions of beams of photons:  
а) with identical circular polarization;  b) with opposite circular polarization 

 
  That wrote about it Frenel in 1816 «The Polarized light waves cooperate, as forces, per-
pendicular to beams» [4]. Further he has noted, that the beams polarized in mutually perpendicu-
lar planes, do not render against each other such influence which is observed at the beams polar-
ized in one direction. This very important supervision. It clears up a picture of interaction of in-
dividual photons (fig. 24). 
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           It is uneasy to see, how two photons with identical circular polarization if lines of their 
movement will be crossed (fig. 25) will behave. 
 

 
 
Fig. 25. The scheme of possible change of a direction of movement of photons with the synchro-

nized frequency and identical circular polarization 
 

  If spins h  of photons will be mutually perpendicular or will be close to a perpendicular 
condition it agrees to Frenel, they will not cooperate. If the corner between directions of spins 
will be sharp, that is all bases to believe, that at rapprochement their behavior will be similar to 
behavior of the top, rotation having two axis. As well as the top, photons will aspire to make the 
axes of rotation coaxial, and spins h  - directed in one side (fig. 25).   
         As parameters of their rotational fields define Planck's  constants, and they at all photons 
identical, that, cooperating with each other, they will aspire to combine the axes of rotation. The 
resulting axis of rotation of photons will change directions of their movement (fig. 25). If up to a 
meeting they moved on trajectories 1 and 2 in which planes of their polarization after interaction 
of spins h  they will start to move on trajectories 1 ’ and 2 ’ lay and appear on the screen not in 
points A and B but in point D. This will be promoted also by effect of rapprochement of trajecto-
ries of photons with identical circular polarization (fig. 24, а). 
  So, the information stated to us allows to proceed to the analysis of the phenomena of 
diffraction and an interference of photons. Now we shall see, that this one and same phenomenon 
and is not present need to name its two concepts. 
  Now we should describe characteristics of objects, cooperating with which, photons 
form diffraction pictures. First of all, we shall pay attention on diffraction pictures formed by 
photons, taking place through apertures. On fig. 26, and diffraction Fraudgofer on a round aper-
ture in diameter of 6 mm, and on fig. 26, b – it is diffraction a picture on a rectangular aperture 
(7х8 mm) is shown.  
  At once it is visible, that the leaging role in formation of these pictures. If a contour – a 
circle diffraction, so the picture will consist with geometry of a contour of an aperture is played 
of circles and rings (fig. 26, а). If the form of a contour of an aperture rectangular the diffraction  
picture will consist of two series of mutually perpendicular strips (fig. 26, b). From this un-
equivocally follows, that a leaging role in formation of diffraction pictures the contour of an ap-
erture, to be exact – plays a contour of reflection of photons. For simplicity of the subsequent 
analysis we shall take a round aperture with a diameter mmmm 3101001.01 −⋅==  or a wire with 
the same diameter.  
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             а)  b)  
 

Fig. 26. The diffraction pictures of Fraundgofer:  
а) On a round aperture in diameter of 6 mm; b) on a square aperture (7х8 mm) 

 
  As the length of a wave of photons of a light range changes from m7104 −⋅  up to 

m7108 −⋅   further we shall use size m7105 −⋅ . Taking into account, that the size of a photon ap-
proximately twice more than its length of a wave, we have mmm 36 101101 −− ⋅=⋅ . This implies, 
that the aperture in diameter 1mm approximately on three order (in one thousand times) is more 
than size of one photon.  
 The diffraction of photons on an aperture are formed as a result of crossing trajectories of 
the photons reflected from edges O-O of an aperture (fig. 26, b and 27). Besides during reflection 
they are polarized. 

 
 

Fig. 27. The scheme of interaction of photons with different circular polarization 
 
  If trajectories of photons with different circulating polarization (fig. 24) will be crossed, 
different direction of rotational fields will push away them from each other (fig. 24, b). 
          Trajectories of photons 1A  and 1B  (fig. 27) will approach in the beginning (1-1 ’) and (2-2 
’), and then to miss (1'-1 ") and (2'-2 ") and they appear on screen NN ’ not in points C and D, 
and in points A and B (fig. 27). If in a stream there are photons 1C  and 1D , with identical 
circular polarization trajectories of their movement will approach, and they appear on the screen 
not in points C and D, and in point Е. 
         Interaction of spins of photons begins on distance between them approximately equal 0,5 
mm, that is on distance, approximately, in 500 times the greater of the sizes of photons. If to pre-
sent a photon in the size equal to millimeter the distance on which spins of photons start to coop-
erate, will be about 500mm.  
        We have already noted, that rotational fields of photons feel each other on the distance 
equal, about 0.5 mm. The same size of the beginning of interaction of photons has established by 
Frenel [4]. It almost in 500 times more the size of a photon. Taking into account this feature, we 
shall describe formation of diffraction pictures behind a wire (fig. 28, 29).  
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Fig. 28. The scheme of formation of  

a shadow  wire 

 
Fig. 29. Diffraction of light,  

formed by a wire 
 

                   
            Let's note those important supervision which have been made by Frenel at the analysis o 
diffraction of pictures behind a wire. 
  If to cover light proceeding from one side of a wire internal borders disappear. Hence, 
for formation of borders interaction of the beams going from both sides of a wire is necessary. 
From this also follows, that borders are formed as a result of a crossing of the rays of light going 
from both sides of a wire or, otherwise, as a result of crossing of trajectories of movement of 
photons. Frenel considered, that borders outside of a shadow are formed by crossing of the 
beams proceeding from a luminous point and from edges of a wire, and borders inside a shadow 
are formed by crossing of the rays of light bent about both edges of a wire. If one edge of a wire 
to close, borders disappear. 
          Frenel considered, that results of his experiences - the weighty proof of the wave nature of 
light and an inaccuracy of the point of view of Newton about its corpuscular structure. Now we 
shall see, that Newton had right point of view,  but mistaken Frenel. 
           Photons 1 and 4 fly by near to a wire. Photons 2 and 3 are reflected from edges of a wire 
(fig. 30). It is quite natural, that at reflection from a wire photons are polarized with different cir-
cular polarization. Certainly, spins h  at all photons identical on size, but to facilitate the analysis 
of their behavior, we shall give them numbers. If spins of photons 1 and 2 1(h  also )2h  are di-
rected opposite (fig. 30, а) their trajectories leave from each other (fig. 24, b). Also photons 3 
and 4 similarly behave. As spins of photons 1 and 4 are directed to one side of their trajectories 
approach (fig. 24, а) and they appear not in points A  and B In screen NN ’, but in a point C (fig. 
30). Photons and with opposite circular polarization (fig. 30, b) similarly behave. In result in the 
center of a shadow from a wire the light strip is formed. That about it wrote O.Frenel [4]:  
            «From experiences which I have carried out, follows, that the phenomena of diffraction 
cannot be attributed only to beams which concern bodies and consequently it is necessary to as-
sume, that infinite set of other beams separated from these bodies by appreciable intervals, nev-
ertheless, appear revolved from the initial direction and also participate in formation of borders 
». Described at the analysis rice 30, confirms this thin supervision Frenel.  
  Frenel considered, that if a light source S  (fig. 31) is located on distance a  from a wire 
in diameter d  the size of its geometrical shadow on screen NN ’, located from a wire on distance 
b , will be equal D .  
  And now we shall analyze theories of Frenel. He considered, that at interaction of waves 
of light going from a dot source, with edges of a wire (fig. 28 - 30) secondary waves which, be-
ing crossed, form diffraction pictures in a shadow of a wire are formed. For the theoretical proof 
of this hypothesis he has taken extreme points of a wire as the centers and has carried out from 
them two circles with the radiuses distinguished on half of length λ  of a wave of light.  
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Fig. 30. The scheme of formation of a light strip in the center of a shadow from a wire 

 

 
Fig. 31. The scheme to the analysis of the formula for calculation of a geometrical 

shadow 
 
  It is necessary to admire with subtleties of supervision of Frenel and carefulness of meas-
urements of experimental results which he has received. However, confuses absence of many cir-
cuits, as experimental installations, and - for check of theoretical results. We eliminate this lack 
and we shall show the circuit (fig. 32) from which the formula for calculation of parameters of 
the internal borders formed by a wire is received.   
  Light goes from a dot light source and its beams A’ and B’ (fig. 32) concern edges A and 
B a wire where in opinion by Frenel secondary waves which are distributed as spheres with radi-
uses r  and λ5.01 += rr  which length differs on half of length of a wave λ5.0  of light are 
formed. In system of readout XOY  he has written down the equations of light circles so: 
 

222 )5.0()5.0( λ+=++ rxdy ,                              (126) 
 

 222)5.0( rxdy =+−  .                                        (127) 
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Fig. 32. The scheme to analysis  of Frenel’s theory of diffraction of light  
 

  The joint decision of these equations gives result 
 

d
ry

2
25.0 2λλ +⋅

= .                                           (128) 

 
  Neglecting a square of length of a wave whereas size this very small, he receives  
 

 
d
ry

2
⋅

=
λ  .                                                      (129) 

 
      Thus, the equation (129), in his opinion, allows to calculate coordinate y  of a point M  of 
crossing of circles (fig. 32). Following step of Frenel makes without any explanatories. Instead 
of radius of sphere r  he puts in the equation (129) size b  - distance from a wire up to the screen 

'NN  (fig. 32).  

d
by

2
⋅

=
λ .                                                     (130) 

 
  At once it is visible that to do  it is impossible, as a point of crossing of circles (126) and 
(127), the point M  does not lay in a plane of the screen 'NN  (fig. 32). In a point M  the radius 
of a circle r  differs from size b  more than for length of a wave λ . Nevertheless, if we shall de-
sign this point on the screen its double coordinate y2  with the big accuracy will describe dis-
tances between two borders symmetric concerning an axis OX . The wrong mathematical con-
clusion of the formula (130) results in correct calculation of experimental result. In what here 
business? 
  Before to search for the answer to this question, we shall be convinced that the formula 
(130) gives the result close to experiment. That the formula (130) allowed result of calculation of 
distances between dark borders of different orders, Frenel has entered into it factor which accepts 
values ,......5,3,1=k  and the formula (130) has accepted the following final kind  
 

d
bky ⋅⋅

=
λ2 .                                                       (131) 

 
            In tab. 6 experimental data of Frenel and results of calculation under the formula (131) 
are resulted. Thus diameter of a wire d  was equaled 1 mm, and length of a wave of light - 

m0000005176,0=λ  [4] 
Table 6. Results of experiences of Frenel 
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Size b, m The order 
 borders 

The theory 
(m) 

Experiment (m) 

0, 592 2-nd dby /32 2 λ= =0,00092 22y =0,00096 
0,592 3-rd dby /52 3 λ= =0,00153 32y =0,00161 
1,996 2-nd dby /32 2 λ= =0,00310 22 y =0,00323 
3,633 1-st dby /2 1 λ= =0,00188 12y =0,00188 

 
    Apparently (tab. 6), convergence of theoretical results with experimental data good 

enough, despite of an inaccuracy of process of a conclusion of the formula (131). The incorrectly 
deduced formula, gives correct result. It means, that there is a correct conclusion of this formula 
and our problem to find it. But before it to do, it is necessary to understand with all mistakes of 
Frenel.  

First of all there is a question: why the wave going from a point A, outstrips a wave going 
from a point B, on half of length of a wave λ5.0 ? The answer to this question at Frenel is not 
present. Further, we shall pay attention to that (fig. 32), that a point of crossing of circles (point 
М) (130) it should have negative coordinate y , but in the formula (128) positive. It too a mis-
take. Check of a conclusion of this formula, since the initial equations (126) and (127), confirms 
positive size of coordinate y , that obviously contradicts the initial data resulted on fig. 32. Un-
easy to find the reason of this mistake. Therefore we address to the main independent judge – the 
Axiom of Unity of space – matters – time.  

Process of distribution of light – function of time, therefore the decision of this problem 
should be begun with drawing up of the equations in which coordinates of any point of a light 
circle would be functions of time. For a circle with the center in a point A and B we have (fig. 
32): 

 

.cos)5.0(
;sin)5.0(5.0
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                                            (132) 

 
For a circle with the center in a point B the equations will be such: 
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Let's transform the equations (132) as follows: 
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 Further, we shall erect the left and right parts of the equations (134) in a square and we 
shall combine them. In result, after transformations, we shall have 

 
22222 25.025.0 dydyrrx −+−++= λλ .                           (135) 

 
Similar transformations we shall carry out and for system of the equations (133). In result 

we shall receive 
2222 25.0 dydyrx −−−= .                                        (136) 
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Equating the right parts of the equations (135) and (136), we shall find 
 

d
ry

2
25.0 2λλ +⋅

−= .                                           (137) 

 
Now, in the formula (137) which coincides with the formula (128), the minus specifying 

negativity of coordinate у  of a point М  has appeared. It fully complies with position of a point 
of M of crossing of circles on fig. 32. Neglecting composed 225.0 λ  in view of it little, we shall 
receive the formula (129), replacing in it size r  on size b , we shall receive the formula (130). 
Entering in this formula Frenel’s factor  ,......5,3,1=k  and lowering a minus, we shall have fi-
nally the formula (131) for calculation of distances between dark diffraction borders in a shadow 
of a wire.   

Let's pay attention to that in the formula (131) before coordinate y  there is figure 2. It is 
transferred from a denominator of the formula (130) in the left part that specifies that y2 this dis-
tance between two borders symmetric concerning an axis OX. The circuit on fig. 32 does not 
give us is right on such interpretation as circles (132) and (133) have one point of crossing in a 
zone of the screen 'NN , located below axes OX and the formula (137) confirms it. 

Thus, any replacement of size r  by size b , presence only one point of crossing of circles 
(132) and (133) in a zone of the screen, and also absence in the formula (128) minuses, deprive 
with us is right to use it for interpretation of result of experiment, according to which diffraction 
pictures behind a wire – consequence of addition of waves of light.  

However, good convergence of experimental results with calculations under the formula 
(131) deprives with us is right to deny its connection with really described phenomenon. Hence, 
the formula (131) should have other mathematical conclusion. To find it is our following task. 
For this purpose we shall transform the formula (131) as follows 

 

 
y

k
b
dtga

2
λ⋅

==  .                                              (138) 

 
From this formula follows, as d b  , together with λ⋅k y2  - cathetuses of similar rec-

tangular triangles (fig. 33).  

 
Fig. 33. The scheme to the analysis of experiment of Frenel 

 
  The circuit on fig. 33 shows, that at constant values d  and b  the corner a  is constant. It 
means, that the numerator λk  and a denominator y2  in the formula (138) change proportionally 
so, that their attitude remains to constants (fig. 34). 
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Fig. 34. The scheme to the analysis of law of change of the right part of the formula (138) 
 

  Thus, the numerator λk  and a denominator y2  of the formula (138) change so, that their 
attitude remains to constants for all dark borders of diffraction pictures behind a wire. Sizes λk  
show the location of a border on screen NN ’ (fig. 34). Thus, formulas (130) and (131) of Frenel 
have no any attitude to wave distribution of light. They follow from the described process of in-
teraction spins of photons, as particles. 
  In tab. 7 results of Frenel’s experiment  are submitted and calculation of a tangent of a 
corner bdtg /=α on which size it is possible to judge small size of a corner, under which pho-
tons is given, having touched edge of a wire, move to the screen. 

Table 7. Results of  Frenel’s experiments  
Size b, m The order of a border Formulas for  

calculation 
bdtg /=α  

0.592 2-nd dby /32 2 λ=  0.000845 
0.592 3-rd dby /52 3 λ=  0.000845 
1.996 2-nd dby /32 2 λ=  0.000250 
3.633 1-st dby /2 1 λ=  0.000138 

  
         Thus, the formula (131) of Frenel follows from a rectangular triangle (fig. 33) which is 
formed by crossed trajectories of movement of photons between an obstacle forming diffraction 
a picture, and the screen.          
          As a corner a  in the formula (138) very small at a conclusion of formulas it is possible to 
use two trigonometrical functions asin  and tga , therefore it is necessary to know limits of 
change of this corner at which such replacement (tab. 8) is allowable. 
Table 8. Values of corners and trigonometrical functions 
Corner 0a  tga  asin  atga sin−=∆  
0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1.0 0.0175 0.0175 0.0000 
2.0 0.0349 0.0349 0.0000 
3.0 0.0524 0.0523 0.0001 
4.0 0.0699 0.0698 0.0001 
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5.0 0.0875 0.0872 0.0003 
 
          Comparing tables 2 and 3, we see, that the biggest corner a  in experiments (tab. 2) is less 

01 . Hence (tab. 8), is present an opportunity to use instead of - tga  function asin . Necessity of 
use of a hypotenuse of a rectangular triangle instead of its cathetuses can arise at experimental 
researches. Then to the formula (138) there will correspond the circuits shown on (fig. 33 and 
34).  
  The representation about the wave nature of light were generated not only on the basis of 
Frenel’s experiences, but also - Yang. Most well-known of them is experience on an interference 
of light behind two cracks (fig. 35). Light passes through cracks A and B and on screen NN ’ is 
formed, as was considered, interference  a picture. Yang has established, that distances between 
light strips pay off under the formula [6] 

k
d

by ⋅
⋅

≈∆
λ .                                        (139) 

 
  The similar size in experience of Frenel in view of the formula (131) will be defined so 
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Fig. 35. The scheme of experiment Yang with two cracks 

 
In experience of Frenel ,....5,3,1=k , therefore kkk 2)( 12 =−  and the formula (140) be-

comes formula of Yang (139). If size y∆  to measure from an axis of symmetry (fig. 34, 35), [6] 
 

k
d

by ⋅
≈∆
λ .                                                      (141) 

 
          Formula of Frenel (131) for calculation of diffraction pictures behind a wire (fig. 28, 30) 
differs from formula of Yang (139) for calculation diffraction pictures behind two cracks (fig. 
35) value of factor k . Frenel measured distances as he wrote, between dark borders in view of 
the center of a picture [4]. Yang measured simply distances between light borders, starting from 
the central light strip. As the phenomenon forming diffraction pictures in both cases one and too 
the formula for their calculation turns out one. As in the center of a picture a light strip (fig. 29, 
30, 36) the factor k  in the formula (139) Yang accepts values ,.......3,2,1,0=k , and in the for-
mula (131) of Frenel - values ,.....5,3,1=k  [4], [6]. 

Yang  has established, that the quantity interference strips increases with increase in dis-
tance from cracks up to the screen (fig. 36). Such law speaks increase in quantity of crossings of 
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trajectories of photons in process of their distance from sources of polarization, that is - from 
edges of cracks (fig. 36). 
 

 
а) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 36. The foto of formation interference strips behind two cracks at different distance up to the 
screen 

  
And now we shall pay attention that increase in light exposure in a point O (fig. 35) – 

consequence in it photons from two cracks A and B, instead of consequence of addition of 
waves. Therefore for the characteristic of distribution of photons behind two apertures or cracks 
(fig. 35, 36) is not present any necessity to enter additional concept "interference", as the in-
crease in light exposure in a point O (fig. 35) or behind two cracks (fig. 36) is formed by the 
same phenomenon – a stream of the photons reflected from edges of cracks. So all pictures con-
sidered by us – result of diffraction of photons, but not additions of waves of light. 
  We have resulted qualitative and, in part, a quantitative explanation of corpuscular prop-
erties of light at interaction of spins of photons taking place through apertures and reflected from 
edges of a wire and cracks. It  is enough for the proof of formation diffraction pictures streams of 
photons which  spins cooperate at crossing trajectories of their movement. 
 

THE CONCLUSION 
 

  Certainly, reading of the stated scientific information demands special attention and con-
centration. If this condition is carried out, the reader receives convincing proofs of communica-
tion of the revealed model of a photon with a reality. Without it it is impossible to receive the de-
scribed interpretation of results of experiments on reflection, polarization and diffraction of light.  
 
 

8. ELECTRON,  PROTON,  NEUTRON 
 

8.1. The prologue 
 

  The theory of a photon convincingly shows, that formation of structures of photons of all ranges the law of 
preservation of the kinetic moment operates. It is quite natural, that the same law should operate formation and other 
elementary particles. It is easy to be convinced of it at the consecutive analysis of their behavior. 

As the law of preservation of the kinetic moment operates formation of elementary particles so from it fol-
lows, that lengths λ  of waves of the elementary particles, established experimentally, should be equaled to radiuses 
r  of their rotation [271], [277].  

 
r=λ .                                                            (142) 

 
        The mathematical model of the specified law is represented Planck's with constant h  in the developed record  

constsmkgmrvmh =⋅⋅→== −1222 νλ ,                            (143) 
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which follows from formulas (144) for calculation the energy of  photons. 
 

hvmmCE f === 222 νλ .                                   (144) 
 
  We shall pay attention once again to dimension of a constant of Planck (143). In classical mechanics this 
dimension corresponds to vector size and has names: the moment of quantity of movement and the kinetic moment. 
In classical physics this dimension is named with the moment of a pulse or the angular moment [271], [277].   
               Thus, the basic elementary particles can be represented as a first approximation as rotating rings (fig. 37). 
The vector h  is directed along an axis of rotation of a ring so, that if to look from its edge rotation will be directed 
against a course of a hour hand. Planck's constant in this case name spin [271], [277]. 

 
 

Fig. 37. Scheme to definition of concept: the kinetic moment of a ring h  
 
  Further we shall see, that electrons, protons and neutrons have the uniform constant 0k  of localization 
equal to a constant of localization of a photon (54). 
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 The  dimension of this constant contains precise physical sense: with increase in mass m  of a ring its ra-
dius r  decreases. It is peculiar, as we have already shown, to photons. If the mass is constant, as at electron also the 
radius of it is constant [271], [277]. 
 

8.2.  Radius of electron 
 

  The theoretical and experimental information about electron is extensive. From it follows, that electron has 
mass kgme

3110109.9 −⋅=  and an electric charge Coulombe 1910602.1 −⋅= . Have agreed to count a charge of 
electron is negative. 
  The resulted information gives us the basis to present of electron as a first approximation as a ring. It is 
quite natural, that at once there is a necessity of definition of radius er  of a ring of electron theoretically and ex-

perimentally. The theoretical size of radius of a ring of electron is defined by division of a constant 0k  (145) its lo-

calizations into mass em  [276], [277]. 
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  As eer λ= , there is an opportunity to compare theoretical size of radius )(theorre  (146) with experi-
mental length of a wave of electron, certain by Compton. He has found the empirical formula for calculation of 
change of length of a wave λ∆  of the x-ray photon reflected from electron  

                                                     ).cos1( ϕλλ −=∆ e                                                (147) 
 
  In this formula the size еλ  carries out a role of experimental factor which he has named length of a wave 
of electron. It appeared equal 
 

                                              .10426.2)(exp 12 mere
−⋅=λ                                                 (148) 
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  Concurrence of theoretical size )(theorre (146) radiuses of electron and experimental size of length of its 

wave )(expеreλ (148) serves as the weighty proof of validity of equality ее r=λ . Reliability of this proof ampli-
fies by an analytical conclusion of the empirical formula (147) of the circuit of interaction of ring models of a pho-
ton and electron (fig. 38) [270]. 
          Pulse Ch /)( 0ν  falling on electron a photon and a pulse Ch /)( ν  reflected a photon from electron  are 
connected by simple dependence (fig. 38) 
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        After interaction of a photon with electron  its pulse will change on size 
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As oo C λν /=  and λν /C= , 

 
         (151) 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 38. The scheme of interaction of a photon with электроном in effect Комптона 
 

          
  It is known, that Compton’s effect  is shown at interaction between electrons and x-ray photons. It is 

caused by that they have radiuses of rotation close on size, therefore we have bases to designate еλλ = . Believing 

also, that λλλ ∆=− 0 , we have [271], [277]
  

                                                  ).cos1( ϕλλ −=∆ e                                                    (152) 
 
              It also is formula of Compton for calculation of change of length ∆λ  of a wave of the reflected x-ray pho-
ton which it has picked up empirically in 1922 and used at interpretation of results of the experiment.  
  The angular speed eω  of rotation of a ring of electron we shall define, using Planck's constant which for 
electron enters the name so 
 

                                                .2 constrmh eee == ω                                                      (153) 
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  Speed eV  of points of a rotating base ring of electron is equal to speed of light С . 
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                     ./10998.210426.210236.1 81220 smrС ee ⋅=⋅⋅⋅=⋅= −ω                    (155)         
                

  To receive the mathematical models containing other characteristics of electron, it is necessary to analyze 
in details the forces working on the rotating ring. 
 

8.3. Ring model of  electron 
 

           It is known, that electron has own energy which usually define under the formula E m Ce e= 2 . However the 
sense of such assumption is not always deciphered. And it consists that if all mass of electron  to transfer in mass of 
a photon energy of electron will be equal E m Ce e= 2 . This fact has experimental confirmation. It is known, that 
mass of electron and a positron are equal. Cooperating with each other, they form two photons. That is why we can 
attribute to electron the energy equal to energy of a photon, having the corresponding mass. Energy of electron Ee , 
equal to energy of a photon, we shall name photon energy of electron. And now we research opportunities of ring 
model of free electron  [270], [271], [277].  
          For this purpose we assume, that electron has equal among themselves kinetic kE  and potential 0E  energy 

which sum is equal to its photon energy Ee .  
 

                                        .222
0 eeeeeke hrmCmEEE ωω ⋅===+=                                (156) 

 
     Calculation under this formula gives such value of photon energy of electron 
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          If free electron rotates only concerning the axis angular frequency ωe  of rotation of ring model of free elec-
tron, determined of the formula (156), appears equal [270], [276], [277]. 
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and radius of a ring 
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  Apparently, theoretical sizes of angular speed of electron, determined on different formulas (154) and 
(158) are equal. Theoretical sizes of radius of a ring electron, certain under formulas (146) and (159) are equal to 
experimental value Compton’s lengths of its wave mree

1210426.2 −⋅==λ  (148). 
            Thus, not having revealed while structure электрона, we have received its simplified model – a ring. This 
model helps us to analyze mechanical behavior of electron, but almost does not contain the information on its elec-
tromagnetic properties. Therefore we shall look for such mathematical models describing behavior of ring model of 
electron which would contain its charge e , the magnetic moment Me  and intensity of a magnetic field eH  of 
electron [270], [276], [277]. 
  By search of these models to not do without new hypotheses. The bases for their formulation we shall take 
from the theoretical and experimental information describing behavior of charged elementary particles in magnetic 
fields.  
           Experiments on accelerators have shown, that the curvilinear trajectory of electron in a magnetic field is well 
described by the mathematical model reflecting equality between centrifugal force of inertia, working on electron, 
and force of a magnetic field [34]. 
 

 ee
ee VHe

R
Vm

⋅⋅=
⋅ 2

 .                                               (160) 

 
  Here involuntarily there is an assumption, that process of formation of ring structure of electron the same 
law also operates. We shall consider fruitfulness of this postulate. As  electron has the form of a ring we assume, for 
the description of process of formation of a ring it is necessary to transfer a ratio (160) in the differential form. 
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            As the charge of electron is in regular intervals distributed on length of its ring model each element of a ring 
∆l  will have mass ∆m  and a charge ∆e  (fig. 39).  
 

 
 

Fig. 39. The circuit of ring model of electron 
 
           On each element of a ring some forces will operate: force of inertia F m V ri e e= ⋅∆ 2 / , Coulomb’s   forces 
of pushing apart, force of magnetic interaction and any others, while unknown to us of force. We shall assume, that 
centripetal force, i.e. the resulting force bending a trajectory of separate elements of a ring and forcing a ring to 
make rotary movement around of an axis, will be equal eee VНeF ⋅⋅∆=  (fig. 39) [34]. The further analysis as it 
will be shown, will confirm fruitfulness of this assumption. 
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  We shall check up dimensions of the right and left parts of the formula (160) [208].  
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  They are identical, the formula (160) means is reliable. Designating mass density of a ring δm , and charg-
ing- δe , we have [270], [276], [277]: 
 

                                                   ∆ ∆ ∆m l rm m e= ⋅ = ⋅δ δ ϕ ,                                          (162) 
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and V Ce = , the equation (160) becomes 
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  Integrating, we shall find 
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     So, we have received a mathematical ratio into which enter: mass me  of free electron, its charge e , intensity of a 

magnetic field eН  inside a ring which is generated  by a charge of a rotating ring, angular frequency ωe  and radius 

re  of a ring of electron. Lacks in this ratio Bohr’s magneton   Вµ . 
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        Let's pay attention to that fact, that in the resulted formula (167) h  - size vector, it gives vector properties to 
Bohr’s magneton  Вµ .  
  We shall transform a ratio (166) as follows [270], [276], [277] 
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 From this we have 
 

           (169) 
             

     Now we can define from a ratio (168) intensity eН  of a magnetic field inside ring model of electron, angular 

speed ωe  of rotation of a ring and its radius re .  
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        Let's pay attention to very big intensity (170) magnetic fields in the center of its symmetry. From (166) we 
have [270], [276], [277] 
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that completely coincides with the values of this size determined under formulas (154) and (158).                
  From the formula (169) one more mathematical model for calculation of radius of electron  follows 
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  From here  
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where TJВ /10274.9 24−⋅=µ  - магнетон the Pine forest; TН e

810025.7 ⋅=  - intensity of a magnetic field in 
the center of symmetry of electron. 
          So, the main parameter of ring model free electron - the radius of a ring re determined under formulas (146), 
(160) and (173), appeared identical and equal to experimental size of length of a wave of electron (148 [276], [277]. 
The ring model of electron forms intensity of an electric field EU . It is defined under the formula 
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  It, is possible to tell, enormous intensity. It surpasses intensity of the electric fields created by the person, 
almost on seven orders. 

.4 eeВe hEН ωµπ ==⋅⋅
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         Lack of ring model of electron that it does not open the reason of a birth of a positron, therefore the ring should 
have any internal structure. Search of this structure - the following task. 
        Before to start its decision, we shall pay attention to the circuit of ring model of electron, following of our cal-
culations (fig. 39). The most important feature of the theory and model of electron is concurrence of directions of 
vectors h  and Вµ . In other to simplify representation Bohr’s magneton  Вµ  in figures, we shall designate it and 

eВ M=µ  we shall name the magnetic moment of electron.    
8.4. Toroidal model of electron 

 
          So, electron as a first approximation has the form of a ring. As the second approach electromagnetic model of 
electron we shall consider tor. We shall count for the beginning it hollow.    Radius of a circle of section of tor (fig. 
40) we shall designate through ρe . Then the area of its surface will be defined under the formula [276], [277] 
 

                                               S r re e e e e= ⋅ =2 2 4 2πρ π π ρ .                                                 (175) 
 

        Let's designate superficial density of an electromagnetic substance of electron δm . Then 
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Fig. 40. The scheme of toroidal model of electron 

                                                                                                             
     Let's define the moment of inertia hollow torus. From fig. 40 we have 
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       As electron shows simultaneously electric and magnetic properties and has the kinetic moment h  we have 
bases to assume, that it has two rotations. Usual rotation concerning an axis of symmetry with angular frequency 
ωe  we shall name the kinetic rotation forming its kinetic moment h  both kinetic energy KE . And the second - 
vortical rotation concerning a ring axis with angular frequency ωρ  (fig. 40). We shall name its potential rotation 

forming its potential 0E  energy and the magnetic moment еМ . Vortical rotation concerning a ring axis of toroidal 
forms a magnetic field of electron, therefore potential energy of electron characterizes its potential electric and mag-
netic properties [276], [277]. 
           At the analysis of power of electron as rotating ring, we have shown, that its full photon energy Ee  will con-

sist of kinetic among themselves kinetic EK  and potential 0E  components. We shall look at an opportunity of re-
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alization of this postulate in toroidal model of electron. Kinetic energy of rotation of hollow tor will be defined un-
der the formula (fig. 40) [276], [277]. 
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        Taking into account frequency 12010236.1 −⋅= seω  (171), we have  
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  Apparently (181), kinetic energy KE  of electron  is equal to half of its full, photon energy (167), confirm-
ing serviceability of our postulate [270], [276], [277]. 
         The size of radius ρe  of a circle of section of tor (fig. 40) is defined from potential rotation of electron with 
frequency ωρ . For this purpose we assume, that 
 

                                                               .2 eπωωρ =                                                         (182) 
 
            As speed of light concerning space is constant, that is the bases to believe, that speed of points of an axial 
ring of tor in kinetic rotation is equal to speed of points of a surface of tor  potential rotation [270], [276], [277]. 
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     From these ratio we shall find 
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          Believing, that vortical rotation of electron generates its potential energy, we have 
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  Apparently, potential energy 0E  of electron is equal to its kinetic energy KE  (181). Putting results (181 
and 186), we shall receive full photon energy of free electron (157). 
  So, equality kinetic and potential energy of electron gives the basis to consider proved postulates (182), 
(183). We shall define intensity of an electric field EU  on a surface tor. Taking into account the area of its surface 

(175) and a ratio between radiuses eer πρ2= , we have [276] 
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  It is very big intensity of an electric field, but, according to law of Coulomb, it decreases proportionally to 
a square of distance from a surface of tor of electron. The size of specific density mass of  hollow tor of electron  is 
interesting. It will be defined under the formula  
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  If we on a correct way from toroidal model of electron the mathematical model for calculation Bohr’s 
magneton Bµ  should follow. Taking into account radius of section of tor еρ  (185) and known dependences be-

tween a current I  and section of a wire еρ  ( еeCI πρ2/= ), and also dependence of the magnetic moment 0М  

formed by a current around of a conductor ( 2
0 eIМ ρπ ⋅⋅= ), we shall find  Bohr’s magneton [276]  

 
            ./10274.910862.310602.110998.25.05,0 2413198 constTJeC eВ =⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅= −−−ρµ  (189) 

 
  We shall check up dimension of this formula [208].  
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  The dimension is observed, therefore the formula (189) is reliable. Concurrence of results of calculation of 
photon energy of electron, Bohr’s magneton  and radius of electron under different formulas, gives the basis to as-
sume, that electron represents the closed ring whirlwind forming toroidal structure which rotates concerning the axis 
of symmetry and to a ring axis of tor, generating thus its kinetic KE  and potential 0E  energy, and also the mag-

netic moment of electron еМ  equal to Bohr’s magneton ВеМ µ=  (fig. 41). 
 

 
 

Fig. 41. The scheme of model of electron (the part of magnetic force lines is shown only) 
 

  If to show all set of the lines describing a magnetic field of electron its model will take the form, close to 
the form of an apple (fig. 41).  
        The new information about electron gives the basis to consider, that, the size mree

1510817.2 −⋅=   resulted in 
directories named in classical radius of electron, is radius of the cylinder limiting rapprochement of magnetic force 
lines of electron, its rotations going along an axis in one direction (fig. 41). Reliability of it is confirmed with di-
mensionless size of thin structure α which is equal to the attitude of length of a circle eerπ2  of the specified cylin-

der to radius of electron er  [276]. 
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        And now we shall present, that external forces start to rotate such tor in the return side or to brake its rotation. 
At once on an equatorial surface tor it is formed six vortical, radial the directed ring fields (fig. 14). Leaving from 
electron, they form structure of six ring magnetic fields closed with each other. The slightest change of density of 
one of these fields or the slightest its remoteness from the geometrical center forms noncentral forces which start to 
rotate such structure. Arising asymmetry between its fields forms the unstable position of such structure automati-
cally attracting it in rectilinear movement with speed of light С  [270], [276], [277]. 
      The rest of electron again restores the vertical ring movement, having changed accordingly angular speeds 
ω ωρe ,  and radiuses re e,ρ  so that difference between them in π2  time was kept. Energy of electron Ee  will de-
crease accordingly. 
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        As energy of electron is equal to product of a constant of Planck on angular frequency 
22
eeeee rmhE ωω == after radiation of a photon energy of electron will decrease due to change of its mass.  

  That Planck's constant has kept the constancy, radius of electron re  should increase, and frequencies ωe  - 
to decrease. The changed parameters of electron break stability of its condition therefore it is compelled to restore 
initial mass. If close there is a photon with such mass it will immediately swallow up it and will restore all constants. 
If close there is no the photon necessary for restoration of the lost mass of electron  starts to absorb a substance of an 
environment which we name an ether. It will swallow up such quantity of this substance which will restore its con-
stant mass em . All its other parameters and the constants managing its stability will automatically be restored also  
[270], [276], [277]. 
  Thus, free electron has strictly constant mass em , a charge ee  and radiuses eer ρ, . When it establishes 
connection with another valent electron it too radiates a photon, and its parameters change, but stability is kept due 
to energy of connection with a proton or with another valent electron. If this connection to break off in the mechani-
cal way conditions of stay of electron in a stable condition disappear. To restore these conditions, electron should 
swallow up the radiated photon or quantity of an electromagnetic substance equivalent to it from an environment 
which we name an ether. Only after that it will keep the stability. 
  We shall pay attention that radiuses of light and infra-red photons on many orders is more than radius of 
electron. It means, that at the moment of radiation excluded ring magnetic fields form structure of a photon (fig. 14) 
on significant distance from electron (fig. 41), determined by duration of transient from V  up to С . This distance 
decreases with reduction of radius radiating   a photon. As the radius of electron is equal to radius of a x-ray photon 
electron cannot radiate a scale - photon. This function is carried out with a proton at synthesis of nucleus [276], 
[277]. 
           Thus, electron has the form rotating hollow torus (fig. 41). Its structure appears steady due to presence of two 
rotations. The first - concerning an axis which are taking place through the geometrical center of torus perpendicu-
larly planes of rotation, and the second - vortical rotation concerning the ring axis which are taking place through the 
center of a circle of section torus. 
        Some methods of calculation of base radius of torus, including its various power and electromagnetic proper-
ties, give the same result conterminous to experimental value of Compton’s  length of a wave of electron, namely 

mree
1210426.2 −⋅==λ   [270], [276], [277]. 

        So, at a substantiation of model of electron we have involved in the analysis already existing Coulomb’s  and 
Newton’s laws and the following constants: a constant of localization 0k , speed of light C, Planck's h constant, 

mass of rest electron me , its charge e , energy of rest electron, an electric constant ε , Bohr’s magneton Вµ which 

we designate so ee M=µ ,  Compton’s length of a wave of electron which now should be named Compton’s  ra-

dius er  of electron [276], [277].   
           Other important characteristic of electron is its spin. It is equal accuracy Planck's to constant and is size vec-
tor h = ⋅ −6 626 10 34, . Its vector properties follow from its dimension smkg /2⋅  - the kinetic moment. 

          The third important characteristic of electron - the magnetic moment еМ or Bohr’s magneton which gener-
ates intensity еН  of a magnetic field of electron (fig. 41). It is equal TН e

810025.7 ⋅=  in its geometrical center. 
It - significant size, but it intensively decreases in process of removal from the geometrical center of electron along 
an axis of its rotation [277]. 
        Thus, electron represents as hollow torus which has two rotations: concerning an axis of symmetry and to a 
ring axis of torus. Rotation of electron concerning the central axis the kinetic moment h  - vector size operates. Ro-
tation concerning a ring axis of torus forms a magnetic field of electron, and directions of magnetic force lines of 
this field form two magnetic poles: northern N and southern S (fig. 41).  
  The model of electron (fig. 41) involuntarily forms representation about an opportunity of formation clus-
ters  of electrons. Heteronymic magnetic poles can pull together them, and the same electric charges to limit this 
rapprochement. In result electrons, incorporating with each other, can form clusters. Already there is an experimen-
tal proof to this  to the fact [188]. 

The analysis shows, that electron (fig. 41) operates formation of structure more than 20 constants in which 
reliability of everything formulated by us of hypotheses was reflected, and they have got the status of postulates.  
 

 8.5. About model of a proton 
 

  The information on a proton has less, than about electron, therefore we shall be limited to the first ap-
proach its electromagnetic structure. As one would expect, as a first approximation model of a proton as well as 
models of a photon and electron, are represented with a ring. 
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             It is known, that the mass of rest of a proton .106726485.1 27 kgm p
−⋅=  Size Compton’s  lengths of a 

wave of a proton is equal mCmh PP
15103214099.1/ −⋅==λ . In view of it the constant of localization of a pro-

ton appears to an equal constant of localization of a photon [270], [277] 
 

          .102102543.2103214099.1106726485.1 421527
0 mkgmkk PPP ⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅=⋅== −−−λ          (192) 

 
           Then, believing, that the proton, as well as electron, as a first approximation has the form of a ring, we shall 
receive  
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where TJM P /10406171.1 26−⋅=  - the magnetic moment of a proton; PН - intensity of a mag-
netic field of a proton in its geometrical center.  
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  The received size of radius of a proton (193) is equal to its Compton’s length of a wave 

mCmh PP
15103214099.1/ −⋅==λ . 

  It is quite natural to assume, that a proton, as well as electron, has classical radius ppr  its size is equal 
[277] 
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  This radius ppr  on three order is less than radius Pr  (193), therefore we have bases to consider, that it - 
radius of a circle in the center of symmetry of the proton, limiting rapprochement of its magnetic force lines. 
            Thus, base radius of a proton (193) on three order less than base radius of electron (173). Spins of a proton 
also, as well as electron, it is equal Planck's to constant and it is directed along an axis of its rotation (fig. 41).   
       The sign on a charge of a proton is opposite to a sign on a charge of electron. It demands an opposite direction 
of vectors a spin h  and the magnetic moment PM  (fig. 42). The formula (167) connecting a constant of Planck 
and Bohr’s magneton, reflects this requirement [270], [277].  
  Further, at the analysis of process of formation of molecules we shall receive confirmation of that vectors a 
spin and the magnetic moment at electron coincide on a direction, and at a proton - are opposite. Therefore (167) it 
is necessary to write the formula with plus for electron and with a minus for a proton (fig. 42). 
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Fig. 42. The Scheme of model of a proton 
 
        Intensity of a magnetic field of a proton near to the geometrical center of its ring model (194) is so great, that 
we have bases to consider, that such intensity is capable to form the magnetic forces connecting protons and neu-
trons of a nucleus of atom which refer to as nuclear forces. 
        Intensity of a magnetic field near to the geometrical center of a proton can be calculated, using its photon en-
ergy JCmE Pp

102 10503302.1 −⋅=⋅= , under the formula  
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  Apparently, it coincides with the size determined under the formula (194). If the magnetic field of a proton 
is similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet heteronymic magnetic poles of such fields will pull together protons, 
and their same electric charges – to limit this rapprochement. Further we shall see, that such phenomenon is ob-
served at formation of a molecule of hydrogen, and also at performance by atom of hydrogen of function of a con-
necting link at formation of various molecules. 
  Intensity of an electric field of a ring of a proton on 6 orders more than corresponding intensity at electron. 
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            If the proton has the form тора, filled with a radio substance the volumetric density Pδ  of this substance 

should be close to density of nucleus of atoms 317 /10)4.22.1( mkg⋅− . 
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        If to present a proton as sphere with radius mrp

15103.1 −⋅=  (fig. 42) at direct contact of two protons between 
them force of pushing away will operate кулоновская 
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        For comparison we shall calculate the force of gravitation working in this case between protons. 
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  Results of these calculations convincingly prove, that at formation of nucleus of atoms a main role forces 
of gravitation play not, and electrostatic and magnetic forces. They also form nucleus of atoms.    
        That it was generated more or less precise representation about model of a proton, we shall 
note, that as a first approximation this ring, and in the second – continuous torus. In view of set 
of electric and magnetic force lines the proton can be presented as the geometrical figure having 
the form of an apple with magnetic force lines, taking place along an axis of an apple and be-
coming isolated against each other. Electric force lines are directed to perpendicularly magnetic 
force lines or perpendicularly ring surface. Such model has almost spherical electric field and 
two magnetic poles: northern and southern. Poles are formed on the different ends of an axis of 
rotation of a ring. Thus directions of vectors h  also PM  are opposite. It provokes us to postulate 
toroidal model of a proton with the vortical rotation opposite to similar rotation at toroidal model 
of electron. But the density continuous torus, close to density of nucleus of atoms, suggests, that 
torus of a proton has only one rotation, therefore we shall present model of a proton while as 
continuous torus, which axial line – a base ring of a proton (fig. 42). 
 

8.6. About model of a neutron 

        It is known, that mass of rest of a neutron kgmN
27106749543.1 −⋅= . The neutron also has a 

magnetic field and the magnetic moment TJM n /1066332.9 26−⋅= . The size of Compton’s  
lengths of a wave of a neutron is equal mN

15103195909.1 −⋅=λ . The constant of localization of a 
neutron appears to an equal constant of localization of a photon, electron and a proton [270], 
[271], [277]. 
 

mkgmkk NNN ⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅=⋅== −−− 421527
0 102102544.2103195909.1106749543.1λ .       (202) 

 
          The neutron has no charge. As the mass of a neutron insignificantly differs from mass of a 
proton Compton’s values of their lengths of waves or radiuses have close values (193), (203).   
  The main property of a magnetic field of a neutron postulated by us (fig. 43) – mutually perpendicular six 
magnetic poles: northern three and three southern. Further we shall see, that such property of a magnetic field of a 
neutron automatically reveals structure of nucleus of atoms. The theoretical size of radius of a neutron is equal 
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Fig. 43. The scheme of model of a neutron 

 
           Thus, constants of localization of the basic elementary particles: a photon, electron, a proton and a neutron 
are equal. 

                mkgkkkk NPe ⋅⋅==== −42
0 10210254.2 .                     (204) 

 
        It is known, that the difference between mass of a neutron and a proton is equal 

kgmnp
3110058.23 −⋅=∆ . The mass of a neutron is more than mass of a proton on 

531.210109.9/10058.23 3131 =⋅⋅ −−  mass of electron. This implies, that the proton became a neu-
tron, it should grasp 2,531 of electron. As does not exist electrons with fractional mass the proton 
should absorb an integer electrons. If it will swallow up three electrons, and its mass will in-
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crease only for 2.531 mass of electron there is a question: where the rest of mass of electron  
ee mm 469.0)531.20.3( =− will get to? The modern physics of this process explains the broken bal-

ance of mass simply: the birth neutrino which has no charge, therefore, as considers in modern 
physics, the birth of this particle is very difficult for registering. However further we shall see, 
that transformation of not absorbed part of electron a proton in an ether – more plausible hy-
pothesis. 
              If to mean the classical radius of a neutron similar to classical radius of electron and a 
proton it will be equal 
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  We do not see the bases to attribute this radius to the geometrical size of all neutron. Most likely, it - the 
size of its any part which we have named radius of section of a cavity of the central magnetic field, limiting rap-
prochement of its magnetic force lines. 
 

The conclusion 
 

  Existing and additional mathematical models expect key parameters of electron, a proton and a neutron, 
received experimentally. Convergence of theoretical and experimental results is so significant, that we have bases to 
use the received models of electron, a proton and a neutron for interpretation of experiments and the further theo-
retical and experimental researches. 
 

9. ATOM’S SPECTROSCOPY 
 

9.1. The prologue 
 

  Spectroscopists  have registered already hundred thousand spectral lines of atoms, ions and molecules. It is 
the biggest file of the experimental information on a microcosm. Therefore correct interpretation of spectra has ex-
clusively great value at formation of correct representations about a microcosm.  
  The theoretical spectroscopy of orthodox physics is based on the approached methods of calculation of 
spectra of atoms and the ions following from idea of orbital movement of electron in atom and basing equations of 
Maxwell and Shrodinger.  

The idea of orbital movement of electron in atom is formulated in 1911 by E. Rezerford, and in 1913  postulates 
by Bohr on stationary orbits and spasmodic transitions electrons between them which are accompanied by radiation 
of quantums of energy have appeared. Subsequently De Broil  has added these ideas to the whole quantity of lengths 
of waves λ  electron in each orbit of radius R  [270], [277]. 

νλλνπλπ 222 nmRmnR =⇒⋅= .                              (206) 
 

Taking into account, as V=λν hm =νλ2  , we receive the mathematical model of Bohr’s postulate   [223], 
[277] 

nmVR
h π2

= .                                                    (207) 

 

At 1=n  from - (206) follows λπ =R2 . It was the first difficultly interpretive result, but to it have not paid 
due attention. Have ignored also more fundamental ambiguity: how electrons the atoms, flying on orbits, connect 
them in molecules?   

Nevertheless, the received results have allowed to calculate precisely a spectrum of atom of hydrogen, therefore 
reliability of the specified ideas has been recognized proved. Inability of a postulate of Bohr and his theory to calcu-
late precisely a spectrum of the first electron atom of helium, demanded the careful analysis of the reasons of such 
position, but it also has been ignored. Equation of Shrodinger  promoted this, that as from it followed impossibility 
of exact definition of position of electron in atom. Somehow to weaken misunderstanding process of formation of 
molecules from atoms, concept an orbit have replaced with concept orbital and have gone further, and we shall stop 
and shall try to remove the marked contradictions [270], [277]. 

Let's start with the most simple – the analysis of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen. For this purpose at once we 
shall replace concepts an orbit and orbital with concept a power level electron in atom. 

9.2. The beginning of the new theory of spectra 
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Energy of connection 1E    of hydrogen atom  with a proton at the moment of its stay at the first power level is 

equal to energy of ionization iE  that is 60,131 == iEE  eV. When electron absorbs a photon with energy 10,20 
eV and passes to the second power level, energy of its connection with a nucleus decreases and becomes equal 3,40 
eV [270], [277].   

 
                                                      .40.320.1060.13 =+                                                 (208) 

 
To remove the contradiction in the formula (208), the agreement was accepted: to count energy of electron in 

atom negative and to write down the formula (208) so [270], [277] 
 

                                                      .40.320.1060.13 −=+−                                                (209) 
 

However, if to take into account full energy eE  of electron,   
 

                                              .40.320.1060.13 −=+− ee EE                                          (210) 
 

Now it is clearly visible, that energy of electron in atom - size positive, and the equation (210) reflects change 
only connection energy of electron  at its power transitions, and minuses before sizes 13.60 and 3.40 mean not nega-
tivity of energy, and process of subtraction of the energy spent for connection of electron with a proton [270], [277].   

Let's write down similar ratio for transition of electron from the first on the third and fourth power levels [270], 
[277]. 

51.109.1260.13 −=+− ee EE  ,                                         (211) 
 

                                         .85.075.1260.13 −=+− ee EE                                            (212) 
 

From ratio (210), (211) and (212) the law of formation of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen 
[270], [277] follows 
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where: ff hE ν=  - energy of the absorbed or radiated photon; ii hE ν= - the energy of ioniza-

tion equal to energy of such photon after which absorption by electron it  loses touch with a nu-
cleus and becomes free; 1E - energy of connection electron with a nucleus of the atom, corre-
sponding to the first power level also is equal to energy of a photon. 

For atom of hydrogen ii hhEE νν === 11 . In view of it mathematical model (213) can be 
written down so [270], [277] 
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  We have received mathematical model of the law of formation of a spectrum of atom of 

hydrogen which includes only frequencies absorbed or radiated  photons, that is frequencies of 
rotation of photons concerning the axes. And where frequency of rotation of electron around of a 
nucleus of atom? There is no it. In mathematical model of the law (213) there is no also an en-
ergy corresponding to orbital movement of electron.   

   Almost hundred years we believed, that electron in atom rotates around of a nucleus, as a 
planet around of the Sun. But the law of formation of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen (213) de-
nies orbital movement of electron. Is not present in this law of the energy corresponding to or-
bital movement of electron so, and there is no at it such movement [270].   

It is uneasy to notice, that in process of removal of electron from a nucleus of atom (210, 211, 
212) its energy of connection bE  with a nucleus changes on dependence [1], [25] 
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where n =1,2,3....-Number of a power level of electron in atom, the main quantum number. 
It also is mathematical model of the law of change of energy of connection of electron  with a 

nucleus of any atom. The size 1E which is included in this equation, - energy of connection of 
anyone of electron with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first power level. For elec-
tron  of hydrogen atom it is equal to energy of ionization iE , and for electrons other atoms is de-
fined from experimental spectra by a special technique which we shall describe further. 

        As spectral lines of absorption coincide with spectral lines of radiation the mathematical 
model of the law of radiation should be same, as well as law of absorption (213.) it is quite natu-
ral, that at the moment of stay of electron at the first power level it does not radiate, as this level 
is for it limiting. However, if it is at the second power level )40.3( −eE    it can radiate a photon 
with energy eVE f 20.10= . The equation of process of radiation in this case will be written down 
so  

 
60.1320.10)40.3( −=−− ee EE .                                   (216) 

 
At the moment of stay at the third )3( =n  and fourth )4( =n  power levels electron has en-

ergy of connection with a nucleus eVEb 51.13 =  and eVEb 85.04 = . At transition to the third and 
fourth power levels electron  radiate photons with energies: eVE f 09.123 =  and eVE f 75.124 = , 
and the equations of these processes will be written down similarly: 

 
60.1309.1251.1 −=−− ee EE ,                                  (217) 

 
60.1375.1285.0 −=−− ee EE .                                  (218) 

 
In a general view these ratio will be written down so  
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Reducing on eE  and transforming, we shall find  
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         Thus, from the equations of absorption (211), (212) and (213) and radiations (216), (217) 
and (218) the same mathematical model of the law of radiation and absorption of photons by 
electron follows at its power transitions in atom of hydrogen (213, 218). 

     From (220) also follows, that energy of connection of electron with a nucleus of atom are 
defined under the formula (221) similar to the formula (215). 
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         Thus in atom of hydrogen energy of connection 11 EEb =  of electron with a nucleus of the 
atom, corresponding to the first power level, is equal to energy of its ionization iE .  
        It is known, that a spectral line of atom of the hydrogen, corresponding 1=n  is absent, but 
the reason of it for a long time remained the unknown person. Further, at the analysis of a spec-
trum of the universe, we shall find this reason. It is caused by that the born atom of hydrogen 
cools down not at once, and gradually. The main sources of space atomic hydrogen – stars. The 
first contact of electron with a proton begins with 108 power levels. Further, in process of re-
moval from a star and reduction of temperature of environment, it in steps passes to the bottom 
power levels. Quite naturally that, if the gradient of temperature thus was equal to zero electron 
could pass at once from 108 power levels to 1-st - and radiate a photon with energy 13,598 eV 
and then the spectral line corresponding to this energy would appear. But it is not the result of 
existence of a gradient of temperatures between a proton and electron at the moment of the be-
ginning of a birth of atom of hydrogen and subsequent its rapprochement electron with a proton.  
 

9.3. Spins of a photon and electron 
 

  The concept of spins of quantum physics characterizes rotation of particles. We have already shown, that 
energy of a photon fE  and energy eE  of free electron, are defined under identical formulas: 

vhE f ⋅= ,                                                       (222) 
 

ee hЕ ω⋅= .                                                      (223) 
 

  The frequency of fluctuations designated by a symbol ν , - is widely used in physics. It is considered to be, 

that it - scalar size which is easily registered by modern oscillographs at electric measurements. Planck's h  constant 
- size vector. In view of it energy of the photon fE determined under the formula (222), automatically becomes 
vector size. 16   
          However, recently the author had suspicions available vector properties at energy individual photons and elec-
trons. To establish true, it was necessary to return to the analysis of physical essence of frequency ν . Whether that 
is frequency which is fixed with oscillographs and on which all modern electrodynamics is constructed? In fact the 
oscillograph fixes frequency of pulses of photons (fig. 18), but not the frequency managing movement of each pho-
ton separately (fig. 12 and 14).  
               To find the answer to this question, we shall analyze connection between as it is considered, scalar ν  fre-
quency and angular frequency ω which it is considered to be vector size. This connection is reflected by depend-
ence πνω 2=   from which follows, that if angular frequency ω  to consider as vector size, linear frequency ν  - 

too size vector. And, directions of vectors ω  also ν  coincide (fig. 44). 

 
 

Fig. 44. The scheme of a direction of vectors h , ω  and ν  
 

                                                           
16 This, at first sight, evidence has been taken by us for a basis in former publications. 
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  In view of stated the right parts of formulas (222) and (223) can be considered both as scalar products and 
as vector products of two vectors [277].   
  The scalar product of two vectors equally to product of their modules on cosines a corner between them. 
As these vectors coincide on a direction, the corner between them is equal to zero (fig. 44), and cosines this corner - 
to unit. In this case scalar product of these vectors ω  and ν  is equal to scalar size and then to energy of individual 
photons (222) and electron (223) – sizes scalar [277].  
  If to consider vector product of the specified vectors it is equal to the third vector which module is defined 
as product of modules of these vectors on a sine of a corner between them. As the sine of zero is equal to zero vector 
product of these vectors equally and energy of individual photons (222) and individual electrons (223) also it appear 
to zero equal to zero. This implies, that sizes energy individual photons and individual electrons have no vector 
properties [277]. 
  If such approach to count correct powerful restrictions on the analysis of processes of radiation and absorp-
tion of photons by electrons are removed, arising at vector properties of energy individual photons and electrons. 
Therefore in the given book we count the stated analysis correct, and energy of individual photons and electrons – 
scalar sizes. 
 

9.4. Calculation of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen 
 

          Let's substitute in formulas (220) and (221) E1 13 6= ,  and as a result n = 2 3 4, , ...  we shall receive theo-

retical values fE (theor.) of energies  of photons absorbed or radiated by electron  at its power transitions in atom of 

hydrogen which practically completely coincide with experimental fE (exper.) values of these energies, and energy 

bE  of connections of its electron with a nucleus of atom (tab. 9). 
Table 9. A spectrum of atom of hydrogen 

Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 10.20 12.09 12.75 13.05 13.22 

fE (theor.)   eV 10.198 12.087 12.748 13.054 13.220 

bE (theor.) eV 3.40 1.51 0.85 0.54 0.38 

         
        From the law of spectroscopy (220) follows, that energy absorbed and radiated  photons at transition of electron 
between power levels 1n  and 2n  pay off under the formula [223], [270], [276] 
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          For electron atom of hydrogen energy 1E  is equal to energy of its ionization iEE =1 . We shall result results 

of calculation (tab. 10) under this formula  photons energy fE (theor), radiated or absorbed by electron of atom of 

hydrogen at between levels of   transitions 1n  and 2n  in comparison with experimental fE (exper.)  data. 
Table 10. Energy between levels transitions of electron of hydrogen atom 

Levels 
21...nn  2...3 3...4 4...5 5...6 6...7 7...8 

fE (exper.) eV 1.89 0.66 0.30 0.17 0.10 0.07 

fE (theor.) eV 1.888 0.661 0.306 0.166 0.100 0.065 

 
        The formula (224) allows to calculate energy radiated and absorbed photons at any power transitions of elec-
tron. For example, at transition of electron with 3-rd on 10-th power level it absorbs a photon with energy which 
pays off under the formula 
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        And if electron passes, for example, with 15-th to 5-th power level it radiates a photon with energy 
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  Thus, the resulted formulas allow to calculate energy absorbed or radiated a photon by electron at its tran-
sition between any power levels in atom of hydrogen. 
 

9.5. Calculation of spectra hydrogen like  atoms 
 
        The atoms having one electron, are named hydrogen like atoms. We have already shown, that energy of con-
nection of electron of hydrogen atom at the moment of its stay at the first power level is equal to energy of ioniza-
tion of this atom. Similar law is observed at all hydrogen like atoms. 
           Researches have shown, that numbering of electrons in atoms should be begun with electrons, having the 
least potential of ionization. It considerably simplifies the subsequent mathematical models for calculations of spec-
tra.   
             So, for example, at atom of helium two electrons. One has energy of ionization 54.416 eV, and another – 
24.587 eV. In view of stated, the first electron of helium atom we shall count the electron with smaller energy of 
ionization 24.587 eV, and the second – with the greater 54.416 eV. Then the following element - lithium - the first 
will have electron with energy of ionization 5.392 eV, the second ionization with energy 75.638 eV, and the third – 
122.451 eV. Similar numbering of electrons  we shall accept and for other chemical elements. 
  It is known, that number of chemical element Z in Mendeleyev's table corresponds to quantity of protons 
in a nucleus of atom, and energy of connection of electron of hydrogen like  atom at the moment of its stay at the 
first power level is proportional to a square of quantity of protons in a nucleus. 
  Energy of connection of electron  with a proton (nucleus) of atom of the hydrogen, corresponding to the 
first power level, is equal 13.598 eV. Hence, energy of connection 1zE  of electron of hydrogen like atom  of any 
other element Z , corresponding to the first power level, will be equal [270], [277] 

eVZEz
2

1 598.13 ⋅= .                                              (227) 
 

  Below (tab. 11) are resulted theoretical and experimental values connections energy of electrons of hydro-
gen like   atoms, corresponding to their first power levels, for some chemical elements [270], [277].  
            Apparently, with increase in a serial number of a chemical element of a divergence between theoretical and 
experimental values increase. The true reason of it is still unknown, but it will start to clear up at the analysis of 
spectra of multielectronic atoms. We shall consider it at the analysis of processes of formation of spectra of all of 
four electrons of beryllium atom. 
  Certainly, if results of our analysis were known to spectroscopists to experimenters they could understand 
processes of formation of spectra and is more exact interpret results of the experiments. Absence of such opportunity 
compelled them to enter the various poorly proved reserves at formation of sequences of change energy spectral 
lines. 
 
Table 11. Theoretical and experimental values connections energy of electrons of hydrogen like atoms, correspond-

ing to their first power levels 
 

Chemical element Number of element Z Energy of connection bE , eV 
  experiment the theory 

H 1 13.598 - 
He 2 54.416 54.392 
Li 3 122.451 122.382 
Be 4 217.713 217.568 
B 5 340.217 339.950 
C 6 489.981 489.528 
N 7 667.029 666.302 
O 8 - 870.272 

  
        Let's name a stationary power level of electron in atom such power level, being on which, electron can swallow 
up such photon at which energy of its connection with a nucleus becomes equal to zero and it appears free. Then en-
ergy of connection of electrons of hydrogen like  atoms, corresponding to stationary power levels, will pay off under 
the formula 
 

2

2
1

n
ZEhE znzn
⋅

== ν .                                           (228) 
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  The symbol znν  designates own frequency of the photon absorbed by electron at leaving from a stationary 
power level n  in a free condition. eVE 598.131 = - energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen. Results of calcula-
tion under the formula (228) are resulted in tab. 12.  
 

Table 12. Energy of connection of electron   with nucleus of hydrogen like atoms 
Z Chemical ele-

ment 
Method Energy of connection bE , eV 

   n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 
1 H Exper. 

Theor. 
13.598 

- 
3.398 
3.399 

1.508 
1.511 

0.848 
0.849 

2 He Exper. 
Theor. 

54.416 
- 

13.606 
13.604 

6.046 
6.046 

3.396 
3.401 

3 Li Exper. 
Theor. 

122.451 
- 

30.611 
30.613 

13.601 
13.607 

7.651 
7.653 

4 Be Exper. 
Theor. 

217.713 
- 

54.423 
54.428 

24.183 
24.190 

13.613 
13.607 

5 B Exper. 
Theor. 

340.217 
- 

85.047 
85.054 

37.797 
37.801 

21.257 
21.263 

6 C Exper. 
Theor. 

489.981 
- 

122.461 
122.495 

54.431 
54.446 

30.611 
30.624 

7 N Exper. 
Theor. 

667.029 
- 

166.689 
166.757 

74.089 
74.114 

41.669 
41.689 

  
           Let's not expect spectra of electrons of hydrogen like  atoms of all chemical elements, and we shall result 
only a design procedure for some from them. We shall calculate, for example, a spectrum of electrons of hydrogen 
like atoms of helium and lithium [270], [277].  
  As helium with one electron is considered as hydrogen like atom, so the energy of connection of electron 
with its nucleus, corresponding to the first power level, is equal to energy of its ionization eVEE i 416,541 == . 
Substituting these results in formulas (220) and (221), we shall find (tab. 13 [270]), [277]. 
Table 13. A spectrum of the second electron of hydrogen like atom of helium and energy of  its connection bE  with 
a nucleus of atom at stationary power levels 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 40.91 48.37 51.02 52.24 52.90 

fE (theor.) eV 40.91 48.37 51.02 52.24 52.90 

bE (theor.) eV 13.60 6.05 3.40 2.18 1.51 

     
   The third electron of lithium atom has the greatest energy of ionization iE . Iit is equal to energy of connection of 

its electron with a nucleus of the atom 1E , corresponding to the first power level eVEEi 451,1221 == . Substi-

tuting ,...4,3,2=n  in formulas (220) and (221), we shall find (tab. 14). 
 
Table 14. A spectrum of the third electron  of lithium hydrogen like atom and energy of its comconnection bE  with 

a nucleus of atom at stationary power levels 
 

Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 91.84 108.84 114.80 117.55 119.05 

fE (theor.) eV 91.84 108.85 114.80 117.55 119.05 

bE (theor.) eV 30.61 13.60 7.65 4.80 3.40 

         
        Equation (220)  have named  the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions because before revealing this 
law spectra hydrogen like atoms paid off with the help of equations Balmer - Ridberg or Shrodinger, and for calcula-
tion of spectra of all subsequent electrons the approached numerical methods were used. The equation (220) allows 
to expect spectra of all electrons, but under certain conditions. We shall consider these conditions in detail by the 
example of calculation of a spectrum the first electron atom of helium [270], [277].     
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9.6. Calculation of a spectrum of atom of helium 

 
  The atom of helium has two electrons. Energy of ionization of the first eVEi 587.241 = , and the second- 

eVEi 416.542 = .  The condition of atom of helium at which both its electrons are at the first power levels, refers to 
as the basic, not excited. Energy of excitation is an energy of the absorbed photon. It is equal to a difference between 
energy of ionization iE  of electron and energy of connection of electron with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding 
to a that power level to which passes electron after absorption of a photon. We have named such levels stationary.  
  The atom of helium with one electron is in the ionized condition, therefore it name an ion of helium. We 
have already shown, that law of change energies of stationary power levels at all atoms consisting of a nucleus and 
one electron, same. Spectra of such ions pay off on mathematical model (221) of the law of formation energies of 
connections of electrons  with nucleus of atoms.  
  We shall pay attention readers to the main thing: opportunities of Shredinger  equation  by exact calcula-
tion of spectra come to an end hydrogen like atoms. The spectrum of the first of the first electron of helium atom 
Shrodinger equation does not allow to calculate  precisely. We shall look at opportunities of our mathematical model 
(220) of formation of spectra of atoms and ions to calculate a spectrum of the first эelectron atom of helium [270], 
[277]. 
  For this purpose we shall write out from the directory of energy of excitation of the first electron of the he-
lium atom, corresponding to stationary power levels. At eVEi 587.24= , we have (tab. 15). 

  We shall remind, that energy of connection bE  of the first electron with a nucleus of atom are defined as a 

difference between energy of ionization eVEi 587.24=  and energies of the excitation vE , equal to energies of 

absorbed or radiated photons fE  (tab. 15).  
  Crucial importance in our search accepts accuracy of experimental data of spectroscopy as on their basis 
the further representations about a picture of interaction of the first electron with a nucleus of atom of helium are 
formed. 
 

Table 15. Power parameters of stationary power levels of the first electron of helium atom 
 

Number of a level, n 
Energy of connection 

vib EEE −= , eV 
Energy of excitation 

 fv EE = , eV 

1 ? ? 
2 3.627 20.96 
3 3.367 21.22 
4 1.597 23.01 
5 1.497 23.09 
6 0.847 23.74 
7 0.547 24.04 
8 0.377 24.21 
9 0.277 24.31 

10 0.217 24.37 
11 0.167 24.42 
12 0.137 24.45 
13 0.117 24.47 
14 0.097 24.49 
15 0.077 24.51 
16 0.067 2452 

 
  We shall note, that in directories [5] and [25] experimental values energies of ionization are determined to 
within the third sign, and energy of excitation of stationary power levels - up to the second. Composers of directo-
ries mark, that value of the second sign  excitation energies differ at different authors on eV02,0± , and in some 
cases and more. 
  Hence, for revealing the empirical law forming a series energies of excitation of stationary power levels 
first electron of the atom of helium, it is necessary to approximate results of calculations energies connections to the 
second sign after a point. 
  And not everything, that it is necessary to take into account it at the analysis of experimental data. We shall 
pay attention to such record in the directory [5]: «Alongside with experimentally measured lengths of waves in of-
fered tables there are such lines which lengths of waves are designed on power levels in view of rules of selection. It 
or till now not found out lines of thin structure, or the weak, roughly measured spectral lines. Legality of such calcu-
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lation does not cause doubts as power levels are established on reliably measured lines with use of secondary stan-
dards». 
  It is difficult for us to agree with such method of experimenters. To take, for example, energy of excitation 
23.01eV (tab. 15) corresponding to the fourth stationary power level. In the directory [5] it in general are not pre-
sent, and in the directory [25] it is resulted without the instruction(indication) of brightness of a line, that is as very 
weak or not observable. How to us to act in this case? Will exclude more correctly it while from consideration by 
search of law of formation of energies of  excitation, corresponding to stationary power levels. In similar position 
there is also the energy of excitation equal 20.96eV. Therefore we shall exclude also it from consideration. 
  At once we shall pay attention to how the empirical law for calculation of energy connections of the first 
electron of the helium atom has been received, resulted in tab. 16 2

1 / nEEb = , and completely conterminous with 
the law (221), forming energy of connection of electrons of hydrogen like atoms. For this purpose energy 3.37eV, 
corresponding in tab. 16 of energy of excitation 21.22eV has been taken, and increased on 4.  
              The received number eVE 468.131 = appeared energy of the connection corresponding to the first power 
level first electron of the atom of helium. Certainly, it is fictitious energy, but the number formed at its energies  
(tab. 16, last column) completely coincides with a line of corresponding experimental values, confirming compe-
tency of exception of these lines energies of excitation 20.96eV and 23.01eV.  
          The received result is shown, that with energy of connection of the first electron of atom of the helium, corre-
sponding to the first power level eVE 468.131 = , is not equal to energy of ionization of its electron 

eVEi 587,24= . Why? It is the central question on which we shall give the answer at the analysis of process of 
formation of atom of helium. 

Table 16. Energy of connection bE  of the first electron of atom of helium with its nucleus 
Energy of connection, eV Number of a power 

level, n 
Energy of excitation,  

 vE  eV experiment the theory  
2

1 / nEEb =  
1 24.586 ? 13.47 
2 21.22 3.37 3.37 
3 23.09 1.50 1.50 
4 23.74 0.85 0.85 
5 24.04 0.55 0.55 
6 24.21 0.38 0.38 
7 24.31 0.28 0.28 
8 24.37 0.22 0.22 
9 24.42 0.17 0.17 

10 24.45 0.14 0.14 
11 24.47 0.10 0.10 
12 24.49 0.09 0.09 
13 24.51 0.08 0.08 
14 24.52 0.07 0.07 

 
  Results of table 16 demand return to experiment by definition of a spectrum of the first electron atom of 
helium to finalize presence or absence of the experimental lines corresponding энергиям 20.96eV and 23,01eV. 
  Involuntarily there is a question: why at the second electron of atom of helium has value energies of ioni-
zation iE  and connections bE  with a nucleus, corresponding to the first power level, coincide 

( eVEEi 416.541 == ), and at the first are not present ( eVEi 587.24= и) eVE 468.131 = ? We shall receive the 
answer to this question at the analysis of structure of atom of helium. 
        If the formula (220) really is the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions with its help we should receive 
experimental values of energies of excitation. Substituting in formulas (220 (221) 587.24=iE  and 468.131 =E , 
we shall receive (tab. 17). 

Table 17. A spectrum of the first electron of atom of helium 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 21.22 23.09 23.74 24.04 24.21 

 fE  (theor.) eV 21.22 23.09 23.74 24.05 24.21 

bE (theor.) eV 3.37 1.50 0.84 0.54 0.37 
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  Further we shall receive spectra and other multielectronic atoms, using a method of definition of energy 

1E  of connection of electron with a nucleus, corresponding to the first power level, developed by the example of the 
analysis of a spectrum of the first electron of atom of helium. 

9.7. Calculation of a spectrum of atom of lithium   
   
  In atom of lithium three electrons. The lithium containing one electron, is considered hydrogen like  atom. We 
have already shown, as spectra of hydrogen like atoms, including hydrogen like atom of lithium (tab. 14) pay off. 
We shall calculate a spectrum of the second electron of this atom. 
  Energy of ionization of the second electron of atom of lithium is equal eVEi 638.75= . Now it is necessary to 
find energy of connection of the second electron of atom of the lithium, corresponding to the second power level. 
For this purpose we shall write out from the directory a line of experimental values energies of excitation, corre-
sponding to stationary power levels of its electron [5, 25]; 69.65; 72.26; 73.48; … eV.  
  As the second electron of atom of lithium cannot borrow the first power level the first energy of excitation 
62.41eV in a number energies of  excitation, corresponding to stationary power levels, should belong to the second 
power level of its electron. Further, we shall find a difference between energy of ionization eVEi 638.75=  of its 
electron  and the energy of excitation corresponding to the second power level eVEv 41.62= . 
 

 eVEEE vi 538.1341.62638.75 =−=−=∆  .                          (229) 
 

  Now we shall increase the received difference E∆  on a square of the main quantum number corresponding to 
the second power level: .4222 ==n  The Received result will correspond to energy of connection of the second 
electron of atom of lithium with a nucleus of atom at the moment of its stay at the first power level. Its value 

eVE 152.544538.131 =⋅= [270].   
           So, energy of ionization eVEi 638.75=  of the second electron of  atom of lithium is not equal to energy 

eVE 152.541 =  of its connection with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first power level. Substituting 
these data in formulas (220) and (221), we shall receive (tab. 18). 
        Let's calculate a spectrum of the first electron of atom of lithium. Its energy of ionization eVEi 392.5= , and 
a number energies of excitation, corresponding to stationary power levels, such [5,25]: 4.52; 4.84; 5.01; 5.11; 5.18; 
5.22; 5.25; 5.28; 5.30; 5.31; eV. 
 

Table 18. A spectrum of the second electron of  atom of lithium 
 

Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 62.41 69.65 72.26 73.48 - 

fE (theor.) eV 62.41 69.62 72.25 73.47 74.13 

bE (theor.) eV 13.54 6.02 3.38 2.17 1.50 

                 
  The difference between energy of ionization of its electron and the energy of excitation corresponding to the 
third stationary power level, will be such: eVE 56.183.339.5 =−=∆ . Further, we shall find energy of connection 
of its electron with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first fictitious power level. 

eVnEE 05,14356,1 22
1 =⋅=⋅∆= .                                   (230) 

 
  So, energy of ionization of the first electron of atom of lithium eVEi 392.5= , and fictitious energy of con-
nection with a nucleus, corresponding to the first power level eVE 05.141 = . Substituting these data in mathemati-
cal model of formation of spectra of atoms and ions (220) and in the formula (221) calculations energies of connec-
tions of its electron, corresponding to stationary power levels, we shall receive a spectrum of its electron (tab. 19). 
 

Table 19. A spectrum of the first electron of atom of lithium 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV - 3.83 4.52 4.84 5.01 

fE (theor.) eV 1.18 3.83 4.51 4.83 5.00 

bE (theor.) eV 3.51 1.56 0.88 0.56 0.39 
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9.8. Calculation of a spectrum of atom of Beryllium 
 

  The atom of Beryllium has four electrons. The greatest energy of ionization the fourth electron has, and the 
least – the first. We shall not result calculation of a spectrum of the fourth electron this atom as its results are re-
sulted in tab. 12 as a spectrum of hydrogen like atom. We shall not repeat completely a detail of a design procedure 
of spectra of the third, the second and the first electrons of this atom, and we shall result only key moments of this 
technique [270], [277]. 
  Energy of ionization of the third electron of atom of Beryllium is equal eVEi 893.153= . Energy of exci-
tation of it электрона, corresponding to stationary power levels, make the following number(line) [5, 25]: 140.39; 
146.28; 149.01; 150.50; 151.40 eV. The difference between energy of ionization and value of the first energy in this 
number will be equal 
 

eVE 223.3067.123893.153 =−=∆ .                                   (231) 
 
  Energy of connection of the third electron with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first power 
level, will be defined so 
 

 eVnEE 892.1202223.30 22
1 =⋅=⋅∆=                          . (232) 

 
           Substituting values eVEi 893.153=  and eVE 892.1201 =  in formulas (220) and (221), we shall find (tab. 
20). 

Table 20. A spectrum of the third electron of atom of beryllium  
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 123.7 140.4 146.3 149.0 150.5 

fE (theor.) eV 123.7 140.5 146.3 149.0 150.5 

bE (theor.) eV 30.22 13.43 7.56 4.84 3.36 

 
  The second electron of atom of beryllium has energy of ionization eVEi 211.18=  and the following 
number of energies of excitation, corresponding to stationary power levels [5, 25]; 11.96; 14,70; 15.99; 16.67; 17.08 
eV.   
  We shall pay attention that the size of energy 3.96eV obviously falls outside the limits law of formation as-
sumed by us energy of excitation. In the directory [25] this spectral line appears bright, therefore we do not have 
bases to exclude it from consideration. We still have one opportunity - to assume, that the second electron of atom of 
beryllium can have two positions in atom and it is connected to structure of its nucleus. Further we shall analyze 
structures of nucleus of atoms and we shall try to find the answer to the arisen ambiguity. Now we still have one op-
portunity: to consider, that energy of excitation 3.96eV and the rest of energy 11.96; 14.70; 15.99; 16.67; 17.08 eV  
correspond to different positions of the second electron in atom, therefore we shall try to receive theoretically only a 
number 11.96; 14.70; 15.99; 16.67; 17.08 eV. For this purpose we shall find a difference between energy of ioniza-
tion eVEi 211.18=  and energy 11.96eV. 
 

eVE 25.696.1121.18 =−=∆ . 
  
  Then energy of connection of the second electron of atom of beryllium, corresponding to the first fictitious 
power level, appears such: eVE 259.56925.61 =⋅= . Substituting this size and energy of ionization 

eVEi 211.18=  in formulas (220) and (221), we shall find (tab. 21). 
Table 21. A spectrum of the second electron of  atom of beryllium 

Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV - 11.96 14.72 15.99 16.67 

fE (theor.) eV 4.15 11.96 14.70 15.96 16.65 

bE (theor.) eV 14.81 6.25 3.52 2.25 1.56 

  
             The theory predicts (tab. 21) existence of energy of excitation 4.15eV, corresponding to the second power 
level, but it, on – seen, fictitious size of energy.   
            The first electron of atom of beryllium has energy of ionization eVEi 322.9=  and the following number of 
energies of  excitation [5, 25]; 5.28; 7.46; 8.31; 8.69 eV. We shall note, that in the directory [25] there is no energy 
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2.73 eV, and in the directory [5] she is resulted without the indication of its brightness. It gives us the basis to ex-
clude it from consideration. Then the difference energies will be equal eVE 04.428.5322.9 =−=∆ , and the en-
ergy corresponding to the first fictitious power level, appears such eVE 17.16204.4 2

1 =⋅= . Substituting 
eVEi 322.9=  and eVE 17.161 =  in formulas (220) and (221), we shall find (tab. 22). 

  Meanwhile mathematical models (220) and (221) yielded satisfactory results. However it were spectra of 
atoms and ions of first four elements of the table of D.I.Mendeleyev. These are the most simple atoms. 
 

Table 22. A spectrum of the first electron of atom of beryllium  
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

fE (exper.) eV 5.28 7.46 8.31 8.69 8.86 8.98 9.07 

fE (theor.) eV 5.28 7.53 8.31 8.67 8.87 8.99 9.07 

bE (theor.) eV 4.04 1.80 1.01 0.65 0.45 0.33 0.25 

 
The note: experimental values energies of excitation, corresponding 6 -th, 7-th and 8-th to power levels are taken 
from the directory [25].  
            If electrons it is valid wobbling  on nucleus of atoms at increase in their quantity in atom they start to coop-
erate with each other that mathematical models (220) and (221) do not take into account. As process of wobbling of 
electron  is accompanied by change of position his(its) back h  this process should be accompanied by absorption or 
radiation of photons. In result the spectral line will extend or instead of a spectral line light strips will be formed, as 
is observed in molecular spectra. There are bases to believe, that for atoms with a plenty electrons and for molecules 
in mathematical models (220), (221) correction factors or trigonometrical functions which will characterize wob-
bling of electron   in a cell of atom will appear. We understand a cavity of the conic form in which basis it is located 
of electron as a cell, and the top is directed to a nucleus of atom.  
  There is a question: what purpose can be pursued, expecting spectra of atoms and ions. The first purpose - 
reception of the information for revealing structure of atom and its nucleus. The second purpose - calculation energy 
connections valent electrons with nucleus of atoms for their use at the analysis of power balance in various chemical 
reactions. The first purpose is represented far and, nevertheless, we shall make first steps to this purpose. The second 
purpose is closer to practice and consequently deserves priority attention. In view of it further we shall try to expect 
spectra valent electrons.  
  At the analysis of structure of nucleus of atoms and atoms of chemical elements we shall see, that if in 
atom there is all electrons, their energy of connection with protons of nucleus about identical. 
  We have already agreed to name electron with the least potential of ionization by the first electron. This 
electron is valent. Further we shall see, that nucleus of atoms have such structure at which at once a little electrons 
have equal potential opportunities to be valent electrons. Therefore numbering of electrons in atom – business con-
ditional. We shall try to calculate a spectrum of electron of atoms  having least potential of ionization. We shall 
name this electron the first [270], [277].  

9.9. Calculation of a spectrum of the first electron of Bohr’s  atom  
 

  The atom Bohr’s atom  has five electrons. The electron which has the least energy of ionization 
eVEi 298.8= , we shall name the first. It has the following number energies of  excitation [5, 25]; 5.93; 6.79; 6.82; 

7.44; 7.46; 7.75; 7.88; 7.92; 7.95; 8.02; 8.03; 8.08; 8.09; 8.13; 8.16; 8.18; 8.20; 8.22; 8.23; 8.24; 8.25; 8.26; 8.27 eV. 
long enough number. We shall pay attention to the underlined close values of energies. It, probably, doublets and 
triplets, that is the split lines. Therefore calculation should give one of the underlined values or their average sizes. 
We shall look so it whether or not? A difference energies eVE 34.396.4298.8 =−=∆ . Energy of connection of 
its electron with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first fictitious power level, will be defined under the 
formula eVEE 35.13434.322

1 =⋅=⋅∆= . Substituting eVEi 298.8=  and eVE 35.131 =  in formulas (220) 
and (221), we shall find (tab. 23). 

Table 23. A spectrum of the first electron of Bohr’s atom 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 7 

fE (exper.) eV 4.96 6.82 7.46 7.75 7.92 8.02 

  fE  (theor.) eV 4.96 6.81 7.46 7.76 7.93 8.02 

Values n 8 9 10 11 12 13 
 fE  (exper.) eV 8.09 8.13 8.16 8.18 8.20 8.22 

 fE  (theor.) eV 8.09 8.13 8.16 8.18 8.20 8.22 

Values n 14 15 16 17 18 19 
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 fE  (exper.) eV 8.23 8.24 8.25 8.25 8.26 ... 

  fE  (theor.) eV 8.23 8.24 8.25 8.25 8.26 ... 

               
  The analyzing the resulted experimental number of energies of excitation and the results of its calculation 
submitted in table 23, we see good convergence theoretical and experimental data.  
         Further we shall not try to expect spectra of all electrons of all atoms, and we shall result only calculations of 
spectra of those atoms and those valent electrons which we used at the analysis of results theoretical and experimen-
tal researches. 
 

 9.10. Spectra valent electrons of some atoms of chemical elements 
 
  Carbon has six electrons. To the most active valent electron is its electron, having the 
least energy of ionization eVEi 256.11=  and the following number  energies of excitation, corre-
sponding to stationary power levels [5, 25]: 7.68; 7.95; 9.68; 9.71; 9.83; 10.38; 10.39; 10.40; 
10.42; 10.43; 10.71; 10.72; 10.73; 10.88; 10.89; 10.98; 10.99; 13.12 eV. The first three under-
lined values are so close, that we have bases to believe, that they belong to a triplet, therefore we 
shall find their average value eV70.73/)95.769.748.7( =++ . Then the difference energies will be 
equal eVE 56.370.726.11 =−=∆ , and fictitious energy of connection with a nucleus of the atom, 
corresponding to the first power level, will be such eVE 24.14456.31 =⋅= . Substituting 

eVEi 256.11= and eVE 24.141 =  in formulas (220) and (221), we shall find (tab. 24). 
 

Table 24. A spectrum of 1-st electron of atom of carbon 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

 fE  (exper.) eV 7.68 9.67 10.37 10.69 10.86 

 fE  (theor.) eV 7.70 9.68 10.38 10.71 10.88 

 bE  (theor.) eV 3.58 1.58 0.89 0.57 0.39 

  
          Let's prepare the reader for unexpectedness which will meet to us at the analysis of structure of nucleus and 
atoms of chemical elements. The first unexpectedness consists that energy of connection of all electrons with nu-
cleus of the atoms which are taking place in a free condition, about identical. At first sight it contradicts experiment 
as it gives different values of energies to connection different electrons with nucleus of atoms. However it is neces-
sary to take into account conditions of experiments which give such distinctions.  
  The process of fixation of spectral lines occurs in conditions of transition of atoms in a free condition. 
Thus almost all electrons of atom have approximately identical opportunity to be separated from it. But as soon as 
one electron has left atom then the released proton in a nucleus starts to distribute the action to others electrons, in-
creasing their attraction to a nucleus, so also energy of connection [270], [277].  
  Usually electrons from atom leave consistently on one. As each of them cooperates with one proton of a 
nucleus released protons start to cooperate with electrons which remain in atom. In result energy of connection of 
electrons, the rest in atom increases. When electron there is one in atom it cooperates with all protons of a nucleus 
and energy of its connection with a nucleus increases proportionally to a square of quantity of protons in a nucleus.  
              Hence, all electrons of atoms at the same power levels have about the same energy of connection bE  with 
a nucleus, as well as electron of atom of hydrogen (tab. 9, 17, 19). Further, at the analysis of structures of atoms we 
shall be convinced of validity of this assumption. And now we shall calculate spectra of two electrons atom of oxy-
gen. 

The least energy of ionization of electron of atom of oxygen is equal Ei = 13.618 eV, and 
energy of connection of its electron with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first power 
level, - E1 =13.752 eV. We shall name this electron the first. Calculation of power parameters of 
this electron under formulas (220) and (221) yields the following results (tab. 25). 

 
Table 25. A spectrum of the first electron of atom of oxygen 

 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 10.18 12.09 12.76 13.07 13.24 
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fE (theor.) eV 10.16 12.09 12.76 13.07 13.24 

bE (theor.) eV 3.44 1.53 0.86 0.55 0.38 
 
     Energy of ionization of the second electron of atom of oxygen is equal Ei  =35.116 eV, and 
energy of its connection with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first power level, 
E1 =83.98 eV. We pay attention readers to the big divergences of experimental data on the sec-
ond potential of the ionization, placed in directories [5] and [25]. We with the big trust have con-
sidered the new data placed in the directory [5]. Taking into account all this, the spectrum of the 
second electron of atom of oxygen appeared to such (tab. 26). 
 
Table 26. A spectrum of the second electron of atom of oxygen 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 14.12 25.83 29.81 31.73 32.88 

fE (theor.) eV 14.12 25.79 29.87 31.76 32.78 

bE (theor.) eV 21.00 9.33 5.25 3.36 2.33 
 
          As is known, chlorine is 17-th element of the table of Mendeleyev. Potential of ionization 
its 1-st electron is eVEi 967.12= , and energy of its connection with a nucleus of the atom, corre-
sponding to the first power level eVE 548.151 = . Experimental and theoretical values energies 

fE  absorbed and radiated of photons it electrons, corresponding to different power levels, and 
energy of connection bE  of it electron with a nucleus of atom of chlorine are resulted in table 27. 

Table 27. A spectrum of 1-st electron of atom of chlorine 
Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV 9.08 11.25 12.02 12.34 12.53 

fE (theor.) eV 9.08 11.24 11.99 12.34 12.54 

bE (theor.) eV 3.89 1.72 0.97 0.62 0.43 

   
 Copper - 29 element of the table. The potential of ionization of its electron is equal 

eVEi 724.7= to 1-st, and the energy of connection corresponding to the first fictitious power 
level eVE 85.981 = . Other power parameters of its electron are resulted in table 28. 

Table 28. A spectrum of 1-st electron of atom of copper 
Values n 5 6 7 8 9 
 fE  (exper.) eV 3.77 4.97 5.72 6.19 6.55 

fE (theor.) eV 3.77 4.98 5.71 6.18 6.50 

bE (theor.) eV 3.96 2.75 2.02 1.54 1.22 

       
      Gallium - 31 element. Energy of ionization its electron is equal eVEi 00.6= to 1-st, and the 
energy corresponding to the first power level eVE 88.461 = . Other power parameters of its elec-
tron are resulted in table 29. 
 

Table 29. A spectrum of 1-st electron of atom of gallium 
Values n 4 5 6 7 8 
 fE  (exper.) eV 4.11 4.71 5.06 5.23 5.40 

 fE  (theor.) eV 4.12 4.70 5.04 5.27 5.42 

bE (theor.) eV 2.93 1.87 1.30 0.96 0.73 
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       The first electron of atom of sodium ( Na ) also has the least of energy of connection with a nucleus, therefore it 
is the main thing valent electron of this atom (tab. 30). Energy of ionization of the first electron of atom of sodium is 
equal eVEi 139.5= , and energy of connection with a nucleus, corresponding to the first power level,- 

eVE 086.13`1 = . Substituting these results in formulas (220) and (221), we shall find (tab. 30). 
 

Table 30. A spectrum of 1-st electron of atom of sodium 
 

Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

 fE  (exper.) eV - 3.68 4.31 4.62 4.78 

 fE  (theor.) eV - 3.68 4.32 4.62 4.77 

 bE  (theor.) eV 3.27 1.45 0.82 0.52 0.36 

 
       In table 30 are resulted theoretical fE  (theor.). And experimental fE  (exper.). Values energies of photons, ra-

diated or absorbed by its electron, and energy of its connection bE  (theor.). With a nucleus of the atom, designed 
under formulas (220) and (221). We pay attention that the second power level at it electron, as well as the first, ficti-
tious [270], [277]. 
     Modern theories of formation of molecules establish only value of the energy necessary as in 
them it is treated, for carry of one electron and estimate its equal 1,2 - 1,3 eV. It is energy of con-
nection of electron  with a nucleus of a unknown power level.  
              Apparently from our analysis, everyone electron has a series energies of connections. 
The new theory allows to calculate these of energy for any power level of electron and to define 
number of this level, so also distance between a nucleus of atom and valent electron. 
  The finishing a statement of the theory of formation of spectra of atoms and ions, we shall note important 
points for those who will continue these researches. First of all, it only the beginning. It is based on results of ex-
periments. If results of experiment differ from real this or that spectrum of electron so procedure of search of energy 

1E sharply becomes complicated. As the size of this energy is based on value of energy of excitation which stands to 
the first in a number of all energies the excitation, corresponding to stationary power levels exact definition of the 
first energy of excitation plays a main role. But existing directories on spectroscopy do not answer this requirement. 
We shall take, for example, energy of the excitation, corresponding to stationary power levels of the second electron 
of carbon atom.  
        The directory [5]  contains the following number(line) of these energies: 5.33; 9.29; 11.96; 13.71; 13.72; 14.45; 
18.04; 19.49; 20.84; 21.49; 22.13; 22.47; 22.57; 22.82; 23.38; 26.58 eV. In the directory [25]  this number has such 
values: 9.30; 11.96; 13.72; 14.46; 16.32; 17.62; 18.04; 18.06; 18.66; 19.49; 20.14; 20.84; 20.91; 20.95; 22.13; 
22.54; 22.56; 22.90; 23.11; 24.27; 24.37; 24.59; 24.64; 25.98; 27.41; 27.47; 27.48 eV. 
  The underlined values of energies coincide in both directories, instead of underlined - do not coincide. Ap-
parently, not so it is easy to find energy which corresponds to the first level of excitation. This problem, probably, 
should be solved by increase in quantity of the directories involved for the analysis, and development of the special 
computer program which would provide the decision of a task in view. If there will be such numbers energies which 
do not submit to the law (220) it will mean, that the cell such of electrons occupies non-standard position in atom. It 
is possible, that in some cases it is necessary to repeat experiments for more exact definition of the first potential of 
excitation.   

The conclusion 
 

  The mathematical model (220) for calculation of spectra of multielectronic atoms is revealed. From it ab-
sence of orbital movement of electron in atom follows. It demands revision of developed representations about 
structure of atoms with orbital movement of electrons. 
  Energy of connection of all electrons with protons of nucleus change under the law (221). 
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10. MODELS OF NUCLEUS OF ATOMS 
 

10.1. The common data on nucleus of atoms 
 

  Certainly, if details of electromagnetic models of a proton (fig. 42) and a neutron (fig. 43) the problem of 
revealing of structure of nucleus of atoms of chemical elements considerably would become simpler were known. 
But they are not present. Therefore we should base the judgements, first of all, on the experimental facts and conse-
quences which reliably follow from results of our theoretical researches [270], [277].   

The first and most important consequence of our researches which concerns to a nucleus of atom, - absence 
of orbital movement of electron in atom. The electrons cooperate with nucleus of atoms the axes of rotation. It is 
possible, if protons of a nucleus are located on its surface.  

So that to provide interaction of everyone electron with a nucleus, it is necessary to have 
protons on a surface of a nucleus. Identical charges of protons exclude structure of a nucleus in 
which protons would concern each other. The nature builds a nucleus so that between protons 
necessarily there was a neutron. As last requirement region difficult of access at a plenty of pro-
tons in a nucleus additional neutrons are involved. That is why nucleus almost all chemical ele-
ments contain neutrons more, than protons. And with increase in quantity of protons and neu-
trons in a nucleus the share of "superfluous" neutrons increases. And it is clear, as without them 
it is impossible to achieve geometrical symmetry of a nucleus in which between protons neces-
sarily there should be neutrons.  
        Further, neutrons, apparently, permeable for magnetic fields of protons also are impenetra-
ble or is weak проницаемы for their electric fields. Shielding the same electric fields of protons, 
neutrons create conditions at which magnetic poles of protons cooperate with opposite magnetic 
poles of neutrons. 
        Electron both a proton have charges and the magnetic moments. We have already estab-
lished, that a magnetic field of electron similarly to a magnetic field of a rod magnet. It is possi-
ble to believe, that the charge of a proton promotes formation at it the same magnetic field, as 
well as at electron, that is the structure of a magnetic field of a proton is similar to structure of a 
magnetic field of a rod magnet. We shall name such magnetic field simple [270], [277]. 
  The neutron also has the magnetic moment, so also a magnetic field. But about structure 
of its magnetic field we of anything do not know. If it also similarly to a magnetic field of a rod 
magnet the proton and a neutron incorporate among themselves as rod magnets and then the 
structure of nucleus should be linear. If the neutron has the complex magnetic field consisting of 
several magnetic poles construction of nucleus of atoms with more complex spatial configuration 
is possible.  
               Therefore one of priorities in our search is the establishment of structure of a magnetic 
field of a neutron. We have already named the magnetic field of a proton similar to a magnetic 
field of a rod magnet, a simple symmetric magnetic field. There are bases to believe, that the 
magnetic field of a neutron has more complex configuration, therefore we shall name its com-
plex magnetic field. We shall check up reliability of this hypothesis by the example of construc-
tion of models of nucleus of atoms. 
 

10.2. About nuclear forces and models of nucleus 
 

  The forces working between nucleons in a nucleus, refer to as nuclear forces. They are 
forces of an attraction and operate on very short distances )10( 15 m−≈ . The nuclear forces work-
ing between a proton and a neutron, and also between two neutrons, are considered identical. 
This property refers to as charging independence of nuclear forces. So, for example, tritium H3

1  
and helium He3

2  the identical number of nucleons and close values specific energies of connec-
tions  8.49 and 7.72 MeV have a nucleus.  
  Nuclear forces, as against gravitational and Coulomb  forces, are not central. Almost lin-
ear dependence of specific energy of connection of nucleus on mass number at 40>А  (fig. 45) 
specifies that each nucleon cooperates not with all nucleons of a nucleus but only - with the 
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nearest to it. Such property of nuclear forces is named property of saturation (fig. 45). Neverthe-
less, insignificant reduction of specific energy of connection of nucleus with increase in quantity 
of nucleons in it contradicts increase thus to a radio-activity of nucleus. Specific energy of con-
nection of nucleus should decrease considerably (a dashed line fig. 45) with increase in quantity 
of neutrons in it. Further we shall show, that it is valid so.  
  General energy of connection AE  of a nucleus is defined under the formula   
 

2mCEA ∆= ,                                                       (233) 
 

where C  - speed of light; m∆ - defect of mass of a nucleus. 
  Defect of mass of a nucleus – the reliable experimental fact, but the reason of this defect 
has no comprehensible explanation, therefore we shall pay attention to its analysis. 

 
Fig. 45. Dependence of specific energy CE  of connection of nucleus on mass number of a nu-

cleus  (a continuous line) and from quantity of connections between nucleons of a nucleus  
(a continuous and dotted part of a line) 

 
AnP mmZAmZm −⋅−+⋅=∆ )( ,                              (234) 

 
where Z  - number of protons in a nucleus; Pm  - mass of a proton; nm  - mass of a neutron; Am  - 
mass of a nucleus; NZA +=  - the mass number of a nucleus equal to the sum of protons Z  and 
neutrons N  . Specific energy of connection of a nucleus CE  is equal to the energy, falling one 
nucleon 

AEE AC /= .                                                (235) 
 

     The greatest specific energy of connection nuclonMeVEC /6,8≈  nucleus of atoms with mass 
number .120...40=A  have Dependence )(AfEC =  has extrema (fig. 45). Maxima are observed 
at nucleus with even numbers of protons and neutrons: He4

2 C12
6 O16

8 . Minima correspond to nu-
cleus with odd number of protons and neutrons: H1

1 Li4
3 B10

5 . By virtue of this nucleus with even 
number of protons and neutrons are steadier. 
  Nucleus, as well as atoms, can be in the basic and excited conditions. It is considered to 
be, that energy of a nucleus is equal the basic condition to energy of connection AEE = . This 
energy is considered the least energy of a nucleus. 
  When the nucleus possesses energy AEE > it is in the excited condition. After splitting a 
nucleus on nucleons 0=E .  
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  We shall pay attention to the formula (234). In it nP mZAmZ ⋅−+⋅ )(  - the theoretical 
mass of a nucleus determined in view of mass of free protons Pm  and neutrons nm , and Am  - 
experimental size of mass of a nucleus. There is a question: why experimental size of mass of a 
nucleus less than its theoretical size? The answer unequivocal. Defect of mass m∆  is equal to the 
sum of mass of the photons radiated by protons at synthesis of a nucleus. 
  The information which has been saved up about nucleus, allows to be engaged in their 
modelling. The model of a nucleus similar to a drop of a liquid, is now considered the closest to 
a reality. However, this model, as well as a drop of a liquid, does not open its internal structure. 
Therefore revealing of structure of nucleus of atoms of chemical elements remains an actual 
problem.   
  The new information received by us allows to start its decision. We shall start with the 
analysis of structure of a nucleus of atom of the most simple chemical element – hydrogen. 
           As we shall try to reveal a principle, being guided which, the Nature forms nucleus of at-
oms the information stated to us on models of a proton and a neutron specifies that the basic 
properties of these particles which operate formation of nucleus of atoms, are: a charge and the 
magnetic moment of a proton, and also the magnetic moment of a neutron and absence at it a 
charge. Presence of the magnetic moments at these particles gives us the basis to represent pres-
ence at them magnetic poles. 
         Magnetic forces of heteronymic poles of magnetic fields of a proton and neutron are the 
unique forces, capable to connect these particles with each other. Electrostatic forces of protons 
– unique forces which limit rapprochement of protons in a nucleus.  
             Nevertheless, as we have already noted, existence also the nuclear forces connecting pro-
tons and neutrons in nucleus of atoms is experimentally established. Size of these forces on two 
order more than electrostatic forces of pushing away of protons. The forces generating such in-
teraction, are named nuclear forces. The nature of them remains to the unknown person.   
             If to take into account so big intensity of magnetic fields near to the center of symmetry 
of a proton (197) and to assume, that at a neutron it about same there are bases to believe, that 
magnetic forces of a proton and a neutron, working on the distances close to their geometrical 
centers, and are those forces which are named nuclear.  
       Thus, we have an opportunity to assume, that nuclear forces are actually the magnetic forces 
working on extremely small distances centre to centre of mass of protons and neutrons. Consid-
ering in the beginning spherical models of protons and neutrons with the magnetic fields similar 
to symmetric magnetic fields of rod magnets, we shall look at the reasons of existence at a neu-
tron of six - a polar magnetic field.  
 

10.3. Structure of a nucleus of atom of hydrogen 
 

It is known, that the nucleus of atom of hydrogen will consist of one proton (fig. 46, а). 
However there are also isotopes of atom of hydrogen in which nucleus to a proton are added one 
(fig. 46, b) or two neutrons (fig. 46, с). Hydrogen in which nucleus one proton and one neutron, 
is named deuterium  (fig. 46, b). If in atom of hydrogen one proton and two neutrons such atom 
refers to tritium (fig. 46, c). We shall look after process of formation of nucleus deuterium and 
tritium  in view of the principle of connection of protons stated to us with neutrons [270], [277]. 
         Rapprochement of proton P and neutron N occurs due to action of the magnetic forces 
formed by magnetic fields of heteronymic magnetic poles of a proton and a neutron. Here there 
are no forces which would interfere with rapprochement of these particles. In result the nucleus 
deuterium (fig. 46, b) turns out. If magnetic fields of a proton and a neutron are symmetric, such 
structure should be steady. In the Nature there are only 0,015 % of nucleus of deuterium. On fig. 
46, with the nucleus of atom tritium is shown. In the Nature exists only %10 10−  nucleus of trit-
ium.  
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         If the proton and a neutron have the form close to spherical, the circuit of nucleus of deute-
rium and tritium it is possible to present as extremely pulled together spherical formations (fig. 
46, b and с). 

 
Fig. 46. Schemes: а) a proton; b) a nucleus deuterium; с) a nucleus tritium 

 
         If to take into account very big intensity of magnetic fields of a proton and a neutron near 
to their geometrical centers at configuration of the nucleus shown on fig. 46, b and c, magnetic 
forces, rapprochement these particles, and will correspond to nuclear forces [270], [277]. 
  We shall calculate specific energy of connection deuterium (fig. 46, b) and tritium (fig. 
46, с). The mass of a nucleus of deuterium is equal ...01355.2 muаmA =  Mass of a proton 

...00728.1 muamP =  Mass of a neutron ...00867.1 muamN =  Defect of mass of deuterium  will be 
defined under the formula (234) 
 

...0024.001355.200867.1)12(00728.11 muam =−⋅−+⋅=∆  
 

  It means, that at synthesis of a nucleus of deuterium the scale a photon or a series scale 
of photons with the general energy is radiated 
 

MeVmCE f 2356.20024.0481.9312 =⋅=∆= .                      (236) 
 

  Now specific energy of connection of a nucleus is defined as the energy, falling a nu-
cleon, therefore for a nucleus of deuterium  it is considered equal .1178.12/2356.22/ MeVE f ==  
However we cannot agree with it as specific energy is defined by quantity of connections be-
tween nucleons, but not quantity of nucleons in a nucleus. 
  In a nucleus of deuterium (fig. 46, b) a proton and a neutron are connected with each 
other one connection, therefore energy of connection of this nucleus should be equal to the 
common energy of the photons radiated at its synthesis, that is 2.2356 MeV. 
  Further we shall see, that all protons in nucleus have on one connection, and neutrons – it 
is more than one. By virtue of it, with increase in quantity of neutrons in a nucleus specific en-
ergy of connection should decrease, instead of remain almost constant as it is considered till now 
(fig. 45), and we shall receive the proof to this. In view of stated, specific energy of connection 
of nucleus CE we shall define by division of the common energy of connection of a nucleus not 
on quantity ( A ) nucleons in it, and on quantity of connections ( CA ) between nucleons [270], 
[277]. 
  The mass of a nucleus of tritium is equal ...01605.3 muamA = , and defect of mass 
 

                         ...00857.001605.300867.1)13(00728.11 muam =−⋅−+⋅=∆               (237) 
 

  General energy of connection of a nucleus of atom of tritium is equal to energy of the 
photons radiated at its synthesis 
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MeVE f 9828.700857.0481.931 =⋅= .                                 (238) 
 

  As at a nucleus of tritium (fig. 45, с) two connections specific energy of connection at 
this nucleus is equal  

MeVEE fC 9914.32/9828.72/ === .                            (239) 
 

  It in 1.5 times is more, than was considered till now. So, the insignificant quantity of nu-
cleus of deuterium and tritium in the Nature in comparison with quantity of nucleus of atoms of 
the hydrogen consisting of one proton, specifies difference of structure of a magnetic field of a 
neutron from structure of a magnetic field of a proton. We shall try to reveal these distinctions by 
the example of formation of nucleus of atoms of the chemical elements following hydrogen. 
 

10.4. Structure of a nucleus of atom of helium 
 

            Let's pay attention to very important distinction between electric and magnetic fields. It is 
known, that electric fields are easily shielded. To shield magnetic fields it is much more difficult 
[270], [277]. 
           What particles shield electrostatic forces of protons in nucleus of atoms? Neutrons, cer-
tainly, neutrons, there is nobody more. Then the elementary circuit of a nucleus of atom of he-
lium can be such as it is shown on (fig. 47, а). 
         If the neutron appears between two protons (fig. 47, а) it will shield their electric fields and 
thus to weaken electrostatic forces of pushing away. As magnetic fields permeable for a neutron 
presence of a neutron between two protons will weaken electrostatic forces, repellent protons, 
but will not weaken magnetic forces, draw together them as protons and neutrons connect their 
heteronymic magnetic poles. So the structure is formed of two protons and one neutron which is 
a nucleus of an isotope of atom of helium (fig. 47, а). In the Nature there are 0.000138 % of at-
oms of helium which have such nucleus [270]. 

 
Fig. 47. The schemes of a nucleus of atom of helium 

 
           On fig. 47, b the second variant of formation of a nucleus of atom of helium is shown. 
Here two neutrons shield electric fields of two protons. Such circuit of a nucleus of atom of he-
lium can be counted more preferable as at such circuit of configuration of a nucleus electrostatic 
forces of the pushing away working between two protons, are weakened more strongly, than in 
the circuit shown on fig. 47, and. Besides at this circuit both protons have free magnetic poles for 
interaction with electrons. 
          Let's note, that the nucleus of atom of helium in the majority of nuclear reactions is allo-
cated as positively charged formation, named an alpha with a particle (fig. 47, b). The serial 
number 2 chemical elements of helium concerns to a number of the magic numbers describing 
special stability of a nucleus of this element. Following magic numbers 8 and 20. Further we 
shall consider structure of a nucleus of atom of oxygen with magic number 8 and a nucleus of 
atom of calcium with magic number 20 and we shall be convinced, that the reason of stability of 
these nucleus is their geometrical symmetry. 
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         In variants of possible configuration of a nucleus of atom of helium (fig. 47) neutrons 
shield a part of electric force lines of protons. Due to it forces of electrostatic pushing away of 
protons decrease. The size of the magnetic forces connecting among themselves protons and 
neutrons, does not change almost, as provides such set of particles durability and stability. 
  We shall pay attention to a possible variant of configuration of a nucleus of atom of the 
helium, shown on fig. 47, with. The quantity of atoms of helium, which nucleus will consist of 
two protons and two neutrons (fig. 47, b, c), makes 99.999862 %. Time of a life of atoms of he-
lium in which nucleus of 4 or 6 neutrons, it is estimated in milliseconds.  
  The mass of a nucleus of an isotope of atom of helium He3

2  (fig. 47, а) is equal 
...01605.3 muamA = , and defect of mass  

 
                        ...00718.001605.300867.1)23(00728.12 muam =−⋅−+⋅=∆           (240) 

 
  General energy of connection of this nucleus is equal to energy of the photons radiated at 
its synthesis. 

MeVE f 68803.600718.0481.931 =⋅= .                          (241) 
 

    As the nucleus He3
2  (fig. 47, а) has two communications specific energy of connection at this 

nucleus is equal MeVEC 34402.32/68803.6 == . The weight of a nucleus of helium He4
2  is equal 

...0026.4 muamA = , and its defect ...02929.00026.400867.1)24(00728.12 muam =−⋅−+⋅=∆  Then 
general energy of connection at this nucleus is equal (fig. 47, b, с) 

MeVE f 28308.2702929.0481.931 =⋅= .                   

            Apparently (fig. 47, b, с), a nucleus of helium He4
2  has three connections, therefore spe-

cific energy of connection of this nucleus is equal MeV0944.93/28308.27 = . It in 2.7 times is more, 
than at an isotope of helium He3

2 . And it is natural, as two neutrons (fig. 47, b, с) shield the elec-
trostatic forces of pushing away working between protons of a nucleus, more strongly, than one 
neutron (fig. 47, а). 

10.5. Structure of a nucleus of atom of lithium 

            If at formation of nucleus of atoms the Nature is guided by a principle of geometrical symmetry in what se-
quence it builds a nucleus of atom of lithium? Certainly, a basis at construction of a nucleus of lithium is the nucleus 
of more simple atom of helium. That from a nucleus of atom of helium the nucleus of atom of lithium enough to a 
nucleus of atom of helium has turned out to add one proton and one neutron. If configuration of a nucleus will go 
due to symmetric magnetic fields of a proton and a neutron circuits of a nucleus of atom of lithium appear such as 
are shown on fig. 48, and, b. In the Nature of 92.50 % of nucleus of atoms of lithium have three protons and four 
neutrons (fig. 48, а). Of 7.50 % of nucleus of lithium have the others on three neutrons and three protons (fig. 48, b) 
[270], [277].   
 

 
 

Fig. 48. Schemes of nucleus of atom of lithium 
 

       Why the Nature prefers such configuration of nucleus of atom of lithium what are shown on fig. 48, and  b? Be-
cause protons and neutrons in a nucleus of atom connect not nuclear forces, and magnetic. The most important here 
is that fact, that the majority of atoms of lithium three have not, but four neutrons (fig. 48, а). From this circuit un-
expected consequence follows: the magnetic field of a neutron is formed a minimum by four magnetic poles. This 
assumption follows that the central neutron on the circuit fig. 48, and has three contacts which correspond to three 
magnetic poles. The fourth contact at this neutron is free, it corresponds to the fourth magnetic pole which neutrons 
of isotopes of atom of lithium join. 
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  Isotopes of atoms of lithium can have in a nucleus up to five superfluous neutrons, but time of a life of 
such atoms is estimated in milliseconds. The nucleus shown on fig. 48 have the majority of atoms of lithium, and. It 
speaks that protons and neutrons connect their magnetic forces. We shall pay attention once again to quantity of 
contacts between neutrons and protons in the circuit on fig. 48, and. Each proton has only one contact to a neutron, 
formed by one of its two magnetic poles. It would be possible to think, that the neutron has also two magnetic poles, 
but the average neutron has three borrowed contacts and one potentially free. It gives us the basis to believe, that it 
has the complex magnetic field, consisting a minimum from four magnetic poles. 
  We shall define the common and specific energy of connection at nucleus Li6

3  and Li7
3  (fig. 48). Mass of 

a nucleus Li6
3 ...015125.6 muamA =  , and defect of its mass  

 
                    ...0327.0015125.600867.1)36(00728.13 muam =−⋅−+⋅=∆                   (242) 

 
            General energy of connection of a nucleus is equal to energy of the photons radiated at its 
synthesis MeVE f 46874.300327.0481.931 =⋅= . The nucleus of lithium Li6

3  (fig. 48, b) has five 
connections, therefore specific energy of connection of this nucleus is equal 

MeVEC 03975.65/46874.30 == . 
  The mass of a nucleus of lithium Li7

3 (fig. 48, а) is equal ...016004.7 muamA = , and defect of 
mass at this nucleus is equal ...04052.0016004.700867.1)37(00728.13 muam =−⋅−+⋅=∆  
General energy of connection is equal MeVE f 73988.37040516.0481.931 =⋅= . The nucleus of 
this atom (fig. 48, а) has 6 connections, therefore specific energy of connection at it is equal 

.28998.66/73988.37 MeVEC ==  Apparently (fig. 48, а), increase in neutrons in a nucleus reduces 
specific energy of connection.  
 

10.6. Structure of a nucleus of atom beryllium 
          Let's pay attention to structure of a nucleus of atom beryllium (fig. 49, а), constructed on the assumption, that 
protons and neutrons in a nucleus connect so-called nuclear forces. It will consist of four protons and four neutrons. 
Symmetric enough structure. However in the Nature of atoms beryllium with such nucleus does not exist [270], 
[277].   
 

 
 

Fig. 49. Schemes of possible configuration of a nucleus of atom of beryllium 
 

            Results of nuclear experimental spectroscopy show, that 100 % of natural atoms beryllium have nucleus with 
four protons and five neutrons (fig. 49, b). We do not consider structure short life artificial isotopes of this element. 
         So, absence in the Nature of nucleus beryllium with four neutrons (fig. 49, a) and hundred 
percentage quantity of nucleus of this element with five neutrons (fig. 49, b) give the basis to as-
sume, that nuclear forces have the magnetic nature. The same circuit (fig. 49, b) proves impor-
tance of shielding functions of a neutron and complexity of its magnetic field.   
           On fig. 49, b the central neutron has four contacts. It means, that in structure of a mag-
netic field of a neutron in one plane exists four magnetic poles: two southern and northern two.   
  We shall not expect energy of connection of a nucleus of atom of beryllium, but we shall 
note, that at it has 9 nucleons and 8 connections between them, therefore specific energy of con-
nection at it is more ( MeVEC 0175.7= ), than was considered till now. 
 

10.7. Structure of a nucleus of atom of Bohr 
        Bohr atom - the fifth element in a periodic table of chemical elements. It would seem, that 
the majority of atoms of this element should have nucleus with five protons and five neutrons, 
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but it not so. Only 20 % of atoms of a pine forest have nucleus with five protons and five neu-
trons (fig. 50, а), and 80 % of atoms of this element have the nucleus consisting of five protons 
and six neutrons (fig. 50, b). That is construction of a nucleus of atom of a pine forest similarly 
to construction of a nucleus of atom of lithium (fig. 48) [270], [277] 

 

 

 

 

 
 
                                                                               
                                                          а)                                  b) 

 
Fig. 50. Schemes of nucleus of atom of Bohr: а) with five neutrons; b) with six neutrons (protons 

are shown by white color, neutrons – black) 
 
  The analysis of circuits of configuration of nucleus of atom of Bohr (fig. 50, and  b) 
specifies that the additional neutron (fig. 50, b) deletes the fifth proton from four others on the 
greater distance. By virtue of it in a nucleus which circuit is shown on fig. 50, b, electrostatic 
forces of pushing away of the fifth proton from four others it is less, than in a nucleus shown on 
fig. 50, and. Thus, the additional neutron obviously improves durability of a nucleus of Bohr’s 
atom, therefore in the Nature of nucleus of Bohr’s atom  with six neutrons it is more, than with 
five. 
  We shall pay attention to quantity of contacts of the central neutron with other neutrons. 
Their five and one free. If each contact corresponds to the certain magnetic pole of a magnetic 
field of a neutron the total of contacts should be even, that is be equaled to six. One contact so, 
and one magnetic pole at the central neutron is free. Further we shall see, that it appears bor-
rowed in structure of a nucleus of atom of carbon when diamond is formed of it. 
          Thus, we receive additional proofs of connection of protons with neutrons in nucleus of 
atoms only by means of heteronymic magnetic poles. To intensity of magnetic fields in the cen-
ters of symmetry of a proton and a neutron, about equal 14105074256.8 ⋅=PH Tesla, prove, that 
functions of mysterious nuclear forces carry out magnetic forces of magnetic poles of protons 
and neutrons. And each neutron has a complex magnetic field at which it is generated six mag-
netic poles: northern three and three southern. 
  We shall note, that at a nucleus of the basic of Bohr’s atom  (fig. 50, а) 10 nucleons and 
9 connections, therefore specific energy of connection at it is more, than was considered till now. 
At the second nucleus (fig. 50, b) 11 nucleons and 10 connections. Specific energy of connection 
at it also is more, than was considered till now. 
 

10.8. Structure of a nucleus of atom of carbon 
      Carbon is considered a basis of a life as forms a plenty of connections with atoms of other chemical elements. 
We shall look at the reason of its such activity [270], [277].  
          On fig. 51, and the flat nucleus of this element is shown. Here the scaly, flat structure of the graphite consist-
ing of carbon is involuntarily recollected. Such substance is formed of atoms of carbon which nucleus have flat 
structure from six protons and six neutrons. However in the Nature there is a carbon and another - spatial configura-
tion of a nucleus. Mechanical properties of diamond (fig. 51, b) which also will consist of carbon, considerably dif-
fer from mechanical properties of graphite. 
 
 
 
                                                          а) 
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                                                b)                                             c) 

Fig. 51. Block diagrams of a nucleus of atom of carbon: а) the circuit of a flat nucleus; 
b) and с) circuits of a spatial nucleus 

 
          Now we see, that the form of a nucleus of carbon defines properties of the substance consisting of atoms of 
this chemical element and linear interaction of electrons with protons of nucleus strengthens reliability of many our 
postulates.  
         On fig. 51, b the structure of other nucleus of atom of diamond is shown. At this structure of 7 neutrons. One is 
located in the center of spatial system of coordinates and three pairs other neutrons are directed along three coordi-
nate axes. Along the same axes the proton is attached to each external neutron. Thus, a spatial nucleus of such atom 
of carbon - ideal unit of a crystal lattice. Such design of a nucleus also provides durability of crystals of diamond.  
          The experimental nuclear spectroscopy testifies, that 98.90 % of nucleus of carbon contain 6 protons and 6 
neutrons and only 1.10 % of percent of nucleus of this element have a superfluous neutron. Now we see, that it is 
nucleus of atoms of diamond (fig. 51, b). 
  We shall pay attention to limiting symmetry of both nucleus of atom of carbon. The flat symmetric nucleus 
belongs to the carbon forming organic connections (fig. 51, а). This implies also, that the forces of connection work-
ing between particles of these nucleus, about identical. 
  From the second (fig. 51, b) and the third (fig. 51, с) block diagrams of nucleus of atom of carbon follows, 
that the neutron really has the complex magnetic field consisting of six magnetic poles. The magnetic field of a pro-
ton in all cases considered by us remains simple, similar to a magnetic field of a rod cylindrical magnet [270], [277]. 
  And now we shall pay attention to circuits of nucleus B11

5  (fig. 49, b) and C11
6  (fig. 51, с). The quantity of 

nucleons 11=A  and quantity of connections 10=CA  at them identical, therefore power spectra of these nucleus 
have close values (fig. 52). 
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Fig. 52. Spectra of nucleus 11B  and 11C  (energy of excitation) 

 
  It is uneasy to see, that protons of atoms 11B  and 11C  have the power levels similar to power levels of 
electrons of atoms. It means, that at synthesis of nucleus protons approach with neutrons in steps, radiating scale 
photons. This analogy creates preconditions for knowledge of many secrets of processes of synthesis and dissocia-
tion  nucleus of atoms. 
 

10.9. Structure of a nucleus of atom of nitrogen 
 

 Nitrogen - the seventh chemical element in a periodic table. In the Nature there are 99.63 % of atoms of ni-
trogen which nucleus will consist of 7 neutrons and 7 protons (fig. 53, а). 0.37 % of nucleus of atoms of this element 
have a superfluous, eighth neutron. 

Six neutrons, located in one plane, have six free magnetic poles, directed to the center of a circle which 
they form (fig. 53, а). As each neutron has four magnetic poles in one plane the seventh neutron borrows an empty 
seat in the center, and the seventh proton joins it from above (fig. 53, а). In this case the central neutron still has one 
free magnetic pole in its bottom part and the eighth neutron can join it, forming a nucleus of an isotope of nitrogen. 
It is quite obvious, that other neutrons can join this neutron, increasing quantity of isotopes of this element. Nucleus 
of isotopes of atom of nitrogen can have four superfluous neutrons.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

                                              a) b) 

Fig. 53. The schemes of a nucleus of atom of nitrogen 
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         It is interesting to note impossibility of formation of a nucleus of atom of the nitrogen consisting of seven pro-
tons and seven neutrons, from spatial structure of a nucleus of atom of carbon (fig. 51, b). In this structure already 
there are 7 neutrons and 6 protons, to the seventh proton of a place are not present. But if to add one superfluous 
neutron to spatial structure of a nucleus of atom of carbon there are conditions for formation of a nucleus of atom of 
nitrogen about family protons and eght neutrons (fig. 53, b). 

As nucleus of atoms of nitrogen with восемью neutrons only 0.37 % we have strong reasons to believe, 
that the majority of nucleus of atom of nitrogen contain in the structure a flat nucleus of atom of nitrogen (fig. 53, а). 

Let's pay attention to that at a nucleus N14
7  of 14 nucleons, and between them is more than connections. 

The central neutron has four magnetic poles which cooperate with magnetic poles of six neutrons surrounding it in a 
plane. Therefore we have bases to consider, that all five connections work for the central neutron simultaneously. In 
view of it the total of working connections of this nucleus will be equal 17. As the quantity of connections 17 more 
quantities of nucleons 14 specific energy of the connection, falling one connection, will be less, than was considered 
till now. The quantity of connections between nucleons (fig. 53, а) is more than quantity of nucleons in it.  

At the central neutron of a nucleus N15
7  (fig. 53, b) all six connections work. Total of connections equally 

14, and quantity of nucleons 15. As the central neutron of a nucleus N14
7  (fig. 53, а) has one free connection it can 

be borrowed with a neutron and the isotope N15
7  with a flat nucleus will appear. Certainly, free connection of the 

central proton can accept some neutrons and amount of isotopes of this chemical element can increase. 
 

10.10. Structure of a nucleus of atom of oxygen 
 

        To nucleus of this atom experimenters attribute magic properties of stability. The number 
corresponding to a serial number of this element, too is considered magic. Symmetry of an ar-
rangement of neutrons and protons in this nucleus confirms this fact (fig. 54, а) [270], [277]. 
  The nucleus of this atom has 8 protons and 8 neutrons. In the central part of a nucleus, 
along its axis two neutrons are located and two protons join them (fig. 54, а). In result it is 
formed ideally symmetric, so also steady structure. As the nucleus of atom of oxygen has sym-
metric spatial structure at atom of this element opportunities of chemical activity sharply in-
crease.   
  In the Nature of 99.762 % of atoms of oxygen have eight neutrons and eight protons (fig. 54, а). The 
analysis of the circuit of a symmetric nucleus of atom of oxygen shows, that between top and bottom the central pro-
tons neutrons and then nucleus of isotopes of oxygen are formed can put. In the Nature of 0.038 % of nucleus of 
atom of oxygen with one superfluous neutron (fig. 54, b) and 0.200 % - with two superfluous neutrons (fig. 54, с). 
The nucleus of atom of oxygen can have up to five superfluous neutrons. 
 

 
   a) 

                                                       а) 

 

 

 

 

                                  b)                                                    с) 

 

Fig. 54. The schemes of a nucleus of atom of oxygen 

          It is necessary to note impossibility of formation of spatial structure of a nucleus of atom 
of oxygen. On fig. 54, b where the spatial nucleus of atom of nitrogen with eight  neutrons and 
family protons is shown, the eighth proton of a nucleus of atom of oxygen does not have a place. 
  We shall not analyze different quantity of nucleons and different quantity of connections 
between them in all nucleus, and we shall stop only on the some people to show, that with in-
crease in quantity of neutrons in a nucleus the difference between quantity of nucleons and quan-
tity of connections between them increases.  
 

10.11. Structure of a nucleus of atom of fluorine 
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       Fluorine – the ninth element of a periodic table of chemical elements (fig. 55). It settles 
down in the seventh group of this table. Its steady nucleus has 9 protons and 10 neutrons. At 
formation of a nucleus of this element to one of protons of a nucleus of atom of the oxygen, lo-
cated on an axis of a nucleus, two neutrons and two protons join  [270], [277]. 

As fluorine is located in a periodic table in one group with hydrogen its nucleus should have elements of a 
nucleus of this atom (fig. 46, and, b). The protons located on the ends of an axis of a nucleus, also carry out a role of 
such element.         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                       a)                                             b) 
 

Fig. 55. Schemes of a nucleus of atom of fluorine 
 

10.12. Structure of a nucleus of atom of a neon 
 
  A neon - the tenth element of a periodic table of chemical elements. It settles down in the eighth group of 
this table, therefore should contain elements of a nucleus of atom of helium (fig. 47). In the Nature exists 90.51 % of 
nucleus of this atom with 10 protons and 10 neutrons (fig. 56, а). 0.27 % of nucleus of this element have one super-
fluous neutron (fig. 56, b) and 9.22 % - two (fig. 56, с) [270], [277].  
     To keep symmetry of a nucleus, it is under construction by connection of one neutron and one proton to an axial 
chain of a nucleus of atom of fluorine. The symmetric structure (fig. 56, а) turns out.  
      If in the bottom part of an axis of a nucleus one neutron (rice 56, b below) the nucleus of an isotope of atom of a 
neon (such nucleus in the Nature of 0.27 %) turns out is added. When the twelfth neutron joins a neutron in the top 
part of an axis of a nucleus the shielding effect of a neutron amplifies (fig. 56, с). In the Nature of 9.22 % of atoms 
of a neon with such nucleus. Apparently (fig. 56), at top of a nucleus of atom of a neon the nucleus of an isotope of 
atom of helium is located.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

                                            a)                             b)                              c)                    

Fig. 56. Schemes of a nucleus of atom of a neon 
 

  The neon closes the second period of the Periodic table of chemical elements. If we on a correct way nu-
cleus of the following period of chemical elements should repeat in the groups. This requirement follows from peri-
odic repeatability of properties of the chemical elements established by D.I.Mendeleyev. Recurrence of chemical 
properties of elements should provide electrons, cooperating with protons of repeating structures of nucleus.  
 

10.13. Structure of a nucleus of atom of sodium 
 

     Sodium – the eleventh element in a periodic table of chemical elements. It is located in the first group of this ta-
ble, therefore in structure of its nucleus there should be a nucleus of atom of lithium (fig. 48). In the Nature of 100 
% of atoms of this element have nucleus with eleven protons and twelve neutrons (fig. 57). There are also isotopes 
of this element with various half-life periods [270], [277].   
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Fig. 57. The schema of a nucleus of atom of sodium 
 

           It is uneasy to see, that the top part of a nucleus of atom of sodium (fig. 57) contains a nucleus of an isotope 
of atom of lithium (fig. 48, b), therefore lithium and sodium are located in one group of a periodic table of chemical 
elements.   
 

10.14. Structure of a nucleus of atom of magnesium 
  
  Magnesium - the twelfth element in a periodic table of chemical elements (fig. 58). It is located in the sec-
ond group of this table, therefore in structure of its nucleus there should be a nucleus of atom бериллия (fig. 49, b). 
In the Nature of 78.99 % of nucleus of atoms of magnesium contain 12 protons and 12 neutrons (fig. 58, а).   
             Let's pay attention to flat structure of a nucleus of atom of beryllium (fig. 49, b). Five neutrons in one plane 
and to them are attached four protons. The same structure turns out and in structure of a nucleus of atom of magne-
sium (fig. 58, b). Color of axial neutrons – grey [270], [277].  
            In structure of a nucleus twelve protons and twelve neutrons. The twelfth proton is located on an axis of a 
nucleus. In the Nature of 10.00 % of nucleus of atom of magnesium have the thirteenth neutron (fig. 58, b). The 
fourteenth neutron settles down under the bottom axial proton. In the Nature of 11.01 % of atoms of magnesium 
which nucleus has 14 neutrons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                  a)                                                 b) 
                                                                                                                               

Fig. 58. The schemes of a nucleus of atom of magnesium 
 

5.15. Structure of a nucleus of atom of aluminium 
 

       Aluminium – the thirteenth element of a periodic table of chemical elements. In the Nature of 100 % of atoms 
of this element contain 13 protons and 14 neutrons. Nucleus with a plenty of neutrons belong to shortly living iso-
topes of this element (fig. 59).  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 59. The schemes of structure of a nucleus  aluminium’s atom 

          As aluminium is included into third group of a periodic table in structure of its nucleus there should be a nu-
cleus of atom of Bohr. The structure of this nucleus is submitted on fig. 50, and. On fig. 59 the structure of a nucleus 
of atom of aluminium in which there is a nucleus of atom of a pine forest is shown.  
  Thus, in structure of more complex nucleus structures of more simple nucleus in full conformity with an 
arrangement of chemical elements on groups of a periodic table of D.I.Mendeleyev [270] repeat. 

 
10.16. Structure of a nucleus of atom of silicon 

 
  Silicon – the fourteenth element. Its stable nucleus (such nucleus of 92.23 %) contains 14 protons and 14 
neutrons (fig. 60). As silicon is included into the fourth group of a periodic table of chemical elements together with 
carbon the nucleus of atom of carbon should be in structure of a nucleus of atom of silicon. And it can be submitted 
by two kinds: flat (fig. 60, а) and spatial (fig. 60, b) [270], [277].  
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                                                 a)                               b) 
                                                                                                                                                                                         

Fig. 60. Structure of a nucleus of atom of silicon     
               

        The quantity of nucleus of atoms of silicon with one superfluous neutron makes 4.67 %, and with two superflu-
ous neutrons – 3.10 %. One superfluous neutron settles down in the bottom axial part of a nucleus between the cen-
tral neutron and the bottom proton. The second superfluous neutron settles down, probably, between the top proton 
on an axis of a nucleus and a nucleus of atom of carbon. 
 We obviously feel lack of knowledge in chemistry. If we knew better properties of chemical elements for which 
studying we do not have time the structure of nucleus could be presented more precisely. We do only first steps on 
this surprisingly beautiful and interesting way and consequently we hope that going a trace those details which have 
remained not clear for us will more precisely reflect. 
 

10.17. Structure of a nucleus of atom of phosphorus 
 
 Phosphorus – the fifteenth element of the table of Mendeleyev. It settles down in the fifth group together with ni-
trogen, therefore contains a nucleus of its atom (fig. 53).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
   In the Nature of 100 % of nucleus of this chemical element contain 15 protons and 16 neutrons (fig. 61). Are 
available and short life isotopes of this element. Apparently (fig. 61), the top and bottom parts of a nucleus of atom 
of phosphorus in aggregate represent a nucleus of atom of nitrogen [270], [277]. 
 
 
 
 

10.18. Structure of a nucleus of atom of sulfur 
 
            Sulfur (fig. 62) - the sixteenth element of a periodic table of chemical elements. It is located in its sixth group 
together with oxygen, therefore the top and bottom parts of its nucleus in aggregate form a nucleus of atom of oxy-
gen (fig. 54). 95.02 % of nucleus of this element contain 16 protons and 16 neutrons. On fig. 62 the structure of the 
basic nucleus of this element, at which 16 protons and 16 neutrons [276], [277] is shown. 
 

10.19. Structure of a nucleus of atom of chlorine 
 

 Chlorine – the seventeenth chemical element of a periodic table (fig. 63). 75.77 % of nucleus of this element con-
tain 17 protons and 18 neutrons, and 24.23 % of nucleus have three superfluous neutrons [270], [277].  
 

10.20. Structure of a nucleus of atom of argon 
 

Fig. 61. Structure of a nucleus of atom of phosphorus Fig. 62. Structure of a nucleus of atom of  
sulfur 
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           Argon (fig. 64) – the eighteenth element in a periodic table of chemical elements. It is included into the 
eighth group of this table. 99.60 % of nucleus of atoms of this element contain 18 protons 22 neutrons, and 0.337 % 
of nucleus contain 18 protons and 18 neutrons. 0.063 % of nucleus contain 18 protons and 20 neutrons [270], [277]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 63. Structure of a nucleus of atom of 
 chlorine 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 64. Structure of a nucleus of atom of argon 
 
 We shall pay attention to structure of a nucleus of atom of chlorine (fig. 63). It has three circles. The top and bottom 
circles will consist of nucleus of atom of carbon. The average circle remains unfinished. It is asymmetrical. It is nec-
essary to add one more proton. Then the average circle will be symmetric. However thus the electrostatic forces of 
pushing away working between protons of circles will increase. To weaken action of these forces, it is necessary to 
increase distance between circles. It is reached with the help of four superfluous neutrons and the symmetric nucleus 
of atom of argon (fig. 64) turns out. 
 

10.21. Structure of a nucleus of atom of potassium 
 

  Potassium (fig. 65) - the nineteenth element of a periodic table. The nucleus of its atom contains a nucleus 
of atom of lithium (fig. 48). In the Nature of 93.258 % of nucleus of this element contain 19 protons and 20 neutrons 
[270], [277]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 65. Structure of a nucleus of atom  
of potassium 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 66. Structure of a nucleus of calcium 

 
10.22. Structure of a nucleus of atom of calcium 

 
  Calcium – the twentieth element in the table (fig. 66). In the Nature of 96.94 % of nucleus of atom of this 
element contain 20 protons and 20 neutrons. Isotopes of this element contain 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 superfluous neutrons. 
The analysis of structure of a nucleus of atom of potassium shows, that it has the same quantity of neutrons, as a nu-
cleus of atom of calcium. Means, in a nucleus of atom калия there should be one empty seat for a proton. That we 
also notice. In a nucleus of atom калия instead of one average circle one more has appeared. One of them has a free 
cell for a proton. We shall place in this cell a proton and we shall receive symmetric structure of a nucleus of atom 
of calcium (fig. 66) with isotopes of nucleus beryllium and the helium, forming two average руса [270], [277]. 
  Apparently (fig. 66), the nucleus of atom of calcium has extremely symmetric structure, as defines magic 
properties of this nucleus. Beautiful model (fig. 66), but it is necessary to take into account, that it is constructed on 
the basis of flat model of a nucleus of atom of carbon. If to take for a basis spatial model of a nucleus of atom of 
carbon the structure of a nucleus of atom of calcium can be another. We leave an opportunity of construction of such 
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model to other researchers for now we shall pay attention that at a nucleus Са40
20  of 40 nucleons and 46 connec-

tions. It means, that the valid specific energy of connection at this nucleus in 46/40=1.15 is less than time, than con-
sidered to be. 
 

10.23. Structure of a nucleus of atom of scandium 
 

  Scandium is included into third group of a periodic table, therefore in structure of its nucleus the nucleus of 
atom of Bohr (fig. 50) should repeat. Hundred percent of nucleus of this element contain 21 proton and 24 neutrons 
(fig. 67) [270]. 
 

10.24. Structure of a nucleus of atom of the titan 
 
  The titan is located in the fourth group of a periodic table of chemical elements, therefore in structure of its 
nucleus the nucleus of atom of carbon (fig. 51) should repeat. In the Nature there are 8.20 % of nucleus of atom of 
the titan, containing 22 protons and 24 neutrons. 7.40 % of nucleus contain 22 protons and 25 neutrons, 73.80 % of 
nucleus have 22 protons and 26 neutrons. The quantity of the nucleus having 27 neutrons, makes 5.40 %, and 28 – 
5.20 %. On fig. 68 the circuit of a nucleus of atom of the titan, in which 22 protons and 24 neutrons is shown. Ap-
parently, above and in the bottom of a nucleus of atom of the titan nucleus of spatial structure of carbon, and in the 
center – a flat nucleus of carbon (fig. 51, b) are located [270].  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 67. The structure of  
a nucleus of scandium   

Fig. 68. The structure of a nucleus of atom of the 
titan 

 
10.25. Structure of a nucleus of atom of vanadium 

 
  Vanadium – the twenty third element of a periodic table of chemical elements. It is located in the fifth 
group of this table, therefore in structure of its nucleus there should be a nucleus of atom of nitrogen (fig. 53). That 
we also notice on an axis of this nucleus. The majority of nucleus of atoms of this element 23 protons and 28 neu-
trons (contain fig. 69) [270]. 
 

10.26. Structure of a nucleus of atom chrome 
 
  Chrome it is located in the sixth group of a periodic table of chemical elements. The majority of nucleus of 
atoms of this element 24 protons and 28 neutrons (contain fig. 70) [270], [277]. 
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Fig. 69. The structure of a nucleus of atom of  

vanadium 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 70. The structure of a nucleus of atom chrome 

 
 
 
 

10.27. Structure of a nucleus of atom of manganese 
 

           Manganese – 25-th element of a periodic table of chemical elements. It is located in the seventh group of this 
table. Hundred percent of atoms of this element contain nucleus with 25 protons 30 neutrons (fig. 71) [270]. 
 

  10.28. Structure of a nucleus of atom of iron 
        Iron (fig. 72) – the twenty sixth element in a periodic table. Nucleus with 26 protons 30 neutrons have the ma-
jority of atoms of this element [270].     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
             
 
Fig. 71. The structure of a nucleus of atom of manganese Fig. 72. The structure of a nucleus of atom of iron 

 
  10.29. Structure of a nucleus of atom of cobalt 

 
          Hundred percent of atoms of cobalt have nucleus with 27 protons and 32 neutrons (fig. 73) [270], [277]. 

10.30. Structure of a nucleus of atom of nickel 
 

  Nickel also is located in the eighth group of the table of chemical elements. The majority of atoms of this 
chemical element 28 protons and 30 neutrons (have fig. 74) [270], [277]. 
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Fig. 73. The structure of a nucleus of atom of cobalt 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 74. The structure of a nucleus of atom of nickel 
 

10.31. Structure of a nucleus of atom of copper 
 

        The atom of copper settles down in the first group of the fourth period of the Periodic table of D.I.Mendeleyev. 
Hence, in structure of a nucleus of this element the strongly pronounced nucleus of atom of lithium (fig. 48) should 
contain. The stable nucleus of this atom, and such 69.17 % contains 29 protons and 35 neutrons (fig. 75, а). Appar-
ently, at top of a nucleus of atom of copper the nucleus of atom of lithium has settled down [270]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                       

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 75. Model of a nucleus 
atom of copper 

 

10.32. The analysis of processes of synthesis of atoms and nucleus 
 
  The revealed models of nucleus of atoms allow to present a picture of their destruction on accelerators of 
elementary particles. If to bombard protons a nucleus of atom, for example, iron (fig. 72) the quantity of formed 
splinters of a nucleus and set of protons and neutrons in them will depend on a place of hit of a proton in a nucleus. 
Change of this place will form different quantity of splinters of a nucleus with different configuration of protons and 
neutrons [270], [277]. 
  Thus, as a result of bombardment of a nucleus by protons we shall receive set of its splinters with different 
configuration of protons and neutrons. And, the recording device of the accelerator fixes only traces of these splin-
ters. At once there is a question: whether we on the basis of such information can recreate a nucleus of atom of iron? 
No, certainly. We appear in a situation described in a parable about blind mans: "One has touched a trunk of the ele-
phant and has told, that the elephant is that - that soft and flexible, another has touched a leg(foot) and has declared, 
that the elephant is similar to a column, the third has felt a tail and has decided, that the elephant is something small, 
etc." . Approximately in the same position there are also we, bombarding a nucleus of atom of iron and trying to 
make representation about its structure on traces of numerous splinters of this nucleus. At once it is visible, that it – 
an empty invention. Nevertheless, it is financed. There is it because the theory of a microcosm considerably lags be-
hind experiment. From this it is clear, that the fruitful theory is capable to present mankind free-of-charge that man-
ages in tens billions dollars at experimental researches. 
  Apparently, (fig. 45) with increase in mass number A  specific energy of connection in 
the beginning sharply increases and reaches a maximum at 50...40≈A , and then gradually de-
creases. It is known, that with increase in mass number A  the radio-activity of nucleus grows. 
This implies, that with increase A  specific energy of connection of nucleus should decrease 
more considerable, than it follows from fig. 45. And it is valid so if to take into account not 
quantity of nucleons in a nucleus, and quantity of connections between nucleons. For example, in 

a nucleus Ca40
20  of atom of calcium (fig. 66) 40 nucleons, but 46 connections between them. The 

nucleus Cu64
29  (fig. 75) contains 64 nucleons which are connected among themselves by 75 

power connections. It means, that the valid specific energy of connection at this nucleus in 
75/64=1.17 is less than time, than considered to be. 
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          If to construct a nucleus U238
92  of uranium and to count quantity of connections between 

his(its) nucleons them will be, approximately 279=CA . It is now considered, that specific en-

ergy of connection of nucleons is equal a nucleus U238
92  7.5 MeV. If to take into account quantity 

of connections between nucleons specific energy of connection of a nucleus U238
92  appears such 

MeVEC 4.6279/2385.7 =⋅=  [270], [277]. 
  Thus, if at calculation of specific energy of connection between nucleons of a nucleus to take into account 
quantity of connections between them with increase in mass number A  the size of specific energy will decrease 
more intensively (fig. 45 dashed line), than was considered till now and the reason of increase in a radio-activity of 
nucleus with increase in mass number A  becomes понятнее. 
  We have already shown, that electron and a proton have almost spherical electrostatic fields, and their 
magnetic fields are similar to magnetic fields of rod magnets. At synthesis of atom of hydrogen heteronymic electro-
static forces pull together electron with a proton, and the same magnetic poles limit this rapproachement. Electron of 
atom of hydrogen (and other atoms) it is kept at the set power level due to equality of electrostatic and magnetic 
forces. 
  So, electrons of atoms cooperate with the protons in nucleus, as rotating tops. This im-
plies, that protons of nucleus are located on their surface. It is possible, if protons will incorpo-
rate to neutrons heteronymic magnetic poles. As protons have the same electric charges for re-
duction of electrostatic forces of pushing away between protons necessarily there should be a 
neutron. On fig. 50, b the circuit of a nucleus B11

5  of atom of a pine forest, and on fig. 51, c – nu-
cleus C11

6  of an isotope of carbon is shown. Protons are shown by white color, neutrons – black 
and grey. 
  In spectra (fig. 52) experimental law of change specific energy of connections of nucleons of nucleus 11B  
is reflected and 11C . It gives us the basis to believe, that process of synthesis of nucleus is similar to process of syn-
thesis of atoms. Protons, establishing connection with neutrons, come nearer to them in steps, radiating photons how 
it do(make) электроны atoms. As a result of such process of synthesis of nucleus their spectra similar to spectra of 
atoms and ions (fig. 52) are formed.  

  The maximal energy of excitation of a nucleus B11
5 at which it loses one proton, is equal 7.99MeV. As the 

free proton has the properties inherent in ions energy 7.99MeV can be named energy of ionization of a nucleus B11
5 . 

In view of stated it is possible to make the table of change energy of excitation of a nucleus B11
5  and specific energy 

of connections of its nucleons, similar tab. 8, 10. As MeVEi 99.7= , the power spectrum B11
5  will be such (tab. 

31). 
  The analysis of tab. 31 shows, that experimental law of change energy of connections of a proton in a nu-

cleus B11
5  differs from similar law (221) changes of energy of connection of electron with a proton and has more 

complex empirical dependence.         

           Now we have bases to believe, that at synthesis of a nucleus of atom of  Bohr B11
5  protons come nearer to 

neutrons in steps, since 8-th power level. At transition with 8-th on the subsequent power levels they, as well as 
electrons of atoms, radiate photons, but with the much greater energy. Thus, process of synthesis of nucleus is simi-
lar to process of synthesis of atoms [270], [277]. 

Table 31. A power spectrum of a nucleus B11
5  

n Energy of excitation VE , MeV Energy of connection 
ViC EEE −= , MeV 

1 - 7.99 
2 2.13 5.86 
3 4.46 3.53 
4 5.83 2.16 
5 6.76 1.23 
6 6.81 1.18 
7 7.30 0.69 
8 7.99 0.00 
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  We shall pay attention that nucleus B11
5  and C11

6  (fig. 50, 51) have identical quantity of nucleons. That 

fact, that in a nucleus B11
5  of 5 protons and 6 neutrons, and in a nucleus C11

6  of 6 protons and 5 neutrons, does not 
influence almost law of change specific energies of connections in these nucleus (fig. 52). It specifies that between 
protons and neutrons, and also between neutrons operate about the identical forces connecting these nucleons. 
  Processes of synthesis of atoms and their nucleus are identical. Protons in a nucleus the same as and elec-
trons in atoms, can be at different power levels and have different energy of connection with neutrons.  
       Electrons of atoms radiate and absorb photons relic, infra-red, light, ultra-violet and in part, on – seen, x-ray 
ranges.  
  Protons of nucleus of atoms absorb and radiate scale photons, and neutrons - electrons. 
 The received information allows to proceed to the detailed analysis an alpha and бета disintegrations of nucleus, 
but we shall describe these processes in answers to questions, and now we shall analyse nuclear reactions "Toka-
mak" (ITER) and a nuclear reactor of an atomic power station. 
               It is known, that designing and test of thermonuclear reactors "Tokamak" is based on nuclear reactions 
(243), (244) and (245) in which nucleus of easy elements participate: deyterium d , трития t  and helium He .  

                                                   MeVnHeHH 2.31
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1 ++→+                                           (243) 
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1 ++→+ .                                           (245) 

 
       If a proton to present as light sphere, and a neutron – dark graphically reactions (243), (244) and (245) it is pos-
sible to show as follows [270] 
 
    +                 ⇒                       +            +  3.2 MeV 
 

Fig. 76. The scheme of nuclear reaction (243) 
 

+                      ⇒                             +         +17.6 MeV 
 

Fig. 77. The scheme of nuclear reaction (244) 
 

+                      ⇒                             +        + 18.3 MeV 
 

Fig. 78. The scheme of nuclear reaction (245) 
       Sizes энергий (3.2 … 18.3 MeV), allocated at these reactions, impress. Therefore processes (243), (244), (245) 
are considered as inexhaustible energy sources. We shall look, so it whether or not? [276], [277]. 
          It is known, that sizes энергий: 3.2MeV; 17.6MeV and 18.3 MeV belong scale to photons (tab. 4). Thermal 
energy is generated not scale with photons, and infra-red, light and ultra-violet photons. For example, according to 
the law Fault ultra-violet photons (tab. 3) are capable to generate temperature   
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.                                 (246) 

 
          So that to receive resulted in reactions (243), (244) and (245) energy as heat, it is necessary to transform scale 
photons in thermal (ultra-violet, light and infra-red) photons. To make it it is possible by increase in their length of a 
wave. This process goes at effect of Compton. The main condition of its realization is the high density of substance 
with which photons cooperate scale. The density of substance in plasma of Tokamak is much less, than in firm sub-
stance.  
           The main thing consists that photons move rectilinearly, therefore magnetic barriers are transparent for them. 
This implies impossibility of long maintenance of high temperature of plasma in cavity of Tokamak limited to a 
magnetic field. Not casually semicentenial experiments with the specified reactions in plasma have not brought de-
sirable result. The main reason of such condition – superficial representation about essence of the processes pro-
ceeding in plasma Tokamak.    
  Yere involuntarily there is a question: what is a source of thermal photons in modern nuclear reactors of 
atomic power stations? To find the answer to it we shall result a cycle of the nuclear reactions proceeding in nuclear 
reactors. 
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         We pay attention to that during nuclear reactions there is a synthesis of new nucleus: Neptuny Np, plutonium 
Pu, americium Am and Cury Cm, so and - new atoms of these chemical elements. Processes of synthesis of new nu-
cleus are accompanied by radiation not thermal scale of photons and x-ray photons. Synthesis of atoms is accompa-
nied by radiation of thermal photons with the greater length of a wave. Any photons born at it are kept in an active 
zone of a reactor not by a magnetic field, and strong walls of protection [270], [277]. 
  We shall not go deep into the further analysis of these complex processes, but we shall note, that stated 
shows: the modern physics is still far from understanding of subtleties of the processes proceeding in nuclear reac-
tors. 
 

10.33. Brief conclusions 
 

          1. It is possible to count, that the principle of formation of nucleus of atoms of chemical elements is found. 
Neutrons and protons in a nucleus of atom connect magnetic forces of their magnetic poles. And, the proton has the 
elementary magnetic field similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet. The neutron has a complex magnetic field 
which forms six symmetrically located magnetic poles on its surface: three southern and northern three.  
        2. The nucleus of any chemical element is formed so that all protons were on its surface and between protons 
the neutron which, connecting protons, carries out functions of the screen between the same electric fields of protons 
necessarily was.  
       3.   The stated technique of construction of nucleus of atoms of chemical elements allows to construct a nu-
cleus of any atom. Now it is clear, that the basis for nucleus of all atoms it is more complex than atom of carbon the 
flat nucleus of this atom is. The further promotion on the gone way will lead to to that there will be the flat compo-
nents similar to a flat nucleus of atom of carbon. Complexity of structure of a nucleus will be defined by quantity in 
it of nucleus of atom of carbon. 
       4. Nucleus of chemical elements with the big mass numbers are radioactive because at them specific energy of 
connection between nucleons in some times less, than at nucleus with average mass numbers.   
       5.   We understand, that at the further researches of structures of nucleus most close to a reality there are nu-
cleus of atoms of all eight groups of the first and second periods. Structures of more complex nucleus will be speci-
fied. 
 

11. MODELS OF ATOMS AND MOLECULES 
 

11.1. Structure of atom of hydrogen 
 

         The atom of hydrogen is the most simple. The mathematical model for calculation of spectra of atoms and ions 
(220) has no the energy corresponding to orbital movement of electron in atom of hydrogen. From this mathematical 
model follows, that electron in atom rotates only concerning the axis of symmetry. As heteronymic electric charges 
of electron and a proton pull together them the same magnetic poles of these particles can execute a role of the ter-
minator of rapprochement only. In this connection, for the subsequent description of behavior of electrons in atoms, 
we enter concept a power level of electron in atom instead of existing concepts an orbit and orbital [270], [277].   
          Electron of atom of hydrogen takes up with a proton on the distance corresponding 108-th to a power level 
(251). Further it cannot skip all levels and at once appear on the first ( 1=n ) a power level, излучив thus a photon 
with energy eVEE if 60.13== . It comes nearer to a proton in steps, in process of reduction of temperature, and 
sometimes jumps through some steps. In result total energy of all radiated photons appears equal energy of ioniza-
tion of atom of hydrogen eVEE if

60.13==∑ , and the spectral line corresponding to energy of ionization 

eVEE if 60.13== , no.  
  We result repeatedly mathematical model of the law of formation of a spectrum of atom of the hydrogen, 
corresponding to stationary power levels электрона [277]. 
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where fv  - frequency of the photon absorbed or radiated by electron at transition from one on 

other power level; iv  - frequency of a photon, which energy corresponds to energy of ionization 
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of atom of hydrogen; 1v  - frequency of a photon, which energy corresponds to energy of connec-
tion of electron with a nucleus at the moment of stay of electron on the first ( 1=n ) a power 
level. For atom of hydrogen 1EEi = , therefore 1vvi =  [270], [277]. 
           The mathematical model of the law of change of energy of connection of electron with a proton of atom looks 
like [270], [277] 

 2
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2 n
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n
E

E i
b ==  .                                                  (250) 

 
  At the analysis of a spectrum of relic radiation it will be found out, that electron establishes connection 
with a proton, since 108-th power level. Distance between a proton and electron, according to Coulomb’s law, dur-
ing this moment equally [270], [277] 
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          At the moment of an establishment of connection between electron and a proton the photon with the energy 

eVE f 001166.0= equal to energy of its connection with a proton (the Appendix 1) is radiated. The length of a 
wave of the radiated photon appears to equal length of a wave of a maximum of relic radiation [277]. 
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  After an establishment of contact between electron and a proton process of synthesis of 

atom of hydrogen begins. Passing from a level on a level and coming nearer to a proton, electron 
radiates photons of different length of a wave. 
         Coulomb’s  law  allows to define distance between a proton and electron at the moment of its stay at the first 
power level. As energy of connection of a proton with electron in this case is equal ,6.13/ 1

2
1 eVReEE i ===  

that at n = 1 we have (tab. 32) 
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  Substituting in formulas (249), (250) eVEEi 60.131 ==  and .....3,2,1=n , we shall re-
ceive not only theoretical values fE (theor) a spectrum of atom of the hydrogen, completely con-
terminous with experimental values fE (exper), but also energy bE  of connection of electron 
with a proton (tab. 32). 

 
Table 32. A spectrum of atom of hydrogen, energy of connection bE  between a proton and electron and distances 

iR  between them 
Values n 2 3 4 5 

fE (exper) eV 10.20 12.09 12.75 13.05 

fE (theor) eV 10.198 12.087 12.748 13.054 

bE (theor) eV 3.40 1.51 0.85 0.54 

iR (theor) m1010−⋅  4.23 9.54 16.94 26.67 

                         
  On fig. 79 the oscillogram of two spectral lines of atom of hydrogen is submitted. The 
first light line (at the left) corresponds to the second power level ( 2=n ) with energy of connec-
tion 3.40eV, and the second (on the right) – to the third ( 3=n ) - with energy of connection 
1.51eV [270], [277]. 
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  The results of tab. 33 allow to calculate energy of photons, which radiates by electron at transition to the 
second ( 2=n ) a stationary power level from all other stationary levels (tab. 34).  
 

 
 

Fig. 79. A spectrum of atom of hydrogen: 2-nd ( 2=n ) and 3-rd ( 3=n ) stationary power levels of electron 
 

Table 33. A spectrum of atom of hydrogen 
Number 
 power 
level 

Energy  
excitation (eV) 

 

Energy of connection  of 
electron with a nucleus (eV) 

1 -0.000000 13.598000 
2 10.198500 3.399500 
3 12.087111 1.510889 
4 12.748125 0.849875 
5 13.054080 0.543920 
6 13.220278 0.377722 
7 13.320490 0.277510 
8 13.385531 0.212469  
9 13.430123 0.167876 

10 13.462020 0.135980  
…. … … ….. … … …. 

 
Table 34. Energy of photons, radiated by electron at their consecutive transitions to the second power level 
 

Numbers of transi-
tions energy 

 

23 nn −  
 

24 nn −  
 

25 nn −  
 

… 
 

2nn −∞  
 

Energy   
 photons, eV 

=−23E  
=1.8886 

=−24E  
=2.5496 

=−25E  
=2.8556 

 
… 

=−∞ 2E  
=3.3995 

Energy radiated 
 photons (the formula 
184), eV 

 
 

1.8886 

 
 

2.5496 

 
 

2.8556 

 
 

… 

 
 

3.3995 
             
     Further we shall see, that the light zone at the left (fig. 79), near to a spectral line 2=n , is formed by photons, 
radiated at synthesis of molecules of hydrogen [270], [277]. 
         The information revealed by us on structure of electron and a proton allows to make representation about proc-
ess of formation of atom of hydrogen. 
     It is possible to believe, that magnetic fields and a proton, and electron are similar to magnetic fields of rod mag-
nets and consequently have magnetic poles. As the mass of a proton is much more, than electron formation of atom 
of hydrogen will begin from approach of electron to a proton.   
          We already know, that in a free condition electron also has the magnetic moment and rather big intensity of a 
magnetic field near to its geometrical center, therefore at the first stage process of rapprochement electron with a 
proton magnetic forces will operate both electric. 
         As magnetic fields and a proton, and electron have the greatest intensity along their axes of rotation at rap-
prochement electron and a proton will rotate coaxially. If their opposite magnetic poles will be directed towards 
each other will pull together electron with a proton both electric, and magnetic forces and a proton will swallow up 
electron.   
           When at rapprochement of electron with a proton their same magnetic poles of coulomb’s forces working not 
along an axis of rapprochement, and it is normal to a toroidal surface of electron towards will be each other directed, 
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will pull together it with a proton, and magnetic - to push away them from each other. Between these forces balance 
will be established, and the structure formed thus will be atom of hydrogen (fig. 80) [270], [277]. 
          The nature has made electron such, that it has the electric field close under the form to spherical, and a mag-
netic field similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet. Electron with a nucleus of atom pull together forces of their 
heteronymic electric fields, and limit this rapprochement of force of their same magnetic poles. 
          Thus, from results of researches follows, that the nucleus of atom on three order is less than size of electron. It 
settles down on its axis, on significant distance Ri  from the geometrical center of electron (tab. 32). 

 
 

Fig. 80. The scheme of model of atom of hydrogen: e - electron, P  - a proton 
 
      The minimal distance on which электрон comes nearer to a proton, 10

1 10058.1 −⋅=R  m (253), that is the order 
angstrem, that will be coordinated to the size of atom of hydrogen accepted in modern physics (fig. 80).  
  If the size of a proton to accept equal to one millimeter the size of electron will be about meter, and dis-
tance between a nucleus of atom of hydrogen (proton) and electron appears about hundred meters (fig. 80). 
           Earlier, at the analysis of the experimental information on diffraction of photons we have established, that 
photons start to react to rotary effect each other, being on distance, on two order the greater of the geometrical sizes. 
And, if rotations of the next photons moving with speed of light, coincide, their trajectories of movement approach, 
and if are opposite, leave (fig. 24). The same effect is shown, apparently, and at other particles. This implies, that at 
formation of atom of hydrogen of electron and a proton will approach only when their backs h  (rotation) coincide 
(fig. 80). This restriction at once forms the second requirement - contrast of a direction of vectors of the magnetic 
moments of electron eM  and a proton PM . If really there is such sequence from it the main distinction between 

electromagnetic structures of electron and a proton automatically follows: directions of vectors a back h  and the 

magnetic moment eM  at electron (fig. 41) Coincide, and at a proton (fig. 42) directions a back h  and the magnetic 

moment PM  are opposite [270], [277]. 
  This important consequence results in a rule of formation of molecules. If them form valent electrons their 
spins should coincide. If the molecule is formed with protons (the question is mainly protons of atoms and mole-
cules of hydrogen) spins of the protons connecting atoms in molecules, also should coincide. Being guided by this 
rule, we shall build structures of various molecules. 
  On fig. 81 power transitions of electron of atom of hydrogen, the following from the law (249) its forma-
tions энергий are shown connection) with a proton and from the law (250) formations of a spectrum of atom of hy-
drogen.   
  The circuit of consecutive transition of electron of atom of hydrogen from the first (n=1) on the second 
(n=2), from the second on the third (n=3) and from the third on the fourth (n=4) power levels (fig. 81) allows to de-
duce the formula (249). 
            Apparently, energy of connection of electron with a proton P  at the moment of its stay on the first (n=1) a 
power level is equal bE = 13.6 eV, and full energy eVEe

51011.5 ⋅= . After absorption of a photon with energy 

eVEF f 2.10==  электрон the power level and its energy of connection with a nucleus passes to the second 

(n=2) becomes equal bE =3.4 eV. After absorption of a photon with energy eVEF f 89.1==  электрон the 
power level and its energy of connection with a nucleus passes from the second to the third (n=3) becomes equal 

eVEb 51.189.140.3 =−=  , etc. [277]. 
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  From the circuit (fig. 81) follows, that this process will be written down so [277].  It fully complies with 
the law (220) formations of spectra. With increase in energy of connection bE  электрона with a nucleus it comes 
nearer to a nucleus of atom closer or is more deeply immersed in the cell. We understand volume of the conic form 
as concept "cell" with top on a nucleus of atom in which rotates of electron similarly to a top. The more energy of 
connection of electron with a nucleus, the closer it is located to a nucleus or is deeper in the cell. 
 

 
 

Fig. 81. The scheme of addition energies a photon F , electron eE  and energies of connections of electrons with a 
nucleus of atom 13.60, 3.40, 1.51 eV... during absorption;  

n = 1, 2, 3...-power levels of electron 
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       At absorption of photons energy of connection of electron with a nucleus decreases also it, continuing to rotate 
and wobbling  on a nucleus, leaves from it, coming nearer to a surface of atom. When electron radiates photons, en-
ergy of its connection with a nucleus of atom increases also it is immersed more deeply in "cell". 
     Thus, the atom of hydrogen represents a core on which one end positively charged proton is located, and on the 
second - negatively charged of electron. And, the size of electron on two order is less than size of the atom, and the 
size of a proton on three order is less than size of electron and on five orders of less size of atom (fig. 80).  
       The model of atom of the hydrogen, shown on fig. 80, brightly shows its activity. On the one hand positively 
charged proton, ready to take up with free electron, and with another - negatively charged electron, ready to take up 
with a proton or eletron is located. That is why atoms of hydrogen exist in a free condition only at high temperature 

.)5000...2500( 0 C  At this temperature electrons of atoms are in the excited condition, that is at the highest power 
levels where connection with protons at them is extremely weak [277]. 
        The reason of radiation of photons at rapprochement of electron with a proton can be described so. At coaxial 
rapprochement of electron with a proton different speeds of their rotation concerning the same axis form the mo-
ment of forces which will brake or accelerate rotation of electron. And, in an initial stage the moments of forces of a 
proton and electron will be different. For restoration of equality of these moments electron radiates a part of the 
mass as a photon or absorbs it from the environment and comes nearer or leaves from a proton. 
 

11.2. Models of a molecule of hydrogen 
 
         In process of reduction of temperature of environment electrons of atoms of hydrogen pass to the bottom 
power levels (come nearer to protons). Their connection with protons becomes stronger, and there are conditions for 
connection in uniform structure of two protons and two electrons. But before it formation of intermediate structure 
H2

+ which name a molecular ion of hydrogen is possible. On fig. 82 the structure of such ion is submitted. We shall 
pay attention to formation its spin [277].  
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        As vectors of the magnetic moments of electron eM  and a proton PM  are directed towards each other vec-

tors of their kinetic moments h  coincide on a direction.   
 

 
 

Fig. 82. The scheme of a molecular ion H2
+ :  

а) Follows from our theory; b) follows from equation of Shrodinger 
 

           The molecular ion of hydrogen - too unstable formation as its second proton is more poorly connected with 
electron and consequently has a stock of free electromagnetic lines for the introduction into connection with the sec-
ond free electron, as occurs. So the molecule of hydrogen H2  is formed. Magnetic and electric force lines are in-
volved on connection with each other, therefore such structure is chemically inactive at room temperature.   
  It is known, that energy of synthesis of one asking molecules of hydrogen is equal 436 kJ, and one mole-
cule – 4.53eV. this energy allocate electrons of atoms as photons. Everyone electron radiates a photon with energy 
4.53/2=2.26eV.  
  As photons radiate by electrons at formation of a molecule of hydrogen everyone electron should radiate 
one photon with energy 2.26eV. There is a question: at what power levels should be electrons in atoms of hydrogen 
before they will start to be united in molecules? 
  When electron is at the third power level in atom of hydrogen its energy of connection with a proton is 
equal 1.51eV and when on the second – 3.40eV. In other to radiate photons with energies 2.26eV at formation of a 
molecule and to appear between the second (with energy of connection 3.4eV) and the third (with energy of connec-
tion 1.51eV) power levels, electron should proceed with 4-th to 2-nd (about) a power level. In this case it radiate   a 
photon with energy (tab. 4 [277]). 
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.                                    (254) 

 
  Actually it radiates a photon with smaller energy 2.26eV and it appears not at 2-nd power level, and be-
tween the second and third power levels corresponding to an atomic condition. 
  Certainly, if all electrons of atoms of hydrogen at formation of molecules radiated photons with the same 
energy in a molecular spectrum one spectral line between the atomic lines corresponding to the second and third 
power levels would appear. Absence of this line and presence of a light zone (fig. 79) between the spectral lines cor-
responding to the second and third power levels of atom of hydrogen, specifies that electrons of atoms of hydrogen, 
passing from 4-th and other power levels at formation of molecules of hydrogen, photons with different energies so 
radiate that their average size appears equal 2.26eV. It, probably, is natural, as this process goes not at one any tem-
perature, and in an interval of temperatures. As a result of energy of connection between protons and electrons in a 
molecule of hydrogen appear such as are shown on fig. 83 [277]. 

 
 

Fig. 83. The scheme of a molecule of hydrogen with connections energies 
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          Two protons and two electrons as it is accepted in modern chemistry, form structure with rather strong con-
nection equal 436 kJ/mol. Counting upon one molecule it will make 
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and on one atom – 2.26 eV. 
  We shall note an important point. According to existing representations the molecule of hydrogen can have 
two structures. In structure ortohydrogen vectors of the magnetic moments of protons are directed to one side, and in 
structure parahydrogen - in the opposite sides.   
            However we already have shown, that the size of the magnetic moment of a proton on two order is less than 
size of the magnetic moment of electron, therefore the magnetic moment not a proton, and electron should define the 
classification of molecules of hydrogen accepted in modern chemistry. In view of this feature the molecule of hy-
drogen will have the following distinctions in the structure. 
         On fig. 84, and, b atoms of hydrogen connect in their molecule by electrons. Directions of vectors of the mag-
netic moments M e  of both electrons coincide. The given structure we shall name ortohydrogen. We shall pay at-
tention that on the ends of model of hydrogen different magnetic poles. It means, that it can possess some magnetic 
moment. To this fact have given sense of concurrence of vectors of the magnetic moments of protons and have 
named such structure ortohydrogen [277]. 
         Let's pay attention to logic actions of the Nature by formation of such structure of a molecule of hydrogen (fig. 
84, а). Electrostatic forces of a mutual attraction of the first electron and the first proton are counterbalanced by op-
posite directed magnetic forces of these particles. For this reason vectors M e and M p  their magnetic moments are 
directed opposite. The electrostatic forces of pushing away working between first and second electrons, are counter-
balanced draw together  by their magnetic forces, therefore directions of vectors M e  of both electrons coincide.   
          To compensate electrostatic forces of a mutual attraction of the second electron and the second proton, it is 
necessary to make magnetic forces of these particles opposite directed. This action is reflected in opposite directed 
vectors M p and M e  the magnetic moments of the second proton and the second electron (fig. 84, and, at the left) 
[277]. 
             

 
 

Fig. 84. The scheme of a molecule of hydrogen H2 : а), b) - ortohydrogen; c) - parahydrogen 
 
        On fig. 84, b one more variant of configuration of a molecule ortohydrogen is shown. A principle of formation 
of this molecule the same. Vectors of the magnetic moments of electrons and protons appear directed so, that if elec-
tric forces approach particles magnetic forces should delete them from each other. In result between these forces 
balance is established. Stability of the structure formed thus depends from connections energies between its ele-
ments. As the magnetic moments of electron on two order more than the magnetic moments of protons electromag-
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netic forces of the first structure (fig. 84, а) keep its elements together more strongly, than in the structure shown on 
fig. 84, b, therefore are the bases to expect, that the first structure ortohydrogen is more stable then  the second 
[277]. 
          At formation of a molecule parahydrogen (fig. 84, c) the logic of formation of connection between the first 
electron and the proton first (on the right) remains former. Further, forces of a mutual attraction of the first electron 
and the second proton, and also the second electron and the second proton are counterbalanced by their opposite di-
rected magnetic forces [277].   
  As vectors of the magnetic moments of electron and a proton, located on edges of this structure, are di-
rected opposite the common magnetic moment of such structure is close to zero (fig. 84, с). Therefore have consid-
ered, that vectors of the magnetic moments of protons at such structure are directed opposite and have named it 
parahydrogen. 
  It is interesting to note, that in a mix of molecules of hydrogen - ¾ molecules ortohydrogen. However at 
reduction of temperature of gas all molecules ortohydrogen (fig. 84, а) turn to molecules parahydrogen (fig. 84, с). 
The reason of it is the increase in forces of pushing away between electrons of ortohydrogen. At reduction of tem-
perature the distance between these electrons decreases, electrostatic forces of pushing away increase also a mole-
cule of ortohydrogen (fig. 84, а) collapses, turning to a molecule parahydrogen (fig. 84, с) [277]. 
     The turn has come to analyse existing representations about chemical connection between atoms in molecules. 
They are described by several theories. 
     The ionic theory of connection describes the connections established between opposite charged ions. On the basis 
of it connection between the first proton and the first electron, and also between the second electron and the second 
proton in a molecule of ortohydrogen (fig. 84, а) is considered ionic.  
     According to the theory covalent connections, it form two not coupled of electrons of two atoms. Such connec-
tion we see between the first and the second electrons of molecules of ortohydrogen (fig. 84, а). Would be more cor-
rect to name connection between electrons simply electronic connection, between protons - proton connection and 
connection between electron and a proton - electron-proton connection. 
     The theory of hydrogen connection describes the chemical connections sold by atom of hydrogen. The circuit of 
atom of hydrogen (fig. 80) specifies that the atom of hydrogen is an ideal part for connection between atoms. This 
connection their magnetic forces [277] form as  Coulomb forces of a proton and electron.  
 

11.3. Structure of atom of helium 
 

      Helium – the second chemical element. In its nucleus two neutrons and two protons, and in 
atom – two electron (we do not consider isotopes). If in atom of helium one electron it is consid-
ered hydrogen like atom. 
           We have already described a technique of definition of energy of connection bE  of the first electron with a 

nucleus of the atom, corresponding to its first power level. It appeared equal eVE 48.131 = . Taking into account 
energy of ionization of it электрона eVEi 587.24=  and using the law of spectroscopy (220), (221), we shall ob-
tain necessary given (tab. 17). 
        So, if electron of atom of hydrogen, cooperating with a nucleus, it is removed from it on distance, in 100 times 
exceeding the size itself electron as the first will cooperate with a nucleus electron of atom of helium with smaller 
energy of ionization? 
  Before to answer this question, we shall pay attention to a fundamental ambiguity. Energy of ionization 
electron of atom of hydrogen is equal eVEi 598.13= , and energy of ionization of the first electron of atom of he-
lium– eVEi 587.24= . At once there is a question: why?   

  We shall pay attention to other fact. Energy of connection bE  with a nucleus at electron of atom of hydro-
gen (tab. 9) and the first electron atom of helium (tab. 17) have close values (tab. 35) at the same power levels, and 
energy of the excitation fE , corresponding to the same levels, differ almost twice [277]. 

  Almost identical energy of connection bE  at both electrons and the double size of energy of excitation 

fE  at electron of atom of helium suggests that energy fE  of atom of helium belongs to two electrons of this atom. 

Then both they, cooperating everyone with the proton, should have identical energy of connection bE . It is possi-
ble, if both electrons and a nucleus of atom have uniform linear electrodynamic connection. Then they are capable to 
absorb one photon. And total energy of this photon should translate both electrons on the same power level. 
 

Table 35. Energy of connection bE  and energy of excitation fE  electron of atom of hydrogen and  the first elec-
tron of atom of helium 
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Chemical ele-
ment 

Energy, Stationary levels (n) and  
 their energy, eV 

 eV n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 
 

H bE  

fE  

13.598 
 
- 

3.40 
 

10.20 

1.51 
 

12.09 

0.85 
 

12.75 
 

He bE  

fE  

- 
 
- 

3.37 
 

21.22 

1.50 
 

23.09 

0.84 
 

23.74 
 
           Both protons of a nucleus are located on two ends of a nucleus with linear structure. Everyone electron coop-
erates with the proton (fig. 85). 
            And now let's recollect results of the analysis of spectroscopy from which follows, that all electrons do not 
have energy of orbital movement, so, and orbital movement. Electron in atom has only energy of rotation concern-
ing the axis - the main unexpected result. It compels us to count, that electron cooperates with a nucleus as a rod 
magnet, that is the axis of rotation [277].    
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Fig. 85. Model of a nucleus and atom of helium: 

 N – a nucleus of atom, 1,2 – numbers of electrons  
 

             Thus, the fact of interaction of the first electron of atom of helium an axis of rotation with its nucleus fol-
lows from the law of spectroscopy and proves to be true in size of energy (3.37 eV) its connections with a nucleus at 
the moment of stay at the second power level. This energy on size is close to energy (3.40 eV) to connection elec-
tron of atom of hydrogen with a nucleus consisting only from one proton, at the moment of its stay also at the sec-
ond power level (tab. 9, 17, 35).      
  Almost identical to energy of connection of electron of atom of hydrogen and the first electron of atom of 
helium with their nucleus and almost double distinction in energies of excitation fE  (tab. 35) give the basis to be-
lieve, that to energy of excitation of the first electron atom of helium correspond to photons which are absorbed not 
by one, and by two electrons at once. In this case both electrons of atom of helium will have identical energy of 
connection with the protons in a nucleus: 3.37 eV, 1.50 eV, 0.84 eV, etc. This implies, that energy of absorbed pho-
tons are distributed between two electrons and both they simultaneously pass to other power levels. It proceeds until 
one of electrons will not lose touch with a nucleus. There is it at energy of the ionization equal eVEi 587.24= . As 
soon as electron there is one, it starts to cooperate with two protons of a nucleus and its energy of connection corre-
sponding to the first power level, becomes its equal energy of ionization eVEE i 40.541 == . Having remained in 
atom one, the second electron starts to form the spectrum (tab. 13). 
  To estimate an opportunity of absorption of one photon both electrons atom of helium, we shall calculate 
size of length of a wave of the photon corresponding to energy of ionization first electron of the atom of helium  

eVEi 587.24=  
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⋅

==λ .                      (256) 

 
  It - a photon of a ultra-violet range (tab. 2). Its radius almost on two order is more than size of atom of he-
lium, as defines an opportunity of formation of such conditions when axes of rotation of atom and a photon coin-
cide, and the atom appears actually inside a photon. 
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    Necessity for the explanatory of the maintenance of concept "an axis of interaction" is felt. It is the imagined line 
which is taking place through the centers of mass, so and through the centers of magnetic poles of electron and a 
proton. It connects their geometrical centers. Along this line magnetic forces which provide interaction of these par-
ticles also operate, and in aggregate with coulomb forces conditions for stability of such formation are formed [277]. 
         In view of stated, the model of atom of helium with a series of simultaneous power transitions of the first and 
the second electrons appears such as it is shown on fig. 86, c. 
 

 
 
Fig. 86. Model of a nucleus and atom of helium: а) the circuit of model of a nucleus of an isotope of atom of helium; 
b) the circuit of model of a nucleus of atom of helium; c) model of atom: N-a nucleus of atom; 1 ’, 1 " - power levels 

of the first electron; 2 ’, 2 " – power transitions of the second electron 
         Apparently (fig. 86), the magnetic field of atom of helium is similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet. 
Therefore its magnetic moment can be equal to zero only that case when all magnetic force lines of both electrons 
will be connected to a nucleus of atom. It is possible, when both electrons will be at the first power levels with con-
nections energies  3.37х4=13.48 eV everyone [277]. 
      Now we see (fig. 86, c), that electron at absorption of a photon makes moving concerning a nucleus along the 
axis of rotation, that is an axis of symmetry, passing with one power level on another. As the axis of rotation of elec-
tron at interaction with a nucleus can deviate, that is make wobbling  movement of electron  in atom can be named  
wobbling. 
     Let's pay attention to interaction of the first and the second electron in atom of helium. Magnetic forces, repellent 
electrons from a nucleus, are directed along an axis connecting their centers, and the electric forces working be-
tween electrons and protons, pull together them with each other. Law of change of these forces also defines law of 
change of energy of connection (221) of electrons with a nucleus. 
  We have already shown, that when both electrons in atom, their energy of connection with a nucleus iden-
tical. As soon as in atom there is one electron its energy of connection with a nucleus increase in 2n  time. This im-
plies, that in process of removal electron from a nucleus of atom, during the moment when it is there one, to his en-
ergy of connection with a nucleus at higher power levels should correspond to energies of connection during the 
moment when together with it in atom another was also electron. To be convinced, that it is valid so, we shall write 
out from tab. 9 of energy of connection  of electron of atom of hydrogen with a proton, corresponding n-¼ to power 
levels, and from tab. 13 - energy of connection of the second electron of atom of helium with its nucleus. From tab. 
17 we shall write out energy of connection with a nucleus of atom of the first electron of atom of helium and we 
shall reduce all in table 36. 

Table 36. Energy of connection bE  electron atom of the hydrogen He , the first 1e  and the second   2e  electron 

atom of helium He with nucleus 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

He  13.6 3.40 1.51 0.85 0.54 0.38 0.28 0.21 0.17 

1e  - 3.37 1.50 0.85 0.55 0.38 0.28 0.22 0.17 

2e  54.4 13.6 6.04 3.40 2.18 1.51 1.10 0.85 0.67 

 
  Apparently, electron of atom of hydrogen He  and the first electron 1e  atom of helium have practically 
identical energy of connection with nucleus of atoms at corresponding power levels. Energy of connection of the 
second electron 2e  of atom of helium with its nucleus, corresponding to the first power level, twice more than cor-
responding energy of connection of atom of hydrogen, therefore all other values energies of connections of it elec-
tron, equal corresponding to energies connections of the first electron of atom of helium and electron of atom of hy-
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drogen, are shifted. For example, electron of atom of hydrogen and the first electron atom of helium have identical 
energy of connection with a nucleus (0.85 eV), being on 4-th power level, and the second electron of atom of helium 
has the same energy of connection, being on 8-th power level. 
          Let's pay attention to that within the framework of a comprehensible error of energy of 
connection of both electrons of atom of the helium (tab. 36), corresponding to the first power 
level ( 1=n ), pay off under the formula 

                                                             ,2lEE Hb ⋅≈                                                   (257) 
 

  where HE - energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen; l  - number electron in the atom, 
corresponding to number of potential of its ionization. 
  Then the formula for calculation of energy of connection of anyone electron of atom of 
the helium, corresponding to any power level, will be such 
 

                                                     2

2

n
lEE H

b
⋅

≈ .                                                          (258) 

 
  Concurrence of results of calculations under this formula with the experimental results 
submitted in tab. 36, proves correctness of such direction of researches.  

  At definition of energy of connection of the second electron of atom of helium with a 
nucleus at the moment of its stay at the third power level the formula (258) will be written 
down so  

eVEb 04.6
3

26.13
3

2

=
⋅

= .                                             (259) 

 
  that completely coincides with given tab. 36. 
       Thus, in conditions when both electrons are in atom and each of them cooperates with the proton in a nucleus, 
their energy of connection with a nucleus are identical. After removal of one electron from atom stayed electron (the 
second electron) starts to cooperate not with one, and with two protons of a nucleus.    

  From stated follows, that if the first electron atom of helium will come back in atom en-
ergy of connection with a nucleus of the second electron will decrease and begins equal energy 
of connection with the same nucleus of the first electron atom of helium.  

  This conclusion is of great importance for chemistry. Both electrons of atom of helium 
have equal probability of formation of connections with electrons of other atoms, as at them 
identical energy of connection with a nucleus at all power levels.  

  Vectors спинов h  and the magnetic moments eM  of electrons coincide on a direction, 
and at protons - are opposite, in result at formation of atom of helium vectors spins h  of elec-
trons and protons appear directed in one side, and vectors of the magnetic moments eM  and 

PM  are opposite. This implies, that at such configuration of a nucleus of atom its magnetic mo-
ment is not equal to zero. On the ends of linear structure of atom of helium there are heteronymic 
magnetic poles (fig. 86). 

  As the experimental size of the magnetic moment of atom of helium is equal to zero it is 
possible at the structure of a nucleus shown on fig. 87.  
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Fig. 87. Schemes: а) nucleus and b) atom of helium without the magnetic moment 

            Apparently, six-polar magnetic fields of a neutron and bipolar – a proton create condi-
tions at which both protons can have the same free magnetic poles. In result the same poles 
will have and электроны, that creates conditions for absence of the magnetic moment at atom 
of helium [277]. 

11.4. Structure of atom of lithium 
  
  We have already shown, that the majority of nucleus of atoms of lithium 4 neutrons and 
have three protons. And, all protons have free magnetic poles for connection with magnetic poles 
to electrons at formation of atom (fig. 88). 
             The connection is established by interaction of heteronymic electric fields of protons and 
electrons which pull together them, and the same magnetic poles which limit this rapprochement. 
It turns out so, that everyone electron cooperates only with one proton of a nucleus of atom (fig. 
88) [277]. 

 
Fig. 88. Schemes of a nucleus and atom of lithium 

 
          The analysis of the circuit on fig. 88 shows, that symmetrically located electrons will have 
identical energy of connection with a nucleus. The electron, located to the right of a nucleus, 
electrostatic forces of pushing away of two others electrons will operate, therefore it will be lo-
cated further from a nucleus and its energy of ionization will be the least. To this electron we ap-
propriate first number and we shall pay attention that energy of ionization of it eVEi 392.5=  less 
corresponding energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen eVEi 598.13= . The circuit of atom of 
lithium (fig. 88) allows to understand the reason of such distinction. Apparently, two symmetri-
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cally located axial electrons (2 and 3) the electrostatic fields delete the first electron from a nu-
cleus, reducing its energy of connection with a proton, so also its energy of ionization. 
    Let's write out energy of connection of the first electron atom of lithium with its nucleus from 
tab. 19, and the second - from tab. 18. Energy of connection with a nucleus of the third electron 
of atom of lithium we shall take from tab. 14. We shall make the summary table connections en-
ergies of electrons of atom of lithium with its nucleus (tab. 37).  
  Analyzing table 37, we see affinity energies of connections of electron  of atom of hy-
drogen and the first electron of atom of lithium at the first, second and third power levels and 
almost full concurrence on all others. It – one of proofs of that the first electron of atom of lith-
ium cooperates with one proton of a nucleus of its atom. The ratio (258) also confirms it. 
  Gradual reduction of a difference between energies of connections of electron of atom 
of hydrogen and the first electron of atom of lithium in process of increase in number n  of a 
power level speaks reduction of mutual influence of all three electrons of atom of lithium 
against each other. Since 9-th power level this influence disappears also energy of connection 
of these electrons with the protons appear identical. 
 
Table 37. Energy of connection bE  of electron of atom of hydrogen He  and the first, the second and the third elec-

trons of atom of lithium Li with a nucleus 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

He  13.6 3.40 1.51 0.85 0.54 0.38 0.28 0.21 0.17 

1 14.06 3.51 1.56 0.88 0.56 0.39 0.29 0.22 0.17 
2 54.16 13.54 6.02 3.38 2.17 1.50 1.10 0.85 0.67 
3 122.5 30.6 13.6 7.65 4.90 3.40 2.50 1.91 1.51 
          

n 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

He  0.14 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 

1 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 
2 0.54 0.45 0.38 0.32 0.28 0.24 0.21 0.19 0.17 
3 1.23 1.01 0.85 0.72 0.63 0.54 0.48 0.42 0.38 

 
  It is uneasy to see, that if in atom of lithium there will be one (third) electron it will start 
to cooperate at once with three protons and its energy of connection with a nucleus, correspond-
ing to the first power level, will be defined under the formula (257) [277]. 
 

eVlEE Hb 40.122360.13 22 =⋅=⋅≈ ,                             (260)  
 

         That coincides with values of this energy in tab. 37 and confirms our hypothesis that if in 
atom there is one electron it cooperates simultaneously with all protons of a nucleus. 
          Let's calculate under the formula (258) energy of connection of the third electron of atom 
of lithium with a nucleus at the moment of its stay for 5 power level [277] 
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   Apparently, this value will be coordinated to similar energy of connection of the third 
electron of  atom of lithium with a nucleus at the moment of its stay at the fifth power level (tab. 
37). As the atom of lithium with one electron is hydrogen like atom for persuasiveness we shall 
calculate energy of connection of the second electron of this atom with a nucleus at the moment 
of its stay for the seventh power level [277]. 
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  This result also will be coordinated to energy of connection of the second electron of 
atom of lithium at the moment of its stay at the seventh power level (tab. 37). 
           If we managed to measure energy of connection with a nucleus of two others electrons 
atom of lithium, not deleting from it the first electron would appear, that three electrons have all 
identical energy of connection with a nucleus at corresponding power levels. However, statement 
of such experiment is hardly possible at the given stage of scientific researches. But we have al-
ready resulted a hypothetical explanation of this phenomenon.        
  Concurrence of results of calculations under the formula (258) with the experimental re-
sults submitted in tab. 37, proves viability of such explanation.  
  It is uneasy to present, that various values of energies to connection different electrons of 
atom of the lithium (tab. 37), corresponding to the first power level ( 1=n ), turn out because af-
ter removal from atom of the first electron the released proton starts to cooperate with the second 
electron, increasing its energy of connection up to the size close to energy of connection second 
electron of the atom of helium (tab. 36, 37).   
  After removal from atom and the second electron in a nucleus there are two free protons 
which immediately start to cooperate with the rest the third electron, increasing its energy of 
connection with a nucleus in 2l time. 
  If we shall start to return consistently all electrons in atom the quantity of the protons co-
operating earlier with one electron, will start to decrease. Energy of connection of its electron up 
to the size approximately equal to energy of connection with a nucleus электрона of atom of hy-
drogen will decrease also.  
 

11.5. Structure of atom of beryllium 
 
 Beryllium - the fourth element in the table of chemical elements. In its nucleus four protons and five neu-
trons (fig. 89).  
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Fig. 89. The schemes of structure of a nucleus and atom of beryllium:  
1,2,3 and 4 – numbers of electrons 

 
       That all nucleus of atoms of beryllium have 4 protons and 5 neutrons, it is possible to count the surprising fact 
which helps us to understand with a plenty of the ambiguities connected to structure of the nucleus of beryllium, 
with structure of its atom, with spectra of electrons this atom and many other ambiguities of a microcosm [277]. 
     So, presence at a nucleus of atom of beryllium one superfluous neutron at once clears up its 
structure. It flat and extremely symmetric. From this structure follows, that at the central neutron 
four magnetic poles in one plane. Apparently, the fifth neutron is necessary for connection 
among themselves other four neutrons so that the proton could incorporate to each of them. Pro-
tons and neutrons connect magnetic forces which physics have named nuclear forces.    
           As from experimental spectroscopy absence of orbital movement of electrons all four 
electrons of this atom, cooperating everyone with the proton follows, form symmetric structure 
of atom of this element (fig. 89). 
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As all four protons of a nucleus are located on its surfaces and each of them has on one 
free magnetic pole with these poles and magnetic poles electrons the same polarity cooperate, 
limiting thus rapprochement of electrons with protons [277]. 

On fig. 80 the circuit of atom of hydrogen, and on fig. 89 – atom beryllium is shown. In-
teraction of everyone electron of atom of beryllium with one proton of a nucleus forms symmet-
ric structure. If to compare it to structure of atom of hydrogen (fig. 80) it is possible to come to 
idea, that four electrons of atom of beryllium have all the same energy of ionization, as well as 
electron of atom of hydrogen. However experiment does not confirm it. In this connection there 
is a question: whether existing interpretation of results of this experiment is correct? We shall try 
to find the answer to this question. 

If to number conditionally electrons of atom of beryllium how it is shown on fig. 89 ex-
perimental values energies of ionization of these electrons appear such: 

eVEi 322.91 = eVEi 211.182 = eVEi 893.1533 = eVEi 713.2174 = . And energy of connection with a 
nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first power levels, will be equal: at the first electron 

eVE 17.1611 = , at the second- eVE 26.5621 = , at the third eVE 89.12031 =  and at the fourth 
eVE 71.21741 = . 

    Let's make table 38 energies of connections of all electrons of atom of beryllium, having taken 
these of energy of tab. 12, 20, 21 and 22.  
Table 38. Energies of connection bE  electron of atom of hydrogen He  and 1-st – 4-th electrons of atom beryllium  

Be with a nucleus 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

He  13.6 3.40 1.51 0.85 0.54 0.38 0.28 0.21 0.17 

1 16.17 4.04 1.80 1.01 0.65 0.45 0.33 0.25 0.20 
2 56.26 14.06 6.25 3.52 2.25 1.56 1.15 0.88 0.69 
3 120.89 30.22 13.43 7.56 4.83 3.36 2.47 1.89 1.49 
4 217.71 54.43 24.19 13.6 8.71 6.05 4.44 3.40 2.69 
          

n 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

He  0.14 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 

1 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 
2 0.56 0.46 0.39 0.33 0.29 0.25 0.22 0.19 0.17 
3 1.21 1.00 0.84 0.72 0.62 0.54 0.47 0.42 0.37 
4 2.18 1.80 1.51 1.29 1.11 0.97 0.85 0.75 0.67 

 
          Energy of connection of all electrons of atom of beryllium with its nucleus (tab. 38) can 
take from tables of its spectra 12, 20, 21 and 22, and it is possible to calculate and under the for-
mula (258) 
  As an example we shall calculate under the formula (258) energy of connection of vari-
ous electrons this atom, corresponding to various power levels. 
      Energy of connection with a nucleus of the first electron of atom of beryllium appears equal 
similar energy of connection electron of atom of hydrogen with a proton during the moment 
when both that, and another appear at 13 power level (tab. 38). 
 

eVEb 080.0
13

16.13
213 =
⋅

= .                                    (263) 

 
  It speaks mutual influence against each other all four electrons of atom of beryllium. 
 For 3-rd power level of the second electron eVEb 04.63/26.13 22

)3,2( =⋅= . This energy is equal 

(tab. 40) 6.25 eV. For 15-th power level of the second electron .24.015/26.13 22
)15,2( eVEb =⋅=  In 

tab. 41 this energy is equal 0.25 eV. The third electron at 4 power level has energy of connection  
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 eVEb 65.74/36.13 22
)4,3( =⋅=  .                               (264) 

 
          The third electron at 12-th power level has .85.012/36.13 22

)12,3( eVEb =⋅=  For 14-th level of 

the fourth electron we have eVEb 11.114/46.13 22
)14,4( =⋅= . It completely coincides with tabu-

lared value (tab. 38) of this size. The fourth electron at the second level has 
eVEb 40.544/166.13)2,4( =⋅=  (see tab. 38). 

Quite good convergence of the theoretical results received in the various ways, proves the 
way of the analysis of structures of nucleus of chemical elements elected by us and structures of 
their atoms. 

So, with increase in number of a power level mutual influence of electrons of atom of be-
ryllium weakens also values energies of their connections with nucleus of atom come nearer to 
corresponding values energies of connection of electron of atom of hydrogen [277]. 
  We shall start to search for the answer to a question: why to energy of ionization of all of 
four electrons of atom of beryllium are not equal to energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen? 
The analysis of figures (80 and fig. 89) structures of these atoms shows fig., that the main differ-
ence of conditions of interaction of electrons with nucleus of these two atoms consists that in 
atom of hydrogen  one  electron  and to it nobody to prevent to cooperate with a nucleus. In atom 
of beryllium  their four, therefore they inevitably cooperate with each other. This interaction also 
defines their difference energies of  ionization from energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen. 
  First of all, electrostatic interaction of electrons of atom of beryllium with each other de-
prives with their opportunity to come nearer to a nucleus on the same distance on what is elec-
tron of atom of hydrogen. The electrostatic forces of pushing away working between electrons of 
atom of beryllium, keep them on the greater distance from a nucleus, than the magnetic forces of 
pushing away working between electron and a proton in atom of hydrogen. 
           The moment has come to pay attention to one interesting fact. Energy of connection of the 
first electron of atom of beryllium eVE 17.1611 = , corresponding to its first power level, is more 
than energy of its ionization eVEi 322,91 = . Why?   
           Analyzing spectra of atoms and ions, we have shown, that value of the first energy of 
connection of electron with a nucleus can be fictitious. That is value of energy exists, and elec-
tron has no opportunity to borrow in atom position which corresponds to this energy of connec-
tion with a nucleus. The forces of pushing away working between electrons do not allow. In re-
sult the first working power level at electron can appear the second or even the third power level. 
Therefore there are bases to believe, that the first working power level of the first electron of 
atom of beryllium is the second level with energy of connection with a nucleus, equal 

eVE 04.44/17.1612 ==  (tab. 38).  
Thus, smaller energy of ionization of the first electron of  atom of beryllium in compari-

son with energy of ionization electron of atom of hydrogen speaks influence against each other 
all four electrons of this atom.  
  Being on the greater distance from a nucleus, electrons of atom of beryllium have 
smaller energy of connection with it that results in reduction of energy of ionization the first 
electron of this atom. It appears equal eVEi 322.91 = while at electron of atom of hydrogen this 
energy is equal eVEi 60.13= . It means, that one proton of a nucleus generates the maximal en-
ergy of connection equal eVEb 60.13= . Individual energy of the connection, generated by four 
protons, is equal 13.60х4=54.40 eV. 
             When in atom remains three electrons this energy is distributed between them and its in-
dividual part appears equal 54.40/3=18.13 eV. This size is close to energy of ionization of the 
second electron of atom of beryllium eVEi 211.182 = . 

Now we shall pay attention to size of energy of connection with a nucleus of the second 
electron of atom of beryllium eVE 26.5621 = , corresponding to its first power level. We shall not 
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overlook thus, that this energy corresponds to a condition of atom when there  is no one electron. 
We have already assumed, that this electron cooperates with two protons of a nucleus. For addi-
tional check of this assumption we shall increase energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen which 
as we know, is equal to energy of its connection with a nucleus, corresponding to the first power 
level, on a square of quantity of protons with which as we assume, the second cooperates elec-
tron of  atom of beryllium. In result we shall receive eVE 40.54260.13 2'

21 =⋅= . This size is close 
to energy of connection of the second electron of atom of beryllium with a nucleus 

eVE 26.5621 =  and proves the fact of its interaction with two protons of a nucleus. The small di-
vergence between sizes '

21E  also 21E  specifies the fact of mutual influence against each other all 
three electrons, taking place in atom of beryllium during this moment. 

Further, we shall pay attention to some features of methods of reception of spectra of at-
oms and ions. Main from them consists that for reception of spectra of atoms raise temperature 
of substance to which posesses these atoms, up to a plasma condition. The first potential of ioni-
zation means leaving from atom of the first electron, the second – the second, the third – the 
third, etc. This implies, that when one leaves of electron of atom  the proton in a nucleus of the 
atom, released as a result of it, starts to cooperate with next electron, increasing its energy of 
connection with a nucleus. However, as it to share this energy with next electron, we do not 
know. 
        So, in atom of beryllium there were two symmetrically located electrons - the third and the 
fourth. It is quite natural, that energy of ionization at them should be identical. Experiment 
shows, that they are equal eVEi 893.1533 = . Why such value of the third energy of ionization of 
atom of beryllium  turns out? A complicated question.  
        However the first attempt to find the answer to it compels us to formulate the following hy-
pothesis. Neutrons in a nucleus not completely shield electrostatic fields of protons, and they co-
operate not only with each other, but also with electrostatic fields of all electrons. Now we shall 
receive the proof of validity of such statement [277]. 

The fourth potential of ionization of atom of beryllium is equal eVEi 713.2174 = . If we 
shall take energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen eVEi 60.13=  in which nucleus one proton, 
and we shall increase on a square of quantity of protons in a nucleus of atom of beryllium we 
shall receive the size eVE 60.217460.13 2

4 =⋅= close to energy eVEi 713.2174 = . It specifies that 
when in atom of beryllium there is one electron it cooperates at once with four protons. The 
proof of it is the affinity of energy of connection with a nucleus of the fourth electron, corre-
sponding to its first power level eVE 71.21714 =  and energy of ionization eVE 60.2174 = . In this 
case others electrons are absent, therefore to prevent the fourth electron there is nobody, and it 
behaves the same as and electron of atom of hydrogen, being one in atom. At it, as well as at 
electron of atom of hydrogen ( eVEE i 60.131 == ) energy of connection with a nucleus, corre-
sponding to the first power level, is equal to energy of ionization eVEE i 60.21744 == . It - the 
weighty proof of interaction of the fourth electron of atom of beryllium with all protons of a nu-
cleus during the moment when it remains one in atom. 

Similar law of change of energy of connection with a nucleus, corresponding to the first 
power level, is traced and at the third electron. It is equal eVE 89.12031 = . Multiplying energy of 
connection with a nucleus electron of atom of the hydrogen, corresponding to the first power 
level 13.60eV, on a square of quantity of protons with which as we assume, the third cooperates 
electron of atom of beryllium during the moment when in atom there are two electrons, we shall 
receive eVE 4.122960.13'

31 =⋅= . This size is close to energy of connection with a nucleus of atom 
of beryllium  its the third electron at the moment of its stay at the first power level 

eVE 89.12031 =  and proves the fact of interaction of its electron with three protons when in atom 
there are no two electrons. Divergences between sizes '

31E  also 31E  speaks mutual influence 
against each other two electrons which are in atom during this moment. When the third electron 
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will be removed from atom such influence will disappear, and we shall receive the result con-
terminous with theoretical. 
  Thus, when all electrons are in atom of beryllium, that, cooperating with each other, they 
prevent experimenters to fix their true energy of connection with nucleus. In process of transition 
to higher power levels they leave from a nucleus of atom and from each other, and their interac-
tion weakens. In result as it is visible in tab. 38, energy of connection with a nucleus at high 
power levels at them accept almost identical values. This implies, that we have bases to present 
tab. 38 in such kind (tab. 39). 
  Given tab. 39 show, that, since 13 power level, electrons of atom of beryllium with a nu-
cleus it appear energy of connection of all same, as well as at electron of atom of hydrogen. It 
means, that at removal of electrons from a nucleus of atom their mutual influence against each 
other almost disappears, and they start to behave the same as and electron of atom of hydrogen. 
 
Table 39. Energy of connection bE  of electron of atom of hydrogen He  and electrons (1, 2, 3, 4) of atom beryllium 

Be with a nucleus during the moment when all of them are in atom 
 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

He  13.6 3.40 1.51 0.85 0.54 0.38 0.28 0.21 0.17 

1 16.17 4.04 1.80 1.01 0.65 0.45 0.33 0.25 0.20 
2 16.17 4.04 1.80 1.01 0.65 0.45 0.33 0.25 0.20 
3 16.17 4.04 1.80 1.01 0.65 0.45 0.33 0.25 0.20 
4 16.17 4.04 1.80 1.01 0.65 0.45 0.33 0.25 0.20 
          

n 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

He       0.14 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 

1 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 
2 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 
3 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 
4 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 

 
  Thus, when all electrons any atom are in atom, that, cooperating everyone with the 
proton in a nucleus, form the spectra similar to a spectrum of atom of hydrogen. But it is 
impossible to prove it direct experiment, and the indirect demonstration exists. It consists that 
dependences of radiation of absolutely black body do not depend on a material of a black body, 
that is from atom of a chemical element. We shall get acquainted to it later. 
  The structure of an existing nucleus of atom of beryllium, shown on fig. 89, gives addi-
tional proofs of connection of neutrons and protons by means of heteronymic magnetic poles of 
these particles. The same circuit proves importance of shielding functions of a neutron and com-
plexity of its magnetic field.   
  Electrons of atom of beryllium do not make orbital movement in atom. Each of them cooper-
ates with the proton in a nucleus, wobbling on it at the moment of absorption or radiation of pho-
tons. 

11.6. Structure of atom of a Bohr 
 

      Atom of a Bohr - the fifth element in Mendeleyev's table. The majority of nucleus of this 
atom has five protons and six neutrons (fig. 50, b). The nucleus of atom of Bohr has one axis of 
symmetry. Similar structure the atom of this chemical element (has also fig. 90). Five protons 
have free magnetic poles which join electrons [277]. 
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Fig. 90. A nucleus and atom of Bohr 
  The axis of the first electron, taking place through a nucleus of atom, is a unique axis 
of its symmetry. Further we shall see, that more complex atoms have some axes of symmetry. 
 

11.7. Structure of atom of carbon 
 

     Carbon is considered a basis of a life as forms the greatest quantity of connections with atoms 
of other chemical elements (fig. 91). We shall look at the reason of its such activity. The nucleus 
of atom of carbon has two forms.  
        The first form of a nucleus into which enters six neutrons, forms atoms of graphite (fig. 51, 
а). The second, spatial form of a nucleus can have seven or five neutrons. It forms nucleus of 
diamond (fig. 51, b). Each proton has a free magnetic pole for connection with electron.  
           All six protons of a nucleus of atom of carbon and all six of its electrons  have equal op-
portunities to take up with electrons other atoms and to form complex connections. Atoms of 
carbon with a flat nucleus (fig. 91, а) form organic connections in which all six electrons this 
atom participate in formation of connections between atoms of various molecules.  
  The structure of atom of diamond which is formed of a spatial nucleus of this atom, has 
three axes of symmetry (fig. 91, b). It - axes of the cartesian system of coordinates. The structure 
of a spatial nucleus and atom of carbon, and the atom convincingly show the main property of 
diamond – its durability [277]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nucleus of atom of 
graphite 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nucleus of atom  
diamond 

 
 

Atom 
 graphite 

 
Atom of diamond 

 
Fig. 91. Flat а) and spatial b) structures of atom of carbon:  

N - a nucleus; e – electrons; XYZ – axes of the cartesian system of coordinates 
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11.8. Structure of atom and a molecule of nitrogen 

 
  The term "nitrogen" has offered Lavoisier. It means "lifeless". Air contains 75.6 % of nitrogen on weight 
and about 23 % of oxygen. But nitrogen does not support neither burning, nor breath. Molecular nitrogen does not 
incorporate to oxygen and it rescues all alive the Earth from formation of acids in air and water environments.  
  Nitrogen – the seventh element in a periodic table of the chemical elements, located in its fifth group. The 
structure of its nucleus is shown on fig. 92, and. It is close under the form to structure of a nucleus of atom of car-
bon. As seven protons and seven neutrons this majority has the flat nucleus shown on fig. 92 have the majority of 
nucleus of atoms of nitrogen.  
           The circuit of atom of the nitrogen having such nucleus, is shown on fig. 92. The atom of nitrogen has only 
one active (valent) electron [277]. This feature creates conditions for formation of a molecule from two atoms with 
so big energy of connection, that chemists have thought up for it the name of threefold connection [2]. No, connec-
tion at a molecule of nitrogen one, but with the big energy of connection. It is a pity, that the spectrum of atom of ni-
trogen is mixed with a spectrum of its molecule. Resulted in directories on spectroscopy energy of ionization of 
atom of the nitrogen, equal 14.534 eV, most likely, is energy dissociation of molecules of nitrogen, instead of en-
ergy of ionization of its atom [2]. It is big enough energy of connection. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nucleus of atom of nitrogen 

 

 
Atom of nitrogen 

 
Fig. 92. The schemes of atom of nitrogen: N – a nucleus of atom; e – electrons of atom 

 
  And now we shall present process of transition to six ring electrons of atom of nitrogen on the bottom 
power levels. Its feature consists that these electrons pass to the bottom power levels simultaneously, radiating thus 
photons, the sizes of which on some orders there is more than size of atom of nitrogen. When all set of atoms of ni-
trogen of substance into which it enters and when atoms of carbon and oxygen which also have ring set electrons the 
total quantity of the radiated photons at once increases the volume borrowed with them in space are involved in it is 
involved in this process, as forms the phenomenon of explosion. Certainly, existing representation that explosion – 
expansion of gases – is deeply erroneous. Pressure form simultaneously radiated photons due to that their sizes on 5-
7 orders is more the than sizes of atoms. Unknown persons at once follow from this to experts of the requirement to 
explosives and rocket fuel and methods of their realization, but we shall not develop this theme for the known rea-
sons. 
        At the analysis of structure of a molecule of water, we shall see the reason of increase in its size at freezing. In 
this process also participate ring electrons and photons, radiated and absorbed by them, and we shall evidently see, 
how they realize it (fig. 93). 
 

 
Fig. 93. A molecule of nitrogen 
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            Molecule of nitrogen (fig. 93) electronic connections axial electrons form 1 and 2 its atoms. The connection 
appears enough strong. All others 12 electrons are on identical distances from nucleus of the atoms and conse-
quently cannot be active, when nitrogen - in a molecular condition. Is not present electrons at the left and to the right 
of ring electrons in atoms along an axis of symmetry of a molecule. It - the main reason of low chemical activity of a 
molecule of nitrogen. 
         All energy of connection is distributed along an axis of symmetry of a molecule only between two electrons 1 
and 2 (fig. 93), therefore it is named chemists threefold connection. Now it is necessary to refuse inconsistent repre-
sentations about molecular connections and to get used to that one electron - electronic connection in various mole-
cules has different size of energy of connection which defines activity of a molecule at formation of various connec-
tions [277].  
 

11.9. Structure of atom and a molecule of oxygen 
 

         Atom of oxygen – the eighth element of a periodic table of the chemical elements, located in its sixth group. 
The structure of its nucleus is shown on fig. 54 and 94, and. Symmetry of a nucleus should be transferred atom. On 
fig. 94, b the circuit of atom of the oxygen, following of structure of its nucleus is submitted (fig. 94, а) [277]. 

 
Fig. 94. Schemes of a nucleus, atom and a molecule of oxygen  

 
           The atom of oxygen is much more active than atom of nitrogen, as at it two axial active электрона 1 and 2 
(fig. 94, b). It is caused by that six ring electrons, located in a plane, a perpendicular axial line, the total electric field 
delete electrons 1 and 2 from a nucleus on the greater distance, forming conditions for their greater activity at inter-
action with electrons the next atoms [277].  
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          The structure of a molecule of oxygen is shown on fig. 94, with. It is formed by connection of heteronymic 
magnetic poles axial electrons two atoms of oxygen. 
  The molecule of oxygen, as against a molecule of nitrogen, has significant chemical activity which is pro-
vided by axial electrons 1 and 2 the with the most removed from nucleus of atoms.  

11.10. Structure of a molecule of ammonia 
 

             Ammonia 3NH  - colorless gas with a pungent smell (fig. 95).   
Fig. 95. The scheme of a mole-

cule of ammonia 3NH :  
N - a nucleus of atom of nitro-

gen; 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 7 – electrons 
of  atom of nitrogen;  

e1, e2 and e3 – electrons of three 
atoms of hydrogen; P1, P2, P3 
protons of atoms of hydrogen 

 

 

 
          On fig. 95 it is visible, that one atom of hydrogen (electron 1e  and a proton 1P ) the electron takes up with ax-
ial electron of atom of nitrogen. Other two atoms of hydrogen incorporate by the electrons with two electrons of 
atom of the nitrogen, located in its ring [277].        
  It is represented to us, that the stated technique of formation of structures of atoms and molecules is suffi-
cient to construct models of other atoms and molecules. 
 

11.11. Structure of a molecule of water and its ions 
 
          Water – the most widespread chemical compound. The incalculable quantity of scientific 
works is devoted to studying of this connection. Danish scientist N.Bjerrum, studying structure 
and properties of ice, has offered in 1951 model of a molecule of the water, submitted on fig. 96. 
On this circuit the print of representations about orbital movement of electrons in atoms is obvi-
ously seen.   
 

 
 

   Fig. 96. The scheme of structure of a molecule of the water accepted in modern chemistry 
 

Accuracy from which the valent corner 05,104  between atoms of hydrogen in a molecule of water is de-
termined is amazing. We do not know, how this size has been found. There can be it was is designed by the indirect 
methods following from representations about distribution electrons on orbital. These representations were gener-
ated on the basis of decisions of Shrodinger’s equations  which, as is known, predict only density of probability of 
stay of electron in this or that area of atom. We have already shown, that Shrodinger’s  equation  works behind 
frameworks of an axiom «Unities of space – matters – time», and by virtue of it deforms the real physical and 
chemical phenomena of a microcosm. Therefore we have all bases to call into question and structure of a molecule 
of the water, offered  by Bjerrum,.   
            A variety of properties which water can show is known. Opportunities of this variety are latent in distinctions 
of structure of a molecule of water. The information received by us allows to start disclosing and the analysis of 
structural features of a molecule of water. We have already shown, that electrons in atom have no orbital movement, 
and cooperate with a nucleus is similar to a rotating top. And, presence in structure of electrons and protons same 
electric and magnetic fields with obviously expressed magnetic poles allows them to enter interaction with each 
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other and to limit their rapprochement. By virtue of it connection between valent electrons in a molecule and be-
tween electrons and protons in atom can be represented simple lines [277].  
           We have already noted, that connections between atoms in a molecule form superficial electrons which we 
name also valent. Valent electrons  of atoms forming a molecule, can take up with each other or with protons of nu-
cleus if the cell of a nucleus where the proton is located, appears free.  
           Till now models of a molecule of water are represented so, that the corner between atoms of hydrogen makes 
105 0 . If to consider, that it corresponds to a reality, in view of model of a nucleus of atom of oxygen (fig. 94, а), the 
model of a molecule of water will be such, as shown in fig. 97. This model gives the basis to consider, that the elec-
trostatic forces of pushing away working between first (e1, P1) and the second (e2, P2) atoms of hydrogen, form a 
corner 105 0 . It is formed, probably, at clusters of molecules of water when it freezes and turns to ice [277]. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 97. Structure 
of a molecule of 
water with a cor-

ner 105 0  between  
atoms of hydro-

gen 
 

 
On fig. 98 the structure of a molecule of the water, following of structures of nucleus of atoms of oxygen 

and hydrogen is shown. Two electrons 1 and 2 atoms of oxygen are located on an axis of atom, and other six – on a 
circle, perpendicular axes. It is possible to assume, that a total electrostatic field of six electrons, located on a circle 
(we shall name their ring electrons), deletes the first and the second axial electrons on the greater distance from a 
nucleus of atom, than that distance from a nucleus of atom, on which take place ring electrons. Therefore axial elec-
trons of atom of oxygen are its main valent electrons. To its electrons also join electrons of atoms of hydrogen, and 
the molecule of water is formed (fig. 98) [277]. 
  By symbols 1e  also 2e  are designated electrons of atoms of hydrogen, and symbols 1P  and 2P  - protons 
of atoms of hydrogen. We shall remind, that electrons we appropriate numbers according to sequence of increase in 
their potentials of ionization. First number we have designated electron of atom of the oxygen, the having least po-
tential of ionization eVEi 618.131 = . Number 2 we have designated the second electron of atom of the oxygen, the 
having potential of ionization eVEi 116.352 = .  
 

 
 

Fig. 98. The schemes of the first (charged) model of a molecule of water: a) the spatial circuit; b) the linear circuit 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 - numbers of electrons of atom of oxygen;    
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 21, PP  - nucleus of atoms of hydrogen (protons);  
e1 and e2  - numbers of electrons of atoms of hydrogen 

 
Let's pay attention to that axial protons of a nucleus of atom of oxygen (fig. 94, а) are separated from each 

other by ring and axial neutrons. Therefore at removal from atom of oxygen of one axial electron released force 
lines of a magnetic field of an axial proton are redistributed in a chain a proton - a neutron - neutron - a proton so, 
that intensity of a magnetic field of a free axial proton will weaken, and intensity of a magnetic field of the second 
axial proton cooperating with second electron, will amplify, and energy of its ionization will increase up to 

eVEi 116.352 = .  
The described phenomenon is inherent, apparently, in all nucleus. This process is named process of satura-

tion. Otherwise equality between electrostatic forces, bring together of electrons with protons, and the magnetic 
forces limiting this rapprochement in cases when the part electrons leaves atom is broken [277]. 
            The structure of atom of hydrogen  shows fig. 80, that if this atom will incorporate to the first axial electron 
of atom of oxygen the only thing  the proton appears on a surface of a molecule and forms a zone to a positive 
charge which will be generated by a proton of atom of hydrogen. The similar zone will be generated also with a pro-
ton of the second atom of hydrogen which incorporates to the second axial electron of atom of oxygen (fig. 98). 
Negatively charged zone will generate by electrons of atom of the oxygen, located on a ring around of an axis of 
atom of oxygen [277].  

As at cooling electrons radiate photons and come nearer to a nucleus of atom, six ring electrons of atom of 
oxygen in a molecule of water (fig. 94), coming nearer to a nucleus of atom, the static field delete axial electrons 
from a nucleus. In this case distance between the atoms of hydrogen located on an axis of a molecule of water, in-
crease. Due to it the length of connection with the next molecules of water increases at its freezing. In view of it we 
prefer model of a molecule of the water shown on fig. 98, and further we shall use only this model. The analysis of 
change of properties of water with use of the model shown on fig. 97, we leave to other researchers. 
  We shall pay attention that  waters clusters are formed, first of all, a proton - proton connections when its 
two molecules incorporate coaxially. If to take into account, that the size of a proton on three order is less than size 
of electron a proton – proton connection collapses at mechanical influence on such cluster more easy. The second 
variant of formation of cluster – connection of an axial proton with ring electrons. It – a proton – electronic connec-
tion. Its durability too is less than durability electron - electronic connection which molecules of nitrogen and oxy-
gen have. These facts also clear up fluidity of water. 

Molecules of water form clusters various forms. Under certain conditions and the certain temperature (in 
winter clouds) six molecules of water join the protons of atoms of hydrogen to ring electrons of  other molecule of 
water or atom of oxygen. In result six beam structure which with increase in the size and complication forms open-
work six beam structure – a snowflake is formed. This natural process is realized at strictly certain energies of con-
nections of valent electrons which depend from energies  absorbed and radiated  photons.  

The experimental facts when the water irradiated with a melody of quiet classical music, forms symmetric 
six beam structures are known. The same structures are formed at an irradiation of water by a quiet playful voice at 
which the body praying radiates such photons which are necessary for formation of connections of symmetric struc-
tures. Not casually therefore, that such water as it is already proved, possesses medical properties. 

It is experimentally established, that at an irradiation of water jazz music in it forms ugly structures. It is 
caused by that such music initiates surrounding subjects to radiate photons with chaotically varying energies. Ab-
sorbing such photons, valent electrons  form  clusters without symmetric. Certainly, this weighty proof of harmful 
influence of jazz music on health of the person, in fact the most part of its body – water. 
             The new theory brings us such attention to the question: how many electrons in a molecule of water? 
Whether always the first and the second electrons of atom of oxygen remain in the cells at approach them electrons 
of atoms of hydrogen? At us is not present while the unequivocal answer to this question, and we are inclined to be-
lieve, that all possible variants are realized. In one cases the first and the second (axial) electrons of atom of oxygen 
are absent in a molecule of water and their place borrow electrons of atoms of hydrogen. But presence of these elec-
trons in a molecule of water as valent electrons of atoms entering connection, can incorporate not only to protons of 
the next atom, but also with its valent electrons is possible also. In view of it the structure of a molecule of water can 
differ quantity of electrons   in it, and there is a necessity to give the name to these structures.  
          Structure of a molecule of water with a full set electrons we shall name the first model (fig. 98). There are op-
portunities of formation of a molecule of water not with ten, and with 8-th electrons (fig. 99). Such model we shall 
name the second. 
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Fig. 99. The schemes of the second (unloaded) model of a molecule of water 
 
          The main distinctions between the first (fig. 98) and the second (fig. 99) models of a molecule of water consist 
that in cells of the first and the second (axial) electrons of atom of oxygen of the first model of a molecule of water 
are on two coupled electrons, and in the second model of a molecule of water in these cells settle down on one elec-
tron and consequently we have bases to name their not coupled electrons (fig. 99) [277]. 
        When coupled electrons are located only on one end of an axis of atom of oxygen, such model we shall name 
the third (fig. 100, on the right) [277]. 
  If the hypothesis about different quantity of electrons   in molecules of water will prove to be true, this fact 
appears deciding at reception of superfluous energy at electrolysis of waters. It will define the reason of positive and 
negative results of numerous experiments which were put for check of the fact of existence of additional energy at 
electrolysis of waters and its phenomena of cavitation  [277]. If water contains more than the charged molecules ex-
periment will give positive result. At a lot of the unloaded molecules the result will be negative. Provisional calcula-
tions show presence of a difference in weight of one litre of the charged and unloaded water. It can be fixed modern 
measuring devices. 
 

 
 

Fig. 100. The schemes of the third (a floor charged) models of a molecule of water 
 
  The fact of different quantity of electrons in a molecule of water has experimental acknowledgement. Ap-
peared, that at repeated pass of a solution of alkali through plasmoelectrolytic   reactor in a solution collects signifi-
cant electric potential. 
  We shall note one more experimental fact. It is known, that at rotation of water in a pipe its warm mole-
cules appear at an internal wall of a pipe, cold – is closer to an axis of a pipe. The same reason, as at similar distribu-
tion of molecules of air. At cooling a molecule of water photons and their mass radiate becomes less mass of warm 
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molecules. In result centrifugal force of inertia presses warm, heavier, molecules to an internal wall of a pipe, and 
cold, with smaller mass, there are close its axes.   
  Further we shall result results of laboratory researches from which obviously follows, that in the near fu-
ture water – the source of thermal energy second after the Sun and the basic energy carrier of the future non-
polluting hydrogen power [277]. 
       It is known, that water can possess alkaline or acid properties. Alkaline properties are formed due to the in-
creased maintenance in water hydroxyl  OH −  [277.]   

 
 

Fig. 101. The schemes of model of hydroxyl OH −  
 

         On fig. 101 the circuit of model of hydroxyl is submitted. On one end of an axis of hydroxyl  it is located elec-
tron of atom of oxygen, and another comes to the end with a proton of atom of hydrogen. Thus, hydroxyl – an ideal 
part of an electric circuit. Under action of the enclosed voltage these ions form linear clusters with positive and 
negative signs on the ends. In result the pulse of a voltage is transferred along its cluster from a minus to plus. Cer-
tainly, the current does not flow lengthways cluster. It is formed due to that an ion hydroxyl, located on the end of 
cluster at the anode gives its the electron, and a proton of atom of hydrogen at an ion located at the cathode, receives 
electron from the cathode.  
  Certainly, thus there are complex reactions. At the anode are formed, and molecules of peroxide of hydro-
gen then break up, and at the cathode molecules of hydrogen are formed. Details of these processes we shall de-
scribe later, at the analysis of process of electrolysis of waters. 
         Acid properties of water are formed, as it is accepted to count now, free protons H + , but we with this idea do 
not agree because a proton - too active formation and consequently cannot exist in water in a free condition. Acid 
properties of water are formed by the increased maintenance in it of positively charged ions of hydroxonium 
H O3

+ (fig. 102) [277]. 
         In all models of a molecule of water (fig. 98-100) ring electrons of atom of oxygen remain free, forming a 
zone of negative potential on its surface. Sizes of the third and fourth potentials of ionization of atom of oxygen 
specify that ring electrons take place  is closer to a nucleus of atom of oxygen, than axial, therefore the most part of 
their electric and magnetic force lines is included in connection with a nucleus of atom of oxygen, and they are less 
active, than the first and the second axial electrons.  
            That one of ring electrons has taken up with a proton or electrons  of next atom, it is necessary for it to rise in 
the cell and to leave from a nucleus of atom of oxygen. For realization of such process it is necessary for it to swal-
low up a photon from an environment. If it will take place, it will leave from a nucleus, will come nearer to a surface 
of atom, and only then conditions for interaction between electric and magnetic fields of both electrons will appear. 
If one of ring electrons of atom of oxygen will incorporate with electron of atom of hydrogen, the ion hydroxonium  
H O3

+ is formed, which will generate acid properties of water (fig. 102) [277].  
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Fig. 102. The schemes of an ion hydroxonium   H O3
+  

 
          At such succession of events on a surface of a molecule of water three zones with positive potential will ap-
pear and it becomes positively charged ion H O3

+ which name hydroxonium (fig. 102). Thus, acid properties of a 

solution are defined not with a proton (a positive ion H + ), and a positive ion hydroxonium H O3
+ . Process of re-

moval electron from a nucleus of atom is accompanied by absorption of photons from an environment, therefore 
process of formation of an ion hydroxonium  endo-thermal. 
  Peroxide of hydrogen 22OH , also is formed of water. In its structure two atoms of oxygen O2  and two 
atoms of hydrogen H2  (fig. 103) [277].  
 

 
 

Fig. 103. Schemes of molecules of peroxide of hydrogen 22OH  
 

  Pure peroxide of hydrogen – colorless  a liquid possessing strong oxidizing properties. This feature of per-
oxide of hydrogen allows to establish combinations of atoms of oxygen and hydrogen which this liquid can have.   
               Variants of a combination of atoms of hydrogen and oxygen are submitted on fig. 103. The structure sub-
mitted on fig. 103, and, is equivalent to a molecule of water (fig. 98) as the ends of an axis of a molecule come to 
the end with protons 1Р 2Р  atoms of hydrogen. Such structure cannot be active as activity define  by electrons. 
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Therefore there are bases to believe, that the molecule of peroxide of hydrogen has the structure shown on fig. 103, 
b. At this structure on the ends of an axis electrons, as well as at a molecule of oxygen.   
         The structure shown on fig. 103, with, is equivalent to structure of a molecule parahydrogen (fig. 84, с) which 
too does not possess properties of activity at usual temperature. 
 

11.12. Power balance of processes of synthesis  
molecules of oxygen, hydrogen and water 

 
           In engineering practice on service of ventilating systems occurrence of superfluous thermal energy in circu-
lating air is revealed. The similar phenomenon is fixed and in systems of circulation of water with devices for its ac-
tive cuvitation. Results of our researches not only explain the reason of these phenomena, but allow to do quantita-
tive calculations of the power processes generating additional thermal energy [277]. 
         Atom of oxygen – the eighth element of a periodic table of the chemical elements, located in its sixth group. 
The structure of atom and its nucleus are shown on fig. 91. 

The least energy of ionization of the first valent electron of atom of oxygen is equal Ei = 
13.618 eV, and energy of its connection with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to the first 
power level, - E1 =13.752 eV. Others of energy of connection of its electron with a nucleus of 
atom are resulted in tab. 25, 26.  
  It is known, that process of synthesis of molecules of oxygen is accompanied by alloca-
tion 495 J/mol  energy or counting upon one molecule  
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  By what principle the Nature is guided, distributing energy 5.13 eV between electrons of 
molecules of oxygen (fig. 104, а)? Energy 5.13 eV – thermal energy of connection between elec-
trons 1 and 2 ’ two atoms of oxygen (fig. 104, а). At formation of a molecule of oxygen it is ra-
diated as photons by electrons, entering in connection. This implies, that it is equal to the sum 
energies of two photons radiated by these electrons. Hence, everyone electron, entering in con-
tact, radiates on a photon with energies 5.13/2=2.565eV (fig. 104). According to tab. 25 valent 
electrons in this case borrow positions between the second and third power levels. 
  Two atoms of oxygen incorporate in a molecule in a condition of excitation. The condi-
tion of excitation considers such condition of atom at which its valent electrons are removed 
from nucleus on such distances when energy of connection between them decreases up to thou-
sand shares of electron-volt. In such condition the atom can lose electron and to begin an ion. Or, 
not losing electrons, it incorporates valent electron with electron of the next atom and process of 
formation of a molecule of oxygen begins. It – exotermic process at which axial valent electrons 
1 and 2 ’, radiating photons and falling on lower power levels, allocate fE = 2.565х2=5.13 eV.  
             Let's pay attention to that thermal energy 5.13 eV is allocated to two electrons, forming 
electrodynamics connection with energy 2.56 eV. In modern chemistry this connection refers to 
covalent. For its destruction it is enough to spend 2.56 eV mechanical energy. For thermal break 
of this connection of energy it is required twice more, that is 5.13 eV. It speaks that energy of a 
photon 5.13 eV is absorbed simultaneously to two electrons. Only in this case both electrons will 
be transferred to the highest power levels with the minimal energy of electrodynamics connec-
tion at which they are separated, and each atom of oxygen becomes free.  
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Fig. 104. The schemes of distribution energies of  connections between electrons in a molecule 

of oxygen 
 
  Thus, expenses of energy for destruction of a molecule of oxygen depend on a way of in-
fluence on connection. At thermal influence on connection it collapses at energy 5.13 eV. At 
mechanical influence on connection it is enough to spend 2.56 eV energy to destroy this connec-
tion. This implies, that the power of process of synthesis of a molecule of oxygen depends on a 
way of its destruction. 
            After thermal destruction of a molecule of oxygen process of its formation begins with 
radiation by both valent electrons on a photon with energies 2.56 eV and former electrodynamics 
energy of connection (2.56 eV) between electrons both atoms is restored. 
             Thus, at thermal destruction of a molecule of oxygen of thermal energy it is spent as 
much, how many it is allocated at its subsequent synthesis. Any additional energy at thermal dis-
sociation of molecules of oxygen and its subsequent synthesis do not appear [277]. 
  If a molecule of oxygen to destroy in the mechanical way for this purpose it is enough to 
spend 2.56 eV mechanical energy. Thus valent electrons of atoms of oxygen appear in a free 
condition at lack of the energy corresponding to such condition as process of absorption by each 
of them 2.56 eV energy was absent. In such condition electrons cannot remain, they should fill 
immediately energy which they have not received at mechanical break of connection between 
them. Where they will take it? A source one – an environment, that is the physical vacuum filled 
with an ether. They immediately absorb an ether, restoring the mass equivalent to energy 2.56 
eV.  
                The following phase – repeated connection of two atoms of oxygen, valent electrons 
which stocks of the energy have filled up due to an ether. This process is accompanied by radia-
tion by  two electrons photons with energies 2.56 eV. So energy of the absorbed ether will be 
transformed to thermal energy of photons. Having spent 2.56 eV mechanical energy on destruc-
tion of a molecule of oxygen, at the subsequent synthesis of this molecule we receive energy 
twice more (2.56x2=5.13 eV). Additional energy appears equal 2.56 eV on one molecule or 248 
kJ/mol.  
  There are many experimental data, showing, that in ventilating systems thermal energy 
of circulating air surpasses the electric energy spent for a drive of fans. Now we know, that this 
energy is generated at mechanical destruction covalent connections in molecules of gases of 
which air will consist. 
  Using the stated technique, we shall analyse power of a molecule of water which also in 
some cases generates additional thermal energy. The molecule of water will consist of one atom 
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of oxygen and two atoms of hydrogen. To energy of connection bE  of atoms of hydrogen with 
its nucleus are submitted in tab. 9. 
            It is known, that connection of hydrogen with oxygen occurs in most cases to explosion, 
but the reason of it till now is not known. We shall try to find it [277].  
           Energy of synthesis of a molecule of hydrogen is equal 436kJ/mol or 4.53eV on one 
molecule. As the molecule will consist of two atoms the specified energy is distributed between 
them. Thus, energy of one connection between atoms of hydrogen appears equal 2.26eV (fig. 
84). At thermal destruction of this connection of energy it is required twice more, namely 
2.26х2=4.53 eV.   
  We shall pay attention that on fig. 83 two atoms of hydrogen form a molecule of hydro-
gen, forming three connections. The impression is created, that on one connection’s energy 
4.53/3=1.51eV should have. This size is equal to energy of connection electron of atom of hy-
drogen (tab. 9) at the moment of its stay at the third power level and closer to energy of connec-
tion 1.53eV the first electron of atom of oxygen (tab. 25) at the moment of stay of it also at the 
third power level.  
  For formation of two molecules of water it is necessary to destroy on atoms two mole-
cules of hydrogen and one molecule of oxygen. If processes of destruction of the specified mole-
cules to carry out in the thermal way on destruction of two molecules of hydrogen it is required 
4.53+4.53=9.06eV, and on destruction of one molecule of oxygen – 5.13eV. In the sum it will 
make 14.19eV.  
  It is known, that at synthesis of one asking waters it is allocated 285.8 kJ or 

eV96.2106.11002.6/10008.285 1923 =⋅⋅⋅⋅ −  for one molecule. As the molecule of water will con-
sist of one atom of oxygen and two atoms of hydrogen on one connection it is necessary 
2.96/2=1.48eV to thermal energy (fig. 105). This implies, that electrons of atoms of hydrogen 
and oxygen in a molecule of water are at usual temperature (1.48/2=0.74eV) between the fourth 
and fifth power levels (tab. 9, 25). 
  Thus for destruction of two molecules of hydrogen and one molecule of oxygen by ther-
mal way it is spent 14.19eV in summary synthesis of two molecules of water it is allocated 
2.96х2=5.98eV. It contradicts the that fact, that process of synthesis of a molecule of water is 
exotermic  with allocation 2.96 eV one molecule. The resulted calculation specifies that at syn-
thesis of one molecule of water is absorbed (14.19-5.98/2 = 4.10 eV. In what the reason of this 
contradiction?  
 

 
 

Fig. 105. The schemes of a molecule of water: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 - numbers of electrons of atom of oxygen;   21, PP  - 
nucleus of atoms of hydrogen (protons); e1 and e2  - numbers of electrons of atoms of hydrogen 
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               At transition from gaseous in a liquid condition the atom of oxygen in a molecule of 
water should reduce the volume. It will take place, if ring electrons of atom of oxygen will be 
lowered on lower power levels (closer to a nucleus). Thus they it is necessary radiate photons, 
and we already know their common energy. It is equal to the energy spent for destruction of two 
molecules of hydrogen and one molecule of oxygen, that is – 14.19eV. As at two molecules of 
water 12 ring electrons, each of them radiate14.19/12=1.18eV (fig. 105). It is more energy (0.74 
eV) connections with a nucleus axial electrons and specifies that ring electrons are located closer 
to a nucleus, than axial [277].  
  In this case the quantity of the energy received as a result of synthesis of two molecules 
of water (14.19+5.98) eV, appears more energy, spent on destruction of two molecules of hydro-
gen (9.06 eV) and one molecule of oxygen (5.13 eV). The generated difference energies 5.98 eV 
will divide between two molecules of water. On one molecule it is necessary 5.98/2=2.99 eV or 
285.8 kJ/mol, that fully complies with existing experimental data. 
  Stated clears up the reason of explosion at connection of hydrogen with oxygen above. 
Simultaneous transition of six ring electrons each atom of oxygen in born molecules of water on 
lower power levels is accompanied by simultaneous radiation of photons which generate the phe-
nomenon of explosion. 
  We shall pay attention that on fig. 104, b two energy of connection between valent elec-
trons e2 and 2 are shown, and also between 1 and e1. Energy of one electrodynamics connection 
is equal 0.74 eV. If this connection to destroy in the thermal way it is required 0,74х2=1,48 eV. 
The same energy will be allocated at the subsequent synthesis of a molecule of water from atom 
of hydrogen H  and an ion hydroxyl −OH . Additional thermal energy in this case is not gener-
ated. 
  However, if the specified connection to destroy in the mechanical way, spending on 0.74 
eV on each connection after its break at everyone electrons the deficiency of energy equal 0.74 
eV is formed. This energy will be immediately absorbed from an environment and radiated at re-
peated synthesis of a molecule of water from atom of hydrogen H  and an ion hydroxyl −OH . 
So one covalent chemical connection at mechanical destruction of a molecule of water forms 
0.74 eV additional thermal energy which as we have already noted, is steadily registered in sys-
tems cuvitation of waters.  
  It is known, that molecules of water, being united, form clusters. Mechanical destruction 
of connections between clusters and the subsequent synthesis of these connections also should be 
accompanied by allocation of additional thermal energy. 
           In the Russian market already some firms sell cavitation  the water-heating equipment 
with a parameter of power efficiency up to 150 %. It is already proved, that at increase in steps 
of cavitation of power efficiency of such processes grows. A source of the additional energy 
generated by these heating devices, the physical vacuum is. Electrons of clusters  take this en-
ergy from physical vacuum after mechanical destruction of their connections and allocate it at 
the subsequent synthesis of ions, molecules and clusters. 
 

11.13. Power of chemical connections of a molecule of ozone 
 
  Ozone – the gaseous substance consisting of three atoms of oxygen. To destroy a molecule of oxygen, it is 
necessary to spend 5.13 eV energy. At synthesis of two molecules of ozone it is allocated 2.99 eV energy. In result 
the difference энергий 5.13-2.99=2.15 eV is formed. Authors of the fundamental monography [13] devoted to 
ozone, assert, that energy 2.15 eV is absorbed by the third unknown particle M participating in this process. A role 
of this particle can carry out: atom of oxygen, a molecule of oxygen and ozone, and also any other molecule present 
in a zone of synthesis of molecules of ozone. Such assumption is done that the law of conservation of energy was 
not broken. Thus reaction of synthesis of a molecule of ozone enters the name so [203] 

MOMOO +→++ 32 .                                        (266) 
                           
  It, at least, a strange assumption. It is known, that during synthesis and dissociation  molecules each por-
tion of energy has the owner. Therefore there is a necessity to find the true owner of energy 2.15 eV.  
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               The structure of a nucleus and atom of oxygen are shown on fig. 94, and. Process of formation of a mole-
cule of ozone begins with destruction of a molecule of oxygen (fig. 94). For this purpose, apparently (fig. 94, b), it is 
necessary to destroy connection between electrons 1 and 2 ’. To break off this connection, it is necessary specified 
electron to transfer both to distant power levels with minimal energies of connection. For this purpose it is enough to 
irradiate a molecule with photons with energies, close to energy 5.13 eV. Each photon will be simultaneously ab-
sorbed to two by these valent electrons so,  that its energy will divide half-and-half (5.13/2=2.565eV). Thus, both 
valent electrons 1 and 2 ’, having received on 2.565eV energy, pass to the most distant power levels, losing touch 
with each other. In result there are two atoms of oxygen with axial electrons in the excited condition. They immedi-
ately start to incorporate to the second valent electrons of atoms of the oxygen, taking place in structure of its mole-
cule (fig. 106). 
              As formation of ozone goes on the equation 32 22 OOOO →++  for synthesis of two 
molecules of ozone 3O  it is necessary to destroy one molecule of oxygen 2O . For this purpose it 
is necessary to transfer in the excited condition 2 electrons, having spent on it 2.565х2=5.13 eV.  
 

 
 
Fig. 106. The scheme of distribution energies of connections in a molecule of ozone 3O  
 
               It is known, that at disintegration of two mol of ozone it is allocated 288 kJ. Counting 
upon one molecule we have 
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  Process of formation of ozone begins at the slightest downturn of temperature in a zone 
where atoms of oxygen are in the excited condition. Thus their valent electrons, incorporating 
with valent electrons of atoms of oxygen in its molecules, radiate photons with such total energy, 
that the rest before the absorbed energy (5.13 eV) appeared equal to energy 2.99 eV formations 
of two molecules of ozone. Then energy of the radiated photons appears equal 5.13-
2.99=2.15eV. This energy is spent for formation of connections in two molecules of ozone hav-
ing 4 valent electrons. The energy of connection corresponding to one electron, appears equal 
2.15/4=0.54 eV (fig. 106). Valent electrons in this case are almost at the fifth power levels (tab. 
25). 

Apparently (fig. 106), the molecule of ozone is longer than a molecule of oxygen (fig. 94), 
and energy of connection (0.54 eV) between the third, joined atom of oxygen, almost five times 
is less, than between atoms of oxygen (2.56 eV) in its molecule. In result durability of a mole-
cule of ozone is less, than molecules of oxygen and it collapses more easy, forming molecules of 
oxygen and its atoms. Presence of light photons suffices for this purpose, which energy changes 
in a range (1.60 – 3.27) eV (tab. 4).  
            After destruction of two molecules of ozone valent electrons the separated atoms of oxy-
gen pass in the excited condition, absorbing 0.54х4=2.15 eV energy. Appearing on the highest 
power levels, they are separated and after a phase of a free condition form a molecule of oxygen, 
radiating photons with the total energy equal 5.13 eV. The difference between the radiated en-
ergy 5.13 eV and energy 2.15 eV, absorbed to four electrons, appears equal energy of dissocia-
tion two molecules of ozone 2.99 eV or 288 kJ/ as asking. From stated follows, that at mechani-
cal or electrodynamics destruction of molecules of oxygen for the subsequent formation of mole-
cules of ozone of energy it is spent less, than at a laser irradiation of molecules of oxygen.  
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11.14. A molecule of benzene 
 The  atoms of any chemical element connect their valent electrons.The molecule of ben-
zene 66НС  (fig. 107, а) here is how looks. It is a cell carbon nanotube  (fig. 107, b) [277]. 

 
 

Fig. 107. а) the scheme of a molecule of benzene 66НС ;  
b) Carbon nanotube (it is taken from the Internet) 

 
The conclusion 

 
  Absence of orbital movement of electron in atom shows a new principle of formation of atoms and mole-
cules which allows to analyze power of these processes in details. 
 

11.15. Clusters and their energy of connection 
 

        It is known, that molecules of water can incorporate with each other, forming the whole associations which re-
fer to clusters. The clusters is a set of the same molecules and the ions connected among themselves as was consid-
ered earlier, hydrogen connections. And it is valid so. Molecules of water can connect in clusters by protons of at-
oms of hydrogen (fig. 108) [277].  
          Now we can name their proton connections. The chemical formula of clusters, consisting of n  ions H O3

+  
and molecules of water here is how enters the name 
 

                                     H O H O H O H O H On n3 2 1 2 3 2
+

−
++ →( ) ( ) .                                 (268) 

 
     At participation of an ion OH −  reaction proceeds so 
 

                                        OH H O H O OH H On n
−

−
−+ →( ) ( ) .2 1 2 2                              (269) 

 
  On fig. 108 are shown theoretical (fig. 108, a  and, b) and experimental (fig. 108,  c d, e) clusters of mole-
cules of water.  
     There are also experimental data energies of connections between molecules of water and ions H O3

+  and OH −  
at their different quantity in linear кластере (fig. 108, and  tab. 40) [1], [201], [277].    
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Fig. 108. The clusters of molecules of water: а) and b) - linear and six beam theoretical clusters; с) six beam cluster, 
generated by classical music; d) six beam cluster, generated by a prayful voice of the believer; е) six beam cluster, 

destroyed by mobile phone 
 

    Table 40. Values energies of connections in clusters,  eV  
Values. n 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 

H O H O n3 2
+( )  1.56 0.97 0.74 0.67 0.57 0.51 0.45 

OH H O n
−( )2

 1.10 0.71 0.66 0.62 0.61 - - 

           
       In modern chemistry it is considered to be, that process of formation of clusters of water are endothermic, that is 
at formation of clusters the electrons, connecting molecules with each other, absorb photons and leave from nucleus 

of atoms in the cells. For example, at n=7 on formation of cluster  723 )( OHOH +  (tab. 40) is spent 
(1.56+0.97+0.74+0.67+0.57+0.51+0.45 =5.47 eV. 
  Having structures of molecules of water (fig. 98-100), we see also other opportunities of formation of clus-
ters. There are no restrictions for formation a proton - proton connections between molecules of water. So, protons 
of atoms of hydrogen in molecules of water, incorporating, with each other, form association of two and more mole-
cules (fig. 108, а). Besides ions −OH  (fig. 101) can generate three proton - proton connections with a molecule of 
water. In this process can be involved and protons of the second atoms of hydrogen in a molecule of water and pro-
tons of ions +

3ОН  (fig. 102), and also ring electrons of atoms of oxygen in a molecule of water. In result the quan-
tity of molecules in cluster increases, and the structure of cluster becomes complicated (fig. 108, a, b, c, d, e). 
  Thus, for formation of clusters of waters absolutely not necessarily presence at it of ions гидроксила 

−ОН  and hydroxonium +
3ОН . We shall pay attention to structure of a molecule ortohydrogen on fig. 84, b. It can 

be a link in cluster and after its destruction hydrogen can be born at once not in atomic, and in a molecular condi-
tion. It occurs at the phenomenon cavitations or at photosynthesis.  
  If in usual conditions of a molecule of water are united in the associations named clusters at transition in a 
vaporous condition energy of connection between clusters comes nearer to zero, and we have an opportunity to cal-
culate energy of connection between molecules in cluster at temperature 20С 0 . For this purpose we use energy of 
steam formation of 2595.2 kJ/kg. We shall transfer this energy in electron-volt counting upon one molecule (fig. 
108) [270], [277]. 
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  This result is close to energy of connection (0.54 eV) of electron of atom of hydrogen at the moment of its 
stay at the fifth power level (tab. 9) and testifies that at a proton of this atom the most part of magnetic force lines 
goes on connection with electron, and the smaller part is free and can be involved on connection with a proton of 
atom of hydrogen of the next molecule of water (fig. 108, а).  
  There is also an opportunity to calculate the energy spent on heating of one molecule of water on one de-
gree. It is known, that at heating one litre of water from 20С 0 up to 100С 0 it is spent 335.2 kJ energy. Counting 
upon one molecule it will make 
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       It - size of energy, on which energy of connection of molecules of water in clusters will change if to heat up it 
from 20С 0 up to 100С 0 . Having divided 0.063 eV on 80, we shall receive size on which energy of connection be-
tween molecules of water in clusters changes at its heating on one degree. It appears equal 0.00078 eV. This energy 
corresponds to photons of a relic range (tab. 4).  
  Thus, the minimal energy of the photons absorbed by electrons of a molecule of water at heating, corre-
sponds to energies of photons of a relic range that serves as the additional indirect demonstration of that this range is 
border of existence of individual photons [277]. 

          On fig. 108, and it is shown linear cluster from 2 molecules of water. Energy of connec-
tion between protons of atoms of hydrogen in it cluster is equal 0.485 eV (264) at temperature 
20 C. At heating this energy of connection decreases for one degree on 0.00078 eV. The 
minimal size on which this energy of connection can change, is equal to energy 0.000022 eV 
an absorbed photon with the maximal length of a wave 0.056м. This implies, that the minimal 
gradient of change  of water is close to 0.000022/0.00078=0.03  [201], [277].   

  Now there is an opportunity   To specify number of a power level on which are electrons of atoms of 
hydrogen in a molecule of water. For this purpose we shall transfer energy (286 kJ) synthesis of one asking waters 
in electron-volt 
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          Counting upon one connection we have 2.97/2=1.485 eV. It is close to energy of con-
nection 1.51 eV the electron of atom of the hydrogen, corresponding to its stay at the third 
power level. This implies, that electrons of atoms of hydrogen and oxygen in a molecule of 
water are at usual temperature (1.48/2=0.74eV) between the fourth and fifth power levels 
[276], [277].   

               At transition from gaseous in a liquid condition atom of oxygen (fig. 94, b) in a mole-
cule of water should reduce the volume. It will take place, if ring electrons of atom of oxygen 
will be lowered on lower power levels (closer to a nucleus). Thus each of 6 ring electrons radiate 
a photon with energy 1.18 eV (fig. 105). It is more energy (0.74 eV) connections with a nucleus 
axial electrons and specifies that ring electrons are located closer to a nucleus, than axial [201], 
[270].    

  The stated above, clears up the reason of explosion at connection of hydrogen with oxy-
gen and formations of a molecule of water (fig. 98). Simultaneous transition of six ring electrons 
of each atom of oxygen in born molecules of water on lower power levels is accompanied by si-
multaneous radiation of photons which generate the phenomenon of explosion as their sizes on 
5-7 orders there are more than sizes of electrons, radiating photons. 
            Here there is one more problem about which some words are necessary to tell even.  Under what law mag-
netic poles of protons in nucleus of atoms alternate? The reader understands, that the full answer to this question - 
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the new book and not one, therefore we shall result while the brief answer which seems obvious. There can not be 
southern or northern magnetic poles of all protons of a nucleus directed to its surface or to the center. They alternate 
so that durability of a nucleus amplified.  
         It is uneasy to see, that axial neutrons and protons in a nucleus of atom of oxygen (fig. 94, а), incorporating 
heteronymic magnetic poles, on the different ends of an axis of a nucleus have different magnetic poles. It automati-
cally results in different magnetic polarity of protons of atoms of hydrogen in a molecule of water. In this case per-
fect conditions for a proton - proton connection between molecules of water and formation of clusters are formed.  
  There are bases to believe, that the same proton in different nucleus of atoms can so to settle down, that 
northern magnetic pole in one nucleus will be directed to the center of a nucleus, and in the friend - to its surface. 
Such arrangement of a magnetic field of a proton provides formation a proton - proton connection between mole-
cules of water at formation of clusters. 

The beginning of formation   Various magnetic poles valent electrons on a surface of atoms are their 
nucleus, therefore there are bases to expect, that to this attribute all nucleus and atoms share on two classes which 
can be named "man's" and "female". 

Duration of processes of cultivation of various crystals confirms this fact. The crystal can grow only due to 
approach to valent electrons its superficial molecules valent electrons other molecules at which opposite magnetic 
poles are free.   
  If to imagine cluster from two molecules of water having the forms of spheres with diameters about 100 
meters the protons located on a surface of these spheres and connecting them in cluster, have the millimetric sizes. 
The slightest, even mechanical, influence will destroy this system, creating conditions for fluidity of molecules of 
water. 
  If clusters were formed by electron - by electronic connections they would have already meter sizes on a 
surface of hundred-meter molecules. 
            On fig. 108, b) one variant of the beginning of formation of six beam cluster of molecules 
of water is shown. Protons of atoms of hydrogen of other molecules of water join six ring elec-
trons of atom of oxygen in a molecule of water. The free ends of the formed six beams can come 
to the end with axial protons (Р) atoms of hydrogen in molecules of water (fig. 108, b) or axial 
electrons (е) atoms of oxygen (fig. 108, b) [201], [270], [277].   

  The presence on the ends of six beams of protons or electron with free magnetic poles 
provides connection to them of other molecules of water or ions −ОН  and +

3ОН  (fig. 108, b). 
Thus formation and growth of six beam clusters of molecules of water [201], [270], [277] is pro-
vided.   

  The resulted intervals of change of energies between molecules and ions −ОН  and +
3ОН  

in six beam clusters also explain connection variety architectonics of these formations (fig. 108). 
When rhythmical classical music it has rhythmical stimulating an effect on ring electrons of 
molecules of nitrogen and oxygen of air and those plays, radiating at this influence photons with 
ordered electrons, promote formation of six clusters (fig. 108, с) molecules of water and its ions 

−ОН  and +
3ОН  [201], [270], [277].   

  The calmed brain and a body of the praying person also radiate photons with ordered en-
ergies, and it too results in formation of six beam clusters (fig. 108, d). The cellular telephone ra-
diates powerful photons with various energies which at once destroy connections between mole-
cules in cluster and it collapses (fig. 108, e). The similar result turns out at execution of jazz mu-
sic. Its chaotic, quickly change sounds, are transferred molecules of air and those radiate photons 
with a different range energies. At their absorption by electrons of clusters of waters of energy of 
connection between molecules of cluster can decrease up to zero. In result cluster collapses (fig. 
108, e) [201], [270], [277].   
  In one cubic metre of water contains 1000х0.09=90 gr. of hydrogen.  One gramme of molecular hydrogen 
contents equally 142 kJ.  One cubic metre of hydrogen it appears such 142х90=12780 kJ. Received energy 12780 kJ 
is equivalent (12780/3600 =3.55 kWh. If it will be possible to achieve smaller expenses of energy for reception of 
one cubic metre of hydrogen, than 3.55 kJ it becomes the competitive energy carrier. 
  The analysis of model of electron (fig. 41) shows an opportunity of formation electron’s clusters. Hetero-
nymic magnetic a strip electrons pull together them, and the same electric fields limit this rapproachement. Reliabil-
ity of this consequence is confirmed with experiments [188]. 
  In view of stated, we have strong reasons to believe, that the electric spark is formed by photons which are 
radiated by electrons at formation electron-ionic clusters.  
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           The similar phenomenon proceeds and in storm lightnings. A primary factor providing realization of this 
phenomenon, concurrence of vectors of the magnetic moments and spins of electrons and ions is. Due to this at for-
mation electron’s cluster pull together not only their heteronymic magnetic poles, but also the unidirectional proc-
esses of their rotation (fig. 41). 
 

THE CONCLUSION 
 
  Thus, processes of formation of beam clusters of waters follow six from the structures of nucleus revealed 
by us and atoms of hydrogen and oxygen and from structure of a molecule of water and its ions. Due to this the in-
formation on these processes gets the closed character and deprives with us an opportunity to doubt of its reliability. 
Ahead detailed calculations energies of connections between molecules and ions clusters of water which will allow 
to understand the reason of a variety architectonics  its to six beam clusters. 
 
 

12. INTRODUCTION IN NEW ELECTRODYNAMICS 
 

The prologue 
 

        Electrodynamics – section of physics in which the carriers of an electricity formed by them electric and mag-
netic fields are studied, and also interactions between them. It was born in the beginning of 19-th century, in days of 
Faraday  and Maxwell. 
          Experimental basis of existing electrodynamics is the law of an electromagnetic induction open by Michael 
Faraday in 1831. The essence of this law can be expressed so: the variable electric field creates a magnetic field, and 
the variable magnetic field creates an electric field. On the basis of  it is considered, that work of electromotors, 
electrogenerators, transformers and other numerous electrotechnical devices – result of interaction electric and mag-
netic fields. We shall check up connection with a reality of such representations.  
 

12.1. Movement of electrons along wires 
(Plus – a minus, the south - north) 

 
        We have already shown, that electron represents hollow torus which has two rotations: concerning an axis of 
symmetry and to a ring axis тора. Rotation concerning a ring axis torus forms a magnetic field of electron, and 
directions of magnetic force lines of this field form two magnetic poles: northern N and southern S (fig. 41). 
Rotation of electron concerning the central axis the kinetic moment h  - vector size operates. The magnetic moment 

of electron еМ  - too size vector, conterminous to a direction of a vector of the kinetic moment h . Both these of a 
vector form northern magnetic pole of electron (N), and on the other end of the central axis of its rotation the 
southern magnetic pole (S) is formed. Formation of so complex structure of electron (fig. 41) operate more than 20 
constants. Having this common information on structure of electron, we shall start the analysis of its behavior in 
wires [270], [277].. 
            As protons are in nucleus of atoms, and electrons on their surface it is quite natural, that in a wire can be only 
free electrons. In result there is a question: how in a wire with a direct current it is formed on one end plus potential 
which carrier are protons, and on the friend - minus which carrier are electrons? [270], [276], [277]. 
              To find the answer to above formulated question, we shall analyze work plasmoelectrolytic  cells (the Pat-
ent № 2157862, fig. 109). The essence of process of work plasmoelectrolytic cells (fig. 109) consists in the follow-
ing. As the area of a surface of the cathode 1 in tens times is less than area of a surface of the anode the big density 
of a current on a surface of the cathode 1 forms a stream of positive ions electrolytic solution, directed to it. In this 
stream is and positively charged protons of atoms of the hydrogen, the waters separated from molecules. They coop-
erate with electrons, radiated by cathode, form atoms of hydrogen which set forms in a solution, in zone Р of the 
cathode 1, plasma of atomic hydrogen with temperature up to 5000 C (fig. 109).  
  The analyzing electrolytic  process proceeding in this cell, it is necessary to take into account, that protons 
almost all atoms are located in nucleus deeply enough from their superficial zone. Besides they are shielded elec-
trons. Exception is the atom of hydrogen (fig. 80), a representing core, on which one end negatively charged elec-
tron e , and on the friend – positively charged proton P . Due to this, in electrolytic solution there are the positive 
and negative potentials generated by electrons and protons of atoms of hydrogen, taking place in structure of ions 
(fig. 110).  
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Fig. 109. The scheme plasmoelectrolytyc cells:  

 The 1-cathode and entrance branch pipe for a solution; the 2-anode as the cylinder;   
3 - a final branch pipe steam gas mixes; É-É – a zone of plasma 

 
          New electrons come in electrolytic solution from the cathode (-) (fig. 109, 110) and, incorporating to protons, 
form atoms of hydrogen (fig. 80), and ions −ОН   carry superfluous electrons to the anode (+) (fig. 109, 110).            
          Thus, negatively charged ions gather at the anode and transfer it superfluous electrons which move on a wire 
from plus (+) to a minus (-). As the neighbourhood free electrons and free protons comes to an end formation of at-
oms of hydrogen which exist only in a plasma condition (fig. 109, zone Р. Р) simultaneous existence of free protons 
and free electrons in a wire on which the current flows is excluded [270], [276], [277]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 110. The scheme of orientation ionic cluster −ОН in an electric field  
(Р, 1 – atom of hydrogen) 

 
  This simple example brightly shows, that electrons move on wires from plus (fig. 109) to a minus.   
           As in wires of an electric circuit circulate only electrons, having a negative charge and two magnetic poles: 
northern and southern their behavior magnetic poles of magnets of generators of power stations operate.  
        Thus, the analysis  the electrolytic  process proceeding in electrolytic a cell (fig. 109), shows, that in electro-
lytic solution electrons move in structure of ions from a minus to plus, and in a wire from plus to a minus. 
  If the power supply is the accumulator or the battery signs plus (+) and a minus (-) belong to their plugs. 
Here all is clear. And if a source of a constant voltage is the rectifier connected to a network of an alternating current 
occurrence of plus and a minus on plugs of the rectifier forms a series of questions.  
          The generator of power station generates a variable voltage which carriers are only electrons. Whence then on 
plugs of the rectifier there are signs plus and a minus? It is a question to electricians and electronicians. Why they 
are reconciled with the described contradiction? But we have no right to ignore it as absence of the answer to this 
question forms the deformed representations about essence of the processes proceeding in electrotechnical and elec-
tronic devices. 
  So, presence of model of electron (fig. 41) allows us to start search of the answer to the put question. It is 
quite natural, that it should be based on experimental data. We shall begin with the most simple – studying of proc-
ess of a deviation of an pointer of the compass put on a wire or under a wire on which the current flows. 
        On fig. 111 the electric circuit, which directions of wires oriented  on the north (N) is shown. At absence of a 
current in a wire a direction of arrows of compasses A, B, C and D coincide with a direction of the right and left 
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wires on north N. At inclusion of a current around of a wire there is a magnetic field and pointer of compasses devi-
ate [276].. 
        When electrons move on a wire in a direction from the south (S) on the north (N) the arrow of compass A lo-
cated above a wire, deviates to the right, and an pointer of compass B located under a wire, – to the left (tab. 41). 
From these results follows, that the magnetic field around of a wire is twirled against a course of a hour hand and 
has the magnetic moment 0M .  

Table 41. Corners of a deviation of pointers of compasses A and B at various currents (fig. 110) 
Current, I  α , a degrees β , a degrees 

1,0 A 34,0 33,0 
2,0  48,0 50,0 
3,0  57,0 58,0 

 
         The same electrons which move on the right wire from the north (N) on the south (S), form around of it oppo-
site directed magnetic field and pointers of similar compasses  of C and D deviate opposite to a deviation of pointers 
of compasses A and B (fig. 111). 
        On fig. 112 circuits of magnetic fields around of wires are submitted. It is quite natural, that these fields form 
electrons, moving on wires (fig. 111). From the circuit of a magnetic field around of a wire (fig. 111, and, 112, а) 
follows, that it can be generated only in the event that northern magnetic poles of electrons (fig. 41) are directed up-
wards, aside the minus end of a wire, and southern - downwards, aside plus the end of a wire (fig. 111, а). On fig. 
111, b) electrons move downwards and form around of a wire a magnetic field (fig. 112, b) which direction is oppo-
site to a direction of a magnetic field around of a wire when electrons move upwards (fig. 112, а) It means, that plus 
the end of a wire is equivalent to a southern magnetic pole (S), and minus – northern (N) (fig. 112) [270], [276], 
[277]. 
         From this experiment follows, that the magnetic field around of a wire at its such orientation is twirled against 
a course of a hour hand and has the magnetic moment 0М .  
         So, the results of experiment submitted on fig. 111 and in tab. 41, show, that a direction of the magnetic field 
formed around of a wire, coincides with a direction of rotation free electrons e in it (fig. 111, 112), therefore the 
direction of a current coincides with a direction of movement of electrons [270], [276], [277].   

 
Fig. 111. The scheme of experiment on formation of a magnetic field by electrons e ,  

moving on a wire 
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Fig. 112. Schemes of movement electrons in a wire from plus (+) to a minus (-) and formations on its ends southern 

(S) and northern (N) magnetic poles and a magnetic field 0М  
around of a wire: а) electrons are focused upwards; b) electrons are focused downwards 

 
         Thus, directions of force lines of the magnetic field formed around of a wire with a current, correspond to such 
orientation free electrons in it at which they move from plus to a minus, being guided so, that southern poles of 
magnetic fields of electrons appear directed to plus to the end of a wire, and northern - to minus (fig. 111, 112).  
  This simple example brightly shows, that if the power supply is the accumulator or the battery, electrons 
move on wires from plus (fig. 111, 112) to a minus. Such picture will completely be coordinated to structure of 
electrons (fig. 41) and unequivocally proves, that free electrons of wires with a constant voltage are revolved by 
southern magnetic poles to the positive end of a wire, and northern – to negative. In this case presence at wires 
of free protons for formation of positive potential as free electrons of wires form on its ends not heteronymic electric 
charges, and heteronymic magnetic poles is not required. 
        From new representations about behavior of electrons in a wire necessity to replace representation about plus 
and the minus ends of wires of a network with a constant voltage on the ends with northern and southern magnetic 
poles follows. However, process of realization of this necessity will be long. But it as we shall see further, is inevi-
table, as the deepening of representations about real electrodynamics processes is impossible without new reserves 
in a designation of the ends of electric wires. 
  Thus, for a long time the known experimental information which we have resulted, allows to formulate the 
first assumptions (postulates) of structure of electron e . For this purpose we shall pay attention that an experimen-
tal wire oriented from the south (S) on the north (N) and the southern end of this wire is connected to плюсовой (+) 
to the plug of the generator (G) a direct current (probably connection and to plus to the plug of the rectifier).  
  So, we formulate postulates. The first - electrons, move on a wire from plus (+) to a minus (-). The second 
– electrons have rotating electromagnetic structure. The third – electrons rotate counter-clockwise and have own 
magnetic moments eM . The fourth - magnetic fields moving and rotating electrons form a total magnetic field 

which falls outside the limits a wire. The direction of a vector of the magnetic moment 0М  around of a wire coin-

cides with directions of vectors of the magnetic moments of electrons eM  (fig. 112). 
 

12.2. Electrons in a wire with a constant voltage 
 

           The model  of electron, submitted on fig. 41, allows to describe its behavior in a wire with a constant voltage 
(fig. 113) [270], [276], [277]. 
          Clean constant voltage V (fig. 113) batteries and have accumulators. However, this concept designate and the 
straightened variable voltage, therefore at the analysis of behavior of electron in a wire is necessary to take into ac-
count this fact. 
          The circuit of orientation of electrons at their movement along a wire with a constant voltage is shown on fig. 
113. It follows from structure of electron (fig. 41) and a magnetic field formed around of a conductor with a constant 
voltage (fig. 112). Apparently (fig. 113), electrons are built so, that vectors of their magnetic moments еМ  appear 
directed from plus to a minus. Thus, southern poles S of all free electrons in a wire with a constant voltage appear 
oriented to plus ( +⇒S ) to the end of a wire. Northern poles N of all free electrons appear oriented to other end of 
a wire ( −⇒N ) (fig. 113). 
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Fig. 113. The scheme of movement of electrons in a wire with a constant voltage from southern  
poles S (+) to North Pole N (-) and  

formations by them constant in time (t) voltage V. 
 
     To understand the bases for introduction of representations that plus the end of a wire corresponds to a southern 
magnetic pole, and minus – northern, it is necessary to mean, that in a wire there are no free protons, therefore there 
is nobody in it to form a positive sign on a charge. Is only free electrons, and they have one sign on a charge, but 
two magnetic poles: southern (S) and northern (N).    
           Further we shall see, how the consequences explaining such abundance of electric effects follow from such 
reserve, that the given hypothesis confidently wins the status of a postulate. 
        Analyzing described process of movement free electrons in a wire, it is necessary to have representations about 
a difference between the sizes of atoms and electrons which appear in intervals between atoms. The provisional dif-
ference is known. The sizes of electrons m1210− , and the sizes of atoms m910− . A thousand fold difference in 
sizes - a sufficient condition for moving electrons in a wire [270], [276], [277]. 
           Nevertheless, charges and magnetic fields free electrons are not indifferent for charges and magnetic fields 
electrons of atoms. They appear sufficient that, influencing on valent and others connected electrons, to force them 
to radiate photons.  
          Thus, the enclosed constant voltage not only moves free electrons along a wire, but generates the photons 
which are heating up a wire. The more enclosed voltage, the is more speed of movement of electrons in a wire and 
more intensively their action on connected electrons which radiate photons with the greater energy. 
           It is uneasy to see, that the variable voltage will force electrons to rotate so, that the ends of vectors of the 
magnetic moments еМ  of electrons and the common moments 0М , and also spins h  will describe circles, 
change of intensity of a magnetic field еН  arising thus around of a wire (fig. 112), accepts sine wave character. 
 

12.3. Electrons in a wire with a variable voltage 
 

          Now we shall see, that change of a sign on amplitude of a sine wave voltage – result of change of a direction 
of electrons in a wire in an interval of one period of fluctuations, but not a sign on electric polarity. The sequence of 
these changes is submitted on fig. 114, a, b, c, d and e. From them the law of formation of sine wave character of 
change of a voltage also follows [276]. 
          It is quite natural to assume, that at the maximal positive voltage all free electrons in a wire are focused 
equally and vectors of their magnetic moments and spins movements of electrons along a wire (fig. 114, а) from 
South Pole S (plus) to northern N (minus) are directed aside. During this moment intensity еН  of a magnetic field 

around of a wire is maximal. The circuit of turn of vectors of spins and the magnetic moments of electrons on 090  
and a power failure up to zero is submitted on fig. 114, b. it is quite natural, that in this case a magnetic field around 
of a wire (fig. 112, а) is absent also a voltage equally to zero (fig. 114, b).  
            When vectors of spins and the magnetic moments of electrons will be revolved on 0180  from a starting po-
sition poles and magnetic polarity on the ends of a wire will exchange on opposite and the direction of a magnetic 
field around of a wire (fig. 112, b) will change on opposite, and the amplitude of voltage V will accept the maximal 
negative value (fig. 114, с).  
             Through the following a quarter of the period of a direction of vectors of the magnetic moments еМ  and 

spins h  of electrons there are perpendicular axes of a wire (fig. 114, d). The magnetic field around of a wire (fig. 
112) during this moment disappears, and the size of voltage V will be equal to zero (fig. 114, d). 
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Fig. 114. Schemes of change of a direction of vectors of the magnetic moments еМ  and spins  h  
free electrons in a wire with a variable  voltage 

 
  The vectors of the magnetic moments and spins of free electrons will occupy an initial position (fig. 114, 
а) through the following a quarter of the period (fig. 114, е). During this moment the direction of a magnetic field 
around of a wire appears corresponding to a starting position (fig. 114, а) and amplitudes of a voltage and intensity 
of a magnetic field around of a wire (fig. 112, а) are maximal. So behave free electrons in wires, forming sine wave 
laws of change of a voltage, a current and intensity of a magnetic field around of a wire [276]. 
        It gives us the basis to write the equation of their change in such kind: 
 

                                                       ;cos0 ϕUU =                                                     (273) 
 

                                                         ;cos0 ϕII =                                                       (274) 
 

ϕcos0HH = .                                                   (275) 
 

         It is quite natural to assume, that the described process of change of orientation of electrons in wires magnetic 
poles of magnets of primary power supplies, for example, generators of power stations operate. 
         Further we shall see, that at occurrence in an electric circuit of capacity and inductance synchronism of change 
of a voltage, a current and intensity of a magnetic field is broken. 
        The main feature of the described process – synchronism of sine wave change of voltage V, current I and inten-
sity H of a magnetic field around of a wire. The described process shows, that at a variable voltage the quantity  of 
electrons in considered section of a wire does not change, and their direction which changes a direction of the mag-
netic field characterized by a vector 0М  around of a wire (fig. 112) changes only.  
  From the described process of behavior of electrons in a wire with a variable voltage of a usual network 
follows, that free electrons change in it the direction with frequency of the network equal of 50 Hz.  
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             If to compare behavior free electrons in a wire to a constant voltage (fig. 113) where electrons do not change 
the orientation in a wire with a constant voltage it is less than loss of energy, than with variable. It is the well-known 
fact. 
           In a wire with a variable voltage (fig. 114) is spent additional energy for changes of directions of vectors of 
spins and the magnetic moments of electrons, on periodicity of formation of a magnetic field around of a wire. Fur-
ther, sharp change of a direction of vectors of spins and the magnetic moments free electrons changes speed of their 
rotation concerning the axes that results in radiation of photons. Thus it is necessary to mean, that varying polarity 
of a magnetic field 0М  around of a wire operates not only on free electrons, but also on valent electrons of atoms 
in molecules and electrons of atoms, not having valent connections. In result they too can radiate photons and in-
crease losses of energy [276]. 
          The most simple example of obvious display of the phenomenon of losses of energy – a spiral of an electric 
bulb  or a spiral of an electric plate. Variable magnetic fields around of strings of a spiral there is more than step of a 
spiral. In result they block each other and thus increase intensity of action on electrons of atoms of a material of a 
spiral and they, being raised, start to radiate photons, heating a spiral electric stove or bulbs. Thus the length of a 
wave radiated photons (color of a spiral) depends on the enclosed voltage and size of a current. The they it is more, 
the more electrons passes in unit of time in each section of a wire of a spiral which increase intensity of the magnetic 
field arising around of a wire of a spiral, and this field in turn operates on electrons more intensively, forcing them 
to lose more mass in one act of radiation of photons.  
        It is known, the more mass of a photon, the less length its wave. Hence, process of change of length of a wave 
radiated photons can be operated, changing intensity of influence of magnetic fields on electrons. This, experimen-
tally developed procedure has reached, it is possible to tell, limiting perfection in modern electronics, but theorists 
are far from understanding of subtleties of this perfection. 
 

12.4. Principles of work of electromotors and electrogenerators 
 
 The principles of work of the electromotor and the electrogenerator were open by M. Faraday in the begin-
ning of 19-th century. It is considered, that in his experiences connection between the electric and magnetic phe-
nomena was evidently showed. However, now we shall show, that this presentation appeared erroneous. The con-
ductor with a current moves in a magnetic field of a constant magnet not as a result of interaction of an electric field 
with magnetic, in summary interactions of a magnetic field of a constant magnet and a magnetic field around of a 
conductor formed moving in it by electrons [276].  
  To understand it, it is necessary to understand with process of interaction of the magnetic force lines 
formed by usual rod constant magnets (fig. 115). 
 

 
 

Fig. 115. The schemes of interaction of magnetic force lines of rod magnets 
 

  Apparently (fig. 115, а), at heteronymic magnetic poles, сближающих each other, magnetic force lines in 
a zone of contact of poles (fig. 115, and, points а) are directed towards each other SN ⇒⇐ , and at the same 
magnetic poles, repellent each other (fig. 115, b, points b), directions of magnetic force lines in a zone of contact of 
poles coincide SS ⇒⇒   [277]. 
            From the described process of interaction of magnetic poles of constant magnets follows, that if at two paral-
lel wires the current will flow in one direction (fig. 116, а) force lines of the magnetic fields formed in a plane, per-
pendicular to wires, in a zone of their contact will be directed towards each other and wires will approach, as hetero-
nymic poles of magnets (fig. 116, а) [148], [277].  
           If the direction of a current at parallel wires will be opposite (fig. 116, b) directions of the magnetic force 
lines formed at it of magnetic fields, will coincide on a direction in a zone of their contact and such wires will leave 
from each other, as well as the same poles of rod magnets (fig. 116, b) [148]. 
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Fig. 116. The schemes of interaction of magnetic fields of parallel conductors with a current 
 

  And now we shall pay attention to interaction of force lines of a magnetic field of a constant magnet with 
force lines of the magnetic field formed by electrons, moving from plus to a minus on a conductor (fig. 117). In zone 
D force lines are directed towards each other, therefore they approach, as well as force lines of magnetic fields of 
two conductors with one and the same direction a current (fig. 116, а). In result there is a force F displacing a con-
ductor to the left (fig. 117).  
         On the other hand a conductor, in a zone A, directions of force lines of a constant magnet and a magnetic field 
generated moving on conductor electrons, coincide on a direction. In this case, as follows on fig. 116, b, force lines 
make a start and also form the force directed to the left. So the total force moving a conductor with a current in a 
magnetic field  is formed [148].  
           Apparently, moving of a conductor occurs as a result of interaction of magnetic fields of a constant magnet 
and a conductor to a current. There is no here an interaction of electric and magnetic fields on which the theory of 
all modern electrical engineers is based. This implies, that there is no here a place and to Maxwell’s equations  from 
which follows, that moving of a conductor with a current in a magnetic field – consequence varying tensions of elec-
tric and magnetic fields which mentions E.A.Iljina [275]. The conductor goes as a result of interaction only mag-
netic fields.  
  If in a magnetic field the conductor without a current (fig. 118) in it the voltage is generated goes. The ex-
ternal magnetic field focuss free electrons in a conductor so that magnetic force lines of their total magnetic field 
around of a conductor formed resistance to its moving (fig. 118).   
 

 
 

Fig. 117. The scheme of movement of a conductor with a current in a magnetic field 
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Fig. 118. The scheme of generating of a current in a conductor moving in a magnetic field 
 

 The  movement of electrons along a conductor (fig. 118) from plus to a minus arises due to compulsory 
moving of a conductor with a speed V  in a magnetic field of a constant magnet in the left side. 
          In zone D magnetic force lines of a constant magnet and magnetic force lines of a conductor with a current are 
directed to one side and I shall make a start from each other, interfering with moving of a wire to the left side. In a 
zone And the specified force lines will be directed towards each other and will approach and also interfere with 
moving of a wire to the left side (fig. 118). This implies, that moving of electrons along a wire from plus to a minus 
is possible only at compulsory moving a wire to the left side. 
  Thus, work of electromotors and electrogenerators is based on interaction only magnetic fields, but not 
magnetic and electric as was considered earlier. 
 

12.5. A principle of work of the diode 
 
         The orthodox physics has no comprehensible variant of an explanation of a principle of work of the diode. It 
clears up only at presence of model of electron and knowledge of laws of its behavior in wires with a constant and 
variable voltage which we have already described. 
        Existing interpretation of work of semiconductors and diodes is based on concept of hole conductivity. We re-
sult the text of definition of concept "hole" from the Physical encyclopaedic dictionary. М. «The Soviet encyclope-
dia» 1984г. 186с. « ….. Hole – the positive charge +е  having energy, equal absent electrons with the opposite is 
familiar to energy».  
  The strange definition. But it is necessary to take into account, that it were the first representations about 
essence of work of semiconductors. Now we have opportunity more deeply to penetrate into this essence. For this 
purpose it is necessary to take advantage of a principle of sequence of the analysis of this complex phenomenon. 
          As the diode passes one electrons and detains others it does it, taking into account two various properties of 
electron, and in a charge of electron one property – a negative charge is incorporated only. Therefore it is necessary 
to include in the analysis of behavior of electron in the diode and its other characteristics. As electron has a negative 
charge and two magnetic poles: northern and southern, they also allow the diode to execute function of the passing 
of one electrons and delays of others (fig. 119) [276]. 
             In this case representations about hole conductivity if hole, passing and detaining electrons are kept, to give 
the same magnetic polarity (fig. 119).  

 
 

Fig. 119. а) the schemes of the passing the diode of electrons, simulating a positive voltage;  
b) the circuit of a delay electrons, simulating a negative voltage 
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           Now we know, that electrons have no orbital movements in atoms. They are connected to protons of nucleus 
linearly. As the proton too has northern and southern magnetic poles such set of configuration of magnetic poles of 
neutrons is possible, protons and electrons at which on a surface of atom appear electrons on which external surface 
will be, for example, southern magnetic poles. Further, formation of such molecules from these atoms which would 
create hole which perimeter would form discrete magnetic fields of one polarity, for example, southern is possible 
(fig. 119, a).     
  We have already shown, that the positive voltage corresponds to orientation of electrons in a wire, shown 
on fig. 119, a (at the left). In this case to hole the diode with the magnetic barrier generated by southern magnetic 
poles S of atoms of a material of the diode, approach electrons with northern magnetic poles N conterminous to a di-
rection of movement of these electrons. It is quite natural, that hole the diode with a southern magnetic barrier will 
pass electrons, come to it with the North Poles. So electrons, forming a voltage with positive amplitude, will pass 
through the diode [276]. 
  In second half of period of change of a direction of vectors of the magnetic moments and of spins of elec-
trons at diode hole  appear electrons with the southern magnetic poles directed aside of their movement (fig. 119, b). 
It is quite natural, that diode barrier generated from southern magnetic poles of electrons of atoms, will not pass 
such electrons. Unlucky electrons it is necessary to wait still a floor of the period and they appear revolved to diode 
hole northern magnetic poles and it will pass them  and the size of a voltage during the moment when electrons in a 
wire have been revolved to the diode by southern magnetic poles, will be equal to zero (fig. 119, b and 121) [276]. 
  The described law of work of the diode follows from experiment which circuit, is submitted on fig. 120. 
We shall pay attention to simplicity of the electric circuit of considered experiment. In it there is no neither capacity, 
nor an inductance. 
 

 
 

Fig. 120. The scheme of formation by the diode of the straightened voltage 
 

 
Fig. 121. A voltage 

 
Fig. 122. A current 

               
 The oscillograms of a voltage and a current, straightened by the diode, are shown on fig. 121 and 122. Ap-
parently, the diode passes positive values of a variable voltage (fig. 121) and an alternating current (fig. 122) when 
electrons, coming  to hole, appear northern magnetic poles revolved to it (fig. 119, а) and does not pass negative 
making voltage and a current when electrons appear revolved to hole southern magnetic poles (fig. 119, b). 
 

12.6. Charging the dielectric condenser 
 

  The inaccuracy of existing interpretation of work of the condenser is especially obvious. It is based on 
presence at an electric circuit of positive and negative charges. Carriers of these charges are known: a proton and 
electron. However, also it is known, that they feel presence each other on distance in one thousand times the greater 
of the size of electron and the a million times greater of the size of a proton  [276]. Even their such far neighbour-
hood comes to an end process of formation of atoms of hydrogen which exist only in a plasma condition at tempera-
ture up to 5000 C to occurs, for example, during removal electrons and protons from the Sun and subsequent their 
association in atoms of hydrogen. So joint presence of protons and electrons in a free condition in conductors is 
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completely excluded, therefore positive and negative potentials on plates of the dielectric condenser – a mistake of 
physicists. We correct it. 
  Now we shall see, that plates of the dielectric condenser are charged not by heteronymic electric polarity, 
and heteronymic magnetic polarity. Thus functions of plus belong to a southern magnetic pole of electron, and func-
tions of a minus – northern (fig. 41). These poles also form polarity, but not electric, but magnetic. We shall look af-
ter process of charging the dielectric condenser to see, how magnetic poles of electron form magnetic polarity of its 
plates. It is known, that between platinums of the dielectric condenser is dielectric D (fig. 123). 
  The circuit of experiment on зарядке the dielectric condenser is shown on fig. 123. The most important re-
quirement to the circuit – its orientation from the south (S) on the north (N). To provide full isolation of the con-
denser from a network after its charging, it is desirable to use the electric plug included in the socket of a network 
with a voltage 220 V.  
 

 

 
а) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) 
 
Fig. 123. а) the schemes of our experiment зарядки the condenser; b) the circuit of realization of this experiment by 

the American scientists 
 
  Right after the diode the compass 1 (К), put on a wire going to the condenser. The  point of this compass is 
shown, deviating to the right at the moment of inclusion of a plug, shows a direction of movement electrons (fig. 
123) from point S to the bottom plate of the condenser. Here pertinently to pay attention to a generality of the infor-
mation on behavior of electrons in the wires, submitted on fig. 111, 112, 114, 116 and 123. 
         Scientists from the Californian university in Santa Barbara have offered the way of creation of the condenser 
in which at submission of an electric voltage on its facings would collect not only an electric charge electrons, but 
also their spins.  
         The spin condenser (fig. 122, b): a dielectric material (it is designated by blue color) stop up between facings 
from a ferromagnetic material (are designated by yellow color). Red the density of spins - polarized electrons, reach-
ing maxima of size on interfaces and opposite on a sign on opposite facings of the condenser is shown. 
        Americans inform, that the given effect is while result of numerical modelling, but already very few people 
doubts of its existence as ab initio methods of calculations have reached such level of development that experimen-
tal results start to explain not simply, but also to predict new effects. Besides for the benefit of existence of the de-
scribed phenomenon speaks recently found out in electrochemical elements with ferromagnetic electrodes effect the 
reconstructed  electric field of magnetism [274].  
        Above a compass 1 (fig. 123) the circuit of a direction of a magnetic field around of a wire formed moving in it  
by electrons is shown. This circuit is similar to the circuits shown on fig. 111.  
  Thus, electrons, past through the diode, come to the bottom plate of the condenser, oriented  vectors off 
spins h  and the magnetic moments еМ  to its internal surface (fig. 123). In result on this surface northern magnetic 
potential (N) is formed. 
  It is quite natural, that to an internal surface of the top plate of the condenser electrons will come from a 
network, oriented southern magnetic poles (S). As the proof of it the experimental fact of a deviation of a pointer of 
the top compass 2 (К) to the right (fig. 123) serves. It means, that electrons, moving of a network to the top plate of 
the condenser, movements (fig. 124) are focused by southern magnetic poles (S) aside.  
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Fig. 124. The scheme of movement of electrons to plates of the dielectric condenser  
 

        Thus, orientation of electrons on plates of the dielectric condenser is provided with permeability of their mag-
netic fields through dielectric. Potential on plates of the condenser one – negative and two magnetic polarities: 
northern and southern magnetic poles.  
  On fig. 124 the circuit explaining orientation of electrons is submitted, moving to plates of the condenser 
of S come to the bottom plate of the condenser, oriented northern magnetic poles (N) to its internal surface (fig. 
124). To an internal surface of the top plate of the condenser come electrons, oriented southern magnetic poles (S).  
           So electrons – unique carriers of an electricity in wires form on plates of the condenser not heteronymic elec-
tric polarity, and heteronymic magnetic polarity. Is not present on plates of the dielectric condenser of protons – car-
riers of positive charges. 

12.7. Discharge of the dielectric condenser 
 

         Process of discharge of the dielectric condenser on resistance – the following experimental 
proof of conformity of a reality of the revealed model of electron (fig. 41) and inaccuracies of 
developed representations that on plates of the dielectric condenser heteronymic electric charges 
(fig. 125) [3] are formed.  

 

 
 
Fig. 125. The scheme of a deviation of pointers of compasses (К) at the moment of discharge of 

the condenser  
 

         The circuit of a deviation of pointers of compasses (К) 1, 2, 3 and 4 at discharge of the condenser on resistance 
R at the moment of inclusion of the switch 5 is shown on fig. 125.   
         Apparently (fig. 123 and 125), at the moment of inclusion of process of discharge of the 
condenser, magnetic polarity on plates of the condenser changes on opposite and electrons, hav-
ing developed start to move to resistance R (fig. 124, 125). 
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Fig. 126. The scheme of movement of electrons from plates of the condenser to resistance R at 

 to discharge of the dielectric condenser 
 

         Electrons, going from the top plate of the condenser movements, and from bottom – northern (fig. 126) are 
guided southern magnetic poles aside. Compasses 3 and 4, established on sets of wires ВА, oriented from the south 
on the north, precisely fix this fact, a deviation of pointers to the right, proving to it, that vectors спинов and the 
magnetic moments of all electrons in these wires are directed from the south on the north (fig. 125, 126). 

12.8. Charging electrolytic  the condenser 
 

  At the analysis of process charging electrolytic condenser it is necessary to take into account, that in elec-
trolytic condenser there are the ions having positive and negative charges which operate process of formation of po-
tentials on plates electrolytic the condenser. Now we shall see, that presence of electrolytic  in the condenser does 
not result in occurrence in wires of positive carriers of a charge, that is protons [276]. 
        We have already shown, that electron represents hollow torus  which has two rotations: concerning an axis of 
symmetry and to a ring axis of torus. Rotation concerning a ring axis of torus forms a magnetic field of electron, and 
directions of magnetic force lines of this field form two magnetic poles: northern N and southern S (fig. 41) [276]. 
        Rotation of electron concerning the central axis the kinetic moment h  - vector size operates. The magnetic 

moment of electron еМ  - too size vector, conterminous to a direction of a vector of the kinetic moment h . Both 
these of a vector form northern magnetic pole of electron (N), and on the other end of the central axis of its rotation 
the southern magnetic pole (S) is formed. Formation of so complex structure of electron (fig. 41) operate more than 
20 constants  [276]. 
            On fig. 127, and as an example orientation of an ion −OH  in an electric field is shown. Positively charged 
proton Р  is directed to the northern magnetic pole to negative (-) the charged plate. As vectors of the magnetic 
moments of electron е  and a proton Р  in atom of hydrogen (fig. 80) are directed opposite axial of electron 2 and 3 
atoms of oxygen, incorporating in a chain with protons and neutrons of a nucleus of atom of oxygen, form on the 
ends of an axis of an ion −OH  identical magnetic polarity (fig. 127, а). This law of magnetic polarity is kept and 
along an axis of cluster, consisting of these ions (fig. 127, b). Logicality of all processes is kept only under condition 
of if actions of charges and magnetic fields of electron and a proton are equivalent [270]. 
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Fig. 127. а) – the schemes of an ion −ОН ; the circuit of cluster from two ions −ОН  

 
  We shall pay attention to the main feature of structure of atom of hydrogen (fig. 80): vectors of the mag-
netic moments of electron eM  and a proton РМ  are directed along an axis of atom to the opposite sides. It is 
caused by that rapproachement of a proton and electron is limited with their same magnetic poles. Distribution of 
magnetic fields in structure of an ion −ОН  is shown on fig. 127, and. Apparently, on the ends of an axis of this ion 
northern magnetic poles of electron and a proton. Similar polarity have and clusters of ions −ОН  (fig. 127, b). The 
quantity clusters the ions −OH forming an electric circuit in the dielectric condenser is quite natural, that, is very 
great.  
  If a role of the electrodes submitted on fig. 127, and, plates of the condenser at it charging, the electrons, 
come from an external network, will orient with southern magnetic poles at the left plate of the condenser and north-
ern magnetic poles at the right plate carry out. It is caused by that electrons their heteronymic magnetic poles pull 
together, and rapproachement electron with a proton is limited with the same magnetic poles.   
  On fig. 128, and as an example orientation of an ion −OH  in the charged condenser is shown. Positively 
charged proton Р  is directed to the northern magnetic pole to bottom negatively (-) the charged plate of the con-
denser. As vectors of the magnetic moments of electron е  and a proton Р  in atom of hydrogen (fig. 80) are di-
rected opposite axial the electrons 2 and 3 atoms of oxygen, incorporating in a chain with protons and neutrons of a 
nucleus of atom of oxygen, form identical magnetic polarity on the ends of an axis of an ion −OH  . This law of 
magnetic polarity is kept and along an axis of cluster, consisting of these ions. Logicality of all processes is kept 
only under condition of if actions of charges and magnetic fields of electron and a proton are equivalent [276]. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 128. а) the schemes of orientation of an ion −OH  in electrolytic condenser; 

 b) the circuit charging the condenser 
 

        We pay special attention that at the top plate of the condenser (fig. 128, а) from both sides are present elec-
trons and consequently it seems, that they push away each other. However, it is necessary to have in view of, that at 
formation clusters of electrons they incorporate with each other heteronymic magnetic poles, and identical electric 
charges limit their rapproachement, therefore contact of an ion to the top plate of the condenser provide heteronymic 
magnetic poles of electrons. At the bottom plate of the condenser – heteronymic electric charges which pull together 
a proton of atom of hydrogen and electrons plates of the condenser. But this rapproachement is limited to their same 
magnetic poles. So these seeming contradictions speak. 
         Thus, plates of electrolytic  condenser are charged by heteronymic electric polarity and heteronymic magnetic 
polarity simultaneously. Thus functions of plus belong to a southern magnetic pole of electron, and functions of a 
minus – northern (fig. 41). These poles form both electric, and magnetic polarity on plates of the condenser. We 
shall look after process charging the condenser to see, how magnetic poles of electron and a proton form magnetic 
and electric polarity of its plates [270], [276]. 
  The circuit of experiment on charging the condenser is shown on fig. 128, b. The most important require-
ment to the circuit – its orientation from the south (S) on the north (N). Right after the diode the compass 1 (К), put 
on a wire going to the condenser the point of this compass is shown, deviating to the right at the moment of inclu-
sion of a voltage, shows a direction of movement of electrons (fig. 128, b) from point S to the bottom plate of the 
condenser  and the compass  the circuit of a direction of a magnetic field around of a wire formed moving in it by 
electrons is shown [270], [276]. 
  Thus, electrons, past through the diode, come to the bottom plate of the condenser, oriented vectors of 
spins h  and the magnetic moments еМ  to its internal surface (fig. 128, b). In result on this surface northern mag-
netic potential (N), equivalent to negative potential is formed (-).. 
  It is quite natural, that to the top plate of the condenser the electrons will come from a network, oriented 
southern magnetic poles (S). As the proof of it the experimental fact of a deviation of an a pointer of the top com-
pass 2 (К) to the right (fig. 128, b) serves. It means, that electrons, moving on a wire to the top plate of the con-
denser, movements  are focused by southern magnetic poles (S) aside. 
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Fig. 129. The scheme of movement  of electrons to plates of the condenser at it discharging  
 
         On fig. 129 the circuit explaining orientation of electrons, moving to plates of the condenser With is submitted 
at it charging. The electrons come to the bottom plate of the condenser oriented northern magnetic poles (N) to its 
internal surface. To an internal surface of the top plate of the condenser electrons come, oriented southern magnetic 
poles (S).  
  We shall pay attention that directions of orientation of electrons at their movement to plates of the dielec-
tric condenser (fig. 124) are similar to orientation of electrons at their movement to plates electrolytic  condenser 
(fig. 129). 
           So electrons – unique carriers of an electricity in wires form on plates electrolytic condenser and heteronymic 
electric polarity (+ and-) and heteronymic magnetic polarity (S and N) simultaneously [276].   
 

12.9. Discharge electrolytic condenser 
 

         Process of discharge of the condenser on resistance – the following experimental proof of 
correctness of new interpretation about a direction of movement of electrons (fig. 111) in wires 
and an inaccuracy of developed representations that on plates of the condenser heteronymic elec-
tric charges are formed only (fig. 130) [1], [270], [276]. 
         Circuits of a deviation of pointers of compasses (К) 1, 2, 3 and 4 at discharge of the condenser on resistance R 
at the moment of inclusion of the switch 5 are shown on fig. 130.   
         Apparently (fig. 130 and 131), at the moment of inclusion of process of discharge of the 
condenser magnetic and electric polarity on plates of the condenser change on opposite and elec-
trons, having developed, start to move to resistance R (fig. 130, 131). 
 

 
Fig. 130. The scheme of a deviation of pointers 

 
Fig. 131. The scheme of movement of electrons from 

plates of the condenser to resistance   
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of compasses (К) at the moment of discharge 
of the condenser  

 

R at discharge of the condenser 
 

 
         The electrons, going from the top plate of the condenser movements, and from bottom – northern are guided 
southern magnetic poles aside. Compasses 3 and 4, established on sets of wires ВА (fig. 130), oriented from the 
south on the north, will precisely record the fact, a deviation of pointers to the right, proving to it, that vectors of 
spins and the magnetic moments of all electrons in these wires are directed from the south on the north (fig. 130, 
131). 
  Apparently, circuits of movement electrons at discharge of the dielectric condenser (fig. 126) it is similar 
to the circuit of movement of electrons at discharge electrolytic condenser (fig. 131). 

12.10 Condenser + inductance 
 
  The condenser and inductance – basic elements of oscillatory systems. Schematically 
they are shown simply (fig. 132) [6].  
           It is considered, that one plate of the condense C is charged negatively, and another is 
positive. If the condenser electrolytic it corresponds to a reality as the specified potentials form 
its ions. Other business a wire on which move electrons. At it there can not be and electrons, and 
protons as their neighbourhood comes to an end formation of atoms of hydrogen and plasma 
with temperature up to 5000 C. 

 
Fig. 132. The scheme the condenser + inductance 

 
  Thus, the processes proceeding in condensers and inductances, and also wires which 
connect them, remain latent for understanding. We shall try to open this mystery. For this pur-
pose we shall present plates of the condenser and the wires suitable to them, in the increased 
scale and we shall place in them models of electrons e  (fig. 133). The coil of inductance we 
shall present as one and a half coils and we shall show directions of movement of electrons  1 
and 2 in coils at discharge of the condenser [276].  
 

 
 

Fig. 133. The scheme of processes of movement of electrons in a circuit: 
the condenser – inductance at discharge of the condenser 
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  And now we shall try to find the answer to the main question of electrodynamics: in 
what essence of the reason forming oscillatory process of change of a voltage in system: the con-
denser – inductance? 

To find the answer to the put question, we shall look after movement of electrons to the coil of inductance. 
The main thing in this process – directions of movement of electrons from the condenser in the coil of inductance. 
We have already shown, that this task is solved quite well with the help of the most ancient device – a compass. We 
shall establish these devices on the wires suitable to the coil of inductance, preliminary oriented them in a direction 
from the south on the north (fig. 133). 

Here we are obliged to inform our readers, that at former our analysis of this process there was a contradic-
tion which has induced us to repeat this experiment. In result it has been established, that indications of a direction 
of  a pointer of the top compass (fig. 133) are true, and indications bottom appeared deformed. The pointer of the 
bottom compass deviates not to the right, and to the left. From this necessity of correction of the description of oscil-
latory process for system at once has followed: the condenser – the coil of inductance. In result as we now shall see, 
the contradiction is eliminated and the true reason of oscillatory process in the described system is opened [274], 
[276]. 

So, we shall look after movement of electrons from the condenser to the coil of inductance near to plugs of 
this coil. We shall pay attention to differences in orientation of electrons in the wires connecting the condenser and 
active resistance (fig. 128, b, 130) and in the wires connecting the condenser and the coil of inductance (fig. 133) 
fixed by a deviation of pointers of compasses. 
  Now it is visible, that electrons from the top and bottom plates of the condenser meet in the middle of the 
coil of inductance (section K-K) the same charges and the same southern magnetic poles. That automatically forms 
process of their pushing away from each other and they direct again to plates of the condenser. 
      When the condenser is charged, the voltage on its plates at the moment of inclusion of the switch 5 is maximum 
and equal, for example, 100 V (fig. 130, and, 134, а)  [274].   
         Set of magnetic fields of all electrons in all coils of the coil (133) forms fig. a total magnetic field, the direction 
of which force lines is easily defined on a direction of spins h  of electrons 1 and 2. These electrons approach to sec-
tion K-K with opposite directed vectors of spins and the magnetic moments. It means, that the magnetic fields gen-
erated by them around of coils of the coil, in a zone of a meeting of electrons (section K-K) are directed towards 
each other the same magnetic poles and too make a start (fig. 133). When the electrons, going from the top and bot-
tom plates of the condenser C, will meet in section K-K of the coil condenser C will completely be unloaded [274].  
  So, by the moment of the beginning of discharge of the condenser voltage V on its plugs has the maximal 
value (fig. 130, and, 134, а), current I and intensity H of a magnetic field of the coil are equal to zero (fig. 134, b). 
At the moment of arrival electrons to section K-K of the coil and their stop the voltage on plugs of the condenser 
appears equal to zero (fig. 134, a) and sizes of a current and intensity of a magnetic field of the coil – to a maximum 
(fig. 134, b and c). Further, intensity of a magnetic field of the coil starts to decrease (fig. 134, b) and automatically 
changes a direction of vectors of spins and the magnetic moments of electrons on opposite and they, moving back to 
the condenser, form opposite magnetic polarity on its plugs. At the moment of arrival of electrons to plates of the 
condenser the negative voltage on its plugs reaches a maximum (fig. 134, a), and sizes back the directed current and 
intensity of a magnetic field accept zero values (fig. 134, b and c).  
  After that the second movement electrons from plates of the condenser to the coil begins. Thus electrons 
change directions of vectors of the magnetic moments and spins on opposite. In result the size of opposite (negative) 
potential on plates of the condenser starts to decrease up to zero (fig. 134, a) and the size of the current caused by 
movement of electrons with opposite directed vectors of spins, increasing, leaves in a negative zone (fig. 134, b). As 
intensity of opposite directed magnetic field of the coil (fig. 134, c) changes also.  
           When electrons repeatedly will come to the middle of section K-K of the coil the voltage on plugs of the con-
denser becomes equal to zero (fig. 134, a) and intensity of a magnetic field of the coil, generated by electrons with 
directions of vectors of spins and the magnetic moments opposite to the first arrival electrons to the middle of sec-
tion K-K, and size of a current achieve the maximal negative values (fig. 134, b and c). So sine wave laws of change 
of a voltage, a current and intensity of a magnetic field in an oscillatory contour are formed: the condenser + the coil 
of inductance [274], [276]. 
  We shall pay attention that re-charge the condenser carries out one carrier of an electric charge – free elec-
trons, without participation of positively charged proton which does not exist in wires in a free condition. Therefore 
we do not have any right to attribute to plates of the condenser different electric polarity. They receive different 
magnetic polarity. 
         So, at us the opportunity to make the equation of change of voltage V, current I, and intensity Н of a magnetic 
field in an oscillatory contour the condenser – the coil of inductance has appeared. As at the moment of the begin-
ning of discharge of the condenser voltage V on its plugs maximum, current I and intensity of magnetic field Н are 
minimal, the equations of their change will be written down so: 

                                                   ;cos0 ϕUU =                                                (276) 

                                                     ;sin0 ϕII =                                                   (277) 
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ϕsin0HH = .                                             (278) 
 

 
 

Fig. 134. Laws of change of a voltage, a current and intensity of a magnetic field at discharge of the condenser on 
the coil of inductance (fig. 133) 

 
          It also is the initial equations replacing Maxwell’s equations  at the description of processes, proceeding in an 
oscillatory contour the condenser + inductance. 
  Ahead the description of an electrostatics. Its charges form magnetic poles electronic clusters. If on the 
ends of petals there are same magnetic poles of clusters free electrons they make a start and if heteronymic ap-
proach.   
 

THE CONCLUSION 
 

  To experts it is clear, that at absence of the information on structure of electron it is impossible to describe 
process of work of an oscillatory contour: the condenser - inductance. This process opens the secrets at the analysis 
in it of the behavior, the model of electron revealed and deeply proved by us  (fig. 41).  
 

12.11 Transfer and reception of the electronic information 
 

12.11.1. Transfer of the information along wires 
 

           We use the information known to us on electromagnetic structure of electron (fig. 41) to try to simulate as a 
first approximation process of influence of a variable voltage on free electrons in a wire [276], [277]. 
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           It is known, that if a wire copper in its each cubic centimeter contains 22102,8 ⋅  free electrons. We have al-
ready shown, that under action of the electric potential enclosed to a wire, its free electrons accept the ordered orien-
tation and the total magnetic field formed by them, falls outside the limits a wire (fig. 112).  
             On fig. 112 orientation of a magnetic field corresponds to orientation the spins of electrons, that is the orien-
tation of a constant h  of Planck describing a direction of rotation of electron. It is uneasy to see, that the direction 
of a total magnetic field of all free electrons forms a magnetic field which direction varies with change of a sign on 
electric potential (fig. 112, a, b) around of a wire. It means, that the direction of free electrons in a wire varies also. 
These are the fixed experimental facts [276], [277]. 
           There are bases to assume, that pulse influence on electrons in the beginning of a wire is transferred to all 
electrons along a wire with a speed close by the speed of light. It is quite natural, that with the same speed the in-
formation coded in this pulse is transferred also. Work of all systems transmitting the information on wires is based 
on this principle, including work of the Internet. 
          There is a question: whether there will correspond frequency of change of a direction of a magnetic field 
around of a wire to frequency of change how it is considered, a sign on electric potential? The answer obvious – will 
be. The following question: whether there will be a magnetic field formed by electrons around of a wire, to be radi-
ated in space at change of a sign on electric potential? That physics of XX century till now have no the answer to 
this question is surprising. We shall try to find it. 

 
12.11.2. Transfer of the information to space 

 
  It is possible to admit, certainly, that at change of a direction of a magnetic field around of a wire it is radi-
ated in space (fig. 112,  a and  b). Then, we have bases to name such wire the aerial radiating such magnetic field.  
          If the wire of the transmitting aerial has radius of 0.01 m and on its surface the magnetic field by intensity 
0.001 Tesla  linear specific intensity of a magnetic field on a surface of a wire will make 

mТeslarBS /016,001.028.6/001.02/001.0 =⋅=⋅= πρ is generated. At removal of a magnetic ring (a mag-
netic ring pulse) from a surface of the aerial with speed of light its radius r  will increase. We shall present, that 
such extending magnetic field has left from the transmitting aerial on one million kilometers and has met the aerial 
of the receiver. The linear density of a magnetic ring which will cross the aerial of the receiver, will make 

mTeslaBR /1055.21028,.6/016.0 119 −⋅=⋅=ρ . Hardly such weak field can excite electrons aerials of the re-
ceiver to transfer them the coded information [276], [277].  
            But in fact astrophysics accept signals from stars which as they believe, are located from us on distance 

1010  of light years. If this information is carried with magnetic rings with increasing radiuses intensity of their 
magnetic fields coming to us, will be close to zero values. It gives us the basis to assert, that the magnetic field 
formed by electrons around of the transmitting aerial, is not radiated anywhere.  
            However, radio transmitters convincingly prove to us, that their aerials transfer the information in the space, 
coded in the pulses transmitted by electrons of the aerial. If the varying magnetic field around of the aerial which is 
formed by pulses of electrons, is not radiated in space what is a data carrier, the transmitted aerial in space?   
  To find the answer to this question, it is necessary to include in the analysis other precisely established 
functions of electrons. They not only form magnetic fields, but also radiate and absorb photons. It is the fixed ex-
perimental fact too. As we consider process of transfer of the information by the aerial of the transmitter it can be 
realized by process of radiation of photons by electrons. This process is initiated by the slightest influence on free 
electrons [276], [277]. 
       On fig. 112, a and b are shown free electrons e  in a wire, oriented under action of an electric field. It is quite 
natural, that pulse influence on free electrons in a wire results in pulse change of their magnetic moments 

eM∆ which is accompanied by radiation of photons. Other radiations in this process are not present. This implies, 
that data carriers in space are pulses of photons, radiated by free electrons of aerials, at influence on them of pulses 
of a pressure. There are bases to believe, that connecting atoms take part in this process in molecules also valent 
electrons. This assumption is based on the known fact of background noise which is generated by the photons form-
ing temperature of the aerial, equal to temperature of the environment surrounding it.  
          It is known, that with change of a body temperature its volume varies. It is caused by that at absorption and 
radiation of photons by valent electrons at them change energy of connection so also distances between atoms in a 
molecule or between molecules in them clusters. This implies, that if valent electrons absorb and radiate the photons 
forming temperature of environment these electrons together with free electrons take part in formation of a pulse of 
photons at influence of electric potential on free electrons. There is a question: how the distance between molecules 
and whether enough it is great that free electrons could move in a wire and change the orientation? We have already 
answered this question. For clearness we shall repeat it once again. The size of electron is m1210− , and the size of 
molecules m98 1010 −− − . It is quite enough of it, for movement and change of orientation free electrons in a wire 
or the aerial. 
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         Free electrons e  in a wire are guided under action of an electric field so, that their vectors of spins h  and the 

magnetic moments eM  are directed along a wire from plus to a minus (fig. 135). Intensity of a magnetic field еН  
of everyone electron is connected to its key parameters dependence [276], [277] 
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where eω  - angular speed of rotation of electron; eE  - full energy of electron. 

  The most important that intensity of a magnetic field eН  of electron depends on frequency eω  of its rota-

tion. With change of this frequency the magnetic moment eM changes. The pulse of change of the magnetic mo-

ment eM∆  is transferred along a wire, and the pulse of change of angular speed eω∆  is accompanied by radiation 
of photons (fig. 135) by electrons perpendicularly to a wire (fig. 135). Thus, the slightest external influence on free 
electrons results in transfer of the same information by them in two directions: along a wire and it is perpendicular to 
it  [276].   
  We have already noted, that the ambient temperature is formed with photons with the certain length of a 
wave. Thus electrons of atoms and molecules of everything that is this Wednesday including electrons of atoms of 
the aerial analyzed by us, continuously absorb and radiate these photons, maintaining necessary temperature. There-
fore they are transmitters of energy and the information between all objects of environment. It is natural process due 
to which there is all alive and lifeless in the Nature [276]. But it has been completely ignored at interpretation of 
processes of transfer of energy and the information by the artificial sources created by the person. 
 

 
 

Fig. 135. The scheme of orientation free electrons e  in a wire under action  
electric pulse and radiation of pulses of photons by them in space 

 
           Photon – the magnetic formation located in space which goes in space with speed of light. Thus it has such 
magnetic structure (fig. 14), at which the length of a wave λ  equal to radius of a photon r . All its parameters in-
cluding frequency, change in an interval of 15 orders [276], [277].  

  On fig. 135 pulses radiating  photons are submitted as set of small ellipses. Ellipses it is 
photons. The length of a wave of each photon included in a pulse of photons, on many orders is 
less than distance between pulses of the photons, named in the length of a wave of radiation. We 
have opportunity to define length of a wave or radius of each photon included in pulses of pho-
tons.  
  The lengths of waves of individual photons, radiated  by valent electrons of atoms of the aerial of the 
transmitter, depend in usual conditions on its temperature. If  it is equal, for example, C020   electrons aerials con-
tinuously radiate and absorb photons with length of a wave, approximately, equal  
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  It – photons of an infra-red range. We have already described, how they generate so-called background 
noise. To allocate the artificial information transmitted by photons, radiated by electrons, it is necessary to increase 
excitation of eectrons that they radiated photons with the greater energy, than the photons forming an ambient tem-
perature and the aerials. Distinction of lengths of waves of the photons forming background noise from lengths of 
waves of photons, transmitting the information, depends on intensity of artificial influence on electrons aerials. But 
in any case, the length of a wave of the photons generated by artificial pulses will be less lengths of waves of the 
photons forming these pulses.  
             If the transmitter radiates pulses with length of a wave, for example, 0.50 m, as photons with lengths of 
waves a little bit smaller, that form temperature of environment around of the aerial, for example with lengths of 
waves m61000.9 −⋅ , length of a wave carrying the information in space (distance between pulses of photons (fig. 
135), will be more lengths of waves of the photons carrying this wave in 500001000.9/50.0 6 =⋅ − times. 
 

12.11.3. Reception of the information from space 
 

  If  the electrons of the reception aerial operate, only the photons forming temperature of environment, sur-
rounding the aerial so also temperature of the aerial free electrons are focused in such wire or the aerial it is any. 
Certainly, this randomness influence valent and others electrons of  atoms and molecules. We already know, that the 
sizes free electrons, approximately, in 1000 times there are less than sizes of molecules. It to mean, that electrons of 
atoms poorly influence orientation free electrons and even if this influence is, the chaotic arrangement of atoms of a 
wire or the aerial should form chaotic orientation free electrons in them (fig. 136) [276], [277]. 
  At once there is a question: how will start to behave free electrons aerials if to its the pulse of photons will 
come? Whether they will accept focused position or will simply be excited also this excitation will transfer along the 
aerial to the devices accepting their excitation? A complicated question. We shall try to find the answer to it. For this 
purpose we shall analyse a principle of work of the thermocouple [276]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 136. The models of free electrons 
 
  The thermocouple represents two wires from different materials, connecting among themselves. It is 
known, that if  connecting  ends of wires will have different temperature on the free ends of the thermocouple will 
appear electric tension, that is on the formed network coming  a current. 
  As the temperature connecting wires is formed with photons the different temperature is formed with dif-
ferent photons. It means, that free electrons in each wire of the thermocouple are raised with different intensity. Oc-
currence of a current in a circuit – the certificate of the ordered orientation free electrons along a wire. This implies, 
that influence of a pulse of photons on free electrons aerials should result them from a chaotic arrangement in a wire 
(fig. 136) in ordered. In any case in a circuit the aerial – the reception device the come pulse of photons operates 
only on a part of this circuit. Due to this in such circuit there is a potential difference which focuss the electrons in 
all elements of this circuit and in it there is a current. This process can be strengthened, if to the reception aerial con-
sisting of set of cores, to give elements parabolic. Then the photon wave will raise not all free electrons such aerial 
simultaneously, and will excite in the beginning what are in cores on periphery of an imagined parabolic surface. In 
result already in the most such aerial to appear the potential difference and on it electro conductive to elements there 
will be a pulse focusing free electrons and the current which will strengthen the reception device will appear .  
            As photons – the formations located in space capacity of a signal which they form in the aerial of the re-
ceiver, depends on quantity of photons in each pulse, reached up to this aerial (fig. 137) and their individual energy 
determined in length of a wave of everyone of photons, included in a pulse. In this case intensity of a magnetic field 
of each photon (fig. 14, 135, 136, 137) remains to a constant and does not depend on distance, which it passes from 
the aerial of the transmitter up to the aerial of the receiver or from a star to the Earth (fig. 12) [276]. 
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  If the reception aerial has the form of a core, efficiency of reception of a signal from space such aerial is 
insignificant, as pulses of photons (fig. 18) carry in themselves the small potential stimulating electrons the recep-
tion aerials. To strengthen action of pulses of photons, them accept with the help, so-called parabolic aerials which 
surface does not absorb, and reflects these pulses and directs them to focus of a parabola where the reception part of 
such aerial settles down.  
  It is quite natural, that electrons of the reception element of such aerial located in its focus, will be sub-
jected to powerful influence by the focused stream of photons that promotes significant strengthening of a reception 
signal.  
  Here pertinently to mention, how radiation of the universe is accepted. It is known, that the temperature of 
the universe is equal KT 726.2= . According to Wien’s formula  this temperature forms set of photons with length 
of a wave [276], [277]. 
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        It is quite natural, that electrons the reception aerial can accept such signal only in that case when the element 
of the reception aerial accepting a stream of photons, forming temperature KT 726.2= , will be cooled up to tem-
perature smaller than KT 726.2= . And it is valid so. The reception element of the parabolic aerial of a telescope 
of Hubble removed in space, refers to bolometr. To remove influence of the photons forming background noise, 
bolometr cool up to 0.1К. it is quite natural, that thus there is a question on a source of radiation of the universe.  
            As experimental dependence of a spectrum of radiation of the universe (fig. 138) is close to theoretical de-
pendence of radiation of absolutely black body equivalence between a black body and the universe has been recog-
nized as a fact in evidence. If the universe to be in stages of cooling, as well as a black body at a birth it was hot. 
The reason of an initial hot condition of the universe – explosion which has been named «The Big explosion». It is a 
vivid example of how seeming logicality of sequence of the phenomena conducts to erroneous conclusions. Now 
this inaccuracy is described in details and corrected. 
           As the quantity of the hydrogen filling the universe, makes 73 % photons should form a maximum of radia-
tion of the universe, radiated by electrons at synthesis of atoms of hydrogen. And it is valid so. Our analysis has 
shown, that the biggest maximum of radiation of the universe (fig. 137, point А) is formed by photons, radiated by 
electrons at synthesis of atoms of hydrogen. Sources forming maxima in other points are established also. Maximum 
in a point C is formed with photons, radiated by electrons at synthesis of molecules of hydrogen, and the maximum 
in a point B is formed with photons, radiated by electrons of molecules of hydrogen during them cooling  at removal 
from stars [276], [277]. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 137. Dependence of density of relic radiation of the universe on length of a wave:  
theoretical – a thin line; experimental – a fat line 

 
  So, the analysis of processes of transfer executed by us and reception of the electronic information con-
vincingly proves, that the information to space is transferred with photons, radiated by electrons. Ii) is coded in 
pulses of photons. However to experts by calculations of transmitting and reception aerials difficultly with it to 
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agree, as they more count than centuries, that the information electromagnetic of Maxwell’s  waves  transfer to 
space (fig. 6). Therefore there is a necessity to analyse their error.  

Michael Faradeja's experiences have shown in 1831, that magnetic and electric fields 
vary synchronously and always are in the connected condition. If these changes sinus, change 
tensions electric and magnetic fields represent as two mutually perpendicular sinusoids changing 
in time t  (fig. 6) and described by Maxwell’s equations (37-40)  [276], [277]  
  Apparently (37-40), it - the equations in private derivatives, therefore they automatically 
contradict an axiom of Unity. This contradiction amplifies independence r  and t . In result they 
cannot describe correctly three-dimensional motion of any objects. Therefore we have basis to 
call into question, conformity of a reality of electromagnetic Maxwell’s  waves  (fig. 6). 
            In conditions, when there is no the uniform experiment, capable to prove formation of electromagnetic 
waves of Maxwell (fig. 6) reliability of his equations too raises the doubts. But physics XX completely ignored this 
doubt and did everything to prove, that Maxwell’s equations  (37-40) describe radiation by the aerial of the transmit-
ter of such wave what is shown on fig. 139 [1]. There is a question: on what base physics the conviction what radia-
tion is formed with electromagnetic waves of Maxwell? First of all on experiences Hertz which has ostensibly 
proved existence of a mysterious current of displacement ( tCE ∂∂ / ), included in the third equation (39) of Max-
well. The inaccuracy of this proof was difficult for checking up at absence of the information on participation of 
photons in transfer of the information in space. Now such information is present also we can check up a correctness 
of interpretation of results of experiences of Hertz which has been carried out by him at the end of 19-th century. 
Since then it was not found the scientist who has understood necessity of check of reliability of interpretation of re-
sults of these experiences. We execute it. On fig. 140 the circuit of experience of Hertz on the basis of which he has 
drawn a conclusion on occurrence of a current of displacement in dielectric, not conducting a current is shown. 
  Hertz used coil Rumkorfa with which help generated sparks in a spark interval of 1 vibrator (fig. 7) as a 
source of a high variable voltage. For registration of process of radiation he used a wire which ends came to the end 
with spherical balls. He formed this wire of a circle, a square or a rectangular with an adjustable backlash between 
balls (fig. 7). He has named such device the resonator. The spark interval 3 resonators was adjusted by the special 
micrometric screw. Occurrence of a spark between balls testified to occurrence of a current in a wire of the resona-
tor. In some experiences the spark was such weak, that he observed it in darkness at use of a magnifying glass or a 
telescope. The resonator settled down near to the vibrator in a plane, to a perpendicular plane of plates 2 in parallel a 
core of the vibrator and is symmetric concerning a level of plates. 
            When the spark interval 3 resonators settled down sideways, as shown in fig. 7 sparks in 
it were not by virtue of similarity of conditions for bottom and top part of the resonator. If to 
plates of the vibrator it was brought what – or a conducting body 4, how counted Hertz, it de-
formed a field of the vibrator, in result the resonator appeared not in neutral position, and in its 
backlash 3 there were sparks. Thus a spark interval 3 resonators were necessary to have from that 
side from which the conducting body was brought. 
  Hertz has found out, that replacement of a conducting body isolated does not change result of experience. 
On the basis of it he has drawn a conclusion that electromagnetic field of Maxwell generates a current of displace-
ment and in conducting bodies, and in dielectrics. 
  It is strange to us to perceive such conclusion of Hertz. First of all, dielectric does not carry out a current, 
therefore it and have named so that to distinguish from a conductor which carries out a current. Further, there are 
obscure questions on influence on result of experiment of light photons, radiated in a backlash of 1 vibrator at the 
moment of formation of a spark. In fact they are reflected from conducting bodies and dielectrics is identical. Hav-
ing got on a wire of the resonator, they also form in it electric potential which, being unloaded, forms a spark in a 
spark backlash 3 [276], [277]. 
             When the backlash 3 resonators is symmetric concerning the ends of the vibrator a symmetric stream of the 
photons absorbed by electrons of a wire of the resonator, the unipolar potential and a spark form in it is absent. In-
troduction conducting or isolating body 4 in a zone of only bottom part of the resonator results - bodies to that the 
photons radiated in a spark interval of 1 vibrator, are reflected from a lateral wall entered conducting or isolating 
bodies 4 and increase the common stream of photons by the bottom part of the resonator. In result it is formed mis-
balance  in excitation electrons on  the bottom and top parts of the resonator and there is a potential which is 
unloaded in a backlash 3 resonators, forming a spark which observed Hertz.  
         We do not have bases to reproach Hertz in an inaccuracy of interpretation of this experiment. During his time 
it there was, perhaps, a unique interpretation as the concept a photon still was absent. But we have bases will re-
proach all his followers who have made to repeat nothing his experiences at a modern level and to find its correct in-
terpretation. 
             Certainly, the approached methods of the decision of Maxwell’s  equations  can give the result conterminous 
to experiment. The essence of this concurrence consists that the approached methods of the decision of Maxwell’s 
equations are based on use of lines Furie. The same method is used and at processing results of experimental data. 
That is the physical essence of the most electromagnetic wave here is not submitted in any way. And in fact this 
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wave can have different physical filling which is not reflected with measuring devices. In such conditions concur-
rence of experimental result with theoretical can be casual, and its interpretation - completely erroneous. 
  To tell the truth, the subsequent generations of followers Maxwell have started to notice contradictions in 
such representations and the specified picture (fig. 6) began to disappear from some textbooks of physics of last edi-
tions. To strengthen independence for others this fact, mathematics have started to distribute the thesis: any repre-
sentations are not necessary, the mathematics perfectly does without what – or representations in a prediction of ex-
perimental result.  
  It becomes sad from such self-confidence. In fact results of this self-confidence are very far from a reality. 
In my library there are such books, as: A.S.Davidov. Quantum mechanics. "Science". M. of 1972. 700 pag..; 
D.I.Blohintsev. Bases of quantum mechanics. "Science". M. 1976.  664 pag.; S.R.Groot, L.G.Sattorp. Electrody-
namics. "Science". 1982; 560 pag. Andre Ango. Mathematics for electro  and radio engineers. "Science". M. 1967г. 
770 pag.. And many others. I bought them when – that, hoping to take the helpful information. Result is zero. All 
my long-term attempts to find in these books answers on appear  questions appeared vain. They contain the scanty 
information on physical essence of physical processes and the phenomena which is covered with a dense fog of 
mathematical hooks, therefore it is easy to predict destiny of theoretical creations these and similar to them – fast 
leaving from sphere of scientific interests of new generations of researchers. 
  Thus, pulse change of an electric field is transferred all free electrons oriented along a wire, and simultane-
ously accompanied by radiation of photons in space. In result longitudinal waves of electromagnetic pulses along a 
wire and simultaneously pulses of photons, radiated perpendicularly to a wire (fig. 135) are formed. So the same 
information is transferred in two directions: along a wire and it is perpendicular to it - in space [276], [277].  
           It is quite natural, that for the description of a photon wave (fig. 135, 6) is not present needs to enter into the 
equation of such wave of intensity electric and magnetic fields and not existing currents of displacement. It is 
enough to write the equations of change of a voltage, a current and intensity of a magnetic field (276), (277), (278) 
and to enter into them the necessary parameters describing oscillatory process, radiating pulses of photons (fig. 135, 
6). 
  Certainly, it is interesting to us to know details of experiences with radio waves in which transfer of the in-
formation of radio information (fig. 6) is reflected. Such eighteen experiences it is described in the manual for 
schoolboys: N.M.Shahmaev, S.E.Kamenetsky. Demonstration experiences on electrodynamics. М. "Education" - 
1973. The analysis of these experiences shows, that in them  all spectrum of behavior of light photons in experiences 
on optics was reflected. It is quite enough of it for the conclusion that carriers of radio waves are photon (fig. 18), 
but not electromagnetic Maxwell’s  waves  (fig. 6). It is quite natural, that photon radio waves form photons of in-
visible ranges, and seen photons are used by transfer of the information on, to so-called fiber wave guides. 
              This implies necessity of recurrence of experiences of Hertz with use of modern means. 
And they are carried already out with the help of the device of the YOKE - 1 (fig. 8). Results of 
these experiences have convincingly proved an inaccuracy of representations about the wave na-
ture of the electromagnetic radiation, similar Maxwell’  electromagnetic wave (fig. 6).  
         The device of the YOKE - 1 (fig. 8), having sensitivity 100 pico volt, accepts natural radiations with frequency 
5 kHz on the aerial in diameter of 30 mm. Length of a wave of such radiation 

kmС 60106.0105/103/ 538 =⋅=⋅⋅== νλ . With the help of this device sources of various natural radiations 
including located under the ground stream, emptiness (cave) both other natural and artificial formations, which 
molecules radiate photons with characteristics distinguished from characteristics of photons, radiated are found out 
by the common set of molecules of all other formations among which there is the formation analyzed by the re-
searcher.  
             If to take into account, that Maxwell’s equations  work in conditions when the length of 
an electromagnetic wave is commensurable with length of the aerial experiment with the device 
of the YOKE-1 - the convincing proof of that as carriers of radiations photons (fig. 14, 18, 135), 
but not electromagnetic waves of Maxwell (fig. 6). It is caused by that the size of the aerial (a 
round disk) at the device of the YOKE – 1 on 6 orders is less than length  of Maxwell’s wave. 
From it follows, that this device accepts not Maxwell’s (fig. 139), but photon (fig. 18) a wave 
[276], [277]. 

The conclusion 
 
  The pulse change of an electric field is transferred by all free electrons, oriented along a wire, and simulta-
neously accompanied by radiation of photons by them in space. In result longitudinal waves of electromagnetic 
pulses along a wire and simultaneously pulses of the radiated photons are formed. So the same information is trans-
ferred in two directions: along a wire and it is perpendicular to it - in space. 
 Maxwell’s equations  have no any attitude to the description of processes of formation and transfer of the 
electronic information. 
  On a background of the stated facts teaching to students of modern electrodynamics is 
equivalent to intellectual violence over them. 
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12.12. A photo -effect 

 
        The phenomenon of a photo - effect was open by Hertz in 1887. In 1889. A.G. Stoletov has established, that the 
maximal photo-electric current I  is directly proportional to a falling radiant stream (fig. 138). Then A. Einstein has 
offered the variant of interpretation of a photo - effect with the help of simple mathematical model which as was 
considered, described process of formation of the detaining potential fixed experimentally. For it the Nobel Prize in 
1922 has been awarded him. The mathematical model offered by A. Einstein, looks like 

 
WhEk −= ν ,                                                     (281) 

where kE  - kinetic energy of the photoelectron which is let out by the photocathode (-); νh - energy of a 
photon but which, is not explained [24], [111]; W - work of an output of a photoelectron - a constant. 

 
 

Fig. 138. Schemes of experiences of A.G. Stoletova 
  

It was supposed, that photons with the energy νh , irradiating the photocathode (-), beat out from it electrons 

which kinetic energy kE  is equal to a difference of energy of a photon νh  and the energy equal to work of an out-
put W . In an electric circuit during this moment there is a current. However, as it was supposed, if on a collector 
And to generate negative potential (fig. 138, b) it is possible to detain a stream of electrons to it, taking off of cath-
ode K the fact is registered by absence of a current in circuits, and a voltage at which it occurs, refers to as the de-
taining potential V . Appeared, that the size of the detaining potential V  increases in steps with increase in fre-
quency of light, and does not depend on its intensity. The conclusion has been made from this that the size of the de-

taining potential V is defined by kinetic energy kE  of electrons radiated  by the photocathode To under action of a 
light irradiation. Was considered, that photons with the greater frequency, having the big energy, not only beat out 

electrons from molecules of the cathode, but also inform them the big kinetic energy kE , therefore for detention 
such electrons (fig. 138, b) is required the greater negative electric potential V .  

From experimental spectroscopy follows, that electrons leave from nucleus of atoms in steps. In steps vary 
also their energy of connection with protons of nucleus, therefore occurrence free electrons in a photo effect To (fig. 
138, а) – result of loss by them of connection or with protons of nucleus of atoms, or with next valent electrons of 
the atoms connected in molecules. Hence, law of this loss should submit to the law of radiation and absorption of 
photons by electrons of atoms or molecules. The mathematical model (281) offered by A. Einstein for interpretation 
of a photo effect this implies, that, should be identical to the mathematical model of formation of spectra of atoms 
established by us and ions. It looks like [276], [277] 

 

2
1

n
EEE if −=  ,                                                     (282) 

 
where fE  - energy of the photon absorbed or radiated by electrons; iE - energy of ionization of electron, 

equal to energy of such photon after which absorption electrons loses touch with a proton of a nucleus and becomes 
free; 1E - energy of connection of electron with a proton of a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to its first power 
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level; ...4,3,2=n - the main quantum number; 2
1 / nEEb =  - energy of connection of electron with a proton of 

the nucleus, corresponding to power levels ...4,3,2=n . 
The ratio (282) follows from experimental spectroscopy, therefore it is mathematical model of the law of 

formation of spectra of atoms and ions. Einshtein’s equation (281) also describes similar process of absorption of 
photons by electrons. It gives us the basis to assume identity of the equations (281) both (282) and unambiguity of 
their interpretation. Really, from the resulted equations follows  

fk EE = .                                                          (283) 
 

It means an inaccuracy of representations about physical essence of energy kE . It not kinetic energy of elec-
tron, and energy of the photon absorbed by it. This implies, that electron of atom or a molecule after absorption of a 
photon becomes free and does not take off anywhere. It remains in a zone of reception of freedom and increases 
quantity free electrons in this zone. Certainly, having separated from molecules, electron has any kinetic energy, but 
it is insufficient to leave for limits of a body in which there was this event. This process goes continuously almost in 
all bodies. Increase in frequency of photons so also its energy, means, that they release from connections electrons 
with big energies of connections and thus increase quantity free electrons in a body irradiated with photons. 

Further 

iEh =ν .                                                        (284) 
 
From this obviously follows, that the size of energy νh  in the equation (281) A. Einsteins is energy of ioni-

zation iE  of electron, radiated by electrons  of material of the photocathode. It is equal to energy of such photon, 
having swallowed up which electron becomes free. From the equations (281) and (282) also follows [276], [277] 

 

bE
n
EW == 2

1 .                                               (285) 

 
New clearing: work of an output W  of a photoelectron is equal to energy of connection of electron 

2
1 / nEEb =  at the moment of its stay at the certain power level n  atom or a molecule. 

Thus, erroneous interpretation of physical essence of components of the formula (281) A.Einsteins has caused 
erroneous interpretation of physical essence of a photo effect, therefore there is a necessity to understand essence of 
this inaccuracy. 

Experimental researches of a photo effect usually carry out with photocathodes (negatively charged plates) 
from alkaline metals. For example, it is known, that work of an output of a photoelectron from lithium   photocath-
ode is equal W=2.4 eV. Energy of ionization of its electron is equal eVEi 392.5= , and energy of its  connection 
with a nucleus, corresponding to the first power level, - eVE 05.141 = . Taking into account it, and using mathe-
matical model of the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions (282), we shall receive a theoretical spectrum of 
its electron fE (theor)., which completely coincides with experimental fE (exper). A spectrum (tab. 42). Thus the 

formula (285) allows to calculate energy 2
1 / nEEW b ==  of connection of its electrons with a nucleus of atom 

(on Einstein work of an output, corresponding to all ( n ) to power levels of its electron.  
Table 42. A spectrum of the first electron atom of lithium 

Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

fE (exper.) eV - 3.83 4.52 4.84 5.01 

fE (theor.) eV 1.18 3.83 4.51 4.83 5.00 

bE (theor.) eV 3.51 1.56 0.88 0.56 0.39 

 
It is known, that the same atoms incorporate in molecules covalent connection and energy of connection be-

tween valent electrons, correspond to fractional quantum numbers n . It enables us to define, that is a source of 
clearing of connection of photoelectrons: atoms or molecules of a material of the photocathode. Substituting in the 
formula (285) eVEW b 40.2==  and eVE 05.141 = , we shall find n =2.4. As the size n  appeared fractional 
number it means, that a source of photoelectrons are not atoms, and molecules of lithium (tab. 42). Energy of con-
nection of valent electrons of atoms of lithium in its molecules changes in this case in an interval 1.56 … 351eV 
(tab. 42). 
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For a photoelectron sodium the photocathode we have: eVEi 139.5= , eVE 086.131 =  and 
eVWEb 1.2== . Using mathematical model (282) of the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions and the 

formula (285), we shall receive a spectrum of a photoelectron of sodium (tab. 43 ). 
Table 43. A spectrum of 1-st electron of atom of sodium 

Values n 2 3 4 5 6 

 fE  (exper.) eV - 3.68 4.31 4.62 4.78 

 fE  (theor.) eV - 3.68 4.32 4.62 4.77 

 bE  (theor.) eV 3.27 1.45 0.82 0.52 0.36 

 
The size n determined with the help of the formula (285), appears equal 5.2=n . From this also follows, that 

a source of photoelectrons sodium  photocathode are not atoms, and molecules of sodium. Energy of connection be-
tween valent electrons of atoms of sodium in its molecule change in this case in an interval 1.45 … 3.27 eV (tab. 
43). 

From stated follows, that Einshtein’s  kinetic energy kE  of electron is energy fE  of the absorbed photon, 

and Einshtein’s energy  of  photon νh  is equal to energy of ionization iE  of electron. Einshtein’s work of an out-

put W  is equal to energy of connection of electron bE  with a nucleus of atom. Thus, 100 years were required al-
most to establish true physical sense of mathematical symbols of the law of the photo effect (281) open by A. Ein-
shtein. 

The analysis of the law (282) formations of spectra of atoms and ions and results of calculation of spectra 
(and 43) show tab. 42, that energy of connection bE  of electron with a nucleus of atom so also energy of connection 
valent electrons of two atoms with each other varies in steps (285). The more energy of connection between elec-
trons in molecules, the  big energy of photons is required for break of this connection, but not for the message of ki-
netic energy of electron to which have denominated a photoelectron.  
          From stated the abundance of contradictions at existing erroneous interpretation of a photo effect, but a cor-
rectness of the mathematical model (281) describing this effect follows, is kept. It is caused by that as we now have 
established, mathematical model (281) describes only process of transition of electron from the connected condition 
in free state and do not describe its start from the photocathode.  
          A. Einstein has attributed energy of connection of electron with a proton work of an output which as was con-
sidered, forms kinetic energy released to electron. Now we know, that released electron does not possess kinetic en-
ergy, it remains in a zone of clearing of connections and increases quantity of free electrons in this zone.  

We shall not describe other contradictions in a statement of essence of a photo effect as in educational, and 
the scientific literature, but we shall note, that at one authors light irradiates the cathode having a sign a minus and at 
others - the anode having a sign plus, and the effect at all turns out identical. In result correct interpretation of nu-
merous experiments on a photo effect considerably becomes complicated. Therefore we shall start with the analysis 
of experiment of A.G. Stoletov (fig. 138). 

To facilitate process of formation of correct understanding of physical essence of a photo effect, we shall note 
the main thing – presence in electric wires only electrons – carriers of negative charges and full absence of protons – 
carriers of positive charges. It is caused by that the neighbourhood of protons and electrons automatically results in 
formation of atoms of hydrogen which exist only in a plasma condition at temperature about 5000 C.   

Positive and negative potentials are present in electrolytic solutions. Carriers of these potentials are electrons 
negatively charged ions and protons of atoms of the hydrogen, the included in positively charged ions. Thus nega-
tively charged ions bring electrons to the anode - plus (+) is familiar to the plug of the battery which is designated. 
From this plug they move on wires, make work in an external network and come back to minus (-) the plug of the 
battery. Here electrons accept the ions containing atoms of hydrogen, in structure of which - positively charged pro-
tons forming positive potentials of these ions. So on electric wires move only electrons. They also move from the 
anode (+) to the cathode (-) if an energy source is the battery. It – the main information without which knowledge it 
is impossible to find consistent interpretation of a photo effect. 

On fig. 138, and the circuit of experiment of A.G.Stoletov is shown. Two plates of the condenser are included 
in an electric network of the battery. The plate A as a copper grid is connected to plus of the battery, and a zinc plate 
K – to a minus. When light from source S, passing through a copper grid A and, falls on negatively charged zinc 
plate K galvanometer G shows a current.  

The reason of indications of a galvanometer – occurrence of a potential difference between a plate K and the 
negative plug of the battery. This difference is caused by that new free electrons, appeared in a plate K, are com-
pelled to level the formed potential difference. They do it, moving to the minus plug of the battery. Process of this 
moving fixes galvanometer G.  
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  It is the central moment in understanding of essence of a photo effect, therefore it is necessary to pay to it 
special attention and to remember its essence – alignment of potentials. If to a plate to connect plus of the battery in-
stead of a minus (fig. 138, b) electrons of batteries going from plus, charge it negatively. New electrons, appeared as 
a result of an irradiation of the same plate light, cannot move to plus to a plate of the battery surrounded with nega-
tively charged ions. Absence of indications of galvanometer G confirms this fact. 

Certainly, reliability of the described interpretation requires additional check. For this purpose it is necessary 
to put the second galvanometer in a circuit: a minus of the battery – a plate A (fig. 138, c). In spite of the fact that 
the area of mesh plate A is much less than area of a zinc plate K a galvanometer will show presence of a current in 
this circuit. It will fix movement new free electrons, appearing in a plate In summary its irradiations, to positively 
charged ions which concentrate at a surface of negatively charged plate of the battery which plug is designated the 
minus is familiar. It is a pity, that we did not manage to find the reference in which action of the galvanometer 
shown on fig. 138, would be described. 

To this we shall add, that there is a plenty of experiences in which it is shown, that free electrons can appear 
in an irradiated plate and at absence on it of any initial potential. It is established, that zinc plates are most sensitive 
to an irradiation a ultraviolet. 

Strictly speaking, special needs in check of reliability of the described interpretation of physical essence of 
experience of A.G.Stoletov do not exist, so it is realized in circuits of work of solar batteries. The electrons of solar 
batteries do not take off anywhere, and move on wires and fill up potential electrolytic batteries. So work charging 
devices of batteries of a feed of calculators and other numerous similar devices.   
  And now we shall describe circuits for realization of the photo effect, submitted in books of different au-
thors. The information on a photo effect, stated J. B.Marion in the book «Physics and the physical world» [148], can 
be submitted how is shown on fig. 139, and. In the textbook on physics [144] this circuit is shown as submitted on 
fig. 139, b. Newer textbook on physics [219] has presented this circuit, corresponding fig. 139, c. 
  It is not full inconsistent information on circuits of experimental installations on a photo effect and it is not 
casual. Now we shall see ineffectual attempts of authors of these books to find the consistent circuit in frameworks 
for a long time developed deeply erroneous interpretations of physical essence of a photo effect. 
      For a long time existing interpretation of a photo effect corresponds only to the circuit submitted on fig. 
139, and as in it the negative potential on a plate K is formed  which can detain electrons, taking off of a plate A. In 
this case, as it is considered, it is possible to create on the cathode To sufficient negative potential which will detain 
electrons, taking from anode A. At once there is a question: whence electrons take so significant energy to overcome 
negative potential on the cathode?  
         From the new theory of spectra as we have already shown, that electron, the swallowed up photon with energy 
of equal energy of its connection with a proton or unequivocally follows another valent electrons, becomes free and 
remains in a zone of the birth together with others free electrons. So there is no at it an initial kinetic energy to take 
off from a zone of the clearing, therefore there are all bases to believe, that the ammeter in the circuit on fig. 139, in-
stead of anything will show.  
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Fig. 139. The circuits of experiments corresponding to the information on a photo effect in books: а) – [148]; b) – 
[144]; c) – [219]; K – the cathode (-); A – the anode (+) 

 
  The circuit submitted on fig. 139, b in general looks absurdly as the positive potential on the anode A (on 
existing views) cannot push away electrons, on the contrary, it draws them. Therefore this circuit does not allow to 
receive any size of the detaining potential.   
           The circuit submitted on fig. 139, with, corresponds to the circuit of inclusion of a galvanometer in 
A.G.Stoletova's experience (fig. 141, а). Apparently (fig. 138, and  fig. 139, с), the galvanometer is included in a 
circuit: an irradiated plate – a minus of the battery. Therefore similar experimental results, and an anode  plate 
should yield both these circuits A (fig. 139, с) appears superfluous. We shall try to find the reason of it. 
        Let's begin the analysis of the main ambiguity which all of physics bypass already more than 100 years. How to 
understand the detaining potential received with the help of the electric circuit, shown on fig. 139, with? In fact po-
tential on the anode And as it is considered, positive and it draws negatively charged electrons, but does not push 
away them and consequently cannot form detaining potential. 
  And, nevertheless, it is informed, that in this case there are experimental data which show that there is an 
initial potential 0V  at which the current is equal to zero, and the subsequent increase in a voltage increases a current 
(fig. 140, а). If to increase a light stream the size of a current also increases ( 123 III >> ) and at the certain voltage 
becomes a constant. The size of a voltage 0V at which the current is equal to zero, refers to as the detaining potential 
[144]. For understanding of essence of analyzed process we shall enter very important concept - initial detaining po-
tential. It is necessary because it is fixed at change of frequency of light irradiating a plate A (fig. 140, b). 
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Fig. 140. Dependence of the detaining potential V on frequency ν  of photons  

(1 and 2 – different materials of cathodes) 
 
  On fig. 140, b - three different initial detaining potential 321 ,, VVV . It means, that at consecutive increase 
in frequency of photons, the initial detaining potential each time appeared big. This fundamental consequence speci-
fies that the increase in frequency of the photons absorbed by valent electrons of atoms, included in molecules, ex-
pands a range destroyed energies of connections in steps. It means, that different valent electrons of molecules have 
different energy of connection. It is quite natural, that also the quantity free electrons which as it is considered, it is 
necessary to detain in steps increases. 
  Further, appeared, that the size of initial detaining potential at cathodes depends not only on frequency of 
photons, but also from a material of the cathode that is quite natural as valent electrons of atoms of different chemi-
cal elements have different energy of connection and different ranges of their change.  
             Dependence of the detaining potential on materials of cathodes is shown on fig. 140, c. From it follows, that 
the size of the detaining potential for the cathode from a concrete material depends linearly on frequency ν  of the 
photons falling on the cathode. And, lines of change of these dependences for cathodes from different materials have 
the same corner of an inclination. It is extremely valuable experimental fact, allowing to open structures of atoms 
and molecules of materials of cathodes, but in the scientific literature there is no information on it, therefore we shall 
present it in the subsequent publications. 
         And now we shall pay attention that the power supply is the battery (fig. 139, с). The potential on its electrodes 
varies with the help of the resistor. It is quite natural, that the resistor causes a power failure on plugs of the battery. 
The size of this falling depends on quantity of coils of the resistor included in work. At a maximum quantity of the 
coils included in work, a power failure it will be maximum. Voltmeter V shows the rest of potential on plugs of the 
battery. 

As the size of potential is defined with quantity electrons at the big power failure the most part electrons cir-
culates in the closed circuit: the battery – the resistor, and a smaller part provides size of the reduced potential on 
plugs of the battery which carries out a role of the detaining potential. If this part of potential will be equal to poten-
tial on a plate K the current will not be. When the potential on a plate K will be more than residual potential on 
plugs of the battery process of alignment of potentials and the ammeter will begin and will record it. 

We take in the beginning a plate with a material 1 (fig. 140, с) which, according to the circuit on fig. 139, 
with, carries out a role of the cathode of K  when a plate is not irradiated, its potential will be equal to that part of 
potential on plugs of the battery which is not spent for a power failure on plugs of the battery by the included resis-
tor.   

If to start to irradiate a plate (fig. 139, с) with light at it surplus free electrons which will generate potential 
the greater that remains on plugs of the battery after a power failure caused by the resistor will appear. In result 
process of alignment of potential and the ammeter will begin will record its indications. To stop this process, it is 
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necessary to increase potential on plugs of the battery. It is done by reduction of resistance of the resistor. It also is 
the reason of increase in the detaining potential. 

Thus, equality of potentials on a plate K and plugs of the battery also defines size of potential which refers to 
detaining and which shows voltmeter V. The size of this potential is registered at the zero indication of ammeter G. 

Further, the increase in frequency of the photons sent on a surface of a plate To, increases quantity released 
electrons in steps and the detaining potential on this plate grows in steps (fig. 140, b). To keep the increased poten-
tial on a plate K, it is necessary to increase potential on plugs of the battery. It is reached by reduction of resistance 
of the resistor. The fact of equality of potentials on a plate K and on plugs of the battery registers the ammeter ab-
sence of a current in a circuit: a plate K – the minus plug of the battery. 

From described follows, that consecutive increase in frequency so also energy of photons, allows them to re-
lease electrons with big energies of connections and thus to increase quantity free electrons. In result the size of po-
tential on a plate grows K and, to bar the way electrons, forming this potential, it is necessary to increase potential 
on the plug of the battery (fig. 140, b) by reduction of resistance of the resistor (fig. 139, с). The sequence of this 
operation results in reception of rectilinear dependence between the detaining potential V and frequency ν  of the 
photons irradiating a plate (fig. 140, с). For example, on fig. 140, with it is shown, that photons with frequency 11ν  
form on a plate K potential of which can be kept in potential 11V  on plugs of the battery. 

Interested persons can check up reliability of the described interpretation of physical essence of the detaining 
potential, having established the second ammeter in a circuit (fig. 139, с): a plate A (anode +)  the plug of the bat-
tery. At any increase in frequency of the photons sent on a surface of a plate K, the second ammeter will show noth-
ing, proving depth of an inaccuracy of existing interpretation of a photo effect. The second plate (А) is absolutely 
not necessary in this circuit. Presence of vacuum is desirable, as it reduces discharge of a plate To due to ionization 
of air near to its surface. 

Strictly speaking, special needs in check of reliability of the described interpretation of physical essence of 
the detaining potential do not exist, as it is realized in circuits of work of solar batteries where there are no the po-
tentials detaining electrons, born in solar batteries. These electrons do not take off anywhere, and move on wires and 
fill up potential electrolytic batteries.  

  And now we shall consider work of a radio tube in candenscent (fig. 141, а). On circuits (fig. 141, b and с) 
it is shown, that the cathode of a radio tube is heated up by the additional power supply a voltage) 30 V.  It is 
known, that at heating their atoms electrons absorb photons and leave on higher power levels removed from nucleus 
of atoms. It is quite natural, that there is a limit of energy of photons absorbed by electrons which refers to as energy 
of ionization electrons. Having swallowed up such photon, electron loses touch with a proton of a nucleus and be-
comes free. If the cathode (-) and the anode (+) to place in vacuum, how it is considered, negatively charged elec-
tron will depart to positively charged anode (fig. 141, b) and in a circuit the current will appear. Indications of the 
ammeter (fig. 141, b) prove reliability of such interpretation. But we have naive question: what forms positive elec-
tric potential on the anode? 

 

 
 

Fig. 141. Circuits of a radio tube and its(her) work 
 

It is known, that the carrier of positive electric potential is the proton. It means, that the anode is filled with 
free protons which draw to itself electrons, left the cathode. Other explanation within the framework of developed 
representations does not exist, therefore we have second naive question: why the meeting of protons and electrons at 
a surface of the anode does not come to the formation of atoms of hydrogen? We do not have any bases to exclude 
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realization of this process. Synthesis of atoms of hydrogen on a surface of the anode is inevitable also it automati-
cally results in formation on this surface of temperature (in an interval 2700-5000 С) which corresponds to tempera-
ture of the plasma formed by atomic hydrogen. Where to search for an output from this fundamental contradiction 
remaining of 100 years unnoticed more? 

We have already established, that positive potentials of an electricity can exist on plugs of batteries, there pro-
tons of atoms of the hydrogen, taking place in structure of ions of electrolytic solution – lawful owners of positive 
potentials. In the external electric circuits going from the anode (+) of the battery to its cathode (-), move only elec-
trons. Is not present in wires of protons as their neighbourhood inevitable comes to an end formation of atoms of 
hydrogen which exist only in a plasma condition at temperature (2700-5000 C) .What forces to move free electrons 
from the cathode to the anode (fig. 141, b)?  

Good question. For search of the answer to it it is necessary to ask one more question: why the current in this 
circuit disappears if to disconnect heating the cathode? In fact, according to prevailing the points of view electrons 
move in wires from a minus to plus. Means, in the cathode should be electrons. Heating of the cathode only in-
creases their quantity. However the ammeter refuses to confirm our assumption – switching-off heating  the cathode 
breaks off an electric circuit. The most probable reason – full absence free electrons in the cathode at  absence of its 
heating. They are only in the anode. It follows from the law of movement of electrons established by us  on wires 
from plus to a minus.  

In the cathode free electrons appear only at it heating. Set of the anode and the cathode of a radio tube is simi-
lar to plates of the condenser. We already know, that at charged  the condenser, electrons accept on an internal sur-
face of its plate focused position. In result on this surface the unipolar magnetic potential is formed, that is the sur-
face of a plate of the condenser turns to the same pole of a magnet. It is quite natural, that free electrons, leaving of 
the heating cathode, will go to the anode only when they will be oriented opposite magnetic poles to the anode hav-
ing unipolar magnetic potential of opposite polarity. So on the anode the superfluous electric potential will appear. 
Process of its alignment will lead to  occurrence of a current which will show the ammeter. 

At change of electric polarity with plugs of a lamp the ammeter shows nothing, why? It is considered, that in 
this case the former anode (fig. 141, b) becomes the cathode and is charged negatively. In result electrons, left from 
heating already  anode, also make a start from negatively charged cathode and the current in a circuit is absent. 
Logical interpretation. But we have other variant of interpretation. We have already established, that the current in 
electric circuits goes from plus to a minus. It means, that when the former top anode (fig. 141, b) begins the cathode 
(fig. 141, с) in it will not be any electrons and will not be any same magnetic potential which could cooperate with 
opposite magnetic potentials of electrons, leaving heating the former cathode fig. 141, b) which in a considered case 
became the anode (fig. 141, с).  

Other variant of an explanation at which there would be no protons in wires, it is difficult to find. Hardly it 
will be found also by supporters of presence of protons in the anode of a lamp heating when will understand, that it 
is impossible, as the neighbourhood of protons and electrons automatically comes to an end a birth of atoms of hy-
drogen which exist only in a plasma condition at temperature up to 5000 C. 

THE CONCLUSION 
 

  A. Einstein's describing experimental laws of a photo effect the mathematical equation, has deeper physi-
cal sense. At correct interpretation of components of this equation, it becomes mathematical model of the law of 
formation of spectra of atoms and the ions, open by us in 1993[1], [2], [3]. 

Existing representations about the detaining potential in a photo effect are deeply erroneous. They contradict 
basic circuits of work of solar batteries. 
  New interpretation of physical essence of the detaining potential in a photo effect follows from set of our 
scientific results about a microcosm. It has no contradictions and consequently closer to a reality, than old interpre-
tation with an abundance of contradictions. 
 

12.13. The analysis of Compton’s effect  
 
  The fact of increase in length of a wave of the reflected photons is known. Most reliably and precisely it is 
fixed in effect of Compton. [276]. Thus, according to the law of localization of photons Constmk == λ0 , the 
mass m  of the reflected photons decreases. It unequivocally testifies to loss of mass, so - and energy a photon. If 
the owner of the lost mass remains to unknown persons effect of Compton becomes the bright proof of infringement 
of the law of conservation of energy and this fact cannot be denied any indirect experiments proving opposites 
[276]. 
  We have already noted, that misbalance  mass of nucleus at their synthesis the scale of photons protons 
speaks radiation. As if to the reason of misbalance of mass of photons in Compton’seffect  this question was not put. 
Therefore we shall put it and we shall try to find the answer or, as a last resort, to formulate a hypothesis about des-
tiny of the mass lost by the reflected photon. 
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  On fig. 142 the circuit of experimental installation for studying Compton’s  effect  and on fig. 143 – the 
circuit of change of length of a wave of the reflected photons is shown at change of a corner ϕ . In experiment x-ray 

photons with length of a wave mr
11106267.5 −⋅=λ were used. 

  Apparently (fig. 142), at increase in a corner of dispersion ϕ  intensity of the unbiased line 0λ  falls, and 

intensity of the displaced line 'λ  grows. 
             To find the mathematical model describing change of length of a wave of the reflected photon, it is neces-
sary to know, first of all, geometrical parameters of cooperating objects – x-ray photons and electrons. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 142. The circuit for studying effect 
of Compton: 
1-x-ray tube;  
2-lead screens;  
3-film 
 
 

Fig. 143. The circuit of change of length of a wave of the reflected photons from a corner ϕ  
 
           It is known, that the length of a wave of a x-ray photon is equal to radius of its rotation and changes in an in-
terval m129 103...103 −− ⋅⋅≈λ . Length of a wave so also radius free electron are equal 

mree
1210242631060.2 −⋅==λ . Certainly, at power transitions of electron in atom the length of its wave 

changes. However these changes at superficial electrons are so insignificant, that in this case they can be neglected. 
Comparing length of a wave of the x-ray photon used in experiment, 11106267.5 −⋅=rλ  and length of a wave of 

electron me
1210242631060.2 −⋅=λ , we see their close values (tab. 3).  

  On fig. 143  0λ 'λ  , absent-minded under the same corner various substances are resulted. The main con-
clusion which follows from this figure, at increase of nuclear number of a chemical element of substance intensity of 
unbiased line P grows, and intensity of displaced line M falls. So, at lithium the maximal intensity of radiation will 
consist of the component displaced in the M, and at copper on the contrary, intensity of unbiased line P is more sig-
nificant than intensity of displaced line M. 
  And now we shall pay attention to fig. 47 and we shall try to find the answer to a question: why intensity 
of the displaced line falls with increase in number of a chemical element? 
  The answer to this question follows from fig. 88 where the atom of lithium and its nucleus N is shown. It is 
uneasy to see, that the surface of such atom is almost empty and x-ray photons have an opportunity to cooperate 
with separate electrons. 
  At increase in number of a chemical element filling surfaces of atoms by electrons increases, that compli-
cates interaction of x-ray photons with separate electrons, in result intensity of the displaced line (fig. 144) de-
creases. 
  If to present atom of copper which nucleus is shown on fig. 145 its surface is filled of electrons more full 
that complicates interaction of x-ray photons with separate electrons and intensity of the displaced line decreases, as 
it is observed on fig. 144. 
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  We have bases to present a surface of multielectronic atom as a dandelion (fig. 145, b). Then the surface of 
such atom filled of electrons, will be close to spherical when it is in not excited condition. When one of its electron 
absorbs a photon energy of connection such electron with a nucleus decreases, in result it leaves from a nucleus and 
from the common spherical surface of atom. In such condition it becomes active – ready to take up with similar 
electron of other atom. So the molecule is formed.  
            Certainly, connection will take place only with that electron the next atom which will be removed from its 
surface and at which the opposite magnetic pole will be free. Specified two electrons also are valent electrons. 
 

 
Fig. 144. Effect of Compton on radiators of the various nature 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       а) 
 

 
b) 

Fig. 145. (a – model of a nu-
cleus of atom of copper; (b) – 
possible architectonics  sur-
faces of multielectronic atom 

 

 
          Thus, comparing surfaces of atom of lithium (fig. 88) and atom of copper (fig. 145, b), we see a significant 
opportunity of x-ray photons to cooperate individually with electrons of atom of lithium and smaller - with electrons 
of atom of copper. The experimental data submitted on fig. 144, convincingly confirm it. 
  And now we shall check up realization of the law of conservation of energy in effect of Compton. From 
the formula (286) follows, that change of length of a wave λ∆  of the reflected photon depends on a corner ϕ  (fig. 
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142, 143). According to a constant of localization of a photon constmk == λ0  at increase in length of a wave 

λ  of a photon its mass m decreases, therefore we can calculate the mass lost by a x-ray photon at reflection.  
  Designating mass of a photon before reflection through 000 /λkm = , and after reflection – through 

λ/0km =  and taking into account, that 
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  The length of a wave of the x-ray photons used in experiment m11106267.5 −⋅=λ . The constant of lo-
calization 0k  allows to define their mass  
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  As the corner ϕ  can change in an interval 0180........0=ϕ  for calculations we shall take its average 

value 090=ϕ . Then  
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  Thus, the x-ray photon, cooperating with electron under a corner 090=ϕ , has lost  
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       Nevertheless, if from the lost mass the photon it would have radius was generated 
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         Apparently, the mass (291) lost by the reflected x-ray photon, is equivalent to weight of a x-ray photon (tab. 
4).  
         At once there is a question: where the mass lost by the reflected x-ray photon if it was not generated in a corre-
sponding photon disappeared? Certainly, if it was generated in a corresponding photon devices necessarily would 
register it. However the precise information on it is not present, therefore we have strong reasons to believe, that the 
mass lost by the reflected photon, not having issued in any particle, was dissolved in space, having taken the form 
and properties of an ether. 
  If it so other, not less important question at once follows: whether the law of conservation of energy in ef-
fect of Compton  is carried out? 
      If at reflection of photons with other lengths of waves law of change of mass is kept, at reflection of a relic pho-
ton )102103.2;001.0( 39

0 kgmm −⋅==λ , we shall receive    
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  As the relic photon with kgm 39102.2 −⋅≈  is to limiting (tab. 4) photons with mass 

kgmm 48106757.10 −⋅==∆  are not formed. The electromagnetic substance representing this mass, not having is-
sued in a photon, is dissolved in space. In result the law of conservation of energy is not observed. Effect of Comp-
ton – the convincing proof of infringement of the law of conservation of energy in its modern formulation. 
  Thus, there are all bases to call into question results of some the indirect experiments proving, that the law 
of conservation of energy at effect Compton is observed [276], [277]. 
 

12.14. Secrets of an electronic microscope 
 
  It is considered, that our eye is capable to distinguish object in the size, approximately m31020.0 −⋅ .   
It is known, that the information in our eyes is brought with photons of a light range with average length of a wave 

m71000.5 −⋅ .  
         To facilitate the analysis of process of resolution of our eye and devices which increase it, we shall enter con-
cept of factor of information density of photons as the attitude of the minimal size of object which is brought in our 
eyes with photons without what or increases, to their average length of a wave. It - the attitude 

373 1040.01000.5/1020.0 ⋅=⋅⋅= −− mmkI . It means, that reduction of this factor reduces clearness of the geo-
metrical information which is brought with photons in our eyes or devices [277]. 
           Resolution of an electronic microscope a million times ( 610 ) is more than resolution of our eye also is esti-
mated by provisional size m91020.0 −⋅ .   
  It is considered, that resolution of an electronic microscope provide electrons. It is known, that the length 
of a wave еλ  free electron is strictly constant and equal to radius er  of its rotation mreе

1210426.2 −⋅==λ . The 
relativists  consider, that with increase in speed of movement of electron its length of a wave еλ  decreases, and the 
mass em  increases. This information also is based design procedures of resolution of an electronic microscope.  
        However, manufacturers of these microscopes at calculation of their resolution use only idea of reduction of the 
size of electron at increase in speed of its movement, and idea of increase in its mass leave in the party.  
  The law of reduction of length of a wave 'λ  of electron define under the relativistic formula 

22 /1' CVe −⋅= λλ . As the relativistic ratio predicts reduction of length of a wave of electron at increase in 

speed of its movement at resolution of an electronic microscope of the greater resolution of our eye in 610 , we have 
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  Thus, the maximal resolution of an electronic microscope is realized at speed of movement of electrons 
close by the speed of light. Relativists predict increase in mass  'm of electron in this case on dependence 
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  The mass of free electron is equal kgme

3110109.9 −⋅= . As at the moment of the approach to object of 
research speed of electron will be close to speed of light, its mass becomes equal 

kgme
25631 10109.91010109.9 −− ⋅=⋅⋅=  and length of a wave m18612 10426.21010426.2' −−− ⋅=⋅⋅=λ . In 

result the mass of electron appears more mass of a proton ( kgm p
2710673.1 −⋅= ) a hundred times, and the length - 

is less than length of a wave of a proton ( mp
1510321.1 −⋅=λ ) in one thousand times.  
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         Multiplying length of a wave m1810426.2' −⋅=λ  relativistic electron on factor of density of an information 
stream 31040.0 ⋅=ik , we shall receive its resolution m15318 1097.01040.010426.2 −− ⋅=⋅⋅⋅ . However, as we 
have already noted, real resolution of an electronic microscope on 6 orders is less. 
  That physics till now are reconciled with an abundance of these fundamental contradictions is difficult to 
believe, but it so. They trust that electron, suitable to object of research in an electronic microscope, has speed close 
by the speed of light.   

  Dear relativists, what for you put in such position of manufacturers of electronic micro-
scopes? From your ideas follows, that an electronic microscope - the most powerful accelera-
tor of electrons, surpassing your child in TSERN. Energy of electron, research suitable to ob-
ject in an electronic microscope, according to relativistic ideas, appears comparable energies 
of  protons in accelerator TSERN. 
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  Certainly, electrons with such energy will destroy not only atoms, but also nucleus, and 
object of supervision. But it does not occur. Why? The answer while two.  

  The first. Electron, accelerated  in an electronic microscope, does not change the pa-
rameters. Then, multiplying its length of a wave m1210426.2 −⋅  on factor of information density 

31040.0 ⋅=ik , we shall receive limiting resolution of an electronic microscope m91097.0 −⋅ . It is 
close to declared resolution of an electronic microscope, but does not answer a question: why 
with increase in speed of movement of electron its resolution increases. 
  The second. The accelerated movement of electron in an electronic microscope is accompanied by radia-
tion of photons. The constant of localization of photons λ⋅= mk0  allows us to estimate mass of the photons form-
ing photos of electronic microscopes. If to consider, that minimal it is long waves of the photons forming images in 
photos of an electronic microscope, it is equal to its declared resolution m910200.0 −⋅ mass of these photons are 
equal  
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         It - photons of a x-ray range. The mass of each of them is equal em12.0 , that is 12 % of mass of electron. It 
also is closer to a reality and there is a necessity to find out a true data carrier in an electronic microscope.  
            As, as it is considered, the electronic microscope allows to receive the size of object in size 91020.0 −⋅  in 
view of factor of information density such resolution to it will be provided with photons with length of a wave 

m1239 1050.01040.0/1020.0 −− ⋅=⋅⋅ . These are photons of a x-ray range. They can be formed from electron at 
the moment of its impact about object of research. The length of their wave is close to length of a wave or radius of 
rotation of electron.  
  Thus, there is an opportunity to assume, that at the moment of impact about object of research electron ra-
diates photons which length of a wave depends on speed of impact. The increase in resolution electron with increase 
in speed of photons specifies that to the maximal resolution of an electronic microscope there will correspond pho-
tons with mass to equal mass of electron, that is, at the moment of impact electrons, collapsing, turn to photons. The 
length of a wave of these photons will be equal  
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  Multiplying this size on factor of information density of a photon stream 31040.0 ⋅=ik , we shall receive 

limiting resolution of an electronic microscope m9312 1011040.010246.2 −− ⋅≈⋅⋅⋅ . This size is close to declared 
resolution of an electronic microscope. 
  Certainly, there is a natural question: how to increase resolution of an electronic microscope? We while 
shall refrain from a statement of the answer to this question. 
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           Let's estimate only reliability of existing resolution of an electronic microscope. On 
fig. 146, a the scale as a vertical line with an inscription 1 microns, on the right, is submitted. 
It m610− . It is possible to count, that section nanotube, submitted on fig. 146, a as strings, in 
10 times it is less. It means, that strings of these nanotube are submitted on fig. 146, a, with 
the sanction m710− .  

        There are bases to believe, that if to raise resolution of a microscope in 100 times and to 
photograph an end face of section nanotube it is possible to see a picture similar to that on fig. 
146, b. It will be close to the limiting resolution of an electronic microscope equal 

m910200.0 −⋅ . 

      Atoms of any chemical element connect their valent electrons. The molecule of benzene 
66НС  (fig. 146, с) here is how looks. The size of each molecule is in a range m89 10.....10 −− . It 

is a cell carbon nanotube (fig. 146, b) which the electronic microscope shows as human hair 
(fig. 146, а). To see it in the scale shown on fig. 146, a, it is necessary to finish resolution of 
an electronic microscope, approximately, up to m1010− . In units of cells of benzene (fig. 146, 
b, and с) - atoms of hydrogen.  

           It is known, that distance between electron and a proton in atom of hydrogen at its not 
excited condition in 100 times more the size of electron. It means, that the atom of hydrogen 
can be seen, having finished resolution of an electronic microscope up to m1210−  [277].  

 
 

Fig. 146. а) – a photo nanotub an electronic microscope (it is taken from the Internet); 
b) Figure carbon nanotub  (it is taken from the Internet); 

с) the circuit of a molecule of benzene 66НС ; 
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  To see a molecule of benzene how it is shown on fig. 146, c, it is necessary to irradiate with its photons 
with length of a wave m121050.0 −⋅  or electrons which do not change the parameters at the accelerated movement 
in a magnetic field mreе

1210426.2 −⋅==λ . 
  Thus, applications of manufacturers of electronic microscopes that their tools allow to photograph separate 
atoms, to put it mildly, are incorrect. 
 

12.15. Physchemistry an electric arch 
 

  The following important point is connected by that electric circuits can have breakers in which the spark 
(fig. 147) is formed. At once there is a question: what potentials are formed on the ends of a wire in a zone of its 
break (fig. 147, zone D)? Search of the answer to this question can be begun with the analysis of experiments in 
which one end of the broken off wire is connected to a magnet or is in an operative range of a constant magnet of the 
certain polarity. 
  The experiments described below are carried out by Piskovatski A.I. in experimental laboratory Speyer 
(Germany). On fig. 148. the circuit of experiment in which plus is connected to a magnet, and a minus – to a needle 
electrode is shown. This system is located in glass capacity from which air is pumped out. In result, at change of a 
voltage straightforwardness of an electric arch in the formed backlash changes insignificantly. 

 
 

Fig. 147. The circuit for an illustration of signs in a zone (D) break of a wire 
 

  The thin form of an arch testifies that form it linear clusters of electrons connected with each other by 
means of heteronymic magnetic poles. Apparently, this process is accompanied by radiation  photons by electrons 
which color depends on the enclosed voltage. With increase in a voltage color of an arch varies from red up to blue 
and it is natural, as with increase in intensity of action on electrons they increase mass and energy of radiated pho-
tons. 
  However, if similar experiment to carry out on open air the form and behavior of an electric arch sharply 
vary. On fig. 149 photos of the same spark, but received in the air environment are submitted. The needle electrode 
is connected to  plus of the plug of the rectifier, and a constant magnet – to minus. At once there are questions: for 
what reason a linear arch (fig. 148), received in vacuum, turns to a conic arch in the air environment and why 
change of magnetic polarity does not change the form of an arch? 
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Fig. 148. The circuit of an electric arch between a needle electrode and North Pole of the magnet, placed in vacuum, 

at consecutive increase in a voltage 
 

  The reason one. In vacuum (fig. 148) the form of an arch is formed with photons, radiated by electrons at 
formation by them linear cluster. In the air environment process of formation of an electric arch includes ions of 
chemical elements of air.  

 

 
а) 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 149. A photo of an electric spark between a needle electrode and a plane of northern magnetic pole of a con-

stant magnet 
 
  As air has humidity the main thing from these ions is the ion hydroxyl  −ОН , consisting of atom of hy-
drogen and atom of oxygen. These ions also can form clusters together with electrons, leaving of an electrode (fig. 
127, b). 
           Occurrence of a sound as a crash is caused by simultaneous transition ring electrons of atoms of oxygen (fig. 
94, b) on the bottom power levels and radiation of photons, the sizes of which on 5 orders there are more than sizes 
of electrons which radiate them. In result pressure of air in a zone of formation of a spark sharply raises and there is 
a phenomenon similar to microexplosion which sound we and hear [5].  
          On fig. 150, and the circuit of experiment by definition of a direction of movement of electrons in an electric 
circuit with the help of a deviation of pointers of compasses is shown. Apparently, pointers of compasses 1 and 2, 
placing  on both sides from break of an electric circuit, deviate in one (the right side).  
            It is important to pay attention that the wire with break of an electric circuit oriented from the south on the 
north and a compass is put on a wire. In this case in conformity about fig. 110, 147 and 150 northern magnetic poles 
of electrons in this site of a wire oriented on the north, and southern – on the south. It means, that on an output from 
the top part of the broken off wire (fig. 147, zone D) electrons are focused by southern magnetic poles downwards, 
that there corresponds to a sign plus in existing representations, and in the bottom part of the broken off wire elec-
trons are focused to an output from it by northern magnetic poles that there corresponds to a sign a minus in existing 
representations (fig. 150, а). 
  On fig. 150, b the ion −ОН  in a backlash of the broken off wire with the indication of a direction of 
northern magnetic poles N of proton Р and axial electrons 1, 2, 3, 4 and nucleus of atom of oxygen is submitted. 
Apparently, a leaging role in orientation of an ion in a zone of  break of a wire signs on electric charges of a proton 
and electron play, instead of their magnetic poles [276], [277]. 
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  The following important feature of this ion - remoteness from its axial line of six (1 ’, 2 ’, 3 ’, 4 ’, 5 ’, 6 ’) 
ring electrons of atom of oxygen. All of them create negative potential and if ions are built in lines between a needle 
electrode and a magnet (fig. 149) the same electric potential formed by ring electrons of atoms of oxygen, should 
push away them from each other in process of removal from the end of a wire and easing of electric connection with 
it. In result they form a cone (fig. 149). It shines because all electrons, included in clusters from ions −ОН  radiate 
photons at the moment of an establishment of  connections between the next ions [276], [277].  
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 150. а) - the circuit of experiment with break of an electric circuit; b) the circuit of formation of an ion −ОН  in 

zone D (fig. 147) break of a wire 
 

  There are bases to believe, that the cone formed thus from clusters of ions −ОН  at a meeting with a mag-
netic pole of the magnet which is carrying out a role of an electrode, will rotate. This phenomenon also is fixed ex-
perimentally at a flat electroarch from same clusters. To try to find more or less authentic interpretation of process of 
formation and rotation of an arch in a magnetic field of a ring magnet (fig. 151), we shall pay attention to a direction 
of magnetic force lines electrons (fig. 41, 153) and a ring magnet (fig. 151). They leave from northern magnet poles 
N and enter in southern S. It means, that force lines of magnetic fields of North Pole N of a magnet (fig. 152) and 
left electron 7 of cluster −OH  (fig. 127, b) at the moment of contact to the case of a candle (fig. 152, 155, b) will be 
directed towards each other and will approach (fig. 153) and to rotate cluster in one direction (counter-clockwise) 
(fig. 152, 155, b) [276], [277].  

 
Fig. 151. Structure of magnetic force lines of a ferrite ring 
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Fig. 152. Sector of air ionized by electrons in a ring magnet  

 
 

Fig. 153. Interaction of electron’s cluster of −OH  (fig. 127, b) with northern magnetic  
pole N 

 
  If magnetic polarity to change, magnetic force lines trailer electrons ionic - electronic clusters  will be di-
rected to one side (fig. 154). In result the direction of rotation of clusters will change on opposite (fig. 155, c). 

 
 

Fig. 154. Interaction of electron’s cluster  −OH  with southern magnetic pole S 
 
        Thus, if the minus is connected to the central electrode of a candle and from above northern magnetic pole (fig. 
155, b) the spark between the central electrode and the case of a candle, starts to rotate steadily against a course of a 
hour hand, fig. 152 and 155, b is located. If the central electrode is connected to a minus and from above the south-
ern magnetic pole of a ring magnet the spark starts to rotate steadily on a course of a hour hand (fig. 155, c) is lo-
cated. 
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Fig. 155. а) – the circuit of experiment (M – 3 flat magnetic rings, To – an automobile candle); b) - a minus on the 
central electrode of a candle, North Pole from above; с) - a minus on the central electrode, a southern magnetic pole 
from above; d) – plus on the central electrode, northern magnetic pole from above; e) - plus on the central electrode, 

a southern magnetic pole from above 
 
  When the central electrode of a candle is connected to plus and from above northern magnetic pole (fig. 
155, d) at a spark stability is lost is located and there are breaks, rotation on a course of a hour hand unstable or ab-
solutely is absent. 
      If the central electrode to connect to plus and a southern magnetic pole of a ring magnet to place from above the 
spark starts to rotate counter-clockwise at smaller speed of development (fig. 155, е). 
  Thus it is necessary to take into account, that at change of electric polarity of electrons can leave the case 
(К) candles and move to its central electrode. In result rotation of an electric arch in a ring magnet will change on 
opposite (fig. 155, d and e). 
  So, the electric arch in vacuum has the linear form (fig. 148). In the air environment and a magnetic field 
of a ring magnet the electric arch rotates (fig. 149, 152, 155). The described behavior of an electric arch is caused by 
interaction of magnetic force lines of constant magnets and magnetic force lines electron-ionic clusters which being 
formed, radiate photons and we see them as an electric arch. 

14. Vortical currents and the artful transformer 
 

      The closed currents arise in massive conductors when magnetic fields penetrating them change. Them name in-
duced currents (Foucault's currents) as they are directed by changing magnetic fields and this process refers to as an 
electromagnetic induction. Vortical currents are shown in section of a massive conducting body by dashed lines on 
fig. 156, a [276].  
      The magnetic field formed by a current of conductivity around of a conductor on which it flows is quite natural, 
that, will penetrate into a massive body and focuss in it electrons how they oriented in a conductor, and a direction 
of movement of electrons in a conductor and in a massive body coincide. 
  It is quite natural, that energy is spent for formation of vortical currents. To reduce it, it is necessary to 
break off an electric circuit on which move free electrons in a massive body. For this purpose it do not continuous, 
and collect from plates (fig. 156, b) and isolate planes of their contact. As a result of a general electric circuit of a 
massive body vortical movement of electrons in its section is broken off also is broken. Due to it losses of electric 
energy decrease. 
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а)  

 

 
 b) 

 
Fig. 156. а) the circuit of vortical currents in a massive body; b) a cut of a body; с) a photo of the artful transformer; 

с) the circuit of magnetic fields of the usual transformer  
 

  The coil hollow of inductance – for a long time the known electrotechnical device. However, there was, 
that a magnetic field formed by a winding of such coil, depends on the circuit of its winding. This unusual phe-
nomenon was found out by the Russian inventor engineer Zatsarinin S.B. and has named such coil «The artful trans-
former» (fig. 156, с). In its work there are elements which contradict existing knowledge on electrodynamics. Here 
is how he has described work of the artful transformer.  

«The transformer similar on classical Is created. There is a primary and secondary party, that is. Transmitting 
and reception. On a habit transmitting we shall name primary. Represents usual (more truly very much not usual) the 
winding of the solenoidal type which has been reeled up on a round skeleton (coil). On a photo (fig. 156, с) is shown 
a general view of this transformer.  

The entrance winding of the artful transformer possesses all properties of classical inductance, without any 
focuses. As the core the current-carrying core from any material, including liquids, gases and any metals is used. In 
a copy on a photo (fig. 156, с) was used a piece of copper tube D=16 mm, L=80mm. The same core is «a secondary 
winding», i.e. the target voltage is removed from its end faces. Only do not speak me about Foucault's currents, a 
short-circuited coil, about basic impossibility of prompting of a voltage, etc. There Are no vortical currents - anyone 
continuous piece of iron works, at least, up to 200kHz (did not check above). Is not present КЗ a coil - introduction 
and extraction of the core does not change inductance of a primary winding even in the third sign after a point.  

Well and on the account of a voltage - keep more strong - factor of transformation (if this concept is applica-
ble) always, it is not dependent on number of coils of a primary winding, it is equal almost to unit (0.95 … 0.99). 
Differently, without acceptance of special constructive measures, the target voltage is practically equal entrance. 
Without dependence from number of coils of a primary winding. And the factor of transfer on capacity is close to 
unit.  

Interesting feature: introduction in « a tube – the secondary part – the core» a ferrite core does not cause any 
reaction at any modes. A full zero of reaction. At least, in this reality …. Besides accommodation inside a primary 
winding several enclosed each other and isolated among themselves tubes shows their full independence. Each of 
tube  behaves so, as if it – unique. Without dependence from course of a current on other, external or internal tubes. 
And a voltage on them absolutely identical. A similar situation with group of cores as a secondary winding.  

By the way, on a trial probe as a piece of the wire entered into a primary winding instead of the core, the 
voltage is constant to within a millivolt without dependence from its position. Differently, as do not move, incline or 
enter – deduce a probe, the voltage on it has stood on the rack "quietly", or, using pseudo-scientific terminology – 
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quantity of the magnetic force lines, falling unit of the area of cross-section section of an internal aperture of a pri-
mary winding equally and invariable on all volume limited to face planes of a skeleton of a primary winding and an 
internal surface of the central aperture. As the known character of our history would tell is very impotent a conclu-
sion. We to it still shall return. 

It is concentrated: what do we have and what with it to do? We have the force transformer with transfer 
of an entrance voltage (and capacities) from isolated from each other primary in secondary circuits with factor of 
transfer approximately unit. Parameters of a primary winding have no any features and can be designed for voltage a 
millivolt … megavolt (only questions of isolation). The secondary winding simultaneously being the core, and lo-
cated inside a primary winding represents in that specific case a piece of the conductor executed from any current-
carrying material in the form of the extended cylinder or a hollow tube with very small active and jet resistance. 
        What to do? We take the artful transformer with a size, allowing to be placed (it is desirable freely) for the per-
son (it is desirable not for me) in an internal cavity of a pipe – the core. We give it two wires of the corresponding 
length with the ammeter connected between them and the task to find two points on an internal surface of a pipe – 
the core, between which current maximal. Rather quickly it will refuse this invention for if the ammeter with con-
necting wires is inside a pipe what we points of an internal surface of a pipe would not connect, the current will be 
equal to zero. Remember very impotent  conclusion? About uniformity of volumetric density of magnetic force 
lines? And on its if to connect two points of an internal surface of a pipe to various potential (though mega-
volt) a conductor on the conductor it will be induced precisely same, any potential, as well as between con-
nected points of an internal surface of a pipe. Parallel connection of two sources of energy with absolutely 
equal values. We shall close end faces of the tube - core external, concerning all artful transformer, a circuit 
of loading – anyone (in technically reasonable limits) a current we shall receive. Having closed the same end 
faces an internal circuit (loading is located inside a pipe – the core) – at any shifts to receive a current it will 
not be possible.  

    We can have unlimited (in reasonable limits) a voltage between end faces of a tube and at the same time 
any connection inside it we can not receive a current. And the answer to a question on Foucault's currents and shot 
closing  a coil. In the core essentially there can not be no currents, except for a current of external loading. 
Your affairs, My God … are wonderful! »17. 

 
Our explanatories 

 
If winding on the coil was usual it would form the magnetic fields shown on fig. 156, d). On the coil To 

sections of three coils (1-1 ’ are shown; 2-2 ’; 3-3 ’) a primary winding. Directions of the well-known magnetic 
fields formed around of coils of these windings, are designated by small ellipses. The most important feature of 
these fields – concurrence of directions of their force lines in a zone of an axis of the coil. It is known, that force 
magnetic lines conterminous on a direction make a start. Hence, it is strict along an axis intensity of a magnetic field 
it is equal to zero [3]. 

Further, set of force lines of all coils of a primary winding forms the common magnetic field of the coil 
which is simulated with the big ellipses. Frequency of change of directions of these fields is equal to frequency of a 
voltage of a primary winding.   

If to place inside a cavity of the coil of a wire as the narrow closed rectangular and to include in a circuit of 
these conductors resistance and the ammeter the author correctly writes, that the current will be equal to zero. It is 
caused by that in the wires representing the long parallel sides of a rectangular vectors of the magnetic moments free 
electrons are directed in one direction in both long sides of the closed rectangular and generate around of these con-
ductors equally directed magnetic fields. The direction of these fields varies synchronously with frequency of a net-
work. In result in such closed circuit located inside the coil, at the moment of formation of a pulse of a voltage vec-
tors of the magnetic moments of electrons will be directed towards each other and the current in such circuit will not 
be. 

Certainly, new knowledge on electrodynamics allow us to present the circuit of winding of the coil and ge-
ometry of a material of the winding forming effects, described by the author. It follows from set of figures already 
resulted by us, but we shall not open its secrets. We shall leave while all how is and we pay attention readers that the 
most talented Russian inventor Sergey Borisovich Zatsarinin the simple experiments has buried Maxwell’s electro-
dynamics  and has opened road to new electrodynamics which beginnings you read. 
 

THE CONCLUSION 
 
          The resulted analysis of initial bases of future electrodynamics shows a full inaccuracy of existing electrody-
namics and gives additional proofs of conformity of the reality revealed by us of electromagnetic structure of elec-
tron  
           Results of experiments prove, that the direction of a current in conductors coincides with a direction of 
movement of electrons in them. 

                                                           
17 The text is published with the consent of the inventor. 
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  Pulse change of an electric field is transferred all free electrons, oriented along a wire, and simultaneously 
accompanied by radiation of photons in space. In result longitudinal waves of electromagnetic pulses along a wire 
and simultaneously pulses of the radiated photons are formed. So the same information is transferred in two direc-
tions: along a wire and it is perpendicular to it - in space. 
 Maxwell’s  equations  have no any attitude to the description of processes of formation of magnetic fields 
in electric motors, electrogenerators, transformers and other similar devices, and also - to the description of process 
of formation and transfer of the electronic information [276], [277]. 
  On a background of the stated facts teaching to students of modern electrodynamics is 
equivalent to intellectual violence. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
13. PHYSICAL SENSE OF HEAT AND TEMPERATURES 

 
13.1. The law of radiation of absolutely black body – the law of classical physics 

 
         Till now our search went within the framework of laws of classical physics. However it is known, that at the 
end of 19 centuries it has been declared, that laws of classical physics successfully work only in a macrocosm, and 
in a microcosm others work – quantum laws. This point of view was prevailing during all XX century. And now, 
when we on the basis of laws of classical physics have revealed models of a photon, electron, a proton, a neutron 
and principles of formation of nucleus, atoms and molecules, there is a question: instead of whether were mistaken 
physics of the last generations, having buried opportunities of classical physics to solve a problem of a microcosm? 
To answer this question, let's closely analyze sources of mistrust to classical physics at the decision of problems of a 
microcosm.  
          All began from a conclusion of the law of radiation of absolutely black body. The conclusion of mathematical 
model of this law, executed by M. Planck in the beginning of XX century, was based on concepts and representa-
tions which as it is considered, contradict laws of classical physics [24].  
             Planck has entered into mathematical model of the law of radiation of absolutely black body a constant h  
with dimension of mechanical action, that obviously contradicted representations about the wave nature of electro-
magnetic radiation. Nevertheless, his mathematical model precisely enough described experimental dependences of 
this radiation. The constant entered by him specified that radiation goes not continuously, and portions. It contra-
dicted the law of radiation of Reley – Jins  which was based on to representations about the wave nature of electro-
magnetic radiation, but described experimental dependences only in a range of low frequencies. 
        As at mathematical model of the law of radiation of absolutely black body there is a mathematical model of the 
law of radiation Reley - Jins it turns out, that Plank’s law of radiation of absolutely black body is based on wave 
each other wave and corpuscular representations about the nature of radiation [24].  
           Incompatibility of continuous wave process of radiation with portion process was a strong reason for a recog-
nition of crisis of classical physics. Since this moment of physics have started to believe, that the sphere of action of 
laws of classical physics is limited to a macrocosm. In a microcosm, they consider, other, quantum laws, therefore 
the physics describing a microcosm work, should refer to as quantum physics. It is necessary to note, that M. Planck 
tried to understand with a mix of such physical representations and to return them on a classical way of develop-
ment, but he did not manage to solve this problem.    
            Later almost hundred years to us should be ascertained, that the border between laws of classical and quan-
tum physics till now is not established. Still experienced significant difficulties at the decision of many problems of 
a microcosm and many of them are considered not allow within the framework of developed concepts and represen-
tations, therefore we are compelled to come back to M. Planck's attempt to execute a conclusion of mathematical 
model of the law of radiation of absolutely black body on the basis of classical representations [277].  
 

 Theoretical part 
 
        First of all, we shall result formula Reley - Jins which well describes experimental law of a low-frequency 
range of radiation (fig. 157). Being based on wave representations about electromagnetic radiation, they have estab-
lished, that the energy RDE made in volume V  of absolutely black body, is defined by dependence [24] 
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νπν kTdV
C

ERD ⋅= 3

28
,                                         (301) 

 
where ν  - frequency of radiation; V  - volume of a cavity of absolutely black body; C  - speed of light; k  - con-
stant of Boltzman; T  - absolute temperature of radiation.  
  Having divided the left and right parts of a ratio (301) on volume V , we shall receive volumetric density 

νρ  of electromagnetic radiation 

νπνρν kTd
C

⋅= 3

28
.                                                  (302) 

 
  The conclusion of this formula is based on representation about existence in the closed cavity of absolutely 
black body of an integer of standing waves of electromagnetic radiation with frequency ν . 
  To receive mathematical model which would describe all spectrum of electromagnetic radiation of abso-
lutely black body, M. Planck postulated, that radiation goes not continuously, and portions so, that energy E  of 
each radiated portion appears equal ν⋅= hE , and the formula for calculation of density νρ  of electromagnetic 
radiation of absolutely black body appeared such (fig. 157) [24]   
 

 
 

Fig. 157. Curve distributions of energy in a spectrum of absolutely black body 
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          Size h  - a constant with mechanical dimension of action. And the sense of this action was at that time com-
pletely not clear. Nevertheless, the mathematical model received by Planck, precisely enough described experimen-
tal laws of radiation of absolutely black body (fig. 157). 

Apparently, expression 
1/ −kThe

h
ν

ν  in the formula (303) plays a role of some essential addition to the 

formula (302) Reley - Jins which essence is reduced to that ν⋅h  - energy of one radiated photon.  
 Certainly, to understand physical sense Plank’s additions it is necessary to know about electromagnetic 

structure of a photon as in this structure the physical sense of the constant of Planck h  is latent. As product ν⋅h  
describes energy of photons of all scale of electromagnetic radiation in dimension of a constant of Planck and the 
electromagnetic structure of a photon is latent. By us it is already established, that the photon has such rotating elec-
tromagnetic structure which center of weights describes the length of a wave λ equal to radius r  of its rotation. In 
result mathematical expression of a constant of Planck becomes  

       
        (304) 

 
 

.)/( 222 constсмкгmrmh =⋅== ννλ
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           Apparently, Planck's constant has obvious mechanical dimension of the moment of a 
pulse, the moment of quantity of movement or the kinetic moment. Well-known [8], [101] that a 
constancy of the kinetic moment the law of preservation of the kinetic moment operates and at 
once there is clear a reason of a constancy of a constant of Planck. First of all, the concept «the 
law of preservation of the kinetic moment» is concept of classical physics, to be exact - classi-
cal Newtonian  mechanics. It says, that if the sum of the moments of the external forces work-
ing on the rotating body, is equal to zero the kinetic moment of such body remains to con-
stants on size and a direction [101].  
             Certainly, the photon is not a firm body, but it has mass m  and we have all bases to be-
lieve, that a role of weight at a photon the electromagnetic substance rotating concerning an axis, 
that is - carries out an electromagnetic field. From mathematical model (304) of a constant of 
Planck follows, that the electromagnetic model of a photon should be such that simultaneous 
change of mass m , radius r  and frequencies ν  of rotating electromagnetic fields of a photon 
would leave their product reflected in mathematical expression by a constant of Planck (304), to 
constants [277].  
             It is known, that with increase in mass (energy) of a photon the length of its wave de-
creases. We shall describe repeatedly as this change is realized Planck's by constant (304) in 
model of a photon (fig. 12, 14). 

        As a constancy of a constant of Planck the law of preservation of the kinetic moment constmrh == ν2  
with increase of mass m  of a photon the density of its electromagnetic fields (fig. 12, 14 grows) operates and due to 
it the electromagnetic forces compressing a photon increase, which all time are counterbalanced by the centrifugal 
forces of inertia working on the centers of mass of these fields. It results in reduction of radius r  of rotation of a 
photon which is always equal to length of its wave λ . But as the radius r  in terms of Planck's constant is erected in 
a square for preservation of a constancy of a constant of Planck (304) frequency ν  of fluctuations of a photon 
should increase thus. By virtue of it minor alteration of weight of a photon automatically changes its radius of rota-
tion and frequency so, that the angular moment (Planck's constant) remains to constants. Thus, photons of all fre-
quencies, keeping the electromagnetic structure, change mass, frequency and radius of rotation so that 

.2 consthmr ==ν  That is a principle of this change the law of preservation of the kinetic moment operates 
[270], [277]. 
       If to ask a question: why photons of all frequencies move in vacuum with identical 
speed? That turns out the following answer [277]. 
      Because change of mass m  of a photon and its radius r  the law of localization constmrk ==0  oper-
ates in such a manner that at increase of mass m  of a photon its radius r  decreases and on the contrary. 
Then for preservation of a constancy of a constant of Planck constrmrh =⋅= ν  at reduction of radius r  
frequency ν  should increase proportionally. In result their product ν⋅r  remains constant and equal C . 
Thus speed of the center of mass M  of a photon (fig. 12, 14) changes in an interval of length of a wave in 
such a manner that its average size remains constant and equal C  (fig. 17). 
         Thus, a constancy of a constant h  of Planck one of the most fundamental laws of classical physics (to be exact 
- classical mechanics) - the law of preservation of the kinetic moment operates. In modern physics of its name the 
law of preservation of the moment of a pulse [270], [24]. It - the pure classical mechanical law, instead of what - 
that mystical mechanical action as was considered till now. Therefore occurrence of a constant of Planck in mathe-
matical model of radiation of absolutely black body does not give any bases to assert about inability of classical 
physics to describe process of radiation of this body. On the contrary, the most fundamental law of classical physics 
- the law of preservation of the kinetic moment just also participates in the description of this process [270]. Thus, 
Plank’s law of radiation of absolutely black body is the law of classical physics. The conclusion of this law based on 
classical representations below is resulted. 
 

Classical conclusion of the law of radiation of absolutely black body 
 

  We shall take advantage of ideas Reyleigh - Jeans  at calculation of quantity of portions of electromagnetic 
radiation in a cavity of absolutely black body. However we shall represent a separate portion of electromagnetic ra-
diation not as a standing wave, and as a photon (fig. 12, 14). As radiuses of the closed electric fields of a photon are 
equal approximately r5.0 , and distances from the center of mass of a photon up to the centers of mass of electro-
magnetic fields equally r the photon has not spherical, but the flat form, which volume are made approximately 
with a quarter of volume of sphere with radius r . Thus, the volume of the located space in which there can be a 
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photon will make, approximately 3

34
4 rπ
⋅

. As the volume 3

3
4 Rπ  of a spherical cavity of radius R  of absolutely 

black body on many orders is more than volume of a photon, the maximum quantity N  of photons in this cavity (as 
well as a maximum quantity of standing waves in formula Reyleigh - Jeans) will be defined by dependence 
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  Taking into account, that νλν ⋅== rC , we have 
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  In an interval of frequencies from ν  up to νν d+  quantity of photons it will be equal 
 

 νν d
C
RdN 3

2343 ⋅⋅⋅
=  .                                   (307) 

 
  As the photon goes rectilinearly and rotates concerning the axis in three-dimensional Euclid’s space it has 
six degrees of freedom. Taking into account it and dividing the left and right parts of a ratio (307) on volume 3R , 
we shall receive differential of density ρd  of photons in a spherical cavity of absolutely black body 

ννρ d
C
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⋅⋅⋅

= 3

2463
.                                    (308) 

 
         Integrating, we shall find density of photons in a spherical cavity of absolutely black body 
 

 3

324
C
νρ =  .                                                (309) 

 
So, we have density (309) photons in a spherical cavity of absolutely black body. If the spherical cavity will have 

a small aperture energy, radiated through this aperture, will depend, first of all, from energy of each photon νh . 
Further, the photons past through an aperture in a spherical cavity, will be absorbed. As energy of each photon in a 
plane of its polarization is realized by two degrees of freedom the size of thermal energy of the radiated photons will 
be equal kT . This implies, that the volumetric density of radiation of absolutely black body will depend on energy 
νh  of each radiated photon and energy kT  of all set of the radiated photons.  

                As radiation of absolutely black body represents set of photons, each of which has only kinetic energy we 
should enter into mathematical model of the law Maxwell’s distributions kinetic energy νh  of a photon and ther-
mal energy kT  of set of the radiated photons [24] 
 

kThey /ν−= .                                                      (310) 
 

              Further we should take into account, that photons are radiated be electrons of atoms at their power transi-
tions. Everyone electron can make a series of transitions between power levels n....3,2,1 , radiating thus photons of 
different energy. Therefore full distribution of volumetric density energies the radiated photons will consist of the 
sum of the distributions, photons of all power levels taking into account to energy. In view of stated, Maxwell’s law 
which is taking into account distributions энергий of photons of all ( n ) power levels of atom, will be written down 
so  
 

kTnhekThekThekThey //3/2/ νννν −+⋅⋅⋅+−+−+−= ,                        (311)                 
 

where n  - the main quantum number determining number of a power level electron in atom. 
         It is known, that the sum of some (311) is equal [24] 
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ν  .                                                  (312) 

 
  Multiplying the right part of density of photons (309) in a cavity of absolutely black body on energy of one 
photon νh  and on mathematical expression (312) laws of distribution of this density, we shall receive 

1/3

324

−
⋅

⋅
= kThe

h

C ν
νν

νρ .                                         (313) 

 
       It also is the law of radiation of absolutely black body (306), received by M. Planck. Expression (313) insignifi-
cantly differs from expression (306) factor which as was considered till now, takes into account number of degrees 
of freedom of electromagnetic radiation of absolutely black body. In E.V.Shpolsky opinion its size depends on char-
acter of waves of electromagnetic radiation and can change from π4  up to π12  [24].  
          However, within the framework of the stated representations variable factor  
 

                                              333

3 242424
rC

k f ==
⋅

=
λ

ν
                                                      (314) 

 
           Characterizes density of photons in a cavity of absolutely black body. More exact value of a constant compo-
nent 24  of this factor can be defined experimentally.   
  Thus, we have deduced the law of radiation of absolutely black body, being based on clean classical repre-
sentations and concepts, and we see full absence of the bases to believe, that this law contradicts classical physics. 
On the contrary, it is consequence of laws of this physics. All components of mathematical model of the law (313) 
radiations of absolutely black body have got for a long time precise classical physical sense inherent in them. 
 
 

13.2. Physical sense of heat and temperatures 
 

  The concepts it is warm also temperature concern to number of fundamental scientific concepts. They are 
widely used in scientific researches, engineering practice and an ordinary life. However the physical sense of these 
concepts till now remains mysterious [277]. There is it because the elementary carrier of thermal energy – a photon 
(fig. 12, 14) exists within the framework of the Axiom of Unity, and theorists try to reveal its electromagnetic struc-
ture and to describe behavior with the help of the theories working behind frameworks of this axiom.  
          According to the theory working within the framework of the Axiom of Unity, the radius r  of rotation of 
electromagnetic structure of a photon, changing in a range m)103...103( 183 −− ⋅⋅≈ , remains equal to length of a 
wave λ which describes its center of mass (fig. 15). Now we shall see, that change of temperature of environment – 
consequence of change of length of a wave of the majority of photons this Wednesday and becomes clear, that is 
warm also temperature forms the greatest quantity of photons (fig. 12, 14) with the certain length of a wave [277]. 
  On fig. 160 dependence of intensity of radiation of absolutely black body on length of a wave of radiation 
is submitted at different temperatures. It is known, that dependence of change of a maximum of radiation of a black 
body on temperature T  and lengths of a wave λ  is described by the law Fault. This law allows to define length of 
a wave of the radiation (photon), corresponding to a maximum of radiation at any temperature T  in a cavity of a 
black body [24] 
 

TC /'max =λ ,                                                         (315) 
 

  where KмC ⋅⋅= −310898,2' - constant of Wines. 

            We admit, the thermometer shows C00 . The length of a wave of a maximum quantity (density in unit of 
volume of space near to the thermometer) the photons forming this temperature, will be equal 

 m
T
C 6

3

0 10609555.10
015.273

10898.2' −
−

⋅=
+

⋅
==λ  .                         (316) 

 
  The length of a wave of photons, which set forms temperature С01 , will be equal 
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⋅
==λ .                       (317) 

 
  To energy of the photons forming temperatures С00  also С01  will be accordingly equal: 
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.                   (319) 

 
  Then the difference energies of  photons at which changes temperatures on С01 , appears such 

                     eVEEE 0004.0117304.0116882.010 =−=−=∆                     (320) 
 

  If the thermometer shows C020 , a maximum quantity of photons in a zone of the thermometer, forming 
this temperature, has length of a wave 
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==λ .                                      (321) 

 
  At rise in temperature up to C030  a maximum quantity of photons in unit of volume in a zone of the 
thermometer, forming this temperature, has length of a wave  
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  When the thermometer shows C0100 , a maximum quantity of photons in a zone of the thermometer, 
forming this temperature, has length of a wave 
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  The length of a wave of the photons forming temperature C01000 , is equal 
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==λ .                            (324) 

  
  As it is length of a wave of invisible infra-red photons the sensation of an inaccuracy of result as bodies 
with such temperature radiate light photons is created. However, it is necessary to take into account, that the Wine’s 
formula  gives length of a wave of the maximal density of the photons forming such temperature. It means, that 
presence of light photons is not excluded, that we and notice actually, but the temperature equal С01000 , the 
maximal set of infra-red photons with length of a wave m610276.2 −⋅   forms. 
  when the temperature in a cavity of a black body raises up to 1500С 0 the length of a wave of the photons 
forming their maximal density in a cavity of a black body, decreases (fig. 157) 
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==λ .                          (325) 

 
         At temperature in the cavity of a black body equal СT 02000=  (fig. 140) 
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  Thus, the temperature of environment in an interval C00 2000.....0  is formed with photons of an infra-
red range (tab. 2). With increase in temperature the length of a wave of the photons forming it, decreases.  
  So, the temperature which shows the thermometer, is formed by the maximal density of photons which 
length of a wave is defined under the Wine’s  formula (315). 
  And now we shall pay attention to how formation of temperature is connected to power transitions of elec-
trons in atoms. For example, at transition of electron of atom of hydrogen (the Appendix 1) with 4-th on 3-rd power 
level is radiated a photon with energy 
 

                              eVE 6610.008711.12748125.1234 =−=−                          (327) 
 

and length of a wave 
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          If photons with length of a wave m6

34 10876.1 −
− ⋅=λ  formed temperature it would be equal  
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  At transition of electron with 3-rd on 2-nd power level the photon with energy is radiated  
 

                               eVE 8886.1198499.10087111.1223 =−=−                           (330) 
 
  And length of a wave  
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  It is already light photon (tab. 2). If the maximum quantity of photons in the environment will be with 
length of a wave m7

23 1056566.6 −
− ⋅=λ   they will generate temperature 
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  Thus, the difference of lengths of waves of photons, radiated by electron of atom of hydrogen at transition 
with 4-th on 3-rd and with 3-rd on 2-nd power levels, is equal  
 

m666
2334 10219.110656.010876.1 −−−

−− ⋅=⋅−⋅=−=∆ λλλ .            (333) 
 

  The difference of the temperatures formed by these photons, is equal  
 

KTTT 095.2869780.1544875.44133423 =−=−=∆ −− .                 (334) 
 

  This implies, that atoms of hydrogen, and atoms of other chemical elements, cannot form smooth change 
of temperature of environment. Molecules can execute this function only. To understand, how they do it, we shall 
pay attention to smooth change of brightness of a zone at the left the oscillogram of atom of hydrogen (fig. 79). 
Smooth change of brightness is formed by smoothly varying lengths of waves radiated at synthesis of molecules of 
hydrogen. 
  Molecules of other chemical elements form densely located spectral lines, so-called striped spectra. It testi-
fies to discrete power transitions valent electrons such molecules. 
  Thus, smooth change of temperature of environment molecules, but not provide atoms of chemical ele-
ments.   
  It is known, that energy of synthesis of one asking molecules of hydrogen is equal 436 kJ, and one mole-
cule – 4.53eV. This energy allocate electrons of atoms as photons. Everyone electron radiates a photon with energy 
4.53/2=2.26eV.  
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  As electrons radiate photons at formation of a molecule of hydrogen everyone electron should radiate one 
photon with energy 2.26eV. There is a question: at what power levels should be electrons in atoms of hydrogen be-
fore will start to be united in molecules? 
  The molecular spectrum of hydrogen as a continuous light zone (fig. 79) testifies that electrons in structure 
of a molecule discrete power levels as they do it do not occupy when are in structure of atoms. In molecules of their 
energy of connection with protons and with each other change so, that their sizes appear equal between levels  to 
sizes energies the connections, corresponding to an atomic condition. 
  When electron is at the third power level in atom of hydrogen its energy of connection with a proton is 
equal 1.51eV and when on the second – 3.40eV. The radiating of  photons with energies 2.26eV at formation of a 
molecule and to appear between the second (with energy of connection 3.40eV) and the third (with energy of con-
nection 1.51eV) power levels, electron should proceed with 4-th to (approximately) 2-nd power level. In this case it 
radiate a photon with energy (tab. 34). 

eVE 549.2198499.10748125.1224 =−=− .                    (335) 
 
  However, the average size of energies of all set of the radiated photons becomes equal 2.26 eV and its 
electron appears between the second and third power levels corresponding to an atomic condition. 
  Certainly, if all electrons of atoms of hydrogen at formation of molecules radiated photons with the same 
energy in a molecular spectrum one spectral line between the atomic lines corresponding to the second and third 
power levels would appear. Absence of this line and presence of a light zone (fig. 78 at the left) specifies that elec-
trons of atoms of hydrogen, passing from different power levels at formation of molecules of hydrogen, photons 
with different energies so radiate that their average size appears equal 2.26eV. It, probably, is natural, as this process 
goes not at one any temperature, and in an interval of temperatures. 
  However, it is necessary to note once again, that some molecules form so-called striped spectra, at which 
instead of a continuous light zone – densely located spectral lines.  
  Now we can describe process of change of temperature. We shall present, that before us mercury or alco-
hol thermometers. They show temperature C020 . It means, that a maximum quantity of photons in the environ-
ment where thermometers are located, has length of a wave m6

20 10886.9 −⋅=λ  (321). Molecules of mercury and 
spirit, as well as in a zone of thermometers absorb molecules of all bodies, liquids and gases and radiate these pho-
tons. 
  If thermometers will show C021 , it will mean, that in the environment where they are located, the maxi-
mum quantity of photons has other length of a wave, namely 
 

m6
3

21 10852.9
2115.273

10898.2 −
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⋅=
+
⋅

=λ .                                   (336) 

 
  Now in the environment where thermometers are located, there are more than photons with smaller length 
of a wave. Electrons of molecules of mercury and spirit start to absorb and radiate photons with length of a wave 

m6
21 10852.9 −⋅=λ . If the quantity of these photons in the environment where thermometers are located, will be 

constant, the temperature of environment will not change. If the quantity of these photons will decrease, and the 
quantity of photons with smaller length of a wave will increase, thermometers will start to show the big temperature.  
  We admit, that the temperature has increased up to C030  and was stabilized. It means, that in the envi-
ronment where thermometers are located, the maximum quantity of photons has length of a wave 

m6
30 10560.9 −⋅=λ  (322). If the temperature will be raised up to C0100 it will mean, that a maximum quantity 

of photons where thermometers are located, has length of a wave m6
100 10010.8 −⋅=λ  (323).  

  It is quite natural, that molecules of all bodies, liquids and the gases located in a zone of thermometers and 
having similar temperature, will behave, as well as molecules of mercury and spirit in thermometers. They will ab-
sorb and radiate photons which it is more in the environment where they are located. 
  From stated very important consequences connected to mass of hot and cold molecules follow. As the pho-
ton possesses mass of electron, being in a molecule and radiating photons at cooling a molecule, reduces the mass so 
also mass of a molecule. Thus, cold molecules have mass less, than hot. This fact should be shown in the Nature, 
and it is shown under action of laws of mechanics. 
  Hot molecules of gases of an atmosphere, having the big mass, fall by gravity to a surface of the Earth, and 
cold, having smaller mass (but not volumetric density), appear in the top layers of an atmosphere [277]. 
  Further, if the mix of hot and cold molecules of air rotates in a pipe under action of centrifugal force of in-
ertia heavier hot molecules appear near to an internal surface of a pipe, and cold molecules, with smaller mass, settle 
down closer to an axis of a pipe. This effect is precisely shown in vortical pipes and widely used in the industry. 
  Thus, the temperature of environment and bodies changes due to that their molecules radiate and absorb 
photons of environment continuously. The constancy of temperature is provided with the majority of the photons 
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corresponding to this temperature in the environment where it is measured. Change of length of a wave of this ma-
jority changes temperature of environment. The length of a wave of the majority of photons is defined under the 
Wine’s formula (315). 
  To receive the formula for definition of temperature of any space body, we shall write down the Wine’s  
formula  for two different temperatures: 
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  Further we have: 
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and  
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  Equating (339) and (340), we shall find 
 

                                      ( ) ConstTTCC =⋅== 21210
2' λλ                                          (341) 

or  
 

 ( ) 22623
0

2 10398404.8)10898.2(' KmCC ⋅⋅=⋅== −−  .                   (342) 
 

  Thus, product of lengths of waves 21λλ  of photons on temperatures 21TT which they form, - size constant 

and equal .10398.8 226
0 KmC ⋅⋅= −  It - the seventh constant managing behavior of photons. We shall name its 

constant of balance of temperatures. 
  The formula (341) means, that if the temperature 1T  is formed with photons with length of a wave 1λ  to 

receive temperature 2T , it is necessary to generate environment with the majority of such photons 2λ , at which 

constTT =⋅=⋅ −6
2121 10398.8λλ . 

  for example: the temperature KT 31 =  is formed with photons with length of a wave м001,01 =λ . 

Then the temperature KT 15,1732 =  ( C0100− ) will be formed with photons with length of a wave  
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  So that to define temperature of a space body, it is necessary to measure length of a wave of a maximum of 
its radiation and result to substitute in the formula 
 

  
121
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  Thus it is necessary to mean, that the temperature of bolometer in the measuring device should be below 
that temperature which is expected to be received. With the temperature 0.1К  bolometer is already mastered in 
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structure of the equipment deduced in space. It also should be taken as base temperature. According to the Wine’s 
law such temperature is formed with photons with length of a wave 

 m
T
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  Now we shall assume, that we have fixed a maximum of radiation from space object with length of a wave, 
for example m00005.02 =λ . Taking into account, that KT 1.01 = , the temperature on a surface of this space ob-
ject will be equal  
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  The described method of measurement of temperature of space bodies is widely used by astrophysicists. 
Now they will understand more deeply physical essence of this process [277]. 
  We have already shown, that the maximal length of a wave of a photon is equal, approximately, 0.050m. 
Set of photons with such length of a wave forms the minimal temperature  
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             There is a question on length of a wave of photons which set forms the maximal temperature. The modern 
science has no exact answer to this question. We can assume only, that the temperature is formed with only those 
photons which are radiated by electrons at synthesis of atoms and molecules. The border of the minimal length of a 
wave of such photons is not established yet. It is possible to assume, that it is in an interval of a ultra-violet range of 
radiations. As scale photons and x-ray photons with the minimal length of a wave are radiated not electrons, and 
protons at synthesis of nucleus of atoms we have all bases to believe, that set scale of photons and x-ray photons 
with the minimal length of a wave does not participate in formation of an ambient temperature.  
  If scale photons participated in formation of an ambient temperature the greatest possible temperature 
would be equal 
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  If in the Nature there is such temperature it destroys not only molecules and atoms, but also nucleus of at-
oms. 
  Temperature balance of the universe copes the law of balance of temperatures. It says: product of tempera-
tures and lengths of waves of the photons forming it in any two points of the universe, – size constant and equal 

.10398.8 226
0 KmC ⋅⋅= −  

 
The conclusion 

 
  The universe is filled with photons and exists in the photon environment. Lengths of waves of the photons 
forming the photon environment, change from m050.0≈  up to m18103 −⋅≈ .  
          The temperature in any zone of the universe is formed with those photons which density is maximal in this 
zone. 
           The minimal temperature is formed with set of photons with length of a wave m050.0≈ . The length of a 
wave of the photons forming the maximal temperature, is not established yet. 
  Temperature balance of the universe copes the law of balance of temperatures. It says: product of tempera-
tures and lengths of waves of the photons forming it in any two points of the universe, – size constant and equal 

.10398.8 226
0 KmC ⋅⋅= −  

 
14. THE ASTROPHYSICAL PHENOMENA AND PROCESSES 

 
14.1.  Doppler’s  Effect 

 
The common data on effect 
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          Effect of  Doppler in the electromagnetic phenomena is frequently involved for the proof of expansion of the 
universe [277]. Presence of model of a photon and laws of its movement allows us to check up correctness of inter-
pretation of infra-red and ultra-violet displacement of the spectral lines formed by radiation of stars of the universe. 
  It is known, that the explanation of displacement of spectral lines in modern physics is 
based on effect of Doppler which is obviously shown and easily registered at distribution of 
sound waves.  
  The electromagnetic (photon) wave (fig. 18) is formed by a stream of photons. Distance between pulses of 
the modulated wave equally to length λ  of a photon wave.  
  It is uneasy to see, that effect of Doppler at distribution of a photon wave (fig. 18) is similar to effect Dop-
pler at distribution of a sound wave. Change of frequency of a photon wave (fig. 18) depends on speeds and direc-
tions of movement, both a source, and the receiver of such radiation. For example, if directions of movement of a 
source coincide with a direction of movement of the wave its frequency increases (fig. 158, b). And how each pho-
ton in such wave behaves? [270]. More clearly to understand it, we shall enter concepts: wave effect of Doppler and 
photon effect of Doppler. The first arises at movement of waves of photons (fig. 18), and the second – individual 
photons (fig. 12, 14). Displacement of spectral lines of atoms – consequence of photon effect of Doppler, but not 
wave. 
      From the analysis of movement of model of a photon (fig. 12, 14) follows, that process of its birth is transient. 
The sense of photon effect of Doppler will be, that electrons a source radiate photons with smaller or greater energy 
(long or short vawe). The most probable reason of it is change of duration of the transient caused by a different di-
rection of radiation of photons in relation to a direction of movement of a source. 
              The process of a birth of a photon which we name transient will longer last, the more photon will give the 
mass (energy) to electron and the length of a wave of such photon to be displaced in infra-red area. Therefore it is 
necessary to find the answer to a fundamental question: whether concerning space speed of a source of radiation 
and its direction influences duration of transient, that is process of a birth of a photon? If influences, duration of 
transient should depend on a direction of start of a photon in relation to a direction of movement of a source of ra-
diation.  
              As transient passes actually in an electromagnetic field of electron a source of radiation, that is the basis to 
believe, that during this transient mass so, energy and length of a wave of a photon can change. 
        From the analysis of kinematics of movement of model of a photon (fig. 12, 14, 15) follows, that the increase in 
its speed from any initial value up to size C  always occurs to acceleration which is generated by process of interac-
tion between its electromagnetic fields. Therefore it is necessary for us to receive the mathematical models describ-
ing as a first approximation process of start of a photon from a based and moving source as a result of which spectra 
of atoms are displaced [277].  

 Classical interpretation of photon effect of Doppler 
 
  The analysis of process of a birth of a photon shows, that it – transient during which the photon goes with 
acceleration [277]. This implies, that duration of transient depends on a direction of movement of a source of radia-
tion and a born photon. It gives us the basis to specify the formulation of the second postulate of A. Einstein and to 
formulate it as follows: speed of the photons radiated by a based or moving source, is constant concerning 
space and does not depend on a direction of movement of a source and its speed.  
  Thus, speed of photons is constant concerning space. The birth of a photon – transient during which it, 
moving with acceleration a , reaches speed C  concerning space and goes further with this speed [277].  
  From stated follows, that duration of process of a birth of a photon depends on a direction of its speed and 
speed of a source [277].   
            If the source S  is based ( 0=V ) concerning space process of a birth of a photon will be written down so 
(fig. 158, а)  

taC ⋅= .                                                          (349) 
  From (349) we have 

  tCa /= .                                                        (350) 
 

  The analysis of process of a birth of a photon has shown, that this process proceeds in an interval of length 
of a wave, therefore, when the source is based ( 0=V ) frequency ν  of the radiated photon will be equal [277]  

  Cat //1 ==ν  .                                                (351) 
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Fig. 158. The circuit of addition of speeds of a source V  and a photon C : 

 E- the observer, S – a source 
 

  When directions of movement of a source and a born photon coincide (fig. 158, b), 
 

'taVC ⋅+= .                                            (352) 
 

  Substituting acceleration a  from (350), we shall find  
 

C
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⋅=' .                                               (353) 

 
  The important consequence follows from mathematical model (353): if directions of movement of a source 
of radiation and a born photon coincide (fig. 158, b) with increase in speed of movement V  of a source time 't  of 
transient decreases. 
  Passing to frequencies of the radiated photon, we have 
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  As β=CV / , 
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  Mathematical model (355) shows increase in frequency 'ν  of a photon in a case when its speed and speed 
of a source coincide (fig. 158, b). Thus, at concurrence of directions of speeds of a source and a born photon ultra-
violet displacement of spectra is observed. 
  If directions of a moving source and a born photon are opposite (fig. 158, с) frequency 'ν  of the radiated 
photon decreases and infra-red displacement of spectra should be observed. 
 

'taVC ⋅+−= .                                                     (356) 
 

  In view of a ratio (350) we have            
         

C
VCtt +

⋅=' .                                                         (357) 

 
  This implies, that if directions of movement of a source and a born photon are opposite, with increase in 
speed V  of movement of a source time 't  of transient increases. Passing to frequencies, we have 
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  From the formula (358) follows, that if directions of movement of a source and a born photon are opposite 
(fig. 158, с) frequency 'ν  radiated a photon decreases and infra-red displacement of spectra should be observed. 
      The most important conclusion from the analysis of classical mathematical models (354) and (358) – independ-
ence of displacement of spectra of atoms of a direction and speed of movement of the receiver. Taking into account, 
that β=CV / , we shall find 
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   And now we shall reduce results of calculations under formulas (355) and (359) in table 44.  
            The analysis of tab. 44 shows, that classical mathematical model (355) describes ultra-violet displacement of 
spectra ( νν >' ), and classical mathematical model (359) – infra-red ( νν <' ).   
             Now at us the opportunity to explain the photon effect of Doppler registered at radiation 
of photons, different duration of transient of a birth of a photon has appeared.  
            Process of branch of a photon from electron of atom not instant. During some duration 
between them connection is kept. The weight also depends on duration of preservation of this 
connection, so energy and length of a wave of a photon from which it is radiated, having sepa-
rated from electron. From a ratio (353) it is visible, that if CV → 0'→t . It means, that start of a 
photon on a direction of movement of the source moving concerning space with speed C , is im-
possible (fig. 158, b). In this case the photon will not be radiated by electron.  
 

Table 44. Results of calculation of classical interpretation of effect Доплера 
 

CV /=β  νν /' (355)  νν /'  (359) 

0.000001 

0.00001 

0.0001 

0.001 

0.01 

0.1 

1.000001 

1.000010 

1.000100 

1.001000 

1.010000 

1.100000 

0.999999 

0.999990 

0.999900 

0.999000 

0.990000 

0.900000 
                   
  When the direction of movement of radiated  photon coincides with a direction of 
movement of a source (fig. 161, b) duration (353) transients decrease in comparison with dura-
tion of transient at start from a based source (359). The length of a wave and frequency of such 
photon are displaced in ultra-violet area of a spectrum [277]. 
            When the photon will start on a direction opposite to movement of a source (see fig. 158, 
с) duration of transient as it is visible from a ratio (357), increases and we have basis to believe, 
that the photon in this case, during loss of connection with electron, will transfer it more the than 
electromagnetic mass and will come to the receiver E  with length of a wave and the frequency, 
displaced in infra-red area. 
            The similar phenomenon occurs at start of space rockets. If the rocket will start on the 
East its speed coincides with a direction of rotation of the Earth and it is required to it of less 
time and less fuel for an output in space in comparison with start in the western direction.  
           At concurrence of a direction of speeds of a source and a photon duration of transient 
(353) is less, and at discrepancy it is more (357), than at a based source of radiation of photons. 
In the first case (fig. 158, b) the photon at a birth will lose less energy (mass) and will come to us 
with length of the wave displaced in ultra-violet area, and in the second (fig. 158, с) will lose 
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more mass and will come to the receiver with the greater length of the wave displaced in infra-
red area.  
            Thus, electron of atom of a source of radiation by the field will aspire to keep a photon 
magnetic force lines, through which and flow mass of an electromagnetic field (is more exact, a 
field) a photon to electron of atom of a source of radiation. The more slowly the photon will 
leave, the will lose mass more. The specified process of transfer of energy is inherent, appar-
ently, and to other particles. As in such process "mass" (a radio substance) it is as though 
pumped over from one particle in another, not having an opportunity to be issued in a photon of 
energy (see fig. 12, 14) this part of energy and is not registered in experiment [277].  
           The revealed corpuscular nature of a photon gives all bases to come back to the ballistic 
hypothesis based on representations by I. Newton about light, as about a stream of material cor-
puscles [270]. However this hypothesis gets essential restriction. Its essence. 
         If motionless system of readout to connect with space vacuum and to consider in this sys-
tem movement of the source radiating photons irrespective of a direction of movement and speed 
of a source of radiation speed of radiated photons concerning the system of readout chosen thus 
always will be same and it is equal C . Such result is caused by that the constancy of speed of 
movement of a photon is generated by the electromagnetic processes proceeding in its electro-
magnetic structure.  
          Figuratively the essence of process of radiation of a photon can be compared to shots from 
a gun of such shells which irrespective of initial speed of a start from a trunk of the instrument 
then would gather the same speed concerning the motionless system of readout connected to 
space. Also feature of a photon ballistic hypothesis - absence of the phenomenon Galilean  addi-
tions of speeds of a source and radiated photon from here follows. After radiation the photon it-
self types (collects) always the same constant speed concerning the space, equal C . However 
Galilean addition of speeds is completely kept at a meeting of a photon with the receiver, but it 
does not influence a power condition of the photon. 
  Certainly, formulas (355) and (359) are only kinematics, therefore they approximately reflect electrody-
namics process of radiation of photons. As electrodynamics of process of radiation of photons is not developed yet 
we shall take advantage of the mathematical models describing power parameters of photons. Details of process of 
their radiation in this case also remain latent, but the basic parameter – frequency of the radiated photon pays off 
more precisely, than at use of kinematics mathematical models (355) and (359). 
  We have already shown, that full energy of a photon is equal to the sum энергий its forward 2/2mC  and 
rotary movements 2/νh , and also, that this sum depends on size of speed V and a direction of movement of a 
source of radiation.   
  If the corner between a direction of a vector of speed V  of movement of a source and a direction of a vec-
tor of speed C  of radiated photon (fig. 159) is equal α , full energy 'νh  of the radiated photon will be written 
down so [270]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 159. The circuit of addition of speeds of a source V  and a photon C  
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  Taking into account, as 2/ Chm ν=  designating CV /=β , after transformations of the equation 
(360), we shall find 

                                         ).cos22(
2

' 2 αββνν ++=
hh                                (361) 

 
  If directions of movement of a source and radiated photon coincide, 0=α  and  
 

                                                       .2/1' 2ββ
ν
ν

++=                                       (362) 

 
  When directions of movement of a source and radiated photon are opposite, 0180=α  and  

                                                   .2/1' 2ββ
ν
ν

+−=                                       (363) 

 
          In tab. 45 results of calculation on classical mathematical models (355), (359), (362) and (363) which describe 
infra-red and ultra-violet displacement of spectra are submitted. 
 

Table 45. Results of calculation of photon effect of Doppler 
CV /=β  νν /'  

(355) 
 νν /'  
(359) 

νν /'  
(362) 

 νν /'  
(363) 

0.000001 
0.00001 
0.0001 
0.001 
0.01 
0.10 

1.000001 
1.000010 
1.000100 
1.001000 
1.010000 
1.100000 

0.999999 
0.999990 
0.999900 
0.999000 
0.990000 
0.900000 

1.0000010 
1.0000100 
1.0001000 
1.0010000 
1.0100500 
1.1050000 

0.9999990 
0.9999900 
0.9999000 
0.9990005 
0.9900500 
0.9050000 

  
          The classical experimental fact confirming validity of mathematical models (362) and 
(363), are results of simultaneous registration of usual spectral lines of atom of the hydrogen, re-
ceived with space object SS433 and the spectral lines displaced in ultra-violet and infra-red areas 
of a spectrum [277]. It specifies that the basic part of space object SS433 is based concerning 
space, and two other parts move concerning space. And, that part which generates ultra-violet 
displacement, goes in a direction of the Earth, and what generates infra-red displacement during 
the same moment of time, goes on a direction from the Earth. Periodicity of change of sizes of 
these displacement is fixed also. 
 

 Whether the universe extends? 
 

        Now as the basic proof of expansion of the universe infra-red displacement of the spec-
tral lines formed by atoms of stars of galaxies serves. The question on influence of a direction 
and speed of the receiver of radiation on size of this displacement remains open.  
            So, process of start of a photon does not influence its final speed concerning space, and 
its duration (353), (357) depends on a direction of movement of a source of radiation and a pho-
ton concerning space.  

     The resulted analysis of photon effect of Doppler in view of model of a photon (fig. 12, 
14) shows independence of any displacement of spectral lines of a direction of movement and 
speed of the receiver of radiations as in any case the photon is absorbed by electrons the receiver 
in the whole kind with characteristics which it has received at a birth.  

   The size and direction of displacement (in infra-red or ultra-violet area of a spectrum) de-
pend only on a direction of movement of a source of radiations and the radiation. If these direc-
tions coincide, ultra-violet displacement of spectral lines and if - are opposite - only infra-red 
should be observed only. Such law shows, that presence of infra-red displacement of spectral 
lines is not enough for the unequivocal conclusion about expansion of the universe.   
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         As the Earth goes concerning space it should be taken into account at the analysis of com-
munication of displacement of spectral lines with expansion of the universe (fig. 160).   
            For example, if vectors of speeds of the Earth and a star are directed along one line to the 
same side the size of displacement of a spectral line will specify the fact of movement of a star 
concerning space, but not concerning the Earth (fig. 160). In this case, if Earth E goes after star S 
with a speed concerning space of the greater, than speed of a star these heavenly bodies will ap-
proach. But that time of start of a photon from a star in a direction to the Earth will increase 
(357) (in comparison with  0=V ) we shall record infra-red displacement of spectral lines (360). 
That is the distance between star S and Earth E decreases at infra-red displacement of spectra 
(fig. 160). 
             If star D goes after Earth E with speed of the greater, than the Earth and in this case 
heavenly bodies will approach also, but time of start (363) photons from star D in a direction to 
the Earth will be less, than at 0=V  and we shall record ultra-violet displacement (362). Thus, in 
both considered cases the star and the Earth approached, and displacement of spectral lines were 
opposite.  
 

 
 

Fig. 160. The circuit to the analysis of expansion of the universe: AB – a radial direction of ex-
pansion of the universe; D, S – the stars located on a radial direction of expansion  

by the universe; Е - the Earth 
 
         And in general, unless concerning the Earth movement of a star can influence displacement 
of spectral lines? No, certainly. This process speed of a star not concerning any there planets or 
galaxies, and concerning uniform for all stars, planets and galaxies - concerning space operates.  
  The important result of the analysis of spectra of source SS433 is that fact, that ultra-violet displacement of 
spectral lines in 20 and more times less than infra-red movement at equal speeds [277]. Probably, therefore astro-
physics fix basically infra-red displacement of spectral lines at the majority of stars and on the basis of it judge ex-
pansion of the universe. However presence of ultra-violet displacement of spectra of atoms at some stars specifies 
that infra-red displacement of spectral lines - an insufficient condition for a unequivocal conclusion about expansion 
of the universe. This conclusion will be unequivocal only at the simultaneous account both infra-red, and ultra-violet 
displacement of spectra of atoms. 
  To draw a unequivocal conclusion on expansion of the universe, it is necessary to fix displacement of 
spectra from opposite directions of a surface of the Earth (fig. 160) (see fig. 158).  
              If in both directions infra-red displacement (for example, from sources S and D, fig. 160) it is possible to 
recognize process of expansion of the universe worthy will be fixed. If such law will not prove to be true, about ex-
pansion of the universe it is impossible to recognize a conclusion unequivocal. 

Brief generalization 
 
  The ultra-violet and infra-red displacement of spectra of atoms describe classical mathematical models 
(355), (359), (362) and (363), the following from the classical formulation of the second postulate of A. Einstein. 
They will yield more exact results after an establishment of their connection with mathematical model of formation 
of spectra of atoms and ions. 
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  Wave effect of Doppler (fig. 18) depends on a direction of movement and speed of a source and the re-
ceiver of such wave. 
  Photon effect of Doppler (fig. 12, 14, 158) depends on a direction and speed of a source of photons and 
does not depend on a direction of movement and speed of the receiver of photons. 
  About expansion of the universe on the basis of the analysis only infra-red displacement of spectra cannot 
be recognized a modern conclusion unequivocal. 
  We have considered the most simple cases of photon effect of Doppler when the source of radiation of in-
dividual photons goes in a direction of the receiver or from it. There were not considered cases of interaction of in-
dividual photons with the receiver. However the structure of model of a photon (fig. 12, 14) specifies that its pa-
rameters do not depend on speed and a direction of movement of the receiver of individual photons.  
  If to consider process of reflection of a photon wave (fig. 18) speed and a direction of movement of a re-
flector will generate same effect of Doppler, as well as speed and a direction of movement of their source. 
  The individual photons forming a photon wave, at a meeting with a reflector will behave differently as the 
reflector carries out two functions: function of the receiver of individual photons and function of their reflection. In 
this case displacement of spectral lines of photons effect of Compton will operate. Therefore the analysis of process 
of change of parameters of individual photons at interaction with a moving reflector should be conducted in view of 
Compton’s  effect. 
          The most important consequence of the new analysis of effect of Doppler – Galilean  addition of speeds of 
photons (fig. 12, 14) and their receivers. Speed and a direction of movement of the receiver influences wave effect 
of Doppler (fig. 18) and does not influence photon effect of Doppler. 
  The constant of localization of a photon constmrk ==0  and Compton’s effect  enable to make the 
conclusion about a condition of the universe. According to effect of Compton, the born photon can increase only 
length of a wave λ  or radius r  of the rotation, losing thus mass m . Presence in the universe of simultaneous dis-
placement of spectral lines in infra-red and ultra-violet areas specifies that the photons forming such displacement, 
are born on moving sources. Probably, these displacement would be about identical if there was no effect of Comp-
ton and then the unequivocal conclusion about stationary  would follow the universe. The increase in shift of spec-
tral lines in infra-red area can be caused by effect of Compton or expansion of the universe. This implies, that the fi-
nal conclusion about a condition of the universe can be received only after carrying out of the experiment described 
above. 
 

14.2. A spectrum of radiation of the universe 
 

Introduction 
 

The American physicists Penzias and Wilson discovered the radiation of the Universe that is 
called ‘relic radiation’ in 1965.  They were awarded the Nobel Prize for this discovery in 1978 
[1].  An analysis of the spectrum of this radiation has shown that its dependence on the wave-
length resembles the experimental dependence of the radiation of a cooling blackbody; this de-
pendence is described by Planck’s formula.  That is why the attribution of relic radiation to the 
Universe cooling process after the so-called ‘Big Bang’ was admitted as an evident fact. 

But in the year of 2004 this fact was refuted.  A new analysis of the relic radiation spectrum 
has shown that its source is a process of fusion and cooling of hydrogen atoms, which takes 
place permanently in the stars of the Universe, and has nothing to do with the ‘Big Bang’ [2]. 

In 2006, the Nobel committee awarded a second prize for additional experimental information 
concerning relic radiation, having supported an erroneous interpretation of nature of this radia-
tion.  This has made us publish a detailed analysis of relic radiation, which proves an actual 
source of this radiation, not an assumed one [3,4].  In this article, we’ll show the actual nature of 
other maxima of radiation of the Universe (Fig. 1, points B and C), which are wrongly supposed 
to be formed by the infrared sources [5].   

 

  Relic Radiation 
 

It is considered that relic radiation (Fig. 161, maximum in point A) took place more than 10 
billion years ago as a result of the ‘Big Bang’.  Relic radiation intensity above the average back-
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ground is not found.  A reduction of relic radiation density from the background value is regis-
tered, and is called anisotropy of relic radiation.  It was discovered at the level of 0.001%.  It is 
explained by the existence of the hydrogen recombination epoch 300,000 years after ‘Big Bang’.  
As the astrophysicists think, this epoch has ‘frozen’ inhomogenuity in the radiation spectrum, 
which has been preserved till our time [6,7].   

The Universe being observed by us is known to consist of 73% hydrogen, 24% of helium and 
3% of heavier metals.  This means that the background temperature originated mainly from the 
atoms of the nascent hydrogen.  It is also known that origination of the hydrogen atoms is ac-
companied by the process of rapprochement of the electron with the proton.  As a result, the 
electron emits photons, the characteristics of which are given in Appendix 1.   
           Theoretical dependence of density of radiation of the universe (fig. 161 – a thin line) is similar to dependence 
of density of radiation of absolutely black body (fig. 157) Planck described by the formula (303 [24]. 
  In view of physical sense of components of the formula of Planck, physical sense of the formula – statisti-
cal distribution of quantity of photons different энергий in a cavity of a black body with temperature T .  
  The maximum of radiation of the universe is fixed at temperature KT 726.2= (fig. 161, point А). The 
length of a wave of the photons forming this temperature, is equal [277]  
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Fig. 161. Dependence of density of relic radiation of the universe on length of a wave:  
theoretical – a thin line; experimental – a fat line 

 
  Concurrence of theoretical size of length of a wave (fig. 161, a point 3) with its experimental value 

m001063.0726.2 =λ  (fig. 161, point А), proves a correctness of use of Wien’s  formula  (315) for the analysis of a 
spectrum of the universe. 
 The  photons with length of a wave м001063,0726,2 =λ , possess energy 
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              Energy eVE 001166597.0726.2 =  corresponds to energy of connection of electron with a proton at the 
moment of its stay at 108 power level (Appendix - 1). It is equal to energy of the photon radiated by electron at the 
moment of an establishment of contact to a proton and the beginning of formation of atom of hydrogen. 
  The process of rapprochement of electron with a proton proceeds at their joint transition from the envi-
ronment with high temperature on environment with smaller temperature or, easier speaking, at removal from a star. 
Rapprochement electron with a proton goes in steps. The quantity of prostarted up steps in this transition depends on 
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a gradient of temperature of environment in which the born atom of hydrogen goes. The more the gradient of tem-
perature, the more steps can pass electron, approaching with a proton [277]. 
  For reduction of errors of measurements of background radiation a working element of the device bolome-
ter cool. The limit of this cooling defines border of the greatest possible length of a wave of radiation at which it is 
possible to measure its intensity. Experimenters mark, that they managed to deduce in space devices, bolometer 
which have been cooled up to temperature KT 10.0= . The length of a wave of the photons forming this tempera-
ture, is equal 
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  On fig. 161 length of a wave mm29=λ  corresponds to point N. It – a limit of opportunities of experi-
menters to measure dependence of intensity of radiation with the greater length of a wave. In an interval from point 
N up to a point 1N  authors do not have experimental data (but they have shown them) as for their reception it is 
necessary to cool bolometer up to temperature, smaller 0.1К. For example, to fix dependence of density of radiation 
at length of a wave m1.0=λ  (fig. 161), is necessary to cool bolometer up to temperature [277] 
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  For fixing radiation at length of a wave m0.1=λ  (fig. 161) is required cooling bolometer up to tempera-
ture 
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           In tab. 46 lengths of waves and are submitted to energy of the photons forming different temperature of envi-
ronment. 
           We have already noted, that existence of the minimal temperature KT 056.0≈ is experimentally proved. 
According to the law the Fault, length of a wave of the photons forming this temperature, is equal m052.0=λ  
(tab. 46). 
Table 46. Lengths of waves and energy of the photons forming certain temperature 

Temperature, С0 /K   Length of a wave of photons Energy of a photon, eV 

2000/2273.16 m610275.1 −⋅  0.973 

1000/1273.16 m610276.2 −⋅  0.545 

100/373.16 m610766.7 −⋅  0.160 

10/283.16 m610234.10 −⋅  0.121 

1/274.16 m610570.10 −⋅  0.117 

0,0/273.16 m610609.10 −⋅  0.117 

-1/272.16 m610648.10 −⋅  0.116 

-10/263.16 m610012.11 −⋅  0.113 

-100/173.16 m610736.16 −⋅  0.074 

-200/73.16 m610612.39 −⋅  0.031 

-270/3.16 m36 10917.010089.917 −− ⋅=⋅  0.001 

-272/1.16 m310489.2 −⋅  0.0005 

-273/0.16 m310112.18 −⋅  0.00007 

-273.06/0.10 mmm 98.281098.28 3 =⋅ −  0.00004 

-273.10/0.050 mm52  0.000024 
    
          From the stated information follows, that the greatest possible length of a wave of a photon is close to 0.05m. 
Photons with the much greater length of a wave in the Nature does not exist [277]. 
  The experimental part of dependence in interval DE (fig. 161) corresponds to a radiorange. It turns out 
standard methods, but the physical essence of this radiation still should be specified. 
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  For an establishment of the greatest possible length of a wave of the photon corresponding to relic radia-
tion, we shall find a difference energies of connections of electrons of atom of the hydrogen, corresponding 108-th 
and 107-th to power levels (Appendix - 1). 
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  Photons with such length of a wave and energy are capable to generate temperature 
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  The size of this temperature is close to its minimal value received in laboratory conditions KT 056.0= . It 
means, that point L on fig. 161 is close to a limit of existing opportunities of measurement of the maximal length of 
a wave of relic radiation. 
  Thus, it is possible to assert, that in the Nature there are no photons, for formation of temperature 

KT 029.0= (367) to fix density of relic radiation at length of its wave more than 0.056 m (370), (fig. 161). We al-
ready marked in former publications, that specification of law of change of density of relic radiation with length of a 
wave more 0.05m should be an overall objective of the future experiments [272]. 
  And now we shall describe statistical process of formation of a maximum of relic radiation. To a maxi-
mum of density of relic radiation there corresponds length of a wave of the radiation, approximately equal 0.001063 
m (fig. 161, a point 3, А). Photons with such length of a wave are born not only at the moment of a meeting electron 
with a proton, but also at the subsequent transitions electron on lower power levels. For example, at transition of 
electron from 108 power levels on 76 it radiate  a photon with energy (the Appendix – 1)  
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  The length of a wave of this photon will be close to length of a wave of a maximum of relic radiation 
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  A photon with similar length of a wave radiated at transition electron, for example, with 98 on 73 power 
level.  
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  At transition of electron with 70 on 59 power level излучится a photon with similar length of a wave. 
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  We shall result one more example. Let electron passes with 49 to 45 power level. Energy of a photon 
which it  radiate thus, it is equal  
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  The length of a wave also is close to a maximum of relic radiation (fig. 161, a point 3, А) [277]. 
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  We have described statistics of formation of law of relic radiation and its maximum and we see, that the 
form of this radiation has no any attributes "cooling" after a so-called epoch recombination of hydrogen which have 
thought up astrophysics. 
  We shall go further. If электрон will pass from 105 power levels on 60 level, it radiate a photon with en-
ergy eVE 0025.060105 =−  and length of a wave m000484.060105 =−λ  that corresponds to an interval between 
points 1 and 2 on fig. 161. At transition of electron from 15 power levels on 14 it излучит a photon with energy 

eVE 0090.01415 =−  and length of a wave m000138.01415 =−λ that corresponds to a point 1 on fig. 161 which will 
defend from a corresponding theoretical point of a thin curve on many orders. It causes serious doubts in a correct-
ness of the conclusion that Planck's formula describes the form of experimental dependence of relic radiation [277]. 
              As from 15 up to, approximately, 2 power levels (Appendix - 1) the quantity of levels is much less than 
quantity of levels from 108 up to 15, the quantity of the photons radiated at transition about 15 levels also will be 
lower than much less quantity (so also their density in space) the photons radiated at transition with 108 up to 15 
power level. It - the main reason of existence of a maximum of relic radiation (fig. 161, point. А) and reduction of 
its intensity with reduction of length of a wave of radiation. To this it is necessary to add, that at the moment of tran-
sition electron from 15-th level and below photons of a light range are radiated. For example, at transition electron 
with 15-th on 2-nd power level the photon with energy eVE 34.3215 =−  and length of the wave corresponding to a 
light range (Appendix - 1) is radiated 
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  It is natural, that after formation of atoms of hydrogen there comes a phase of formation of molecules of 
hydrogen which also should have a maximum of radiation. Search of this maximum – our following task.  
  It is known, that atomic hydrogen passes in molecular in an interval of temperatures K5000....2500  
[270]. Lengths of waves of photons, radiated by electrons of atoms of hydrogen at formation of its molecule, will 
change in an interval  
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  Thus, we have bases to believe, that the maximum of radiation of the universe, corresponding to a point C 
(fig. 161), is formed by photons, radiated by electrons at synthesis of molecules of hydrogen. 
  However on it processes of phase transitions of hydrogen do not come to an end. Its molecules, leaving 
from stars, pass a zone of consecutive downturn of temperature which minimal size is equal Т=2.726 K. That is why  
the molecules of hydrogen pass a zone of temperatures, at which they liquefied. It is known and equal KT 33= . 
Therefore there are bases to believe, that there should be one more maximum of radiation of the universe, corre-
sponding to this temperature. The length of a wave of the photons forming this maximum, is equal 
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  This result almost completely coincides with a maximum in a point В  on fig. 161. 
  The spectrum of background radiation of the universe is formed by processes of synthesis of atoms and 
molecules of hydrogen, and also - liquefied molecules of hydrogen. These processes go continuously and have no 
any attitude to so-called Big Bang  [277]. 
 

14.3. The space of the universe is indefinite, the material world in it is final 
 

        The modern level of knowledge allows to formulate a hypothesis that the space of the universe is indefinite, 
and the material world in it is final also we are close its center. 
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  The scientific information – a product of collective scientific creativity of scientific different specialities. 
To answer a question: the universe is final or infinite, it is necessary not only to own set of knowledge of various 
scientific disciplines, but also to be able to analyze them is system. The first and most important principle of the sys-
tem analysis – revealing of the primary factors forming the answer to the put question, corresponding to a reality or 
close to it [270]. 
  The first and most important factor, allowing to begin the formulation of the answer to the put question, 
quantitative distribution of chemical elements in the universe is. We have already noted, that 73 % of percent of a 
material world of the universe – hydrogen, 24 % - helium and 3 % - all other chemical elements. On a background 
of this information the quantity of chemical elements in our organisms in scales of the universe is close to zero. But 
not, we exist and we try to learn the world surrounding us. At us the first representation about physical essence of 
space was already generated and we know, that we exist in it. Our level of knowledge allows us to present empty 
space. We identify it to such condition at which in it there are no chemical elements and their elementary particles. 
In this connection there is a natural question: whether there are in the universe of area of space in which there are no 
chemical elements and their elementary particles, that is empty areas of space?  
  Already there are experimental results which allow to begin search of the answer to the put question. Fruit-
fulness of this squeak depends on correctness of interpretation of the experimental fact in which law of radiation of 
the universe is reflected [270].  
          For a long time it is established, that all ranges of so-called electromagnetic radiations make 24 order. The 
range of light radiation less than one order and its length of a wave changes from m7108.3 −⋅  up to m7107.7 −⋅ . 
Length of a wave of a maximum of radiation of the universe as we have already shown, about millimeter. It corre-
sponds to temperature close to absolute zero and refers to as relic radiation (fig. 161) [270]. 
  Already there is the experimental information allowing us to believe, that the material world is dispersed 
only regarding the universe which has the form of a sphere. Outside this zone there is no material world. There are 
no there material particles, and we can count other area of space empty. 
  The experimental information for confirmation of reliability of the described hypothesis, is received re-
cently. It follows from anisotropy of relic radiation already marked by us at a level of 0.001 %. With a kind it is the 
insignificant size which is not worthy. However, if to take into account, that astrophysics accept photons radiated by 
the stars which are taking place on distance 1210  of light years the importance of this fact grows. The distance 1210  
of light years is equivalent to distance km2410461.9 ⋅ . The size window on a surface of sphere with such radius, 
equal 0.001 % of its surface, makes 45103 ⋅  square kilometer. So there is a sense to reflect above physical sense of 
0.001 % of anisotropy of relic radiation. It means absence of chemical elements outside specified windows, as they 
– unique sources of radiation of photons. This implies, that the anisotropy of relic radiation equal of 0.001 %, - con-
sequence of limitation in space of a material world. Uniformity of this anisotropy – consequence of sphericity of 
area of space in which there are sources of this radiation – galaxies. The same fact can be interpreted, as an ar-
rangement of the receiver of this radiation (our Earth) near to the center of a material world of the universe.  
  The following important fact – uniformity of a maximum of radiation in all directions from the receiver of 
this radiation. It also testifies that sources of this radiation are located in the space having spherical restriction. 
  Astrophysics and astronomers have an abundance of photos of galaxies of the universe. Many of them 
have zones without stars that gives the basis to believe, that outside these zones there is no material world, and ani-
sotropy of relic radiation confirms this fact. 
  The described picture of the world gives the basis to believe, that there was such condition of the universe 
when in it there was no chemical element and there is a question: chemical elements in the universe whence have 
appeared? Certainly, we at once reject idea of the Big Bang – as source of formation of the universe and material 
world in it. Closer to a reality a hypothesis of a birth of elementary particles from a substance in regular intervals 
filling all space, and named an ether. Before to analyze essence of this hypothesis we shall consider process of 
formation of temperature of plasma [277]. 
 

14.4. Temperature of plasma 
 
       Plasma – a special condition of a matter. Modern knowledge of plasma represent, figuratively speaking, por-
ridge. We shall try to generate more precise representations about the main parameter of plasma – its temperature.  
  We shall start with the textbook on physics [219]. Plasma – strongly ionized gas which concentration 
электронов is approximately equal to concentration of positive ions. Hot plasma has temperature К810 , and cold 

К54 1010 − .  
         Further, the textbook educates us that all stars, star atmospheres, galactic fogs and the interstellar environment 
– too plasma [219]. 
  Interesting business, temperature of the interstellar environment about 3 K. Calvin, that hot and cold 
plasma obviously contradicts initial definition of concepts. How to be? To allow new definition to concept plasma? 
We shall try. 
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  Plasma – a electron-ionic condition of the substance continuously radiating and absorbing photons, corre-
sponding to temperature of this substance. Such definition removes temperature restriction and facilitates formation 
of representations about physical essence of plasma [277]. 
  According to Wien’s  law  (315), in any point of space forms temperature the maximal set of photons with 
the certain length of a wave.  
  The radiuses of photons (length of waves) which sets form temperatures С00 and С01 , are submitted in 
formulas (316) and (317), and their energy – in formulas (318) and (319). 
  The radiuses of photons (length of waves) which sets form temperatures 100 and 1000 C, are submitted in 
formulas (323) and (324). 
  As it is radiuses (length of waves) invisible infra-red photons the impression of an inaccuracy of result of 
calculation as bodies with temperature С01000  radiate light photons is created. However, it is necessary to take 
into account, that Wien’s  formula  gives radius (length of a wave) to the maximal density of the photons forming 
such temperature. It means, that presence of light photons is not excluded, that we and notice actually, but the tem-
perature equal С01000 , the maximal set of infra-red photons with radius (length of a wave) m610276.2 −⋅  
forms. With other radiuses it is less than photons in a zone with such temperature. 
  We shall recollect a bright sunny day with снежком, crust under foots, and temperature a minus 30 C.  The 
abundance of light photons does not define this temperature. Why? Because according to the Wien’s  law the tem-
perature around of us in this case is formed not with light photons, and infra-red photons invisible by us with radi-
uses (lengths of waves), equal  

mr 53 10191.1)3030.273/(10898.2 −− ⋅=−⋅=  
  We shall define temperature which is formed with the maximal set of light photons with the maximal ra-
dius of rotation (the maximal length of a wave) equal mr 71070.7 −⋅= . 

KrCT 37641070.7/10898.2/' 73 =⋅⋅== −− . 
  It is not necessary to be surprised to so high temperature formed with light photons with parameters near to 
infra-red area. The Wien’s law  specifies only that in a zone with such temperature the maximum quantity of pho-
tons will have radius (length of a wave) mr 71070.7 −⋅= . Certainly, in this zone will be not only light photons of 
all radiuses, but also infra-red and ultra-violet photons. However, the maximum quantity of photons will be with ra-
dius mr 71070.7 −⋅= . 
  We have already shown, that the minimal temperature Т=0.056К is formed with photons with radiuses, 
approximately, equal 0.050м. it is quite natural, that there is a question: why there are no photons with the big ra-
dius?  
            If we represented a photon, as a wave we have never received the answer to the put question as the wave has 
no parameter which would allow us to understand the reasons of localization of a photon in space and the reasons of 
existence of a limit of this localization. And the radius of a photon, is the natural geometrical parameter, allowing to 
make representation about the reason of existence of a limit of localization of a photon.  
            As the photon (fig. 14) has the form close to ring and as it has mass in movement it can exist in the located 
condition only under condition of equality between centrifugal force of inertia and the force compressing a ring of a 
photon. We still have one opportunity: to recognize, that the forces compressing a photon during its movement with 
speed of light and holding it in the located condition, have the magnetic or electromagnetic nature. It is quite natural, 
that the size of these forces depends on mass of a photon. The  mass of a photon is more, the these forces it is more 
[277].  
  From the law of localization of a photon follows, that with increase in length of its wave (radius of rota-
tion) its mass decreases. Thus, there should be a limit of equality of centrifugal forces of inertia and the magnetic 
forces working on ring (fig. 14) model of a photon. It is caused by reduction of the forces locating a photon in space 
(fig. 14). In result, having reached this limit, set tension  of magnetic fields locating a photon in space, appears in-
sufficient, and all structure of a photon collapses, and the rests of magnetic fields are dissolved in a substance which 
we name an ether. 
  So, the Wien’s  law  describing process of formation of temperature, superb works in relic, infra-red and 
light ranges of photon radiations (the old name – electromagnetic radiations). According to this law radiuses of pho-
tons (length of waves), which set forms temperature, are inversely proportional to size of temperature. The more the 
temperature, the is less radiuses of photons which form it [277].  

We - before quite natural following question: to that is the greatest possible temperature of plasma and 
what set of photons equal forms it? The modern science has no exact answer to this question, therefore attempt to 
find it is business not idle time.  
  It is known, that the spectrum of radiation of the Sun is close to a spectrum of radiation of absolutely black 
body (fig. 160) with temperature Т=6000 of K. These data allow us to calculate radiuses of the photons forming 
temperature on a surface of the Sun. They are equal  
 

mTCr 73 1083.46000/10898.2/' −− ⋅=⋅== . 
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         These are photons of the middle of a light range. The average size of temperature on a surface of the Sun, 
equal 6000 K, testifies that it is formed not with the most power-intensive light photons, radiuses (length of waves) 
which are equal mr 7108.3 −⋅=  and we have desire to know temperature which will be generated with these pho-
tons. It is equal KT 7626108.3/10898.2 73 =⋅⋅= −− . It not so is a lot of, but enough that the most refractory 
metal tungsten fused. Its temperature of fusion is equal Т=3382 C, and boilings – Т=6000 C.  
            Certainly, if the Wien’s law  works in relic, infra-red and light ranges it should work in ultra-violet, x-ray 
and scale ranges. We shall try to check up it. 
  It is known, that ultra-violet radiation of the Sun begins with length of a wave m710− . What temperature 
set of such photons can form? The Wien’s law  gives such answer KT 2898010/10898.2 73 =⋅= −−  So a little!   
  However, astrophysics consider, that blue stars have on a surface temperature up to 80000К. According to 
the Wien’s  law on which they define this temperature, it forms set of photons with radiuses 

mr 843 106.3108/10898.2 −− ⋅=⋅⋅= . These are photons, approximately, the middle of a ultra-violet range. 
         And the Franc – Kamenezky  asserts, that in bowels of the Sun the compressed plasma has temperature from 
above K710 . At this temperature as he believes, there are thermonuclear reactions [278].   
  It is quite natural, that light photons cannot form temperature K710  . The Wien;s law  allows us to define 
radiuses (length of waves) the photons forming such temperature. They are equal 

m1073 10898.210/10898.2 −− ⋅=⋅ . These are photons of an average zone of a x-ray range. And here we at once 
recollect rontgenoscopy. All of us passed it also any heat did not feel.  
            We admit, that us irradiated with x-ray photons corresponding to the beginning of a x-ray range and having 
radiuses (length of waves) mr 910−= . According to the Wien’s   set of these photons should form temperature 

KT 610898.2 ⋅= . Yes, in rontgenoscopy us irradiate with photons which can form temperature more than one mil-
lion degrees, and we do not feel it. Why? 
            If to assume, that x-ray devices generate not the maximal set of these photons, and only 5 % from the maxi-
mal set they, according to the Wien’s, form the temperature equal of 50000 K. But we do not feel it, passing x-ray 
inspection. It means, that x-ray photons do not form the temperature identified by us with habitual for us by a heat.   
          Certainly, physics have been obliged to study for a long time this question, but they have not made it. In re-
sult, we till now do not know border on a scale of photon radiations where come to an end the photons forming 
warmly and temperature in habitual for us understanding and photons which set does not generate heat begin [277]. 
          The spectrum of absolutely black body (fig. 157) on the one hand is limited to the photons forming tempera-
ture from absolute zero, and on the other hand photons of a ultra-violet range. Hence, there is a border of the pho-
tons forming such temperature of environment which we identify to a heat. All photons having radiuses (length of 
waves) smaller, than on this border, do not form heat in the understanding accepted by us. How to find this border?   
          From spectroscopy it is known, that electrons cooperate with protons of nucleus of atoms linearly and energy 
of their connection, approximately, identical. In view of it we can take energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen. It 
is equal E=13.60 eV. Radiuses of the photons having such energy, are equal mEChr 81012.9/)( −⋅=⋅=  It pho-
tons of an invisible ultra-violet range. Set of these photons forms temperature KT 31780= [277]. 
  So, the border between photons which form habitual for us temperature, is between ultra-violet and x-ray 
ranges. How to find exact parameters of photons which define this border? [277]. 
  On our way a barrier. Its essence that at consecutive removal electrons  from atoms of energy of connec-
tion remaining electrons with protons of nucleus appear are proportional to energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen 
increased on a square of quantity of electrons removed of atom. It is caused by that the released proton of a nucleus 
starts to cooperate with next electron and thus increases its energy of connection with a nucleus which appears equal 
energy of photons radiated thus. There is a question: with what quantity of protons one can cooperate electron, re-
ducing the mass and not losing stability? [277]. 
           We know, that the most power-intensive photons are radiated by electrons of hydrogen like  atoms. These are 
such atoms which still have one electron on all protons of a nucleus. The electron of hydrogen like atom of helium 
has the energy of ionization equal 54.41 eV. Photons with such energy are in a ultra-violet range. They have radi-
uses mEChr 810279.2/)( −⋅=⋅= . These are photons of the middle of a ultra-violet range. Set of such photons 
forms temperature KT 127200= . It any more is not enough. The physical sense of this temperature means, that it 
corresponds to the beginning of formation of atom of helium and astrophysics confirm it.  
     So, before us a problem of definition of the greatest possible temperature and we yet do not know, how it to 
solve. There is one more direction of search. If photons radiates by electron it should have limit of loss of mass after 
which it loses stability.  
         Let's take for an example the 100-th chemical element – Fermy. If  Fermie’s  atom at the beginning is hydro-
gen like atom   with one electron, this electron, establishing connection with all 100 protons of a nucleus radiate a 
photon with the energy equal to product of energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen on a square of number of a 
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chemical element. E=13.6x100x100=136000eV. The radius of this photon will be equal mr 101010.9 −⋅= . It is a 
photon of a x-ray range which as we have already established, does not generate heat in the understanding accepted 
at us. 
  It is quite natural, that the described event cannot take place, as there is a limit of reduction of  mass of  af-
ter which it should lose stability and will be dissolved on air [277]. 
  So, the greatest possible temperature which we identify to a heat, photons of a ultra-violet range, but exact 
parameters of these photons we yet form do not know. 
 

14.5. A new hypothesis of a birth of a material world 
 
  Before to state a new hypothesis about a birth of a material world, it is necessary to be convinced, that op-
portunities to prove reliability of an old hypothesis are already exhausted. For this purpose it is enough to formulate 
key questions, answers on which should follow from an old hypothesis. The first and main from them – the nature 
and properties of the primary blown up object: mass and density? We already know, that the greatest material den-
sity ( 318 /10452.1 mkg⋅ ) has continuous torus of  proton. The density of all nucleus less also makes, approxi-

mately 317 /108.1 mkg⋅ . This difference is natural, as a nucleus – not continuous formation, and will consist of 
protons and neutrons, therefore complex structures of nucleus have emptiness. 
           What density of a substance of the primary object following from the Common theory of a relativity of A. 
Einstein which sizes were close to the sizes of a pea of which all modern stars and galaxies were then formed was? 
The common sense at once rejects this hypothesis and forms representation about naivety of the author of a hypothe-
sis of "The Big Bang» and its followers. 
  The new scientific information on a microcosm gives the sufficient bases to assume, that process of a birth 
of a material world began from process of a birth of elementary particles. Vortical character of the magnetic field 
arising around of a conductor with a current is known. What is the carrier of this field? Apparently, what – that un-
known to us a substance which we name an ether. It is quite probable, that in space there can be conditions at which 
of a similar magnetic substance it is formed micro a whirlwind with radius mr 12104.2 −⋅= . There are bases to be-
lieve, that there are conditions when the height of a cylindrical part of this whirlwind is limited to formation of the 
second rotation concerning a ring axis of a whirlwind and formation of torus.  
           Similar formations are sometimes observed as torus rings of a smoke on an output from pipes of engines of 
internal combustion. Certainly, it is huge formations in comparison with the sizes of electrons or protons. Neverthe-
less, there are bases to believe, existence of conditions at which of an ether the toroidal formation  located in space 
with constant mass – electron can be formed, the radius torus which makes only mr 12104.2 −⋅= . Stability of such 
structure the law of preservation of the kinetic moment (the moment of a pulse), coded in Planck's constant operates.  
         Electron has a charge and a magnetic field similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet. It creates conditions for 
formation of clusters of electrons by connection of their heteronymic magnetic poles. The same electric charges of 
electrons limit their rapprochement. Electronic cluster - already experimental fact.  
             Process of formation electronic cluster is accompanied by radiation of photons which we notice at formation 
of an electric spark. A crash accompanying this process – consequence of speed of formation electronic clusters and 
simultaneous radiation of photons by all of its electrons. The reason of a crash – excess of the sizes of photons, radi-
ated by electron, on five orders the sizes of electrons. 
            In the Nature of electron-ionic clusters is more powerful. At their formation lightnings are formed, and the 
crash of an electric spark turns to powerful peals of thunder.   
              There are bases to believe, that there are such conditions at which electrons of cluster can be united in one 
structure named a proton which mass almost in 1800 times more than electron. Presence of electrons and protons – a 
sufficient condition for the beginning formations of all material world.  
         Atoms of hydrogen and this process are born the first is accompanied by radiation of photons. Two atoms of 
hydrogen, incorporating, radiate photons and form a molecule of hydrogen.  
          If at the moment of an establishment of connection between electron and a proton their heteronymic magnetic 
poles are directed towards each other the proton absorbs such electrons and turns to a neutron. The following step – 
a birth of nucleus of deuterium  and tritium , and then nucleus of helium and its atom.  
  Astronomers and astrophysics consider, that stars are born from star gas. However we did not manage to 
find the information on structure of this gas, therefore we shall enter concept of relic interstellar gas as which we 
shall understand set of two primary elementary particles electrons and protons which formed such gas at the begin-
ning of a birth of a material world.  
          Certainly, explosions Supernew presently have considerably enriched primary relic interstellar gas with vari-
ous chemical elements. Therefore we shall come back to an initial stage of a birth of a material world when so-
called star gas has consisted only from electrons and it is possible protons. 
  As the beginning of formation of a material world are processes of formation electrons and it is possible 
protons their congestion in interstellar space results in explosion and formation of stars. 
  In result the born star will have only a spectrum of radiation and the main spectral lines of this spectrum 
will be lines of atomic hydrogen.   The maximal temperature on a surface of such star will be not the biggest. Its 
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size will be defined with energy of ionization of atom of the hydrogen, equal 13,60 eV. Radiuses of photons (length 
of waves), having such energy, are equal  
 

.1012.910602.160.13/)10998.210626.6()/( 819834 mEhCr −−− ⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅==  
 
          These are photons of the beginning of an invisible ultra-violet range. Set of these photons, according to the 
Wien’s  law, forms temperature 
 

KT 317801012.9/10898.2 83 =⋅⋅= −− . 
 

              After a birth of a star processes of transformation of a part of protons in neutrons begin. There is it due to 
absorption electrons by protons. As also protons, and electrons have heteronymic electric charges and linearly lo-
cated heteronymic magnetic poles, if at their rapproachement as particles with heteronymic electric charges, their 
same magnetic poles are directed towards each other these poles limit their rapprochement, in result atoms of hydro-
gen are formed. If heteronymic magnetic poles of electrons and protons appear directed towards each other after ab-
sorption by a proton approximately 2.51 electrons it turns to a neutron, and the rest of the third electrons, not having 
issued in any particle, is dissolved, etherifying. 
  The presence of protons and neutrons results in formation deuterium and tritium and to the beginning of 
formation of nucleus and atoms of helium. This process is accompanied not only radiation of infra-red, light and ul-
tra-violet photons by eletrons, forming atoms of hydrogen and helium, but also radiation by protons of x-ray photons 
and scale of photons at formation of nucleus of helium. It – the following important stage in a life of a star. During 
this period at a star the temperature raises and it starts to radiate intensively x-ray photons and scale photons. The 
temperature of a star raises due to radiation  photons by electrons at synthesis of atoms of helium.  
            In the beginning one comes nearer to a proton of a nucleus of atom of helium there is electron and is formed 
hydrogen like atom of helium. Thus set of photons among which there can be photons with the energy equal to en-
ergy of ionization of atoms of helium 13.60х4=54.40 eV is radiated. Radiuses (length of waves) such photons are 
known and equal 
 

.10279.210602.140.54/)10998.210626.6()/( 819834 mEhCr −−− ⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅==  
 

        These are photons, approximately, the middle of a ultra-violet range. Set of such photons forms temperature 
KT 12720010279.2/10898.2 83 =⋅⋅= −− . It any more is not enough. The physical sense of this temperature 

means, that it corresponds to the beginning of formation of atom of helium. 
              It is known, that electron of hydrogen like atom of lithium has energy of connection with a nucleus of this 
atom equal Е=13.60х9=122.40 eV. It is energy of photons which radiate by electrons during the most initial moment 
of formation of atoms of lithium. Radiuses (length of waves) these photons are equal  
 

.10013.110602.140.122/)10998.210626.6()/( 819834 mEhCr −−− ⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅==  
 
         Their set is capable to generate temperature KT 28600010013.1/10898.2 83 =⋅⋅= −− . These are photons 
near to border of ultra-violet and x-ray ranges.    
          We already know, that the maximal set of photons of the beginning of a x-ray range, according to the Wien’s  
law, should form temperature about one million degrees.  
  Astrophysics fix the maximal temperature on a surface of the blue star, equal 80000 K. During this period 
the maximal set of the photons forming temperature of a star, has radiuses (length of waves) equal 

mr 843 1060.3108/10898.2 −− ⋅=⋅⋅= . These are photons almost the middle of a ultra-violet range and they as 
we have already noted are born, at synthesis of atoms of helium. 
  The following stages of a life of stars are coded in spectra of absorption. The sequence of occurrence of 
these spectra should correspond to sequence of chemical elements in the table of chemical elements of D.I. Men-
deleyev. Presence of protons and neutrons should result in consecutive formation of nucleus, and then and atoms of 
gradually becoming complicated chemical elements and to their emission in an atmosphere of a star. In result in a 
continuous spectrum of such star there should be dark strips - spectra of absorption of these chemical elements. 
  However, in spectra of the stars fixed by astrophysicists, there is no that strict sequence of a birth of 
chemical elements which follows from the table of chemical elements. In particular, almost in all spectra of absorp-
tion there are bright lines of atoms of calcium which locate  at the table of chemical elements on 22-nd place, there-
fore it would seem, that spectral lines of atoms of calcium should appear after lines: helium, lithium, berillium, a 
bohr, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, a neon, sodium, magnesium, aluminium, silicon, phosphorus, sulfur, chlo-
rine, argon and potash. But they appear after occurrence of lines of nitrogen and oxygen. It testifies that the nucleus 
of atom of calcium does not pass process of consecutive formation, and is born from set of nucleus of other, already 
born more simple chemical elements.  
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Fig. 162. A spectrum of the Sun. Scientific fund the USA  
 
         We have already shown, that the same process goes and in some alive organisms. Thus a basis of formation of 
nucleus of atoms of calcium are nucleus of atoms of nitrogen, helium and lithium. Nucleus of these elements start to 
be formed at stars with the highest temperature equal of 80000 K. Spektr of ions of calcium appear at cooling stars 
up to 20000 K. This obviously contradicts existing representations about formation of temperature of plasma. In fact 
at atom of calcium 22 protons and if all of them at once participated in synthesis of its nucleus radiated such plenty 
scale of photons which, according to the Wine’s law  would form temperature in hundred billions degrees. But it 
does not occur. Calcium appears not at heating stars, and at their cooling 
             This implies, that the more number of the chemical element forming in a spectrum of a star the spectral lines 
of absorption, the it is colder and older.  
            On a photo (fig. 162) is submitted a spectrum of our Sun. It is a spectrum of absorption almost half of 
chemical elements of a periodic table of D.I. Mendeleyev. The analysis of it forms sad ideas. Our Sun already for a 
long time not at young age and to us is time to realize it. 
 

14.6. A curvature of space and formation of Black holes 
 

     The law of universal gravitation open by I. Newton (1687), stimulated development of astronomical ideas [270]. 
In the beginning Mitchell (1783), then Laplas (1796) have predicted an opportunity of existence of stars with such 
strong gravitational field which detains light photons and consequently such stars become invisible [270]. Subse-
quently them have named Black holes [277]. 
        In 1916 the German astronomer and physicist Charles Shvartsshild has offered the formula for calculation of 
gravitational radius gR  of the Black hole which follows from laws of Classical mechanics. Since then this formula 
also is used in astronomical calculations, and the gravitational radius refers to Shvartsshild as radius. 
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where 2211 /1067.6 kgmНG ⋅⋅= −  - a gravitational constant; M - mass of a star; C  - speed of light. 
  It is known, that in process of reduction of length of a wave of a photon (from infra-red up to scale of a 
range)  its energy νhE f =  increases approximately for 15 orders (tab. 4). In the same sequence the opportunity 
of a photon to overcome force of gravitation grows also, but the formula (384) does not take into account this fact. 
Therefore we have bases to believe, that at its conclusion the mistake has been admitted. In what its essence? 
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          The formula (349) has been received as follows. For a basis the mathematical ratio of the law of universal 
gravitation [277] has been taken 
 

2R
MmGFg
⋅

⋅= ,                                                    (385) 

 
 here: gF  - force of gravitation; m  - mass of a photon; R - distance centre to centre of mass of the bodies forming 
gravitation. 
  To find gravitational radius gRR = of a star at which its gravitational field detains light, it is necessary to 

find equality between force of gravitation gF  and the force FF driving a photon. However, to make it at full ab-
sence of the information on electromagnetic structure of a photon not so it is simple. Therefore for a basis the idea of 
equality between energy of a photon fE  and potential energy of a gravitational field gE has been taken. If to as-

sume, that force of gravitation gF makes work on the distance equal to gravitational radius gR this work will be 
equal [270] 
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              Connection between energy of a photon fE , length of its wave λ , frequency of fluctuations ν  and speed 

C  is defined by dependences [277]:  
 

                                             ,/ 2mCChhE f =⋅=⋅= λν                                             (387) 
 

where: sJh /1026.6 34−⋅=   - Planck's constant; νλ ⋅=C .   
       Further it was supposed, that the photon will move in a gravitational field of a star with a speed V  and conse-
quently its kinetic energy should be defined by a parity .2/2mVEk =  At CV ⇒ we have 

                                                   .2/2mCEk =                                                     (388) 
 

  From described follows, that the gravitational field of a star will detain a photon at equality between its po-
tential energy (386) and kinetic energy of a photon (388), that is  
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  From here we receive the formula for calculation of the gravitational radius, the offered 
by Shvartzshild  

                                                   .2
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⋅

=                                                    (390) 

 
        We have already shown, that speed of the center of mass of a photon changes in an interval 
of length of its wave in such a manner that its average size remains to constant and equal speed 
of light (fig. 17). It gives us the basis to define as a first approximation the force FF  driving a 
photon, by division of   its energy into length of a wave [277]. 
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  Equating force of gravitation (385) gF  and the force driving a photon (391) FF , we have 
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  From here we have 

λGM
C

Rg
1

= .                                               (393) 

 
  From stated follows, that for definition of gravitational radius of the Black hole it is necessary to use equal-
ity between gravitational force and the force driving a photon, but not equality of energies. The force (391) driving a 
photon, it is possible to write down so 
 

λ

2mCbFF ⋅=  ,                                               (394) 

 
  Where b - the factor, which size depends on acceleration of the center of  masss of a photon used at calcu-
lation.  
  For the maximal full acceleration of a photon 11.30=b , for maximal tangent  acceleration 45.2=b , and 
for the maximal value of a projection of full acceleration on an axis OX , conterminous to a direction of movement 
of the center of mass of a photon 66.2=b . In former our publications [277] we have accepted π2=b , that corre-
sponds to the maximal full acceleration of a point of a conditional circle of radius kρ  (fig. 15). As the size of the 
specified factor insignificantly influences size of acceleration of the center of mass of a photon for a case considered 
by us we shall accept π2=b . 
  At equality between the force (394) FF  driving a photon, and force of gravitation (385) gF  gravitational 

fields and the account of a ratio (393), the gravitational radius gR  will be defined under the formula 
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         Then the force FF driving a light photon with length of a wave m61065.0 −⋅=λ   with speed 

smC /10998.2 8⋅= м/c, will be equal 
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           Taking into account, that mass of the Sun 30102 ⋅=M of kg, radius of the Sun mR 81096.6 ⋅= , 

Cmmh λνλ == 2 , a constant of gravitation 2211 /1067.6 kgmНG ⋅⋅= − and designating mass of a photon 

through m , we shall define force gF  of gravitation of the Sun, working on a photon flying by past, under the for-
mula [277] 
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               The tangent of a corner of a deviation of a photon from rectilinear movement at its flight near to the Sun 
will be equal 211031.0/ −⋅== Fg FFtgα  (fig. 163). 

 
 

Fig. 163. The circuit to the analysis of a curvature of a trajectory of a photon a gravitational field  
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of Sun: the 1-Sun; 2-Earth; 3-star 
 

  It is known, Arthur Eddingtona's uncontrollable aspiration – the head of astrophysical expedition on super-
vision of a solar eclipse (1919year) to prove Einshtein’s  reliability  to the theory about a curvature of space. If Ed-
dington owned, the elementary information stated to us he, certainly, would not go to Africa where the eclipse of the 
Sun was maximum. To him would be to calculate expected result of measurements under the formula (398) enough 
and to be convinced of absence of an opportunity to prove reliability of Einshtein’s   theory and to be convinced of 
its full physical inaccuracy. We shall make it for him. 
  If the photon with length of a wave m61065.0 −⋅=λ  flies by near to the Sun on a straight line which is 
parallel to a line connecting the centers of mass of the Sun and the Earth the size of its deviation S∆  from rectilin-
ear movement in vicinities of the Earth will be equal [277]    
  

                          ,1048.01031.01051.1 102111 mtgLS −− ⋅=⋅⋅⋅=⋅=∆ α                          (398)                 
 

where 111051.1 ⋅=L m - distance from the Earth up to the Sun. 
            The science yet has no the devices, capable to fix size mS 101048.0 −⋅=∆  (fig. 163). Even if it would be 
possible to measure it, so it would prove a curvature of a trajectory of the photon flying from a star, a gravitational 
field of the Sun, but not a curvature of space. 
    The gravitational radius gR  of the Sun at which it turns to the Black hole, is now defined under the formula (378) 
which are not taking into account length of a wave of a photon [270] 
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         Let's define gravitational radiuses of the Sun for infra-red, light and scale of photons with the next lengths of 
waves accordingly: mr

3100.1 −⋅=λ , ml
61065.0 −⋅=λ  and mg

18100.1 −⋅=λ  under the formula (395). 
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         The density ρ  of substance of the Sun is equal a usual condition of 1.4 kg / 3m [270]. After compression the 
density of substance of the Sun will depend on the gravitational radius determined under formulas (399), (400), 
(401) and (402) accordingly 
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       Let's remind, that the density of nucleus of atoms is estimated by size 317 /10)4.22.1( mkg⋅−  [277]. 
        Now it is visible, that if the Sun will be compressed up to gravitational radius mRgr 39.4=  (400) its field of 
gravitation will detain only radiation of far infra-red area of a spectrum. With smaller length of a wave it will pass 
photons freely. That photons of all frequencies were late, the gravitational radius of the Sun should be equal 

mRgg
81054.1 −⋅=  (402), that is hardly possible, as in this case the density of substance of the Sun (406) should 

be on 37 orders of more density of nucleus of atoms [277]. 
  Thus, a mistake in definition of gravitational radius of the Sun as the Black hole under the formula (399) 
which are not taking into account length of a wave of electromagnetic radiation, makes eleven orders (402), but as-
tronomers till now do not know it [277].  
  If in the Nature there are objects with such strong gravitation which detains photons of all frequencies they 
cannot be all black. Their colors should vary in full conformity with change of colors of photons, which these ob-
jects cannot detain. The first photons of infra-red area of a spectrum, then will be late, in process of reduction of 
gravitational radius, photons light, ultra-violet, x-ray and scale of ranges. The hole becomes black only at the gravi-
tational radius, corresponding scale to a photon with the minimal length of a wave. 
  Astrophysics have fixed, that the orbital period of object S1 coincides with the period of a x-ray eclipse 
from this object. It is interesting result, but it has also other variants of interpretation. For example, radiation of x-
ray photons only one side of this object. In this case the specified periods will coincide too. 
 

14.7. Analysis of Michaelson-Morly Experiment 
 
         The Russian scientist V.A. Atsyukovsky analysed rigorously the experimental data of the basis of Einstein’s 
theories of relativity and came to the following conclusion: “Analysis of the results of the experiments carried out by 
various investigators in order to check the provision of STR and GTR have proved that there are no experiments, in 
which positive and unambiguously interpreted results have been obtained confirming provisions and conclusions of 
theories of relativity of A. Einstein” [1]. 
          This conclusion covers the most famous experiment: Michaelson-Morly experiment. 
Please, pay attention to the fact that Michaelson-Morly interferometer was stationary in relation 
to the Earth; it was light that moved. The authors thought that they would be lucky enough to 
register the influence of the Earth traverse speed  skmV /30=  in relation to the Sun on light 
fringe deviation. The calculation was carried out according to the formula [70] 
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             Anticipated bias 0.04 of a fringe was not registered. Somehow, the authors did not try to find the reason of 
disaccords between the theory and the experiment. Let us do it instead of them.  
             First of all, the photons have mass. It means that their behaviour in the gravity force field 
should not differ in this field from behaviour of other bodies, which have mass, for example, 
from behaviour of a flying plane. Why did the idea fail to strike them concerning the check the 
influence of the Earth rotation rate in relation to the Sun on a plane’s flight? Both the plane and 
the photon have mass, that’s why there should be no difference  in influence of their traverse 
speed in relation to the Sun in the field of the Earth gravity force on their behaviour. Such influ-
ence on the plane is so small that the devices fail to register it. The Earth rotation rate in relation 
to its axis influences the plane’s flight. This rate should exert the same influence on motion of 
light in the field of the Earth gravity force. In this case, we should substitute not the Earth trav-
erse speed in relation to the Sun ( skmV /30=  in the above-mentioned formula, but the Earth 
surface speed ( skmV /5.0= ) formed by its rotation in relation to its axis. Then the anticipated 
bias of fringe in Michaelson-Morly experiment will be not 0.04, but significantly less: 0.00002. 
No wonder that Michaelson-Morly device showed lack of fringe bias. Now we know the reason: 
it has no indispensable sensitivity (accuracy) [70].  
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          What will happen if an experiment is carried out, in which a source of light and a device 
registering the fringe bias move (rotate) in the Earth gravitational field? In this case, the readings 
of the devices are compared when there is no rotation of the whole installation and during its ro-
tation. It is clear that if there is no rotation of the installation, the principle of measurements will 
not differ from the principle of measurements in Michaelson-Morly experiment, and the device 
will show no fringe bias. When the installation begins its rotation in the Earth gravitational field, 
the bias of the above-mentioned fringe should take place at once. It is explained by the fact that 
when light travels from the source to the receiver, the latter’s position is changed in the Earth 
gravitational field in relation to the source, and the device should register bias of the above-
mentioned fringe.  
         Let us emphasize once again: the position of the source and the signal receiver  in Michaelson-Morly experi-
ment is not changed in relation to each other in the Earth gravitational field, and it is changed in the example de-
scribed by us. This is the main difference of the above-mentioned experiments. The elementary logic being de-
scribed is proved by Sagnayk’s experiment. The results of his experiment contradict to the readings of Michaelson-
Morly interferometer, and this fact is ignored by the relativists. It proves the fact that they are not interested in scien-
tific truth [70].  
         We have given strong reasons of erroneousness of Einstein’s theories of relativity. That’s why one is tempted 
to ask the question: how should we accept the fact that his theories of relativity serve as a foundation of all achieve-
ments of physics in the 20th  century as the relativists think? It is very simple! All these achievements are the results 
of the efforts of the physics-experimenters who have carried out the experiments in the order not to check physical 
theories, but to get a result, which could be used for military purposes or in competition on purpose to work up a 
sales market for their products.  
          The theoreticians tried to find the explanation for these achievements and to substantiate them somehow, but 
these explanations proved to be proximate and superficial. The stereotype of thinking formed by erroneous Ein-
stein’s theories and inexplicable insistence of his adherents in protection of these theories was a main retardation  in 
explanation of the deep principles of matter and creation.  

15.  TRANSMUTATION OF NUCLEUS 
 

15.1. An alpha – disintegration 
 
  the mankind has spent the biggest financial resources for studying nucleus of atoms. It 
has given, both positive result – an atomic energy, and negative – the nuclear weapon. Comes it 
is time, when it is necessary to direct all efforts on noegenesis about nucleus of atoms which give 
only advantage to mankind. However, on this way on former there is an insuperable barrier – ab-
sence of the theory of nucleus from which their models would follow. While the drop model of a 
nucleus is considered the closest to a reality, but it, as well as the drop of water, does not open 
structure of elements which form it. It is caused by a number of the reasons, but main of them – 
an inaccuracy of representations about orbital movement electrons in atoms. Survivability of this 
inaccuracy – probability a fog about behavior of electron in atom, the following from equation of 
Shredinger. Successfully to disseminate this fog, it was necessary to analyze results of experi-
mental spectroscopy carefully. In it the information on behavior of electrons in atoms and mole-
cules is latent. Fifteen years back this problem has been successfully solved [26].  
  The careful analysis of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen and other atoms and ions has al-
lowed to find the law of formation of their spectra from which linear interaction of electrons with 
protons of nucleus of atoms unequivocally followed. Gradual accumulation of the new informa-
tion on spectra of atoms and ions, has allowed to formulate a number of hypotheses about struc-
ture of a nucleus (fig. 164).  
 
 
                                     
                                        а)                              b)                        c) 
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                      h)                                  j)                                 g) 
 
 
Fig. 164: a), b), c) - circuits of nucleus of atom of helium – alpha particles (light - protons, grey – 

neutrons); d), e), f) - circuits of nucleus of atom of a neon (grey and dark - neutrons); 
g), h), j) - circuits of nucleus  oxygen’s atom 

 
            Linear interaction of electron with a nucleus of atom probably only at an arrangement of 
a proton on a surface of a nucleus. This implies, that the proton has two connections: one with 
electron, and another - with a neutron. The connection of a proton with a neutron already for a 
long time is named nuclear, and the forces realizing  it, – nuclear forces. The physical nature of 
these forces till now is not established. Therefore there was a necessity to find them. The atten-
tion to very big intensity of a magnetic field in the center of symmetry of electron, equal 

Тesla810017.7 ⋅   has been inverted. At a proton it appeared much more– Тesla1410507.8 ⋅ . As in-
tensity of a magnetic field decreases from the center of its symmetry in cubic dependence the 
bases for the formulation of a hypothesis have appeared: nuclear forces have the magnetic nature 
[34].  

Further, from the experimental information on nucleus follows, that with increase in 
quantity of protons and neutrons in nucleus the share of superfluous neutrons increases. It means, 
that the neutron has in a nucleus of more connections, than a proton. For check of this assump-
tion the hypothesis has been formulated: the neutron has six connections. It is quite natural, that 
in conditions of absence of the detailed information on structure of a proton and a neutron it was 
necessary to count them for the beginning spherical, with equal radiuses of spheres (fig. 164). 
The subsequent check of the listed hypotheses by construction of models of nucleus has given 
such abundance of the information conterminous to experimental data of nuclear physics, that 
the specified hypotheses confidently have occupied a pedestal of postulates.  

Rules of formation of models of nucleus automatically followed from the experimental 
information on them. These rules have allowed to construct nucleus of the first 29 chemical ele-
ments within several days. There was it in the beginning of XXI century. Since then the author 
did not try to construct model of more complex nucleus, considering, that is enough of it, that 
others have continued this work. Certainly, presence of financing of the experimental researches 
connected to nucleus, would stimulate this process, but it is not present, therefore we shall con-
sider for a long time known nuclear processes: an alpha and beta  disintegrations. We shall start 
with an alpha - disintegration. 
        It is known, that radioactive nucleus let out an alpha – particles – nucleus of atoms of he-
lium (fig. 164, b and c), consisting of two neutrons and two protons. Isotopes of helium can have 
nucleus with one (fig. 164, а), three and even a plenty of neutrons. The nucleus having two neu-
trons and two protons, is stable. It is known also, that the magnetic moment of atom of helium 
can be equal to zero. Such atoms have the structure of a nucleus shown on fig. 164, c.  
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  The nearest chemical element which is included in the eighth group together with he-
lium, the neon is. Circuits of models of its nucleus are shown on fig. 164, d, e, f. Apparently, 
they contain nucleus of atom of helium that fully complies D.I. Mendeleyev's with periodic table.  
  Experiments show, that the alpha – results disintegration in a birth of chemical elements 
of the chemical elements shifted to the left in the table. If the neon was radioactive and would let 
out an alpha - particles (fig. 164), its nucleus would turn to nucleus of atom of oxygen (fig. 164, 
g, h, j), confirming the specified experimental fact.  
  As nucleus of radioactive elements, such as uranium, are not constructed yet we use for 
the analysis of process an alpha – disintegration of a nucleus of more simple chemical elements, 
for example, a neon (fig. 164, d, e, f). 
  First of all, we shall remind, that synthesis of atom is a process of step rapprochement of 
electrons with protons of a nucleus and radiation  photons by electronswith length of a wave 
from a relic range prior to the beginning of a x-ray range. Process of absorption of photons by 
electrons of atoms returns electrons on higher power levels where to energy of their connection 
with protons of nucleus can become equal to zero, and they appear free. The condition at which 
electrons of atom radiate or is absorbed  photons is named excited. When these processes come 
to an end and electrons fall on the lowermost (close to protons of nucleus) power levels, the atom 
passes in not excited condition. 
  Similarly there are processes of synthesis and radioactive disintegration of nucleus of at-
oms. Process of synthesis of nucleus is accompanied by step rapprochement of protons with neu-
trons and radiation scale of photons and photons of a distant x-ray zone. Process of radiation 
comes to an end at the maximal rapprochement of protons with neutrons and there comes not ex-
cited condition of a nucleus. However, in the environment surrounding a nucleus, there can be 
scale photons or photons of a distant x-ray zone. Protons of a nucleus, absorbing them, again are 
raised [270]. 
  In view of stated there is a question on sequence of process an alpha – disintegration. 
There are bases to believe, that it begins with loss of connection between electrons of atom and 
the protons, included an alpha – particles, during the moment when it is still connected to a nu-
cleus, and transformation of radioactive atom into an ion. Only in this case radiated an alpha – a 
particle, instead of atom of helium.  
  The protons an alpha of the particle which are taking place in a nucleus, having released 
from electrons, have free external connections which allow them to absorb photons. As a result 
of energy of connections of protons or their sets, similar an alpha – to particles, with neutrons of 
a nucleus, decreasing, are almost leveled. This property is established experimentally and refers 
to as saturation of nuclear forces [277]. 
  Thus connection between a neutron the alpha - particles and other neutron through which 
an alpha – the particle is connected to other part of a nucleus, can become less energy, formed 
coulomb  forces, repellent protons. In result an alpha – the particle is pushed out from a nucleus. 
Process of branch an alpha – particles from a nucleus depends on energy of the photon absorbed 
by a proton an alpha – particles. It comes only when the absorbed photon, reduces energy of 
connection between neutrons (places of these connections are shown on fig. 164, d, e j arrows) 
up to size of the smaller energy forming coulomb forces, nucleus working between protons 
[270]. 
  It is known, that the alpha – a particle leaves a nucleus of atom of uranium U238

92 , having 
swallowed up a photon with energy E=4.2 MeV [219]. The radius (or length of a wave) this pho-
ton is equal  
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            It is a photon the scale of a range started. 
  As protons are located on a surface of nucleus they form powerful positive potential 
which the alpha - pushes out a particle separated from a nucleus, and informs it speed. It is ex-
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perimentally established, that run of this particle in air can reach 4 see [219]. With a kind, it is 
small run, but it of more size of a nucleus and the particle on 12 orders.  
  It is quite natural, that an alpha – a particle, having a positive charge, ionizes atoms and 
molecules of environment in which it goes, and electrons and photons forming a trace of a parti-
cle in the environment start to radiate them. It – the main experimental information, allowing to 
study an alpha – particles and their behavior. 
 

15.2. Beta – disintegration 
 
  Beta – disintegration – radiation electrons by neutrons  which are united in clusters and refer to heavy elec-
trons or negatively charged. The name  of this   particles are beta particles . One of the main reasons beta – disinte-
gration – instability of a neutron in a free condition. The period of its half-decay is equal only 12 minutes. Beta – 
disintegration is much more complex an alpha – than disintegration, therefore in it more than the inconsistent infor-
mation [219]. It is accompanied not only processes of radiation of electrons by neutrons, but processes of absorption 
electrons by protons. The main feature of these processes consists that the balance of mass before disintegration of a 
neutron and the ambassador is broken, and also absorption by a proton of fractional quantity of electrons.  
           To be rescued from misunderstanding this mysterious phenomenon, physics have thought up a particle which 
carries away the missing mass, and have named it is neutrino . As is not present uniform experiment of direct regis-
tration of this particle to it have given exotic properties – absence of a charge and mass of rest, and also the speed 
equal to speed of light, and absolute permeability. Surprisingly, but the photon has the same properties, except for 
absolute permeability, and superb proves in incalculable amount of experiments. Why neutrino, having the same 
properties, in any way does not prove? On it even have not reflected, continuing attempts to find the experimental 
facts where neutrino, like would prove.  
  Surprisingly and that experts of the Nobel committee easily agree with so doubtful achievements and con-
tinue to give out for them premiums. And why to not look at a mysterious role of neutrino on new? 
  It is known, that experiments are direct and indirect. The first at once give necessary result, and the second 
– only indirect information that the received result corresponds to a reality. Here there are bases to enter concept of a 
step of indirectly. It is possible to count close to a reality a parameter corresponding to the first step indirectly. The 
increase in quantity of these steps translates process of knowledge which is named in people: a guessing on a coffee 
thick. As to neutrino it proves in experiments of 5-th or even in 10-th step indirectly. Nevertheless, scientists keep 
gravity in an estimation of reliability of such information as refusal of its reliability appears the expensive for vanity. 
It destroys hardly constructed theoretical building not only nuclear, but also nuclear physics.  
  We are not connected to these errors, therefore we shall act simply: we shall formulate a new hypothesis 
and we shall look at its fruitfulness. The part of mass disappearing in nuclear processes, not having issued in any 
particle, figuratively speaking, is dissolved, turning to a substance named an ether. We have already shown, that the 
ether is the basic source of restoration of mass of electron  after radiation of photons by it. So if the quantity  of the 
lost mass does not correspond to stable mass of any elementary particle this mass not having issued in any particle, 
etherifies. And now we shall result quantitative calculations. 
         It is known, that mass of rest electron kgme

3110109534.9 −⋅= , mass of rest of a proton 

kgm p
27106726485.1 −⋅= , and mass of rest of a neutron kgmn

27106749543.1 −⋅= . The difference between 

mass of a neutron and a proton appears equal kgmnp
3110058.23 −⋅=∆ . It makes 

531.210109.9/10058.23 3131 =⋅⋅ −−  mass of electron.    
           So that the proton became a neutron, it should grasp 2.531 electrons. As the integer of electrons there is a 
question is absorbed only: where the rest of mass ee mm 469.0)531.20.3( =−  of electron disappears? The mod-
ern physics of this process explains the broken balance of mass simply: a birth neutrino. 
  Stated allows to believe, that the proton can absorb not individual electrons, but them clusters. However, in 
any case the part of electron with mass em469.0 remain not absorbed because the superfluous mass is not necessary 
for a proton for maintenance of its stable condition. Not having generated in any particle, it collapses, turning to a 
substance which we name an ether.  
  Thus, if the proton of a nucleus absorbs 2,531 mass of electron it becomes a neutron and the nucleus of a 
new chemical element with smaller quantity of protons is born. It is quite natural, that the new chemical element ap-
pears more to the left of old in D.I. Mendeleyev's table. 
  It is known, that a neutron, radiate electrons, turns to a proton. It is quite natural, that thus there is a nu-
cleus of the new chemical element located in a periodic table more to the right of an old element. 
  In all these cases appears misbalance  of  mass, caused by that electron, the proton and a neutron exist in a 
stable condition only at strictly certain mass. Certainly, the described processes are accompanied by radiations and 
absorption scale of photons which bring the contribution to formation misbalance  of mass of nucleus at different 
stages of their transformation, but we shall not stop yet on the detailed analysis of these processes. 
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15.3. An artificial radio-activity and synthesis of nucleus 
 

         Experimental process of transformation of one chemical elements in others refers to as an artificial radio-
activity. 
               In 1932 Bote and Bekker, firing at nucleus of beryllium an alpha – particles, have received nucleus of atom 
of carbon and neutrons. The equation (410) nuclear reactions and the circuit of its realization (fig. 165) is below 
submitted. 
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Fig. 165. The circuit of reaction (410) (ring neutrons of atom of carbon are designated by dark color) 

 
  In 1934  F. and I. Jolio – Cury have found out, that at an irradiation of an isotope of aluminium Al27

13  an 

alpha particles α42  of a nucleus of aluminium turned to nucleus of a radioactive isotope of phosphorus P30
15 which 

in the nature does not exist. Nuclear reaction (411) does not clear up the reason of a radio-activity, and scheme  (fig. 
166) shows, that reduction of neutrons has condensed a nucleus and coulomb forces of pushing away of protons do 
it’s a stable.  
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Fig. 166. The circuit of reaction (411) 

 
  It is known, that at division of heavy nucleus thermal energy used on atomic power stations is allocated. 
We have already shown, that it is consequence of synthesis of atoms of new chemical elements, but not their nu-
cleus. However, on it attempt to receive thermal energy is not paid attention and made at synthesis of nucleus of at-
oms of helium. Reaction of synthesis of nucleus of helium is submitted below.  
 

                                           MeVnHeHH 6.172
0

4
2

3
1

2
1 ++→+                                       (412) 

 
  The quantity of energy 17.6 MeV impresses and is used, as the main argument for assignment for construc-
tion Tokamak. That fact, that the specified energy belongs scale to photons which do not generate thermal energy, is 
ignored.  
           We now know, that thermal energy is generated only with those photons which are radiated by electrons at 
synthesis of atoms of helium. It cannot be more sums energies of ionization of two electrons of this atom, namely, 
there can not be more energy (54.416 + 24.587) =79.003 eV which is radiated at consecutive connection of two 
electrons of this atom with two protons of its nucleus. If these electrons take up with a nucleus simultaneously each 
of them cannot radiate energy more than energy of connection with a proton, corresponding to the first power level. 
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It is known and equal eVE 468.131 = . Two electrons radiate 26.936 eV. It is real thermal energy which will be al-
located at synthesis of atom of helium. Energy 17.6 МэВ belongs to scale  photons which do not possess the proper-
ties generating thermal energy. 
 

15.4. Transmutation of nucleus at plasma electrolysis of water 
 

  
 Cold nuclear synthesis – became the reliable experimental fact at the end of XX century. For check of reli-
ability of this fact we have made two cathodes in mass 18.10 gr. and 18.15 gr. from iron. The first cathode has 
worked 10 hours in plasmoelectrolytic process in solution KOH, and the second has worked same time in solution 
NaOH. The mass of the first cathode has not changed, and the second has decreased for 0.02 grammes. The plas-
moelectrolytic  reactor worked at voltage of 220 Volt and force of a current (0.5-10) Amperes (fig. 167) [277].  

 
Fig. 167. The circuit plasmoelectrolytic  

reactor (the patent № 2210630 [202]): 1-cover of a reactor; the 4-case of a reactor; the 7-cathode; the 11-
anode; 13-dosager a solution; a 16-cooler; a 23-branch pipe for an output of gases   

        Known Japanese scientific (the co-author of this experiment) Tadahiko Mizuno, working 
in Division of Quantum Energy Engineering Research group of Nuclear System Engineering, 
Laboratory of Nuclear Material System, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Kita-
ku, North 13, West-8 Sapporo 060-8628, Japan has kindly agreed to carry out the chemical 
analysis of samples of cathodes a method of nuclear spectroscopy (EDX.) results of his analy-
sis [197], [198]. On a surface of not working cathode 99.90 % of iron (Fe) are fixed.  

 On a working surface of the cathode working in solution KOH, new chemical elements 
(tab. 47) have appeared. 

Table 47. A chemical compound of a surface of the cathode working in solution KOH 

 
Element Si K Cr Fe Cu 

% 0.94 4.50 1.90 92.00 0.45 
 
The chemical compound of a surface of the cathode working in solution NaOH, appeared to other (tab. 48). 

Table 48. A chemical compound of a surface of the cathode working in solution NaOH 

 
Element Al Si Cl K Ca Cr Fe Cu 
     % 1.10 0.55 0.20 0.60 0.40 1.60 94.00 0.65 

 
      Let's carry out the preliminary analysis received given (tab. 47, 48) in view of models of nucleus of atoms. As 
iron is a material of the cathode, nucleus of its atoms - targets of nucleus of atoms of hydrogen - protons (tab. 47). 
At transmutation of nucleus of iron (fig. 168, b) nucleus of atoms chromium (fig. 168, a) and nucleus of atoms of 
copper (fig. 168, с) are formed [270], [277].  
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At transformation of a nucleus of atom of iron (fig. 168, b) in a nucleus of atom of chromium (fig. 168, а) the 
nucleus of atom of iron (fig. 168, b) should lose two top lateral protons and two neutrons (fig. 168, a). 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                      
 
  
 
                                                                                                                      
                                                                         
 

                            a)  Cr (24,28)          b)  Fe (26,28)           c) Cu (29,34)                            
 

Fig. 168. Circuits of nucleus of atoms: а) chromium, b) iron, c) copper 
 

For formation of a nucleus of atom of copper (fig. 168, с) from a nucleus of atom of iron is required in addition 
3 protons and 6 neutrons, only 9 nucleons. As on a surface of the cathode (tab. 47) of atoms of chromium which as 
we assume, were formed of nucleus of atoms of iron almost twice more, than atoms of copper in a solution, un-
doubtedly, there are superfluous protons and neutrons of the destroyed nucleus of atoms of iron. 

We admit, four nucleus of atoms of iron become nucleus of atom of chromium. Then the total of free protons 
and neutrons  appears equal 16. As on each four atoms of chromium it is necessary one atom of copper 9 nucleons 
are spent for formation of one nucleus of atom of copper, and 7 nucleons remain free.  
          Let's look, that is formed at destruction of a nucleus of atom of potassium. The potassium it is located in the 
first group of the fourth period of the Periodic table of chemical elements. Its nucleus contains 19 protons and 20 
neutrons (fig. 169, а).   

On fig. 169, and the weak part of a nucleus of atom of potassium is visible. It is located in the middle of its axial 
neutrons. At transmutation of nucleus of atoms of potassium the nucleus of atoms of oxygen (fig. 169, b) and its iso-
topes, and also a nucleus of atoms of silicon (fig. 169, с) can be formed 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                    
                               a) K (19,20)               b) O (8,8)                    c) Si (14,14) 
 

Fig. 169. Circuits of nucleus of atoms: а) potassium, b) oxygen, с) silicon 
 

The analysis of structure of a nucleus of atom of potassium (fig. 169, а) shows, that it is the most probable 
source of a nucleus of atom of silicon (fig. 169, c) which atoms appear on the cathode (tab. 47, 48).         

It is uneasy to count, that at destruction of one nucleus of atom of potassium and a birth of one nucleus of atom 
of silicon 5 free protons and 6 free neutrons that is 11 nucleons are formed [270], [277].  

Thus, the transmutation of nucleus of atoms of iron and atoms of potassium are results in formation of free pro-
tons and neutrons. As protons cannot exist in a free condition from them are born, first of all, atoms of hydrogen. If 
protons incorporate to neutrons after destruction of nucleus of atoms of iron and potassium the formation of deute-
rium, tritium and helium is possible. 
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      Let's pay attention to the main fact – absence in a material of the cathode of atoms of sodium. 
On the cathode working in solution KOH (tab. 47), atoms of potassium have appeared and it is 
natural. Why atoms of sodium are absent on the cathode working in solution NaOH (tab. 48)? 
The answer while one: nucleus of atoms of sodium completely collapse at plasmoelectrolytic 
process. Presence of potassium on a surface of the cathode working in solution NaOH, (tab. 48) 
can explain bad washing of a reactor after work with solution KOH. 
  As at destruction of a nucleus of atom of sodium there are free protons and neutrons some nucleus of this 
element start to be completed up to nucleus of atoms of aluminium (fig. 170, b), chlorine (fig. 170, с) and calcium 
(fig. 65). 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                                
                                     a) Na (11,12)       b) Al (13,14)             c) Cl (17,18)                   
 

Fig. 170. Circuits of nucleus of atoms: а) sodium, b) aluminium, с) chlorine 
 

Certainly, if we knew total transmutation of nucleus of atoms of iron, potassium and sodium and exact structure 
of generated gases at plasmoelectrolytic process it would be possible to define nucleus of the atoms formed of addi-
tional nucleons. Now we can assume only, that the majority of new nucleus protons form, that is nucleus of atoms of 
hydrogen. 

Absence of atoms of sodium on a surface of the cathode (tab. 47) - an obvious attribute of destruction of nu-
cleus of this element at plasmoelectrolytic process.  

The analysis of the resulted tables shows, that transmutation of nucleus of iron of which cathodes are made, re-
sults in both cases in formation chromium and copper. Aluminium, chlorine and calcium, apparently, is formed of 
the destroyed nucleus of sodium. In any of these cases free protons and neutrons are formed  [270], [277]. 

  However not all free protons and neutrons are spent for construction of nucleus of atoms of aluminium, 
chlorine and calcium. The part of them goes on formation of atoms of hydrogen. In any of these cases atoms and 
molecules of hydrogen are synthesized. The analysis has shown, that plasmoelectrolytic process takes from one litre 
of a solution no more than 0.005 kg of alkaline metal. This implies, that as a result of destruction of nucleus of at-
oms of iron additional gases, mainly hydrogen can be generated. 

Numerous experiments show, that at plasma electrolysis of water is steadily generated up to 50 % of additional 
thermal energy that is much less than results of the calculations following from existing theories of cold nuclear syn-
thesis. Therefore there is a necessity to analyze power of process of a birth of particles at transmutation of nucleus of 
atoms. 

Considering model of electron, we have established, that it can exist in a free condition only at its strictly cer-
tain electromagnetic mass. At connection with a nucleus of atom, it radiates a part of energy as photons and its elec-
tromagnetic mass decreases. But stability of its condition thus does not worsen, as the energy which has been carried 
away by a photon, energy of connection of electron with a nucleus of atom compensates.  

At rise in temperature of an environment electron starts to absorb thermal photons and to pass to higher 
power levels of atom, reducing connection with it. Becoming free, it again takes up with atom only at downturn of 
an ambient temperature. In process of reduction of this temperature it will radiate photons and to fall on lower power 
levels.  
         If electron appears in a free condition as a result of casual external influence on atom and in an environment 
there will be no photons necessary for it for restoration of its mass it immediately starts to absorb an ether from an 
environment and to restore thus the constants: mass, a charge, the magnetic moment, spin and radius of rotation. 
Electron gets a steady free condition only after restoration of all more 20 constants.   
  Thus, if periodic change between a free condition and a condition of connection with atom occurs as a re-
sult of casual influences on atom so electron each time restores the electromagnetic mass due to absorption of an 
ether. That is actually it carries out a role of the converter of energy of an ether in energy of thermal photons. 
               Japanese researchers Ohmori and Mizuno have fixed neutron radiation at plasma electrolysis of water and 
informed, that a source of this radiation can be not only nuclear process, but also process of capture electrons by free 
protons [197], [198].  
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  As at plasmoelectrilytyic process of electrolysis of water hydrogen plasma in which protons can exist in a 
free condition are present probability of process of capture they free electrons and transformations into neutrons is 
generated. At this process we have already described change of balance of mass of particles. 
  As photons are radiated and absorbed only by electrons, so the free proton absorbing electrons, is not ca-
pable to transform the rest of mass of the third electron into a photon. If electron it is absorbed by the third and more 
than half of the mass gives a proton, that  has turned to a neutron, the rest of mass ( em469.0 ) of electron, not having 
an opportunity to be generated in a photon, turns to a portion of an ether which is dissolved and mixs up with an 
ether of space. As the proof of such statement absence can serve in structure of plasma of photons with the mass cor-
responding to that part of mass of third electron which was swallowed up with a proton at transformation into a neu-
tron. We shall calculate energy of such photon [270], [277]. 
  The difference between mass of a neutron and a proton is equal kgmnp

3110058.23 −⋅=∆ . If we shall de-

duct this quantity  from mass of three electrons we shall receive mass Fm  from which the photon should be gener-
ated  
 

                 .10270602.405810.2310109534.933 313131 kgmmm npeF
−−− ⋅=−⋅⋅=∆−=         (413)                 

 
  If from this rest of mass Fm  the photon appear its energy will be equal will be generated 
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             This quantity of energy corresponds to a x-ray spectrum (tab. 4), therefore the birth of each free neutron 
should be accompanied by a birth of one x-ray photon. If it is not present, at us remains two outputs: 1 - to consider, 
that at a birth of a neutron, in a considered case, the mass kgmF

3110270602.4 −⋅=  was formed neutrino  and has 
departed in a unknown direction; 2 - in considered process there were no conditions for formation of photons and 
mass Fm , not having issued in any particle, "was dissolved" on air. What variant is closer to true? The exact answer 
while is not present, but it is known, that the Japanese researchers have fixed at plasma electrolysis of water only 
neutron radiation with intensity about 50000 neutrons in a second and have not fixed x-ray radiation [51]. 
  If thus x-ray photons they would not raise thermal efficiency plasmoelectrolytic process as it - not thermal 
photons were born. Thermal photons are radiated and absorbed at power transitions of electrons on the most re-
moved from nucleus of atoms power levels where photons with energies ≈ (0.001-3.3) eV (tab. 4) are generated in-
fra-red and close to them from optical area of a spectrum. 
  Thus, processes of synthesis of neutrons at plasma electrolysis of water will not generate additional ther-
mal energy. However occurrence of neutrons in plasma will promote formation of nucleus of deuterium and it is 
possible - tritium. As at these processes the balance of mass does not change almost we do not have bases to expect 
occurrence of additional energy at formation of nucleus of deuterium (fig. 47, b) and tritium (fig. 47, c). However it 
necessarily appears at synthesis of atoms of deuterium and tritium, that is atoms of hydrogen. 
        To begin a proton, the neutron should radiate something with mass kgmnp

3110058.23 −⋅=∆ . We shall calcu-
late length of a wave of the photon corresponding to this mass. Using a constant of localization (14), we have 
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  This length of a wave corresponds to photons scale of a range (tab. 4), that is not thermal photons  and this 
process does not give of additional thermal energy. Thus, if at plasma electrolysis of water there is a process of for-
mation of atoms of helium it should be accompanied scale by radiation. If this radiation is not present, and atoms of 
helium all the same are formed, the specified portion of mass npm∆  carries away neutrino or this mass, not having 
an opportunity to be issued in a photon, "is dissolved" in surrounding space, that is passes in a condition of an ether 
[277]. As x-ray photons and scale photons are not thermal processes of a birth of neutrons and protons do not give 
superfluous thermal energy.  

The main energy source of destruction of nucleus of atoms of iron on - seen are microexplosions at connection 
of hydrogen with oxygen in a zone of plasma. In result, protons of atoms of hydrogen, bombarding the cathode, de-
stroy nucleus of iron. Consequences of this destruction - occurrence of free protons and neutrons. We shall note fea-
ture of process. Protons leave a nucleus not as a result of a radio-activity, and compulsorily. Therefore they appear 
in position with lack of energy, as well as valent electrons of atoms at destruction of molecules. To keep a steady 
condition, they should fill lack of the energy corresponding to energy of photons radiated scale at synthesis of a nu-
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cleus. Where they will take these photons? From an environment. If it so close plasmoelectrolytic  reactor decrease 
in a natural background scale of radiation should be observed. Repeated measurements have shown, that near to 
plasma a level scale of radiation less background.  
  Other variant is possible also. Atoms of alkaline metal, bombarding atoms of the cathode, collapse. In this 
case protons of the collapsed nucleus start to form atoms of hydrogen. Processes of synthesis of atoms and mole-
cules of hydrogen generate additional thermal energy [277].  
         Thus, the experimental fact transmutation of nucleus of atoms at plasmoelectrolytic process gives us the basis 
to believe, that this process opens new prospects of studying of a matter at nuclear, atomic and molecular levels.  
 

15.5. Transmutation of nucleus of atoms in the Nature 
 
  In a seal it was informed, that attempts to deprive I peep sea molluscs and bowls of the calcium necessary 
for them for formation of an armour, have not stopped process of its growth. It is the telling argument proving an 
opportunity of trasmutation of nucleus of atoms in alive organisms. To this it is necessary to add, that new breeds of 
hens bear eggs practically every day, therefore there are bases to believe, as in their organisms there are processes of 
formation of nucleus and atoms of calcium. We shall analyze possible variants of these processes. 
           Let's pay attention to structure of a nucleus of atom of calcium (fig. 66 and 171, а). The top part of this nu-
cleus represents a nucleus of atom of nitrogen (fig. 80 and  171, b). The average part of a nucleus of atom of calcium 
will consist of a nucleus of atom of lithium (fig. 48, b and 172, а), an additional proton of atom of hydrogen (fig. 80 
and  172, b) and an isotope of atom of helium (fig. 47, a and 172, c), and the bottom part of a nucleus of atom of cal-
cium also represents a nucleus of atom of nitrogen (fig. 171, b). 
  And now we shall analyze conditions of realization of process of synthesis of a nucleus 
of atom of calcium. First of all, the bottom and top parts - nucleus of atom of nitrogen (fig. 171, 
b) have protons only on one end of an axis of symmetry. Other ends come to an end neutrons. It 
means, that in this area of atom of nitrogen (fig. 92) is not present valent electron, and the bottom 
neutron of this nucleus can accept additional neutrons and extend a nucleus. Further, the nucleus 
of atom of lithium (fig. 172, а) has no proton in the top part. It means, that the proton of atom of 
hydrogen can join a free neutron of a nucleus of atom of lithium (fig. 48, and, b and fig. 172, b) 
[277]. 
 

 
 
 
                               
 
 
 
 
                                                                                               b) 
 
                                                          а) 
Fig. 171. Circuits: а) - a nucleus of atom of calcium Ca (20,20); b) – a nucleus of atom of nitro-

gen  
 

 

 

                                    а)                                 b)                 c)   

Fig. 172. Circuits: а) a nucleus of atom of lithium; b) a proton; с) a nucleus of an isotope of atom 
of helium 

 
  Further, at the analysis of spectra of stars, we shall see, that calcium appears in their 
spectra after occurrence of spectral lines of nitrogen and oxygen. It – the serious indirect demon-
stration of that nucleus of atoms of calcium are formed of more simple nucleus. Otherwise spec-
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tral lines of calcium should appear in spectra of stars after occurrence of lines of aluminium, 
phosphorus, potassium. 
  So, the basic condition for formation of a nucleus of atom of calcium – presence at other 
nucleus of free superficial neutrons which connect nucleus with each other. This condition is 
caused by that in an operative range of free neutrons is not present valent electrons of atoms (fig. 
88, 92) which would shield this area of atom and complicated process of connection of nucleus 
[277]. 
  The second important consequence consists that set of nucleus of more simple chemical 
elements forms a nucleus of atom of calcium together with the electrons. It means, that there is 
no process of synthesis of atoms of calcium at which a plenty of thermal energy is allocated. 
  Following very important consequence consists that at synthesis of nucleus by connec-
tion of their neutrons there is no process of radiation. It means, that the neutron in this case does 
not radiate and there are bases to believe, that at synthesis of new nucleus radiate only protons.  
  So, the initial information allows experts to analyze processes of synthesis of nucleus is 
visual and to check their reliability, involving experimental data. 
 
 

16. THE MAIN LAW OF THE MATERIAL WORLD 
 
          The law of preservation of the kinetic moment - one of the main laws not only lifeless, but 
also wildlife. Its realization in the Nature is the beginning of all beginnings. To make more pre-
cise representation about essence of action of this law, we will address in the beginning to easily 
observable phenomenon in which it is visible as it works. 
      If you looked on TV of competition on figure skating easily recollect how the figure skater changes speed of the 
rotation concerning an axis which are taking place lengthways his bodies. In the beginning he rotates at the hands 
dissolved in the sides with small angular speed. Then he presses hands to a breast or lifts them vertically upwards 
and rotation of him is sharply accelerated. Then, if hands will dissolve in the sides angular speed of rotation of him 
again decreases. The phenomenon it copes one of the most fundamental laws of the Nature - the law of preservation 
of the kinetic moment. It says, that if the sum of the moments of the external forces working on the rotating 
body, is equal to zero the kinetic moment remains to constants [101]. 

                 So, how the essence of the law of preservation of the kinetic moment is shown? 
Look, as this law mathematical is expressed: h mr const= =2ω .  you at once have  found out 
Planck's constant. In this constant the Nature also has put in pawn this law. It works in condi-
tions of absence of external influence on a rotating body. If to consider rotation of the figure 
skater it, certainly, tests external influence. It is shown as the resistance created by air, and 
also as the forces of friction working on skates of the figure skater. So this law is shown here 
not in the pure state. But, nevertheless, small resistance of air and ice enable us to see display 
of this law.  

             And now look at above mentioned expression of a constant of Planck  
h mr const= =2ω .  Mass m  of the figure skater at the moment of rotation does not change. 
However distribution of this mass changes. When he plants hands they leave from an axis of 
his rotation and the moment of inertia mr 2  of the figure skater increases, as the quantity  
equal to mass m  of hands, increased on a square of distances r 2  of their centers of mass from 
an axis of rotation, grows. At once it is visible: that Planck's h  constant has remained a con-
stant, speed of rotation ω  of the figure skater should decrease. When he (or she) approaches 
hands to an axis of the rotation you see that will take place with speed of rotation ω  at 
h mr const= =2ω .  When the figure skater approaches hands to an axis of the rotation the 
quantity  mr 2  decreases as the distance r decreases. That the size of h  has remained a con-
stant, speed ω  of rotation of the figure skater should increase. That we also notice. Certainly, 
if there was no resistance the figure skater could rotate eternally.  

  We are amazed with a constancy of a constant of Planck. It is confirmed with its many 
calculations and many experimental data. It specifies that a constancy of a constant of Planck 
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any fundamental law of the Nature operates. And now we see, that this law is the law of preser-
vation of the kinetic moment. 
           We have already seen, how this law in behavior of photons of all frequencies is shown, in 
behavior of electrons at their power transitions in atoms and at formation of molecules, and now 
we shall show a number of examples of display of this law in the Nature. Certainly, some from 
these examples are while only hypothetical, their thorough check is required. Nevertheless, they 
should be resulted to draw attention of researchers to a global role of the law of preservation of 
the kinetic moment. 
 

 

 
 

a)  
b) 

                                                               
Fig. 173. The circuit to definition of a direction of a vector of the kinetic moment:  

а) - the circuit of the screw, b) - the circuit of model of electron 
 

     On fig. 173,  a direction of a vector h  of the kinetic moment, it is simulated by rotation and 
longitudinal moving of the right screw, and a number shows a direction of a vector of a constant 
of Planck h  and conterminous with it on a direction of a vector of the magnetic moment eM  of 
electron (fig. 173, b). 
          Directions of vectors of a constant of Planck h  both the magnetic moments of electron 

eM  and a proton pM  are shown on fig. 174. The proton and electron of atom of hydrogen is 
pull together with their heteronymic electric fields, and their same magnetic poles limit this rap-
prochement. 
  We shall pay attention that vectors of the kinetic moments (spins) h  of electrons, and 
protons in atom (fig. 174) and molecules of hydrogen (fig. 175) coincide on a direction. In a 
similar direction molecule DNK (fig. 176, а) is twirled also. The atoms forming this molecule, 
really twist it in the left side. The  cone, which grows strictly vertically (fig. 176, b), also are 
twirled against a course of a hour hand. 
 

 
Fig. 174. The circuit of model of atom of hydrogen 
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Fig. 175. Circuits of molecules of hydrogen 
 

 
а) 

 
b) 

 
Fig. 176. The circuit of molecule DNK and a photo cone   

 
        So, formation of electrons, protons, atoms and molecules of hydrogen the law of preserva-
tion of the kinetic moment operates. If this law works at a molecular level its action should be 
shown and at formation of organisms. Most brightly it is reflected in the form of snails and sea 
bowls. The overwhelming majority of them is twirled to the left, against a course of a hour hand 
(fig. 177).  
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Fig. 177. The overwhelming majority of sea bowls is twirled against a course of a hour hand 
 

  Probably, for the same reason at the majority of animals the right forward finiteness is 
advanced more strongly left. We have bases to believe, that at the majority of people the right 
hand is advanced more left for the same reason. 
  It is interesting to note, that mass of the gyroscope twirled in the right side of less weight 
of a gyroscope, twirled in the left side. Japanese researcher Hideo Haysaka has experimentally 
proved, that acceleration of free falling at a falling gyroscope with the right rotation is less, than 
with left (fig. 178).  
  Stated provokes us to assume, that at a surface of our planet exists weak  right  rotational 
field. It should amplify in zones where molecules have an opportunity to react to action of such 
field. For example, molecules of the big congestions of gas or oil which are shielded from strong 
and often variable external influences, that is in zones of deposits of gas and oil. According to 
some authors it is fixed experimentally, and the field forming this rotation, is named torsion  
field. We have an opportunity to state a hypothesis explaining this phenomenon.  
  Vectors of the kinetic moments h  of all atoms and molecules of our planet are directed 
randomly and compensate each other everywhere, except for surface  layer. The vectors of the 
kinetic moments directed from a surface of the Earth, at those atoms that settle down near to a 
surface, appear not compensated. By virtue of it they also form weak left    rotational field  OLH , 
which is named torsion (fig. 178) [92]. 
  Comparing directions of vectors of the kinetic moments at atom (fig. 174) and molecules 
(fig. 175) hydrogen, at molecule DNK (fig. 176), at bowls (fig. 177) with a direction of a vector 
of the kinetic moment of a gyroscope 2 (fig. 178), we see their analogy.  
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Fig. 178. The circuit of formation left  rotational field OLH at a surface of the Earth 
 

           It consists that directions of vectors of the total kinetic moments OLH  of atoms of a sur-
face of the Earth (with the left rotation) and a vector OLH  left rotation  gyroscope 2 coincide on 
a direction, and the vector rH  right rotating  gyroscope 3 is directed opposite to it. In result 
forces, repellent them, and thus reducing weight of a gyroscope 3 and acceleration of its falling 
are formed. It is uneasy to see, that the phenomenon reducing weight right rotating of a gyro-
scope 3 (fig. 178), is similar to the phenomenon of pushing away of moving photons with differ-
ent circular polarization (fig. 23, b) [277]. 
  Involuntarily there is a question: if the Solar system and our Galaxy rotate in one side 
this process should generate a space rotational field? It appeared really so. J.A. Baurov has ex-
perimentally proved existence of a space rotational field and a vector describing this field, has 
named Vector potential [95], [96].  
  There are the results of supervision showing, that the Vector potential influences forma-
tion solar prominence [93], [280].  
        Certainly, we have resulted the brief description of a circuit of the natural phenomena where 
influence of the kinetic moment is shown. Such concurrence is hardly casual, therefore it de-
serves deep studying.  
  From stated unequivocal reliability of interpretation of once superconfidential American 
flying plate based on effect of "Biffeld-Brown" follows, but we shall refrain from a statement of 
this interpretation for the known reason. 
 
 

17. WATER – THE SOURCE OF THERMAL ENERGY 
 

 The prologue 
 

Power efficiency of water is not limited to reception from it cheap hydrogen. A plenty of 
the experiments proving an opportunity of reception by additional thermal energy from water is 
carried out to last years. There is it in processes cavitation of water and influences of a pulse cur-
rent on its ions and clusters.  

Below we shall describe a series of experiments which show, that water can generate ad-
ditional thermal energy and decay on hydrogen and oxygen with a parameter of power effi-
ciency, the much greater of unit. Obvious infringement of the most fundamental law of physics – 
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the law of conservation of energy, has demanded immediate search of the reasons of the arisen 
contradictions between the theory and experiment, but to execute such search appeared not so 
simply. It turned out so, that in the Nature there is an inexhaustible energy source, but we till 
now could not notice it. Why? Further we shall see surprising simplicity of the answer to this 
question.   

 
17.1. Plasma electrolysis of water 

 
 Voltamper’s  characteristics 

 
The first-ever patent on plasmoelectrolytic reactor has been received in the USSR in 1987 

year [71]. The most simple plasmoelectrolytic the reactor is submitted on fig. 179. Its case is 
made of a dielectric material.  

 
 

Fig. 179. The elementary plasmoelectrolytic reactor: 1 – the cathode; 2 – the anode;  
3 - a target branch pipe; P-P - a zone of plasma 

 
  The solution moves from below through the tubular cathode. As the area of the anode 2 

much more areas of the cathode 1 in the top zone of cathode (Р-Р) there is a plasma.  
        As in plasma there are chaotic processes its resistance varies also chaotically. Oscillograms 
of a voltage (fig. 180), a current (fig. 181) and power (fig. 182), received with the help of an 
electronic oscillograph «Handyscope - 2 », confirm it. 

It is quite natural, that there are complexities in exact measurement of a voltage and a cur-
rent on plugs of plasmoelectrolytic reactors, therefore we shall pay the big attention to this ques-
tion and we shall show, that ignoring of contradictions in indications of various devices long 
time hid significant reserves of reduction of expenses of electric energy at its pulse consumption. 

 
 

Fig. 180. The oscillogram of a voltage in a network of plasmoelectrolytic reactor 
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Fig. 181. The oscillogram of a current in a network of plsmoelectrolytic reactor 
 

 
Fig. 182. The oscillogram of power in a network of plasmoelectrolytic reactor  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 183. The voltamper  characteristic corresponding to table 49 
Table 49. Results of experiment at the charge of 1-normal solution HCl 8,74 l/hour and its 

temperature on an input 23.0 0  C 
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Number 
of point 

 

Volt, 
V 

Current, 
 

A 

Energy in 
entrance, 

kJ 

Temperature 
in entrance, 

С 

Energy in 
exit  
kJ 

Energy  
effect 

% 
1 10 1.7 61.2 24 36.6 59.8 
2 40 8.2 1180.8 49 952.1 80.6 
3 58.5 9.15 1927.0 73 1831.0 95.0 
4 80 7.85 2260.8 82 2160.6 95.6 
5 100 6.65 2394.0 83.5 2215.5 93.0 
6 102 3.75 1377.0 81 2121.1 154.0 
7 85 4.7 1438.2 69 1684.5 117.1 
8 76 4.3 1176.5 65 1538.0 130.7 
9 68.5 3.75 924.7 55 1171.8 126.7 
10 88 4.5 1425.6 71 1757.8 123.3 
11 92 4.2 1391.0 71 1757.8 126.4 
12 94 4.4 1489.0 71.5 1776.1 119.3 
13 98 4.2 1481.8 71 1757.8 118.6 
14 68 3.9 954.7 56 1208.5 126.6 
15 64 3.3 760.3 50 988.7 130.0 
16 61 3.05 669.8 46 842.3 1260 
17 57.5 9.3 1925.1 72 1794.4 93.2 
  
The note: energy of allocated hydrogen and oxygen, and also radiated light, were not taken 

into account.  
         Energy of connection of valent electron of atom of chlorine (tab. 27).   
        On fig. 183 the characteristic plasmoelectrolytic reactor working with one mole  solution of 
hydrochloric acid HCl is submitted voltamper characteristic . 

At increase of a voltage linearly, according to the law of the Ohm, force of a current (fig. 
183 and tab. 49) grows. Then, at a voltage more than 40 Volt linearity of change of a current is 
broken, and at a voltage about 100 Volt (points 5 - 6) force of a current decreases in steps, and 
the cathode has a bright luminescence (plasma). The further compulsory reduction of a voltage 
(points 6 - 15) insignificantly changes force of a current. At a voltage about 60 Volt (points 14 - 
15) a luminescence at the cathode disappears, force of a current in steps increases almost up to 
former size [109].  
  Energy on an input in a reactor was defined under indications of the voltmeter and the 
ammeter of the best classes of accuracy, and on an output - on a difference of temperatures of the 
solution past through a reactor. 

Voltamper’s  characteristic is individual for each reactor and a mode of its work. It de-
pends on design data of the reactor, used materials of the cathode and the anode, concentration 
and a chemical compound of a solution, and also from its charge (fig. 184). 
  To find out influence of the charge of a solution on voltamper characteristic, special ex-
periments have been lead at the different charge of solution KOH (fig. 184).  
  In all three groups of experiments steady plasma at the cathode appears at a voltage 
about 100 Volt and disappears at downturn of a voltage up to 80 Volt. During existence of 
plasma the intensive output steam gas  mixes was observed.  
  Apparently on fig. 184, voltamper characteristics represent double loops. The analysis 
fig. 184 shows, that the greatest influence on law of change of a current renders the charge of a 
solution.  
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Fig. 184. Voltamper characteristics of plasmoelectrolitic reactor at the charge of solution КОН:  

(1 – 3.6) l/h; (2 – 8.2) l/h; (3 – 12.2) l/h 
 

             The preliminary analysis shows, that the full description of plasmoelectrolytic process 
cannot be based on only physical or only chemical representations. It - the interconnected physi-
cal and chemical processes, therefore to divide them on physical and chemical it is possible only 
conditionally. 

Physical model of process 
 

  For revealing physical model of process supervision over how it proceeds is rather desir-
able. For this purpose the special reactor which cathodic chamber has been executed as an aper-
ture in flat organic glass by thickness of 24 mm has been made. The needle cathode from tung-
sten has been entered from above into an aperture, and the working solution acted from below 
and left in a lateral aperture. The transparency of an organic glass allows to see some details of 
plasmoelectrolytic process at different operating modes of a reactor.  

Analyzing the data fig. 183 and tab. 49, it is possible to generate the following physical 
model of plasmoelectrolytical process. At increase of a voltage up to 60 Volt in a solution works 
well-known - ionic conductivity. At such potential of a molecule of water, coming into contact to 
the cathode positively charged protons of atoms of hydrogen, dissociate on molecular hydrogen 
H2  (fig. 84) and ions hydroxyl  OH −  (fig. 101). In this case there is a usual process of electroly-
sis of water [109]. 

In process of increase of a voltage kinetic energy of the ions focused on the cathode which 
start to separate atoms of hydrogen and their protons from molecules of water grows. In the be-
ginning in the solution, near to the cathode, there are separate sparks. It specifies that protons of 
atoms of hydrogen are separated from molecules of water and during their movement to the 
cathode again incorporate with electrons, synthesizing new atoms of hydrogen. The further in-
crease of a voltage increases quantity of the protons separated from molecules of water, and at 
the cathode plasma of atomic hydrogen (fig. 183 point 5, 6) is formed. Electrons of atoms of hy-
drogen during this moment are in the excited condition and make transitions from high power 
levels on low, generating light Balmer’s spectral lines. On intensity of these lines it is possible to 
judge, between what power levels of atoms of hydrogen the greatest quantity of  electrons makes 
transitions.  

The visual analysis of the spectrogram (on fig. 79 the part is submitted only) shows, that 
the greatest quantity  of electrons in atoms of hydrogen passes from the third to the second power 
level (a light bright strip at the left fig. 79). The light zone near to this strip on the right testifies 
to simultaneous formation of molecules of hydrogen [60], [61], [62]. 

In process of a voltage reduction (fig. 183, point 7-14) the volume of plasma decreases, 
power levels of electrons of atoms of hydrogen on which they are late, leave from protons, en-
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ergy radiated photons decreases, length of a wave increases, and color of plasma passes consis-
tently from brightly white to red. At last, comes the moment (fig. 183, point 15) when the poten-
tial on electrodes appears is insufficient for branch of protons from molecules of water, and 
process fades, returning system in an initial condition - ionic conductivity (fig. 183).  

Analyzing tab. 49 and fig. 183, we see, that the greatest interest submit data on a mode cor-
responding to a point 6. This mode was generated spontaneously. In a point 5 steady plasma is 
absent, blinking near to the cathode is observed only. Then, after a while, the current spontane-
ously decreases, and at once there is a steady plasma.  

The generated plasma limits contact of a solution to a surface of the cathode (increases re-
sistance in a circuit the cathode - a solution). In result the size of a current sharply decreases and 
remains such until energy of plasma and enclosed voltage will be enough for branch of protons 
from molecules of water.  

On border " plasma - a solution " atoms of hydrogen incorporate in molecules. Their fur-
ther destiny depends on presence of atoms of oxygen. If they are, there is a formation of mole-
cules of water to characteristic microexplosions which generate noise on some operating modes 
of a reactor. If atoms of oxygen are not present at the cathode molecules of hydrogen mix up 
with pairs water and leave from a reactor. 

If after occurrence of plasma (fig. 183,  point 6) to increase a pressure(voltage) the tem-
perature of plasma grows also an edge of the tungstic cathode becomes in the beginning brightly 
white, and then starts to fuse and boil. This process is easy for observing through transparent or-
ganic glass of a reactor. The more a voltage and the charge of a solution, the more intensively 
this process. It is known, that temperature of fusion of tungsten 3382 C0 , and temperature of boil-
ing 6000 .0 C  

Thus, at plasmoelectrolytic process by a source of plasma atomic hydrogen is. The variable 
electric field keeps atom of hydrogen in the excited condition, forming its plasma with tempera-
ture (2700...5000) 0 C. Intensity of this plasma will depend on the enclosed voltage and from the 
charge of the solution washing the cathode. The more enclosed voltage and is more charge of a 
solution, the more intensively plasma. 

 
Chemical model of process 

 
Starting revealing chemical model plasmoelectrolytic   process, we shall note, that the 

modern chemistry does not know an abundance of power levels at everyone electron and an 
abundance energies to connection between atoms in molecules. We do not know, how size en-
ergy ofconnections of atoms of hydrogen with atom of oxygen in a molecule of water before our 
researches, have been received by settlement or experimental way, but we have already shown, 
that these do not correspond to energy of dissociation of  molecules of water at low-voltage it 
electrolysis, that is do not correspond to expenses of energy at decomposition of water on hydro-
gen and oxygen. Therefore before us there is a problem: how to be farther? To trust these and 
other results of calculations of modern chemistry or to call them into question?  

As atomic hydrogen exists at temperature (2700....5000) 0 C in a zone of the cathode 
plasma with such temperature is formed [52]. Certainly, plasma will exist only under condition 
of sufficient density of atoms of hydrogen in the set volume. For performance of this condition it 
is necessary to increase density of a current on the cathode. After formation of atoms of hydro-
gen or their branch from molecules of water they would continue to remain in not excited condi-
tion if there was no external influence. However, during work plasmoelectrolytic reactor the at-
oms of hydrogen are under continuous influence of a variable electric field which compels atoms 
of hydrogen to be in the excited condition that proves to be true presence of the complete set 
Balmer’s spectral lines on the spectrogram. Unfortunately, we yet have no full spectrum of atom 
of hydrogen and we do not know about presence Laimon’s  spectral lines, spectral lines of 
Pashen, etc., That complicates the analysis of the investigated phenomenon [109].  
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In interphase border "plasma - a solution" the following chemical reactions will simultane-
ously proceed: 

molkJOHHOHHHeOH /4362222 22 ++⇒++⇒+ −−− .                (416)    
And 

               
./6.60120.4366.1652

8.8222222

22

2

molkJOHHкДжкДжOHH

кДжOHHHeHHOHOH

++⇒+++⇒

⇒⋅+++⇒+++⇒
−−

−−++−

         (417) 

 
If at the anode the molecule O2  of oxygen energy will be allocated is formed 
 

                          ./0.495424 22 molkJeOOHOH +++→ −−                          (418)               
 

       In models of a reactor, which results of tests are submitted in table 49, hydrogen and oxygen 
leave through one branch pipe, therefore in it are possible endothermic reactions [2]: 
 

     1-formation of peroxide of hydrogen H O2 2  
 

                                          ;/109222 molkJOHOOH −→+                            (419) 
      2-formation of ozone O3  

                                                  ;/28423 32 molkJOO −→                             (420)  
 

     3-formation of an ion of hydroxonium  H O3
+  

 
                                       ./32032 molkJOHHOH −→+ ++                                   (421)  

 
       Unfortunately, we precisely do not know intensity as electrolytic (416, 417, 418), and endo-
thermic  (419, 420, 421) reactions. Law of change of temperature of a solution (tab. 49) specifies 
that in a zone of existence of molecular hydrogen (fig/ 183, a point 3, 4, 5) intensity of endo-
thermic  is lower than exothermic  reactions, than in points 7 - 15 where plasma of atomic hy-
drogen is kept, and the temperature of a solution is reduced. Reduction of temperature of a solu-
tion at downturn of voltage in experiment (tab. 49, points 6 - 15) just also speaks intensive 
absorption of heat at formation of peroxide of hydrogen H O2 2 , ozone O3  and an ion H O3

+ . The 
low temperature electrolytic solution in a zone of the anode also speaks about endothermic reac-
tions. 

Japanese researchers Ohmori and Mizuno have found out on the cathode plasmoelectro-
lytic reactor points of nickel, chromium, iron and carbon [51]. A source of these chemical ele-
ments as they consider, cold nuclear synthesis is. We have already analyzed this phenomenon. 

 
17.2. Circuits of models plasmoelectrolytic reactors 

  
  On fig. 185 the second circuit simple plasmoelecnrolytic  reactor on which the patent № 
2157862 [86] is received is shown. The case of 1 reactor (fig. 185) can be made of plexiglas or 
foreplays. The anode 3 is desirable for making from the titan covered by oxide of ruthenium 
(orta) or it is simple from steel. The hollow  cathode 4 is made of molybdenum or also from 
steel. The areas of working surfaces of the anode and the cathode are selected so that the density 
of a current on the cathode in some tens times exceeded density of a current on the anode. Work-
ing solutions can be weak (one mole) solutions of alkalis or acids. 
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Fig. 185. The circuit plasmoelectrolytic  re-
actor (the patent № 2157862): 

The 1-case of a reactor, 
The 3-anode, the 4-cathode (final branch 
pipe), the 5-cathode (inlet branch pipe), 

6 and 7 – cartridges 
 

 
            On fig. 185 the circuit of a reactor on which the patent № 2157427 [85] is received, and 
on fig. 183 - № 2167958 is shown  

 
 

Fig. 186. The circuit of model of plasmoelectrolytic reactor (the patent № 2157427) [85]: 
1 - the case; 5 - a cover; 9 - the anode; 10 - the cathode; 13 - a magnet   

 

 
 

Fig. 187. The circuit plasmoelectrolytic reactor (the patent № 2167958): the 8-anode;  
the 9-cathode 

 
The circuit of plasmoelectrolytic reactor on which the patent № 2157861 is received, is shown 
on fig. 188  
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Fig. 188. The circuit of model plasmoelectrolytic reactor (the patent № 2157861) [87]: 
10 and 14 - anodes; 11 and 15 – cathodes 

 
Fig. 189. The circuit of model of plasmoelecrolitic reactor (the patent № 2175027) [129]:  

1 - the case; 3 - the bottom cover; 6-cathode; 9-anode; 14 – a cooler;  
20 - a branch pipe for an output of gases  

 
 The circuit plasmoelectrolytic  reactor with condensation steam of water is shown on fig. 
189. At once we warn, that the power effect at plasma electrolysis of water is shown in a narrow 
range of a combination of various parameters of a reactor and plasmoelectrolytic process. 
        The plasmoelectrolytic reactor generates the energy made in heat of the heated up solution, 
water pair different temperature, atomic and molecular hydrogen, oxygen, ozone, light radiation 
and noise. Except for it  generates additional electric energy. 
     It is uneasy to fix each of the specified kinds of energy separately. It is the easiest to measure 
thermal energy made in the heated up solution, water pair and allocated hydrogen. Experience 
has shown, that it  is quite enough for the proof of positive efficiency of plasmoelectrolytic proc-
ess.  
  The efficiency of a reactor defines the common parameter of efficiency KO which are 
taking into account electric energy Ee , entered in a reactor, thermal energy ET which is accumu-
lated in the heated up water solution and water to pair, and the energy Eg contained in allocated 
gases (hydrogen and oxygen), and also light energy EC , energy of noise ES  and electric energy 

EE which also generates plasmoelectrolitic  process [109] 
 

                                        
e

ESCgT

E
EEEEE

K
++++

=0                                              (422) 
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However, it is necessary to have in view of, that is far from being all operating modes of 
reactors show positive ( )K0 1>  power efficiency. Plasma to light easily, but to take from it addi-
tional energy - business not idle time. 

 
17.3. Energy of chemical connections of molecules of water 

 
      Let's consider energy contents of chemical connections of atoms and the ions formed at for-
mation of a molecule of water. We admit and we managed to start to form molecules of water, 
having in stock free protons, electrons and atoms of oxygen. We shall calculate quantity of the 
energy allocated at synthesis of one litre of water. 
  In chemistry there are concepts a gram atom and a gramme - molecule. The gram atom is 
numerically equal to nuclear mass of substance. For example, the gramme - molecule of hydro-
gen 2Н  is equal a molecule of water OH 2  to 2 grammes, and the gram atom of oxygen О  is 
equal to 16 grammes. The gramme - molecule of water OH 2  is equal to 18 grammes. Hence, in 
one litre of water contains 1000/18=55.56 grammes - molecules of water. 
  As the mass of hydrogen   2Н  in a molecule of water OH 2  makes %10.1118/1002 =⋅ , 
and mass of atom of oxygen О %90.8818/10016 =⋅  the same ratio between quantity of hydrogen 
and oxygen is kept and in one litre of water. This implies, that 1000 grammes of one litre of wa-
ter contain 111 gramme of molecules of hydrogen and 889 gramme of atoms of oxygen. 
  One litre of molecular hydrogen 2Н  has mass of 0.09 gramme, and one litre of molecu-
lar oxygen 2О  - 1.43 grammes. Hence, from one litre of water it is possible to receive 
111/0.09=1222,2 litre or 1222.2/22.4=54.56 mol of molecular 2Н  hydrogen and 
889.0/1.43=621.67 litre or 621.67/22.40=27.75 mol of molecular oxygen 2О . 

     Further we shall pay attention that the mass of atom of hydrogen H  twice is less than 
mass of a molecule H2  of hydrogen. As the mol’s volume of all gases is identical and equal 22.4 
litres it means, that if we could lead atomic hydrogen to  normal conditions from one litre of wa-
ter 2466.67 litres or 2466.67/22.4 = 110.12 mol of atomic hydrogen [109] would receive. 

The analysis shows, that electron of atom of hydrogen can appear at the first not excited 
power level only in the event that there will be no external revolting factors as variables electric 
and magnetic fields. If external indignation all time is present, the electron in atom starts to pass 
with one power level to another. In this case energy radiated and absorbed photons will corre-
spond among levels  transitions of electron [109]. 
     And now we shall consider process of synthesis of molecules of water. It will begin from for-
mation of atom of hydrogen. We have already shown, that this process begins when electron is at 
108 power level. Process of synthesis of a molecule of hydrogen begins when electron in atom of 
hydrogen will be lowered on 4-th power level and radiate a photon (tab. 9) with energy 12.75eV 
[109] 

                                  .10425.2010602.175.12 1919 J−− ⋅=⋅⋅                                   (423) 
 

     At formation of one asking (mol) of atomic hydrogen energy will be allocated 
 

                                 .123010023.610425.20 2319 kJ=⋅⋅⋅ −                                  (424) 
 

         At temperature is lower 2700... 5000С 0 atoms of hydrogen incorporate in molecules. En-
ergy which thus is allocated as chemists consider, is equal 436 kJ/mol. At connection of a mole-
cule of hydrogen with atom of oxygen the molecule of water with allocation of energy 285.8 
kJ/mol is formed. If to consider with trust the resulted sizes of energy which is allocated consis-
tently at synthesis of atoms of hydrogen, molecules of hydrogen and molecules of water counting 
upon one litre of synthesized water the following quantity of energy [109] will be allocated 
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                         ,/6.13544712.1101230 lkJHeH =⋅+→+ −+                   (425)   
 

                        ,/16.2400606.554362 lkJHHH =⋅+→+                         (426) 
 

                ./05.1587956.5580.2855.0 222 lkJOHOH =⋅+→+                (427) 
  

             Summarizing the received results, we have 175332.81 kJ/l. It - potential energy which 
can be allocated at the described consecutive synthesis of one litre of water. The quantity of this 
energy almost six times is more energy contents  than one litre of gasoline (30000 kJ) [109].  

The mass of the hydrogen received from one litre of water, is equal 00.11009.030.1233 =⋅  
гр. Energy contents of one gramme of molecular hydrogen equally 142 kJ, and the hydrogen re-
ceived from one litre of water 

                                           kJ57.1576100.110142 =⋅                                                (428)               
 
It almost twice is less energy conents than one litre of gasoline.  
Now we shall result a variant of calculation of the energy allocated at synthesis of one litre 

of water, the closest in a reality. It corresponds to a case when electrons the born atoms of hy-
drogen are late at the fourth power levels and only after that are united in molecules. In this case 
at synthesis of one atom of hydrogen energy (13.598-12.748 =0.85 eV will be allocated. And at 
synthesis of one asking atomic hydrogen energy will be allocated [109] 
 

                          ./0.82)1002.610602.185.0( 2319 molkJ=⋅⋅⋅⋅ −                  (429) 
 
        Then from the equation (428) such quantity of energy (82.0х110.12) = 9029.84 kJ/l follows. 
The total quantity of energy at synthesis of one litre of water in this case appears such (9029.84 + 
24006.16+15879.05) = 48915.10 kJ/l. It also is more, than at burning one litre of gasoline (30000 
kJ) or hydrogen (15879.05 kJ), received from one litre of water. 

So, the most probable is the variant of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen during the mo-
ment when electrons of atoms of hydrogen are at the fourth power levels. In this case at synthesis 
of 1 litre of water it is allocated in (48915.1/30000 = 1.63) 1.63 times of more energy, than at 
burning one litre of gasoline and in (48915.1/15895.05 = it is more than 3.1 times, than at burn-
ing the hydrogen received from one litre of water. 

So that to receive additional energy, it is necessary to synthesize in the beginning atoms of 
hydrogen, and then a molecule. Processes of their synthesis also are the main source of addi-
tional thermal energy, but at usual electrolysis of water as we have already shown, they do not 
go. 

 Certainly, in an ideal case for check of these calculations it is necessary to take free pro-
tons, to connect them with free electrons and to receive atomic, and then - molecular hydrogen. 
Then to connect molecular of hydrogen to atomic oxygen and to receive water. After measure-
ment of energy which will be allocated during synthesis of atoms of hydrogen, its molecules and 
molecules of water, it will be possible to establish, what from methods of calculation reflects a 
reality more precisely. But such ideal process to carry out difficultly. It is easier to find an eco-
nomical way of destruction of a molecule of water and then, by its synthesis in the specified se-
quence, to receive additional thermal energy.  

Now we see, that additional thermal energy generate by electrons. Whence they take it? 
Considering model of electron, we have established, that it can exist in a free condition only at 
its strictly certain electromagnetic mass. At connection with a nucleus of atom, it radiates a part 
of energy as photons and its electromagnetic mass decreases. But stability of its condition thus 
does not worsen, as the energy which has been carried away by a photon, energy of connection 
of electron with a nucleus of atom compensates. As soon as it will be separated from atom and 
appears in a free condition for maintenance of the stability it should restore the mass correspond-
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ing to its free condition. Where it will take it? A source one - the surrounding physical environ-
ment (physical vacuum) as an ether. From this environment it also fills the lost energy (mass) as 
the radiated photon. Having restored constants (mass, energy, a charge),  the electron steady free 
condition gets.   

As soon as conditions for the introduction of electron in connection it at once radiates en-
ergy as photons will be generated. At a new stage of a free condition it again restores the con-
stants (mass, a charge, energy), absorbing an ether from an environment. Thus, electron trans-
forms energy of environment surrounding it (physical vacuum) to energy of photons [72], [109].                

Here there is at once such question: whether there is a free space in atom which can be a 
source of the ether absorbed by electron at restoration by it of the constants? The answer follows 
from geometrical parameters of atom, and they are those: if the size of a nucleus of atom to pre-
sent equal to one mm the size of one electron in atom will be about meter, and the size of the 
atom about 100 meters. So in atom enough the free space filled with an ether, necessary to elec-
tron for restoration of the constants after loss of connection with a nucleus of atom or with elec-
tron the next atom. 

From stated follows, that a source of additional thermal energy is the physical vacuum, and 
the electron is the converter of energy of vacuum in energy of a photon [84]. As thermal energy 
– set of photons electrons will transform energy of physical vacuum to thermal energy. 
  The resulted results of calculations show an opportunity of reception of additional ther-
mal energy at electrolysis of water, but for this purpose it is necessary to create conditions for re-
alization of this opportunity.  
  The preliminary analysis of occurrence of additional thermal energy at the phenomena 
cavitation of water shows, that a source here the same, as at electrolysis of water. Mechanical de-
struction of molecules of water results in the subsequent synthesis of atoms and molecules of hy-
drogen, and water. The electrons carry out here the same role, as at electrolysis of water. They 
transform energy of vacuum to energy of photons [244]. 
 

17.4. An inexhaustible energy source  
 

Inexhaustible energy source on lips of many scientists, but representations about it different as 
they are formed by a different level of knowledge of this source. We are amazed for a long time 
with inexhaustibility of thermal energy of the Sun, but only now we start to understand a source 
of this energy. We already know, that it is formed by set of thermal photons which are radiated 
by electrons at synthesis of atoms and molecules, therefore there is a following natural question: 
of what electrons form photons? 

It is known, that the mass  free electron is strictly constant and equal kgme
31101.9 −⋅= , and 

the mass, for example, a light photon is equal kgm 35105.0 −⋅≈ . This implies, that electron can ra-
diate 53531 108.1105.0/101.9 ⋅=⋅⋅ −− light photons. It is known also, that electrons of atoms, for ex-
ample spirals of a bulb, radiate on a light photon for one fluctuation, that is at frequency of 50 Hz 
- 50 photons in a second. In result electron can transfer own mass in mass of light photons for 

35 106.350/108.1 ⋅=⋅ seconds or - in one hour.  
Thus, if electron will not restore the mass after radiation of photons it will disappear through 

one hour. Unusual result. From it follows, that electrons, radiate photons, immediately restore 
the mass. A source one – an environment filled with a substance which we name an ether.  

If electron of atoms of the Sun did not restore the mass after radiation of photons which heat 
us it is difficult even to predict its destiny. We just now start to understand, that the electric en-
ergy consumed by a bulb, is spent for process of transformation of energy of an ether in thermal 
for us thermal and light photons. 

At once there is a question: how to force electrons to work more economically and to allow to 
us thermal energy more than what we spend, forcing them to transform energy of an ether to en-
ergy of thermal photons? 
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Let's pay attention to that processes of radiation of photons by electrons, restoration the of 
mass by them due to absorption of an ether and the subsequent radiation of photons have the 
duration. However, we ignore it and we force electrons to work at breaks, loading their constants 
or a variable voltage. 

As the main heat-carriers are air and water the electrons of their atoms  it is necessary to force 
to generate thermal photons more economically. But how it to make? It is the easiest to influence 
on electrons of atoms and ions of water as it is easier for making electrowire. 
  Last years a plenty of experimental data about reception of superfluous heat in various 
technological processes [50], [51], [59], [64], [65], [67], [72], [74], [77], [79], [81], [83], [103], 
[109], [130], [180], [200], [206] is published, etc. It is Experimentally already proved, that such 
heat is allocated in ventilating systems and in systems covitation of water. As has shown our 
analysis, the most probable source of additional energy in systems of ventilation and cavitation 
of water is the physical vacuum. Energy from it take away valent electrons of the destroyed ions 
and molecules and allocate it at their repeated synthesis. 
         We have already analysed power of chemical connections of molecules of hydrogen, oxy-
gen and water, and have shown, that on mechanical destruction of their chemical connections it 
is required twice to less energy, than on thermal destruction of these connections. In result after 
mechanical destruction of chemical connections valent electrons are able to with lack of the en-
ergy corresponding to such condition. They compensate this lack, absorbing energy as an elec-
tromagnetic substance from an environment and allocating it as thermal photons at repeated syn-
thesis of ions and molecules of water. 
  As on mechanical destruction of chemical connections of ions and molecules of water it 
is required twice to less energy, than on thermal destruction of these connections, it - the main 
reason by virtue of which it is not possible to raise a parameter of power efficiency one-stage 
cavitation processes above 200 %. At increase in quantity of steps power efficiency can increase. 
  And what if chemical connections to destroy in the electrodynamic way? In this case 
there is an opportunity to find resonant frequencies and thus considerably to reduce expenses of 
energy for this process. At the subsequent synthesis of ions their valent electrons inevitable will 
allocate necessary quantity of thermal energy.  

    As thermal photons are radiated by electrons at synthesis of atoms, molecules and ions in 
water this function can execute electrons of ions −ОН  (fig. 190, а). 

 

 
Fig. 190. Circuits: а) hydroxyl  OH − ; b) cluster OH −  

  
  The analysis shows, that in this case with increase in temperature distance between a 
proton 1P  and electron 1, and also between electron 1 of atom of hydrogen and electron 2 of 
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atom of oxygen increase. And, as this increase follows the account of the photons absorbed by 
electrons this process becomes pulsing. Frequency of these pulsations depends on speed of in-
crease in temperature of a solution and as a whole is small.   

The ion −ОН  will consist of atom of oxygen and atom of hydrogen (fig. 190, а). It has the lin-
ear form. On the right - axial electron 3, and on the left end of an axis of an ion – a proton 1Р  of 
atom of hydrogen. Their set – an ideal part of an electric circuit. On one end of cluster such ions 
– a positive charge, and on the friend - negative (fig. 190, b).  
     Thus, if to organize pulse break of connections between electrons, connecting ionic cluster, it 
is equal on such interval of time which will allow them to restore mass, absorbing an ether and to 
radiate it at restoration of the broken off connections it will mean creation of controlled process 
of transformation of energy of an inexhaustible source – an ether in thermal photons.  
          Pulses of a current which move to electrodes, focus an ion −OH  so, that the proton 1P  of 
atom of hydrogen is guided to the cathode, and electron 2 of atom of oxygen – to the anode. In 
result pulses appear directed along an axis of an ion. Apparently (fig. 190, а), from it) it is possi-
ble to separate a proton 1P  of atom of hydrogen or all atom (a proton 1P  with electron 1). In re-
sult there will be an atom of oxygen. After branch only a proton it immediately to direct to the 
cathode, will receive electron, forms atom of hydrogen. At high density of a current on a surface 
of the cathode set of formed atoms of hydrogen inevitable will generate plasma. It is very unsta-
ble and undesirable in this case process. And what, if branch of atom of hydrogen to organize not 
in a zone of the cathode, and in interelectrode space? 
  If to influence an ion −OH  such pulses that atoms of hydrogen, after resonant branch 
from electron 2 of atom of its oxygen electron and electron 1 of atom of hydrogen were sepa-
rated, lost touch, are able to with lack of energy (electromagnetic mass), corresponding energy of 
their connection. Where they will take it? Only from an environment. And if in an environment 
there are no photons necessary for it? A source one – physical vacuum. Having swallowed up 
necessary quantity of energy from physical vacuum, electrons of atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, 
are able to take up again. At them two obvious opportunities: again to incorporate and form just 
the destroyed ion −OH  or to incorporate to two atoms of hydrogen and two atoms of oxygen to 
form molecules of hydrogen and oxygen which are then allocated from a solution. Both these 
phenomena are realized in the specified process. They - exsotermic. Processes of repeated syn-
thesis of ions −OH , molecules of hydrogen and oxygen will be accompanied by radiation of 
photons which will heat up a solution. 
  So that to realize the described process, it is necessary to keep with the help of an electric 
field an ion −ОН  in the intense, stretched condition. At increase of a voltage this ion can be di-
vided into atom of oxygen and atom of hydrogen. Atoms of oxygen will direct to the anode, will 
incorporate in molecules and will be allocated as bubbles. The destiny of atoms of hydrogen de-
pends on density of potential on the cathode. If it will be much more, than on the anode high 
concentration of atoms of hydrogen will generate plasma in a zone of the cathode. To exclude 
formation of plasma at the cathode, it is necessary to replace a constant voltage pulse. Then two 
phases will appear. A phase of presence of pulse potential between the anode and the cathode 
and a phase of its absence. At the moment of action of a pulse the ion −ОН  is divided on atom of 
oxygen and atom of hydrogen. In result valent electrons of these atoms are able to lack of the en-
ergy, equivalent them energies of connections when they were in structure of an ion −ОН .  
           Lack of energy at valent electrons of atoms of oxygen and hydrogen results them in a un-
stable condition in which they cannot be long time. To restore a steady condition, valent elec-
trons absorb a necessary electromagnetic substance from an environment. If the potential during 
this moment is absent, valent electrons of atoms of oxygen and hydrogen again incorporate, radi-
ating thus thermal photons which heat up a solution.  
  Further there is a following pulse of a voltage and process repeats. Thus, the ion −ОН  all 
time is in preplasma a condition. Stability of the described process depends on density of pulse 
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electric potential in interelectrode space. If it has optimum size the preplasma operating mode is 
formed. If it is too great, preplasma process in steps passes in plasma. Force of a current sharply 
increases and sharply power efficiency of process of generating of additional energy as heat de-
creases.  
       In process of increase of a voltage the tension ionic clusters increases and they can be bro-
ken off, translating electrons 3 and 4 (fig. 190, b), connecting clusters, in a free condition with 
smaller mass, as a part of it they radiate as photons at synthesis of ions OH −  and cluster. Lack of 
mass breaks their stability and they aspire to restore immediately it, absorbing an ether. After 
restoration of mass, they again restore connections, with a proton 2Р  and atoms of oxygen, radi-
ating thus thermal photons. 
     The main thing in this process – to exclude formation of plasma, as it – difficultly controlled 
and not so economical process. It was reached by regulation of a dielectric backlash 15 (fig. 191, 
а). Plasma is absent, if this backlash is in an interval of 2-5 mm. 
        It is known, that water heat up to 0100  infra-red photons with length of a wave 

m6
100 10010.8 −⋅=λ . The circuit of a cell for realization of the described idea, is shown on fig. 

191, and on fig. 191, b – the circuit of experience. 
The experimental cell ate a pulse voltage with porosity of triangular pulses equal 100. Ampli-

tude of a voltage is  300 V, the amplitude of force of a current 50 A. 
  At once contradictions in indications of various devices were found out. The devices 
connected to plugs of a cell, showed power of 1.50 Watts, and the counter of the electric power 
established on an input, showed 150 Watt. There was a necessity to understand the reason of 
these contradictions. However, textbooks after the electrical engineer, electronic tech-
nics(technical equipment) did not allow to make it. The reason of contradictions remained the 
unknown person, therefore it was necessary to begin with the analysis of process of formation of 
porosity of pulses. 

Let's look, as the size of the average voltage, submitted to the consumer as rectangular pulses 
(fig. 192) is defined. 
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Fig. 191: а) the circuit of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat (the patent № 2258098):  
 9 - the cathode; 4 – the anode; 15 – a dielectric backlash; b) the circuit of experimental installa-

tion     
 
On fig. 192 τ2=T - the period of following of pulses, with; τ  - duration of a pulse, with. If 

pulses rectangular their porosity S  is defined under the formula 
 

0.2
1.0
2.0
===

τ
TS .                                                     (430) 

 

 
 

Fig. 192. The circuit of rectangular pulses of a voltage 
 
 The porosity of pulses can be defined also by division of all area corresponding to the pe-
riod of following of pulses, into the area of a pulse (fig. 192). 

 

0.2
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=

⋅
⋅

=S .                                            (431) 
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          There is still a concept factor of filling Z which allows to take into account the form of 
pulses. If pulses rectangular the factor of the form of pulses 1=k  and factor of filling Z  is de-
fined under the formula  

50.00.2/1/1/ ==== SSkZ .                                   (432) 
 
  It means, that energy moves to the consumer only during half of period. 
 If pulses triangular, 5.0=k  and  
 

25.00.2/50.0/50.0 === SZ .                                  (433) 
 

Let's pay attention to that porosity of triangular pulses will be twice more.  
 

4
25.0
11

===
Z

S .                                        (434) 

 
     Textbooks after the electrical engineer and electronic technics(technical equipment) recom-
mend to define average sizes of a voltage and a current by division of their peak values into po-
rosity of pulses. These results completely coincide with indications of the voltmeter, the amme-
ter, a wattmeter and an oscillograph connected to plugs of a cell (fig. 191, а). In result power on 
plugs of a cell appears equal 300/100х50/100=1.5 Watt. 
      However, the counter of the electric power connected on an input to plugs of the electronic 
generator of pulses, shows 150 Watt. Textbooks after the electrical engineer and electronic tech-
nics(technical equipment) assert correctness of these indications. To them it is written, that at 
definition of electric pulse of power product of amplitudes of pulses of a voltage and a current 
shares on porosity of pulses once, that is 300х50/100=150 Watt. 
  This result is considered correct therefore (as it is considered now), that the voltage and 
a current vary simultaneously and synchronously, therefore in a pulse of power of their porosity 
are united in one porosity. – the main argument of the proof of that average power of a pulse it is 
necessary to define it under the formula [209], [216] 
 

Вт
S

IU
P ICIC
С 80.144

6.103
50300

=
⋅

=
⋅

= .                                     (435) 

 
  It is necessary to note, that this size of power will be and on a shaft of the primary gen-
erator of electric energy, but it does not reflect true power in plugs of the consumer.  

From stated follows, that the main reason of different power on plugs of the pulse consumer 
of the electric power and the primary power supply - a different average voltage in different sec-
tions of an electric network. To be convinced of it, we will address to the schedule of change of a 
voltage and a current during all experience submitted on fig. 192. 
      Experiences last 5 mines or 300 сек. (fig. 193) It means, that at unitary division of product of 
a voltage and a current into porosity one of multiplied sizes remains on plugs of a cell of a con-
stant. In this case or the voltmeter should show 300 V (fig. 193, а), or the ammeter – 50 A (fig. 
193, b) during 300 with. All devices connected to plugs of a cell, refuse to submit to recommen-
dations of textbooks. At the same time, the devices connected on an input, to plugs of the elec-
tronic generator of pulses, confirm recommendations of textbooks. A strange situation, but with 
it were reconciled and did not search for the reason of these contradictions.   

   At the porosity of pulses equal 100 and duration of experiment 300s energy in a cell moves 
300/100 only 3 s, and 297s the cell does not receive energy, as is the reason of so small average 
power.  
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Fig. 193. The circuit of time of action maximal (300 V, 50 А) and average (3.0 V, 0.5 А) values 
of a voltage and a current 

 
Let's pay attention to that an average voltage on plugs of a cell equally 3 V, and on an input in 

system – 220 V. The size of a current in these sections of a network differ insignificantly. On 
plugs of the counter of the electric power established on an input a current, it was equaled 0.68 
A. In view of it, the counter showed power 220х0.68=150 Watt. 
         Let's present, that we have made the generator which generates pulses of a voltage with po-
rosity 100 (fig. 194). It means, that the shaft of such generator will be loaded by loading for gen-
erating a voltage not on all contour of a circle of a rotor (360 0 ), and sector, with a corner of sec-
tor 360/100=3.6 0  (fig. 194). Taking into account presence of two magnetic poles 3, we have 
working sector 7.2 0 . It means, that on a shaft of such generator  an energy there will be absent in 
sector 360-7.2=352.8 0 . 
            If pulses rectangular their porosity will be equal S = 352.8/7.2=45,23 0 0 and if triangular 
- S = 45.23х2=90.46.  
 

 
                       

Fig. 194. The circuit of the electromechanical generator of pulses of a voltage and a current: 
1- magnet; 2 – a rotor; 3 - magnetwire; 4 – stator 

 
              Let's especially note, that mechanical losses will be (360 0 ) on all contour. It is known, 
that they are within the limits of 5-10 %. Electromagnetic losses at formation of pulses of a volt-
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age will be only in sector 7.2 0 . Working loading on a shaft of the generator also will be formed 
only in sector 7.2 0 .        
             It is quite natural, that the average size of a voltage will be equal to its peak value di-
vided into porosity of pulses. If there is no loading energy will be spent only for generating of a 
voltage. Naturally as well that at occurrence of loading the average size of a current will be equal 
to its peak value divided into porosity of pulses.  
        It means, that the shaft of such generator is loaded by process of generating of a voltage not 
on all contour of a circle of a rotor, and only on its centesimal. The current which will come to 
such generator from loading, will load it not on all contour of a circle, and only in an interval its 
one 100-th. In result for generating such voltage and for perception of pulse loading of the con-
sumer the shaft of the generator which we result with the help of the electromotor, will be loaded 
by working loading not on all contour of a circle of its rotor, and only on one 100-th this circle.  
         In this case the average voltage of the primary power supply will be equal to the pulse of a 
voltage divided into porosity, and the average current will be equal pulse, divided on porosity. It 
is quite natural, that at definition of average power, we are obliged in this case product of pulse 
values of a voltage and a current to divide into porosity not once as it is submitted in the formula 
(435), and twice 

                                       Вт
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  Here it is necessary to note, that the industry does not let out pulse electrogenerators, 
therefore and there is no correct representation about power consumption of pulse consumers of 
the electric power.  
  Now we see, that true expenses of electric energy are determined by any pulse consumer 
only at use of the electromechanical generator of the pulses which are not having electric con-
nection with all electric network. Singularity of such generator consists that it  synchronizes 
pulsemanufacture of the electric power with its pulseconsumption. 
  Thus, the revealed features of an electric network of a power specify that at a pulse cur-
rent consumption its size is overestimated in the quantity of times equal to porosity of pulses. It 
is quite natural, that erroneous procedure of definition of the power consumed by pulses, de-
forms results of interpretation of power consumption of pulse consumers of the electric power. 
  We shall look now as procedure of correct measurement of the power consumed as 
pulses is realized, at use of the international system of units. According to system of SI if within 
one second one pulse of a voltage with amplitude ICU  and with the set duration τ moves, and 
one pulse of a current with amplitude ICI  and duration τ  that is generated, the specified sizes of 
a voltage and a current can be used for calculation of power only in that case when their duration 
will correspond to one second. Such requirement follows from definition of a power unit of 
Watt.  
          Watt – the work made by a current and a voltage it is continuous within a second. Hence, 
pulse action of a voltage and a current should be dragged out about one second. It is natural, that 
instead of a pulse the extended rectangular in this case turns out. The height of this rectangular 
increased on factor of the form of a pulse k  ( 1=k  if the form of a pulse is resulted in the rec-
tangular form and 5.0=k  if the form of a pulse is resulted in the triangular form) and will be av-
erage size CU  of a voltage if the pulse ICU  of a voltage is stretched, in average size CI  of a cur-
rent if the pulse ICI  of a current and as now considers, in average size CP  of power if the pulse 

ICP  of power is  stretched.  
               If within a second one is generated not, and some pulses the specified average values of 
pulses of a voltage, a current and power it is necessary to increase on frequency f  of pulses. 
This operation is equivalent to division of peak values of a voltage ICU , a current ICI  and power 
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ICP  into porosity S . Taking into account that fkS ⋅⋅= τ/1 , average sizes of a voltage and a 
current will be equal: 

V
S

U
fkUU IC

ICC 88.29.13700007.01300 =⋅⋅⋅==⋅⋅⋅= τ ,                   (437)               

 

                              .48.09.13700007.0150 А
S

I
fkII IC

ICC =⋅⋅⋅==⋅⋅⋅= τ                        (438) 

 
  Paying attention to formulas (437) and (438), we see, that peak sizes of a voltage ICU  
and a current ICI  are resulted in duration of one second, therefore their sizes strictly correspond 
to system of SI that is the weighty proof of that average power of a pulse should be defined un-
der the formula 
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  We pay special attention once again that this size of power is realized only at use of the 
electromechanical generator of pulses. At presence of two magnetic poles 1 (fig. 195) it has 
working sector 7.2 0 . It means, that on a shaft of such generator there will be an energy of idling 
in sector (360 – 7.2) 0 , and the worker - only in sector 7.2 a hailstones. This implies, that at gen-
erating such pulses of a voltage the shaft of the generator will be loaded by working loading 
7.2/360=0.02 time of one revolution of a rotor or, easier speaking, rectangular pulses of a voltage 
will be generated with porosity 1/0.02=50  and triangular – with porosity 100.  
      At once we pay attention to the main thing: in this case indications of the voltmeter and the 
ammeter will be identical on plugs of the electromechanical generator of pulses and the con-
sumer, therefore at definition of average power product of peak values of a voltage and a current 
is necessary for dividing into porosity of pulses twice 300/100х50/100=1.5 Watt. 
     It is quite natural, that mechanical power on a shaft of such generator will be equal 
300/100х50/100=1.5 Watt. To this power it is necessary to add mechanical and electric losses. It 
is known, that they can reach 30 %. Then on a drive of such generator power 1.5+0.5=2.0 Watt is 
required.  
      However, absence of financing has not allowed us to make such generator, therefore for 
check of the reliability, the law of formation of power revealed by us in various sections of an 
electric circuit we used magneto of tractor S-130. It was resulted in rotation by the electric motor 
(fig. 195) and generated pulses of a voltage and a current (fig. 196), far on all parameters from 
those pulses which were generated with the electronic generator of pulses (fig. 197). And, never-
theless, power efficiency of a cell reached 300 %.  
 

 
  

Fig. 195. The electric circuit of system: 1 – a thermal cell; 2 - the electromotor;  
3 - magneto; 4 – muff, connecting a shaft of the motor with shaft magneto;  
5 - the counter of the electric power; 6 - oscillograph Nektronix TDS 2014 
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Fig. 196. A sample of the oscillogram of a voltage and a current, generated by magneto 

 

 
 

Fig. 197. voltage 
 

  In tab. 50 results of experiment are submitted. Here 1P  - thermal power of the heated up 
solution; P∆  - the power which is taken away by a cell from a network; it is equal to a differ-
ence of indications of the counter of the electric power at the included and switched - off loading 
(cell); 2P - the power shown by the voltmeter 1V  and the ammeter 1А , established before a cell; 

3P  - the power shown by an oscillograph and determined under the formula (436); 0
3P  - the 

power shown by an oscillograph and determined under the formula (435); PP ∆= /1η - a parame-
ter of efficiency of process of heating of a solution.  
 

Table 50. Parameters of direct experiment 
 

Number of 1P , Watt  P∆ , Watt 2P , Watt 3P , Watt 0
3P , Watt PP ∆= /1η  
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experiment 
1 9.40     3.10 4.32 3.80 17.10 3.10 
2 9.80      3.53 4.45 3.41 15.35 2.77 
3 10.20     3.10 4.40 4.30 19.35 3.34 
4 11.30     4.80 5.10 4.80 21.60 2.35 
5 13.28     4.00 5.00 5.30 23.85 3.32 

 
The note-1: so minor alteration of power with the help of the counter of the electric power was 
defined by calculation of quantity of revolutions of its disk with use of a stop watch. Indications 
of the counter were duplicated by indications of an electronic wattmeter. The maximal difference 
of their indications did not exceed 20 %. 
The note – 2: to reduce an error of measurements which results from losses on heating of a 
winding of the electromotor at the included loading, its power was much more power of loading 
and made more than 300 Watt. 
            Magneto it was possible to adjust so, that it generated pulses of a voltage which average 
amplitude was equaled VU IС 46≈ . The average amplitude of a pulse of a current was equaled 

AI IС 5.1≈ . Duration of pulses s0018.0≈τ . Frequency of pulses f = 255.8 Hz. Porosity of pulses 
5.4≈S . It is quite natural, that such form of a pulse it is more convenient to lead to  the triangu-

lar form and then 5.0=k . As a result of the formula (437) and (438) give such average values of 
a voltage and a current. 
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  Calculation of average power under the formula (436) gives the result 3P  close to indications 

2P  of the voltmeter 1V  and the ammeter 1А  and to indications P∆  of the counter (tab. 50, ex-
perience 2). 
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             The average power determined under the formula (435)   
 

Watt
S
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⋅
== ,                        (444) 

 
it is much more than indications of the voltmeter and ammeter 2P , and also indications of the 
counter P∆  and the indications 3P  of an oscillograph designed under the formula (436) (tab. 50, 
experience 2). 
            Comparing results of calculations under formulas (435 and 436) with results of experi-
ment P∆  and 2P  (tab. 50, experience 2) we see, that at definition of average power under the 
oscillogram product of peak values of a voltage and a current should be divided into porosity not 
once (435) as it is written in textbooks [209], [216], and twice (436). Only such value of power 
will correspond to a reality.  
  Thus, we have removed contradictions between indications of devices and calculations at 
pulse consumption of electric energy. And now we shall ask such question: under what formula 
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of power of a pulse of the winner of the first premium «Global energy» paid off? The answer is 
clear – under the formula  

WORLDICICIC PIUP =⋅=  ,                                        (445) 
 

which as it is considered in modern physics, defines instant power of a pulse and which as we 
have already shown, is fictitious size. 
  As in the formula (445) power of one pulse it is quite natural is reflected, as ICU ICI  can 
have very big sizes. But in any case their product gives not real, but fictitious size. If we shall 
take porosity of pulses which we used in the experiments ( 100=S ) and we shall take into ac-
count, that for reception of real power of a pulse, the right part of the formula (445) is necessary 
for dividing into a square of porosity (in we consider a case) - on 100001001002 =⋅=S ) real 
power of a pulse WORLDP  appears in 10000 times less than that size for which the premium has 
been given. If to take into account, that duration of a pulse of the winner was much less, than in 
our experiment, and porosity is much more 100 the real size of a pulse of power will be less for 
what he has received the premium, in millions times.  
  We shall calm representatives of committee «Global energy». Their mistake - a trifle in 
comparison with the mistakes admitted by the Nobel committee [223], [241], [243]. 

 
17.5. Variants of experimental check of efficiency of preplasma thermal effect 

 
  The primary goal of experiments has consisted in check of a hypothesis: «Electrodynamics influence al-
lows to reduce by molecules and ions of water considerably expenses of energy for destruction of their chemical 
connections, and the subsequent synthesis of these ions and molecules - considerably increases an output of addi-
tional energy as heat». For the decision of this problem special experiments on electrodynamics destruction of 
chemical connections of ions and molecules of water have been put by electric pulses of various frequencies. The 
circuit of installation on which experimental researches were carried out, is shown on fig. 191 [204].  

          Devices and the equipment, used in experiment 
 

Cell of the water-electric generator of heat (fig. 198). Electronic balance with the price of 
division 2 gr. A stop watch with the price of division 0.1s. Thermometers with the price of divi-
sion 1 0 . The voltage and a current on an input in a cell of the water-electric generator of heat 
were defined by voltmeter M2004, a class of accuracy 0.2 (GOST 8711-78); ammeter M20015, a 
class of accuracy 0.2 (GOST 8711-60) and electronic oscillograph АСК-2022.   
 

The first model of a cell (the Patent № 2228390) 

 

 
 

Fig. 198. The circuit of the first model of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat: 1-case;  
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2-cover; 9-anode; 12 – the cathode; 9-generator of pulses; 10 - a circuit of management;  
  20-electrolytic a backlash 

 
          The electric circuit of the generator of pulses is submitted on fig. 199. On fig. 200 the os-
cillogram of pulses of a voltage, and on fig. 201 – the oscillogram of pulses of the current fixed 
at frequency of pulses about 300 Hz is submitted. Calculation of factor of filling under these 
oscillograms has given result Z = 0.11. At average values of amplitudes of pulses of a voltage 
and a current, equal, accordingly 250 V and 10.6 A. Average making voltage and a current, 
acting in a cell of the generator of heat, have made: cU  = 0.11 х 250 = 27.5 V; cI  = 0.11 х 10.6 
= 1.17 A. The avarage values of a voltage and a current under indications of the voltmeter and 
the ammeter in this experiment were equal 25.0 V and 1.25 A. According to it, average value 
submitted on a cell of the generator of heat of electric power on the data oscillograph measure-
ments has made 27.5 х 1.17 = 32.18 Watt, on the data point’s devices – 25 х 1.25 = 31.25 Watt.   

 

 
 

Fig. 199. The electric circuit of the generator of pulses (the Patent № 2228390) 

Samples of oscillograms 

 
Fig. 200. The oscillogram of pulses of a voltage  

 
Fig. 201. The oscillogram of pulses of a cur-

rent    
 
Results of calculations of power efficiency of the first cell of the generator of heat for both 

methods of measurement at frequency of pulses about 300 Hz are resulted in tab. 51.   
            Table 51. 

Parameters Data 
1. Mass of the solution past through a cell m , kg. 0.41 
2. Temperature of a solution on an input in a cell t1 , a degree. 26.00 
3. Temperature of a solution on an output from a cell t2 , a degree. 76.00 
4. Difference of temperatures of a solution ∆t t t= −2 1 , degree. 50.00 
5. Duration of experiment∆τ , s 300.00 
6. Indications of the voltmeter U , V 25.00 
6’. Indications of an oscillograph 'U , V 27.50 
7. Indications of the ammeter I , A 1.25 
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7’. Indications of an oscillograph 'I , A 1.17 
8. The charge of the electric power 1000/1 τ∆⋅⋅= UIE , kJ 9.38 
9. Energy of the heated up solution tmE ∆⋅⋅= 99.32 , kJ 8.79 
10. Parameter of efficiency of a cell             12 / EEK =  8.72 

 
The second model of a cell   

         The circuit of the second model of a cell is submitted on (fig. 202), and results of its tests - in tab. 52. 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 202. A photo of the second model of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat 

    Table 52. 
Parameters Data 

1. Mass of the solution past through a cell m , kg. 0.55 
2. Temperature of a solution on an input in a cell t1 , a degree. 26.00 
3. Temperature of a solution on an output from a cell t2 , a degree. 38.00 
4. Difference of temperatures of a solution ∆t t t= −2 1 , degree. 12.00 
5. Duration of experiment∆τ , s 300.00 
6. Indications of the voltmeter U , V 10.0 
6’. Indications of an oscillograph 'U , V 9.75 
7. Indications of the ammeter I , A 0.50 
7’. Indications of an oscillograph I , A 0.51 
8. The charge of the electric power 1000/1 τ∆⋅⋅= UIE , kJ 1.50 
9. Energy of the heated up solution tmE ∆⋅⋅= 99.32 , kJ 26.33 
10. Parameter of efficiency of a cell          12 / EEK =  17.56 
 

The third model of a cell (the Patent № 2258097) 
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Fig. 203. The third model of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat  

(the Patent № 2258097) 

Samples of oscillograms 
 

 
Fig. 204. A voltage 

 
Fig. 205. A voltage 

 
Fig. 206. A current 

 
Fig. 207. A current 

 
Calculation of parameters of process under oscillograms (fig. 204-207) to the report of control 
tests (tab. 53) has yielded such results. Scale of pulses 10. Average amplitude of a voltage on fig. 
204 and fig. 205:   CU  = (23+25+28+10+26+29) х10 / 6 = 235 V. Average amplitude of a cur-
rent on fig. 206 and fig. 207:    CI  = (20+6+17+7+10+19+3) х10 / 7 = 117 A. The period of 
following of pulses Т = 7.4 ms. Duration of pulses τ  = 0.28 ms. Frequency of pulses f = 1000 / 
7.4 = 135.1 Hz. Porosity of pulses S = 7.4 / 0.28 = 26.32. Factor of filling Z = 0.5/26.32 = 0.019. 
Average value of a voltage of pulses CU = 0.019 х 235 = 4.47. V. Avarage value of a current in 
pulses CI = 0.019 х 117 = 2.22 A.   Results of tests of thirds of model of a cell of the water-
electric generator of heat are submitted in tab. 53. 
Table 53. 
Parameters 1 2 3 Midlle.
1-mass of the solution past through a cell m , kg. 0.470 0.432 0.448 0.450 
2-temperature of a solution on an input in a cell 1t , a degree. 22 22 22 22 
3-temperature of a solution on an output from a cell 2t , a de-
gree. 

66 66 65 65.67 

4-difference of temperatures of a solution ∆t t t= −2 1 , degree. 44 44 43 43.67 

5-duration of experiment∆τ , s 300 300 300 300 
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6-indications of the voltmeter V , V 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 
6’- indications of an oscillograph 'V , V 4.47 4.47 4.47 4.47 
7-indications of the ammeter I , A 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
7’- indications of an oscillograph 'I , A 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
8-the charge of the electric power under indications of the 
voltmeter and the ammeter τ∆⋅⋅= VIE1 , kJ 

 
2.84 

 
2.84 

 
2.84 

 
2.84 

9-energy of the heated up solution tmE ∆⋅⋅= 99.32 , kJ 82.51 75.84 76.86 78.40 
10-parameter of efficiency of a cell       12 / EEK =  29.05 26.70 27.06 27.60 
 

The fourth model of a cell (the Patent № 2258098 fig. 191, а) 

Results of tests of this cell are resulted in tab. 54. 

Table 54. 
Parameters 1 2 3 Midlle.
1-mass of the solution past through a cell m , kg. 0.352 0.342 0.242 0.312 
2-temperature of a solution on an input in a cell 1t , a degree. 20 20 20 20 
3-temperature of a solution on an output from a cell 2t , a de-
gree. 

85 83 94 87,3 

4-difference of temperatures of a solution ∆t t t= −2 1 , degree. 65 63 74 67.3 
5-duration of experiment∆τ , s 300 300 300 300 
6-frequency of pulses, Hz 138.2 138.4 138.8 138.5 
6-indications of the voltmeter V , V 5.5 5.0 5.0 5.17 
7-indications of the ammeter I , A 1.90 1.90 1.50 1.77 
8-the charge of the electric power under indications of the 
voltmeter and the ammeter τ∆⋅⋅= VIE1 , kJ 

 
3.14 

 
2.85 

 
2.25 

 
2.75 

9-energy of the heated up solution tmE ∆⋅⋅= 99.32 , kJ 91.29 85.97 71.45 82.90 
10-parameter of efficiency of a cell       12 / EEK =  29.07 29.93 31.76 30.25 

       
 17.6. The report of control tests 

 
  The main requirements to experimental researches – reproducibility of result. If results 
are reproduced steadily and independent experts confirm this fact the hypothesis explaining es-
sence of process, gradually gets rights of a postulate. Representatives of firm SITIS from. Sarov 
have expressed desire to carry out joint tests of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat 
[212]. 
  Tests were carried out: on February, 27, 2004 at Kuban state agrarian university (КSАY) 
in Krasnodar. Independent experts observed carrying out of experiences, registered results of 
measurements of all sizes. 
  Experiments are carried out at presence: 
from КSAY-Kanarev F.M., Tlishev A.I., Bebko D.A., Drobot J.A. from Open Company SITIS – 
Kataev J.G., Tjutin V.F. 

            The circuit of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat are shown on fig. 191, a. The circuit of ex-
perimental installation is shown on fig. 191, b. 

         The circuit of submission of electric energy in a cell of the water-electric generator, developed by authors, 
is left without changes. The measuring part of the circuit is added with the digital remembering oscillograph 
PCS-500, included to in parallel regular oscillograph  Aktakom ASK-2022 (fig. 208). 
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Fig. 208. The circuit of connection of the measuring equipment: 1-cell of the water-electric  
generator of heat; the 2-generator of pulses; 3-oscillograph ASK-2022;  

4-oscillograph PCS-500; the 5-bridge of resistance É-3 
 

Devices and the equipment, used in experiment 
 

Special cell of the water-electric generator of heat (fig. 191, a). Electronic balance with 
the price of division 2 gr. A stop watch with the price of division 0.1 s. Thermometers with the 
price of division 1 degree. The voltage and a current on an input in a cell of the water-electric 
generator of heat were defined by four complexes of devices: voltmeter M2004, a class of accu-
racy 0.2 (GOST 8711-78); ammeter M20015, a class of accuracy 0.2 (GOST 8711-60) and elec-
tronic oscillographs ASK-2022 and PCS500А. 

For clearness we shall note, that the switch of a range of measurement of a voltage volt-
meter M2004 corresponded to the maximal size of a voltage 30В, and the switch of ammeter 
M20015 corresponded to the maximal size of a current 1.5А. Amplitudes of pulses of these sizes 
were 300V (fig. 209) and 50А (fig. 210) accordingly.  
  For reduction of losses of heat which were not taken into account in experiment, the dif-
ference of temperature of a solution before its heating in a cell and after heating was supported 
by small Ct )3010( 00 −=∆  (tab. 55). 

Definition of energy of the heated up solution 
Table 55 

Parameters .…1…. ....2…. ....3…. 
1-mass of the solution past through a cell m , kg. 0.798 0.376 0.257 
2-temperature of a solution on an input in a cell 1t , a degree. 20 20 20 
3-temperature of a solution on an output from a cell 2t , a 
degree. 

30 41 50 

4-difference of temperatures of a solution 12 ttt −=∆ , de-
gree. 

10 21 30 

5-duration of experiment τ∆ , s 300 300 300 
6-thermal capacity of solution КОН in density of 1020 kg / 
m3 , kJ/kg/degree * 

3.99 3.99 3.99 

7-energy of the heated up solution tCmE ∆⋅⋅=2 , kJ 31.84 30.00 30.76 
* The directory of the chemist. Chemistry, M., L., 1964. 
 

Definition of the electric energy consumed by a cell with the help of the voltmeter and  
the ammeter 
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          On fig. 209, 210 and 211 oscillograms of pulses of a voltage, a current and the power re-
ceived with the help of oscillograph PCS500А are submitted. 
 

 
Fig. 209. A pulse of a voltage 

 
Fig. 210. A pulse of a current 

 
Fig. 211. A pulse of power 

 
 It is uneasy to see (fig. 209, 210 and 211), that the form of pulses of a voltage, a current 
and power it is possible to lead to  the rectangular form. Thus duration of pulses will be equal 
0.00007s, the period of following of pulses – 0.00725 s, frequency of pulses 
f =1000/7.25=137.9 Hz. Porosity of pulses S=0.00725/0.00007 = =103.6. If the form of pulses 

to count rectangular the factor of filling will be equal Z=1/103.6=0.0096. Amplitude of a pulse 
of a voltage – ICU =300 V, amplitude of a pulse of a current ICI =50 A and amplitude of a pulse 
of power ICP =300х50 = 15 kw. In view of it the size of an average voltage will be such 

ZUU ICC ⋅= = 300х0.0096=2.88 V, size of an average current ZII ICC ⋅= =50х0.0096=0.48 A. 
  The average size of power can be defined two methods. The first- 

WattIUP CCC 38.148.088.2 =⋅=⋅= . The second - ZPP ICC ⋅= =15000х0.0096=144 Watt. 
  Apparently, the size of average power determined by the first variant, approximately in 
100 times is less than size of the average power determined by the second variant. The reason of 
different values of power consists that in the first variant we have divided product of peak values 
of a voltage and a current into porosity twice, and in the second – once. 
  The average amplitude of pulses of a voltage, as shown in fig. 206, made 300 V at aver-
age value of a voltage 3.0 V (fig. 212), and the average amplitude of pulses of a current (209) 
made fig. 50 And at average value of a current 0.5А (fig. 212). Duration of pulses made 
τ =0.00007 s at porosity S =100 and factor of filling Z = 0.01. 
  According to indications of the voltmeter 1V , the ammeter 1A  and an oscillograph (204) 
power on an input in a cell of the water-electric generator of heat averages СP   =3.0х0.5=1.50 
Watt. Calculation under the formula (436) gives close result 1.40 Watt. 
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Fig. 212. The block diagram of measurement of electric sizes: 1 - a cell; 2-electronic oscil-
lograph PCS500А; 3-electronic generator of pulses 

 
          There is a question: what power devices will show: the voltmeter 2V , the ammeter 2A  es-
tablished in front of the generator of pulses (fig. 212)? It is quite natural, that the voltmeter will 
show a voltage of a network 2V = 220 V, the size of a current also will increase, as in front of the 
ammeter 2A  in a network two loadings: a cell 1 and the electronic generator of pulses 3. In our 
experiment 2I =0.65А (fig. 209). In result the power sold by the generator of pulses 3 and cell 1, 
appears such 1P =220х0.65=143.0 Watt, that obviously contradicts result СP = 1.4 Watt, received 
under the formula (436) which correctness is already proved to us experimentally.  
           Let's pay attention to the received result 1P =143.0 Watt. It is close to result СP =144.8 
Watt, received at calculation under the erroneous formula (435).  
  Now we know, the true energy consumed by a cell, devices (show the voltmeter 1V , the 
ammeter 1A ) facing to it. Indications of an oscillograph will correspond to true consumption of 
energy by a cell if to use the formula (436). The formula (435) deform result proportionally 
porosity of pulses.  
           As measurements were carried out with the help of various devices which duplicated each 
other for each complex of devices the table of results of measurements and calculations is made.  
  The results of measurement of the electric energy consumed by a cell, with the help of 
the voltmeter and the ammeter are submitted in tab. 56.       
Table 56. 
 

Показатели .…1…. ....2…. ....3…. 
1-mass of the solution past through a cell m , kg. 0.798 0.376 0.257 
2-temperature of a solution on an input in a cell 1t , a degree. 20 20 20 
3-temperature of a solution on an output from a cell 2t , a 
degree. 

30 41 50 

4-difference of temperatures of a solution 12 ttt −=∆ , de-
gree. 

10 21 30 

5-duration of experiment τ∆ , s 300 300 300 
6-indications of the voltmeter V , V 6.0 6.0 6.0 
7-indications of the ammeter I , A 0.47 0.47 0.47 
8-the charge of the electric power (the voltmeter and the 
ammeter) τ∆⋅⋅= 111 VIE , kJ 

 
0.85 

 
0.85 

 
0.85 

9-energy of the heated up solution tCmE ∆⋅⋅=2 , kJ 31.84 30.00 30.76 
10-parameter of efficiency of a cell under indications of the 
voltmeter and the ammeter     121 / EEK =  

37.46 35.30 36.19 
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Definition of the electric energy consumed by a cell with the help  

oscillograph АСК-2022 
 

          On fig. 213 and 214 oscillograms of pulses of a voltage, and on fig. 215 – the oscillogram 
of one pulse of a voltage in a microsecond range are submitted. On fig. 216, 217 and 218 oscil-
lograms of a current are submitted. 
   The scale of pulses is equal 1/10. Average amplitude of a voltage (fig. 213, 214 and 215):  
 ICU  = (29+31+8+33+32+40+40) x10/7 = 304.3V. The size of a current it was defined as a 
power failure on the resistor with resistance 0.1 Ohm. In view of it the average amplitude of a 
current (fig. 216, 217 and 218) is equal ICI  = (1.7+0.8+1.7 + 2.1+3.2+0.7+2.1+1.3+2.4+1.4+1.4) 
x0.2x10 / (11x0.1) = 34.18 A. The period of following of pulses Т = 7.25 ms.  
            Duration of pulses was defined under the oscillogram in a microsecond range (fig. 215). 
Thus the form of a pulse was resulted in the triangular form so that the area of a triangle was ap-
proximately equaled the area described by the complex form of a curve of a pulse. In this case 
duration of a pulse is equal approximately τ  =0.14 ms. Frequency of pulses f = 1000/7.25 = 
137.9 Hz. Porosity of pulses S =7.25/0.14=51.78.    
 

 
Fig. 213. A voltage 

 
Fig. 214. A voltage  

Fig. 215. A pulse of  
a voltage in mks a range 

 
Fig. 216. A current 

 
Fig. 217. A current 

 
Fig. 218. A current 

 
          Accepting the triangular (0.5) form of a pulse, we shall receive value of factor of filling 
Z=0.5/51.78=0.01. Average value of a voltage of pulses CU  = 304.3 х 0.01 = 3.04 V. Average  
value of a current in pulses CI = 0.01 х 34.18 = 0.34А. 
  Average values of a voltage and a current can be defined, how sizes of a voltage and a 
current, corresponding to one second. Then, taking into account the triangular form of pulses 
(k=0.5), duration of one pulse (0.00014 s) and frequency of pulses (137.9 Hz), we have  
 CU  =304.3х0.5х0.00014х137.9=2.94 V, CI = 34.0х0.5х0.00014х137.9 = 0.33 A. Pay attention  
that sizes of an average voltage and a current, determined with the help of oscillograph АСК-
2022 is, less, than with the help of the voltmeter and the ammeter. 
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  The results of experiment received with the help of the voltmeter, the ammeter, and os-
cillograph АСК-2022, are submitted in tab. 57. 
 
Table 57. 
Parameters 1 2 3 
1-mass of the solution past through a cell m , kg. 0.798 0.376 0.257
2-temperature of a solution on an input in a cell 1t , a degree. 20 20 20 
3-temperature of a solution on an output from a cell 2t , a degree. 30 41 50 
4-difference of temperatures of a solution ∆t t t= −2 1 , degree. 10 21 30 
5-duration of experiment∆τ , s 300 300 300 
6-indications of the voltmeter V , V 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6’- indications of oscillograph ASK-2022 'V , V 2.94 2.94 2.94 
7-indications of the ammeter I , A 0.47 0.47 0.47 
7’- indications of oscillograph ASK-2022 'I , A 0.33 0.33 0.33 
8-the charge of the electric power under indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter 

τ∆⋅⋅= VIE1 , kJ 
 

0.85 
 

0.85 
 

0.85 
8’-the charge of the electric power under indications of oscillograph ASK-2022 

τ∆⋅⋅= '''
1 VIE , kJ 

0.29 0.29 0.29 

9-energy of the heated up solution tmE ∆⋅⋅= 99.32 , kJ 31.84 31.50 30.76
10-parameter of efficiency of a cell under indications of the voltmeter and the am-
meter     12 / EEK =  

 
37.46 

 
37.06

 
36.19

10-parameter of efficiency of a cell under indications of oscillograph ASK-2022   
'/' 12 EEK =  

109.8 108.6 106.1

 
 It is uneasy to see (fig. 209, 210 and 211), that the form of pulses of a voltage, a current 
and power it is possible to lead to  the rectangular form. Thus duration of pulses will be equal 
0.00007s, the period of following of pulses – 0.00725 s, frequency of pulses 1000/7.25=137.9 
Hz, amplitude of a pulse of a voltage – 300 V, amplitude of a pulse of a current-50 A and ampli-
tude of a pulse of power – 15 kW. 
          Then porosity of pulses will be equal S=0.00725/0.00007=103.6. If the form of pulses to 
count rectangular the factor of filling will be equal Z=1/103.6=0.01. In view of it the size of an 
average voltage will be such 300х0.01=3 V, and size of an average current – 50х0.01=0.5 A.  
           Let's pay attention to that average sizes of a voltage and a current, determined with the 
help of the voltmeter and the ammeter, and also with the help of both oscillographs, have close 
values.  
  The results of experiment received with the help of the voltmeter, the ammeter and oscil-
lographs ASK-2022 and PCS500А, are submitted in tab. 58. 
Table 58. 
 
Parameters 1 2 3 
1-mass of the solution past( through a cell m , kg. 0.798 0.376 0.257
2-temperature of a solution on an input in a cell 1t , a degrees. 20 20 20 
3-temperature of a solution on an output from a cell 2t , a degrees. 30 41 50 
4-difference of temperatures of a solution ∆t t t= −2 1 , degrees. 10 21 30 
5-duration of experiment ∆τ , s 300 300 300 
6-indications of the voltmeter V , V 6.0 6.0 6.0 
6’- indications of oscillograph ASK-2022 'V , V 2.94 2.94 2.94 
6’’- indications of oscillograph PCS500А ''V , V 3.00 3.00 3.00 
7-indications of the ammeter I , A 0.47 0.47 0.47 
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7’- indications of oscillograph ASK-2022 'I , A 0.33 0.33 0.33 
7’’-indications of oscillograph PCS500А ''I , A 0.50 0.50 050 
8-the charge of the electric power under indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter 

τ∆⋅⋅= VIE1 , kJ 
 

0.85 
 

0.85 
 

0.85 
8’-the charge of the electric power under indications oscillograph ASk-2022 

τ∆⋅⋅= '''
1 VIE , kJ 

 
0.29 

 
0.29 

 
0.29 

8’’- the charge of the electric power under indications of oscillograph PCS500А at the 
account of porosity of pulses τ∆⋅⋅= ''''''1 VIE , kJ 

0.45 0.45 0.45 

9-energy of the heated up solution tmE ∆⋅⋅= 99.32 , kJ 31.84 31.50 30.76
10-parameter of efficiency of a cell under indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter   

12 / EEK =  
 

37.46 
 

37.06
 

36.19
10’-parameter of efficiency of a cell under indications of oscillograph ASK-2022   

'/' 12 EEK =  
 

109.8 
 

108.6
 

106.1
10’’-parameter of efficiency of a cell under indications of oscillograph PCS500А in 
view of porosity of pulses   ''/'' 12 EEK =  

70.75 70.00 68.36

 
 Representatives from Open Company SITIS count, that the power used in this experi-
ment, it is necessary to expect under the formula (435) which inaccuracy is already proved to us.  
 

17.7. An estimation of an opportunity of realization of the revealed power effect 
 

           On fig. 219 experimental samples of heating batteries which power supply the electronic 
generator of pulses was are submitted. As the generator of heat three consistently connected wa-
ter-electric cells were used. Calculation of pulse electric power on plugs of the battery was car-
ried out under the formula (436).  
           Surface of radiation of heat: а)- 25.1 m ; b)- 26.1 m . Three water-electric cells heat up a solu-
tion in – а) up to C086  in - b) up to 81 С0  within one hour, consuming 15 Watt of power. As 
much consumes the pump for prorolling a solution and water. The usual electroheating device 
heats up the same batteries to the same temperature, for same time, taking away from a network 
880 Watt.   
 

а)   
b) 

 
Fig. 219. A photo of experimental radiators 

 
  The results of check of influence of an ion −OH  on a parameter of power efficiency of the water-electric 
generator of heat are submitted on fig. 220. Apparently, with increase in density ρ  of a solution KOH , the pa-
rameter of power efficiency K  increases.   
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Fig. 220. Dependence of a parameter K  of power efficiency of a cell on density ρ  of a solution KOH  

 
 It is experimentally established, that the size of power efficiency of water-electric process 
is influenced with two primary factors: density electrolytic a solution (fig. 220).  
  A preplasma operating mode of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat – the main 
condition of its high power efficiency. For each design of a cell there is a combination of opti-
mum sizes of density of a solution and electrolytic  backlash at which the steady effective pre-
plasma operating mode is realized. 
  So, the analysis of power balance of molecules and ions shows an opportunity of forma-
tion of additional thermal energy with a parameter of power efficiency of much more unit, and 
experiments convincingly confirm this hypothesis.  
 

The conclusion 
 

          1. Contradictions between computer programs of processing of oscillograms of a voltage, 
a current and power and indications of all devices, and also - methods of their manual processing 
are eliminated only at use of the formula (436). 
        2. Electric energy will be transformed by a cell of the water-electric generator of heat to 
thermal energy with a parameter of power efficiency more than 30. The law of conservation of 
energy is not carried out.  
        3. Power efficiency of a cell is not realized with the help of the electronic generator of 
pulses.  
        4. Power efficiency of a cell is realized only with the help of the energy source similar mag-
neto.   
        5. The modern industry has not mastered release of magnets of sufficient force to make the 
electromechanical generator of pulses for a radiator with comprehensible dimensions. 
        6. If the electromechanical generator of pulses to create for a complex of the radiators heat-
ing the separate house creation of the electromechanical generator of pulses of a voltage and a 
current is possible, capable to replace the gas boiler, but with the greater power efficiency. Cer-
tainly, such system of heating should be mounted from plastic elements. 
 
 

18. WATER – THE SOURCE OF HYDROGEN 
 

 The prologue 
 

            As we know the are limit of existing energy carriers and worsening ecological conditions 
have generated understanding of necessity of transition to inexhaustible and non-polluting hy-
drogen power [127], [189], [191], [193], [213], [214].   
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  The decision of this problem had joined not only scientists, but also politics, therefore it 
is desirable to have more precise representation about problems of an initial stage. It is known, 
that the most perfect electrolysers  spend 4 kWh  the electric power for reception of one cubic 
metre of hydrogen from water. At burning this hydrogen it can be allocated about 3.5 kWh  en-
ergy. This implies, that hydrogen can become the competitive energy carrier if an expense of en-
ergy for its reception from water to lower even up to 2 kWh/ 3m . It also is the main task of an ini-
tial stage of development of hydrogen power.  
  The decision of this problem should begin with the analysis of reserves of decrease in 
expenses of energy existing electrolysers. They are latent in their constant potential and we shall 
show a method of use of this potential for decrease in expenses of electric energy on reception of 
hydrogen from water.   
           But the biggest reserve of decrease in expenses of energy on electrolysis of water is latent 
during photosynthesis. Annually at this process of water are allocated hundred millions cubic 
metre of hydrogen which atoms are used as connecting parts at construction of organic mole-
cules. For realization of this process all alive organisms have own energy sources. 
  And what if to simulate the specified process in the technical device? Then formed hy-
drogen, not having an opportunity to participate in construction of organic molecules, together 
with oxygen will leave in an atmosphere. Devices for localization and divisions of these gases al-
ready exist. The main condition at which there is a specified process electrolysis of water, – 
small size of a current. 
  Patents for a number of such devices are already received and they can be seen in opera-
tion. Certainly, it while small unproductive laboratory models, but they steadily decompose wa-
ter to hydrogen and oxygen at force of a current 0.02-003 Amperes. 
  It is established, that electric potential on the electrodes made of one material, appears 
before refuelling such electrolyser of electrolit. The charge of cells such electrlyser there are 
some minutes. At switching-off of the charged cell from a network on its electrodes there is a 
sufficient potential for continuation of process of electrolysis within several hours. This implies, 
that for maintenance such electrolyser in working order, it is necessary for recharging periodi-
cally. As a result of an expense of energy for reception of hydrogen from water decrease in some 
times.  
  It is uneasy to present, what financial and intellectual resources of the world are included 
in search of ways of decrease in expenses of energy on reception of hydrogen from water. In 
Russia many scientific institutes of a branch science and educational institutions are engaged in 
this problem, there is a research hydrogen institute. In the USA and Europe are created associa-
tions of scientists on hydrogen power.   

The global  a power problem follows now not from the are limit  to oil and gas, and from 
their ecological danger. However world owners of power resources while the problem of eco-
logical danger of modern energy carriers a little excites.  
 

18.1. Contradictions of the existing theory of electrolysis of water 
 
        Utility of any theory is defined by its opportunities correctly to interpret results of already 
existing experiments and to predict an opportunity of reception new theoretical and experimental 
data. We shall look, whether the existing theory of electrolysis of water answers these require-
ments?  
    In 1989 the American scientists Fleshman and Pons   informed about reception of additional 
energy at electrolysis of heavy water and that a source of this energy is cold nuclear synthesis 
[67]. Hundreds experiments have been put in the different countries for check of this fact [23], 
[28], [50], [51], [65], [67], [73], [83], [103]. The part of researchers confirmed it, and another - 
received negative result [67], [74]. The reason of such condition till now remains not clear. 
Therefore we execute the new analysis of process of electrolysis of water and we shall try to un-
derstand with the essence, processes proceeding at it [109]. 
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        Overall objective electrolysis of  water - reception of hydrogen which is considered the 
most perspective energy carrier of the future power [39], [41], [49], [56], [57]. Only it is recently 
revealed, that in some cases at this process superfluous energy as heat of the heated up solution 
[67] is allocated. To find out the reason of it, we shall analyze a classical way of reception of hy-
drogen by electrolysis of water. It is described in textbooks. The chemical reactions proceeding 
at this process, are used for calculations of its parameters. They admit extremely clear and do not 
cause objections both among chemists, and among physicists. We shall look, whether all is valid 
here so clearly? 
        Here is how cathodic and anodi reactions in the textbook [2.] "On the cathode are described 
proceeds the following reaction: 

                                    2 2 22 2e H O H OH− −+ → + .                                 (446)  
 
         Two electrons, acting with the cathode, react with two molecules of water, forming a mole-
cule of hydrogen H2  and two ions hydroxyl  OH − . Molecular hydrogen forms bobbles  gaseous 
hydrogen (after the solution near to the cathode will be saturated with hydrogen), and ions hy-
droxyl remain in a solution. 
        On the anode reaction proceeds 

                                        2 4 42 2H O O H e→ + ++ − .                                  (447)  
 

       Four electrons pass to the anode from two molecules of water which decays with formation 
of a molecule of oxygen and four ions of hydrogen.  
        Total reaction can be received, multiplying the equation (446) on 2 and summarizing with 
the equation (447). It looks as follows: 

                              6 2 4 42 2 2H O H O H OH→ + + ++ − .                        (448)  
 
        ... in sour solutions, with high concentration of ions of hydrogen, on the cathode reaction 
can simply proceed 

                                               2 2 2H e H+ −+ → ".                                        (449)  
 
        Let's close inverted commas and we shall ask such question: what it is necessary to under-
stand as a symbol H +  at such statement of essence of process of electrolysis? Naturally, H +  
means a positive ion of atom of hydrogen, that is a proton. However chemists have managed to 
designate the same symbol and positively charged ion hydroxonium  H O3

+ . They for a long 
time have accepted the agreement: with a view of simplification of record to write H + , instead 
of H O3

+ . Also it is necessary to guess: whether always it is necessary to understand set of sym-
bols H O3

+  as a chemical symbol H +  whether or not? And if there is no, how to distinguish 
cases "yes" and "is not present"? In fact the symbol H +  is used in numerous other chemical re-
actions.   
        If to agree with process of electrolysis, described in the resulted textbook from it follows, 
that in a water solution there are protons which the author designates a symbol H + . Having a 
positive charge, they move to the cathode and, having received from it electron e− , form in the 
beginning atoms of hydrogen H which, incorporating, form molecules H2 , allocating thus 436 
kJ/mol. In another way in fact it is impossible to interpret formulas (446), (448), (449). 
  Besides that from formulas (447, 448) follows, that the anode has process of synthesis of 
molecules of oxygen of its atoms which should be accompanied by allocation of energy 495 
kJ/mol [2]. It also should be taken into account at the analysis of power balance of process elec-
trolysis of water, but in modern chemistry it is not accepted to carry out such analysis as from it 
the abundance of contradictions with experiment follows.  
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         The first contradiction. We shall enter, as it and should be, a symbol H +  for a designa-
tion only a proton. Then reaction of synthesis of atom of hydrogen H  will be written down so: 
 

                                                   H e H+ −+ → .                                               (450) 
  

        Reaction of synthesis of a molecule of hydrogen will be presented as: 
 

2 2 2H e H+ −+ = .                                         (451)  
 

  The hypothesis about presence at various chemical solutions of free protons of atoms of 
hydrogen is fruitfully used in chemistry. However occurrence plasma electrolysis of waters puts 
this hypothesis under doubt. The matter is that the proton is such active formation, which can ex-
ist only in structure of a nucleus of atom or in structure of atom of hydrogen (fig. 80), carrying 
out a role of its nucleus. Atom of hydrogen – the ideal connecting part uniting atoms of various 
chemical elements in molecules. 

Thus, the proton almost does not have phase of existence in a free condition. Having 
separated from one chemical element, it there and then incorporates to another. 
  At plasma electrolysis of water are formed such conditions when the proton of atom of 
hydrogen, having separated from a molecule of water, incorporates with electron, radiated by the 
cathode, and forms atom of hydrogen. It is known, that atoms of hydrogen exist in a free condi-
tion at temperature (2700...5000) 0 C [52]. It means, that at the certain density of atoms of hydro-
gen in unit of volume plasma with such temperature should be formed. But at low-voltage elec-
trolysis of water the plasma of atomic hydrogen, as is known, is not formed. It means, that in this 
case there are no conditions of existence of atoms of hydrogen in a free condition, that is condi-
tions of synthesis of atoms of hydrogen. 

In modern chemistry energy of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen is known (436 kJ/mol), 
therefore we can calculate provisional quantity of energy which should be allocated in electro-
lytic solution at reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen in conditions when free atoms of hy-
drogen are united in molecules [2], [32], [52].   
  In one cubic metre of hydrogen contains 1000/22.4=44.64 mol of molecular of hydrogen. 
At its synthesis energy is allocated: 
 

                              ./0.19463)64.44436( 3
2 mkJHHH =⋅+→+                     (452)               

 
        Modern electrolysers spend for reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen about 4 kWh the 
electric power or (3600х4) = 14400 kJ. Taking into account energy (19463.0 kJ) synthesis of one 
cubic metre of hydrogen and energy (14400 kJ), spent on its reception, we find a parameter of 
thermal power efficiency of low-voltage process of electrolysis of water: 
 

35.1
14400

0.19463
==K .                                         (453) 

  
  Thus, simple and strict calculation shows, that process low-voltage electrolysis of water 
should be accompanied by allocation of 35 % of additional thermal energy only in a zone of the 
cathode. 
  We shall pay attention that the parameter of efficiency (453) takes into account only en-
ergy of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen and does not take into account energy of synthesis of 
atoms of hydrogen and molecules of oxygen, and also energy content’s at the received hydrogen. 
This parameter confirms an opportunity of reception of additional energy, but under condition of 
that electrolysis of water it was accompanied by process of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen. 
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Absence of additional thermal energy in work modern industrial electrolysers compels us to 
judge absence at this process of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen of its atoms.   
  If to agree with presence of process of synthesis of molecules of oxygen in a zone of the 
anode reaction should proceed 

mollkJHOOH /49522 2 ++→− ,                    (454) 
 

that is molecules of oxygen and atoms H  of hydrogen should be formed. But, as is known, at 
low-voltage electrolysis of water in a zone of the anode oxygen is allocated only. 
  It is known also, that at low-voltage process electrolysis of water formation 31m  (44.64 
mole) hydrogen is accompanied by allocation 22.32 litre molecular oxygen. As a result of it  
should be allocated 495х22.32=11048.80 kJ energy. Putting this energy with energy of synthesis 
of molecules of hydrogen, we shall receive  
 

  .80.3051100.1946380.11048 kJ=+                      (455) 
 
  Then the common parameter of thermal power efficiency of low-voltage process of elec-
trolysis of water should be such 

                                           .12.2
14400

80.30511
0 ==K                                      (456) 

 
  It is known, that the thermal power parameter of modern low-voltage process of elec-
trolysis of water is less than unit. It means absence of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen and 
oxygen at this process. 
  There is a question: how molecules of hydrogen and oxygen are formed at low-voltage 
process of electrolysis of water? Further we shall show, that molecules of hydrogen and oxygen 
are allocated from clusters chains in the generated condition, that is without processes of connec-
tion of separate atoms in molecules.    
  Thus, if in modern electrolysers chemical reactions (452) and (454) they would have a 
parameter of thermal power efficiency of more unit as it follows from ratio (453), (456) would 
proceed. Absence of additional thermal energy at low-voltage process of electrolysis of water - 
result of absence of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen and oxygen from their free atoms. 
          The second contradiction. Now we shall check up conformity to experimental data ener-
gies of connections of atoms of hydrogen in a molecule of water. The modern chemical theory 
gives value energies of connections of atoms of hydrogen with atom of oxygen in a molecule of 
water, however they differ from experimental these values of energies. 
        For example, in the book in chemistry the following size of energy of connection bE  of one 
atom of hydrogen (we shall name its the first-H ') with atom of oxygen (H '-OH in a molecule of 
water H O2 ) molekJEb /424=  is resulted [2]. We shall transfer it in electron-volt counting upon 
one connection in a molecule of water  

                                        .40.4
106.11002.6

1000424
1923 eVEb =

⋅⋅⋅
⋅

=
−

                       (457)  

 
     Energy of connection of the second H " atom of hydrogen and atom of oxygen (H " - OH) in a 
molecule of water H O2  is equal molekJEb /502=  [2]. After its translation in electron-volt  
counting upon one connection we shall receive 

                                .21.5
106.11002.6

1000502
1923 eVEb =

⋅⋅⋅
⋅

=
−

                        (458) 

 
          If atoms of hydrogen in a molecule of water have energies the connection corresponding to 
energies, resulted in formulas (457) and (458) break of two connections with energies 4.40 eV 
should result in formation of a molecule of hydrogen, and at break of two connections with ener-
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gies 5.21eV the molecule of oxygen should be formed. Then expenses of energy for formation of 
one cubic metre of hydrogen and oxygen received at it will make accordingly 
424.00х44.64=18927.36 kJ and 502.00х22.32=11204.64 kJ. The common expenses of energy 
for reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen appear such 18927.36+11204.64=30132.00kJ or 
30132.00/3600=8.37 kWh. It almost twice more than experimental size. Hence, the specified 
(457) and (458) energy of connection of atoms of hydrogen with atom of oxygen in a molecule 
of water do not correspond to a reality. 
        In what experiment are fixed real energy of connection of atoms of hydrogen with atom of 
oxygen in a molecule of water? The relatives are experiments on electrolysis of water and spec-
troscopy. We shall take the minimal expenses of energy for reception of the hydrogen, estab-
lished in the experimental way 3/8,3 mkWh . We shall transfer this energy in kJ ( 3.8 х 3600 = 
13680 kJ). Taking into account, that mole’s  volume of all gases is identical and equal 22.4 litres, 
we find quantity of moles of molecular hydrogen in one cubic metre of hydrogen 1000/22.4 = 
44.64 mole. Then the power consumption on one mole hydrogen will make 13680/44.64 = 
306.45 kJ, and on one molecule 

 eV18.3)106.11002.6/()100045.306( 1923 =⋅⋅⋅⋅ − .                         (459) 
 

          For formation of a molecule of hydrogen should be broken off a minimum two connec-
tions at two molecules of water, hence, average energy on one connection will make 3.18/2=1.59 
eV. We considered expenses of energy only on allocation of hydrogen if to take into account ex-
penses of energy and for allocation of oxygen the size (459) will be even less sizes (457) and 
(458). If to take into account heating a solution and inevitable losses of energy at electrolysis we 
have bases to recognize, that energy 1.59 eV is close to energy of connection of electron in atom 
of hydrogen (tab. 9) at the moment of its stay on the third (n=3) a power level (1.51eV). It is 
close also to energy of connection of the first electron in atom of oxygen (1.53eV) at the moment 
of its stay at a similar power level (tab. 25). Approximately equal probability of branch from 
molecules of water, both protons, and atoms of hydrogen this implies.  
  Analyzing power of process of synthesis of a molecule of water, we have shown, that if 
to take into account energy of synthesis of this molecule (285.8 kJ/mole) thermal energy of con-
nection between atom of hydrogen and atom of oxygen in a molecule of water appears equal 
1.48 eV. That also confirms an inaccuracy of values of this energy, the following from formulas 
(457) and (458). The detailed analysis of this process will be will be carried out below.  
        Thus, in the mentioned above tables there are no chemists energies of connection, corre-
sponding to existing calculations (458) and (457), on the contrary, these tables contain energy of 
connections following from our calculation of existing process of electrolysis of water and proc-
ess of synthesis of a molecule of water. 
         So, at us the bases to consider have appeared, that electron in the first atom of hydrogen H ' 
in a molecule of water and 1-st electron of atom of oxygen are near to the third power levels. 
        Apparently, the existing theoretical chemistry has serious contradictions with experiment, 
but chemists evade from search of the reasons of these contradictions, pass by arising questions.  
          We shall not find answers to the put questions within the framework of existing physical 
and chemical representations about structure of a molecule of water and about its process of elec-
trolysis. Therefore we still have one opportunity: to address to own results of researches in this 
area [8], [12], [13], [17], [18], [26], [33], [53], [70], [75], [109] and for a basis to take structure 
of a molecule of the water, following of structures of atoms of hydrogen (fig. 80) and oxygen 
(fig. 94, b).  
           Further we shall result experimental results of direct measurement of the energy spent on 
electrolysis  of water. From them follows, that real expenses of energy on electrolysis of water it 
is much less than was considered till now. The everything else – losses in the power supply to 
which analysis it was not given due attention. 
 

18.2. The new theory of low-voltage process electrolysis of  water 
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      Having armed with the received information, we shall start search of the new theory of proc-
ess of electrolysis of water. This theory should remove existing contradictions in the description 
of process low-voltage electrolysis of water and to answer the following fundamental questions: 
1 - why theoretical calculations show presence of additional thermal energy at low-voltage elec-
trolysis of water, and existing industrial electrolysers do not generate it? 
2 - why existing theoretical values (457), (458) energies of connections of atoms of hydrogen in 
a molecule of water do not correspond to experimental values of these energies at electrolysis of 
water? 
     To find answers to the put questions, it is necessary to have, first of all, the theory which 
would allow to expect energy of chemical connections of electrons with nucleus of atoms at the 
moment of their stay at any power level. As the basic role at electrolysis of water play atoms of 
hydrogen and oxygen energy of their connections of electrons with nucleus of atoms play a main 
role.         
             Apparently (tab. 9), in a number energies of connections of electrons with a nucleus of 
atom of hydrogen is not present those energies bE which are received by chemists at the calcula-
tions (457), (458). But the energy, close to experimental value (1.59 eV) at which begins and 
goes process of allocation of gases at electrolysis of water, are available in a number energies of 
connections of electron of atom of hydrogen (1.51eV) (tab. 9) and the first electron of atom of 
oxygen (1.53 eV) (tab. 25). These  energy correspond to stay electrons at the third power levels. 
Earlier, from the analysis of process of synthesis of a molecule of water, we have established, 
that energy of connection between electrons of atoms of hydrogen and oxygen in a molecule of 
water is equal 1.48eV (fig. 104).                             
      So, among energies of electron’s connections with atom of hydrogen and  with its nucleus 
(proton) are energy (1.51 eV), close to experimental value (1.48 eV). We shall define similar to 
energy for electrons of atom of oxygen. 
       As in chemical reactions participate, basically, superficial electrons of atoms which have 
close values energies of connections with nucleus of atoms at the same power levels we shall be 
limited to the analysis energies of connections of the first electron of atom of oxygen (tab. 25). 
  Apparently (tab. 25), energy of connection of the first electron of atom of oxygen practi-
cally coincide with corresponding energy of connection electron of atom of hydrogen (tab. 9). 
And, the energy corresponding to the third level (1.53 eV), is close to experimental value of en-
ergy (1.48 eV) gas evolutions at low-voltage electrolysis of water. So theoretical values energies 
of electron of the first atom of hydrogen and the first electron of atom of oxygen in a molecule 
the water received on the basis of the law of formation of spectra (247) and (248), are close of 
energies of  connections to experimental values of this energy (tab. 25). 
          Now at us strong reasons have appeared to believe, that the first electron of atom of oxy-
gen, establishing connection with the first atom of hydrogen in a molecule of water, is near to the 
third ( eVEb 53.1= ) a power level (tab. 25). 
          Analyzing law of change energies of connections electrons of atom of oxygen and other 
atoms with their nucleus, we have established, that in conditions of presence at atom of all elec-
trons they have approximately identical energy of connection with nucleus of atoms. We shall 
consider therefore, that symmetry of a molecule of water provides equal  energy of connection 
with a nucleus its the first and the second electrons. 
  So, we have  taken off the second contradiction between the theory and experiment at 
electrolysis of  water. Now experimental value of energy of connection of electron of atom of 
hydrogen with the first electron of atom of oxygen in a molecule of water close to theoretical 
value of this energy.  
         Low-voltage process electrolysis of water usually goes at a voltage (1.6 – 2.3) V and force 
of a current in hundreds amperes. The big force of a current testifies to the big charge electrons.   
           As the first and the second electrons of atom of oxygen are removed from its nucleus fur-
ther others electrons the proton of atom of the hydrogen, connected with one of these electrons, 
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the first comes nearer to the cathode and receives from it electron ke  (fig. 221, а). After two 
molecules of water will receive two electrons ke , their superficial electrons at once incorporate 
and form cluster of two molecules of water (fig. 221, a, b), connected to two electrons ke , radiate 
by cathode. Apparently, in a chain of protons and electrons, connecting two molecule of water, 
there is a molecule ortohydrogen (fig. 84, a and 221, a, b). As electrons, come from the cathode, 
have passed a phase of a free condition synthesis of a molecule of hydrogen in this chain is ac-
companied by allocation of energy.  
       On fig. 221, a, b it is visible, that on formation of one molecule of hydrogen it is used two 
electrons ke , radiate by the cathode. According to law of Faraday, on formation of one mole of 
hydrogen in this case it is spent two Faraday of Coulumb of an electricity 1929809648522 =⋅=F  
or molehА /60.533600/192980 ⋅= 18.  
           If electrolysis goes at a voltage 1.70V for reception of one mole of hydrogen it will be 
spent WhVIE 12.9170.16.53 =⋅=⋅= , and on reception 31m  -  
 

                             .10.4/147612.91)4.22/1000( 3 kWhmkJE ==⋅=                               (460) 
 

  Apparently, calculations with use of Faraday’s law give the result almost conterminous 
to experiment. If formation of hydrogen was accompanied by process of synthesis of its mole-
cules thermal energy would be allocated  
 

./41.5/0.19463)64.44436( 33
2 mkWhmkJHHH ==⋅+→+                      (461) 

 

 
 

Fig. 221. The circuit of formation of a molecule ortohydrogen (see fig. 84, а) 
 
  Thus if to take into account synthesis only molecules of hydrogen and to not take into 
account synthesis of molecules of oxygen the parameter of thermal power efficiency should be 
such  
 

31.110.4/41.5 ==TK .                                             (462) 
 

                                                           
18 Let's remind, that the size equal to product of number Avagadro 2310022.6 ⋅=N  on a charge electron 

1910602.1 −− ⋅=e refers to as number Faraday Fa  . This size in Coulomb (Cl) on one mole substances 

9648510602.110022.6 1923 =⋅⋅⋅=⋅= −−eNFa  Cl/mole is measured.            
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  However, well-known, that the common parameter of thermal power efficiency modern 
electrolysers is less than unit. Why? We shall try to find the answer to this question. 
           Energy of synthesis of mole of molecules of hydrogen is equal 436kJ. We shall transfer it 
in electron-volt counting upon one molecule [109]. 
 

 eV53.4
106.11002.6

1000436
1923 =

⋅⋅⋅
⋅

−  .                                    (463) 

 
  The size of this energy is shown to the right of the molecule of hydrogen located in clus-
ter to a chain (fig. 221), and at the left are shown energy 1.48eV to connection of atoms of hy-
drogen with atoms of oxygen in molecules of water. Energy 4.53eV synthesis of a molecule of 
hydrogen redistributes energy of connection in cluster to a chain in such a manner that energy 
1.48eV comconnections of atoms of hydrogen with atoms of oxygen in molecules of water be-
come equal to zero and the molecule ortohydrogen is allocated from cluster chains (fig. 221, с). 
  Thus, the difference between energy 4.53eV synthesis of a molecule of hydrogen and to-
tal energy of connection (1.48+1.48) = 2.96 eV appears equal (4.53 – 2.96) =1.57eV. This en-
ergy is spent for heating electrolytic solution. Therefore at allocation 31m  of hydrogen the fol-
lowing quantity of thermal energy will be allocated not 44.64х436=19463 kJ, and 
 

                         .12728
10004.22

106.11002.6248.11000 1923

kJ=
⋅

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ −

                           (464)   

 
  thus the cathode will have chemical reaction 
 

                                  .48.12222 22 eVOHHeOH ⋅++⇒+ −−                             (465) 
 

            It is quite natural, that the quantity of thermal energy 12728kJ is a part of the common 
energy 4х3600 = 14400 kJ, spent on reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen [109]. The pa-
rameter of thermal efficiency of this process appears such 
 

                                                        88.0
14400
12728

==TK                                                     (466) 

  
  It is important to mean, that we did not consider energy of synthesis of molecules of oxy-
gen. If to take into account energy of synthesis of molecules of oxygen it is necessary to know 
how many oxygen will be allocated at reception of 1000 litres of hydrogen. It is known, that 
from one litre of water it is possible to receive 1234.44 litres of hydrogen and 604.69 litres of 
oxygen. Then at allocation of 1000 litres of hydrogen it will be allocated 60469/1234.4=489.86 
litre of oxygen. Taking into account, that the energy allocated at synthesis of one molecule of 
oxygen, is equal 4.95 eV (5.13 kJ/mole), we shall find quantity of energy which will be allocated 
at synthesis of 489.86 litres of oxygen. 
 

                              .58.1080
10004.22

106.11002.613.586.489 1923

kJ=
⋅

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ −

                         (467) 

 
  Then the common parameter of thermal efficiency will be equal 
 

                                                96.0
14400

52.108012728
=

+
=ТK                                                (468)               
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  If to take into account, that energy contents one gramme of hydrogen equally 142 kJ, and 
the cubic metre of this gas weighs 90 gr., the parameter of the common power efficiency will be 
such 
 

                                       846.1
14400

9014252.108012728
0 =

⋅++
=K                                    (469) 

 
         Thus, the parameter of the common thermal efficiency (468) existing low-voltage proc-
esses electrolysis of water is less than unit. 
         Let's consider now the reactions proceeding at the anode. It is known, that the ion hydroxyl  
(fig. 222), having a negative charge −OH , goes to the anode (fig. 222, а). Two ions of hydroxyl, 
giving on one electron to the anode and, incorporating, with each other, form peroxide of hydro-
gen 22OH  (fig. 222, b).  
  It is known, that process of formation of peroxide of hydrogen endotermic, and mole-
cules of oxygen - exotermic. At reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen process of formation 
of peroxide of hydrogen absorbs 22.32х109.00=2432.88 kJ. By virtue of it even at plasmoelec-
trolytic process the temperature of a solution in a zone of the anode remains low.  
 

 
 
Fig. 222. Circuits: а) transfer electron 1e  ions −OH  to the anode A; b) formation of peroxide of 
hydrogen 22OH ; с) formation of a molecule of oxygen 2O  and two molecules of water d) and e) 
 
  If there was a process of synthesis of molecules of oxygen at reception of one cubic me-
tre of hydrogen in a zone of the anode it would be allocated 22.32х495.00=11048.40 kJ. Sub-
tracting from this size the energy absorbed at synthesis of peroxide of hydrogen, we shall receive 
11048.40-2432.88=8615.52 kJ. Putting this energy with energy of synthesis of molecules of hy-
drogen 19463.00 kJ, we shall receive 28078.52 kJ. In this case the common parameter of thermal 
power efficiency 0K  should be such 0K =28078.52/14400=1.95. As in a reality of this energy is 
not present, this fact confirms a hypothesis about absence of process of synthesis of molecules of 
hydrogen in a zone of the cathode and molecules of oxygen in a zone of the anode at low-voltage 
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electrolysis. A molecule of hydrogen (fig. 221, c) and a molecule of oxygen (fig. 222, b, c) are 
formed in cluster’s chains before allocation in a free condition, therefore and is not generated en-
ergy of their synthesis. 
  After transfer by two ions hydroxyl two electrons to the anode (fig. 222, а) is formed a 
molecule of peroxide of hydrogen (fig. 222, b) which, breaking up, forms a molecule of oxygen 
(fig. 222, с) and two atoms of hydrogen. The last, incorporating with ions hydroxyl, form two 
molecules of water (fig. 222, d, e). In view of it chemical reaction in a zone of the anode will be 
written down so 

                                  .2224 2222 OHOOHOHeOH +→+→− −−                              (470) 
 
  So, we have removed contradictions of the existing theory of low-voltage process of 
electrolysis of water and have developed the new theory which describes this process more in de-
tails and more precisely reflects a reality. 
 
 

18.3. The analysis of process of a feed of electrolyser 
 
The electrolyser is a set of lamellar anodes and cathodes which each pair refers to as a 

cell. The solution is placed between plates of electrodes. The power supply electrolyser is the 
constant or straightened mains voltage (1.6 ….. 2.0) V, submitted on each cell electrolyser.  
  All is known also, that electrolyser, being charged in the beginning of work, get the con-
stant potential PV  peculiar to the condenser. The size of this potential increases with increase in 
quantity of cells in electrolyser (fig. 223).  

 
 

Fig. 223. The oscillogram of a voltage and a current of a feed of electrolyser: 1 – a pulse of  a 
voltage; 2 – a pulse of a current; PV - average size of constant potential 

 
            As the electric network of electrolyser is connected to all electric network the devices 
measuring power, consumed electrolyser, form indications in which the size of constant potential 

PV  belonging to electrolyser is taken into account, and the average size, an electric current 
formed at it.  
  On fig. 223 it is well visible, that pulses of a voltage restore average potential electro-
lyser which decreases at absence of a pulse. It means, that there is no need to submit a voltage in 
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electrolyser continuously as it has the potential, for maintenance of the set which size periodic 
additional charge electrolyser is sufficient.  
  Thus, at long work electrolyser it needs to be recharged pulses of a voltage which ampli-
tude should exceed size of average potential PV a little. It is quite natural, that the average size of 
a voltage of such pulse depends on porosity of pulses. With increase in porosity it decreases. 
           At such system of submission of electric energy in electrolyser measuring devices take 
into account not size of a voltage which is necessary for its additional charge, and full size of 
constant potential PV which, quite naturally, is more than size of the potential necessary for addi-
tional charge of electrolyser. So all work modern electrolysers, and all variants of perfection of 
such way of its feed are already involved. From stated the real energy spent on process electroly-
sis of water follows, that, it is less than what is shown with devices.  
  Now devices show, that the best modern industrial electrolysers spend up to 4 kWh the 
electric power for reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen. It is more energy which is allocated 
at its burning.  
  Thus, the specified analysis of a power consumption on process of electrolysis of water 
shows, that it has reserves for decrease in expenses of energy on reception of hydrogen from wa-
ter. To realize them, it is necessary to study more in details process of a feed of electrolyser. On 
fig. 224 the electric circuit for such studying is shown. 
  The electronic key 3 generates pulses of a voltage, breaking off an electric circuit and 
connection of constant potential of electrolyser 1 with constant potential of the accumulator 2.  
 

 
Fig. 224. The circuit of a pulse feed of electrolyser 1 from the storage battery 2 

 
 The  indications of voltmeters the following: VV 0.101 = ; VV 2.12 = ; VV 5.123 = . Indica-
tions of the ammeter AI 12.0= . In result, in each section of a circuit of a feed - the power: 
 

WattIVP 20.112.00.1011 =⋅=⋅= ;                                 (471) 
WattIVP 144.012.02.122 =⋅=⋅= ;                                 (472) 
WattIVP 50.112.05.1233 =⋅=⋅= .                                  (473) 

 
  There is a question: what power of consumes of electrolyser? For reception of the answer 
to this question we shall analyse oscillograms of voltage and the currents, submitted on fig. 225, 
226 and 227. 
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Fig. 225. Oscillograms of a voltage and a current on plugs of electrolyser 1 (fig. 224) 
 

            Apparently (fig. 223, 225), size of pulses is more  of a voltage of constant potential PV  
(1)  of electrolyser. Pulses restore it up to average size then the voltage again decreases. The fol-
lowing pulse restores a voltage of electrolyser up to average size. Thus pulses of a current (2) are 
generated synchronously.  
            At once there is a question: what power pulses for additional charge of electrolyser 
should have? On fig. 226 these pulses are submitted without constant potential of electrolyser 
and their power to define easily.  
 

 
Fig. 226. Oscillograms of a voltage and a current in front of the diode 4 (fig. 224) 

 
  The modern literature on pulse technics (technical equipment) gives such answer: the 
power submitted by pulses of a voltage and a current (fig. 226), is equal to product of peak val-
ues of a voltage and a current, divided on porosity of pulses. It is uneasy to see, that the ampli-
tude of a pulse of a voltage is equal 12.5 V, and the amplitude of a pulse of a current – 1.30 A. 
The porosity of pulses is equal 8.10=S . Then, as it is considered now, the power going on a feed 
electrolyser by such pulses will make WP 50.18.10/30.150.12'

1 =⋅= . This size is close to indica-
tions of the devices established before electrolyser, WIVP 20.112.00.1011 =⋅=⋅=  and coincides 
with size of power on plugs of the accumulator WIVP 50.112.05.1233 =⋅=⋅= . 
         On fig. 227 it is visible, that the voltage of the accumulator does not react to pulses of a 
voltage, and the size of a current on a way from electrolyser (fig. 224) up to the accumulator re-
mains constant (fig. 227). 
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Fig. 227. The oscillogram of a voltage and a current on plugs of the accumulator 2 (fig. 224) 
 

  In experience it was used pass electrolyser with productivity 20.0=Q  of litre of hydro-
gen at one o'clock. In view of indications of different devices and the results submitted in formu-
las (474), (475) and (476), specific capacity made: 
 

2111 ,/0.620.0/20.1/ HliterWQPP === ;                        (474) 
2122 ,/72.020.0/144.0/ HliterWQPP === ;                     (475) 

2333 ,/5.720.0/50.1/ HliterWQPP === .                       (476)  
 
  It is quite natural, that the common current AI 12.0=  and different voltage in different 
sections of an electric circuit form different power, and there is a question: what power is spent 
for a feed of electrolyser?  
  The average size of a current AI 12.0=  which shows the ammeter, is equal to pulse size 
1.3 A, divided on porosity of pulses 8.10=S . Therefore it is quite natural, that on plugs of elec-
trolyser the power is equal WIVP 20.112.00.1011 =⋅=⋅=  On plugs of the accumulator power a lit-
tle bit more WIVP 50.112.05.1233 =⋅=⋅= . 
            Whether we have is right to define power 22P  (475) on plugs of the diode, multiplying 
average size of a current AI 12.0=  on peak value of a pulse of the voltage, equal VV i 5.112 = ? In 
fact the voltage moves not constantly, and pulses, therefore we also should divide pulse value of 
a voltage into porosity 8.10=S . In result we shall have VV с 10.12 = . It is close to indications of 
the voltmeter 2V . In result we shall receive 

                                                 WP 132.012.010.12 =⋅=                                  (477) 
 
or on one litre of hydrogen 

literWP /66.020.0/132.0'
22 == .                        (478) 

 
  This value is close to the size submitted in the formula (475). We enter in a circuit of a 
feed the electronic generator of pulses. Results of experiment are submitted in tab. 59. Frequency 
of pulses made 350 Hz, and porosity of pulses S = 1; 5; 10. The Electrolyser had 6 pass cells. 
Table 59. Parameters of electrolyser according to indications of devices on fig. 221 
0.Parameters S=1 S=5 S=10 
1. It is received  2H , liter/h  

0.55 
 

0.16 
 

0.14 
2. Current, А 0.23 0.12 0.11 
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3.Voltage, 1V   12.40 11.00 10.10 

4.Voltage. 2V  12.50 2.50 1.20 

5.Voltage, 3V  12.50 12.50 12.50 

6. Power, 1P  2.87 1.32 1.11 

7. Power, 2P  2.87 0.30 0.13 

8. Power, 3P  2.87 1.50 1.37 

9. Specific power, 11P , W/liter   
5.22 

 
8.25 

 
7.93 

10. Specific power, 22P , W/liter  
5.22 

 
1.87 

 
0.93 

11. Specific power, 33P , W/liter  
5.22 

 
9.37 

 
9.78 

 
 
 Let's pay attention to that at increase in porosity in 10 times (S=10) productivity of elec-
trolyser has decreased in 4 times. Specific expenses of capacity 22P  under indications of devices 
in front of the diode also have decreased in 5.6 times. 
           It is uneasy to see (fig. 226, 227 and tab. 59), that specific power 11P  includes constant 
potential of electrolyser and does not reflect true expenses of energy on electrolysis of water. 
With increase in porosity of pulses the current decreases and productivity falls, and the voltage 
remains almost constant and equal to a voltage on plugs of the accumulator ( 321 VVV == ), as in-
creases the specific charge of power 33P .        
     If the voltage moves pulses (fig. 226), the average voltage of pulses shown by the voltmeter 

2V  not so equally to a voltage of constant potential of electrolyser and a voltage on plugs of the 
accumulator. The average size of this voltage 2V  is equal to amplitude of pulses of the voltage, 
divided on porosity. As a current in a circuit one, capacity of pulses 22P  is equal to product of a 
current on average value of a voltage ( SV /2 ).  
           However, loading on plugs of the accumulator is defined not by average value of a pulse 
voltage, and its constant. This implies impossibility to reduce a power consumption the accumu-
lator by submission of energy by pulses. Power on plugs of the accumulator 33P  is always equal 
to product of a current on a voltage on its plugs.  
  The analysis of process of electrolysis water shows, that with increase in porosity of 
pulses productivity of electrolyser should decrease, that completely proves to be true given tab. 
59.  
          Apparently, with increase in porosity of pulses ten times productivity decreases twice, and 
the specific charge of power on plugs of electrolyser 11P  and on plugs of the accumulator 33P  in-
creases. This implies, that at reduction of intensity of process electrolysis of water the power 
consumption on this process grows. Hardly with it  is possible to agree. The specific charge can-
not so sharply to increase. It should remain approximately identical. And received increase in a 
power consumption – consequence of the deformed indications of devices. There is a question: 
what from them reflect a reality?  
  Certainly, the result of experiment depends and on a design of electrolyser. Minor altera-
tion of its parameters changes received results (tab. 60). 

Table 60. Influence of porosity of pulses on parameters of process electrolysis of water 
0.Parameters       S=1 S=2 S=3 S=4 S=5 S=10 S=15 
1. Н2, l/h 0.63 0.57 0.52 0.48 0.44 0.33 0.22 
2.Current const,  А 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.18 
3.Pulse of current,  А   0.25 0.45 0.65 0.85 1.00 2.00 2.50 
4.Voltage.V1,V 12.50 12.26 11.94 11.85 11.59 10.78 10.24 
5.Voltage, V2,V 12.50 6.30 4.20 3.20 2.50 1.30 1.10 
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6 Voltage.V3,V 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 
7. Power, Р1, W 3.13 2.94 2.63 2.61 2.32 2.16 1.84 
8. Power., Р2, W 3.12 1.51 0.92 0.70 0.50 0.26 0.20 
9. Power, Р3, W 3.13 3.00 2.75 2.75 2.50 2.50 2.19 
10.Specific power, 
    Р11, W/l 

 
4.97 

 
5.16 

 
5.06 

 
5.44 

 
5.27 

 
6.55 

 
8.36 

11.Specific power,     
Р22, W/l 

 
4.95 

 
2.65 

 
1.77 

 
1.46 

 
1.14 

 
0.79 

 
0.91 

12.Specific power, 
    Р33, W/l 

 
4.97 

 
5.26 

 
5.29 

 
5.73 

 
5.68 

 
7.58 

 
9.95 

 
 Stated shows, that sizes of specific capacity 11P  of electroliser and on plugs of the accu-
mulator 33P  obviously do not reflect a reality in plugs (tab. 59, 60). Therefore it is necessary to 
pay attention to the analysis of specific capacity 22P  on plugs of the diode. If a specific power 
consumption – size almost constant productivity of electrolyser at reduction of porosity of pulses 
in 10 times should decrease also, approximately, in 10 times, but it has decreased only in 4 times 
(tab. 59) and in 2 times (tab. 60). It means, that the stopping delivery of a voltage does not stop 
process of electrolysis of water. It proceeds due to constant potential. The reduction of its size 
fixed on oscillograms (fig. 223, 225), confirms it. 
  The analysis of process of a feed electrolyser and process of the charge of energy by it 
shows presence of reserves of reduction of expenses of energy on electrolysis of  water which 
realization is similar to realization of its thermal power efficiency.  
        Now we shall show, that the same effect is shown and at a feed of electrolyser with the help 
magneto, resulted in rotation by the electromotor included in the common electric network. 
  It is experimentally established, that if magneto submits in electrolyser a pulses of a volt-
age 1, which amplitude more than constant electric potential PV  of electrolyser it is enough these 
pulses for additional charge of electrolyser (fig. 223). We already know, that the capacity formed 
on common to a shaft of the electromotor and magneto (436), is equal to product of average size 
of a pulse of a voltage 1 on average size of a pulse of a current 2 (fig. 223). The specified size is 
much less than size of product of constant potential PV  on average size of a current. 
  On fig. 228 the circuit of connection of power supplies and measuring devices is shown. 
  At carrying out of experiment as cells electrodes from stainless steel gasogenerator  
«Akva –  Term», made in  Azov are used. 
  Expenses of energy for reception of hydrogen from water at use of the electromechanical 
generator of pulses depend on amplitude of pulses of a current and their porosity (tab. 61 and 
62). 
 

 
 

Fig. 228. A power supply circuit electrolyser: 1 – electrolyser; 2 – the rectifier; 3 – magneto 
GOST 3940-84; 4 – the electromotor; 5 – a uniform shaft magneto 3 and the electromotor 4; 6 – 
wattmeter PX – 110; 7 – LATR; 8 – the counter of the electric power WITH – I446M; A – am-

meter M-2015; V – voltmeter M-2004; OS – oscillograph TDS 2014. 
 
         Electric motor Axi 2826/12 was used as the generator of pulses. It generated triangular 
pulses of a voltage which moved in an experimental cell of electrolyser. Results of experiment 
are submitted in tab. 61 and 62. 
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Table 61. Parameters of efficiency experimental electrolyser and electric motor Axi 2826/12 as 
generator of pulses.  
 

Parameters 1 
1. Porosity of pulses τ/TS =  5.55 
2. The charge of water m∆ , gr./h 0.73 
3. Reception of hydrogen Q , l/h 0.99 
4. The voltmeter U, V 2.03 
5. The ammeter  I, А 2.00 
6. Power  UIP ⋅= , W 4.06 

7. Amplitude of a pulse of a voltage  ICU , V 2.00 

8. Amplitude of a pulse of a current  ICI , А 10.00 

9. Average voltage    SUU ICC /= , V 0.36 

10. Average current  SII ICC /= , А 1.80 

11. Average power СCС IUP ⋅=  0.65 

12. Specific power QPP C /22 = , Wh./l of 2H   
0.66 

13. Power on the counter  W  0.70 

14. Specific power on the counter, QWPYC /=  Wh/liter 2H          0.71 

The note: one experience – average of 3. 
 
 Duration of pulses of a voltage and triangular pulses of a current (fig. 229) is identical. 
The expert can easily establish, that the period of following of pulses is equal sT 00244.0= , dura-
tion of pulses s0009.0=τ . As the form of the pulses generated by the generator, - triangular, po-
rosity of pulses 40.50009.0/00244.02/2 =⋅== τTS . The average size of a voltage appears such 

33.040.5/80.1/ === SUU ICC V and  current ASII ICC 94.140.5/5.10/ =⋅==  it is natural, that av-
erage power on a shaft of the generator of pulses should be equal 
 

 WIUP CCC 65.094.133.0 =⋅=⋅=                               . (479) 
or 

             W
S

IU
P ICIC

C 65.0
40.5

5.108.1
22 =

⋅
=

⋅
=  .                               (480) 
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Fig. 229. The oscillogram of a voltage and a current on plugs experimental 

 electrolyser (tab. 61) 
 
          Apparently (tab. 61), this size power (0.65 ) is close to indications of an oscillograph (tab. 
61, item 12) and to indications of the counter of the electric power (tab. 61, item 14). We already 
marked repeatedly, that in modern the electrical engineer such method of definition of average 
power is considered erroneous as pulses of a voltage and a current vary synchronously they have 
uniform porosity and it should be taken into account in calculation of power once, that is  
 

                                         W
S

IU
P ICIC

C 50.3
40.5

5.108.1
=

⋅
=

⋅
=                             (481) 

 
          Let's pay attention to that the result (481) is close to indications of the voltmeter and the 
ammeter (tab. 61, item 6) 2.03х2=4.06 W. Therefore the formula (481) has been recognized cor-
rect. The fact of additional charge of electrolyser was not taken into account by the generator of 
pulses, and it was not clear, how it to make. In result minimally possible charge of the electric 
power on reception of litre of hydrogen has been recognized equal, approximately, 4,0 wh.  
  However, results of experiment (tab. 61) and calculations under the formula (436) give 
other result. 
  Thus, as the device supervising a correctness of processing of oscillograms, the counter 
of the electric power was used. A difference of its indications at the included and switched - off 
cell (tab. 61, the line 12) shows a correctness of the formula (436) and an inaccuracy of the for-
mula (435). The indication of the counter of energy there are more than indications of the oscil-
logram and it is natural, as the oscillogram took into account a net energy on plugs of a cell of 
electrlyser, and the counter takes into account also electric losses in windings of the generator of 
pulses when on them the current proceeds. The oscillogram does not take into account these 
losses.  
  Certainly, it is necessary to have in view of, that with increase in force of a current losses 
in windings of the generator of pulses grow. In result divergences in indications of the counter of 
the electric power and an oscillograph should increase, but the correctness of the formula should 
(436) be kept. We also observed it in numerous experiences. 
  Certainly, it is rather desirable to check up influence of the big porosity of pulses of a 
voltage and a current on efficiency of process electrolysis of water. But we did not have electro-
mechanical generator of pulses with the greater porosity. Nevertheless, if not to change a method 
of processing of oscillograms it can be checked up and with the help of the electronic generator 
of pulses. Results of such check are submitted in tab. 62. 
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 The comparing the results of experiments submitted in tab. 61 and 62, we see, that spe-
cific expenses of energy for reception of hydrogen from water depend, mainly from porosity of 
pulses of a voltage and a current. With increase in porosity of pulses of a voltage from 5.55 (tab. 
61) up to 220 (tab. 62) the power consumption on reception of hydrogen from water decreases 
almost for the order.  
  And now we shall present, that the electromechanical analogue (fig. 194) for a feed un-
der the circuit submitted on fig. 223 is made. At porosity of pulses equal S=100, and their trian-
gular form magnets will occupy one 1/50 contours of a circle of a rotor. It is quite natural, that 
energy on formation of pulses of the voltage similar to pulses on fig. 223 to decrease, approxi-
mately, in 50 times. Now we connect pulse loading with the same size of a current 1.30 And.  
 
Table 62. Parameters of efficiency of three cells serial electrolysis "Akva-term" and the elec-
tronic generator of pulses. 
 

Parameters  1 2 3 
1. Porosity of pulses τ/TS =  188 185 220 
2. The charge of water m∆ , gr./h 0.87 1.12 1.36 
3. Reception of hydrogen Q , l/h 1.19 1.53 1.86 
4. The voltmeter V, V 5.55 5.60 5.68 
5. The ammeter  I, А 1.00 1.25 1.50 
6. Power  UIP ⋅= , W 5.55 7.00 8.44 

7. Amplitude of a pulse of a voltage  AU , V  
25.00 

 
25.00 

 
27.50 

8. Amplitude of a pulse of a current AI , А  
177.80 

 
182.20 

  
200.0 

9. Average voltage    CU , V  
0.13 

 
0.14 

 
0.12 

10. Average current CI , А 0.94 0.98 1.20 

11. Average power IUP CС ⋅= , W  0.13 0.18 0.18 

12. Specific power  QPP CY /= , W.h/liter of 2H   
0.11 

 
0.11 

 
0.10 

 
              The average size of a voltage (fig. 194, 226) will be equal to amplitude of a pulse of the 
voltage, divided on porosity of pulses. The average size of a current (fig. 194, 227) also will be 
equal to amplitude of a pulse of the current, divided on porosity of pulses. It is quite natural, that 
average capacity will be equal to product of average values of a voltage and a current. It means, 
that loading on a shaft of such generator will increase for the size equal to product of average 
size of a voltage on average size of a current. It can be defined and by division of products of 
peak values of a voltage and a current into porosity of pulses twice (436). If we shall divide 
product of peak values of a voltage and a current into porosity once (435) it will mean, that the 
electromechanical generator generates a voltage not in narrow sector (fig. 194), and on all con-
tour of a circle of a rotor.   

Thus, it is experimentally proved, that direct expenses of energy on electrolysis of water 
by existing electrolysers it is much less than that devices of modern power supplies such electro-
lysers show. Means, energy of connection between atoms of oxygen and hydrogen in a molecule 
of water considerably differ from those energies which we receive, having taken for a basis a 
power consumption on the cubic metre of hydrogen equal 4 kWh. 

According to the data submitted in tab. 61 and 62, real energy of connection between at-
oms of hydrogen and oxygen in a molecule of water it is possible to accept equal 0.40 Wh/litre 
of hydrogen. It in 4.00/0.40=10 time is less, than was considered till now.  

As at electrolysis of waters 2/3 hydrogen and 1/3 oxygen the power consumption on re-
ception of one cubic metre of hydrogen in view of the accepted size will make approximately 0.4 
kWh or 3600х0.4=1440 kJ are allocated approximately. One cubic metre contains 
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1000/22.4=44.64 mole of hydrogen. Then expenses of energy for reception of one asking hydro-
gen will make 1440/44.64=32.26 kJ, and on one molecule 

 
eV34.0)106.11002.6/()100026.32( 1923 =⋅⋅⋅⋅ − .                            (482) 

 
  As in a molecule of water one atom of oxygen and two atoms of hydrogen it has two 
connections. Energy of one connection will be equal 0.34/2=0.17eV and we can define a power 
level of electron of atom of hydrogen on which it is at the moment of branch from atom of oxy-
gen at electrolysis of water. 
  According to a spectrum of atom of hydrogen (the Appendix 1) electron of atom of hy-
drogen has energy of connection with a nucleus, equal 0.17eV, being on the ninth power level.  
  If this energy corresponds to a reality expenses of energy for reception asking hydrogen 
appear such 
 

kJEmol ⋅=
⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅

=
−

9.32
1000

10602.11002.6217.0 1923

.                           (483) 

 
            Expenses of energy for one cubic metre of hydrogen will make 32.9х22.4=736.96 kJ or 
736.96/3600=0.2 kWh. On one litre of hydrogen of an expense of electric energy will make ap-
proximately 0.2 Wh. It corresponds to experiment (to tab. 62, a line 11). 
  It is known, that with increase in temperature energy of connection between atom of 
oxygen and atoms of hydrogen in a molecule of water decreases also they can be divided on hy-
drogen and oxygen. If the size 0.2 Wh/l corresponds to process dissociation of molecules of wa-
ter we can define temperature at which the process equivalent considered begins. 
  From the resulted calculations follows, that the size 0.2 Wh/l corresponds to energy of 
connection between atoms of hydrogen and oxygen in a molecule of water equal eVEb 17.0= , 
and energy of the photon destroying this connection eVEE bf 34.0217.02 =⋅== , and length of 
its wave will be equal  

m
E

Ch

f

6
19

834

1065.3
34.010602.1

10998.210626.6 −
−

−

⋅=
⋅⋅

⋅⋅⋅
=

⋅
=λ .                     (484)  

 
        This length of a wave of a photon corresponds to an infra-red range. Then the temperature 
T  of environment at which process dissociation  molecules of water begins, will be de-
fined(determined) under the formula 

                                         КCT 00.819
1065.3
10989.2'

6

3

=
⋅
⋅

==
−

−

λ
                                  (485) 

or  

                       К
hC
CE

T f 57.819
10626.610998.2

10989.210602.134.0'
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                  (486) 

 
          The size of this temperature  is equal 819.57-237.15=546.42 C0 , that is close to its help 
value [242]. 
  Certainly, the molecule of water during this moment is under a thermal voltage which at 
electrlysis is replaced with the electrostatic voltage formed in constant potential PV  (fig. 223).  

We closely came to the analysis of power of process of decomposition of water on hy-
drogen and oxygen at photosynthesis which goes under action of thermal infra-red photons. The 
stated information shows, that it is enough for reception of one litre of hydrogen 0.2 Wh the elec-
tric power. If messages electrolysis at a voltage 2 Volta on a cell the average size of a current 
thus will make 0.2/2=0.1 A.  We shall see, that this size is close to size of the current accompa-
nying process electrolysis of water at photosynthesis. 
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Thus, experiment shows, that direct expenses of energy on electrolysis of water, that is 
without taking into account losses approximately in 5.25/0.1 = 52.5 times are less than expense 
of energy, than at the best modern industrial electrolysers. It creates preconditions for search of 
reserves of decrease in expenses of energy on electrolysis of water, not by perfection itself elec-
trolyser,  by perfection of a source of its feed. 

 
 18.4. Low-voltage  electrolysis of waters 

 
  Low-voltage process electrolysis of  water is known since times Faraday. It is widely 
used in the modern industry. A working voltage between the anode and the cathode of electro-
lyser is the voltage 1.6-2.3 Volt, and force of a current reaches tens and hundreds amperes. Ac-
cording to law of Faraday, expenses of energy for reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen in 
this case make about 4 kWh/ 3m  [199]. The minimal voltage at which process of electrolysis of 
water begins, is equal 1.23 V [242]. 
          Last years interest to hydrogen power grows. It speaks that hydrogen is the inexhaustible 
and non-polluting energy carrier. However realization of these qualities restrains the big ex-
penses of energy for its reception from water. The problem of reduction of expenses of energy on 
reception of hydrogen from water is solved by many laboratories of the world, but essential re-
sults are not present. Meanwhile in the Nature there is an economical process of decomposition 
of molecules of water on hydrogen and oxygen. It proceeds at photosynthesis. Thus atoms of hy-
drogen are separated from molecules of water and used as connecting parts at formation of or-
ganic molecules, and oxygen leaves in an atmosphere.  
  It is known, that at photosynthesis carbonic gas 2CO  is absorbed. It is considered, that 
carbon C  of a molecule 2CO  goes on construction of cages of plants, and oxygen 2O  is allo-
cated [46]. Now we have bases to doubt of it and to assume, that the molecule 2CO  is entirely 
used on construction of cages of plants. Oxygen is allocated with molecules of water, and atoms 
of hydrogen of molecules of water are used as connecting parts of molecules of which cages of 
plants are under construction.  
            There is a question: and whether it is impossible to simulate electrolytic process of de-
composition of water on hydrogen and oxygen which goes at photosynthesis? 
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Fig. 230. The circuit of a molecule of water: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 - numbers electrons of atom of oxy-
gen; 21, PP  - nucleus of atoms of hydrogen (protons); e1 and e2  - numbers of electrons of atoms of 

hydrogen 
 
     The analysis of structure of a molecule of water (fig. 230), developed by us, shows an oppor-
tunity electrolysis of  water at the minimal current. On fig. 230 the circuit of a molecule of water 
with energies is submitted to connection between atoms of hydrogen and oxygen in conditions 
when the molecule of water is in the neutral environment, without ions of alkali or an acid, and 
also without electric potential which would act on such ions.  
          Protons of atoms of hydrogen in molecules of water can incorporate among themselves 
and form clusters. In result in a circuit of cluster the molecule of ortohydrogen  is formed (fig. 
231).    
 

 
 

Fig. 231. The circuit of formation ortohydrogen: а) and b) circuits of molecules of water; с) or-
tohydrogen 

 
        There is a question: and whether it is impossible to allocate this molecule from such 
ckuster? Energy of connection between two protons of atoms of hydrogen in two molecules of 
the water, equal 0.485 eV, is determined from a condition of break of this connection at evapora-
tion of molecules of water. It is less of energy than  energy connection (1.48 eV) between elec-
trons of atom of oxygen and atom of hydrogen. Certainly, cluster from two molecules of water 
on fig. 231 has on the ends protons that means, that such cluster can be guided in an electric field 
only in a direction of the cathode. That is why pure distilled water has indefinitely big resistance 
and does not carry out an electric current. If in water there are ions, for example, an ion −ОН it 
can be generated cluster with different charges on the ends. Such cluster will be guided in an 
electric field between the anode and the cathode (fig. 232). 
  On fig. 232 the anode at the left, and the cathode on the right is shown. Proton Р of atom 
of hydrogen in a molecule of water is focused to the cathode, and other proton of this molecule 
incorporates to a proton of an ion 

−OH (at the left). In result the chain from which right side the 
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molecule of water OH 2  is located, at the left - an ion −OH (fig. 232, а), and in the center - a 
molecule ortohydrogen 2H  (fig. 232, a, b) is formed cluster.   

      Let's pay attention to that axial electron of atom of oxygen and six ring electrons an ion 
−OH  are drawn to 

the anode simultaneously (fig. 232, a at the left). The electrostatic forces drawing six ring electrons to the anode, de-
form an electrostatic field so, that axial electron comes nearer to a nucleus of atom of oxygen, and six ring electrons 
leave from a nucleus of atom. In this case energy of connection between protons and electrons in the molecule of 
hydrogen generated thus are distributed so, that energy of connection between atoms of hydrogen in its molecule in-
creases up to 4.53 eV, and between electrons of atoms of oxygen in ions −OH  and electrons of atoms of hydrogen 
become equal to zero and the molecule of hydrogen is allocated from cluster’s chains. Two atoms of oxygen form its 
molecule, and it also is allocated.  
 

 
 

Fig. 232. The circuit of process low-current  electrolysis 
 

  Thus, in electrolytic solution under action of an electrostatic field are formed complex 
cluster’s chains with strict orientation between the anode and the cathode [200]. Under action of 
an electric field the cluster’s chain is extended, simultaneously change also energy of connection 
between elements of such chain. If we shall take for a basis results of the experiment resulted on 
fig. 232, and the minimal energy (≈4 W) at which there is a process of electrolysis is resulted to 
energy of connection (0.17 eV) between electrons of ion −ОН  in a chain (fig. 232, а) and mole-
cules of water, appears about 0.17 eV. Two such connections give energy 0.34 eV, that there is 
less than energy 0.485 eV at which cluster from two molecules it is broken off at evaporation of 
molecules of water. Besides formation of a molecule ortohydrogen increases energy of connec-
tion between atoms of hydrogen with 0.485 eV up to 4.53 eV. Energy of connection 0.17 eV 
(fig. 232, а) decrease up to zero (fig. 232, b) and the generated molecule orohydrogen appears 
free.  

Certainly, it is the simplified circuit. At more complex process probably formation of molecules of peroxide of 
hydrogen before formation of a molecule of oxygen. In this results the slightest infringement of an optimum combi-
nation of parameters of process of electrolysis.  
         Let's consider now the reactions proceeding at the anode. It is known, that the ion hydroxyl 
(fig. 187, а), having a negative charge −OH , goes to the anode (fig. 232, а). Two ions of hy-
droxyl, giving on one electron to the anode and, incorporating, with each other, form peroxide of 
hydrogen 22OH (fig. 232, b).  
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  It is known, that process of formation of peroxide of hydrogen endotermic, and mole-
cules of oxygen - exotermic. At reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen process of formation 
of peroxide of hydrogen absorbs 22.32х109.00=2432.88 kJ. By virtue of it even at plasmoelec-
trolytic process the temperature of a solution in a zone of the anode remains low.  
  If there was a process of synthesis of molecules of oxygen at reception of one cubic me-
tre of hydrogen in a zone of the anode it would be allocated 22.32х495.00=11048.40 kJ. Sub-
tracting from this size the energy absorbed at synthesis of peroxide of hydrogen, we shall receive 
11048.40-2432.88=8615.52 kJ. Putting this energy with energy of synthesis of molecules of hy-
drogen 19463.00 kJ, we shall receive 28078.52 kJ. In this case the common parameter of thermal 
power efficiency 0K  should be such 0K =28078.52/14400=1.95. As in a reality of this energy is 
not present, this fact confirms a hypothesis about absence of process of synthesis of molecules of 
hydrogen in a zone of the cathode and molecules of oxygen in a zone of the anode at low-voltage 
electrolysis. A molecule of hydrogen (fig. 231, с) and a molecule of oxygen (fig. 232, b) are 
formed in cluster’s chains before their allocation in a free condition, therefore and is not gener-
ated energy of their synthesis. 
  After transfer by two ions of hydroxyl two electrons to the anode (fig. 232, а) is formed a 
molecule of peroxide of hydrogen (fig. 232, b) which, breaking up, forms a molecule of oxygen 
(fig. 232, с) and two atoms of hydrogen; the last, incorporating with ions hydroxyl, form two 
molecules of water (fig. 232, d, e). In view of it chemical reaction in a zone of the anode will be 
written down so 

                                 .2224 2222 OHOOHOHeOH +→+→− −−                             (487) 
 

18.5. Experimental check of a hypothesis low-current electrolysis of water 

 Search of conditions of modelling of process of decomposition of water on hydrogen and oxygen which goes at 
photosynthesis, has led to  a simple design of a cell (fig. 233).  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 233. Low-current  electrolyser (the Patent № 2227817) 

 
Appeared, that process electrolysis can proceed at a voltage 1.5-2.0 V  between the anode and the cathode and to 

force of a current 0.02 A. That is why this process is named low-curent. 
            First of all, we shall note, that a material of the anode and the cathode one – steel that ex-
cludes an opportunity of formation of a galvanic cell. Nevertheless, on electrodes of a cell there 
is a potential difference about 0.1V at full absence эelectrolytic solution in it. At the flood  a so-
lution the potential difference increases. Thus the positive sign on a charge always appears on 
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the top electrode, and negative – on bottom. If the source of a direct current generates pulses the 
output of gases increases. 
          Let's note especially an important point. The backlash between electrodes low-voltage 
electrolysis is commensurable with the size of bubbles of gas, therefore, rising upwards, bubbles 
of gas promote mechanical destruction of connections between atoms in molecules and clusters. 
On it as we have already shown, energy it is spent less, than for thermal destruction of these 
connections. Process low-current electrolysis can consist of two cycles, in one cycle electrolyser 
is included in an electric network, and in the friend - is switched off (tab. 64, 65).  
              Process of generating of gases is easily observed on an output formed bubbles . They 
continue to be allocated and after switching-off electrolyser from a network. Certainly, after 
switching-off electrolyser from a network intensity of an output of gases decreases, but does not 
stop within many hours. It convincingly proves that fact, that electrolysis the account of a poten-
tial difference on electrodes follows.  
  Allocation of gases after switching-off electrolyser from a network for a long time 
proves that fact, that formation of molecules of oxygen and hydrogen goes without electrons, let 
out by the cathode, that is for the account electrons the molecule of water.  
  As the laboratory model of a cell low-current electrolyser generates a small amount of 
gases the most reliable method of definition of their quantity is the method of definition of 
change of weight of a solution during experience and the subsequent calculation of allocated hy-
drogen and oxygen. 
  For the further calculations it is necessary to have the information on density of hydro-
gen at various temperature. It is submitted in tab. 63 [242].   
 

Table 63. Density of hydrogen at different temperature 
 

Temperature, C Density, gr./litre 
0.0 0.0896 
20.0 0.0846 
25.0 0.0814 
100.0 0.0661 
500.0 0.0317 

 
 Let's accept the density corresponding 020 With and equal 0.0846 gr./l. 

  It is known, that the gram atom is numerically equal to nuclear mass of substance, and a 
gramme - molecule – to molecular mass of substance. For example, the gramme - molecule of 
hydrogen in a molecule of water is equal to two grammes, and a gram atom of atom of oxygen – 
to 16 grammes. The gramme - molecule of water is equal to 18 grammes. As the mass of hydro-
gen in a molecule of water makes 2х100/18=11.11 %, and mass of oxygen – 16х100/18=88.89 
% the same ratio of hydrogen and oxygen contains in one litre of water. It means, that 1000 
grammes of water contain 111.11 gramme of hydrogen and 888.89 gramme of oxygen. 

One litre of hydrogen weighs 0.0846 gr., and one litre of oxygen-1.47 gr. It means, that 
from one litre of water it is possible to receive 111.11/0.0846=1313.36 litre of hydrogen and 
888.89/1.47=604.69 litre of oxygen. This implies, that one gramme of water contains 1.31 litres 
of hydrogen [210].  

Expenses of the electric power for reception of 1000 litres of hydrogen now make 4 kWh, 
and on one litre – 4 Wh. As from one gramme of water it is possible to receive 1.31 litres of hy-
drogen for reception of hydrogen from one gramme of water it is now spent 1.31х4=5.25 Wh.   

 
Tools and the equipment, used at experiment 

 
Special experimental low-current electrolyser (fig. 233); voltmeter M2004 of a class of 

accuracy 0.2 (GOST 8711-78); ammeter M20015 of a class of accuracy 0.2 (GOST 8711-60); 
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electronic balance with the price of division of 0.01 grammes; a stop watch with the price of di-
vision 0.1s; electronic oscillograph ASK-2022.  

In tab. 64 results of work of laboratory model electrolyser are submitted at a feed by the 
straightened current without pulses. 

Table 64. 
Parameters The sum 

1 – operation time electrolyser, included in a network, in six cycles τ, min. 6x30=180.0 
2 – indications of the voltmeter V,  3.750 
3 – indications of the ammeter I, А 0.022 
4 –  power consumption (P=VxIxτ/60), Wh 0.247 
5 – operation time electrolyser, switched - off from a network, for six cycles, min. 6x30=180.0 
6 – change of mass of a solution m, gr 0.45 
7 –  mass exhalation  of water m’, gr 0.01x6=0.06 
8 – mass of water across  in gases m’’=m-m’, gr 0.39 
9 –  power consumption on gramme of water, passing in gases P’=P/m’’, Wh/gr water 0.63 
10 –existing power consumption on gramme of the water passing in gases  P’’, Wh/gr. of water 5.25 
11 – reduction of a power consumption by reception of hydrogen from water  K=P’’/P’, times 8,33 
12- quantity of allocated hydrogen  ∆М=0.39x1.23x0.09=0.043, gr 0.043 
13 – energy content of the received hydrogen  (Е=0.043х142/3.6) =1.70, Wh 1.70 
14-power efficiency of process electrolysis of water (Eх100/P), % 688.3 
 
           In tab. 65 results of experiment are submitted at a feed electrolyser by pulses of the 
straightened voltage and a current (fig. 234-237). 
Table 65. Parameters of electrolysis of water 
 

Parameters The sum 
1 – operation time electrolyser, included in a network, in six cycles τ, min. 6x10=60,0 
2 – indications of the voltmeter V;  11.4 
2’ – indications of an oscillograph V’; 0.40 
3 – indications of the ammeter I, А; 0.020 
3’ – indications of an oscillograph, I’, А; 0.01978 
4 –  power consumption   (P=VxIxτ/60), Wh;   0.228 
4’ – power consumption  (P’=V’xI’x τ/60) Wh; 0.0081 
5 – operation time electrolyser, switched - off from a network, for six cycles, min. 6x50=300.0 
6 – change of mass of a solution m, gr 060 
7 –  mass exhalation waters m’, gr 0.06 
8 – weight of water, passing in gases, m’’=m-m’, gr. 0.54 
9 –  power consumption on gramme of water, passing in gases, under indications of the 
voltmeter and the ammeter E=P/m’’, Wh/gr of water; 

 
0.420 

9’ –  power consumption on gramme of water, passing in gases, under indications of an 
oscillograph  E’=P’/m’’, Wh/gr; 

 
0.015 

10 –existing power consumption on gramme of the water passing in gases  E’’, Wh/gr. 
of water 

5.25 

11 – reduction of a power consumption by reception of hydrogen from water under 
indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter  K=E’’/P, times;  

 
23.03 

11’ – reduction of a power consumption by reception of hydrogen from water un-
der indications of an oscillograph  K’=E’’/P’, times; 

 
648.15 

12- quantity of allocated hydrogen ∆М=0.54x1.23x0.09=0.06, gr 0.06 
13 – energy content of  received hydrogen  (W=0.06х142/3.6) =2.36, Wh 2.36 
14-power efficiency of process electrolysis of water under indications of the voltme-
ter and the ammeter (Wх100/P), %;   

 
1035.1 

14’ - power efficiency of process electrolysis of water under indications of an oscil-
lograph  (Wх100/P’), %;   

 
29135.80 

             
        On fig. 234-238 oscillograms of a voltage and a current on an input in electrolyser are 
shown 
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Fig. 234. A voltage  

Fig. 235. A voltage 
 

Fig. 236. A voltage 
 
          On fig. 234 the oscillogram of a voltage is shown at frequency of pulses about 200Hz. 
Scale of record one for one. Pulses are not visible, as their amplitude is insignificant is small. 
Measurements show, that on the oscillogram the voltage about 13.5 Volt is fixed. The voltmeter 
showed at this time 11.4 V. 
          On fig. 235 the oscillogram of a voltage on an input in electrolyser in 1 second after its 
switching-off from a network is shown. Apparently, low-current electrolyser has a constant 
component of electric potential. It is extremely important fact explaining the reason of allocation 
of gases for a long time after switching-off electrolyser from a network. On fig. 236 the oscil-
logram of a voltage on an input in electrolyser in 3 seconds after its switching-off from a net-
work is shown. Oscillograms on fig. 235 and 236 show, that after switching-off electrolyser from 
a network there is a process of its discharge. We shall note especially, that the voltage, gradually 
decreasing, does not become equal to zero. It specifies that electrolyser is not only the condenser, 
but also a source of electric energy. 
  Apparently, during the initial moment after switching-off electrolyser from a network 
(fig. 234) at it remains the potential close to potential of a network which was formed at charge 
of electrolyser during its inclusion in a network and adjustment for the set operating mode. We 
shall especially emphasize, that the current in process charging  was in some times more than its 
working size 0.02А. 
  In 3 seconds after switching-off of a network (fig. 236) the potential on an input in elec-
trolyser decreases with 11.4 V up to 8 V, approximately. On the oscillogram (fig. 234) pulses of 
a voltage are not visible because their amplitude is insignificant is small. If to increase scale (to 
write down with an open input) pulses look so (fig. 237 and 238). 
     Results of processing of oscillograms of a voltage (fig. 237 and 238). Taking into account the 
scale factor equal 10, we shall find average value of amplitude of pulses of a voltage ICU ' = 
[(0.20+0.24+0.12+0.10+0.30+0.18+0.16+012+030 + 0.24+0.30)/11] x10=2.05 V. 
The period of pulses Т = (24х2)/10=4.8 ms. 
Duration of pulses τ = (2х1.45)/10=0.29ms. 
Frequency of pulses f = (1/0.001x4.8) =208.3 Hz. 
Porosity of pulses S =4.8/0.29=16.55. 
Factor of filling Z =0.5/16.55=0.0302 
 

 

 
Fig. 237. A voltage 

 
Fig. 238. A voltage 
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        Equivalent average component of pulses of the voltage, designed under indications of an 
oscillograph СU =2.05х0.0302=0.062 V.Voltmetr at this time showed 11.4 V. 
         Thus, there are bases to believe, that low-current electrolyser possesses properties of the 
condenser and a source of an electricity simultaneously. Having charged in the beginning, it is 
gradually unloaded under action electrolytic  processes proceeding in it. The quantity of electric 
energy generated by it appears insufficient to support process electrolysis, and it is gradually 
unloaded. If it to recharge the pulses of a voltage compensating a power consumption, a charge 
electrolyser as condenser, will remain to constants, and process of electrolysis - stable.  
  The size of the potential necessary for indemnification of discharge electrolyser, is fixed 
on oscillograms fig. 237 and 238. It would seem, that this size and should be used at calculation 
of expenses of energy on reception of hydrogen from water at it low-current electrolysis.  
  However, the further researches have shown, that the described procedure of additional 
charge of a cell is not sold, as even the independent power supply what is magneto, the size of a 
voltage which recharges a cell generates pulses with full amplitude 11.40+2.05=13.45 V., there 
is equal 13.45х0.03=0.40 V. A power thus appears equal 0.40х0.02=0.008 W. However, it not 
limiting size as process of electrolysis can go and without the power supply. 
  So, under indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter power of the power supply of 
laboratory model low-current electrolyser makes .228.04.1102.0 WUIP =⋅=⋅=  However, the analy-
sis of oscillograms shows, that this power is necessary only for start of electrolyser in work. Af-
ter start when it will be charged, power for its additional charge makes 

WUIP 008.040.002.0 =⋅=⋅= , that is in 28 times there is less (tab. 65).  
  The presence of a constant component of electric potential on an input in electrolyser 
shows, that for calculation of expenses of energy on process of electrolysis it is necessary to use 
not indications of the voltmeter, and the indications of an oscillograph recording full potential of 
additional charge electrolyser, the following from the oscillograms submitted on fig. 237 and 
238. it is quite natural, that the specified effect is realized only at use magneto as the power sup-
ply such electrolyser. 
          On fig. 239 and 240 oscillograms of a current when the power supply of electrolyser gen-
erated pulses with frequency about 200Hz are shown. Results of processing of oscillograms of a 
current (fig. 239 and 240).  
        Taking into account the scale factor equal 10, and resistance of the resistor 0.1 Ohm, we 
shall find average value of amplitude of pulses of a current. 

'
СI = {[(9.0+7.0+2.0+11.5+6.0+8.5+3.5+9.0+2.5+6.5/10] x10}/0.1=0.66 A. A current in a circuit 

of a feed of electrolyser СI =0.655х0.0302=0.01978А=0.02А. Indications of the ammeter – 
0.02А.  
 

 
Fig. 239. A current 

 
Fig. 240. A current 
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 Thus, the voltmeter shows size of a voltage charged electrolyser, as condenser which is 
gradually unloaded, and the full pulses of a voltage fixed by an oscillograph – size of its addi-
tional charge which characterizes the energy necessary for additional charge electrolyser. As a 
result of an expense of energy for reception of hydrogen from water at low-current electrolysis 
considerably decrease, if as an energy source to use the electromechanical generator of pulses. A 
substantiation of parameters of such generator – a uneasy problem. 
  

THE CONCLUSION 
 

  Theoretical and experimental proofs of existence of technology of considerably reducing 
expense of energy on reception of hydrogen from water are received. It gives strong reasons to 
believe, that low-current electrolysis of water is close it to electrolysis, proceeding at photosyn-
thesis.  

18.6. Water, as a source of electric energy 
 

Initial data 
 

 The theoretical and experimental researches show, that water is a source not only thermal 
energy and the energy made in hydrogen and oxygen, but also a source of electric energy. We 
shall recollect power of lightning discharges. They are a source of the electric energy generated 
from water in clouds. Now it is possible to tell, that we have closely come nearer to modelling 
and management of these categories in laboratory conditions. 
          On fig. 98 the circuit of a molecule of water with ten electrons is shown. We have named 
this structure the charged molecule of water [75], [99], [109]. It appears, that there is an opportu-
nity to separate from a molecule of water electron, belonging to one of the atoms of hydrogen 
connected with electron of atom of oxygen. The proton of atom of hydrogen in this case will in-
corporate with electron of atom of oxygen and a molecule of water, having lost one electron, be-
comes half charge  (fig. 100). 
  The quantity coulomb of electricity which is generated in one litre of water at loss by 
each molecule of water only one electron, will be equal to product of number Avagadro  on 
quantity of mole of molecules of water in one litre [109] 
 

 5.536070656.5596485 =⋅  Coulombs.                             (488) 
 
  Taking into account, that one ampere-hour makes 3600 coulomb an electricity, we find 
the minimal electric capacity of one litre of water 
 

  1.1489
3600

5.5360706
=  Ah.                                                (489) 

 
 The experimental researches also show, that at the certain modes plasma electrolysis of 
waters in elecrolytic solution the electric potential considerably exceeding potential, brought to a 
solution is formed. As a result of it in electrolytic solution the electric energy exceeding electric 
energy, entered in a solution [103] is generated. 
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Fig. 241. The circuit cluster from two molecules of water 
 
          The analysis energies between electrons and protons of atoms of hydrogen in cluster from 
two molecules of water (fig. 241) shows connection an opportunity of realization of various vari-
ants of break of these connections. In usual conditions connection A  between two protons 1P  
and 2P , belonging to atoms of hydrogen in a molecule of water is torn. Simultaneous break of 
connections B  is possible and C . In the latter case the molecule of hydrogen is allocated. Reali-
zation of this or that of variants of break of connections depends on temperature of environment 
in which there are molecules of water.  
  If, for example, molecules of water are in a vaporous condition in a cloud realization of 
break A  will lead to  formation in shape of positively charged molecules of water. In the other 
cloud, with other temperature, break of connections B  or C  and formation in a cloud negatively 
charged and ions −OH of which hydrogen is formed, oxygen and ozone is possible during a 
lightning discharge. 
         As realization of this or that variant of break of connections depends on temperature, that, 
knowing energy of connections, we can model this process and use it for reception of electric en-
ergy from water. 

18.7. Efficiency of fuel elements  
 

         Our researches show, an opportunity of significant reduction of expenses of energy on re-
ception of hydrogen from water. It will allow to use hydrogen and the oxygen received from wa-
ter for reception of electric energy. 
            It is now considered, that the basic consumer of hydrogen will be fuel elements. It is 
caused by that as a result of non-polluting process of connection of hydrogen with oxygen in a 
fuel element the most widespread non-polluting electric energy turns out. The main problem in 
this business – high cost of fuel elements.     

 Cost of the power made by a fuel element about 10 thousand of dollars of 1 kW. Cost of 
the power made by a petrol equivalent of 1 kW – 3-5 dollars. It – the main reason constraining 
transition to hydrogen power at the given stage of its development. As a whole,   Achievements 
in the field of development of fuel elements are significant.   
  The cell of a fuel element represents (fig. 242) power with two electrodes and a dividing 
membrane on which the catalyst (platinum) is put. To one electrode hydrogen, and to another – 
oxygen moves. The catalyst divides molecules of hydrogen on electrons and protons. Protons 
will penetrate through a membrane into that half of capacity where there is an oxygen, and elec-
trons go in the electric network connected to an oxygen electrode. Here electrons and protons 
again incorporate and form atoms of hydrogen which incorporate to oxygen and form water.  
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Fig. 242. The circuit of work твёрдотопливного an element 

 
           The more the catalyst will divide atoms of hydrogen into protons and electrons, the there 
is a process of synthesis of electric energy more effectively. However, calculations show (we 
have already resulted them), that modern catalysts divide on electrons and protons only about 0.6 
% of atoms of hydrogen. Actually it also is direct efficiency of a fuel element.  
             However, developers of fuel elements define efficiency of a fuel element on another. 
They divide the energy received with the help of hydrogen on energy, spent at reception of hy-
drogen from water. The indirect efficiency of a fuel element in this case turns out; it reaches 70 
% and more. Certainly, it is a quite good parameter, but it is necessary to mean, that 99.4 % of 
atoms of hydrogen in this case do not participate in formation of an electric current. The impor-
tant problem of developers of fuel elements – this implies increase in their direct efficiency 
       Efficiency of process of connection of hydrogen with oxygen in a fuel element and - forma-
tions of electric energy are investigated poorly. In the report [78] characteristics of one of fuel 
elements are resulted. At the charge of hydrogen it generates 2kg/hour 30 kWh electric energy. 
As one cubic metre of gaseous hydrogen weighs 90 in 2 kg of liquid hydrogen contains 
2/0.09=22.2 3m  gaseous hydrogen. Taking into account, that for reception of 1 3m  hydrogen the 
best industrial electrolysers spend 4 kWh and accepting this size of energy for 100 %, we receive 
power efficiency  of a fuel element 

%8.33
42.22

10030
=

⋅
⋅

.                                                        (490)  

 
           In a source of the information [79] it is informed, that efficiency of fuel elements of the 
third generation with firm electrolit is close to 50 % and that use of technology of fuel elements 
allows to raise efficiency on the electric power up to 75 %, and in view of developed them of 
heat - up to 90-95 % [109]. 

Let's pay attention to the fact which remains unnoticed by experts on fuel elements. Effi-
ciency of fuel elements depends, first of all, on efficiency of use of electric opportunities of the 
hydrogen. If to take into account quantity of electrons, belonging to atoms of hydrogen and par-
ticipating in formation of electric energy of a fuel element efficiency of physical and chemical 
process of this element appears less than 1 %. We  shall carry out this calculation for the fuel ele-
ment described in the report [78]. It generates 30kWh the electric power at the charge of 2 kg 
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(2/0.09=22,.2) 3m liquid hydrogen at one o'clock. As mole gaseous hydrogen it is equal to 22.4 
litres for development 30 kWh electric energy should spend 22222.22/22.4=992.06 mole of mo-
lecular hydrogen [109].  

Let's remind, that the size equal to product of number Avogadro N = ⋅6 022 1023,  on a 
charge электрона 1910602.1 −− ⋅=e refers to as number Faraday Fa  . This size in coulomb on one 
mole substances is measured 

 
 9648510602.110022.6 1923 =⋅⋅⋅=⋅= −−eNFa  Coulomb/mole. 

 
If all protons 992.06 mole of molecular hydrogen will transfer the electrons in an electric 

network of a fuel element in result it will be generated 2.19143781896485206.992 =⋅⋅  coulomb 
an electricity. These are potential opportunities 22.2 3m  molecular hydrogen. How these oppor-
tunities are used by modern fuel elements? 

The considered fuel element works at a voltage of 100 Volt, therefore at development 
30kWh in its electric circuit the current 30000/100=300 Ah circulates. At 1 Ampere-hour are 
spent 3600 coulomb of  electricity, and at 300Ah – 1080000.0 coulombs. If potential quantity 
coulombs  of the electricity, contained in 22.2 3m  hydrogen (191437818.2 coulombs) to take for 
100 % the real quantity coulombs of an electricity generated by a fuel element, will make [109] 

 

%57.0
2.191437818

1000.1080000
=

⋅
                                                (491) 

              
Where the main reserves of increase of efficiency of fuel elements!  
The main reason very low (0.57 %) electric efficiency of a fuel element - submission in it 

of molecular hydrogen. There are all bases to hope, that a minimum tenfold increase in this effi-
ciency - business of the near future.  

To the experts engaged in researches of fuel elements, it is necessary to pay attention to 
importance of the analysis of the water received as a result of their work. We have already 
shown, that molecules of water can contain as all 10 electrons (the charged water, fig. 98), and 8 
electrons (the unloaded water, fig. 99). If water pure (without impurity) there should be a differ-
ence in weight of one litre of the charged and unloaded water which can be found out easily. The 
more in the water formed after work of a fuel element, the unloaded molecules, the power oppor-
tunities of hydrogen are more effectively used in it. 

The resulted calculations show, that power opportunities of hydrogen in fuel elements are 
used while only approximately on 0.6 %. The increase in this parameter in 10 times will be 
equivalent to transition to hydrogen power in all spheres of human activity [41]. 

Where the main reserves of increase of efficiency of fuel elements! 
  the Japanese researchers, knowing results our theoretical and experimental researches 
and having unlimited financing, already realized process of reception of an electricity of water. 
Owning our information, they could pick up materials of electrodes which realize the described 
process not in a fuel element, and in electrolyser (fig. 243). 
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Fig. 243. A photo Japanese электролизёра receiving an electricity from water 
 

 The mysterious communication with Japanese, we have in detail described in the book  
«The History of scientific search and its results». 3 edition.  
http://kubagro.ru/science/prof.php?kanarev 
  Certainly, if we had regular and sufficient financing could reach the results received by 
Japanese, it has not taken place, therefore we express gratitude to the mysterious Japanese who 
has thoroughly supported us financially in a valiant time of reorganization disorders. 
  This technology was realized by Japanese company Genepax Co Ltd. The new fuel ele-
ments developed by the company, are named "Water Energy System” (WES).  
         At conference Genepax showed the fuel battery with target capacity of 120 Watt and fuel 
system with an output in 300 Watt. During demonstration 120 Watt the fuel element has been 
started in work as the water pump from the dry battery. After energy starts to be made by a fuel 
element, the system passes in a passive mode with the switched off water pump. 
         At the moment the fuel battery gives out on an output a voltage at 25-30.  In electrolyser 
are   about 40 fuel elements which generate till 0.5-0.7 V in everyone. Power density not less 
than 30mV/sm2. The platform on which in each element there is a reaction makes 10X10 sm. 
            Genepax initially planned to develop 500 Watt systems, but has experienced difficulties 
in maintenance with materials for МЕА, that has led to focussing on manufacture, first of all 300 
Watt systems. 
             In the future, the company plans to make one kWatt systems for use in houses and elec-
tropenalties. Instead of using only electric machines, the company suggests to use МЕА, as gen-
erators for charge the second battery during driving. 
  Certainly, initial achievements of Japanese look while modestly if to take into account, 
that the branch from each molecule of water of one electron allows to receive from each liter of 
water 1489.1 Ah. At usual automobile accumulators the average size of this parameter is equal 
60 Ah. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

19. ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON THE MICROCOSM 
 

19.1. Elements of the theory of scientific knowledge 
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1. What problem is considered central in the theory of knowledge? The central problem of the theory of knowl-
edge is the problem of connection of semantic capacity of concepts which we use, with accuracy of the information 
received with the help of these concepts. 
2. How accuracy of our knowledge depends on semantic capacity of used concepts? The less semantic capacity 
of the concepts used by us in discussions and during knowledge, the more easy our brain finds more exact decision. 
3. Why the semantic capacity of concepts is criterion of accuracy of our knowledge? Because accuracy of defi-
nition of concepts which we use, depends on their semantic capacity. The more semantic capacity of concept, the is 
more difficult to give it unequivocal definition. At absence of precise definition of concept its semantic capacity ap-
pears different at different people. As complicates not only process of knowledge, but also mutual understanding. 
4. If the semantic capacity of concepts is criterion of accuracy in reflection of essence of analyzed process or 
the phenomenon, whether that is possible to use this criterion for ranging accuracy of sciences? This criterion 
functions besides our will.  
5. What science is considered the most exact and why? It is known, that the exact science considers mathematics 
as it uses concepts with small semantic capacity, such, for example, as: a point, a line, a triangle, a circle, number, a 
sign, etc. It is easy for Such concepts to give unequivocal definitions and thus to provide identical understanding of 
their sense with everyone who uses such concepts. 
6. What science takes the second place on accuracy of the information received by it? The second place on ac-
curacy of the received scientific information the physics, as mathematics – occupies the main tool of reception of 
physical knowledge. 
7. What place in this number(line) is occupied with philosophy? The philosophy operates with the most capa-
cious concepts: a matter, a life, consciousness, the universe behavior, sociology, etc. The Majority of these concepts 
cannot give unequivocal definition, therefore in a head of everyone who uses these concepts, the representations 
about their semantic capacity. Therefore philosophers hardly understand the colleagues. 
 8. What place in it I build the religion occupies? If not to discuss its sacred functions of formation of qualities 
which distinguish the person from an animal it together with philosophy closes build applicants for accuracy of 
knowledge. 
9. What is the main criterion of reliability of exact scientific knowledge? The history of a science has already 
convincingly proved, that the main criterion in an estimation of reliability of scientific knowledge are axioms. 
10. How the concept an axiom is defined? An axiom - the obvious statement which is not demanding experimental 
check and not having exceptions. For example, the statement: the space absolutely is axiomatic as in the Nature 
there are no such phenomena which could compress space, stretch or drag out or bend it. Is not present neither prac-
tical, nor the scientific facts of compression, a stretching or a curvature of space, therefore at on there are all bases to 
consider its absolute. 
11. Than the axiomatic statement differs from the postulated statement? An axiom – the obvious statement 
which is not demanding experimental check and not having exceptions. The postulate – the unevident statement, 
which reliability is proved only experimentally or follows from experiments. 
12. Why the science till now has no coordinated definition of concepts an axiom and a postulate? Because the 
scientific community yet has not realized, that other criteria for an estimation of connection of results of scientific 
researches with a reality, except for axioms and postulates, does not exist. Now definitions are given to these con-
cepts and time when the scientific community will be compelled to give to them the obligatory judicial status similar 
to the status of system of SI will come. 
13. Why scientists till now have not established the main scientific concepts and did not range them on a sig-
nificance value for scientific researches? Because did not give value of necessity of precise definition of initial 
scientific concepts on which all theoretical proofs and interpretations of results of experiments are under construc-
tion. 
14. What axioms follow from the main scientific concepts and what their role in scientific researches? The 
space is absolute; time is absolute; space a matter and time – the main independent and inseparable elements of the 
Universe. These are the first fundamental axioms of Natural sciences. 
15. What axiom plays a leaging role in an estimation of reliability of mathematical theories? An axiom of unity 
of space, a matter and time – the main axiom of Natural sciences. There are bases to name it briefly an axiom of 
Unity. 
16. Why till now there is no international agreement between scientists about necessity to use an axiom and 
postulates for an estimation of connection with a reality of existing and new physical and chemical theories? 
Because the world scientific community yet has not realized necessity of it. 
17. Whether value of an axiom depends on its recognition scientific community? No, does not depend. An 
axiom – absolute criterion of an estimation of connection with a reality of results of scientific researches. It exists 
eternally and selectors of scientific true do not have any opportunity to change its judicial functions.  
18. What criteria define value of a postulate? As the postulate is generalization of results of the experiments spent 
by scientists at different scientists results can appear different. When the majority of scientists is received with iden-
tical results of experiment which do not contradict any axiom it creates conditions for a recognition of correctness of 
such postulate the international scientific community. However, new scientific results can contradict the conven-
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tional postulate that creates conditions for its revision: specifications, restrictions of a scope or exception of the list 
of criteria for an estimation of reliability of results of scientific researches.  
19. What role the axiom of Unity of space – mater –time  in development of the exact sciences will play? The 
axiom of Unity – has no competitors in the importance for the scientific analysis of the world surrounding us. Iit ex-
ists eternally and will not lose the force after destruction of a civilization in one any part of the universe. Any civili-
zation in the development inevitable  comes and will come to necessity to use axioms of Unity in knowledge of the 
world. 
20. Who has made the first the first fundamental generalization of scientists in the exact sciences on which 
they are based till now? Euclid the first has formulated geometrical both mathematical postulates and axioms, hav-
ing generalized in them of the knowledge which has been saved up by then (III century up to Christmas Christ). 
They were the base of the exact sciences. 
21. Who has made the second fundamental generalization of scientists in the exact sciences which result was 
technical revolution? Newton also has paid the big attention to definition of scientific concepts which he used for 
the analysis of processes of movement and interaction of  Technical revolution which witnesses we are, - result of 
realization, first of all, laws of Newton. It is already established, that laws of Newton work in a microcosm as suc-
cessfully, as well as in a macrocosm. 
22. Why by the end of XX century development of the physical and chemical theories, capable to describe all 
variety of behavior of the microcosm opened by experimenters was sharply braked? Because the aspiration to 
search of the reasons of contradictions in fundamental sciences was suppressed. To recollect the notorious decision 
of presidium of the Academy of sciences of the USSR on an interdiction of criticism of theories of a relativity of A. 
Einstein enough. This was promoted by erroneous decisions of the Nobel committee which was given out to the 
premium for erroneous results of scientific researches. The authority of the Nobel Prize protected erroneous results 
from criticism and thus scientific progress braked. Similar function was executed by the pseudoscientific committee 
created by presidium of the Russian Academy of Science. 
23. Whether there is a necessity for the third fundamental generalization for the exact sciences and for what 
the essence of this generalization should consist? Necessity of the third generalization for fundamental sciences 
has already ripened. The essence of it will consist in ordering the laws managing behavior of inhabitants of a micro-
cosm. The base of this generalization will be an axiom of Unity of space, a matter and time. 
24. Whether Lorentz's transformations contradict an axiom of Unity? Lorentz's transformations contradict an 
axiom of Unity obviously, unequivocally and is incontestable. 
25. Whether it is possible to count Lorentz's transformations by a theoretical virus? Lorentz's transformations 
have all attributes peculiar to destructive functions of viruses. They have destroyed theoretical logic of classical sci-
ences, therefore there are all bases to consider their theoretical virus. 
26. Whether there are proofs to this? Importance of correct understanding of the answer to this question so is 
great for each researcher, that we consider necessary to furnish repeatedly a summary of this proof. 
  The classical theory of a relativity has appeared for a long time. In the greatest contribution to its creation 
have brought Galileo and Newton. It is based on transformations Galilee and successfully solves the primary goals 
connected to activity of the person. However, in the beginning of XX century theoretical results which limited a 
scope of laws of the classical theory of a relativity to speeds considerably smaller speeds of light of 300000 km/s 
have been received. This fundamental consequence follows from Lorentz's transformations which  appeared in the 
base of the Special theory of a relativity (STR), developed by A. Einstein. Experimental data which ostensibly con-
firm reliability STR were found also. However these data had no unequivocal interpretation of their reliability, 
therefore STR has been subjected to criticism from the moment of its birth. Now this criticism has reached apogee 
and proofs of an inaccuracy STR have appeared. In what their essence?  
  On fig. 244, a the circuit of parallel movement of mobile system of readout X'O'Y ’ concerning motionless 
XOY with speed V is shown. Coordinate of a point K, located in on axis O'X ’ mobile system of readout, and time 
current in motionless t and mobile t ’ systems of readout are connected by dependences: 
 
 

               Vtxx −='  ;                                                           (493) 
 
 

            tt =' .                                                                   (494) 
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а)  

b)  
 

Fig. 244. а) - the circuit to the analysis of transformations Galilee;  
b) - the circuit to the analysis of transformations of Lorentz 

 
  Transformations Galilee (493) and (494) work in Euclid’s space and are based on representations about 
space and time, as absolute characteristics of a universe, that is on axioms: the space is absolute also time absolute. 
It means, that in the Nature there are no such phenomena which could, stretch,  drag out, compress, bend or braid 
space. Is not present as well the phenomena which could accelerate or slow down rate of current of time. There is no 
such condition when space, a matter and time – basic elements of a universe would exist in the divided condition. 
  However, Lorentz not knowing it, has found, that transition from mobile system of readout X'O'Y ’ in mo-
tionless XOY is connected to speed of light With dependences which obviously contradict an axiom of Unity of 
space, matters and time (fig. 244, b): 
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From a ratio (495) implicitly follows, that with increase in speed V the size of a spatial interval x ’ decreases, 

that is not corresponds to a relativity of space. Similar consequence follows and from a ratio (496). At increase V the 
size t ’ also decreases, that is interpreted, as reduction of rate of current of time (fig. 244, b) or - a relativity of time.  

        So representation about a relativity of space and time was generated and paradoxical consequences have 
appeared. One of them has gone down to history of a science, as paradox of twins. Its essence that if from two 
brothers of twins one remain on the Earth, and the second will go to space travel on a rocket with a speed close by 
the speed of light from the formula (496) follows, that rate of current of time on a rocket will be slowed down also 
its passenger will grow old more slowly. On the Earth rate of current of time will not change and, the come back 
space traveller will meet the terrestrial brother the very old man. That the majority of physicists of XX century 
trusted in this fairy tale is surprising, ignoring its contradiction to common sense. 

  Return to common sense appeared hard. Almost hundred years left on finding the criterion proving reli-
ability or an inaccuracy STR. The main requirement to this criterion – its full independence of the person. It is 
known, that such properties axioms possess. In result appeared, that scientists have not noticed for a long time an ex-
isting axiom of Unity of space of a matter and time. It unequivocally follows that space, the matter and time, being 
primary elements of a universe, possess the main properties: independence from each other and inseparability. They 
always exist together. In the Nature there is no such condition where there would be no space, and the matter would 
exist or there would be no neither spaces, nor a matter, and time would flow. This implies, that we have no right to 
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take some information from mathematical formulas in which the space and time are shared. And in fact it – the main 
property of transformations of Lorentz (495) and (496). 

  Apparently, in transformations (495) and (496) Lorentzs the spatial interval x ’, located in mobile system 
of readout, is separated from time t ’, current in this system. In reality such it does not happen. A changing spatial 
interval – always function of time. Therefore Lorentz's transformations describe not real, but a false relativity. 

Let's pay attention to that at the formula (495) there is a coordinate x ’ which is fixed in mobile system of read-
out (fig. 244, b), and in the formula (496) - only time t ’ which flows in same system of readout. Thus, in mathe-
matical formulas (495) and (496) changing size of a spatial interval x ’ in mobile system of readout is separated 
from time t ’, the readout current in this system.   

          Now we know, that in reality to separate space from time it is impossible, therefore the specified equations 
cannot be analyzed separately from each other. The information received from transformations of Lorentz (495) and 
(496), will correspond to a reality only in that case when they will look like in which the coordinate x ’ will be func-
tion of time t ’. For this purpose we shall divide the first Lorent’s transformation (457) into its second transformation 
(458) and as a result we shall have 
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     Now the mathematical formula (497) reflects dependence of coordinate x ’ from time t ’. This 
implies, that the formula (497) works within the framework of the Axiom of Unity of space - 
matters - time, that is within the framework of reality. We shall pay attention that the matter 
(497) is present at the equation indirectly. Its role is carried out with speeds V and C. It is caused 
by that material objects can have speed only. 

On fig. 244, b it is visible, that x is a coordinate of position of a light signal in motionless sys-
tem of readout. It is equal to product of speed of movement of light C for a while t. If we shall 
substitute x=Ct in the resulted formula (497) we shall receive coordinate x '=Ct' which fixes po-
sition of a light signal in mobile system of readout. Where this signal is located? As we change 
coordinates x and x ’ at the moment of time t and t ’ it is located on conterminous axes OX and 
OX’, is more exact - in point K - a point of crossing of light sphere with two axes OX and OX ' 
(fig. 244, b). 

       The geometrical sense of transformations of Lorentz is very simple. In them are fixed: 
coordinate x ’ points K in mobile system of readout and its coordinate x in motionless system of 
readout (fig. 244, b). It - a point of crossing of light sphere with axes OX and OX ’. And all 
sense of transformations of Lorentz. Other information in these transformations is not pre-
sent, and they do not reflect any physical effects. 

          Important and that the resulted analysis of transformations of Lorentz gives to all 
mathematical symbols: x, x ’, t, t ’, V, C, included in these transformations, precise geometrical 
and physical sense. We shall look more closely(attentively) at fig. 244, b. When V aspires to C 
size x ’ really decreases. It is quite natural, that time t ’, necessary for a light signal to pass dis-
tance x ’ decreases also. It also is the reason of reduction of a spatial interval x ’ and rate of cur-
rent of time t ’, and occurrences of paradox of twins. If to lead Lorentz's transformations  to a 
kind corresponding to the Axiom of Unity of space – to a matter – to time all paradoxes disap-
pear.  
27. In what essence of the global contradiction between an axiom of unity of space and time on which the 
physics of XX century was based, and an axiom of Unity of space, a matter and time on which the physics of 
XXI century will be based? In the Nature in a condition of indissoluble unity there is the essence, space reflected 
in concepts, a matter and time. These of essence possess two important properties: they are detached from each 
other, but exist in common, they cannot be shared. The matter, for example, is independent of them from each other 
also  it is possible to remove from space only theoretically, as has made Mincovsky. But action it was not deliberate, 
but consequence of aspiration to search of the reasons of the contradictions which have collected at that time in a 
science. It is a pity, certainly, that the world scientific community so has easily agreed with Mincovsky and so for a 
long time concerned with trust to the scientific importance of his statement about unity only spaces and time (ex-
cepting a matter). 
28. Whether application in the exact sciences geometries of Lobachevsky and Mincovsky is possible? The ba-
sic data carrier in the exact sciences is rectilinearly moving photon. Property of a photon to move in space is recti-
linear at absence of external forces is reflected only in the axioms of geometry of Euclid asserting, that between two 
points it is possible to carry out only one direct line and that parallel straight lines are not crossed anywhere. Axioms 
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(now – postulates) geometry of Lobachevsky and Mincovsky do not reflect this specified property of a photon, 
therefore they deform all scientific results received with the help of photons. 
29. In what essence of an inaccuracy of geometry Mincovsky? The essence of an inaccuracy of geometry Min-
covsky consists that he, figuratively speaking, has written the equation of light sphere in the cartesian system of co-
ordinates, has transferred all members of this equation to one side from an equal-sign. In geometry Euclid in the 
empty side from an equal-sign in this case there is a zero. Mincovsky, has put instead of zero size which he has 
named an existential interval. Such procedure has automatically bended radius of light sphere. It meant, that light 
should move on curvilinear trajectories. Such result obviously contradicted supervision. It was necessary to formu-
late an elementary question: on what curve trajectory light from a far star to us goes? To that is curvature of this tra-
jectory equal?  
  Absence of answers to these elementary questions should guard researchers, But it did not happen. They 
have safely started to apply mathematical models of geometry of Moncovsky to the decision of physical problems. 
Inserting in mathematical models of this geometry a symbol of speed of light С , they forced light to move curvilin-
early. Certainly, such violence over the Nature probably only in the theory. Light continued to move to realities rec-
tilinearly, and Pseudoevclid  theories - to yield absurd results. Absence of answers to above resulted questions has 
not stopped also A. Einstein. He safely based the theories of a relativity on pseudoevclid’s t theories constructed in 
Psevdoevclide’s geometries. 
30. It is known, that A. Einshtein thoroughly criticized imperfection of the quantum mechanics basing on the 
probability  principle of the description of behavior of elementary particles. Whether his point of view was 
correct? Yes, here at us remains nothing how to recognize A.Einstein's correctness and his insight. Certainly, he 
was right. 
31. Whether A. Einstein's prediction for return of a principle of causality in quantum mechanics has come 
true? All subsequent questions and answers to them – the convincing proof of correctness of A. Einstein in this 
question. The principle of causality is returned not only in quantum mechanics, and in general in Natural sciences.  
32. In what essence of an inaccuracy of geometry of Lobachevsky? In axioms of Euclid asserting, that between 
two points it is possible to carry out only one straight line and that two parallel direct lines are not crossed anywhere, 
the main property of photons is incorporated – to move in space rectilinearly, therefore Lobachevsky's asserting, that 
parallel direct lines are crossed in infinity, automatically bent a trajectory of a photon. But the scientific community 
ignored it.  
33. Whether the axiom of Unity limits a scope of geometry Rieman? The axiom of Unity unequivocally limits a 
scope of geometry Rieman. It can be applied to the analysis of only those processes and the phenomena in which in-
terpretation there is no movement of photons. 
34. Whether it is possible in mathematical models of Rieman’s  geometry to use a mathematical symbol of 
speed of movement of a photon?  If the mathematical symbol of speed of movement of a photon С  reflects proc-
ess of movement of a photon which goes in space rectilinearly at absence of external forces it cannot be used in ge-
ometry of Rieman. Application of this symbol for the analysis of other phenomena demands the special analysis of 
conformity of results of  its   use to an axiom of Unity. 
35. Why process of development of fruitless physical theories till now is not stopped?   Because judicial 
functions of an axiom of Unity are not recognized yet world scientific community. As soon as it will take place, the 
useless charge of human intelligence will repeatedly decrease. 
36. Whether the axiom of Unity limits a scope of equations De Broil ,Shredinger and Maxwell? All these equa-
tions (26, 27, 37 - 40) contradict an axiom of Unity, that automatically limits area of their application.  
37. Whether the axiom of Unity limits a scope of private derivatives? 
  If private derivatives from functions, in which spatial intervals and time – independent variables the result 
of such differentiation contradicts an axiom of Unity undertake. 
  The axiom of Unity supposes use of private derivatives only for the analysis of those phenomena and proc-
esses in which the size of the spatial interval describing the phenomena varying in time and processes, does not de-
pend on time. For example, the forces working on a charge in an electric field, and a body possessing in weight, - in 
a gravitational field, depend only on distances between cooperating objects and do not depend on time. In this case it 
is possible to take private derivatives on the varying distance and on any parameter which depends on this distance. 
38. Whether the axiom of Unity supposes use of complex numbers for the analysis of the physical phenomena 
and processes? Complex numbers contradict an axiom of Unity and axioms of geometry of Euclid, therefore they 
do not have a place in the exact sciences. As the proof of reliability of this statement we shall result the decision of 
an example with the complex number, submitted to the American scientist. 
  Barry Mazur – the professor of the Harward university gives such decision of an example with complex 
number. 
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 Independent American scientist Jack Kuykendall shows an inaccuracy of this result. 
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39. What is understood as concept "microcosm"? The concept "microcosm" is understood as set of fundamental 
elementary particles and their interaction. 
40. What particles are considered fundamental? We count fundamental particles such formations as: a photon, a 
electron, a proton, a neutron, a nucleus, atom, a molecule and  a cluster. 
41. How for a long time the person started to study a microcosm? Attributes of the scientific analysis of behav-
ior of monasteries of a microcosm are reflected in works of ancient thinkers. Most fundamental of them is geometry 
of Euclid in which results of his scientific analysis of behavior of light are formulated. 

19.2. A photon 
 

1. In what kind Euclid has presented results of the scientific analysis of behavior of light? Axioms of Euclid 
that between two points it is possible to lead only one direct line and that direct parallel lines are not crossed any-
where - result of the analysis of behavior of rays of light. 
2. What theories of XX century are devoted to the analysis of behavior of light? The theories devoted to the 
analysis of behavior of light, many, but the most fundamental theories of XX century theories of a relativity of A. 
Einstein have been recognized. 
3. Why the criticism of theories of the Relativity of A. Einstein proceeds from the moment of their birth and 
till now their reliability is not established? Because theories of a relativity of A. Einstein are based on incorrect 
postulates from which the consequences contradicting to common sense and consequently, that proofs of their reli-
ability are based on wrongly interpretive results of experiments follow.  
          The aspiration of supporters of A. Einstein to base reliability of his theories of a relativity on his personal au-
thority appeared completely erroneous as true authority only absolutely independent judges which role in a science 
axioms – carry out only the obvious scientific statements which are not demanding experimental check and not hav-
ing exceptions own.  
         As soon as there were revealed judicial functions of the main axiom of Natural sciences, an axiom of Unity 
then both theories of a relativity of A. Einstein appeared in section of a history of a science among the creations not 
necessary to mankind. 
4. Why the science till now has not developed and has not established the conventional criterion for an esti-
mation of connection of any theories with a reality which would not depend on subjective opinion of any sci-
entist? The contradiction of theories of a relativity of A. Einstein to common sense has generated necessity of de-
velopment of absolute criterion for an estimation of connection of any theory with a reality. However, process of 
search of such criterion appeared long because its selectors were exposed to prosecution all over the world. Arrival 
of the Internet has put an end to this hidden lawlessness. In result the long-awaited independent judge of scientific 
disputes – an axiom of Unity also has appeared. 
5. What brings the information on the world surrounding us in our eyes? Photons of a light range (tab. 2, 3, 4). 
6. Who has named the elementary carrier of energy a photon? In scientific - the popular literature there is an in-
formation according to which this term was entered by A. Einstein. In the scientific literature affirms, that this term 
was entered by American physicist Hilbert Njuton Lewis. 
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7. Whether can perceive ability of our eyes the smallest details of the world surrounding us to be the indirect 
demonstration of localization  in space of carriers of these details? We do not pay attention to the most thin de-
tails of the visual information which we receive, observing the world surrounding us. It is brought in our eyes with 
photons of a light range, which length of a wave changes in an interval less than one order 
( m77 107.7...108.3 −− ⋅⋅≈λ ). The length of a wave of photons of all ranges changes in an interval, approximately, 15 
orders. As the radius of rotation of light photons, approximately, in 10000 times is less than millimeter the informa-
tion which they can bring in our eyes, is commensurable with this size, but our eye is capable to perceive only the 
tenth part of millimeter. At some animals sight is capable to perceive fineer details of world around. Thus, we live in 
the environment filled with incalculable quantity of moving photons. 
8. What electromagnetic structure of a photon? The photon has the electromagnetic structure consisting of 6 
parts, closed with each other on a circular contour. The most efficient model of a photon while appears model from 
6-ty electromagnetic fields diametrically located and closed with each other as radial rod magnets (fig. 12). Mag-
netic fields of a photon with electric fields whether or not – a question open are surrounded. Serviceability of model 
of a photon is kept, if it to represent as six magnetic fields closed with each other on a circular contour (fig. 14).  
            Isolation of model of a photon on a circular contour is conclusive. This isolation will consist from 6  parts 
which detailed structure should be specified still. The existing theory of a photon describes its geometrical parame-
ters, kinematics, dynamics and power, but there is no still a theory which would describe electrodynamics of a pho-
ton (fig. 12, 14). 
9. What sizes of area of space in which the photon is located? The photon of any radius is located in space with 
diameter of a circle, a little bit big two radiuses of a photon, in exact conformity with inequality of Heizenberg (79-
84). Its size is equal cross-section section to its radius or less than it. As photons of all ranges of a scale of electro-
magnetic radiations have the same structure areas of space in which photons of all ranges are located, changes in an 
interval, approximately, 15 orders (116-123). 
10. How key parameters of a photon refer to? Mass, the radius of rotation equal to length of a wave, frequency of 
linear fluctuations, angular frequency of rotation, speed of rectilinear movement, energy, amplitude of fluctuations 
of the center of mass of a photon, the attitude of district speed of rotation of the centers of mass of fields of a photon 
to their linear speed equal to speed of light. The photon has the spins, equal to Planck's  constant and enclosed to the 
center of mass of a photon perpendicularly planes of rotation which is simultaneously and a plane of its polarization 
(fig. 12, 14, 15, 17, 19). 
11. Speed of movement С  of a photon, its length of a wave λ  and frequency ν  are connected by dependence 

λν=C . Whether the photon – a wave, instead of a particle follows from this, what? No, does not follow, as 
in all set of experiments photons of all frequencies behave, as particles. 
12. How the mass of a photon m , length of its wave λ , radius of rotation r , linear frequency ν , constant 
Planck h , angular frequency ω  , amplitude of fluctuations A , the period of fluctuations T , speed of move-
ment С  and energy E are connected among themselves? These connections are reflected in formulas (41-84). 
13. In what interval change: mass, length of a wave and energy of photons? The information in formulas (116-
123). 
14. What law operates localization of photons in space? Product of mass m  of a photon on radius r  of its rota-
tion - size a constant for photons of all ranges of a scale of photon radiations constrmk =⋅=0 . 
15. To that is the constant of localization of a photon equal? 

constmkgrmk =⋅⋅=⋅= −42
0 102102541.2 . (54) 

16. What physical sense is incorporated in linear constmkgk =⋅⋅= −42
0 10210254.2    Localiza-

tions? If to consider, that a photon – a wave in a constant constmkgk =⋅⋅= −42
0 10210254.2  there is no physi-

cal sense. If the photon – the electromagnetic structure closed on a circular contour from dimension mkg ⋅  follows, 

that as a first approximation it represents a ring. In this case from constmkgk =⋅⋅= −42
0 10210254.2  automati-

cally follows, that with increase in mass m  of a ring its radius r  decreases  (54) and as a result there are bases to 
postulate the forces managing this process. Most probable of them are the centrifugal forces of inertia increasing ra-
dius of a ring, and electromagnetic or only the magnetic forces compressing a ring. 
17. Whether there is a moment of the forces rotating a photon? We shall pay attention that in technical system 
of units the constant of localization of a photon has physical sense of the moment of force. Occurrence of the con-
stant moment of the forces rotating a photon, is possible only in the event that vectors of the forces generating this 
moment, will not cross the geometrical center of model of a photon, that is - will be noncentral forces. 
          It is known, that if lines of action of forces on elements of a rotating body pass through an axis of its rotation 
such forces refer to central and their moments concerning an axis of rotation are equal to zero. However, the centers 
of mass of electromagnetic fields of a photon have different speeds, therefore there are bases to believe, that the 
magnetic substance which we name an ether, circulates between fields of a photon and its density depends on speed. 
As during each given moment of time of speed of the centers of mass of fields of a photon different, also mass at 
them different. In result the center of mass of a photon does not coincide with its geometrical center and there is a 
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moment rotating the center of mass concerning the geometrical center. It is quite natural, that such moment is 
formed by set not the central forces. 
18. What dimension Planck's 122 −⋅⋅→= smkgmh νλ constant has? Dimension of a constant of Planck has 
some equivalent names. In theoretical mechanics this dimension reflects process which name the moment of quan-
tity of movement or kinetic the moment, and in physics – the moment of a pulse or the angular moment (49).  
19. Whether Planck's νλ2mh =  constant in size vector is? Vector properties of a constant of Planck follow 
from its dimension automatically. They are brightly shown in structures of all elementary particles, is especial in 
structures of electron and a proton. In structure of electron vectors of a constant of Planck and the magnetic moment 
coincide, and in structure of a proton these vectors are opposite. Only in this case formation of atoms and molecules, 
the directions of which magnetic moments determined experimentally is provided, coincide with their theoretical di-
rections. 
20. What physical sense is incorporated in dimension of a constant of Planck 122 −⋅⋅→= smkgmh νλ ? 
Presence at Planck's constant of length of a wave λ  specifies that it describes wave process, and of dimension of a 
constant of Planck unequivocally follows, that it describes process of rotation. To get rid of this contradiction, Maks 
Planck postulated, that his constant describes quantum of the least action. It is quite natural, that the nature of this 
quantum and its action have remained unknown persons, and the world scientific community has reconciled to it, 
having ignored vector properties of a constant of Planck. 
21. What law operates a constancy of a constant of Planck? A constancy of a constant of Planck the fundamental 
law of classical physics operates, is more exact than classical mechanics – the law of preservation of the kinetic 
moment (the moment of quantity of movement, the moment of a pulse or the angular moment). It says: if the sum of 
the moments of the forces working on the rotating body, is equal to zero the kinetic  moment of this body remains to 
constants [2].  
22. What postulate needs to be formulated to remove the contradiction between process of rotation of a pho-
ton which follows from dimension of a constant of Planck, and in the length of  its wave λ which reflects its 
wave properties? The specified contradiction is authorized only under one condition: equality between lengths of 
waves and radiuses of rotation of those electromagnetic formations which behavior fixed experimentally, is de-
scribed with the help of a constant of Planck. 
23. What physical sense is incorporated in the dimension of a constant of Planck containing radius r  of rota-
tion instead of length of a wave λ  ( 122 −⋅⋅→= smkgmrh ν )? If length of a wave λ  in terms of Planck's con-

stant to replace with radius r  it starts to describe a pulse of the moment of inertia 2mr  of a ring in the spatial inter-
val equal to radius of rotation of a ring (50). It is possible, if the structure of a photon has  the hexahedron form. 
24. If the mentioned above contradiction is eliminated at equality of length of a wave λ  of a photon to radius 
r  of its rotation what structure of a photon follows from this? One geometrical figure at which the radius of the 
described circle is equal to length of its party is known. It -  hexahedron. So all electromagnetic formations de-
scribed with the help of a constant of Planck, it is possible to count as a first approximation rings, and in the second 
- hexahedron. About the structure of a photon following from its theory, it is possible to present evolution of repre-
sentations, analyzing figures: 11, 12 and 14. Speed of movement of hexahedron the various sizes on an inclined 
plane is constant (tab. 1). 
25. Why speed of photons of all ranges same also is equal to speed of light С ? From constants 

constrmrmmh =⋅=⋅== νλνλνλ2 ; constrmmk =⋅=⋅= λ0  the constancy of speed of light 

constrvC =⋅=⋅= νλ automatically follows.  
26. Whether there are the mechanical models simulating physical sense, incorporated in a constant 

constrvC =⋅=⋅= νλ ? As Planck's 122 −⋅⋅→= smkgmrh ν constant, represents set of mechanical sizes it 
is quite natural that there should be the mechanical model showing as the specified set works at its movement. Such 
model is hexahedron. At rolling on an inclined plane at such model the pulse of the moment of inertia 2mr  in an in-
terval of turn of model on everyone 060  is obviously shown and the constancy of speed V  at hexahedron with dif-
ferent sizes constVr ==ν  (tab. 5) is observed 

27. As h  - a pure mechanical constant and it enters almost into all mathematical models describing behavior 
of inhabitants of a microcosm, whether it is possible to explain that popularly how it works? If you looked on 
TV of competition on figure skating easily recollect how the figure skater changes speed of the rotation concerning 
an axis which are taking place lengthways his bodies. In the beginning he rotates at the hands dissolved in the sides 
with small angular speed. Then he presses hands to a breast or lifts them vertically upwards and rotation of him is 
sharply accelerated. Then, if hands will dissolve in the sides angular speed of rotation of him again decreases. The 
phenomenon it copes one of the most fundamental laws of the Nature - the law of preservation of the kinetic mo-
ment or the moment of a pulse. It says: if the sum of the moments of the external forces working on the rotating 
body, is equal to zero the kinetic moment (the moment of a pulse) remains to constants on size and a direction 
[101]. 
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         The essence of display of the law of preservation of the kinetic moment (the moment of a pulse) follows from 
the analysis of a constant of Planck. Look, as this law  is mathematicaly expressed: constmrh == ω2 . You at 
once have learned Planck's constant. In this constant the Nature also has put in pawn this law. It works in conditions 
of absence of external influence on a rotating body. If to consider rotation of the figure skater he, certainly, tests ex-
ternal influence. It is shown as the resistance created by air, and also as the forces of friction working on skates of 
the figure skater. So this law is shown here not in the pure state. But, nevertheless, small resistance of air and ice en-
able us to see display of this law.  
             And now look at above mentioned expression of a constant of Planck constmrh == ω2 . The mass m  
of the figure skater at the moment of rotation does not change. However distribution of this mass changes. When he 
plants hands they leave from an axis of his rotation and the moment of inertia 2mr  of the figure skater increases, as 
the size equal to mass of hands, increased on a square of distances 2r  of their centers of  mass from an axis of rota-
tion, grows. At once it is visible: that Planck's h  constant has remained a constant, speed of rotation ω  of the fig-
ure skater should decrease. When it (or she) approaches hands to an axis of the rotation you see that will take place 
with speed of rotation ω  at constmrh == ω2 . When the figure skater approaches hands to an axis of the rota-
tion the size 2mr  will decrease as the distance r for the centers of  mass of hands will decrease. That the size h  has 
remained a constant, speed ω  of rotation of the figure skater should increase. That we also notice. Certainly, if 
there was no resistance the figure skater could rotate eternally [101].  
28. Why energy of photons of all frequencies is defined under two formulas 2mCE =  and vhE ⋅= ? Be-
cause the photon makes at once three movements: rectilinear, rotary concerning the geometrical center and oscilla-
tory which during movement is transformed to wave movement of the center of  mass of a photon and all its struc-
ture (61-77, 86-91). 
29. At what quantity of electromagnetic fields of a photon power consumption of processes of  its rotation and 
rectilinear movement it is minimal? Power consumption of process of movement of a photon it is minimal only at 
six electromagnetic fields as only in this case the attitude of district speed of the centers of mass of its electromag-
netic fields to their forward speed is the closest to unit and it is equal 05.1//0 ==⋅== ανανω rrCrq  [26].  
30. Whether can carry out electromagnetic fields of a photon a role of its mass? A role of mass of a photon 
carry out its electromagnetic (fig. 12) or magnetic (fig. 14) fields. 
31. To that is the minimal length of a wave of a photon equal? The information in tables: 2, 3 and 4. 
32. To that is the maximal frequency of a photon equal? 
The information in tables: 2, 3 and 4. 
33. To that is the maximal mass of a photon equal? The information in table 3. 
34. To that is the maximal energy of a photon equal? The information in table 4. 
35. To that is the maximal length of a wave of a photon equal? Photons with the maximal length of a wave or ra-
dius of rotation form minimally possible temperature. It is considered, that its size about 0.05 K. The exact size is 
necessary to find value of this size still. The law of Wiens gives the maximal length of a wave of a photon  

mTCr 052.0056.0/10898.2/' 3
maxmax ≈⋅≈== −λ . 

36. To that is the minimal frequency of a photon equal?  
.1077.5052.0/10998.2 198

min
−⋅=⋅≈ sν  

37. To that is the minimal mass of a photon equal? kgmrkm 41
max0min 1025.4/ −⋅≈== . 

38. To that is the minimal energy of a photon equal? eVCmE 52
minmin 104.2 −⋅≈= . 

39. What forces locate a photon in space? As the photon has no condition of rest and all time goes, being reflected 
from objects of an environment presence at it mass generates the forces of inertia working on the centers of mass of 
its six electromagnetic (or magnetic) fields, deleting them from the center of mass of a photon. That the photon re-
mained in the located condition, on the centers of mass of its fields the forces holding them on distance r  from the 
center of mass of a photon should operate. Electromagnetic or magnetic forces can execute a role of such forces 
only. Thus, process of localization of a photon in space equality of centrifugal forces of the inertia directed radial 
from the center of mass of a photon, and the electromagnetic or magnetic forces directed radial, but to the center of 
its mass operates (fig. 12, 14). 
40. How the structure and the geometrical sizes of a photon with change of length of a wave, frequency, mass 
and energy of electromagnetic radiation varies? Change of all parameters of a photon in a range of 15 orders 
leaves its structure constant (fig. 12, 14). 
41. Whether there are bases to use concept «a scale of photon radiations» instead of the erroneous name «a 
scale of electromagnetic radiations»? Not only is, but it should be made for formation of more precise representa-
tions about essence of radiations. 
42. In what interval of photon radiations individual photons are born? Individual photons are born in an inter-
val from a relic range up to scale of a range of a scale of photon radiations (tab. 2, 3, 4). 
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43. Where border on a scale of photon  radiations which divides this scale on a zone of a birth and existence 
of individual photons and their sets and a zone of absence of a birth of individual photons, and existence only 
their sets as waves?  The border between the specified conditions of photons – the maximal length of a wave of a 
relic range of radiations (tab. 2, 3, 4) which is not determined yet precisely, but its provisional size is known 

mr 05.0maxmax ==λ . 
44. Why photons, changing the length of a wave and frequency in so wide range, have the same speed of dis-
tribution equal to speed of light? 
Because photons of all scale of photon radiations have the same structure (fig. 12, 14) which movement the same 
law constC == λν operates.  
45. Why with increase in length of a wave of electromagnetic radiation frequency decreases? Because this 
process the law constC == λν operates. 
46. Why penetrating ability of photons increases with reduction of their length of a wave and increase in mass 
and frequency? Because with increase in mass m  and energy of a photon 22νν mrhE ==  its length of a 
wave, radius and all geometrical sizes decrease in comparison with the sizes of other inhabitants of a microcosm. In 
result the transparency of environment in which the photon goes, increases (tab. 2, 3, 4). 

47. Why photons do not exist in rest? Because the center of mass of a photon never coincides 
with his geometrical center (fig. 12, 14, 15). In result in the structure of a photon the central 
forces which form the moment of its rotation (54 ’) are generated not. There are bases to believe, 
that progress of a photon is generated by process of interaction of its rotary movement with the 
surroundings named an ether (fig. 12, 14, 15). 
48. Why photons possess properties of a wave and a particle simultaneously? Wave proper-
ties to photons are attributed by process of formation by them diffractions pictures at interaction 
with obstacles. Now it is established, that diffractions pictures are formed by process of interac-
tion spins of photons as a result of which trajectories of their movement can approach and leave 
from each other, forming thus the specified pictures. Thus, photons, being particles, form diffrac-
tion  and interference pictures similar to waves (fig.  26, 36). 
49. Whether there is at a photon a center of mass and on what trajectory it goes?   As the photon has mass, it 
automatically has also the center of mass, which goes on the short cycloid (fig. 15, 16) with strict in constant pa-
rameters. 
50. On what trajectories the centers of mass of electromagnetic fields of a photon move? The centers of mass of 
electromagnetic fields of a photon move on a wavy cycloid. 
51. When the equations of a wavy cycloid and where they are published for the first time have been received? 
The equations of a wavy cycloid have been received in 1971 and then are published in article «Kinematics of a nee-
dle disk» in works of the Kuban agricultural institute. Release 44 (72). Krasnodar 1971, pages 100-108. 
52. Why it was the first article published by the author, without co-authors? Because already then the author 
has understood its fundamental importance. 
53. Why photons move rectilinearly? Because the short cycloid which is described with the centers of mass of all 
photons, is rigidly connected by all parameters to a rectilinear axis of rectangular system of coordinates. The photon 
in movement represents a free gyroscope, position of which axis of rotation in space the law of preservation of the 
kinetic moment operates. As a result of spins of the born photon does not change the direction during movement of a 
photon if on it external forces (fig. 12, 14, 15) do not operate. 
54. Why photons are polarized? As photons in movement rotate, centrifugal forces increase 
their radial sizes and reduce the sizes, perpendicular to radial directions, in result a photon, being 
deformed, gets the form close to flat (fig. 12, 14). 
55. Why photons have no charge?   Because they will consist of even quantity heteronymic 
electric or magnetic fields (fig. 12, 14). 
56. Why photons are indivisible? Because a photon – the electromagnetic formation closed on 
a circular contour. The forces locating a photon in space, on much greatest other forces to which 
action photons (fig. 12, 14) can be exposed. 
57. How the amplitude of fluctuations of the center of mass of a photon is connected to length of its wave?   
The information in the formula (85). 
58. How inequality of Heizenberg is connected to structure of a photon and its geometrical parameters? The 
information in formulas (79-84). 
59. Inequality of Heizenberg limits accuracy of the geometrical and kinematic experimental information. 
Whether this inequality influences accuracy of the theoretical information? No, does not influence [1]. 
60. Whether there are speeds of a photon and a source which is giving rise it? No, do not develop. After radia-
tion of a photon by electrons of atom  moving with speed of less speed of light, the photon itself speeds up light, a 
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constant concerning space and its electromagnetic fields, cooperating with each other due to a difference of speeds 
of their movement, generate to it constant speed during all its lives in a condition of movement. Figuratively speak-
ing, set of cooperating electromagnetic fields of a photon represents a perpetuum mobile working lost-free of en-
ergy. 
61. Whether there are speeds of a photon and the receiver of photons? Yes, develop.  
62. Concerning what speed of a photon is constant? Concerning the common for all existing – concerning space. 
63. Why A. Einstein in the postulate: «2. Each ray of light goes in based system of coordinates with the certain 
speed irrespective of, whether this ray of light by a based or moving body » is let out has not specified concerning 
what speed of light is constant? It is a question to historians of a science. They have already established, that the 
coauthor of first articles of A.Einstein was his first wife having immeasurably the best mathematical preparation, 
than her husband [273]. 
64. If A. Einstein's 2-nd postulate to formulate so: «Speed of the photons radiated by a 
based or moving source, is constant concerningspace and does not depend on a direction of 
movement of a source and its speed », whether that increases it the importance of a postu-
late for the exact sciences?   With a kind, it - insignificant updating of a postulate, but it at once 
to bring theoretical definiteness, allowing to enter the absolute system of readout connected to 
space or relic radiation, almost in regular intervals filling space. It forms definiteness in the theo-
retical description of behavior of a photon in space and creates preconditions for correct interpre-
tation of results of experiments in which details of behavior of photons (fig. 9 and 15) are regis-
tered. 
65. Whether the specified formulation of a postulate of A. Einstein revives a ballistic hypothesis of Newton 
and what restrictions thus appear?   Revives, but with the following restriction. Process of radiation of a 
photon by a moving source can be considered, as a shot of a shell from the moving instrument provided that, irre-
spective of size and a direction of speed of the instrument and speed of a start of a shell from a trunk of the instru-
ment, it would have such engine with the moment (54 ’) which allowed it to gather always the same speed concern-
ing the space, equal С. 
66. Whether there are latent parameters at a photon? Yes, exist. Main from them – radiuses of the conditional 
circles describing progress of the center of  mass of a photon and the centers of mass its six electromagnetic or mag-
netic fields (61, 62). 
67. Whether it is possible to deduce with the help of the latent parameters analytically all mathematical mod-
els postulated earlier describing behavior of a photon? Yes, the latent parameters allow to deduce analytically 
main mathematical models describing it parameters (67-109). 
68. What equations describe movement of the center of mass of a photon within the framework of an axiom of 
Unity?  ;6sin067.0 0trCtx ω+=  (90); .6cos067.0 0try ω=  (91) 
69. How speed of the center of mass of a photon in an interval of length of its wave varies? The information in 
the formula (92) and on fig. 17. 
70. Whether it is possible from the equations of the short cycloid describing movement of the center of  mass 
of a photon, to deduce equation of De Broil  and equation of Schredinger? It is possible, but for this purpose it 
is necessary to deduce process of the description of movement of the center of  mass of a photon for frameworks of 
an axiom of Unity, that is to use not two equations (88) and (89), and one of them, for example, the equation (89). 
Wave equation of De Broil and equation of Schredinger for calculation of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen are de-
duced analytically from the equation (89). Process of a conclusion is reflected in formulas (97-109). 
71. Whether can to reduce the born photon length of the wave? We shall evade from the answer to this question 
for the known reasons. 
72. Whether can to increase the born photon length of the wave? Can. Increase in length of a wave of the re-
flected photon in effect of Compton - the experimental proof to this. 
73. Why thermal photons can exist in a free condition or in structure of electron during the moment when 
they are in atoms? Thermal photons are radiated by electrons at synthesis of atoms, molecules and clusters. They 
can exist in a free condition, moving with speed of light or to be in structure of electrons where they completely lose 
the structure during the moment when electron absorbs them. 
74. Why scale photons can exist in a free condition or in structure of the protons located in nucleus of atoms? 
Photons scale of a range and in part a x-ray range can be in structure of protons or in a free condition. The exact 
border between photons, radiated by  electrons and protons, is not established yet. It is, apparently, in a ultra-violet 
range. 
75. Whether there can be scale photons carriers of thermal energy? No, cannot, as thermal energy is generated 
with photons, radiated at synthesis of atoms and molecules, and x-ray and scale photons are radiated at synthesis of 
nucleus of atoms. 
76. Whether there are proofs of what x-ray photons do not generate heat? Is. Photons of the beginning of a x-
ray range have radiuses mr 910−= . According to the Wien’s formula  the maximal set of such photons forms tem-
perature KrCT 693 10898.210/10898,2/' ⋅=⋅== −− . It more than one million degrees. If the x-ray device ra-
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diates only 5 % from their maximal set its beams carry temperature 50000 K. But, we do not feel it. Other proof of 
absence of participation of x-ray photons in formation of heat in habitual for us understanding it is not required. 
77. In what limits the length of a wave of the photons forming thermal energy changes? The exact border is not 
established yet as there is no definition of concept "thermal energy" (tab. 4). 
78. Spins characterizes rotation of a particle. Whether is at a photon of spin? As a photon – rotating electro-
magnetic (or magnetic) formation it has spin (fig. 11, 12, 14, 15). 
79. What size carries out a role a spin at a photon? The spin of a photon carries out a role Planck's constant. 
80. How it is directed spins of a photon in relation to a trajectory of its movement? Spin of a photon h  it is 
equal Planck's to constant and it is directed along an axis of its rotation perpendicularly trajectories of movement 
and a plane of polarization (fig. 11, 19). 
81. Whether spin of photons cooperate at crossing trajectories of their movement? Cooperate. It follows from 
experiments on rapproachement of trajectories of movement of monochromatic photons with identical circular po-
larization and removal of these trajectories from each other if circular to polarization are opposite (fig. 23). 
82. Whether changes interaction спинов photons a direction of their movement? Rapproachement of trajecto-
ries of movement of photons with identical circular polarization and removal with different circular polarization tes-
tifies to change of trajectories of movement of photons at their interaction of spins (fig. 23). 
83. Why light monochromatic beams approach at identical circular polarization and make 
a start at different circular polarization? Because at identical circular polarization of a direc-
tion of their rotation coincide, and at opposite circular polarization of a direction of their rotation 
are opposite (fig. 23).  
84. On what distance light photons from each other start to approach with identical circu-
lar polarization? On distance, approximately, 0.5 mm. 
85. In how many time distance on which trajectories of photons start to approach with identical circular po-
larization, more than their radiuses? If to take a light photon with radius of rotation 

m7105 −⋅ times1000101105/105 374 =⋅=⋅⋅ −− . 
86. Whether interaction spins of photons influences at crossing trajectories of their movement formation dif-
fraction pictures? Interaction spins of photons at the moment of crossing their trajectories of movement distributes 
them on the screen not randomly, and on the distances equal to their lengths of waves. 
87. Whether has a reflected photon a cross-section component of a pulse?   No, has no. It follows from law of 
change of a corner between an axis OX and a direction of a vector of a pulse of a photon (124). As model of a pho-
ton electromagnetic or magnetic it is easily deformed at a meeting with an obstacle. Thus at the moment of reflec-
tion the center of mass of a photon is mainly on a crest or in a hole of a wave, that is at 0

0 0=tω  and 0
0 60=tω  

or 0
0 30=tω  and 0

0 90=tω . For all these cases the formula (124) gives one result 0=xα . That is at the mo-
ment of reflection of a photon there is no cross-section component of a pulse.  
88. Why the corner of falling of a photon is equal to a corner of reflection irrespective of 
orientation of a plane of rotation (polarization of a photon)?  Because during contact of a 
photon to a reflecting plane it in part is deformed and takes the form, close to spherical. Besides 
at the moment of reflection the photon does not have cross-section component of a pulse. Thus, 
the affinity of the form of a photon to spherical at the moment of reflection and presence only a 
longitudinal pulse is formed with conditions at which the corner of falling of the majority of pho-
tons is equal to a corner of reflection (fig. 20).  
89. Why photons are polarized a plane of reflection in two mutually perpendicular directions?   Because 
their external surface in a plane of polarization has six magnetic beams, one of which the first meets a surface of re-
flection. In result at the moment of contact to a surface of reflection the total moment which turns a plane of polari-
zation of a photon in a direction conterminous to a plane of falling [8], [26] is formed.  
          If the plane of polarization of the photon which is coming nearer to the reflecting plane, is perpendicular 
planes of falling at the moment of a meeting with a reflecting plane conditions for simultaneous contact of two 
beams of a photon to it are created that complicates turn of a plane of polarization of a photon. In result the most 
part of photons is polarized in a plane of falling and a smaller part in a plane, a perpendicular plane of falling (fig. 
20,  21, 22). 
90. Why the most part of the reflected photons is polarized in a plane of falling and reflection? Because, as we 
have already noted, if the plane of polarization of a photon is not perpendicular planes of falling the photon starts to 
contact to a reflecting plane one beam. In result the moment turning a plane of polarization of photons in a direction, 
conterminous with planes of falling and reflection [8], [26] is formed. 
91. Why the smaller part of the reflected photons is polarized in a plane, a perpendicular plane of falling and 
a plane of reflection? Because in this case the photon starts to contact to a reflecting plane two beams. As interferes 
with turn of its plane of polarization [8], [26]. 
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92. Why at corner of Bruster and concurrence of planes of falling, polarization and reflection the factor of re-
flection of light is equal to zero? Because at this corner speed of the center of mass of a photon is equal С4.1 . In 
result such photon is not reflected from a glass, and passes through it or is absorbed by a material of a glass (fig. 22). 
93. Why the stream of photons forms diffraction and interference pictures? The stream of photons forms dif-
fraction and interference pictures only after reflection from edges of obstacles. As a result of reflection of each pho-
ton of a plane of polarization of the majority of them there are parallel, and spins coaxial. Cooperating spins of pho-
tons change their trajectories so, that they are distributed on the screen not randomly, and on the distances equal to 
lengths of waves or radiuses of rotation of photons (fig. 24-36). 
94. The diffraction picture behind a wire disappears if to close a contour of a wire on the one hand. Why?  
Because thus the stream of the polarized photons reflected from the closed contour of a wire disappears. Process of 
interaction of spins the polarized photons disappears also at the moment of crossing trajectories of their movement. 
In result (fig. 27-30) disappears the diffraction  picture. 
95. Why internal diffraction borders are formed by the photons cooperating with opposite 
edges of obstacles, forming diffraction pictures? Because photons are polarized only during 
reflection. As a result of it conditions of interaction their spins  and rapproachements or removals 
of trajectories of their movement are formed. This fact follows from  Farade’s experiences  (fig. 
28-30). 
96. Why external  diffraction borders are formed by the photons moving from a dot light 
source and reflected from edges of obstacles, forming diffraction pictures? This fact is es-
tablished experimentall by Frenel. He speaks that the reflected photons have the ordered polari-
zation. As a result of interaction of the reflected photons with the ordered direction of spins, with 
those photons moving from a dot light source, which spins are parallel to spins of the reflected 
photons, conditions when the part of photons pulls together the trajectories of movement are 
formed, and other part deletes them from each other. Such if it is possible to tell, selection of 
photons and forms external diffraction pictures [8], [26]. 
97. Why behind two cracks or apertures the picture is formed abnormal interference? Be-
cause two cracks (fig. 35) have four contours for reflection of photons which polarize them and 
create conditions for interaction of spins. The quantity of crossed trajectories of photons in this 
case increases, and their axial line appears a line which is taking place from the center of a parti-
tion up to the screen. Thus, in a zone of crossing of an axial line with the screen the photons re-
flected from four contours of reflection, formed by two cracks get, increasing brightness of this 
zone. If to close one crack quantity of streams of the reflected photons to decrease up to two, and 
they will form diffraction  picture corresponding to one crack. 
98. Than (131) for calculation difraction pictures behind a wire (fig. 29, 30) formula of Frenel differs from 
formula Yum (141) for calculation diffraction pictures behind two cracks (fig. 35)? It - identical formulas. They 
differ only values of factors k . Frenel measured distances as he wrote, between dark borders in view of the center 
of a picture. Yum measured distances between light borders from the center of a picture. As the phenomenon form-
ing diffraction pictures in both cases one and too the formula for their calculation turns out one. As in the center of a 
picture a light strip the factor k  in the formula (131) Yum accepts values ,.......3,2,1,0=k , and in the formula 
(141) of Frenel - values  ,.....5,3,1=k  
99. What mistakes has admitted Frenel at a conclusion of the formula for calculation di-
fraction strips behind a wire? From entry conditions of a conclusion of the formula for calcula-
tion diffraction borders the negative sign in final formula Frenel follows, but it is not present. 
Further, he has equated coordinate of a point of crossing of two light spheres to distance between 
a wire and the screen without what – or explanatories, but to do it is impossible, as at them the 
different geometrical sizes. 
100. Whether there is a conclusion of formula of Frenel for calculation of difraction strips behind a wire, dis-
tinct from a conclusion offered by Frenel? Yes, exists. His formula is deduced from the rectangular triangle 
formed as a result of crossing of trajectories of movement of photons in a zone between an obstacle, forming difrac-
tion pictures, and the screen.  
101. Whether the new conclusion of formula of Frenel to interpretation of wave properties of light influences? 
Yes, from a new conclusion of formula of Frenel for calculation difraction pictures behind a wire follows, that these 
pictures – consequence of interaction of spins of polarized photons at crossing trajectories of their movement in a 
zone between a wire and the screen (fig. 30, 31 and 32). 
102. Whether variable speed of movement of the centers of mass of photons influences formation of iridescent 
rings of Newton? Different speed of the centers of mass of photons on crests of waves and in their hollows (fig. 17) 
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forms conditions when they can be reflected from a glass after passage of a lens or pass in glass. In result the vary-
ing size of a backlash between a lens and glass shares the reflected photons in exact conformity with change of 
length of their wave, and to mean and – colors [8], [26]. 
103. Why all elementary particles at interaction with obstacles form diffraction pictures 
similar to wave pictures? Because all of them have rotating structures and spins. Diffraction  
picture – result of interaction of spins of particles at crossing their trajectories (fig. 19-36). 
104. Whether at once the photon after reflection or birthes has speed of light or in the be-
ginning goes with acceleration? A birth and reflection of photons – transients as a result of 
which photons speed up light not at once, and through some fluctuations [26]. 
105. Whether loses a photon energy in transient? Certainly, loses. Losses depend on duration 
of process of a birth or reflection of photons, the more this duration, the more photon loses mass, 
giving its object which gives rise to it or reflects.  
106. What experiment obviously and with the big accuracy proves loss of energy by the reflected photon? 
Compton’s experiment (Chapter 12). 
107. Whether it is possible to suppose, what infra-red displacement of spectral lines of atoms in astrophysical 
supervision is the proof of loss of energy the photons forming these spectral lines? It is possible, for this pur-
pose there are sufficient bases. 
108. How the photon carries out function of the elementary carrier of energy? The photon absorbed by electron 
of atom of a molecule, reduces energy of connection between valent electron of molecules, extends it and thus in-
creases temperature of a molecule. After radiation of a photon by valent electron of atom energy of connection be-
tween atoms of a molecule increases, the distance between its atoms decreases, and it becomes colder. A photon – 
the unique natural formation capable smoothly to change energy of connection between atoms of a molecule, so - 
and temperature of the molecule. Hence, it is the elementary carrier of energy. 
109. What kind of energy forms set of thermal photons? Set of thermal photons forms only thermal energy. 
110. Whether the law of radiation of absolutely black body the proof of is what photons generate thermal en-
ergy? The law of radiation of absolutely black body - the bright theoretical and experimental proof of formation of 
thermal energy set of photons. 
111. Whether the mathematical model of the law of radiation of absolutely black body the proof of is what 
this law is the law of classical physics, rather the reverse, as was considered till now? The physical sense of all 
components of mathematical model of the law of radiation of absolutely black body (303) is interpreted with the 
help of laws of classical physics, therefore the law of radiation of absolutely black body – the law of classical phys-
ics, rather the reverse, as it was considered earlier. 
112. What components of the law of radiation of absolutely black body unequivocally reflect realization in 

this law of several laws of classical physics?   The following components: h νh , )1//(1 −kThe ν  and 
3333 /24/24/24 rC ==⋅ λν . 

113. How the mathematical symbol h  in the law of radiation of absolutely black body is interpreted? Each 
elementary carrier of thermal energy has the constant kinetic moment (the moment of a pulse) and is rotating forma-
tion (fig. 12, 14). 
114. How set of mathematical symbols νh  in the law of radiation of absolutely black body is interpreted? 
Energy of the individual carrier of energy is equal to product of a constant of its kinetic moment (the moment of a 
pulse) on linear frequency of  its fluctuations. 

115. How set of mathematical symbols )1//(1 −kThe ν  in the law of radiation of absolutely black body is 
interpreted? This set of mathematical symbols – the sum of some (311) Maxwell’s distributions (310) energies of 
photons, radiated in a cavity of absolutely black body by electrons of atoms at their transition between power levels 
n  and 1±n . 
116. How the experimental factor (314) in the law of radiation of absolutely black body is interpreted? This 
experimental factor contains the information on quantity of photons of the given length of a wave in a cavity of ab-
solutely black body. 
117. How all set of mathematical symbols of the law of radiation of absolutely black body (313) is inter-
preted? Dependence of density of photons in a cavity of absolutely black body from their frequency or radius. 
118. What mistakes have been admitted at interpretation of mathematical model of the law of radiation of ab-
solutely black body and what negative influence they rendered on development of physics? The main mistake 
in interpretation of mathematical model of radiation of absolutely black body was admitted by Maks Planck. He has 
named the constant h  in quantum of the least action which did not reflect the true physical maintenance of this con-
stant. In result formation of correct representations about physical essence of his constant as the kinetic moment (the 
moment of a pulse) the elementary carrier of energy, radiated in absolutely black body, was late on decades.  
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119. What law defines a maximum of density of radiation of absolutely black body? The law Fault 
KmTC ⋅⋅== −3

max 10898.2/'λ . (315) 
120. Whether it is possible to use the Wine’s  law  for definition of length of a wave of the maximal set of the 
photons forming temperature in a certain point of space? Absolutely black body – the closed system in which 
thermal energy is dispersed in regular intervals. Presence in the universe almost uniform in all directions of relic ra-
diation gives the basis to use the Wine’s law  for definition of a maximum of density of this radiation. Theoretical 
calculation of length of a wave of a maximum of radiation of the universe under the Wine’s formula (315)  com-
pletely coincides with experimental size of length of a wave of a maximum of relic radiation (fig. 161). Hence, the 
Wine’s  formula  can be used for calculation of temperature in any point of space where the length of a wave of pho-
tons is known, with the maximal density in unit of volume (316-348). 
121. What set of photons defines temperature in any point of space? According to the Wien’s  formula  in any 
point of space defines temperature the maximal density of photons with the certain length of a wave (fig. 157, 161). 
122. How photons, carrying out function of elementary carriers of energy, form temperature in any point of 
space? The maximum quantity of photons in unit of volume of space with the set length of a wave results to that 
electrons of atoms of all molecules of this environment  continuously absorb and radiate photons which density is 
maximal in this volume. In result existence of a maximum of set of photons with the set length of a wave also de-
fines temperature in this zone (fig. 157). 
123. What role is played with the Wine’s  law and his mathematical model in definition of temperature in any 
point of space? The Wien’s  law  and his mathematical model (315) allow to define temperature in any point of 
space if the length of a wave of a maximum quantity of photons in this point (fig. 157) is known. 
124. What photons form thermal energy? Thermal energy is formed with photons, radiated and absorbed by elec-
trons of atoms or molecules. 
125. Where border on a scale of photon (electromagnetic) radiations of existence of thermal photons? Neither 
top, nor the bottom border are not established yet as there is no precise definition of concepts "thermal energy" (tab. 
4).  
126. Whether process of continuous change of temperature in space surrounding us the proof of what it - con-
sequence of change of length of a wave of the maximal set of photons in this area of space is? This consequence 
follows from the Wien’s  law  and laws of absorption and radiation of photons by electrons of atoms, ions and mole-
cules (220), (221). 
127. On what size energy of each photon which set defines temperature in the given point of space at change 
of this temperature on one degree changes? The answer follows from formulas (316-320).  
128. On what size the length of a wave of each photon in their maximal set forming temperature in the given 
point of space changes, at change of this temperature on one degree?   From the previous example we 
have: m6

0 10609555.10 −⋅=λ , m6
1 10570855.10 −⋅=λ  and m8

10 1087.3 −⋅=−=∆ λλλ .   
129. On what minimal size of degree the temperature in the given point of space can vary? 
  As is not present while restriction of smoothness of change of length of a wave of photons, the minimal change of 
temperature also yet has no restriction. 
130. Whether there are the devices, capable to fix the minimal size of change of temperature in the given 
point of space? We have no answer to this question. 
131. Whether there is a law of localization of temperatures in any two points of space and how it is formu-
lated?  Exists. ( ) ConstTTCC =⋅== 21210

2' λλ . (341)              
132. Whether there is a constant of localization of temperatures in any two points of space and to that it is 
equal?   Exists and is equal  
( ) 22623

0
2 10398404.8)10898.2(' KmCC ⋅⋅=⋅== −−  . (342)     

133. How, using the law of localization of temperatures, it is possible to define temperature of any space 
body? It is necessary to know temperature 1T  of a working element of the measuring device and length of a wave 

1λ  of the photons forming this temperature corresponding to it, certain under the Wien’s formula. Then to measure 

length of a wave 2λ  of a maximum of radiation of a space body and result to substitute in the formula (344). 
134. Why the reception element of the measuring device (bolometer) for definition of background radiation of 
the universe is cooled up to extremely low temperature? It is done to remove influence of the photons forming 
temperature of the measuring device, on size of the current generated by photons, come in the measuring device 
from researched object.  
135. Up to what temperature it was cooled bolometer at studying relic radiation by Nobel prize winners 2006 
year.?   Up to KT 10.0= .   
136. Whether the minimal temperature of bolometer – a limit determining the maximal length of a wave of 
relic radiation is? Certainly, it is not determined yet experimentally. 
137. Why authors of experiment by definition of relic radiation have presented the experimental dependence 
continuous and have not shown a zone in which they did not manage to define intensity of radiation because 
of absence of bolometer with smaller temperature? The specified experimental dependence has been published in 
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the Internet without the reference to its authors. It is submitted on fig. 161. In the Internet figure between points N  
and 1N  - a continuous line. However, the temperature of bolometer limited opportunities of experimenters to a 
point N to which there corresponds length of a wave (fig. 161, the formula 367).  If Nobel prize winners have lead 
a continuous line between points N  and 1N their actions are not clear (fig. 161). 
138. Up to what temperature it is necessary to cool bolometer to fix the biggest length of a wave of relic radia-
tion? Up to temperature approximately equal KT 058.005.0/10898.2 3 ≈⋅= − . 
139. Whether the maximal length of a wave of relic radiation is equal to the greatest possible length of a wave 
of a photon?  According to the Wien’s law  (315), extremely low temperature is defined by set of photons with ex-
tremely big length of a wave, therefore extremely low temperature is formed with the greatest set of photons with 
the maximal length of a wave. 
140. Whether absence in the Nature of photons with length of a wave more the than maximal length of a wave 
of relic radiation by the proof of existence of extremely low temperature is? This consequence obviously fol-
lows from the joint analysis of the Wien’s  law  (315) and experimental dependence of density of relic radiation on 
length of a wave of photons (fig. 161). 
141. Why there is absolutely low temperature? Because there is extremely big length of a wave of the photons 
forming temperature (315). 
142. To that is the length of a wave of a maximum of relic radiation equal and whether it is possible to calcu-
late it theoretically? The answer follows from the formula (364.) This size coincides with experimental value of 
length of a wave of a maximum of relic radiation. 
143. To that the maximal length of a wave of the relic radiation, fixed by Experimentally Nobel winners of 
2006 is equal, and whether it is possible to calculate it theoretically? The answer follows from the formula (364) 
and fig. 161. 
144. Whether all experimental dependence of relic radiation well pays off with the help of the formula of 
Planck describing radiation of absolutely black body?  No, not all. Planck's formula well expects only an average 
zone of a range of relic radiation. With increase and reduction of length of a wave from this zone of a divergence be-
tween theoretical and experimental results increase (fig. 161). 
145. Why there can not be in the Nature photons with length of a wave more the than maximal length of a 
wave of relic radiation? Because the maximal length of a wave of relic radiation corresponds to extremely low 
density electromagnetic or magnetic fields of a photon which inertia together with centrifugal forces locate a photon 
in space. In result photons with the maximal length of a wave lose stability and are dissolved, etherifying. 
146. How radiation with length of a wave more the than maximal length of a wave of relic radiation is 
formed? Radiation with length of a wave is more than length of a wave of relic radiation is formed by pulses of sets 
of individual photons, basically, an infra-red range (fig. 18). 
147. How many constants operate behavior of individual photons? Behavior of individual photons the following 
constants operate: 

sJh /10626176.6 34−⋅= ; smС /10998.2 8⋅= ; 05.1//0 ==⋅== ανανω rrCrq ; 

constmkgChrmmk =⋅⋅==⋅=⋅= −42
0 102102541.2/λ ; 

mF /10854.8 12
0

−⋅=ε ; mG /10256.1 6
0

−⋅=µ ; KmC ⋅⋅= −310898.2' ; 

ConstКmTTC =⋅=⋅= − 226
21210 10398404.8λλ . 

148. How many constants operate behavior of sets of photons? 
sJh /10626176.6 34−⋅= ; smС /10998.2 8⋅= ; 

KmC ⋅⋅= −310898.2' ; 
ConstКmTTC =⋅=⋅= − 226

21210 10398404.8λλ . 
149. The constant of localization of photons operates process of their localization in an interval from scale of a 
range till the maximal length of a wave of relic radiation. All parameters of a photon in this range change ap-
proximately on 15 orders. Whether it can serve as the proof of corpuscular properties of photons of all fre-
quencies? Certainly, can. 
150. Whether it is possible to fix movement of one photon? While such opportunity is not present. Photons al-
ways move incalculable set. If to take radius of a light photon mr 7100.5 −⋅=  its frequency is equal 

11578 105996.0100.5/10998.2/ −− ⋅⋅=⋅⋅== srСν . If we managed to force of electron radiate one photon, to 
fix it in the stopped condition, it is necessary to take into account, that it makes for one revolution of 6 fluctuations 
and moves for length of one wave or one radius of rotation. Hence, that in a photo it was reflected precisely, it is 
necessary to raise frequency of shooting up to 1710  the staff in a second. And even in this case there is a question: 
what will bring an image of a photon on our photo? In fact it is the carrier of all images which we see and we photo-
graph. So the opportunity to photograph a photon, does not exist yet.    
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19.3. Electron 
 
1. Why the orthodox physics counts electron a point which is not having internal structure?  
  The orthodox physics has entered concept classical radius of electron equal mree

1510817938.2 −⋅= , 
completely having ignored experimental size compton’s lengths of a wave o electron 

mree
12104263086.2 −⋅==λ , certain to within 7-th sign after a point.  

2. What real physical sense these two parameters of electron have? We have already shown, that the classical 
radius of electron is equal to radius of the circle limiting rapproachement of magnetic force lines in the center of 
symmetry of electron (fig. 41), and compton’s length of a wave of electron is equal to radius of axial its line of torus 
(fig. 41). 
3. Why the orthodox physics has not paid attention to necessity of search of structure of electron in frame-
works for a long time the developed mathematical models describing its behavior? The orthodox physics used 
authority of scientists as the main criterion of reliability of scientific result, ignoring thus numerous contradictions. 
If as criterion of an estimation of connection of scientific result with a reality minimization of contradictions the or-
thodox physics would not appear, figuratively speaking, at the broken trough would be chosen. Continuation of 
teaching of orthodox physical knowledge – the most powerful is quite natural, that, is long working, a brake of sci-
entific and technical progress. It is a pity, that the management of Russia does not know it.  
4. Why spin of electron  it is equal Planck's to constant, instead of its half how was considered till now? Equal-
ity a spin of electron follows half of constant of Planck from results of the theoretical researches Dirak basing erro-
neous ideas relativists , and also - from doubtful interpretation of thin structure of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen 
which indirectly confirms theoretical result  of Dirak. 
  The inaccuracy of ideas relativism  is already proved. Erroneous there was also an interpretation of thin 
structure of spectra of atom of hydrogen. Both these mistakes are in details analyzed in this book. From the analysis 
equality spins of all elementary particles, including electron follows, to the whole size of a constant of Planck, in-
stead of its half as was considered till now [271]. 
5. Why electron, being a particle, forms diffraction  pictures similar to  pictures, formed by photons? Because 
it has spin. The specified pictures - result of interaction spins of electrons  at crossing trajectories of their movement 
which are formed by processes of reflection electrons from edges of the obstacles forming same diffraction pictures, 
as well as photons (fig. 25, 26, 29, 36). 
6. Whether there are any experimental proofs of presence at electron so-called classical radius of electron 
equal m1510817938.2 −⋅ on the basis of which the conclusion what electron represents a point has been made 
and has no internal structure? No, do not exist. 
7. On the basis of what supervision it was possible to make the conclusion what electron has structure more 
difficultly dot? It is known, that the charged particles directed to a magnetic field, move in it on curve trajectories. 
It means, that they are located in  space also have own magnetic fields with northern and southern magnetic poles. 
Therefore there are bases to present any of them as a first approximation as a ring (fig. 37). 
8. How the vector of the magnetic moment of electron in relation to a direction its spin is directed? From fig. 
37, 39, 41 follows, that vectors of the magnetic moment of electron and its spin are directed along an axis of rotation 
of electron to one side. 
9. Why vectors of the kinetic and magnetic moments of electron coincide on a direction, instead of are di-
rected opposite how was considered till now? 
The erroneous conclusion about contrast of directions of vectors of the magnetic moment and a spin of electron fol-
lows from the mathematical model uniting them (172). In this mathematical model Bohr’s magneton and Planck's 
constant – vector sizes. A sign a minus of physics put, being based on negativity of a charge of electron. In result 
vectors of the magnetic moment and a spin have been directed to the opposite sides. However, it contradicts the ex-
perimental fact of formation clusters of electrons. This process is possible only at concurrence of directions of the 
specified vectors. 
10. How many constants supervise behavior of electron? Behavior of electron supervise pains of 20 constants. It 
is uneasy to count them in the text on a substantiation of model of electron. 
11. Whether has electron a constant of localization, being a particle? Has (139). 
12. Whether the constant of localization of electron is equal to a constant of localization of a photon? The con-
stant of localization of electron (145) is equal to a constant of localization of a photon (54). 
13. To that the radius of electron, the following from a constant of its localization is equal?   We shall divide a 
constant of localization of a photon into experimental size of mass of electron  kgme

3110109534.9 −⋅= . In result 

we shall have mre
12104263086.2 −⋅=  (146).  

14. What most exact experiment proves corpuscular properties of electron? Compton’s experiment. 
15. How Compton’s length of a wave of electron is connected to its radius? The experimental size Compton’s 
lengths of a wave eλ  of electron is equal to size of its theoretical radius er  to within 6-th sign after a point.  

mere
1210426309.2)(exp −⋅=λ         .104263087.2)( 12 mtheorre

−⋅=  (173) 
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16. What law operates a constancy Compton’s lengths of a wave of electron? Independence Compton’s lengths 
of a wave of electron from a corner of interaction with a x-ray photon specifies that the x-ray photon cooperates in 
all cases with electrons the same sizes or the same radius (173). 
17. Whether concurrence of theoretical size of radius of electron with experimental size Compton’s  lengths of 
a wave the sufficient basis for a recognition of equality between radius of electron and its length of a wave is? 
  Is. 
18. Whether there are mathematical models for theoretical calculation of experimental radius of electron? 
Exist (146,159,173). 
19. If the theoretical size of radius of ring model of electron coincides with experimental size Compton’s 
lengths of a wave of electron, whether that can be counted as a first approximation, That electron has the 
form of a ring? It is possible. 
20. Whether there is a mathematical model for calculation of radius of electron, taking into account its mag-
netic properties? Yes, exists. Its number (173). 
21. As energy of electron as well as energy of a photon, is defined through Planck's constant  the electron 
should rotate concerning an axis of symmetry to that angular speed of this rotation is equal? 

                        .10236.1
4 120 consts

h
НM ee

e =⋅=
⋅⋅

= −π
ω                            (171) 

22. How many mathematical models give the same size of angular speed of rotation of electron? A little. Main 
from them: (154), (158), (171). 
23. What electromagnetic phenomenon in structure of electron forms its magnetic moment and kinetic en-
ergy? Kinetic energy of electron is equal to energy of its rotation concerning an axis of symmetry (181). The same 
rotation forms the kinetic h  moment of electron (fig. 41). 
24. Whether there are bases to assume presence of the second rotation at electron? Presence of a charge at elec-
tron and the magnetic moment gives the basis to assume presence at it two rotations (fig. 41).  
25. What structure should have electron at presence of two rotations?  Toroidal (fig. 40, 41). Then it is possible 
to postulate, that rotation of electron concerning an axis of symmetry of torus generates its kinetic energy, and rota-
tion of a surface of torus concerning its ring axis generates potential energy of electron, its electric charge and the 
magnetic moment (fig. 40, 41). 
26. Why angular speed ρω  of vortical rotation of electron in π2  times more angular speed eω  of its rota-
tion concerning an axis of symmetry? Such law is caused by synchronization of processes of two rotations of elec-
tron and birthes or absorption of photons by it.  

,102355910.1/ 120 −⋅== shEeeω .10766.72 120 −⋅== seπωωρ  

       Rotation of electron with angular speed eω  concerning an axis of symmetry is named the kinetic   rotation gen-

erating kinetic energy KE , and rotation concerning a ring axis with angular speed ρω  is named the potential rota-

tion generating potential energy OE  and the magnetic moment eeM µ=  of electron.  

27. From what postulate the size of radius eρ  of section of torus of electron follows?  From a postulate of 
equality of linear speeds in kinetic and potential rotations of electron speeds of light 

.10386.0
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28. Whether are equal to energy of rotation of electron concerning an axis of symmetry and to a ring axis of 
torus of electron ? Are equal (175) and (180). 
29. Whether it is possible to calculate theoretically magnetic moment of electron?   It is possible if to consider 
section torus of electron, as section of a conductor with a current. It is known, that a current I proceeding on a con-
ductor, the magnetic moment µ  formed by a current around of a conductor, - dependence .2

еI ρπµ ⋅⋅=  Taking 

into account it is connected to a circle of its section еρπ ⋅2 dependence еeCI πρ2/= , and, we have (189) 

./10274.910862.310602.110998.25.05.0 2413198 TJeC e
−−− ⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅= ρµ  

This size is equal Bohr’s magneton  ./10274,9 24 TJВ
−⋅=µ  

30. Why the experimental size of the magnetic moment of electron TJe /102848.9 24−⋅=µ  is more than 

Bohr’s  moment  TJВ /102744.9 24−⋅=µ ? The exact reason of so insignificant distinctions while is unknown. 
31. What physical sense the dimensionless size of constant thin structure α has? The constant of thin structure 
α  represents the attitude of length of the circle eer⋅π2  limiting rapproachement of magnetic force lines of electron 
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in the center of its symmetry to radius er  of a ring axis of electron (fig. 41). These sizes are connected by depend-

ence m
r

r e
ee

15108179380.2
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32. If to postulate, what electron has the form hollow torus which rotates concerning an axis of symmetry and 
to a ring axis, whether that energy of these two rotations will be equal to photon energy 

eVhCmE eee
52 10110.5 ⋅=== ω  of electron? Kinetic energy of rotation hollow torus is defined under the 

formula (181). Vortical rotation of electron generates its potential energy (186). The sum of these energy is equal to 
photon energy of electron (157). 
33. Why energy of a photon is equal to product of a constant of Planck on linear frequency νhE = , and en-
ergy of electron - to product of a constant of Planck on angular frequency of its rotation ehE ω= ? Because a 
condition of movement of a photon with speed of light – the basic condition of its life. It also defines its energy, as 
product of the kinetic moment h  of electron on linear frequency ν . The basic condition of electron – a condition of 
rest concerning space at absence of external forces. In this condition its full energy is defined, how product of its ki-
netic moment h  on frequency of rotation eω  concerning an axis of symmetry. 
34. What electromagnetic phenomenon in structure of electron forms its electric charge and potential energy? 
The electric charge and potential energy of electron are formed by rotation of a superficial substance of torus con-
cerning its ring axis (fig. 40, 41). 
35. Why the theoretical size of kinetic energy of electron is equal to theoretical size of its potential energy? 
Because only at equality of these energies the stability of structure of electron is kept. 
36. Why the sum of theoretical sizes kinetic KE  and potential 0E  energy of electron is equal to its photon 

energy 2CmE ee = ? Equality of the sum kinetic and potential energies of electron   its full (photon) energy – the 
basic condition of stability of electron (157). 
37. For what concepts kinetic and potential energy of electron are entered? For the characteristic of two inter-
connected rotations of electron. 
38. Why electrons as against photons can exist in a condition of rest? Because internal electromagnetic fields of 
a photon all time are in a condition of asymmetry which is a source of noncentral internal forces, and at electron  ab-
sence of external forces, - in a condition of full symmetry (fig. 41).  
39. What laws operate stability of electromagnetic structure of electron? Stability of electromagnetic structure 
of electron operate: the law of preservation of its kinetic moment and the law of equality both kinetic and potential  
energies of electron to  sums of its full, photon energy. 
40. Why the mass, a charge and radius of electron are strictly constants at free electron? The mass, a charge 
and radius free electron are strictly constant because the size of its charge and  mass defines the basic condition of 
stability of its electromagnetic structure, and a constancy of radius of rotation – consequence of a constancy of other 
parameters of electron. 
41. Whether can electron exist in a free condition without restoration of the mass, after radiation of a photon? 
No, cannot. Mass of electron  – strictly constant on which the balance between kinetic and potential energies of elec-
tron and equality of their sum of photon energy of electron depends.  
42. Where electron takes mass for restoration of stability of the free condition after radiation of a photon? If 
electron appeared in a free condition after radiation of a photon which has carried away a part of its mass, so for res-
toration of its size up to constant value it should swallow up precisely same photon which radiate. If such photon is 
not present in a zone of existence free electron it, cooperating with the environments named an ether, absorbs its ex-
actly such portion which restores its mass up to a constant. So an initial material of which the mass of any particle 
including electron, the ether in regular intervals filling all space is  formed. 
43. Whether it is possible to believe, what electron restores the mass, absorbing the substance of environment 
surrounding it named an ether? The environment surrounding free electron, - a unique source of restoration of its 
mass up to a constant. Other source does not exist, therefore we still have one opportunity – to postulate presence in 
space of such substance of which the mass can be formed. It for a long time have named an ether. 
44. Whether it is possible electron to transform into a photon and whether there are experimental proofs to 
this? There is an experimental fact of transformation of electron and a positron at their interaction in two scale of a 
photon. 
45. To that will energy of the photon formed from electron be equal? It will be equal to its photon energy (157). 
46. The photon which has been born from electron concerns to what range of a scale of photon radiations? 
The photon which has been born from electron, is on border between x-ray and scale a range of a scale of photon ra-
diations (tab. 2, 3, 4). 
47. Why angular speed of rotation free electron - size a constant? Because the mass and a charge free electron 
are constant. 
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48. In what cases angular speed of rotation of electron changes? Speed of rotation of electron changes at the 
moment of external influence on it. It occurs at absorption and radiation of photons by it and at action on it external 
electric and magnetic fields. 
49. What processes occur in electromagnetic structure of electron if its rotation concerning an axis of symme-
try starts to be braked? As soon as rotation of electron starts to be braked, then on an equatorial surface of torus 
six beams with the electromagnetic substance rotating rather(be relative) of their axes, leaving of electron and form-
ing photons are formed. There is a basis to believe, that six beam parts, having separated from electron at the mo-
ment of braking its rotation, cooperating with each other, form structure of a photon (fig. 14). 
50. If kinetic rotation of electron concerning an axis of symmetry to change on opposite, whether that will 
change a sign on a charge of electron? There are bases for postulation of this phenomenon resulting by a birth of a 
positron (fig. 41). 
51. Why after change of a direction of kinetic rotation of electron the sign on its charge changes and it turns 
to a positron?  The analysis of model of electron (fig. 41), shows, that change of a direction of kinetic rotation of 
electron changes a direction of its potential rotation concerning a ring axis of torus. In result the sign on its charge 
changes also it turns to a positron. 
52. Why a positron – unstable electromagnetic formation? Set of the theoretical and experimental information on 
behavior of electron creates conditions for search of the answer to this question. 
53. In what cases the mass of electron  can change? The mass of electron  can change at radiation and absorption 
of photons by it and at the accelerated movement in an electric field. 
54. Whether the mass of electron, moving in an electric field can, to increase and under what law? Increase the 
mass of electron at its accelerated movement in an electric field – the experimental fact. This change goes under the 
known law [270] 

./1/ 22 CVmm e −=  
55. Whether it is possible mathematical model of the relativistic law of change of mass of electron, moving in 
an electric field, to deduce from laws of classical physics? The conclusion of this law from laws of classical phys-
ics is submitted in the monography [270]. 
56. In what essence of physical process of increase the mass of electron, moving in an electric field? At move-
ment in an electric field electron winds on itself a substance of an electric field representing an ether focused by an 
electric field. In result the mass of electron as it is considered now, increases in exact conformity with the resulted 
law [270]. 
57. As behavior of electron the same as also the behavior of a photon, copes the law of its localization in space 
with increase mass of electron its radius should decrease. In what measuring tool this effect is used? The 
specified law follows from a constant of localization of electron (135) and is used in electronic microscopes for in-
crease in their resolution.  It is necessary to pay attention that basing of resolution of an electronic microscope on 
ideas relativism  considerably overestimates its actual resolution. 
58. To that intensity of an electric field on a toroidal surface of electron is equal? Intensity of an electric field 

EU  on a surface of torus of electron is equal ./10821.1 14 constmVU E =⋅=  
59. To that is intensity of a magnetic field equal the center of symmetry of electron?   The answer fol-
lows from the formula (169). .10017.7 8ТлH e ⋅=  
60. Under what law intensity of a magnetic field of electron along an axis of its rotation decreases? It is con-
sidered, that intensity of a magnetic field decreases proportionally to a cube of distance from a source [34]. 

19.4. A proton and a neutron 
 

1. Whether the constant of localization of a proton is equal to a constant of localization of electron and a pho-
ton? It is equal (54, 145, 192). 
2. On how many orders the radius of rotation of a proton is less than radius of rotation of electron? On three 
order (173) and (193). 
3. What structure the proton as a first approximation has? A proton as a first approximation – a ring, and in the 
second – continuous torus (fig. 42). 
4. How vectors a spin and the magnetic moment of a proton are directed? They are directed along an axis of ro-
tation to the opposite sides. 
5. What conditional intensity of an electric field of a proton РU  on a surface of its ring? 
The intensity of an electric field of a ring of a proton on 6 orders more than corresponding inten-
sity at electron (174 and 198). 
6. On how many orders intensity of a magnetic field of a proton is more than intensity of a magnetic field of 
electron near to their geometrical centers? On 6 orders. The answer follows from formulas (170) and (194), 
(197). 
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7. If the proton has the form torus, filled with a  substance to that the volumetric density Pδ  of this substance 

will be equal? The density of a substance will be equal   318 /10452.1 mkgP ⋅=δ  (199). It, approximately, 
on the order is more than density of a nucleus, but it is natural, as a nucleus – not continuous formation (fig. 75).   
8. Than the model of a neutron differs from model of a proton? The main difference consists that the proton has 
two magnetic poles, and a neutron - six magnetic poles. 
9. On what such distinction of magnetic fields of a proton and a neutron is based? The analysis of variants of 
formation of nucleus of atoms shows, that at absence of orbital movement of electrons in atoms, protons should set-
tle down on a surface of nucleus. Thus between the protons having the same charge, necessarily there should be 
screens. Neutrons can execute a role of such screens, settling down between protons. As neutrons should carry out 
two functions: to shield charges of protons and to connect them in uniform spatial structures this condition appears 
executed only at six magnetic poles at neutrons. 
10. Whether the constant of localization of a neutron is equal to a constant of localization of a photon and 
electron? This equality is shown automatically (204). 
11. Why the proton, turning in a neutron, absorbs fractional number of electrons? It - the fundamental ques-
tion, the answer on which will be received not soon. Not absorbed part electron, not having issued in any particle, is 
dissolved on ether. This hypothesis is much more efficient than a hypothesis of formation neutrino. Is not present 
uniform unequivocally interpretive experimental result of a birth neutrino, but the Nobel committee has given out al-
ready some premiums for opening of a nonexistent particle "neutrino". 
 

19.5. Spectroscopy 
 

1. From a postulate of Bohr  follows, that at the main quantum number 1=n  the length of an orbit of elec-
tron is equal to length of its wave. Whether it is possible to be reconciled with this contradiction? From a pos-
tulate of Bohr nmVRh /2/ π=  follows, that at 1=n  we have 

hRmV =π2 ⇒ .22 2 λπνλλνπ =⇒=⋅ RmRm ee  With such contradiction to be reconciled it is impossible, 
but with it 100 years are reconciled almost. 
2. Under what law following from orbital movement of electron, change energy absorbed and radiate the pho-
tons at transition of electron between orbits? From a postulate of Bohr  the formula for calculation of a spectrum 
of atom of hydrogen follows at transition of electron from an orbit 2n  into an orbit 1n  [270]. 
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  We shall pay attention to expression before brackets. It should be equal to energy of ionization of atom of 
hydrogen. However, calculation shows, that this equality is not present. And at a conclusion of this formula from a 
spectrum of atom of hydrogen it appears (220), (221). 
3. What condition is the main thing for use of the above-stated formula for calculation of a spectrum of atom 
of hydrogen? The main condition of use of this formula for calculation of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen is equal-
ity of expression before brackets of energy of ionization eVEi 598.13=  of atom of hydrogen. It is easily checked. 
In the formula of Bohr of this equality is not present. 
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  And in our formula (224) it appears. Apparently, in the Bohr’s  formula the size of energy in expression 
before brackets 2146 eV is far from size of energy of ionization eVEi 598.13=  of atom of hydrogen. 
4. Whether dimension in the resulted formula for calculation of a spectrum of atom of hydrogen is observed? 
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 apparently, dimension is observed [208]. 
5. On what basis this wrong result is used for training students? It - a question to historians of a science. 
6. Whether absence of orbital movement of electron in atom of hydrogen follows from the resulted erroneous 
result? For such conclusion there are all bases. 
7. How electron cooperates with a proton of a nucleus of atom, linearly or orbital? Only linearly (fig. 80). 
8. Whether heteronymic electric charges of electron can and a proton to pull together them at formation of 
atom of hydrogen, and the same magnetic poles - to limit this rapprochement? It - the most efficient hypothesis 
(fig. 80). 
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9. Whether there are theoretical and experimental proofs of absence of orbital movement of electron in atom? 
They unequivocally follow from mathematical model of formation of spectra of atoms and ions (214), (220), (221). 
10. Whether are energy of individual photons and individual electron sizes vector? Last researches have shown, 
that linear frequency ν at which the information - size scalar (fig. 18) is transferred and accepted. In view of it  was 

supposed, that energy of an individual photon equal to product of vector size h  on scalar ν , - size vector. How-
ever, the new analysis has shown, that linear frequency ν  of fluctuations of individual photons – size vector. Then 

in the formula hvE =  of size h  and ν  - both vector. As they are directed along one axis to the same side their 
vector product is equal to zero that excludes vector properties of energy of individual photons and electrons. 
11. How the law of radiation and absorption of photons by electrons is expressed? The mathematical model of 
calculation of spectra of atoms and ions looks like 2

1 / nEEE if −=  (220). 
12. Whether it is possible mathematical model of Bohr for calculation of a spectrum of atom of the hydrogen, 
following of orbital movement of electron, to deduce from process of linear interaction of electron with a pro-
ton of a nucleus of any atom? From the above-stated equation the formula (224) for calculation of spectra of atoms 
and the ions, similar follows the formula of  Bohr. In it for atom of hydrogen iEE =1 .     
13. Why at electron directions of vectors a spin and the magnetic moment coincide, and at a proton are oppo-
site? The main condition of formation of connections between particles – concurrence of directions of rotations of 
incorporating particles. As process of connection is formed by electrons and protons, concurrence of directions of 
rotation of these particles (it is equivalent to concurrence of their directions of spins h ) probably only under condi-
tion of, if vectors a spin and the magnetic moment at electron will coincide, and at a proton of their direction will be 
opposite. This condition is the brightest is shown at formation of molecules (fig. 84). 
14. How many power levels have electron of atom of hydrogen and electrons other atoms? Electron of atom of 
hydrogen has, approximately, 108 working power levels (the Appendix – 1). Electrons of all other atoms have, ap-
proximately, the same quantity of power levels. 
15. Under what law energy of connection bE  of electron with a proton of a nucleus of any atom changes?   

2
1

2
1 // nhnEEb ν==  . (221)    

16. At ∞→n 01 →=== iib hEEE ν  . Whether means it, what all electrons of all atoms are separated 
from their nucleus with the same mass and the same charge? This obvious, unequivocal consequence of the 
modern theory of spectra. 
17. Under what law change energy of the photons fE absorbed by electrons at their consecutive transition 
with bottom on the top power levels? The answer follows from the formula (220). 
18. Under what law change energy of photons fE , radiated by electrons at their consecutive transition with 
top on the bottom power levels? If not to take into account a sign on energy the answer follows from the formula 
(224). 
19. Whether there is a mathematical model for calculation of a spectrum of anyone electron, any atom and 
whether it is possible to count this model the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions? 

2
1 / nEEE if −=  (220). This mathematical model allows to expect spectra of any atom under condition of cor-

rect experimental definition of energy of connection 1E  of anyone electrons at the moment of its stay at the first 
power level. 
20. If to take into account energy eE  free electron what kind passes the law of radiation of photons by elec-
trons? A kind submitted in the formula (213). 
21. Whether absence of orbital movement of electron in atom from the law of formation of spectra of atoms 
and ions follows? The equation (213) is easily resulted in the equation (214) at which there are only frequencies of 
rotation of photons and there is no frequency of orbital movement of electrons. 
22. Whether contact at the author of the law of formation of spectra with experts from the All-Russia scien-
tific research institute of spectroscopy was? Yes, was. And it is direct with its director Vinogradov. It was the last 
century. He has invited to take part in conference on spectroscopy. I have sent the report and have received the an-
swer in which me informed, that conference is devoted to traditional methods of calculation of spectra, and I suggest 
nonconventional, therefore my report cannot be included in the program of conference. 
 

19.6. Electron in atom and a molecule 
 
1. How equation of Shredinger represents electron in atom of hydrogen? Equation of Shredinger contains the 
statistical information on position of electron in atom of hydrogen and represents this position as density of prob-
ability of stay of electron in atom which is represented graphically as sphere (fig. 245, а). 
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2. Whether the new theory of a microcosm deletes a fog of the statistical information on position of electron in 
atom of hydrogen? The new theory of a microcosm deletes a statistical fog which shrouds not only atom of hydro-
gen, and all inhabitants of a microcosm (fig. 245, b). 
3. What structure the atom of hydrogen has? The atom of hydrogen has linear structure, on which one end - a 
proton, and on the friend – electron (fig. 80, 245, b). 
4. Whether will simplify absence of orbital movement of electrons in atoms the description of processes of 
synthesis both dissociation  molecules and clusters? Certainly, will simplify, it is especial after creation multy 
media film. 
5. Whether will simplify absence of orbital movement of electrons in atoms textbooks in chemistry and 
whether will raise it appeal of chemistry, how sciences, for youth? It - obvious consequence. 
6. If electrons fly on orbits around of nucleus of atoms how they connect atoms in molecules? About 100 years 
it was required to establish absence of the answer to this question. 
 

 
 

Fig. 245. Circuits of atom of hydrogen, the following from equation Shredinger and from the New theory of a mi-
crocosm 

 
7. What forces connect atoms in molecules at orbital movement of electrons? There is no answer to this ques-
tion. 
8. How handicapes of mutual influence against each other electrons, flying on orbits, on processes of forma-
tion of molecules of different complexity are eliminated?   There is no answer to this question. 
9. How are formed clusters of molecules at orbital movement of electrons in atoms? The answer is not present. 
10. What forces connect molecules in clusters at orbital movement electrons in atoms? The answer is not pre-
sent. 
11. Why the erroneous orbital theory of movement electrons in atoms, having many  contradictions, uncondi-
tionally admits as modern physicists and chemists? It is a question to historians of a science. 
12. How electron of atom of the hydrogen, not having orbital movement in atom, cooperates with a proton? 
On fig. 245, b it is visible, that spin  of electron and a proton of atom of hydrogen are directed along a line connect-
ing their geometrical centers, in one direction, and vectors of the magnetic moments – is opposite.  
13. What forces pull together electron with a proton in atom and what - limit this rapprochement? Hetero-
nymic electric fields pull together electron and the proton, and the same magnetic poles limit this rapprochement 
(fig. 245, b). 
14. In how many times the size of atom of hydrogen is more than size of a proton and electron? The atom of 
hydrogen in not excited condition on two order is more of electron and on five orders of more proton (fig. 80). 
15. What number of a power level of electron atom of hydrogen is initial at the moment of an establishment of 
contact between electron and a proton, and from what experiment it follows? The analysis of a spectrum of 
relic radiation shows, that processes of connection of electron with a proton and formations of atom of hydrogen be-
gin with 108 power levels (the Appendix 1). 
16. What factor limits the top power level of electron in atom? Existence in the Nature of a photon with the 
maximal radius of rotation or the maximal length of a wave and the minimal mass limits the top power level. Pho-
tons are necessary for formation of higher power levels of electron in atom with the greater length of a wave, and 
they are not present, as extremely big length of a wave or radius of a photon are defined by ability of their internal 
electromagnetic forces to keep structure of a photon in the located condition (fig. 12, 14). 
17. In what natural phenomenon the statistics of radiated  photons is reflected by atom of hydrogen at its 
formation?   In formation of a spectrum of relic radiation (fig. 161). 
18. Why there is no the spectral line corresponding to energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen? Because elec-
tron of atom of hydrogen cannot proceed from 108 power levels at once to the first and radiate a photon with energy 
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of ionization eVEi 598.13= . Realization of such process is limited to existence of a gradient of temperature of the 
environment surrounding born atom of hydrogen (the Appendix 1). 
19. Why atoms of hydrogen exist in a free condition only at temperature more 2500С? Because it - initial tem-
perature of environment with a maximum of photons which energy breaks off connections between atoms of hydro-
gen in its molecule. It easily pays off. Energy of synthesis of a molecule of hydrogen is known. It is equal 4.53 eV. 
As two participate in formation of connection of a molecule of hydrogen electrons and two protons energy 4.53 eV 
will divide between them fifty-fifty. Therefore for dissociation of molecules of hydrogen everyone electron, forming 
connection, should swallow up on two photons with energy 4.53 eV/4=1.13 eV. The length of a wave of a photon 
with such energy is equal 
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     Circuits of molecules orohydrogen are shown on fig. 84, a. 
20. Why to energy of ionization hydrogen like atoms are proportional to a square of protons in a nucleus? 
Because in process of removal of electrons from atom remaining in it electrons start to cooperate with all protons of 
a nucleus. At hydrogen like atom one electron which cooperates with all protons of a nucleus, therefore energy of 
ionization of such atom is equal to energy of ionization of atom of the hydrogen, increased on a square of quantity of 
protons a nucleus (227 and tab. 11). 
21. Why energy of ionization of the first electron of atom of helium almost twice is more than energy of ioni-
zation of atom of hydrogen, and energy of ionization of the second electron of atom of helium is proportional 
to product of energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen on a square of the main quantum number? Because the 
atom of helium has linear structure (fig. 85, 87). In result both its electrons absorb one photon. To remove from this 
atom one of electron, it is necessary to send to its the photons with the common energy almost twice to the greater 
energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen. Stayed one electron is connected to two protons, therefore its energy of 
ionization is equal to energy of ionization of atom of the hydrogen, increased on a square of quantity of protons a 
nucleus. 
22. Whether exist fictitious energy of connection electrons with protons of nucleus of atoms? Exist. The settle-
ment formula gives such energy, and electron has no opportunity to occupy the power level corresponding to this 
energy as   the electric fields of  others electron delete it from a nucleus and it appears at higher power level, leaving 
bottom or the bottom levels in not a working condition. The formula gives non-working energy, and the spectral line 
corresponding to this energy, absent. 
23. Why energy of ionization of one electron of atom of lithium is less than energy of ionization of electron 
atom of hydrogen? Because others two electrons of  atom of lithium, cooperating with the protons in a nucleus, de-
lete from a nucleus the first electron (fig. 88) As a result of its the second a power level it appears to non-working, 
fictitious (tab. 19).The analysis of the table shows, that experimental value of energy of the photon corresponding to 
the second  power level, is absent, but the theory predicts it, therefore it is fictitious. 
24. Why energy of connection of all of four electrons of atom of berillium are identical at the same power lev-
els in conditions when all of them are in atom? Because it is symmetric atom (fig. 89). Each of its four electrons 
cooperates with the proton of a nucleus. Symmetry of a nucleus generates symmetry of atom and symmetry of the 
electrostatic forces working between its electrons. In result when all of them are in atom energy of connection at 
them with protons of a nucleus identical at the same power levels that is well visible in experimental table 39. 
25. Whether equality energies of  connections of all electrons of atom of beryllium at the same power levels 
follows from experiments? Analyzing table 39, we shall pay attention that at removal of all electrons from a nu-
cleus of atom of their energy of connection with protons decrease and, since 13 power levels, appear equal to energy 
of connection electron of atom of hydrogen with its nucleus. It specifies that mutual influence electrons against each 
other disappears only at their removal from a nucleus on 13 power level. 
26. Whether energy of electron changes at radiation of photons by its at the moment of formation of atoms 
and ions? Certainly, changes [270].  
27. Whether the mass of electron  changes at absorption and radiation of photons by its? Certainly, changes. 
28. Whether the radius of electron changes at absorption and radiation of photons by its? Changes [270]. 
29. To that is limiting energy of the photon radiated by electron at formation of atoms and ions equal? The 
answer to this question while is not present.       
30. As the sizes of photons, radiated by electrons, can be on many orders of more sizes of electrons, whether 
that is it a primary factor determining range of shooting? Yes, it - a primary factor determining range of shoot-
ing. Representation existing up to it that a shell schooling from a trunk of the instrument due to pressure of formed 
gases, deeply wrongly. Existing settlement formulas attribute increase of pressure in a patron to gases, and actually 
this pressure is formed by the photons radiated at ignition of gunpowder in a patron. 
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31. Why existing formulas for calculation of pressure of gases give the result conterminous to experiment, and 
the role of photons in formation of this pressure in them is not submitted? It is submitted by numerical size of 
pressure and not submitted in interpretation of the reasons of occurrence of this pressure. 
32. The radius of electron can be equal to radius of a photon. In what range of a scale of photon radiations 
there is this photon and to that the length of its wave is equal? The radius of electron is equal 

mre
1210242631080.2 −⋅= . The photon, which length of a wave corresponds to this radius, is in a x-ray range of 

a scale of photon radiations (tab. 2, 3, 4). 
33. Why in Compton’s effect  intensity of the displaced component decreases with increase in number of a 
chemical element? That there was a displaced component, conditions of interaction of x-ray photons with electrons 
of atoms are necessary. Three protons of a nucleus and three electrons in structure of atom of lithium create three a 
lot of free space in a zone of its surface where settle down electrons (fig. 88). In result conditions for interaction of 
electrons of  atom with x-ray photons which sizes are close to the sizes of electrons are created. Consequence of it is 
steady interaction of x-ray photons with electrons of atom of lithium and displacement of a component of M of the 
reflected photons (fig. 144). 
  Apparently (fig. 144), at increase of nuclear number of a chemical element of substance intensity of unbi-
ased line P grows, and intensity of displaced line M decreases. So, at lithium the maximal intensity of radiation will 
consist of the component displaced in the M, and at copper on the contrary, intensity of unbiased line P is more sig-
nificant than intensity of displaced line M (fig. 144). 
  The model of a nucleus of atom of copper (fig. 145, а) allows to understand the reason of it. White circles 
it - protons on a surface of a nucleus of atom of copper. With each of them cooperates electron. It is uneasy to pre-
sent, that the surface of such atom will be densely populated electrons (fig. 145, b) and at x-ray photons the oppor-
tunity to cooperate with each of them separately will be lost. In result at copper intensity of the displaced component 
of M is much less than intensity unbiased Р making (fig. 144).  
34. Why  Compton’s effect  is registered only at use of x-ray photons? Because radiuses of electron are close to 
radiuses of x-ray photons. 
35. Whether the law of conservation of energy in Compton’s effect  is observed? No, it is not observed, as the 
reflected photon increases length of the wave so, reduces mass. The destiny of the lost mass till now is not estab-
lished precisely. Indirect experiments on its preservation are not reliable [24]. At a corner 090=ϕ  the x-ray pho-
ton loses 
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corresponding to a x-ray range, but devices do not register it, proving infringement of the law of conservation of en-
ergy. If it is not registered, at its one destiny – to be dissolved in space and to etherify. 
36. At what power levels are electrons of atoms of hydrogen at the moment of formation of a molecule of hy-
drogen? On the fourth (254). 
37. How electron absorbs and radiates photons at power transitions in atoms, ions and molecules? Details of 
this process are still unknown, but the hypotheses describing them, we have already resulted. Important that accord-
ing to the Wien’s  law  electrons of atoms radiate or absorb those photons only which quantity is maximum at pre-
sent in a zone of an arrangement. 
38. Whether the photon radiated by electrons  goes, with acceleration or at once has speed of light?   The pho-
ton has mass on which forces of inertia operate, therefore presence of transient at a birth of a photon – the phenome-
non natural and inevitable. 
39. Why there is an explosion at connection of hydrogen with oxygen? The atom of oxygen has six ring electrons 
(fig. 94, b). In a gaseous condition they are removed on identical and significant distances from a nucleus. When to 
valent electrons 1 and 2 atoms of oxygen join electrons of  atoms of hydrogen at formation of connection between 
them the electromagnetic substance forming connections between ring electrons of atom of oxygen and a nucleus, is 
pumped over to valent electrons 1 and 2 for formation of connection with electrons of atoms of hydrogen. Thus, six 
ring electrons pass all from the distant power levels corresponding to a gaseous condition of atom of oxygen, on bot-
tom, corresponding to a condition of atom of oxygen in a molecule of water. The specified simultaneous transition 
of all of six ring electrons on the bottom power levels is accompanied by simultaneous radiation of photons which 
sizes on some orders there are more than sizes of electrons. So the zone of the raised pressure of air is formed and 
the sound wave accompanying this process is formed. As all these processes occur almost simultaneously the united 
front of expansion of air which we perceive as explosion as a result of which molecules of water (fig. 97 are formed) 
is formed. 
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40. What structure of a molecule of the hydrogen, following from Shrodinger’s equation? The statistical in-
formation of equation of Shrodinger represents a molecule of hydrogen as two cooperating spheres simulating prob-
ability of an arrangement of electrons in a molecule (fig. 83, 246).  

 
Fig. 246. The circuit of formation covalent connections 

electronic clouds of atoms of hydrogen  
 
41. How equation of Shredinger describes molecules ortohydrogen and parahydrogen? In any way. 
42. How two atoms of hydrogen form a molecule of hydrogen? What forces pull together these atoms and 
what - limit their rapprochement? Heteronymic electric charges pull together electrons with protons, and their 
same magnetic poles limit this rapprochement or heteronymic magnetic poles pull together electrons, and their same 
charges limit this rapprochement (fig. 84). 
43. Why vectors of spins of all electrons and all protons in molecules of hydrogen are directed to one side? 
Because rotation of elementary particles in one side – the main condition of their rapprochement (fig. 84) which we 
have already considered by the example of the analysis of interaction spins of photons with identical circular polari-
zation (fig. 23). 
44. Why there are molecules ortohydrogen and parahydrogen? Existence of ortohydrogen and parahydrogen is 
caused by different variants of connection of atoms of hydrogen in a molecule (fig. 84). 
45. The magnetic moment of what particle shares molecules of hydrogen on molecules ortohydrogen and 
parahydrogen? The magnetic moment of electron eM  almost on two order more than the magnetic moment of a 

proton PM , therefore to electrons belongs a priority in formation ortohydrogen  or parahydrogen (189, 196). 
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46. Why the magnetic moment of electron is positive, and a proton is negative? Because at electron (fig. 41) 
vectors a spin and the magnetic moment coincide, and at a proton (fig. 42) they are opposite. 
47. Why at downturn of temperature all molecules of hydrogen get structure parahydrogen?  In a mix of 
molecules of hydrogen ¾ - molecules ortohydrogen (fig. 84, a, b). However at reduction of temperature of gas all 
molecules ortohydrogen turn to molecules parahydrogen (fig. 84, c). The reason of it is the increase in forces of 
pushing away between electrons of ortohydrogen. At reduction of temperature the distance between these electrons 
decreases, electrostatic forces of pushing away increase also a molecule of ortohydrogen (fig. 84, a, b) collapses, 
turning to a molecule parahydrogen (fig. 84, c). 
         As vectors of the magnetic moments of electron and a proton, located on edges(territories) of a molecule para-
hydrogen, are directed opposite the common magnetic moment of such structure is close to zero (fig. 84, c). There-
fore have considered, that vectors of the magnetic moments of protons at such structure are directed opposite and 
have named it parahydrogen. 
48. How vectors of spins and the magnetic moments of protons and electrons in atoms and molecules of hy-
drogen are directed? Vectors spins and the magnetic moments of electrons  are directed to one side, and vectors of 
spins and the magnetic moments at protons – is opposite (fig. 80, 84). 
49. Why the atom of nitrogen is chemically active, and the molecule is not present? Because the atom of nitro-
gen has one axial electron which incorporates with axial electron other atom of nitrogen and forms a molecule at 
which is not present external axial of electrons.  
50. Why both the atom, and a molecule of oxygen are chemically active? Because the atom of oxygen has two 
axial electrons. After connection of two axial electrons of two atoms of oxygen in a molecule, it too has two axial 
electrons, removed from ring electrons and it providing chemical activity of this molecule.  
51. Why fluorine is chemically active? Because its atom has not only two axial electrons, but also one lateral out-
side of ring structure. In result the greatest chemical activity of atom of fluorine is provided with three electrons. 
They carry out the same function and in a molecule of fluorine. 
52. What elementary particles can form clusters? Elementary particles at which the magnetic 
field is similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet, can form clusters. 
53. Whether can form molecules clusters? Certainly, can and form.  
54. Electrons or protons of atoms of hydrogen connect molecules of water in clusters? Lin-
ear clusters of molecules of water form protons of atoms of hydrogen, and flat and spatial clus-
ters molecules of water – ring electrons of atoms of oxygen and protons of atoms of hydrogen, 
and also electrons of ions −ОН . 
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55. How the mass of molecules of gases and liquids depends on their temperature? Absorbing photons and be-
ing heated up, molecules extend, increasing the volume and mass.  
56. Why hot molecules of gases and liquids it is heavier cold? Because they absorb photons which have mass. 
57. Why with increase in temperature of air atmospheric pressure increases? The household barometer oppo-
site to indications of 800 mm has sun whether and opposite - 700 mm - the Storm. It is known, that pressure is cre-
ated with mass of a so-called air column. Increase of pressure of this column with increase in temperature of air 
means increase in mass of molecules of air. This increase is provided with the photons absorbed by electrons of 
molecules of air and thus heating up them and increasing their mass heating up them simultaneously. 
58. In what natural phenomena the difference of mass of hot and cold molecules of air is obviously observed? 
Hot, heavier molecules of air fall on a surface of the Earth, and cold, with smaller mass, appear above. Thus it is not 
necessary to forget, that the volumetric density at hot molecules is less, than at cold. Here two primary factors: mass 
of molecule  and its size. The interval of change of the size has the order m810− , and interval change mass-

kg3510− .  Therefore in one cases behavior of hot and cold molecule by Archimed  law, and in others - laws of 
Newton operates. For example, when cold air gets through a window leaf in a room - the closed system with scanty 
of gravitation  gradient all goes under law of Archimed: density of cold molecules more and they, falling, supersede 
warm molecules with smaller density. Here the factor of a difference of mass a molecules plays a smaller role. 
59. In what technical devices the difference of mass of hot and cold molecules of liquids for extraction of use-
ful effect is realized? In vortical pipes at the moment of a turbulence centrifugal forces of inertia press heavier hot 
molecules of a liquid to an internal wall of a pipe, and colder and easy remain in its center (fig. 247). This effect is 
widely used in technical equipment and modern, so-called vortical pumps which generate additional thermal energy. 
About vortical pipes it is possible to read in A.I. Azarov's article of a pipe in innovative process. «New power» № 
42005, with 12 – 36. 

 
 

 Fig. 247. A vortical pipe: 1 – an aperture for an output of cold air;  
4 - a throttle for release of a hot stream of air 

 
60. Why the mass of the heated up bodies is less, than not heated up? All depends on a difference of tempera-
tures of the heated up and not heated up body. As electrons cooperate with nucleus of atoms linearly and as not all 
from them are valent, connecting atoms in molecules, that is on a surface of bodies electrons with free connections. 
In result they can take up with protons of ions of damp air, the main thing from them is the ion −ОН . Energy of 
these connections small also are easily broken off at heating a body. Thus, these ions are weighed together with a 
body when it is not heated up. At heating a body ions of air lose touch with electrons of bodies and reduce its 
weight. After cooling a body electrons of atoms fall on the bottom power levels and energy of their connection with 
protons of ions −ОН  increase also weight of a body it is restored up to former size. 
 61. Why the weight of the deformed bodies is less, than not deformed? The same reason. At deformation of a 
body its temperature and ions of air raises lose connection with electrons of the bodies, not occupied valent connec-
tions. After cooling a deformable body its weight is restored. 
62. Whether there is an analogy between a difference of mass of hot and cold molecules and the phenomenon 
of defect of mass at synthesis of nucleus? This one and too the phenomenon. At synthesis of atoms and molecules 
thermal photons which reduce mass of valent electrons of atoms are radiated, and at synthesis of nucleus of atoms 
protons radiate scale photons which also carry away a part of mass of protons and as a result there is a so-called de-
fect of mass of nucleus. 
63. Why defect of mass is obviously shown at synthesis of nucleus of atoms and proves at synthesis of atoms 
and molecules less? Because mass radiated thus of photons differ on many orders. Mass of photons, radiated at syn-
thesis of atoms and molecules, change in an interval, approximately, from kg3910−  up to kg3310− , and mass of 
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photons, radiated by protons at synthesis of nucleus, change in an interval, approximately, from kg3310−  up to 

kg2810− .  
64. Whether it is possible to count surprising that fact, what forces of inertia so it is thin react to change of 
mass of the molecules changing in an interval kg3910−  up to kg3310− ? Yes, the behavior of molecules in vorti-
cal pipes convincingly proves opportunities of laws of mechanics to operate this behavior. 
65. Why in ventilating systems and hydraulic systems cavitations of waters additional thermal energy is gen-
erated? Because, at mechanical break of chemical connections of molecules of water of energy it is required twice 
less, than at thermal. Additional energy is allocated at repeated synthesis of the destroyed molecules and clusters air 
or water. 
66. Why the energy spent on electrodynamic or mechanical break of connections in molecules of gases and 
liquids, is less than energy of thermal break of these connections? At thermal break of chemical connection en-
ergy of absorbed photons is distributed between two valent electrons, forming such connection, and mechanical du-
rability of such connection twice is less.   

19.7. Nucleus of atoms 
 

1. Whether results which clear up the physical nature of nuclear forces have appeared? Such results already 
exist. The analysis of structure of a proton has shown, that its magnetic field is similar to a magnetic field of a rod 
magnet. The size of intensity of this field near to its geometrical center has the enormous size equal 

TeslaBP
1410507.8 ⋅=  (197). 

2. Whether there are bases to believe, what intensity of a magnetic field of a neutron is close to intensity of a 
magnetic field of a proton? Such bases exist. 
3. Whether there are bases to believe, what enormous intensity of magnetic fields of a proton and a neutron 
generate the magnetic forces connecting these particles and named nuclear forces? Yes, there are all bases for 
studying this hypothesis. 
4. Why nucleus of atoms will consist of two particles: protons and neutrons? As protons have a charge, repellent 
them from each other the particle, which is necessary, connecting protons, would carry out a role of the screen be-
tween them. It is quite natural, that such particle also should have a magnetic field, but not have a charge. This first 
condition providing formation of a nucleus of atom. 
5. Studying so complex processes as process of formation of nucleus of atoms, it is impossible without the 
formulation of preliminary assumptions which would prove to be true the subsequent results of disclosing of 
structures of nucleus of atoms. In this connection there is such question: what main hypothesis was required 
to be formulated for disclosing the laws managing formation of nucleus of atoms? The most important hypothe-
sis which clears up a principle by which the Nature is guided at formation of nucleus of atoms, concerns structure of 
a magnetic field of a neutron. If to assume, that the neutron has six polar magnetic field all other processes of forma-
tion of nucleus of atoms clear up automatically and there is an opportunity to connect them with results of experi-
ments. 
6. Whether the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions from which absence of orbital movement  of 
electron in atom follows, in structures of nucleus of atoms is realized? Certainly, it is realized, and automati-
cally. All protons appear on a surface of nucleus (fig. 248, а). This feature follows from necessity of linear interac-
tion of electrons of atoms with protons of nucleus. 
7. Whether principles of formation of nucleus of atoms will be coordinated to the Periodic table of chemical 
elements of D.I. Mendeleyev? The consent full. Elements of simple nucleus appear in structures of more complex 
nucleus in full conformity with the Periodic table of chemical elements of D.I. Mendeleyev. 
8. How many magnetic poles at a magnetic field of electron? Two (fig. 41). 
9. How many magnetic poles at a magnetic field of a proton? Two (fig. 42). 
10. How many magnetic poles at a magnetic field of a neutron? Six (fig. 43). 
11. To that is intensity of a magnetic field equal a zone of contact of a proton with a neutron? The exact an-
swer to this question while is not present, but it is possible to believe, that it is equal to the intensity corresponding 
to nuclear forces [34]. 
12. What nature of nuclear forces and why their size quickly decreases at removal from the center of a nu-
cleus? The nature of nuclear forces is not established yet, but presence of so big intensity of a magnetic field near to 
the center of symmetry of a proton and, probably, close to this size in the center of symmetry of a neutron, allows to 
assume, that magnetic forces of protons and neutrons are nuclear forces. 
13. Why numbers of nucleus of helium, oxygen, calcium … are considered as magic numbers? Because nu-
cleus of these chemical elements have extremely symmetric structures (fig. 47, 54, 66). 
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Fig. 248 а) the circuit of a nucleus of atom of lithium; b) the circuit of a nucleus of atom of be-

ryllium ; с) the circuit of a nucleus of atom of graphite; d) the circuit of a nucleus of diamond; е) 
the circuit of a nucleus of atom of potash; j) the circuit of a nucleus of atom of copper 

 
14. Why transmutation of nucleus of atoms can pass at temperature considerably smaller, than was consid-
ered till now? Because protons and neutrons can lose touch with each other, absorbing x-ray photons, or scale pho-
tons. 
15. What photons are radiated by electrons at synthesis of atoms and molecules? At synthesis of atoms and 
molecules photons from a relic range up to x-ray (by tab. 2, 3, 4) are radiated. 
16. What photons are radiated at synthesis of nucleus of atoms? At synthesis of nucleus photons of a x-ray range 
and scale of a range (by tab. 2, 3, 4) are radiated. 
17. What photons form thermal energy in nuclear reactors of atomic power stations? Photons, radiated at syn-
thesis of atoms of new elements which follow as a result of nuclear reactions (247, 248). 
18. Whether the radiation formed at synthesis of nucleus can, carry out functions of heating of the heat-
carrier? No, cannot. 
19. What elementary particle of a nucleus radiates scale photons? A proton. 
20. Why nucleus of radioactive elements easily radiate nucleus of the helium, named an alpha particles and 
why they are dangerous to alive organisms? Because the nucleus of atom of helium (fig. 47) is widely submitted 
in structure of all nucleus (fig. 47 – 75) and settles down on their surface. With increase in quantity of neutrons in a 
nucleus of force of connection at this set of protons and neutrons weaken, and it is radiated. Having the size there 
are less than nucleus of usual elements, the nucleus of helium will penetrate deep into an organism and can cause 
transmutation  nucleus of its any atoms. 
21. Why nucleus of atoms have a positive charge? Because positively charged protons allocated  on their surface. 
22. Process of synthesis of atoms is accompanied by rapprochement electrons with protons of nucleus and the 
subsequent transitions electrons on power levels at which photons are radiated. Whether there are power lev-
els at protons of nucleus at their synthesis? Existence of power levels of protons at synthesis of nucleus – the ex-
perimental fact. Exist also energy of excitation of the nucleus, similar energies of excitation of electrons in atoms 
(fig. 52, tab. 31). 
23. How the quantity of power levels at protons of nucleus is great? Protons, for example, nucleus B11

5   of 

Bohr’s atom  and nucleus of carbon С11
5  have on 7 power levels (fig. 52, tab. 31). 

24. To that are equal to energy of ionization of these nucleus? If as energy of ionization of a nucleus to under-
stand the energy necessary for removal of a proton from a nucleus energy of ionization of a nucleus B11

5  is equal 

7.99 MeV, and nucleus С11
5  - 8.11 MeV (fig. 52, tab. 31). 
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25. Whether x-ray photons and scale photons carriers of thermal energy are? The strict answer to it a question 
demands definition of concept "thermal energy". As it is not determined yet from our ordinary representations about 
thermal energy scale photons and photons of a x-ray range do not generate such energy (tab. 2, 3, 4). 
26. Whether exists in the Nature neutrino? No, does not exist. It is result of erroneous interpretation misbalance 
of mass in some experiments with nucleus. 
27. Whether it is possible to explain misbalance mass in some experiments by transformation of a part of 
mass in an ether? This hypothesis is the closest than the others to a reality. 
28. In what the essence of the hypothesis replacing neutrino and is more correct explaining all cases misbal-
ance than mass and energies, fixed in a microcosm experimentally? At destruction of a nucleus, but also the 
splinters consisting not only from sets of nucleons of a nucleus are formed of sets of parts of nucleons. Some from 
them can be issued in structure of a photon or electron, and others are not present. As a result of their electromag-
netic substance, being dissolved, etherifies. 
29. What nucleus of atom most brightly proves connection of a postulate on structure of a magnetic field of a 
neutron with a reality? Rigid restrictions at consecutive construction of nucleus of all atoms in process of their 
complication - the most convincing proof of connection of the specified postulate with a reality, but are the clearest 
reliability of this postulate confirm nucleus of atoms of beryllium (fig. 49, b). It is experimentally established, that 
all of 100 % of nucleus of atoms of berilliym have 5 neutrons and 4 protons (fig. 49, b). We shall pay attention that 
formation of such nucleus is possible only at presence at a neutron in one plane of 4 magnetic poles.  
30. Why graphite and diamond, being substances of one chemical element, have considerably various proper-
ties? The answer to it a question was not before opening structure of a nucleus of atom of carbon. Presence at a neu-
tron of six polar magnetic fields structures of nucleus of atoms of graphite (fig. 51, а) and most brightly prove struc-
tures of a nucleus of atom of diamond (fig. 51, b, c). 
31. Why mass of set of free protons and the neutrons forming any nucleus, there is more than mass of a nu-
cleus? The new theory of a microcosm explains this precise experimental fact so. Process of synthesis of nucleus of 
atoms is similar to process of synthesis of atoms. At synthesis of atoms electrons radiate so-called thermal photons, 
and at synthesis of nucleus protons radiate scale photons and x-ray photons. Thus, photons carry away mass, form-
ing defect of mass of atoms and nucleus. 
32. Why with increase in quantity of protons in a nucleus the share of superfluous neutrons increases? Be-
cause at lack of neutrons of complex nucleus (fig. 60-75) conditions of a screen version of protons become compli-
cated. 
33. Whether specific energy of connection of nucleus is correctly defined by the account of quantity of nu-
cleon’s particles in a nucleus? No, not correctly as specific energy of connection depends not on quantity of parti-
cles in nucleons, but from quantity of connections between them. So, for example, if to take a nucleus of uranium 
238 it has 238 nucleons particles which are connected among themselves, approximately, 279 connections. So actual 
specific energy of connection between nucleons of this nucleus in 1,17 times is less. 
34. Why with increase in quantity of protons and neutrons in a nucleus their radio-activity increases? Set of 
protons and neutrons in a nucleus is similar to set of molecules in clusters. Complex nucleus also have linear extent 
(fig. 74-75), as well as molecules, therefore with increase in this extent weaken energy of connection between axial 
nucleons, and nucleus collapse.  
35. Why a nucleus of atom of helium – the most widespread element of radioactive infection? Because set of 
two protons and two neutrons – the most widespread formation in structure of all nucleus. This set has the greatest 
energy of connection and, being allocated from a nucleus, pollutes an environment, as a radioactive element with a 
positive charge which provides to it activity. 
36. How many nucleus are constructed on the basis of the revealed principles of their formation? We have 
stopped on a nucleus of atom of copper – 29 chemical element (fig. 75). The described principles of formation of 
nucleus allow to construct structure of any nucleus so the road inquisitive is open. 
37. Why it is considered, what nuclear forces are not central? Such forces which lines of action are crossed in 
the central point (a point of symmetry) refer to as the central forces or cross the central axis. We shall pay attention 
to complex nucleus of atoms of potash and copper (fig. 65, 75). At once it is visible, that is far from being all forces 
working between neutrons and between neutrons and protons, cross an axis of symmetry of a nucleus. So, generally 
nuclear forces are not central. However, if we shall look at a nucleus of diamond (fig. 51, b, c) at this nucleus all 
forces are central as lines of their action are crossed in the beginning of the cartesian system of coordinates [101]. 
38. Whether it is enough already the information on nucleus to start the detailed analysis of power of the 
processes proceeding in nuclear reactors of atomic power stations and in thermonuclear reactions, so-called 
inexhaustible energy sources which it is planned to realize in devices Tokamak? Yes, the new information on 
behavior of inhabitants of a microcosm has enough for the analysis of the specified processes and we shall result 
their results.   
39. In what sequence radiations in the submitted nuclear reactions (247, 248) are formed? After disintegration 
of a part of nucleus of atoms of uranium there is a synthesis of nucleus of atoms neptunium  Np, plutonium Pu, am-
ericium Am and cury Cm by connection to nucleus of uranium of additional protons and neutrons. Processes of syn-
thesis of nucleus of these elements are accompanied by radiation scale of photons dangerous to all surrounding and 
not carrying thermal energy. Then there is a synthesis of atoms of neptunium Np, plutonium Pu, americium Am and  
cury Cm. These processes are accompanied by radiation, so-called, thermal photons.  
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40. What photons generated in nuclear reactors, heat up water? Generators of the thermal photons which are 
heating up water of an atomic power station, processes of synthesis of atoms neptunium Np, plutonium Pu, ameri-
cium Am and cury Cm (fig. 249, а) are, first of all.  
41. Whether correctness of the name "Atomic power station" follows from this? As useful power function is 
carried out with processes of synthesis of atoms, but not nucleus the name "Atomic power station" reflects essence 
of process of reception of useful energy.  
 

 
 

Fig. 249: а) - nuclear reactions of atomic power stations; b), с), d) nuclear reactions planned in Tokamak; (light pro-
tons; dark – neutrons) 

 
42. Physics usually result power of nuclear reactions (fig. 249, с) for the proof of efficiency of atomic power 
stations. Correctly it whether or not? Certainly, it is wrong, as nuclear reactions generate useless energy as scale 
of photons. Their energy has no direct attitude to heating water – the heat-carrier of power station. However, com-
pletely to reject participation of photons, radiated at nuclear reactions in heating water, it is doubtful, as up to the 
end the role of Compton’s effect, which does not exclude transformation scale of photons in thermal photons is not 
yet clear here. The probability of such process exists. 
43. In what essence of this probability? Scale photons can be absorbed by protons of nucleus, changing their 
power levels, and can be reflected from them. Then, according to Compton’s effect, at reflection photons lose a part 
of the mass and energy and turn to photons with smaller energy. So repeated reflections scale of photons in systems 
of dense protection can transform them into photons which are absorbed by electrons of molecules of water and thus 
heat up it. However, as we know, such variant of behavior scale of photons was not considered yet.  
44. What calculation of energy of nuclear power stations reflects a reality? Calculation of the useful energy 
generated by reactors of an atomic power station, should begin, first of all, with calculation of energy of synthesis of 
atoms of new elements: neptunium  Np, plutonium Pu, americium Am and cury Cm (fig. 249, а). If this energy ap-
pears insufficiently it is necessary to analyze participation in its generation of other processes. 
45. Whether there is an opportunity to present even a provisional technique of such calculation? Such oppor-
tunity exists. Now it is known, that electrons of all atoms, cooperating with protons of nucleus, relatives of energy of 
connection with them who are equal energies of photons, radiated by  at synthesis of these atoms. These are close to 
energy to energy of ionization of atom of hydrogen 13.60 eV, therefore there are bases to take for calculation size, 
for example, 10 eV. Further it is possible to take quantity of moles new atoms born in these processes. Thus it is 
necessary to take into account, that process of synthesis of new nucleus began not with a nucleus of atom of hydro-
gen, and from a nucleus of atom of uranium. Therefore at synthesis of atoms neptunium Np, plutonium Pu, ameri-
cium Am and cury Cm thermal photons generate not all electrons of these atoms, and what are added to electrons of 
atoms of uranium. At atom of neptunium it is one electron, at atom of plutonium – two, at atom of americium – 
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three, and at atom cury – 4 (fig. 249, а). These electrons also radiate thermal photons at synthesis of these atoms. 
Energy of these photons is in an interval energies, absorbed by electrons of molecules of water. Certainly, for exact 
calculation it is necessary to know percentage quantity of these substances formed during work of nuclear reactors. 
To us these data are not known, therefore we cannot make such calculation. We can specify only sequence of its re-
alization.   
           It is known, that in one pier of substance contains 2310023.6 ⋅  atoms. It is possible to accept, that everyone 
new electron the specified new atoms radiates at synthesis photons with the common energy, approximately, equal 
10 eV. Then electrons of atoms of one asking neptunium radiate eV2410023.6 ⋅  energy as thermal photons. Know-
ing quantity moles of this element, it is possible to define energy of photons, which radiate by electrons at synthesis 
of this element. Further it is necessary to take into account energy of synthesis of atoms of other elements. If in nu-
clear reactors of atomic power stations atoms and other elements, for example, hydrogen, helium it is necessary to 
take into account energy and their synthesis are born. 
              If the sum of the received energy will not correspond to thermal energy of power station there is a necessity 
of the analysis of processes of formation of new atoms and transformations scale of photons in thermal photons. If 
nucleus of atoms of uranium become bear completely and there is in the beginning a synthesis of nucleus of new 
elements, and then synthesis of their atoms with connection of all electrons, so this variant also should be analysed. 
  Certainly, the experts owning the initial information, I can easily make these verifying calculations and es-
tablish true sources of the photons which are heating up water of an atomic power station. 
46. Whether it means, what the power of synthesis of nucleus cannot be attributed thermal energy generated 
by an atomic power station? The answer unequivocal – is impossible. Careful calculation of power balance of a 
nuclear reactor which as we believe, was not carried out yet as there are no publications on the balance of this en-
ergy described by us is necessary. If it is brief, energy of synthesis of a nucleus of atom of helium (fig. 249, с) is 
equal 17.6 MeV, and energy of synthesis of atom cannot be more sums energies of ionization of two electrons this 
atom (54.416 + 24.587) =79003 eV which is radiated at consecutive connection of two its electrons with two pro-
tons of a nucleus. If these electrons take up with a nucleus simultaneously each of them cannot radiate energy big 
energy of connection with a proton, corresponding to the first power level. It is known and equal eVE 468.131 = . 
Two electrons radiate 26.936 eV. It is real thermal energy which will be allocated at synthesis of atom of helium. 
Energy 17.6 MeV belongs scale to photons which are not thermal. 
  We shall not go deep into the further analysis of these complex processes, but we shall note: stated shows, 
that modern physics are still far from understanding of subtleties of the processes proceeding in nuclear reactors and, 
certainly, they deeply are mistaken, furnishing energy of synthesis of nucleus of atoms for the proof of an abundance 
of energy in the processes proceeding in nuclear reactors. Indisputable useful energy is generated only with proc-
esses of synthesis of atoms, but not nucleus. 
47. Whether correctness of a direction of researches on creation of the thermonuclear energy source named 
"Tokamak" follows from the answer to the previous question? This source is developed by scientists of the sev-
eral countries any more one decade. It is informed, that some tens billions dollars are spent for its development, and 
the end result is not looked through yet. We do not have bases to reproach with it the international collectives of the 
scientists engaged in this problem. Set of old knowledge of a microcosm which they own, does not exclude realiza-
tion of their scientific idea. However, new knowledge of a microcosm put realization of this idea under serious 
doubt.  
            We now well know, that the carrier of thermal energy are thermal photons. Their main property – straight-
forwardness of movement. Magnetic fields cannot change this property. It means, that it is impossible to create 
steady ring plasma in Tokamak and is long to keep it in this ring. Not casually there is no still an answer to a ques-
tion: what kind of energy is supposed to be received in this device? If it is warm, as it is planned to transfer its heat-
carrier?  
          If to take into account, that at synthesis of nucleus of helium photons which are not carriers of heat their fan-
tastic MeV – a source only harm, but not advantage are radiated scale. 
  It is possible, that realysarors of this out-of-date idea will read described and, certainly, will be dissatisfied. 
However, at understanding complexities of scientific search such feelings will not arise. They will be pleased with 
appeared opportunity of clearing of that till now remained not clear. Further we shall show, that this direction should 
be reoriented on development of such hydrogen-oxygen generators which could be placed, figuratively speaking, on 
kitchen of each housewife and to receive a hydrogen-oxygen mix from water for a gas cooker. Repeated excess of 
energy of a hydrogen-oxygen torch over quantity of electric energy on reception of a mix of these gases – the theo-
retical and experimental fact. Important and that at burning this mix water again is formed. So the problem of gradu-
ally decreasing stocks of natural gas and gas household safety will be solved. In fact after deenergizing electrolizer 
the output of gases stops. There is only completely a safe solution of water,  
48. Whether it is possible to carry out the detailed analysis of processes which how it is supposed, will proceed 
in thermonuclear reactor Tokamak  (ITER)? Such opportunity exists also we represent it. 
49. Where processes of synthesis of nucleus of the helium, submitted on fig. 249, b, c, d proceed? Such proc-
esses proceed on stars, including, and on the Sun. 
50. How to understand power of these reactions to the Sun? It is considered, that reactions of synthesis of nu-
cleus of helium – the main energy sources of the Sun and stars. It is necessary to understand precisely, that we are 
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heated with photons which are radiated at synthesis of atoms of hydrogen and helium. At synthesis of a nucleus of 
atom of helium the photon or set (no more than 10) scale of photons which are not carriers of thermal energy is radi-
ated. So, that it is incorrect to result size of energy 17.6 MeV for the proof of necessity of continuation of financing 
of this direction of search of a new energy source. 
51. Why these reactions refer to thermonuclear? Because, as it is supposed, they are possible only at very high 
temperature.  
52. Whether it was possible to the person to carry out it is artificial such nuclear processes? These processes 
are realized at explosions of hydrogen bombs. 
53. When the idea of realization of these processes for reception of useful energy was born? Exact date is diffi-
cult for naming, but, probably, in the beginning of the sixtieth years of the last century. 
54. Who posesses this idea and in what its essence? The technical idea of realization of (238) processes specified 
on fig., belongs, apparently, to the Soviet scientists. The essence of it consists that is possible to find such technical 
decision which would allow to locate the plasma similar solar, in terrestrial conditions. As materials for localization 
of plasma with so high temperature does not exist, have decided to locate this process with the help of magnetic 
fields. It was supposed, that will be possible to create such strong magnetic field, that it will keep plasma with tem-
perature at which the specified nuclear reactions are realized, that is with temperature existing in bowels of the Sun 
and other stars (fig. 249). 
55. Academician E.Velihov has already declared, that the way to inexhaustible energy sources is open, mean-
ing ratification of the contract between Russia, the USA, the European Community, China, Japan, Southern 
Coreya and India about construction of experimental thermonuclear reactor (ITER). Whether it is possible 
to predict prospect of realization of thermonuclear power confidently? Yes, we already own so a profound 
knowledge about behavior of inhabitants of a microcosm which allow us to estimate the forecast of academician 
E.Velihov confidently: «Now we trust, that this century the thermonuclear reactor will be constructed». To construct 
it is possible, and whether it will work?  
56. Whether the answer to the previous question in the subsequent questions and answers will be given? We 
were not going to analyze in detail a problem of a thermonuclear reactor, however the advertising information on the 
thermonuclear reactor, placed on a site of "News of a science», compels us to continue discussion of this problem. 
        In a seal it was already informed, that academicians of the Russian academy of sciences count scientific publi-
cations in the Internet which have no reviews, the scientific water drain and do not read such publications. The 
reader feels an opportunity of occurrence of the emotional comment on such attitude to a science, but we shall re-
frain from it.  
           Science – the most complex sphere of activity of the person, therefore scientific errors - its natural property. 
An output from these errors one – public discussion of scientific contradictions and search of ways of their elimina-
tion. The existing system of the academic reviewing of scientific works has strongly closed this output. Arrival of 
the Internet has opened it and appeared, that conductors reviewed scientific ideas – naked scientific kings and all 
world has had an opportunity to see this nakedness.  
       The inaccuracy of realization of idea of controlled thermonuclear synthesis with the help of a plasma ring, local-
ization by  magnetic field, already for a long time is described in our books issued without reviews. Evidence of this 
inaccuracy appeared inaccessible to understanding the reviewing of the academic intelligence. 
57. How it was supposed to broadcast energy of the located plasma ring to the consumer? Unfortunately, we do 
not own the information for the answer to this question.  
58. In what kind it is planned to receive energy in a plasma ring: as heat or an electricity? We have no answer 
to this question. 
59. What scientists of the countries conduct these researches? Now these researches are conducted by joint ef-
forts of scientists: Russia, the USA, the European Community, China, Japan, South Korea and India.  
60. What was base for these researches? Results of theoretical and experimental physics of XX century.  
61. Whether the theoretical physics of XX century allows to see all problems connected to realization of this 
idea? Unfortunately, does not allow.  
62. What problem is main in realization of this idea? A problem of deduction of photons – the main carriers of 
thermal energy, in a plasma ring with the help of magnetic fields. 
63. In what essence of this problem? Essence that the magnetic field is transparent for photons of all ranges of ra-
diations. 
64. What means concept is transparent? That the magnetic field is not a barrier to photons, they freely pass 
through magnetic fields. As photons move only rectilinearly, and the plasma ring is curvilinear, it automatically ex-
cludes an opportunity of deduction of photons in ring plasma.  
65. Whether this absence of an opportunity means to maintain high temperature in ring plasma? This absence 
is obvious, unequivocal and is incontestable. 
66. But in fact already it was possible to support plasma some seconds? Yes, while in plasma there are sources 
of photons, it exists. As soon as they come to an end, so plasma at once disappears, as all photons which have born 
earlier do not remain in a plasma ring, and leave it. 
67. Whether it means impossibility of realization of the nuclear reactions submitted on fig. 232, in devices 
Tokamak or ITER? The answer unequivocal, means. 
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68. For these researches are spent tens billions dollars who is guilty in their useless expenditure? Is not present 
here guilty. It - natural property of scientific search. Certainly, there are factors which it is deliberate or inevitable, 
but preserved process of the analysis of problems of realization of this idea. The future generations, certainly, will 
study them and will arrange to that they did not repeat. 
69. For the proof of necessity of researches on creation of systems Tokamak or ITER scientists result reac-
tions with the amazing power effects, submitted on fig. 232. whether they can really be realized in these de-
vices? Numerical values of energies in the specified reactions – the experimental facts. However their importance 
for development of energy by the specified devices is interpreted completely incorrectly. To energy of these reac-
tions belong scale to photons which have no any attitude to thermal energy. Thermal energy is formed with photons, 
radiated at synthesis of atoms and its size on many orders is less than the energy specified in these reactions. 
70. How thermal energy allocated at synthesis of atom of helium is great? It easily pays off and is equal to the 
sum energies of connection electron with protons of nucleus, at the moment of their stay at the first power levels 
26.936 eV.  
71. In what image to understand size of energy 17.6 MeV? It is energy of synthesis of a nucleus of atom of he-
lium. It belongs scale to a photon which is not the carrier of thermal energy.  
72. And how then the Sun or nuclear reactors of atomic power stations functions? The temperature of the Sun 
is formed with the photons born at synthesis of atoms of hydrogen, helium and other elements, but not their nucleus. 
A source of thermal energy in nuclear reactors of atomic power stations also are processes of synthesis of atoms 
neptunium, plutonium, americium and cury. Plasma of the Sun is kept in a compact condition by its gravitational 
field.  
73. In what essence of process an alpha – disintegration? The alpha – a particle is a steady nucleus of atom of he-
lium. It is allocated from a nucleus after absorption by a proton an alpha of a particle scale of a photon which re-
duces energy of connection of this particle with a nucleus up to size smaller Coulomb  forces which are pushing out 
protons from a nucleus. In result it also leaves a nucleus. It occurs in nucleus to a plenty of neutrons. 
74. In what essence beta disintegration of nucleus? Beta disintegration goes in complex nucleus with a plenty of 
neutrons. It consists that the proton of a nucleus can grasp electrons and regenerate in a neutron. Reduction of pro-
tons in a nucleus translates this substance in the left side of the table of chemical elements. The variant beta disinte-
gration when the neutron radiates electrons is possible and turns to a proton. In this case the new nucleus forms a 
chemical element shifted to the right to the table of D.I. Mendeleyev 
75. Whether are received what - or useful results in so long and expensive researches? Such results are. Main 
from them, from our point of view, a material for manufacturing electromagnets with intensity of a magnetic field 
up to 80 Tesla. It is very valuable result and there are bases to believe, that it will speed up transition to hydrogen 
power. 
76. Whether allow to describe in details new knowledge dynamics of nuclear explosion? The new theory of a 
microcosm allows to describe in details sequence of all processes of nuclear explosion and to explain all phenomena 
which accompany with it. In particular dynamics  of   formation of fungous   forms of nuclear explosion and the rea-
son of growth of a leg of it mushrooms from the Earth to the center of explosion is already clear. However the need 
in the detailed description of these processes is not present. On the agenda the question on rescue of mankind is al-
ready put and it already waits for geniuses who will convince politicians of necessity of development of the program 
of stage-by-stage reduction and the subsequent liquidation of the nuclear weapon and switching of attention and 
means for protection against the general for all dangers - ecological.  
77. The world on our planet already for a long time is in a condition of fragile balance. How the aspiration the 
USA looks on this background to destroy this balance accommodation SOI at borders of Russia? It is not nec-
essary to be the big expert to understand, that Russia, to secure itself, will be compelled to take all measures for 
automatic destruction of objects SOI at the borders with an absolute(a hundred-percent) guarantee first minutes of 
start of the first American antyrocets. And such opportunities at us are. It will considerably increase probability of 
the automatic beginning of nuclear war in which as it is well-known, will not be winners.  
78. If it will be possible to keep the world, whether that is possible to predict opinion of the future generations 
on such actions of governors the USA? Without any doubt, they will be attributed to the category schizophrenics, 
and the politics pushing this idea, already in the list of politicians - schizophrenics. The history of a nuclear opposi-
tion convincingly shows necessity of the immediate decision of the United Nations about ranging politicians on 
which the life of all earthmen depends, on a level  schizophrenics by the world referenda. Other way of protection 
against nuclear destruction at earthmen while is not present. 
79. And the modern generation unless does not count such actions the USA schizophrenics? Those who under-
stands consequences of such actions, certainly, consider. 
80. Why scientific XX centuries considered, what cold transmutation nucleus of atoms is 
impossible? Such point of view was based on results of researches of behavior of elementary 
particles in accelerators and on absence of the theoretical information on processes of synthesis 
of nucleus of atoms. Scientists did not know, that process of synthesis of nucleus of atoms is 
similar to process of synthesis of atoms. This implies, that if synthesis of atoms can go at usual 
temperature nucleus of atoms have such opportunity also.  
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81. What image goes synthesis of nucleus of calcium in an organism of the hen which is 
used at formation of an egg-shell? Already there is an information for the first variant of the 
answer to this question. The nucleus of atom of calcium (fig. 250) will consist of nucleus of ni-
trogen, lithium, helium and hydrogen. Therefore we have bases to believe, that nucleus of these 
chemical elements are used at synthesis of nucleus of calcium. 
82. Whether there are still proofs transmutation of nucleus in alive organisms? In a seal it 
was informed, that scientists deprived sea molluscs of the food containing calcium, and their ar-
mours all the same grew. 
83. What elementary particle connects nucleus of different chemical elements in one new 
nucleus? The analysis of process of formation of a nucleus of atom of calcium  shows fig. 66, 
that this function is carried out with neutrons.  
84. Whether radiate neutrons during connection of nucleus of different atoms in a new nu-
cleus? It is known, that many processes of synthesis are accompanied by radiations. If neutrons 
radiate at synthesis of new nucleus a product of these radiations can be scale photons or the x-ray 
photons dangerous to an organism. Therefore there are bases to believe, that neutrons in the 
given process of synthesis of nucleus do not radiate. 
85. Whether follows from this, what process of synthesis of nucleus is accompanied by ra-
diations which are formed only by the protons incorporating to neutrons? Yes, the stated in-
formation demands the formulation of such hypothesis. 
86. Whether it means, what formation of new nucleus is accompanied by radiations scale of 
photons or x-ray photons only when protons incorporate to neutrons? It - the natural conse-
quence following from the stated information, and it deserves the detailed analysis. It should be 
checked thoroughly, using the available experimental information received on accelerators of 
elementary particles. 
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Fig. 250. а) a nucleus of atom of calcium; b) nucleus of nitrogen - 1,7; lithium – 4; 
helium – 6; a proton of atom of hydrogen – 3 and neutrons 2, 5 

 
87. What else important consequence follows from the described process of synthesis of 
complex nucleus? The following important information consists that components of simple nu-
cleus are united in complex nucleus not in a naked condition, and together with the electrons. 
Therefore such process of synthesis of new nucleus is not accompanied by radiations of thermal 
photons as processes of synthesis of new atoms are absent. Components of simple nucleus are 
united in complex nucleus with electrons, cooperating with protons which do not participate dur-
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ing synthesis of new nucleus. In the considered case a new nucleus neutrons with free magnetic 
poles of more simple nucleus and form additional neutrons. 
88. Whether it is possible to formulate the main condition for cold transmutation nucleus of 
atoms? The analysis (fig. 250, b) shows, that process of synthesis of complex nucleus goes in 
conditions when axial neutrons of more simple nucleus are free from protons. In this case opera-
tive ranges of such neutrons are free  from electrons of atoms. If one more neutron it weakens ac-
tion in this zone and protons of a nucleus and electrons of atoms joins such neutron. In result ax-
ial neutrons of nucleus of other atoms receive an opportunity to come nearer to such neutrons 
and to incorporate to them, forming more complex nucleus without processes of synthesis of new 
atoms, so and without allocation of thermal energy accompanying this process. 
89. Whether there are experimental data about transmutation nucleus? We have received 
the patent for installation on transmutation nucleus, results of our experiments are submitted in 
tab. 45 and 46. 
90. How achievements are great in the field of artificial transmutation nucleus of atoms? 
They so are quickly updated, that the answer to this question is inconvenient.  
91. Whether it is possible to receive gold a method transmutation nucleus? It is already re-
ceived, and, green color which is not present in the nature. 
92. What nucleus of an element most likely trasmutation in a nucleus of gold? The nearest 
the neighbour of gold is lead. 
 
 
 

19.8. An ether and Planck's constant 
 

1. Whether the new theory of a microcosm allows to find out a source of a material world? The new theory of a 
microcosm considerably strengthens reliability of a hypothesis about a birth of all elementary particles from the 
ether representing the unloaded substance which in regular intervals fills in all space.  
2. Whether there are any quantitative characteristics of an ether? In book "Etherelectrodinamics" of 
V.A.Atsjukovsky it is resulted more than 10 quantitative characteristics of an ether. While trust the constant of local-
ization of a photon, electron deserves only, a proton and a neutron. Being the common for all these particles, the 
constant of localization gives all bases to consider, that the ring density of the substance named an ether, is equal 

constmkgrmk =⋅⋅=⋅= −42
0 102102541.2 . The superficial density of a substance torus of electron is equal 

constmkgmT =⋅= − 28 /10464.2δ , but it is not so free ether, and generated a surface of torus. 
3. What elementary particle was born the first in the Universe? While the exact answer is not present, but there 
are sufficient bases for the statement that two particles apply on the first the birthing. It is electron and a proton. 
4. If electron and a proton were born the first they have started to give rise to what particles? Presence elec-
tron and a proton automatically conducts by a birth of atom of hydrogen and radiation of photons with parameters 
from a relic range up to ultra-violet. In parallel with it there is a capture by protons of electrons and a birth of neu-
trons. 
5. Whether there was a universe in such condition when there were no stars? The bases for such hypothesis ex-
ist. 
6. What set of elementary particles has led to  a birth of the first star? As synthesis of protons and electrons re-
sults in occurrence of atoms of hydrogen and neutrons, set electrons and protons – a sufficient condition for a birth 
of the first star and its evolution: synthesis deuterium, tritium  and helium. It - known processes. 
7. What script of a birth of the first elementary particle from an ether? The most efficient hypothesis – occur-
rence of different density of an ether in various points of space as a result of which interaction of streams of an ether 
with different density has led to  formation of radio whirlwinds from which elementary particles have started to be 
born, and together with them - and fundamental constants. 
8. Whether the new theory of a microcosm allows to find out, what fundamental constant was born the first? 
Here there is more than definiteness. As whirlwinds are formed at rotary movement the most important constant de-
scribing this movement, Planck's h constant is.  
9. What mathematical expression Planck's constant has? It - a unique constant which contains characteristics of 
all three primary elements of a universe: spaces, matters and time. Planck's constant, the manager of processes of 
formation and behavior of structures electron and a proton, enters the name so ω2mrh = . Here m  - mass of elec-
tron  or a proton; r - radius of a base ring (fig. 251, а) of electron or a proton; ω  - angular speed of rotation of a 
base ring of a proton or electron. 
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10. What dimension of a constant of Planck? In system of SI Planck's constant has dimension 
constsmkgmrh =⋅= /, 22ω . It - dimension of the moment of quantity of movement or the kinetic moment, and 

physics name this dimension the moment of a pulse or the angular moment. 
11. The constancy what – or sizes cannot be in itself. Necessarily there should be a law managing this con-
stancy. What law operates a constancy of a constant of Planck? A constancy of a constant of Planck one of the 
most fundamental laws of classical mechanics – the law of preservation of the moment of quantity of movement op-
erates. It has also other names. Last years mechanics name its law of preservation of the kinetic moment, and phys-
ics – the law of preservation of the moment of a pulse or the angular moment [101]. 
 

  
Fig. 251: а) a base ring, as the first approach structures of photons, electrons, protons and neutrons; b) the circuit of 

atom of hydrogen; с) circuits of molecules of hydrogen; d) the circuit of molecule DNC; е) the sea bowl twirled 
against a course of a hour hand by the law of preservation of the kinetic moment, incorporated by the Nature in 

Planck's constant 
 
12. Why in the structure of a constant of Planck describing behavior of electron and a proton, there is an an-
gular frequency ω  instead of linear-ν ? Because the basic condition of a life and a proton, and electron - a condi-
tion of rotation concerning the axis of symmetry, [101].  
13. Whether brings it contradictions in calculations of other constants electron and a proton? All constants of 
electron, and them more than 20, communicate mathematical dependences among themselves only under condition 
of presence in terms of Planck's constant of angular frequency ω , instead of linear– ν . 
14. Why the behavior of photons is described Planck's containing linear frequency ν  instead of angular by 
the constant- ω ? Because the basic condition of a life of photons of all frequencies – a condition of rectilinear 
movement with constant speed C which is characterized by linear frequency ν .  
15. In books and textbooks on physics frequently result record of a constant of Planck in such kind 

πω 2/2mr=h  and use it for the calculations connected to photons, why? As angular ω  and linear ν  fre-
quencies are connected by dependence πνω 2=  such record is allowable, but use of it forms mess in ideas about 
distinctions of structure of a constant of Planck used for the description of behavior of a photon and other particles, 
therefore record of a constant of Planck under the name h  with a stroke it is necessary to exclude and use proto-
genic kinds of records of this constant for a photon constmrh == ν2  and for other particles 

constmrh == ω2 . 
16. Whether Planck's constant contains in itself other constants? It is the most fundamental question with the 
positive answer. Planck's constant comprises two more constants. They at once prove in its such record 

constrmrh =⋅= ω . Two factor mr  and ωr  Planck's constant also should be constants. And it is valid so. 
Size ωr  - linear speed of points of a base ring (fig. 251, а) of electron or a proton. It is equal to speed of light 
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constCr ==ω . We have named a constant constmrk ==0  a constant of localization of elementary parti-
cles. It appeared same at photons of all ranges of radiation, at electron, a proton and a neutron. 
17. What physical sense the constant of localization has? The physical sense of this constant follows from its di-
mension mkg ⋅ . It means, that all elementary particles are formed as a first approximation of rings (fig. 251, а), at 

which product of mass for length of a ring – size constant and equal constmkgmrk =⋅⋅== −42
0 10210254.2 . 

In view of it we have a basis for the formulation of a postulate: the ether has linear structure which characteristic 
copes a constant constmkgmrk =⋅⋅== −42

0 10210254.2 .   
18. Whether there are bases to consider, that the first Planck's constant, and together with it and two other 
constants was born: speed of light C and a constant of localization 0k ? Certainly, such bases are available, as 
other applicants for so symphonic interrelation with each other are not present. 
19. Whether there are bases to assert, what Planck's constant is the most fundamental constant? The positive 
answer to this question follows automatically from above stated. 
20. Whether there are bases to consider, what all other constants are derivatives? From Planck's describing 
structure of a photon the constant, 4 more constants, and from Planck's describing structure and behavior of electron  
follow, 20 more constants. Similar position and at a proton and a neutron. Therefore we have all bases to consider 
that Planck's constant the most fundamental constant.  
21. As Planck's constant – size vector by the nature, that, defining energy of all elementary particles, It makes 
by their vector sizes. So it whether or not? If to recognize that linear frequency ν  - size scalar, energy of individ-
ual photons – sizes vector. However, the additional analysis has shown, that linear frequency ν  - size vector. In that 
case energy of photons cannot be vector sizes. It concerns to energies  and other elementary particles. 
22. In what phenomena vector properties of a constant of Planck describing elementary particles are obvi-
ously shown? In the phenomena of their diffraction and an interference. 
23. How vector properties of elementary particles in the phenomena of diffraction and an interference are 
shown? It is known, that these phenomena are shown at reflections of elementary particles at the moment of their 
meeting with obstacles or at passage through apertures and a crack. Result of behavior of elementary particles in this 
case one – polarization, at which spins of particles described by a constant of Planck, start to cooperate, changing 
trajectories of movement of these particles in such a manner that on the screen are formed them together and empti-
ness which we perceive as diffraction the pictures proving wave properties of particles. 
24. Whether there is a detailed analysis of a conclusion of Frenel’s equation  for the description of the phe-
nomena of diffraction? In the book [270] process of a conclusion of Frenel’s formula  for calculation diffraction 
picture formed behind a wire is repeated and its mistakes are shown.  
25. Whether shows the action Planck's constant at formation of atoms and molecules? Yes, it operates proc-
esses of formation of atoms (fig. 251, b) and molecules (fig. 251, с). 
26. In what essence of this action? The matter is that Planck's constant – size vector by the nature. Pay attention to 
a direction of its vector at rotation of a base ring (fig. 251, а) all elementary particles. The vector of a constant h  is 
directed so, that rotation of a ring sees from the end of this vector directed against a course of a hour hand. The es-
sence of action of vector properties of a constant of Planck consists that rotations of structures of atoms and mole-
cules are directed to one side. It is well visible on a direction of vectors of a constant of Planck, describing rotation 
of a proton and electron in atom of hydrogen (fig. 251, b) and in molecules of hydrogen (fig. 251, с). 
27. Whether shows the action Planck's constant at formation of biological structures? From physical essence of 
a constant of Planck necessity of concurrence of directions of rotations valent electrons follows. In result molecular 
structures at the growth tend to a twisting against a course of a hour hand. It is obviously shown in structure of 
molecule DNK (fig. 251, d). 
28. Why the overwhelming majority of snails and sea bowls is twirled against a course of a hour hand? Be-
cause process of their formation and growth Planck's constant with the same direction of rotation operates (fig. 251, 
e).  
29. Whether there are attributes of realization of a constant of Planck in an organism of the person? They are 
shown in prevailing development of the right hand.  
30. Whether action of a constant of Planck in space scales is shown? It is shown and is very interesting. One of 
my students has carried out researches on revealing influence of a constant of Planck (the law of preservation of the 
moment of quantity of movement or the moment of a pulse) on formation of Solar system [40].  
31. What results are received thus? Appeared, that the moment of quantity of movement of our mother of the 
Earth is equal to the moment of quantity of movement of a ring with radius of an orbit of the Earth which rotated 
around of the Sun [40]. 
32. How this result is interpreted? It means, that there are bases to believe, that the Earth was born from the ring 
clot of a matter rotating when - that around of the Sun [40]. 
33. What else consequence has followed from results of these researches? The second important consequence of 
results of these researches specifies that when mass of all planets were in structure of the Sun it rotated concerning 
the axis in 10 times faster, than now [40]. 
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34. Whether there are proofs of work of a constant of Planck in space scales? J.A. Baurov 
has experimentally proved existence of a space rotational field and a vector describing this field, 
has named Vector potential [95], [96].  
35. Whether the direction of Vector potential influences activity of the Sun? Employees Pulcov of an observa-
tory have proved, that the specified Vector potential influences solar activity and directions of emissions of plasma 
[93], [280]. 
 

19.9. Electrodynamics 
 

1. The beginning of experimental electrodynamics has put in pawn Faraday about 200 years ago.  Its theo-
retical base has based Maxwell about 150 years ago. All electrodynamics achievements of mankind are based 
on ideas Faraday and Maxwell. Unless it is possible to put existing electrodynamics under doubt? Develop-
ment of electrodynamics went on a way of ignoring of numerous experimental and theoretical contradictions. Now 
them has collected so much, that they became a powerful brake of the further development of electrodynamics. 
2. The modern theoretical physics is considered the closed, consistent science. The main part closing physical 
knowledge is invariancy of Maxwell’s equations  of transformation of Lorentz. Unless it is possible to put all 
this under doubt? We have already proved, that Lorentz's transformation - the theoretical virus, therefore the speci-
fied invariancy has no any attitude to a reality. The physical invariancy easily checked experimentally is main. We 
have shown full absence of physical invariancy of  Maxwell’s equations. As to mathematical invariancy it has ap-
peared as a result of ignoring judicial functions of the main axiom of Natural sciences – axioms of Unity.  
 3. The electricity is formed by positive and negative charges. Unless it is possible to put this repeatedly 
checked up fact under doubt? Now we shall show, that not only it is possible, but also necessary. We shall start 
with the analysis of processes at which obviously are present electrons, forming the electric potential, and protons 
which form positive electric potential are negative. 
4. How alkaline or acid solutions form potentials on electrodes? Ions of alkaline and acid solutions form linear 
clusters on which ends settle down electrons and protons of atoms of hydrogen. In result on the ends of cluster posi-
tive and negative electric potentials are formed. Thus, trailer electrons linear ionic clusters there are at a positive 
electrode (anode), and trailer protons of atoms of hydrogen - at negative (the cathode, fig. 252, а). 
5. Whether the described law of formation of electric potentials on electrodes plasmoelectrolytic  cells is ob-
served? Certainly, it is observed. Trailer electrons of clusters of ions there are at the anode, and trailer protons of at-
oms of hydrogen – at the cathode, due to it and plasma at this electrode is formed (fig. 252, and, b).  
6. Presence electrons in an electrostatics is clear. And whence the protons forming positive potential under-
take? Protons almost all atoms are located in nucleus deeply enough from their superficial zone. Besides they are 
shielded by electrons. Protons of nucleus of only simple atoms distribute the action for limits of atoms. Most 
brightly it follows from atom of the hydrogen having linear structure, on which one end electron, and on the friend - 
a proton.  
7. Whether follows from this, what protons cannot participate in formation of positive charges in an electro-
statics? Follows, certainly. Free protons in a conductor rare, rare phenomenon is possible to tell. It is caused by that 
protons are deeply in nucleus, and also that the neighborhood of a free proton with electron automatically comes to 
an end formation of atom of hydrogen which exists only in a plasma condition at temperature 2700-5000 C. 
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Fig. 252: а) the circuit of formation of an electric circuit of cluster −ОН  between plus and a minus; b) the circuit of 

the elementary plasmaelectrolytic cells; с) the circuit of movement of electrons in a wire from plus to a minus and 
formations on its ends of southern and northern magnetic fields 

 
8. What image in that case interprets work of semiconductors, diodes? Existing interpretation of work of these 
elements is based on concept of hole conductivity. We bring the text of definition of concept "hole" from the Physi-
cal encyclopaedic dictionary. М. «The Soviet encyclopedia» 1984г. 186с. « ….. hole – the positive charge е, having 
the energy equal to energy absent of electron with opposite is familiar». The sin to laugh.  
9. Whether the answer to an above mentioned question means, what we have no representation about work of 
the diode? The answer unequivocal, means. Further we shall describe its real work. 
10. What it is necessary to make to understand a rule which, figuratively speaking, the diode is guided, pass-
ing one electrons and detaining others? To reveal this rule, it is necessary to find answers to many other ques-
tions. The main rule in this search – sequence of the formulation of questions., the following from them. 
11. As the diode passes one electrons and detains others it makes this, taking into account two various proper-
ties of electron, and in a charge of electron one property – a negative charge is incorporated only. What it is 
two properties? Electron has one charge, and its magnetic field - two magnetic poles: northern and southern. These 
poles also help the diode to divide electrons on what it passes also what it detains. But the understanding of subtle-
ties of this process is impossible without answers to a series of other questions. The following. 
12. If in a wire there are no protons, how in  a electrolytic solution how on one end of a wire the positive po-
tential is formed, and on the friend – negative? This obvious contradiction electrical engineers and electronics, 
which else was analyzed by nobody. 
13. In what essence of this contradiction? Essence that directions of force lines of the magnetic field formed 
around of a conductor with a current, correspond to such orientation free electrons in a wire (fig. 252, с) at which 
they move from plus to a minus, being guided so, that southern poles of magnetic fields of electrons appear directed 
to plus to the end of a wire, and northern to minus. Such picture will completely be coordinated to structure of elec-
trons and unequivocally proves, that free electrons of wires are revolved by southern magnetic poles to the positive 
end of a wire, and northern – to negative. This implies, that the positive pole of a wire actually is a southern mag-
netic pole, and negative – northern. In this case presence at wires of free protons for formation of positive potential 
as free electrons of wires form on its ends not one poles electric charges, and one magnetic poles is not required. 
14. From described follows, that the pointer of a compass should react near to the end, a wire connected, for 
example, to the accumulator. Whether so it? No, certainly, not so, electrons in a wire are guided only when its in 
the closed circuit. 
15. If electrons in a wire are guided so, that their southern poles are inverted to plus, and northern to a minus 
the magnetic field around of such wire should be similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet. However instead 
of it around of a wire the ring magnetic field is formed. How to understand this contradiction? Electrons a rod 
magnet are rigidly connected to its body and do not make longitudinal movements. In a wire electrons are free and 
get orientation, only under action of external influences. They operate with the total rotation on environment  out-
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side of a wire which we name an ether, and focus it in such a manner that it gets the properties similar magnetic, and 
habitual for us the magnetic field of a rod magnet is absent.  
16. Whether it means an inaccuracy of existing representations what on one end of a wire plus is formed, and 
on the friend – a minus? The answer to this question positive. 
17. Whether the opportunity to call into question all follows from this to the electrical engineer and electron-
ics? No, certainly, does not follow. They electrotechnical and electronic devices have already got used to plus and a 
minus also do not prevent to practicals to create. 
18. What for then to bring such attention to the question and to whom the established tradition prevents to 
count one end of a wire positive, and another – negative? It prevents theorists as the developed reserve as we 
have shown, does not correspond to a reality, therefore it closes a way to deeper understanding and electrical engi-
neers, and electronics. 
19. In what the essence of a deepening of this understanding will consist? To present this essence is more con-
crete, let's take the first step. For this purpose we shall consider, that on  the plus  end of a wire with a direct current 
the southern magnetic pole, and on the minus end – northern settles down. Such reserve automatically follows from 
structure of electron (fig. 41) and directions of a magnetic field around of a conductor with a direct current (fig. 252, 
с) on all its extent, irrespective of length of a wire and geometry of its curvatures. 
20. From described follows, that electrons move from plus to a minus (or from South Pole to northern) and 
their movement coincides with a direction of a current, and in modern physics it is considered to be, that the 
current is opposite to a direction of movement electrons. Who is right? The existing reserve of opposite direc-
tions of movement of electrons on a conductor and a current in it(him) is accepted more 200 years ago by Franklin. 
It counted, that a current  to a plate of the condenser, should bring to it a positive charge. This confused reserve 
since then wanders from the textbook in the textbook, and nobody has dared to clean this contradiction. 
21. As formation of a magnetic field around of a conductor with a current does not cause doubt, whether that 
follows from this, what the specified magnetic field, being formed on all an extent of a conductor, creates a 
magnetic field of the coil with a current? Certainly, follows. 
22. If to enter a constant magnet into a cavity of the coil with coil of wire the magnetic field of such magnet 
focuss free electrons in a wire and on its ends instead of plus and a minus there are northern and southern 
magnetic poles. So whether or not? In view of the new reserve accepted by us it - a right answer. 
23. Whether the opportunity of the detailed description of behavior free electrons in a wire with a constant 
and variable voltage follows from this? Follows and is possible to start realization of such opportunity. 
24. What source has truly constant voltage? A pure constant voltage batteries and have accumulators. However, 
this concept designate and the straightened variable voltage, therefore at the analysis of behavior of electron in a 
wire is necessary to take into account this fact. 
25. How behave electrons in a wire connected to battle or the accumulator? The circuit of their orientation and 
movement is shown on fig. 112. It follows from structure of electron (fig. 41) and a magnetic field formed around of 
a conductor with a constant voltage. Apparently (fig. 112), electrons are built so, that vectors of their magnetic mo-
ments eM  appear directed from plus to a minus. Thus, southern poles of all free electrons in a wire with a constant 
voltage appear oriented to plus of the end of a wire. Northern poles of all free electrons appear oriented by other end 
of a wire to which we have attributed a sign a minus, therefore we have all bases to consider its northern magnetic 
pole. 
  Thus, electrons in a wire connected to the constant power supply, move from plus to a minus or from the 
end of the wire having southern magnetic pole S by the end of a wire with northern magnetic pole N. It is quite natu-
ral, that the direction of a current coincides with a direction of movement of electrons. 
26. What bases exist for introduction of representations what plus of the end of a wire corresponds to a 
southern magnetic pole, and minus – northern? First of all, it is necessary to mean, that in a wire there are no free 
protons, therefore there is nobody in it to form a positive sign on a charge. Is only free electrons, and they have only 
a negative sign on a charge, but two magnetic poles: southern and northern. We have already described, how plus 
and a minus on plugs of the battery or the accumulator form ions clusters, which have on one ends electrons, and on 
others - protons of atoms of hydrogen. It is very important to understand, that their this action comes to an end at a 
plate. In a wire there are no such protons which would be on a surface of atoms and molecules, therefore there is no-
body to create on one end of a wire plus, and on the friend a minus. From the circuit resulted on fig. 108, follows, 
that free electrons oriented in a wire, form on its ends southern and northern magnetic poles, therefore we have all 
bases to consider, that on the end of the wire connected to plus to the plug of the battery or the accumulator, the 
southern magnetic pole, and on the end of the wire connected to the minus plug, - northern magnetic pole is formed. 
Further we shall see, how the consequences explaining such abundance of electric effects follow from such reserve, 
that the given hypothesis confidently wins the status of a postulate. 
27. How the constant voltage submitted from the accumulator of mobile phone, carries out transfer of the in-
formation? Briefly and figuratively it can be presented so. Present, that the constant voltage V shown on fig. 113 as 
function of time t starts to be disconnected and included periodically. Instead of the direct line simulating a constant 
voltage, pulses of presence and absence of this voltage are formed. During formation of these pulses the information 
transmitted by mobile phone also is coded. It is quite natural, that this function is carried out with special electronic 
devices. 
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28. Whether it means, what the sign on a voltage at formation of pulses of a constant voltage does not vary? 
The answer unequivocal – does not vary. The condition of electrons is varies. At presence of a voltage all of them 
are built so, that vectors of their magnetic moments are directed to one side, from plus to a minus or from the end of 
a wire with a southern magnetic pole by the end of a wire with northern magnetic pole. When the voltage is not pre-
sent, orientation free electrons magnetic fields of electrons of atoms of a wire start to operate.  
29. How the difference between the sizes of atoms and electrons which appear in intervals between atoms is 
great? The provisional difference is known. The sizes of electron m1210− , and the sizes of atoms m910− . The 
thousandfold difference in sizes - a sufficient condition for electrons to have conditions for moving to a conductor. 
Nevertheless, magnetic fields electrons of atoms are not indifferent for free electrons. They appear sufficient to 
change the ordered orientation electrons, created by the external voltage enclosed to a wire, after switching-off of 
this voltage. 
30. What occurs, when the voltage again is included? Instantly, almost with speed of light, electrons again accept 
focused position in a wire. 
31. Whether means, what process of occurrence and disappearance of a magnetic field around of a conductor 
with a current is accompanied by radiation of this field in space? The positive answer to this question would al-
low to involve for the description of the specified process of Maxwell’s equations. However, it is fixed, that around 
of a wire the variable magnetic field without an electric component is formed, and  Maxwell’s equations  describe 
distribution of electromagnetic waves. 
32. But in fact presence at a wire free electrons forms around of it and an electric field, and there are bases to 
consider, what around of a conductor exist and two fields magnetic and electric change? The matter is that the 
size of an electric field is formed by quantity of electrons, and it does not vary in the set volume of a wire at pres-
ence or absence of a pulse of a constant voltage, therefore there are no reasons of change of an electric field around 
of a conductor. The quantity of electrons in the set volume of a wire, and their orientation varies not. Change of this 
orientation also forms process of change only a magnetic field around of a conductor.  
33. Whether process of instant change of a voltage influences speed of rotation free electrons in a conductor? 
Certainly, influences. 
34. What occurs with electrons when at them speed of rotation changes? This process is accompanied by simul-
taneous radiation  by all electrons the photons which pulse carries away the information coded in a pulse of a volt-
age in space.  
35. Why the person, concerning the ground and a wire with a voltage, feels impact of a current? All electrons 
various bodies of a body of the person oriented by the Nature in such a manner that they realize various vital signs. 
When the person, standing on the ground, concerns a wire with a voltage irrespective of character of this voltage (it 
is constant or charging) it closes through himself an electric circuit and electrons of his bodies start to change orien-
tation natural to them, as is perceived, as impact by a current. 
36. In what image behave of electrons in a wire with a variable voltage? It is uneasy to see (fig. 114), that the 
variable voltage will force them to rotate so, that the ends of vectors of the magnetic moments М  and spins h  will 
describe circles, development of intensity of a magnetic field arising thus around of a wire, accepts sine wave char-
acter. 
37. How orientation free electrons in a wire with a variable voltage varies? The sequence of this change is sub-
mitted on fig. 114, a, b, c, d and e. From this sequence the law of formation of sine wave character of change of a 
voltage follows. 
38. What magnetic pole of a magnet of the generator of power station operates on free electrons in a conduc-
tor when the voltage is maximum, as shown in fig. 114, and? It is the key moment for acceptance of reserve 
which should be kept for the subsequent description of behavior free electrons in a wire with a variable voltage.  
39. Why on fig. 114, b falling a constant voltage up to zero is shown? Because the working magnetic pole of the 
generator of power station has left an operative range on a winding to which the wire with analyzed by us electrons 
is connected, and new has not come yet in a zone of this action. In result, orientation of vectors of the magnetic 
moments and spins of electrons takes a neutral position which we have shown corresponding perpendicularity of an 
axis of a wire. During this moment the magnetic field around of a wire disappears. 
40. Why on fig. 114, with change of a voltage up to the maximal negative size is shown? Because during this 
moment on all free electrons of wires of a winding of the generator the opposite (southern) pole of a magnet of the 
generator operates. During this moment intensity of a magnetic field around of a wire is maximal, but force lines of 
this field have a direction opposite to a volume that was when northern magnetic pole operated. 
41. Why on fig. 114, d the moment in which the voltage again accepts zero value is shown? Because during this 
moment polarity of the external magnetic field focusing directions of vectors of spins and the magnetic moments 
free electrons in a wire starts to vary. The magnetic field around of a conductor during this moment is absent. 
42. Why on fig. 114, е the moment of the maximal positive voltage is shown? Because during this moment on all 
free electrons a conductor northern magnetic pole of the generator of power station again operates. Intensity of a 
magnetic field around of a conductor during this moment is maximal, and directions of its force lines correspond to 
action on free electrons of wires of a winding of the generator of power station of northern magnetic pole of a mag-
net of the generator. 
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43. The described process shows, that at a variable voltage the quantity of electrons in considered section of a 
wire does not change, and their direction which changes a direction of a magnetic field around of a conductor 
changes only. In this connection there is such question: whether correctly for a long time developed represen-
tation what at a variable voltage its sign in an interval of each period varies? It is a fundamental question. 
Really, that the sign on a voltage has changed, it is necessary that free electrons have regenerated in protons. Ab-
surdity of such assumption is obvious. There is one: to admit the fixed experimental fact - change of a direction of a 
magnetic field around of a conductor. The reason of change of polarity of this field now clears up. It follows from 
change of polarity of magnetic poles free electrons. So representations from change of a sign on a voltage at a vari-
able voltage now looks erroneous. The direction of a magnetic field around of a conductor which we perceive as 
change of a sign on a voltage changes. 
44. Whether not too it is radical changes of developed representations about a variable voltage? Who does not 
like changes of scientific representations about an electricity, let remain with old representations which already for a 
long time have closed road for deeper understanding not only an electricity, but also all microcosm. 
45. The described process of behavior of electrons in a wire with a variable voltage forces electrons turns with 
frequency of the network equal of 50 Hz. How it influences losses of energy? If to compare to behavior of elec-
tron in a wire with a constant voltage (fig. 113) where electrons do not change the orientation in a wire with a vari-
able voltage it is more than loss of energy, than with constant. 
46. In what essence of these losses? The essence of losses is obvious. In a wire with a variable voltage additional 
energy is spent for changes of directions of vectors of spins and the magnetic moments of electrons, additional en-
ergy is spent for periodicity of formation of a magnetic field around of a wire. Further, sharp change of a direction 
of vectors of spins and the magnetic moments free electrons changes speed of their rotation concerning the axes that 
results in radiation of photons. Thus it is necessary to mean, that varying polarity of a magnetic field around of a 
wire operates not only on free electrons, but also on valent electrons of atoms in molecules and electrons of the at-
oms, not having valent connections. In result they too can radiate photons. 
47. Whether there are experimental proofs of radiation of photons by electrons of atoms of a material of a 
wire at action on them varying polarity of the magnetic field arising around of a wire? The most simple exam-
ple of obvious display of this phenomenon – a spiral of an electric bulb  or a spiral of an electric plate. Variable 
magnetic fields around of strings of a spiral there is more than step of a spiral. In result they block each other and 
thus increase intensity of action on electrons of atoms of a material of a spiral and they, being raised, start to radiate 
photons, heating a spiral electric plate, for example, up to red color. 
48. In what physical essence of the process determining color of a spiral of a bulb or an electric stove? The es-
sence consists that the length of a wave radiated photons (color of a spiral) depends on the enclosed voltage and size 
of a current. The they it is more, the more electrons passes in unit of time in each section of a wire of a spiral which 
increase intensity of the magnetic field arising around of a wire of a spiral, and this field in turn operates on elec-
trons more intensively, forcing them to lose more mass in one act of radiation of which photons are formed. It is 
known, the more mass of a photon, the less length of its wave or radius. 
49. But in fact there are bulbs make red hot which strings have no spiral, but they too radiate light photons. 
Why? Yes, it is low-power bulbs, for excitation of electrons which enough a varying magnetic field around without 
spiral strings.  
50. Why bulbs shine at a constant voltage? Because the magnetic field around of a wire of a spiral of a bulb is 
more than step of a spiral. Blocking each other, they form a variable magnetic field inside a wire which raises elec-
trons of atoms of a material of a wire, forcing them to radiate photons. 
51. But in fact without spiral strings of bulbs too  can shine at a constant voltage. Why? Forces of connection 
of electrons with protons of nucleus and forces of an external magnetic field in this case prove. There comes the 
phenomenon at which electrons of atoms, are deduced by an external magnetic field from a condition of balance in 
which they were at absence of an external magnetic field. It is accompanied by change of speed of rotation of elec-
trons and radiation of photons by them. As the external magnetic field has insufficient intensity the electrons, radiate 
photons, come back in the usual condition. This process becomes oscillatory and again external magnetic field com-
pels electrons to radiate photons. 
52. “lectron has a negative charge. However, it is not enough one parameter, that the diode had the function 
allowing it to pass one electrons and to detain others. In this connection there is a question: what two parame-
ters of electron allow the diode to execute function of the passing of one electrons and delays of others? The 
answer unequivocal. “lectron has one negative charge, but two magnetic poles: northern and southern. They also al-
low the diode to execute function of the passing of one electrons and delays of others (fig. 119, 253, d, e). 
53. Whether it is possible to keep thus representation about hole conductivity? Such bases are available, only it 
is necessary to give hollows, passing and detaining electrons, not a positive charge as it is considered now, and the 
same magnetic polarity. Now we know, that electrons have no orbital movements in atoms. They are connected to 
protons of nucleus linearly. As the proton too has northern and southern magnetic poles such set of configuration of 
magnetic poles of neutrons is possible, protons and electrons at which on a surface of atom appear electrons on 
which external surface will be, for example, southern magnetic poles. Further, formation of such molecules from 
these atoms which would create hollow which perimeter would form discrete magnetic fields of one polarity, for ex-
ample, southern (fig. 253, d) is possible.     
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54. How the diode passes electron? We have already shown, that the positive voltage corresponds to orientation of 
electrons in a wire, shown on fig. 253, d (at the left). In this case to hollow of the diode with the magnetic barrier 
generated by southern magnetic poles of atoms of a material of the diode, approach electrons with northern magnetic 
poles conterminous to a direction of movement of these electrons.  
 

 
 

Fig. 253: а) the block diagram for definition of the energy consumed by a bulb 1: 2-oszilograph; 3 – the diode; the 
4-form of a sine wave pulse of mains voltage in front of the diode; the 5-form of pulses of a voltage after the diode; 

1A  both 2A ammeters; 1V  and 2V  voltmeters; b) the oscillogram of the straightened voltage; с) the oscillogram of 
the straightened current; d) the circuit of the miss electrons by the diode, simulating a positive voltage; е) the circuit 

of a delay electrons, simulating a negative voltage 
         It is quite natural, that hollow the diode with a southern magnetic barrier will pass electrons, come to it with 
the North Poles. So electrons, forming a voltage with positive amplitude, will pass through the diode. The oscil-
logram on fig. 253, b confirms this fact with presence of a positive part of a sinusoid. 
55. What electrons are detained with the diode?   In second half of period of change of a direction of vectors of 
the magnetic moments and spins of electrons at hollow of diode   appear electrons with the southern magnetic poles 
directed aside of their movement (fig. 253, е). It is quite natural, that  a diode’s barrier generated from southern 
magnetic poles of electrons  of atoms, will not pass such electrons. The oscillogram (fig. 253, b) will record this 
event by absence of a negative part of a sinusoid, that is absence of a pulse. Unlucky electrons it is necessary to wait 
still a floor of the period and they appear revolved to diode’s hollow northern magnetic poles and it will pass them. 
56. How many photons can radiate electron the connected condition? It is easy for calculating. Electrons of at-
oms and molecules of a spiral of a bulb radiate a spectrum of photons from infra-red up to ultra-violet area. If we 
shall take mass of electron kgme

311010.9 −⋅=  and we shall divide it into mass of a photon from the middle of a 

light range kgm f
35105.0 −⋅=  we shall receive 5108.1 ⋅  photons. 

57. For what time electron can radiate these photons? If it is in a spiral of a bulb with an alternating current 
which frequency of fluctuations is equal 50 Hz for one second it radiates 50 photons in one period, and all mass of 
electron can transfer in mass of photons for 35 106.350/108.1 ⋅=⋅ seconds or – in one hour. 
58. Whether it means, what if electron did not fill up the mass, the Sun, go out in one hour? Yes 
such conclusion follows that we have stated. But the Sun shines billions years and its fading depends not 
on this process. 
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59. As electrons of the Sun so for a long time execute the functions on radiation of photons due to 
that they restore the mass after loss of a part of the it which have been carried away by photons? A 
source one environment which as we count, is filled with the unloaded substance named an ether. This 
substance also absorbs by electron after radiation of a photon. 
60. Whether it means, what light energy of a bulb it - energy of an ether? Certainly, means. 
61. Whether it means, what energy, radiated by the Sun and other stars, replenishes due to an ether? Cer-
tainly, means, but it not a unique energy source which provides luminosity of the Sun and stars. 
62. Whether all material world – production of an ether follows from this, what? Other source of materiality at 
this world is not present. 
63. On what then the electric energy forcing a bulb to shine is spent? This energy is spent for process of excita-
tion of electron, forcing it to radiate photons. 
64. Whether it is possible to force electron to consume more economically electric energy at radiation of pho-
tons? Physics of XX century would answer this question negatively as it would break the law of conservation of en-
ergy. 
65. What in this occasion can tell physics of XXI century? The twenty first century only began, and experiment-
ers have received already a series of the results proving an incorrectness of the law of conservation of energy in that 
kind in what it have been formulated. 
66. Whether it is possible to result examples of such results? It is possible, certainly. Most simple of them fol-
lows from the analysis of balance of electric energy in a circuit of a bulb with the diode. 
67. To that average power on plugs of a bulb 1 (fig. 253, а) is equal? The answer obvious – to product of average 
values of a voltage and a current. Under indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter it is equal Р1 = 100х0.23=23.0 
Watt, and by results of processing oscillograms - Р1=87.50х0.275=24.06 Watt. It is equivalent to product of peak 
values of a voltage and a current, divided on a square of porosity 16)4( 2 ==S . 

VSIUР 06.2416/10.1350/ 2
11 =⋅=⋅= .                           (436) 

  Apparently, the size of power (23.0 Watts), determined under indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter, is 
close to size of power (24.06 Watts), determined under the oscillogram under condition of double division of prod-
uct of average values of amplitudes of pulses of a voltage and a current into porosity ( 2S ). 
68. What size of power on plugs of a bulb would be shown with the wattmeter which has been not submitted 
on fig. 253, a? Experience of use of the electronic wattmeter which has appeared at us a year after  carrying out of 
described experience, has shown, that it would fix size close to 24.0 Watts. 
69. Why it would show such result? Because in its electronic memory the universal program processing, figura-
tively speaking, separately the oscillogram of a voltage (fig, 253, b) and the oscillogram of a current (fig. 253, с) and 
determining average values of their amplitudes is incorporated. The same program multiplies average values of a 
voltage and a current and gives out the result close to - submitted in the formula (436).  
70. Whether it means, what indications of the electronic wattmeter connected to plugs of the counter on an 
input, will be identical to indications of the counter? Certainly, means. Both the counter, and a wattmeter will 
show the close results equal 

                                WattIUP 60.5023.022012 =⋅=⋅=                           (435) 
71. Why indications of the same device on plugs of the bulb established after the diode and on plugs of the 
counter, established up to the diode, differ twice? Because in both these cases power is defined by product of av-
erage values of a voltage and a current. On an input the voltage is equal 220 V, and force of a current one- 

AII 23.021 == . In result we have Р=220х0.23=50.80 Watt. 
72. Why such results turn out? Because principles of action of these devices submit to the uniform law of forma-
tion of power in an electric circuit which says: the power is equal any section of an electric circuit to product of 
average values of a voltage and a current.   
73. Whether it means, what power on plugs of a bulb twice is less than what shows the counter of the electric 
power? The answer unequivocal – means. 
74. If to define power of pulses by unitary division of product of peak values of a voltage 350 V and a current 
1.1 A on porosity and to receive the power equal to indications of devices on an input what physical interpre-
tation such action has? It is obvious. It will mean absence on the oscillogram of a voltage (fig. 253, b) pulses of a 
voltage and presence instead of a pulse, constant voltage which size is equal to amplitude of these pulses, that is 350 
V.  
75. How could happen, what so obvious and simple contradiction remained so for a long time unnoticed? For 
us it is a heavy question. Let historians of a science understand with it, and we shall go further. 
76. On what devices it is necessary to define the power on plugs of the consumer worth after the diode and on 
plugs of the counter of the electric power, facing to the diode? The answer unequivocal. On plugs of the con-
sumer of the electric energy worth after the diode, it is necessary to determine the power under the formula (436) 
providing double division into porosity of products of peak values of pulses of a voltage and a current, and on plugs 
of the counter of the electric power facing to the diode – under the formula (436) providing unitary division into po-
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rosity of product of peak values of a voltage and a current. However, thus it is necessary to remember, that the ca-
pacity determined under the formula (436), it is not realized, if the power supply generates a voltage continuously. 
77. Where an output from this contradiction? In the circuit submitted on fig. 253, and, there is no output from 
this contradiction. There is one: to pay for the electric power under indications of the counter. They are correct, as a 
uniform current in a circuit, equal 0.23 A, loads a winding of the generator of power station with an average voltage 
220 V, but not 100 Volt, that on plugs of a bulb. 
78. What it is necessary to make to pay under indications of the devices established before a bulb? It is neces-
sary to have such primary generator which would generate a voltage not continuously, and with the same pulses 
which are received with a bulb. Then on plugs of a bulb and on plugs of such generator there will be one and too an 
average voltage, and a current at them the common. In this case, at definition of power and on plugs of the con-
sumer, and on plugs of the generator, we are obliged to divide product of average amplitudes of voltage and a cur-
rent into porosity twice. Such result will be confirmed with the devices connected to plugs and the generator, and 
the consumer. 
79. Whether there are technical decisions for realization of the described principle? Certainly, there are also 
their laboratory variants are already tested and yielded positive results at heating electrolytic a solution. 
  The reader who is watching(is keeping up) our publications, remembers, that if as the power supply to take 
for this case the electromechanical generator of pulses with the optimized parameters power of such generator work-
ing from a network, will differ in a considered case from 23 Watt not twice, and on 10-15 % which are taking into 
account losses in the electromechanical generator of pulses.  
  Certainly, the bulb is not that consumer which is capable to give the big economy of energy in this case. 
The economy is proportional to porosity of pulses. The more porosity at which the consumer of the pulse electric 
power does not reduce the power parameters, the can be received the big economy, replacing the network power 
supply electromechanical [270]. 
80. Whether it is possible to use the described principle of work of the diode for interpretation of results of 
experiments Avramenco? Yes, this principle allows to receive interpretation of experiments of Avramenco the 
closest to a reality. The circuit (fig. 254) experiment of Avramenco, made by authors of article «The charges  with-
out inertia »: Kuligin V.A., Kornevoj M.V., Kuligino G.A. and Bolshakov G.P. http://www.n-t.ru/ac/iga/  Experi-
ment is carried out in MEI in 1990year. 

Diode plug of Avramenco 5 represents the closed contour containing two consistently con-
nected diodes at which the general point A is connected to a circuit, and loading as several bulbs. 

On this the shake net of circuit Avramenco could transfer from the generator to loading (to 
bubls) electric power about 1300 W. Electric bulbs brightly shined. Thermoelectric miliamper-
metr 3 has fixed very small size of current I1 (I1 ≈ 2 mА!), and the thin tungstic wire 4 has not 
heated up at all! 
81. Why the current in plug of Avramenco increases linearly with growth of frequency and a voltage? Before 
to receive the clear answer to this main question, it is necessary to formulate still a series of questions, answers on 
which will approach us to understanding of the reasons of growth of a current in plug of Avramenco with increase in 
a voltage and frequency of its change in a network up to a plug. We shall begin the formulation of these questions. 
82. What part of the circuit of experience of Avramenco (fig. 254, а) is submitted on fig. 254, b)? On fig. 254, b 
the circuit of the increased longitudinal section of wires in a zone of connection diode’s  plugs of Avramenco with 
an external network (fig. 254, and, point А) is submitted. 

Conclusions of Avramenco and his colleagues. 

1. Current I  in plug of Avramenco linearly increases with growth of frequency (a range of measure-
ments 5 – 100 kH) and practically linearly grows with growth of a voltage of the generator at constant frequency. It 
testifies to power  character of an electric circuit. 

2. The magnetic field in a conductor connecting plug of Avramenco with the generator, was not re-
vealed. 

3. Current 1I  was very small in comparison with current I  and practically it was not found out nei-
ther thermal, nor a magnetoelectric measuring instrument of a current. For this reason presence in a connecting 
circuit (transformer Tesla – plug of Avramenco) consistently connected resistors (up to several tens Mom), condens-
ers and induuctivity had extremely small weakening an effect on current I  in plug of Avramenco. 
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 Fig. 254: а) 1-generator power up to 100 kw, generating a voltage with cleanliness 8 kH;  
2-transformer Tesla; 3 - thermoelectric miliampermetr; 4-thin tungstic wire (length of a wire of 
2.75 m, diameter 15 microns); 5 - “ diode’s plug  of Avramenco”; b) the circuit of an input elec-
trons in diode’s plug of Avramenco and directions of their movement on it 

 
83. What information lacks for confident interpretation of experiment of Avramenco (fig. 254, а)? There is no 
very important information on character of change of magnetic fields around of wires in their different sections of a 
network wire, for example, in section A-A and in sections of plug of Avramenco. For example, in sections C-C and 
B-B (fig. 254, b). 
84. But in fact in second conclusion of Avramenco the magnetic field around of a conductor connecting plug 
of Avramenco with the generator is told, that, it is not revealed. Unless this information has not enough? No, 
certainly. It would be interesting to know, what device fixed presence of this field? In fact at frequency 5-100 kH the 
magnetic field around of a conductor varies with the same frequency. Therefore it is necessary to know, whether the 
device used at it allowed, to take into account this feature? 
85. What for this information is necessary? From the description of experiment of Avramenco follows, that in 
section A-A (fig. 254, b) a magnetic field variable, and in sections C-C and B-B or in any other sections diode’s 
plugs of Avramenco of a direction of magnetic fields should be identical. 
86. On the basis of that such assumption is done? On the basis of that in a wire of the network suitable to diode 
for plug of Avramenco, the variable voltage of a network which forces as we have already shown operates, all free 
electrons wires to change the orientation to 180 0 . In everyone a floor of the period of fluctuations of a voltage of a 
network (5-100kH). In result with the same frequency orientation of a magnetic field around of a wire in this section 
varies. In sections of wire A-A or B-B and other sections of plug Avramenco the direction of a magnetic field 
around of a wire should not vary, as two consecutive diodes in this plug form movement electrons only in one side. 
In fact on a direction of this magnetic field in aggregate with the information following from diodes, it is possible to 
receive the answer to a fundamental question: whether in wires the direction of a current coincides with a direction 
of movement of electrons in them. If authors of experiment have guessed to receive such information value of their 
work has repeatedly increased. Absence of this information demands recurrence of experience and reception of an-
swers to the put questions. 
87. Whether follows from this, what key processes for understanding of results of experiences of Avramenco 
are latent in a point A – a point of connection of plug of Avramenco to an external network? Follows. All se-
crets of interpretation of this experiment are latent in a point A (fig. 254, а) – a point of connection diode’s plugs of 
Avramenco to a network of the generator. We now know, that the essence of change of a sign on a voltage is caused 
by change of directions of vectors of the magnetic moments of electrons. In an interval of a half-cycle they change 
the direction for 180 hailstones. In result the diode passes them only when their northern magnetic poles are directed 
aside movements. In the second half-cycle vectors of the magnetic moments of electrons appear directed opposite to 
movement of electrons and the diode such electrons does not pass.  

From the circuit of experience of Avramenco (fig. 254, а) and our additive (fig. 254, b) 
follows, that electrons move in diodes of plug of Avramenco counter-clockwise. Actually this 
movement is close to movement electrons in a wire with the straightened voltage. 

Diodes of diode’s plugs build initial electrons of networks so, that all of them move 
counter-clockwise on the closed contour of a plug. They cannot come back in a network as there 
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through everyone a floor of the period barriers from electrons are formed, vectors of which mag-
netic moments are revolved towards to vectors of the magnetic moments of electrons, trying to 
leave a plug in a network. So conditions for circular movement of electrons are formed.  

Electrons of the networks going from the generator, carry out some what function of the 
piston working with frequency of a network. When vectors of their magnetic moments appear 
revolved in a direction of movement on a contour of plug Avramenco at presence of southern 
magnetic these poles of electrons, The electrons of networks, figuratively speaking, squeeze in 
build electrons, moving on a contour of a plug, and increase total quantity of electrons in this 
contour. It is quite natural, that activity of this process is proportional to frequency and a voltage 
external for diode’s plugs of Avramenco to a network.  

 Thus, build electrons, moving on a circle, limits opportunities of electrons of networks 
to get in them build. They can, figuratively speaking, to squeeze into this build only during those 
moments when directions of vectors of their magnetic moments appear in an operative range of 
southern magnetic poles of electrons, moving on a circle in diodes to a plug. If to take into ac-
count, that electrons, going of a network, change directions of vectors of the magnetic moments 
in everyone of the half-period and that there is no coordination of this process with process of 
circular movement of electrons of diode’s  plug probability of penetration network electrons in 
build electrons, moving lengthways of diode’s plugs, it is limited. Indications milliampermetr 
and absence of heating of a thin tungstic wire convincingly confirm this fact. That is why the 
current in plug of Avramenco is much more than current in an external network. 

Certainly, it is necessary to accompany with the described hypothesis quantitative calcu-
lations, but to make it is possible only for those who experimentally studies this process. 
88. Whether new knowledge of movement of electrons along wires in detail allow to de-
scribe process of work of system the condenser + inductance? Certainly, allow and about this 
it is possible to read in chapter 12. Introduction in new electrodynamics. 
89. If electron has a magnetic field similar to a magnetic field of a rod magnet heteronymic magnetic poles of 
electrons should pull together them, and the same electric charges – to limit this rapprochement. In this con-
nection there is a question: whether formation clusters of electrons is possible and whether there are experi-
mental proofs to this? Formation clusters of electrons – the experimental fact proved to the American researchers 
[188]. 
90. Whether the new theory of a microcosm allows to interpret more correctly N. Tesly's experiments? Cer-
tainly, allows. One of them. Its essence is shown on fig. 255. The student accepts a short-term pulse of a voltage 
equal 1500000 Volt. We have already described process charge  the condenser. It is similar to the process shown on 
fig. 255, a and b. 
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Fig. 255. Experiment of students Californian 
University (the Photo from the Internet) 

 
91. What moments in this experiment are main? We pay attention that the platform on which there is a power 
with a solution, it is reliably isolated from the ground (fig. 255, b). Further, legs of the examinee are in a solution of 
water and thus increase the area of transfer of electric potential to his body. It is quite natural, that potential form 
electrons, moving from a source. In result in a body of the examinee the directed orientation of electrons, similar 
their orientations to a plate of the condenser is formed.  
92. Why the greatest density of a charge is formed on a head of the examinee? As clusters of electrons have lin-
ear structure magnetic properties clusters are most brightly expressed in hair of a head and their roots as in these 
zones of a body its linear structures are most well defined. Therefore in zones of roots of hair and on their ends 
powerful unipolar magnetic poles electronic clusters are formed.  
93. How it is formed spark crowing  the category in air above a head of the examinee? It is quite natural, that 
powerful unipolar magnetic poles electronic clusters in hair of the examinee automatically cause formation ionic - 
electronic clusters in air, adjoining to a head. Naturally as also that magnetic poles on the ends air ionic - electronic 
clusters have the magnetic polarity opposite to what have electronic clusters in a body of the examinee. 
94. What forms a digit luminous crown on a head of the examinee? As all body of the examinee – one plate of 
the condenser the role of the second plate is carried out with the surrounding air environment in which it is a lot of 
ions and is free electrons. They also form ionic - electronic clusters such, that magnetic polarity on these ends of 
clusters is opposite to magnetic polarity electronic clusters, generated in a body of the examinee. Process of synthe-
sis ionic - electronic clusters of air is accompanied by rapprochement different magnetic poles of electrons as a re-
sult of which electrons radiate the photons forming a digit crown which we see. 
95. Why the examinee holds hands how is shown on fig. 255, b? He holds hands so because fingers of hands have 
the linear form and their contact to air would form on their ends digit potentials. 
96. Why the digit crown on a head of the examinee has the ramified form (fig. 255, а)? Because on the ends of 
hair - the same magnetic poles electronic clusters and the same electric charges (electrons) which delete their exter-
nal ends from each other (fig. 255, а). The  same magnetic poles and electric charges (electrons) and on the ends 
electronno-ionic ckusters of air which as delete their external ends from each other (fig. 255, b). 
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97. Why so powerful crowning the category appears not fatal to the person? Because the body of the examinee 
has no electric connection with a conductor on which electrons, come in his body from a source, could move further. 
He is reliably isolated from the ground. Therefore electrons a source only charge a body of the examinee. It is quite 
natural, that this process has dangerous and safe borders for health which are studied and used in the medical pur-
poses.  
98. Whether the new theory of a microcosm allows to interpret unequivocally T.T.Brown's electrogravita-
tion? The reader understands, that laws of Fatherland of the author of this book forbid to him to publish the detailed 
answer to this question. The brief answer – unequivocally positive. 
99. Whether there are bases for the conclusion about presence in space of infinite quantity of energy on the 
basis of the effects following from  Tesla experiments? Presence of energy in space follows not only from Tesl’s 
experiments, but also from the fact of a luminescence of an electric bulb. However in most cases Tesla’s experi-
ments are interpreted wrongly and the subtlety of his remarkable effects is not understood yet up to the end.   
100. In what essence of these subtleties? They become idea in conditions of presence of the new scientific infor-
mation about electron. It is known, that the mass free electron is strictly constant. At an establishment of connection 
with a proton it radiates a photon which carries away a part of his mass, but stability of its structure is kept due to 
that it is connected to a proton. 
101. In what elementary electric process this phenomenon is observed? An electric spark form clusters     of 
electrons and ions at the moment of connection of their heteronymic magnetic poles and the subsequent rapproche-
ment. During this moment the electrons radiate photons which form a spark observable at it. 
102. Light formed by an electric spark, it - the photons radiated by electrons at formation by them and ions 
of clusters. How color of a spark will vary at increase in a voltage and why? The fact of change of color of the 
spark formed between electrodes of a candle of automobile ignition is well-known. In process of increase in a volt-
age it varies from red up to bright blue. The reason of change of color is the increase in intensity of interaction of 
electrons and ions of clusters with each other at increase in a voltage and radiation of more powerful photons with 
smaller length of a wave. 
103. What process generates a crash at formation of an electric spark? The crash at formation of a spark is gen-
erated by processes of radiation of photons by electrons, forming cluster. The main source of a crash is simultaneous 
transition to the bottom power levels of six ring electrons of atoms of oxygen in ions −ОН  and +

3ОН . As the sizes 
of light photons, approximately, on 5 orders there are more than sizes of electrons simultaneous radiation of photons 
creates front of a high pressure of air which result is the crash. 
104. Whether are formed clusters of electrons and ions in the Nature? Certainly, are formed. 
105. What natural phenomenon is consequence of formation clusters of electrons and ions? Storm lightnings – 
huge clusters of electrons  and ions. 
106. The crash of an electric spark and peals of thunder of lightnings are formed by the same process or dif-
ferent? A crash of an electric spark and peals of thunder at the moment of formation of natural lightnings - the same 
phenomenon. As photons, radiated by electrons at the moment of formation electron-ionic cluster, on 5 orders it is 
more electrons, that, being born simultaneously, they form waves of concentration of pressure of air which generates 
peals of thunder. 
107. What processes in clouds form linear lightnings? Rise in temperature in clouds results in absorption of pho-
tons by electrons of atoms of oxygen and hydrogen in molecules of water, to reduction energies of connections be-
tween electrons and nucleus of atoms and to the subsequent transition electrons in a free condition, and also - to 
formation of ions hydroxyl  −OH  (fig. 100) and hydroxonium +

3ОН . In result in clouds a plenty free electrons 

and ions −OH which form negatively charged zones is formed, and ions +
3ОН  (fig. 101) form positively charged 

zones. As clusters basically – linear formations also lightnings are formed linear, with the broken configuration.  
108. Whether sets of electric charges in clouds are in regular intervals formed whether or not, and what phe-
nomenon proves this non-uniformity? A primary factor of formation of electric potential in clouds is the tempera-
ture. It is different in different clouds and even in different zones of the same cloud. Therefore zones of a congestion 
free electrons and ions −OH  (fig. 100) and +

3ОН  (fig. 101) are formed non-uniformly. As the proof of it the 
branching of lightnings serves. 
109. What forces prevail at formation of lightnings: electrostatic or magnetic and to what attributes of light-
nings it is possible to judge it? There are bases to believe, that the main role in formation electronic clusters is 
played with their magnetic fields similar to magnetic fields of rod magnets. As clusters of electrons and ions linear, 
that, having formed, it represents a linear negative charge of huge power. Presence powerful tenshions of magnetic 
fields along axes of rotation of electrons are results in formation of plait of clusters by means of interaction of their 
heteronymic magnetic poles in next linear clusters. In result linear set of clusters becomes uniform formation which 
can be named plait with powerful linear electric potential. It is unloaded, first of all, in a direction of the accumu-
lated ions +

3ОН , in places where its size is much less, and also - in a direction with the greater electric conductiv-
ity. 
110. Due to that electrons of clusters, radiated photons (and it is a lot of them), restore the mass? The electrons 
of clusters, the generated lightnings and radited huge quantity of energy as photons which have carried away a part 
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of mass of each of them, restore the mass due to absorption of an ether. Other source of restoration of mass of elec-
trons is not present, and we do not have bases to suppose, that, radiating photons as lightnings, electrons lose the 
structure and cease to exist.   
111. Whether there are the hypotheses explaining essence of process of radiation of photons by electrons? Is.  
112. Whether there are the hypotheses explaining process of absorption of photons by electrons? Exist, but 
their development is only at an initial stage.   
113. What elementary particles can be formed in electronic clusters lightnings? Electronic clusters give rise to 
photons. However, formation and other elementary particles is possible.  
114. Whether the phenomena of rapprochement or pushing away of magnetic force lines at rod magnets are 
observed? These phenomena are obviously observed at rod magnets (fig. 115). Apparently (fig. 115, а), in a zone of 
rapprochement of heteronymic poles of rod magnets rapprochement of their force lines is caused by a counter direc-
tion of these lines. At the same magnetic poles (fig. 115, b) pushing away of magnetic force lines is caused by con-
currence of their directions. 
115. Whether there is a connection between interaction of magnetic force lines of rod magnets and interaction 
of parallel conductors with a direct current? Analogy between cooperating magnetic fields of rod magnets and 
magnetic fields of conductors with a current full (fig. 116). Apparently (fig. 116, а), magnetic fields around of two 
parallel wires with constant magnets in a zone of rapprochement are directed towards each other. Such direction 
generates process of rapprochement of wires under action of force of Lorentz arising at it. On fig. 116, b directions 
of currents at parallel wires are opposite, and force lines in a zone of contact are directed to one side, therefore they 
make a start. This phenomenon also is observed in a zone of symmetry of a ring magnet (fig. 256), established by 
M.F. Ostrikovym and in a zone of symmetry of electron (fig. 41). 
116. It is now considered, that the current in wires is directed from plus to a minus, and electron move in an 
opposite direction. Correctly it whether or not? 

  Certainly, incorrectly. The most simple experiment proving it – movement of electrons in a circuit of the ele-
mentary plasmoelectrolytic reactor (fig. 109). 
  The different density of a current on a surface of the cathode 1 and the anode 2 forms the stream of posi-
tive ions directed to the cathode 1 (fig. 252, b). In this stream is and positively charged protons of atoms of the hy-
drogen, the waters separated from molecules. They cooperate with electrons go out from the cathode, the form at-
oms of hydrogen which set forms plasma of atomic hydrogen (in zone Р of the cathode 1) in a solution. 
        Ions −OH , having superfluous electrons, move in a solution to the anode 2, transfer it electrons and those 
move on a wire from the anode (+) to the cathode (-) (fig. 252, b).  
  This simple example brightly shows, that movement of electrons  on wires coincides with a direction of a 
current from plus to a minus.  
117. Whether around of conductors directions of magnetic fields coincide with a current with magnetic fields 
of electrons, moving on them? On fig. 112 the circuit of a magnetic field around of a conductor, formed moving in 

it of electrons e is shown. Apparently, directions of vectors of spins h  and the magnetic moments eM  of elec-
trons coincide with a direction of their movement in a conductor from plus to a minus (fig. 112). As a current form 
free electrons their total rotary effect and a total magnetic field create a magnetic field which direction around of a 
conductor, apparently (fig. 112), coincides with a direction of rotation free electrons e  in a wire.  On fig. 111 the 
electric circuit, a direction of wire SN which oriented on the north is shown. Compass A settles down under a wire, 
and compass B – above a wire. The direction of movement of current I coincides with a direction of vectors of the 
magnetic moments eM  and spins h  of free electrons e  (fig. 111). In table 41 results of experiment are resulted. 
            At absence of a current in a conductor a direction of pointers of compasses coincide with a direction of a 
wire. At inclusion of a current around of a wire there is a magnetic field conterminous to magnetic fields of elec-
trons (fig. 111). 
  When the compass (А) is located under a wire its pointer deviates the circular magnetic field arising 
around of a wire, to the left, and when – above a wire (В) – to the right (fig. 112, tab. 41). The results of experiment 
submitted on fig. 112 and in tab. 41, show, that the direction of a current I  in a conductor coincides with a direction 
of movement free electrons e  in it. The direction of a magnetic field formed around of a wire coincides with a di-

rection of rotation free electrons e in a conductor (fig. 112) which is characterized by their direction of spins h . 
Described, for a long time known, simple experiment shows, that the direction of a current and a direction of move-
ment of electrons in a conductor coincide. The magnetic field around of a conductor is formed rotating concerning 
the axes free electrons e  of conductor.  
118. From stated follows, that rapprochement and removal of wires with a current – result of action of mag-
netic fields around of conductors. Whether this phenomenon moves a conductor with a current to a field of a 
constant magnet? It is one of the main questions of modern electrodynamics. To receive on it the answer, we shall 
pay attention to interaction of force lines of a magnetic field of a constant magnet with force lines of a magnetic 
field formed by electrons, moving from plus to a minus on a conductor (fig. 117).  
            In zone D force lines of a magnetic field of a constant magnet are directed towards to force lines of the mag-
netic field formed around of a conductor with a current, therefore they approach, as well as force lines of magnetic 
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fields of two conductors with  one and the some direction of current (fig. 116, а). In result there is force F displacing 
a conductor to the left the force.  
         On the other hand a conductor, in a zone A, directions of force lines of a constant magnet and a magnetic field 
generated moving on conductor by electrons, coincide on a direction. In this case, as follows from fig. 116, b, force 
lines make a start and also form the force directed to the left. So  moving a conductor with a current in a magnetic 
field  by the total force is formed.   
            This implies, that there is no here a place and to Maxwell’s equations  from which follows, that moving of a 
conductor with a current in a magnetic field – consequence varying tenshion electric and magnetic fields.  
         Apparently (fig. 117), moving of a conductor occurs as a result of interaction of a magnetic field of a constant 
magnet and a magnetic field of a conductor. There is no here an interaction of electric and magnetic fields on which 
the theory of all modern electrical engineers is based.  
119. From described unequivocally follows, that the conductor with a current goes in a magnetic field not due 
to interaction of magnetic and electric fields, and due to interaction only magnetic fields. Whether it means 
an inaccuracy of interpretation of experiences Faraday? That Faraday  was mistaken at interpretation of the ex-
periments is difficult to believe us, but the new interpretation of interaction of a conductor described above with a 
current with a magnetic field of a constant magnet is so convincing, that we still have one: to recognize mistake of 
Faraday . 
120. From the described erroneous interpretation of experiences of Faraday the inaccuracy of theoretical 
base of this experience – equations of Maxwell unequivocally follows. So it whether or not? Maxwell’s  equa-
tions  – the theoretical base of orthodox electrodynamics. They describe process of interaction electric and magnetic 
fields. Now we see, that the conductor with a current goes in a magnetic field not as a result of interaction of a mag-
netic field of a constant magnet and an electric field of a conductor with a current, in summary interactions of mag-
netic fields of a constant magnet and a conductor with a current.  
121. Whether follows from above stated, what the scope of Maxwell’s equations is limited to the description of 
processes of transfer of the information in space radiowaves and a body waves? Unfortunately, does not mean. 
We have already shown, that in the Nature there is no electromagnetic wave of Maxwell (fig. 6). The information in 
space photon waves transfer (fig. 18). 
122. Whether there are elements of analogy in structures of magnetic fields of electrons and a ring magnet? 
Subtleties of structure of a magnetic field of a ring magnet are established by M.F.Ostrikov. In a cut it represents 
two line located rod a magnet (fig. 258). Apparently, directions of magnetic force lines in the cut parts of a ring are 
similar to directions of magnetic force lines of electron along an axis of its rotation (fig. 41). It gives the basis to be-
lieve, that the form of a magnetic field of a ring magnet is generated by set electrons orienting in a body of a mag-
net. 
123. Whether there are abnormal phenomena in a complex magnetic field of a ring magnet? Ostrikov M.F. has 
proved experimentally existence of such zones. Results of his experiment are submitted on fig. 151. A nut as he 
writes, to magneted to a surface of a sphere (fig. 256, А), laying below 2-nd special point (fig. 256). The nut loses 
contact to a surface of a sphere (fig. 256, Б) in a zone special points 2. Above special a point 2 nut again magneted 
to a sphere (fig. 256, В). 

 
Fig. 256. The circuit of interaction of a metal sphere and a nut in a magnetic field of a ring 

magnet 
 
124. How behaves electron in an electric field of a constant ring magnet? Such experiment has carried out the 
first times Tesla. If has taken a ring magnet and has placed a negative electrode in the center of its symmetry. Plus 
has been connected to a magnet. It is quite natural, that under action of electric potential free electrons, leaving a 
negative electrode, moved to an internal surface of a ring magnet. On a way they rotate, radiate photons and ionize 
molecules of air by electrons  which photons also radiate. The formed spark – set of the radiated photons forming an 
arch, which rotates against a course of a hour hand (fig. 152), as well as individual electrons.  
125. Why the sector moving of electrons is formed? Because the pulse of occurrence of potential between the 
central electrode and an internal surface is formed not at once, and in an interval of time. The size of light sector 
depends on duration of a pulse. The more duration of  pulse, the sector is more. The first electrons, left of the cath-
ode, form in air a field with negative potential which pushes away the subsequent electrons after their output from 
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the cathode. In result moving electrons and electrons of ions of air, main from which ion −ОН , photons which 
form rotating light sector radiate.  
126. Whether probably to use effect of formation of photon sector in a ring magnet as a source of ignition of a 
gas mix in engines of internal combustion? This effect deserves studying conditions of its application not only in 
engines of internal combustion. 
127. If an electrode to place above along an axis of a ring magnet in conformity about fig. 257 the luminous 
cone should be formed. So it whether or not? The results of  experiences such cone is really formed (fig. 257).  
 

 

 
Fig. 257. A photo conic rotations of an electric arch in a magnetic field  

 ring magnet (the Photo from the Internet) 
 
128. How electromagnetic radiation as mutually perpendicular sinusoids (fig. 258, a), the following from 
Maxwell’s equations is located in space, changing the main parameters - length of a wave and frequency in a 
range of 24 orders? Equations of Maxwell do not allow to receive the answer to this question [276]. 
129. How are located in space of amplitude of sinusoids tension of electric and magnetic fields? The answer is 
not present. 
130. The length of the wave package submitted on fig. 258, and which all bases to name  a Maxwell’s  wave 
package are, should be limited. Then there is a question: how many waves in Maxwell’s wave package? The 
answer is not present. 
131. How electromagnetic wave of Maxwell (fig. 258, а) transfers to space the television information on thick-
ness of human hair on the screen of the TV, having length of a wave about meter? The answer is not present. 
132. If to present the aerial  length, approximately, meter in vertical position radiations from such aerial are 
formed as rings, which, leaving from the aerial with speed of light, increase the radiuses and reduce density of 
these rings. It is uneasy to count, that intensity of magnetic and electric fields of sinusoids such Maxwell’s 
waves will very quickly accept the values close to zero. In this connection there is a question: how electro-
magnetic wave of Maxwell manages to keep intensity of the extending magnetic and electric fields on a way 
from a star located from us on distance, for example, 1010  of light years? The answer to this question too is not 
present. 
133. As Maxwell’s wave is radiated from vertically located aerials in all  sides in regular intervals it takes the 
form of a ring and there is a question: how linearly extending sinusoids (fig. 258, а) are transformed to circu-
lar sinusoids? The answer too is not present. 
134. Why contrary to an established fact, what photons are radiated by electrons at their power transitions in 
atoms, equations of Maxwell assert formation by the aerial of a radio transmitter still what – that of an elec-
tromagnetic field which structure till now is not established precisely? This erroneous point of view – conse-
quence of mistake of Hertz at interpretation of the reason of occurrence of a current by him in the resonator at the 
moment of introduction in its zone of dielectric (fig. 258, b) [276]. 
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Fig. 258. а) the scheme of electromagnetic wave of Maxwell; b) the scheme of experience of Hrtz: 1 – a spark inter-
val of the vibrator; 2 – plates; 3 – a spark interval of the resonator; 4 – conducting or isolating  a body; с) scheme a 

photon wave; d) scheme orientations free electrns e  in a wire under action of an electric pulse and radiation of 
pulses of photons by them in space with length of a wave  λ  

 
135. Why equations of Maxwell received in 1865, till now have not allowed to reveal electromagnetic struc-
ture of electromagnetic radiation and, in particular, structure of a photon? Because they work behind frame-
works of an axiom of Unity, and the photon behaves within the framework of this axiom and consequently, that to 
Maxwell’s equations  ability to describe processes of transfer of energy and the information in space [276] is 
wrongly attributed. 
136. Whether it is possible to trust correctness of interpretation of experience of Hertz about occurrence of an 
induction in dielectric at influence on it radiations? Modern electrotechnical means allow to check up easily cor-
rectness of interpretation of experience of Hertz, but experts on Maxwell’s equations  so deeply trust them, that such 
opportunity count excessive [276]. 
137. Whether there are bases to consider, what introduction of dielectric in a zone of resonator of Hertz 
forms an additional stream of photons on the resonator, reflected from dielectric, as forms a current in the 
resonator, named a current of displacement? It - a unique variant of correct interpretation of this experiment (fig. 
258, b). 
138. Whether direct experiment for check of the phenomenon of an induction in dielectric is possible? It  not 
only is possible, but also the result of it is obvious. 
139. Whether there are bases to consider, what the electric component of electromagnetic field of Maxwell di-
rects a current in a rectilinear core, and magnetic – in curvilinear? There are no bases for such conclusion 
[276]. 
140. Whether there are bases to consider, what the current in rectilinear and curvilinear cores directs a 
stream of photons, but not electric and magnetic components of electromagnetic wave of Maxwell? It - is 
unique correct interpretation of the given phenomenon [276]. 
141. Whether serviceability of equations of Maxwell in conditions of absence of the phenomenon of an induc-
tion in dielectric will be kept? They will lose ability to describe processes of transfer of energy and the information 
in space [276]. 
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142. Whether serviceability of equations of Maxwell if it will be proved will be kept, what the current of dis-
placement does not exist? Without a current of displacement of equation of Maxwell are not suitable for the de-
scription of processes of transfer of energy and the information in space. 
143. A photon and an electromagnetic wave: same or it is different electromagnetic formations? Different. It is 
known, that electromagnetic waves are formed mutually perpendicular electric and magnetic fields which have no 
parameters of localization in space. A photon – the formation located in space from six closed on a circular contour 
electromagnetic or only magnetic fields. Both these models successfully work within the framework of the existing 
theory of a photon but what from them corresponds to a reality, finally is not established yet as electrodynamics of a 
photon is not developed still.  
           The most part of experiments with participation of photons specifies the analysis of process of radiation of a 
photon by electron. The photon has  six magnetic fields closed on a circular contour with draw together magnetic 
force lines, as provides localization of a photon in space in aggregate with forces of inertia. Details can be read in 
sources [270], [271]. If the photon will consist only of magnetic fields penetrating ability of radiowaves receives a 
full explanation. 
144. How the photons radiated by stars, located from us on distance, for example, 1010  light years, keep in-
tensity of the electromagnetic fields? A photon – the electromagnetic formation located in space, electromagnetic 
(fig. 12) or magnetic (fig. 14) which fields are closed with each other on a circular contour. It also provides with it 
safety the tension of electromagnetic fields. 
145. But in fact the distance 1010  of light years is defined on red displacement of spectral lines from which 
loss by a photon of energy so also reduction tension of electric and magnetic fields follows. How to understand 
this result? It – the central experimental result of modern astrophysics. But not everyone know, that the exact rea-
son of red displacement of spectral lines till now is not established. This phenomenon can be consequence of two 
reasons: increase in red displacement due to increase in speed of removal of a source of radiation from the observer 
or increase in losses of energy photons during their so long travel from stars to us. What from these reasons gives 
rise to red displacement of spectral lines, till now is not established. 
146. It is known, what photons are radiated by electrons of atoms and what is radiated at formation of a ra-
diowave or a television signal? Any information coded in a pulse, it is possible to transfer along a wire longitudinal 
waves of pulse interaction of electrons which on all ways of movement of a pulse on a wire radiate adequate pulses 
of photons in space (fig. 258, c, d). The pulse of photons met with the aerial of the receiver, raises in it electrons 
which form the pulses of a current bearing the same information, as well as pulses of photons. Thus, radio signals 
and telesignals in a wire form pulses of electrons, and in space – pulses of photons. 
147. What wave is formed with the photons radiated by electrons of atoms and molecules of 
the aerial of the transmitter? The electrons of atoms and molecules of the aerial of the trans-
mitter and any other body continuously radiate and absorb the photons corresponding to an am-
bient temperature. This process goes continuously. It can be strengthened by influence on elec-
trons. If process of influence on electrons to operate, they will radiate pulses of photons (fig. 
258, c, d) in which it is possible to code the transmitted information. Thus, the information and 
energy are transferred to space with the photon waves wrongly named physicists by electromag-
netic waves. 
148. It is considered, that electromagnetic wave of Maxwell will penetrate through all obstacles. For example, 
an obstacle from a tree. So it whether or not? Such point of view contradicts elementary supervision. On Kuban 
along roads trees are planted. If to go on such road with the included radio receiver loudness of a broadcast copes 
density of crones of trees. There, where trees are not present, loudness is maximal. There, where trees are, loudness 
of a broadcast obviously depends on density of crones of trees. If radiowaves bore electromagnetic waves Maxwell 
for which as the some people consider, the tree is not the screen this phenomenon would not be observed. And as it 
is, serves as the proof of that radiowaves carry not electromagnetic waves of Maxwell, and photon waves. 
149. If pulses of photons form photon waves to that the length of a wave of these photons is equal? It depends 
on temperature of the aerial. If the temperature of the aerial is equal 20 0  it) will radiate photons with length of a 
wave, approximately, equal m61010 −⋅ . It – photons of an infra-red range. If the transmitter radiates pulses with 
length of a wave, for example, 0.5 m, length of a wave of a pulse (fig. 258, c, d) will be in 50000010/5.0 6 =−  
times more lengths of a wave of the photons forming this pulse [276]. 
150. In how many times the size of these photons is more than sizes of molecules? The sizes of these photons on 
two, three order there are more than sizes of molecules. 
151. Whether it means, what such photons can pass through themselves molecules and thus make the molecu-
lar environment transparent for the movement? All depends on density and optical properties of the molecular 
environment. If it is the air molecular environment it is transparent for such photons. 
152. Whether it influences distribution of radiowaves?  Certainly, influences. Here it is impossible intuitions 
which prompts will trust, that if environment detains light photons the same enviroment can detain and infra-red 
photons. All depends on a ratio of the sizes of molecules of environment and their condition and the sizes of the 
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photons forming a wave. If the sizes of photons the probability of there are more than sizes of molecules, that is that 
they will pass through themselves molecules of environment. If the sizes of photons and molecules are commensu-
rable, photons can be reflected from molecules. Certainly, it is complex processes, therefore each of them it is nec-
essary to analyze separately. 
153. Whether it is possible to form a photon radiowave of light photons? Theoretically it is possible, and is prac-
tically realized in fiber optics. 
154. How the photon carries out functions of an elementary data carrier? It is absorbed by electrons of atoms of 
molecules, forming a current in a conductor. Probably and excitation electrons the photons without their absorption. 
155. What nature of a radio wave range of a scale of electromagnetic radiations? Radio wave is the range of ra-
diations of a stream of photons, and the modulated radio wave - a stream of pulses of photons (fig. 258, c, d) differ-
ent density or frequency. 
156. Why range of distribution of a superficial radio wave increases with increase in its length? Because with 
increase in length of a radio wave the quantity of the photons forming this wave increases, and the probability of de-
livery of the information such wave in spite of the fact that the part of photons dissipates environment, and a part 
grows - is absorbed. At reduction of length of a wave the quantity of the photons forming it, decreases and the prob-
ability of delivery by them of the information up to the receiver falls.  
157. How the radio wave of the length in kilometers transfers the information to the aerial of the receiver 
which sizes can be some centimeters and even much less? Transfer of the information by a radio wave with 
length in kilometers to the aerial of the receiver on many orders is less than length of a radio wave is possible due to 
that this wave bears set of single photons (fig. 258, c, d). Therefore electrons in the set sequence it is enough aerial 
of the receiver for excitation, that on it some photons from this set (wave) have got.  
158. How electrons transfer the same information simultaneously along wires and radiate it in space? Pulse 
change of an electric field is transferred all free electrons, orienting along a wire, and simultaneously accompanied 
by radiation by electrons photons in space (fig. 258, d). In result longitudinal waves of electromagnetic pulses along 
a wire and simultaneously pulses of photons, radiated perpendicularly to a wire in space are formed. So, the same in-
formation is transferred in two directions: along a wire and it is perpendicular to it - in space (fig. 258, d) [276]. 
159. With what speed move electrons on wires during transfer of the Internet information by them? It im-
measurably less speeds of light. The longitudinal pulse cooperating electrons of wires is transferred along a wire 
with the speed close by speed of light (fig. 258, d) [276]. 
160. Whether transfer of the Internet information by process of movement of electrons on wires with the 
speed close by speed of light is possible? No, it is impossible. 
161. Whether transfer of the Internet information on wires the longitudinal waves formed by pulse influences 
on electron along a wire is possible? It - is unique correct interpretation of process of transfer of the information 
along a wire (fig. 258, d). 
162. How speed of moving free electrons along a wire is great at pulse influence on them? It on many orders is 
less than speed of light. 
163. If to admit, what the Internet information is transferred on wires by longitudinal pulse waves cooperat-
ing electrons how this process forms electromagnetic waves of Maxwell for transfer of the information to 
space? The answer is not present. 
164. If at the moment of pulse influence on electron in a wire it radiates a photon adequate to this influence, 
whether that can transfer such process simultaneously same information along a wire and is perpendicular to 
it in space? It - the unique process (fig. 258, d). 
165. What process of transfer of the information with the help of photons appears the most protected? The fi-
ber optics – forms the most protected conditions for transfer of the information by photon waves. 
166. If the axiom of Unity unequivocally carries Lorentz's transformations to a number of theoretical viruses, 
whether that can mathematical invariancy of Maxwell’s equations to Lorentz's to transformations reflect a 
reality? It cannot be the guarantor of the description equations of Maxwell of process of transfer of the information 
in space. 
167. Whether exists physical (not mathematical) invariancy of Maxwell’s equations to Lorentz's  transforma-
tions? No, does not exist. 
168. Why Maxwell’s equations  well describe results of some experiments? Because the signal of a current or a 
voltage decays in number(line) Furie. With the same success it is possible to replace Maxwell’s equations  with the 
equation of a sinusoid with the set characteristics and, decomposing it in number(line) Furie to have similar result. 
169. What do the experts using Maxwell’s equations  for calculation of aerials speak? The destiny has devel-
oped so, that I had direct contact to military experts in this area. They assert, that Maxwell’s equations  yield com-
prehensible results at calculation of the most simple aerials. The slightest complication of a design of the aerial and 
equation of Maxwell lose sense in their designing. It is necessary to base all on experimental data. 
170. It is known, that if on a reflecting surface appear the head of rusty bolts the reflected signal loses linear-
ity and in it there are spectral lines. Whether it from Maxwell’s equations  follows? Militarians name this phe-
nomenon effect of rusty bolts, but equations of Maxwell are powerless to give any information for an explanation of 
this effect. 
171. How the photon theory explains effect of rusty bolts? As the signal which has come to a surface heads of 
rusty bolts, is generated from individual photons molecules of a rust, appearing not protected by a paint, absorb the 
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come photons and start to radiate the spectra also as photons. In result the reflected signal loses linearity and in its 
structure there are spectral lines of atoms or molecules of chemical elements of a rust. 
172. Whether there are experimental proofs of what electromagnetic radiation is photon radiation and has 
the structure submitted on fig. 258, d? Certainly, it is a lot of such proofs, but most important of them – the results 
of experiment received with the help of the device of the YOKE - 1 (fig. 8). This device accepts natural radiations 
with frequency 5 kH, that corresponds to length of a wave of 60 km, on the aerial in diameter about 30mm. Equa-
tions of Maxwell deny such opportunity. 
173. If a radiowave pulses of photons carry fig. 258, c and d) pulses of the same length of a wave can be 
formed set of photons of different length of a wave. Whether it is possible? It is already experimental fact real-
ized with help ЕН of aerials and Hz of aerials. Details of work and the description of these aerials are submitted by 
Russian radio fan Korobejnikov Vladimir Ivanovichem in the Internet to the address  http://www.eh-
antenna.net/teo.htm 
174. In what essence of features of new aerials? It is known, that at usual aerials pulses to electrons are transferred 
along cores of aerials. Such aerials name aerials Hertz. As longitudinal pulses of a voltage insignificantly change 
speeds of rotation free electrons, that is the bases to believe, that at the moment of pulse influence they radiate infra-
red photons, which form a photon pulse (fig. 258, c and d), bearing the transmitted information.  
          ЕН the aerial represents two coaxially located the cylinder from not magnetic material, free electron of which 
are exposed to influence variable against phase the directed magnetic fields of high frequency. Such pulse influence 
on free electrons considerably changes speed of their rotation concerning the axes, and they start to radiate not infra-
red photons, as aerials of Hertz, and ultra-violet or even photons of a near zone of a x-ray range. 
175. What point of view of the inventor of this aerial? It follows from a fragment of our correspondence. In one 
of letters he wrote. The radio communication of the children's toy placed in the closed bombproof shelter, works on 
frequency 27.255 MHz. X-ray radiation has frequencies much further light (on low frequencies of it to make are not 
able now). It also managed to me to be received. I can make x-ray radiation on ANY frequency. This radio commu-
nication was offered also by N.Tesla in XIX century. Same electrons is able to make and x-ray radiation (on any 
frequency) and habitual on Marconi - Popov. It also is not stacked in consciousness, and N.Tesla knew about it 120 
years ago. HOWEVER! You the first who HAS UNDERSTOOD, about what radiation goes speech, though and on 
low frequency!!! Aerials are rather simple. On a plastic tube (d=10mm) the coil of 100 coils of a wire by section 
0.3mm is reeled up. The aluminium cylinder is put on this coil internal d=12mm and by height of the coil two 
lengths 
(for isolation between the screen (cylinder) and the coil. The beginning of the coil in a jack of the aerial of the re-
ceiver (transmitter). The end of the coil "in air" to anything it is not connected ". The cylinder  has no galvanic con-
nection with the coil. At some position of the cylinder on the coil there comes a "cyclotron" resonance (x-ray radia-
tion) on frequency 27.255MHz.  
176. If the length of a wave of the photons forming a pulse penetrating ability of such radio waves should in-
crease decreases. Whether there are proofs to this? Main feature ЕН and Hz aerials – formation of signals with 
the big penetrating ability. 
177. Whether follows from this, what the receivers equipped with aerials Hertz and ЕН and Hz by aerials, 
can work on the same frequency, not preventing each other? It as we have already noted, - the experimental fact 
established by Russian radio fan Korobejnikov Vladimir Ivanovichem.  http://www.eh-antenna.net/teo.htm  
178. Whether there is an information on danger to person ЕН and Hz aerials? The official information is not 
present, but the facts of powerful harmful radiations of military radars are known. They are not disclosed. We have 
already described the reason of this harm. 
179. It has been earlier shown, that transformers, electromotors and electrogenerators 
work due to interaction only magnetic fields. Whether it means, what equations of Maxwell 
have no any attitude to the electrical engineer? Yes, the described experiments deny ability of 
equations of Maxwell to describe interaction only magnetic fields, therefore they have already 
exhausted the opportunities to forge interpretation of experiments [276]. 
180. What experimental fact – the weighty proof no working Maxwell’s  equations  in the 
electrical engineer? It has appeared recently. It is described in paragraph 12.10. Zatsarinin Ser-
gey Borisovich has invented the new transformer which work contradicts both to experiences 
Faraday and Maxwell’s equations. He has named its artful transformer.  
181. Why so for a long time it was not possible to another to find out the unusual circuit of 
winding of wires on the usual coil to receive such striking effects? Because in all textbooks, 
starting from school and finishing university, the erroneous information on electromagnetism. It 
also forms a stereotype of erroneous knowledge and representations about the electromagnetic 
phenomena. The experimenter who, having the maximum military formation, has called this 
stereotype into question was found. It has very simply changed the circuit of winding of wires. 
Has made so that the magnetic fields formed between coils of the coil, approached, instead of 
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made a start, as at existing circuits of winding. In result also has received those effects which 
could be received easily more 100 years ago if the academic elite of more attention would give 
contradictions in a science and to search of ways of their elimination.     
182. Whether new results of interpretation of experiments in area electrical engineers mean 
and in the field of transfer of the information inapplicability of equations of Maxwell in 
these spheres of researches?  Yes, the answer to this question unequivocally positive [276]. 
183. Why then these facts are hidden by the academicians responsible for teaching of electrodynamics in high 
schools? The matter is that they have composed the physics far from a reality. For them the main thing – isolation of 
the base physical theoretical information. The everything else - particulars and some from them as they consider, 
can contradict the base theoretical information which provides this isolation.  
  As in the base of physics of XX century A. Einstein's theories everything, that does not contradict these 
theories lay, is recognized correct, and that contradicts - wrong. Maxwell’s equations  mathematical invariant to 
Lorentz's  transformations – to the theoretical base of theories of a relativity of A. Einstein. Therefore their mythical 
connection with a reality is considered not subject to doubt. For this reason electrodynamics of XX century con-
structed on equations of Maxwell, is taught in significant volume, hammering in heads of learning youth enough 
complex, completely erroneous and not by the necessary information.  
 184. Whether there are results of the researches showing absence physical (not mathematical) invariancy of 
equations of Maxwell to Lorentz's to transformations? Is, certainly, and for a long time, but they are ignored. In 
the systematized kind they are resulted in the monography [270].   
185. Whether there is a connection between mathematical model of formation of spectra of atoms and ions 
and A. Einstein's describing the phenomenon of a photoeffect the mathematical model? It is the same mathe-
matical model, but physical sense of its components different. 

2
1 / nEEE if −= ⇒ WhEk −= ν , 

where fE  - energy of the photon absorbed or radiated by electron; iE - energy of ionization of electron; 1E - 

energy of connection of electron with a nucleus of the atom, corresponding to its first power level; ...4,3,2=n - 
the main quantum number. 
186. What real physical sense kinetic energy of electron has Einshtein’s equation? Einshteins kinetic energy 

kE  of electron is energy fE  of the absorbed photon, and energy of Einshtein’s photon νh  is equal to energy of 

ionization iE  of electron.   

187. What real physical sense work of an output W  in the mathematical model of a photoeffect offered by A. 
Einstein has? Einshtein’s work of an output of a photoelectron W  is equal to energy of connection of electron 

2
1 / nEEb =  at the moment of its stay at the certain power level atom or a molecule. 

188. Whether the Nobel Prize given to A. Einstein for erroneous interpretation of a photoeffect promoted, to 
search of contradictions in this interpretation? No, certainly, the authority of the Nobel Prize has played a role of 
a powerful barrier in search of obvious contradictions of this interpretation. 
189. Whether the mathematical model of the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions (214) allows, (215) 
to define a source of photoelectrons in the phenomenon of a photoeffect? Atoms or molecules radiate photo-
electrons in the phenomenon of a photoeffect? In experiment as sources of photoelectrons lithium and sodium 
were used. Calculations show, that the size n determined from the above-stated formula, in both cases fractional. It 
testifies that photoelectrons it not valent electrons of the atoms, lithium entering to molecule lithium and sodium. 
190. Whether physical interpretation of a photoeffect is correct? Unfortunately, it is deeply erroneous. 
191. In what essence of this mistake? A mistake here not one, and a series. It is considered, that the photon beats 
out electron from the cathode. Do this it can only under one condition – transferring the pulse to electron. How it is 
able to do it, if the size of a light photon on 5 orders is more than size of electron? The answer one: transfer by a 
photon of a pulse to electrons is absolutely impossible.  
192. In what image influence of photons results in occurrence of a current in a circuit? It can be consequence 
of two events: the first – absorption connected (not valent which connects atoms in molecules, but connected to a 
proton of a nucleus, but not participating in formation of molecules) electrons a photon and transition in a free con-
dition; the second - such excitation of electron at which it accepts focused position in a conductor. 
193. But in fact in the first case energy of transition electron from connected in a free condition should occur 
at the whole quantum numbers, and they turn out fractional. Why? Because electron of atom forms a spectrum, 
so-called stationary power levels only when it is in a free condition. If atom in structure of a molecule at it change 
energy of connection with protons of nucleus not only valent electrons, but also not valent. In result in structure of a 
molecule energy of ionization connected electrons can differ from energy of its ionization when the atom is in a free 
condition. It is the obvious reason of occurrence of fractional quantum numbers at released from connections of 
electrons in a photoeffect. 
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194. And what reason can result in a focused condition to electrons of rhe cathode in a photoeffect? This rea-
son secret is even deeper. The matter is that the photons falling on the reflecting surface, are polarized in a plane of 
reflection (not reflecting, and planes of reflection (fig. 20). In result at them all spins appear perpendicular planes of 
reflection and they (fig. 14), form the ordered magnetic field which starts to act free electrons and thus to give to 
them the ordered orientation which is immediately transferred all free electrons and devices fix it as occurrence of a 
current in a circuit. 
195. Why then the detaining potential changes in steps? It is an obvious attribute of that connected electrons of 
atoms absorb photons and pass in a free condition.  
196. Whether influence on occurrence of a current in a photoeffect follows from the received answers influ-
ence simultaneously two factors: absorption by connected electrons the photons and their orientation of 
spins? We have bases to agree that this hypothesis is closest to a reality. 
197. Answers to the resulted questions demand new interpretation of the reasons of occurrence of a current 
and the detaining potential a photoeffect. In what its essence? 
 Circuits of experience (fig. 138) for check of a photoeffect are taken from various textbooks and the scientific lit-
erature and all of them different, contradicting each other. The main mistake in interpretation of a photoeffect - 
wrong understanding of physical essence of the detaining potential.  
198. In what essence of a mistake of interpretation of a photoeffect? Modern solar batteries work due to that 
electrons of atoms of molecules of their materials photons absorb and become free. In result the quantity free elec-
trons in a plate of the solar battery increases and in it the superfluous electric potential is formed. This potential also 
is a source of electric energy. We shall pay attention that electrons, lost connection with atoms or molecules, remain 
in the plate and do not take off anywhere. 
  On what basis to this electrons attributes kinetic energy which, ostensibly beats out them from the cathode, 
and they fly to a collector which charge negatively and thus keep flying to it electrons? Why similar electrons do not 
depart from plates of solar batteries? Appeared, that absence of the answer to this question – complexity of correct 
interpretation of a photoeffect which researchers bypassed.  
199. In what essence of this answer? The essence consists that is not present in wires of free protons as their 
neighborhood with electrons automatically comes to an end formation of atoms of the hydrogen, existing only in a 
plasma condition at temperature about 5000 C. Physicaly the sense and a minus can be attributed plus only to plugs 
of the battery. In electric wires circulate only electrons. It is very important to understand, that they move from plus 
of the battery to a minus and cannot move to plus of the battery as on plus of battary the plate has enough the of 
electrons.  
  Thus, electrons, collected for a plate irradiated with light, can move only to a minus of the battery. That 
them to detain, it is necessary to create on plugs of the battery potential the greater, than on an irradiated plate. It is 
made with the help of the resistor with adjustable resistance (fig. 139, с). To detain electrons, going with the irradi-
ated plate to battary, with the help of the resistor equality of potential on an irradiated plate and on plugs of the bat-
tery achieve. It is quite natural, that movement of electrons in a wire during this moment stops also the ammeter 
shows absence of a current. 
200. Why so for a long time scientific community was reconciled with contradictions in interpretation of a 
photoeffect? It is the next heavy question for the author with its heavy answer, therefore let it is formulated by his-
torians of a science.  
201. Whether the existing design procedure of resolution of an electronic microscope is cor-
rect? No, it is not correct, as it is based on completely erroneous relativistic ideas. 
202. In what essence of these mistakes? The essence of these mistakes is based on erroneous 
interpretation of process of reception of the visual information with the help of an electronic mi-
croscope. It is considered, that resolution of an electronic microscope is defined by change of pa-
rameters of electrons at increase in speed of its movement down to light. 
203. What parameters электрона thus how is supposed, change? Relativists consider, that 
with increase in speed of movement of electrons its length of a wave decreases, and the mass in-
creases.  
204. Relativistic formulas predict, that if resolution of an electronic microscope is more 
than resolution of our eye a million times speed of electron, research suitable to object, be-
comes equal speed of light. In this connection there is such question: in how many time in-
creases mass of electrons? The mass of electron in this case increases for 6 orders and there are 
more mass of a proton in 100 times. 
205. In how many time decreases radius of electron? The radius of electron decreases too for 
6 orders and becomes less radius of a proton in 1000 times. 
206. To that there is equal an energy such electron? It becomes equal 510 GeV. 
207. It is a lot of it or a little? It is commensurable with energy of protons, accelerated  in the 
accelerator in CERN. 
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208. Whether it means, what such electron is capable to destroy a nucleus of atom? Cer-
tainly, means. 
209. In what then essence of real process of reception of the visual information in an elec-
tronic microscope? It is formed with photons, radiated by electron at its accelerated movement 
in a magnetic field. 
210. Whether there corresponds to a reality resolution of the electronic microscopes de-
clared by their manufacturers? No, certainly, does not correspond. 
 

19.10. Water – an energy source  
 
1. At what power levels are electrons of atoms of hydrogen in molecules of water? Between the second and third 
power levels of an atomic condition. 
2. On what size energy of connection between atoms of hydrogen and oxygen in molecules of water changes at 
its heating on one degree? It is known, that at heating one litre of water from 20С 0 up to 100С 0 it is spent 335.2 
kJ energy. Counting upon one molecule it will make eVEb 063.0= . It - size of energy, on which energy of con-

nection of molecules of water in clusters will change if to heat up it from 20С 0 up to 100С 0 . Having divided 0.063 
eV on 80, we shall receive size on which energy of connection between molecules of water in clusters changes at its 
heating on one degree. It appears equal 0.00078 eV. This energy corresponds to photons of a relic range (the Ap-
pendix 1).  
3. If molecules of water unite in clusters protons of atoms of hydrogen, on how many or-
ders the geometrical size of such contact is less than size of two molecules of the water in-
corporated in cluster if to represent their spherical? The size of a proton, approximately on 
6-7 orders is less than size of a molecule of water if to consider, that it has the spherical form. 
4. If the size of contact of two molecules on 6-7 orders is less than size of molecules, whether 
that is it the main reason of fluidity of molecules of water? Yes, there are all bases for such 
hypothesis. 
5. How many molecules can be in clusters of waters? While there is no exact answer to this 
question. 
6. How change energy of connection in cluster of molecules of water? Energy of connection 
between molecules in cluster of waters decrease from the center of cluster to its periphery (tab. 
41). 
7. Why at freezing water it extends? Because, ring electrons of atom of oxygen (fig. 94), being 
cooled, radiate photons, fall on the bottom power levels and the total electrostatic field delete 
from a nucleus of atom axial electrons, increasing length of a molecule of water and it clusters 
(fig. 98 - 108, а). 
8. Why snowflakes have openwork  the hexahedron form? Because a nucleus of a snowflake 
is ideally symmetric molecule of water (fig. 108, b, c, d). Other molecules of water join protons 
of atoms of hydrogen to six ring electrons of atom of oxygen in a molecule of water. The in-
crease in quantity of molecules in cluster along its six beams proceeding from ring electrons of 
atom of oxygen, forms flat hexahedron structure which at freezing forms openwork hexahedron 
a snowflake. 
9. Why set clusters molecules of water gets flat  the hexahedron form at a long irradiation 
of water melodious classical music? Results of such experiment showed on TV. The regularity 
of change of frequency of sounds of such music influences, first of all, atoms and molecules of 
nitrogen and oxygen of air, and they have hexahedron structures (fig. 108, b, c, d). Fluctuations 
ring electrons of hexahedron structures result these in radiation of photons by them which fre-
quency appears synchronized with frequency and energy of photons which are absorbed by ring 
electrons of  atoms of oxygen in molecules of water. In result clusters of water of the any form 
collapse, and process of formation new clusters goes on way of the minimal power expenses 
which correspond to the symmetric hexahedron form of cluster. 
10. Why кластеры waters form openwork hexahedral formations at a long irradiation 
their silent, playful voice of the believer? It - the television information. The same reason, as at 
long influence of melodious music. Only in this case the photons necessary for destruction clus-
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ters of water with chaotic structure, the brain of the believer and its body radiates. After destruc-
tion clusters of water with chaotic structure, process of formation new clusters of water the law 
of the minimal expenses of energy on formation clusters operates. 
11. Why the water subjected to long influence of a playful voice, gets medical properties? It 
- the known fact of human practice. It was told about it and on TV. Subtleties of this process still 
should be studied. However, conclusive there is a fact of beneficial influence on an organism of 
the person of the water consisting from symmetric hexahedral clusters. Besides it is necessary to 
mean, that medical qualities of such water amplify belief treated. 
12. Why water after a long irradiation jazz music forms clusters of chaotic forms? We have 
already described the reason. The photons necessary for formation of connections at chaotic 
clusters of molecules of water are radiated by ring electrons of  atoms of nitrogen and oxygen of 
air which have hexahedron structures, and those, radiating them, transfer molecules of water 
which, being hexahedron, collapse and united in chaotic clusters with energies the connections, 
corresponding to energies of the photons radiated by molecules and atoms of nitrogen and oxy-
gen of air, subjected to action of chaotic music. 
13. Whether can form long influence on an organism of the person of jazz music in an or-
ganism clusters of molecules of water of the chaotic form which inevitable attract an organ-
ism to various diseases? As the organism of the person will consist basically of water chaotic 
music destroys symmetric clusters of water and forms clusters with chaotic structure which at-
tract an organism to various diseases. This fact proves to be true illnesses of those who generates 
such music, playing a jazz orchestra. 
14. How musical melodies are connected to process of change of energies of connections be-
tween clusters of water? We have already described this process. The sound wave transfers the 
energy to molecules of air which will consist basically of nitrogen and oxygen. Atoms of these 
chemical elements have hexahedron structures which transform energy of a sound wave to en-
ergy of the radiated photons, and those, being absorbed by electrons of hexahedron structures of 
atom of oxygen of molecules of water, copy energy of a chaotic musical sound. 
15. Whether will learn to use mankind process of formation harmonious clusters of water 
in an organism of the person for formation of his health? Will learn, certainly. 
16. Process of formation clusters endothermic or exothermic? The unequivocal answer to this 
question is not present. There are forms clusters which for the formation demand additional en-
ergy, and there are forms which allocate it at synthesis of cluster. 
17. How many electrons the molecule of water can have? The molecule of water can have 
from 8 up to 12 electrons, and probably and it is more (fig. 97-99). 
18. The molecule of water contains in a normal condition 10 electrons, 8 from them belong 
to atom of oxygen and two - to atoms of hydrogen. Whether always in a molecule of water 
10 electrons? There are bases to believe, that not always. 
19. Whether can be in a molecule of water 9 electrons? There are bases for such hypothesis. 
In this case the molecule of water will have the structure shown in figure 98. 
20. Whether can be in a molecule of water 8 electrons? Such probability exists (fig. 99). 
21. Whether can be in a molecule of water 11 electrons? The structure of a molecule of water 
supposes it. If an alkaline or acid solution of water to pass repeatedly through plasma sit gets 
powerful electric potential which confirms it. 
22. Whether can be in a molecule of water 12 electrons? The structure of a molecule of water 
supposes also such variant. 
23. If all molecules of one litre of water have more or less on one electron in comparison 
with a normal condition, whether that is possible to fix this difference a weight method 
modern measuring devices?  It is possible. Calculations show, that the weight of one litre of 
water will increase or will decrease due to it, approximately, for 0.03 gr. 
24. How the ion hydroxyl  −ОН is formed? The analysis of structure of a molecule of water 
shows fig., that if the molecule of water will lose one proton or one atom of hydrogen it will turn 
in an ion hydroxyl −ОН ( fig. 100). 
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25. What qualities gives to water hydroxyl? Alkaline. 
26. Whether always atoms of hydrogen are connected only to axial electrons of atom of 
oxygen? No, not always. 
27. Whether connection of atom of hydrogen to ring electron of atom of oxygen in a mole-
cule of water is possible? Probably. Thus the molecule hydroxonium  +OH 3 (fig. 101) is 
formed. 
28. Why process of formation hydroxonium endothermic? Because ring electrons of atom of 
oxygen are located closer to a nucleus, than axial. Therefore that one of them has taken up with 
electron of atom of hydrogen, it is necessary for it to leave from a nucleus. This process is ac-
companied by absorption of photons, doing process of formation hydroxonium  endothermic 
(fig. 101). 
29. What qualities gives to water hydroxonium? Acid. 
30. Whether there can be a proton of atom of hydrogen in a molecule of water in a phase of 
a free condition and thus form its acid properties? The proton of atom of hydrogen of a mole-
cule of water can appear in a free condition, but it - the instant condition after which it immedi-
ately takes up with anyone electrons and consequently does not form acid properties of water. 
31. Why process of formation of peroxide of hydrogen endothermic? Sets ring of electrons 
two atoms of oxygen, create two zones with identical potential which delete their axial electrons 
1 and 2 from nucleus, accompanying with this process by absorption of photons, therefore proc-
ess of synthesis of molecules of peroxide of hydrogen 22OH  – endothermic (fig. 102). 
32. The electrons of atoms of hydrogen or oxygen absorb photons before formation of a 
molecule of peroxide of hydrogen? At formation of a molecule of peroxide of hydrogen axial 
electrons of atoms of oxygen absorb photons. 
33. Whether connection of ions −OH  to all to six ring electrons of atom of oxygen in a 
molecule of water is possible? Such opportunity exists also  it is necessary to study its. 
34. Why pure water has indefinitely big electric resistance? Because in it there are no the ions 
similar to ions −OH which would form electrowire clusters (fig. 100). 
35. Why introduction in water of alkaline or acid ions sharply reduces electric resistance of 
water? Because alkaline and acid ions linearly charged: on one end at them, as for example at an 
ion −OH , the proton of atom of hydrogen, and on the friend – axial electrons of atom of oxygen 
is located. Linear charging of  these ions forms an electric circuit between the anode (+) and the 
cathode (-). 
36. Whether accumulation in water of significant electric potential is possible? Probably, 
and plasmoelectrilytic processes confirm it. At repeated pass of a solution through plasma in it 
the significant electric potential collects. 
37. Why after repeated pass of an alkaline solution of water through plasma in it the sig-
nificant electric potential collects? We already marked an opportunity of increase in quantity 
electrons in a molecule of water. This can occur and to an ion −OH  (fig. 100). The electrons and 
ions −OH  can join to axial electron of atom of oxygen and to its ring electrons, forming various 
electron-ionic clusters. 
38. Why at reduction of the area of the cathode in comparison with the area of the anode in a zone of the 
cathode there is a plasma (fig. 259, b)? Because at the cathode the density of positively charged ions in this case 
increases. The role of positive potentials in these ions is carried out with protons of atoms of hydrogen. They are 
separated from positive ions and molecules of water, direct to negatively charged cathode and incorporate with elec-
trons, come of the cathode. In result in a zone of the cathode (P-P, fig. 259, b) is formed plasma of atomic hydrogen. 
39. What temperature plasma at plasma electrolysis can have water and on what it depends? Intensity of this 
plasma depends on the enclosed voltage and from the charge of the solution washing the cathode. The more en-
closed voltage and is more charge of a solution, the more intensively plasma. It it is free melt and evaporates tung-
sten which temperature of fusion is equal 3382 C0 , and temperature of boiling - 6000 .0 C  
40. What phenomenon generates noise at plasma electrolysis of water? The part of the hydrogen formed in a 
zone of plasma, again incorporates to oxygen, generating microexplosions as the noise accompanying this process. 
        In process of increase of a voltage (fig. 259, с) increases a tension ionic clusters (fig. 259, а). As a result of 
connection between electrons and protons of atoms of hydrogen protons collapse also direct to the cathode. In the 
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beginning in the solution near to the cathode there are separate sparks. It specifies that protons of atoms of hydrogen 
are separated from ions −OH  and it is possible from molecules of water and during their movement to the cathode 
again incorporate with electrons, synthesizing new atoms of hydrogen. The further increase of a voltage increases 
quantity of the protons separated from ions −OH  and molecules of water, and at the cathode plasma of atomic hy-
drogen (fig. 259, from a point 5, 6) is formed. The electrons of atoms of hydrogen during this moment are in the ex-
cited condition and make transitions from high power levels on low, generating light Balmer’s  spectral lines.  
41. On what the output of gases depends at plasma electrolysis of water? From reduction of combustion of hy-
drogen in plasma. 
42. Whether it is possible to reduce quantity of the hydrogen which is burning down in plasma at plasma elec-
trolysis of water? Such technical decisions exist, but they are not realized yet. 
 

 
 

Fig. 259: а) cluster of ions −ОН  in an electric field: 1Р  – a proton of atom of hydrogen in a zone of the 
cathode; е6 – electron of atom of oxygen in a zone of the anode; b) scheme the elementary plasmoelectrolytic  a re-
actor: the 1-cathode and an entrance branch pipe for a solution, the 2-anode, 3 - a final branch pipe steam – gas  
mixes, Р – a zone of plasma; c)  the volt-amper characteristic plasmoelectrolytic reactor: the point 5 corresponds to a 
limiting tension ionic of cluster −ОН  in the enclosed electric potential after which the proton 1Р  is separated from 

an ion −ОН  and directs to the cathode, receives electron  and forms atom of hydrogen. 
43. Why on a surface of the cathode at plasma electrolysis of water goes transmutation of nucleus of chemical 
elements? Whether there can  be plasmoelectrolytic  process by the basic in studying transmutation of nu-
cleus of atoms of chemical elements? Because the surface of the cathode is bombarded with protons of atoms of 
the hydrogen, separated from molecules of water and accelerated by a potential difference. In result the conditions 
similar to conditions in accelerators, but only in the minimal scales are formed, therefore plasmoelectrolytic process 
can find application in controlled transmutation of nucleus. 
44. Why at plasma electrolysis of water additional thermal energy is generated only at turbulent current of a 
solution in a zone of plasma? It is poorly investigated process. Its variant with turbulent current of a solution in a 
zone of plasma has been submitted to the independent commission. The commission has fixed the power efficiency 
of process equal of 145 %. 
45. In what the main difficulty of reception of additional thermal energy consists at plasma electrolysis of wa-
ter? Technical complexities of protection of a zone of transition from the cathode to a wire bringing to it a voltage. 
46. Whether it was possible to make working laboratory model plasmoelectrolytyc reactor, generating addi-
tional thermal energy? Such installation has been made by experts of AUTOVAZ. It is the room heating device 
which steadily generated 20-25 % of additional thermal energy. 
47. How many plasmoelectrolytic devices it has been patented during studying their work? It is received about 
10 patents. 
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48. Whether the electric potential in geological water in zones of high temperature can col-
lect and whether formation of underground lightnings is possible? Geologists testify, that 
such phenomena exist. 
49. Whether generating additional thermal energy in water without plasma process is pos-
sible? Probably. For this purpose it is necessary to stretch(drag out) ionic clusters −OH  up to a 
preplasma condition (a point 5 on fig. 259, с) and to influence them such pulses of a voltage at 
which connections at them would be broken off on it is insignificant small time intervals as a re-
sult of which valent electrons would time to restore the power parameters due to absorption of an 
ether up to norm and again to form the former connections, radiating thus the photons which are 
heating up water. In this case valent electrons transform energy of an ether to thermal photons.  
50. What power efficiency preplasma electrolytic processes? Further we shall result corre-
sponding results of experiments from which follows, that preplasma process of electrolysis gen-
erates waters of additional thermal energy at 30-50 times more consumed electric energy. 
51. Whether gases are allocated at preplasma electrolysis of water? Are allocated, but it is not enough of them. 
52. Why process is named preplasma? Because it is realized in a preplasma condition ionic of clusters. There is it 
at strictly certain parameters of a so-called dielectric backlash (fig. 260, a a position 15) which size changes in the 
certain limits. The output for these limits automatically translates preplasma process in plasma which power effi-
ciency is much less than efficiency of preplasma process. 
53. Why the backlash is named dielectric? Because it is formed by planes (fig. 260, a, a position 15) of a dielec-
tric material (ftoroplast, plexiglas). 
54. It is known, that the voltage for heating water is possible to submit continuously and pulses. What from 
these processes is more effective at influence on ions clusters and molecules of water? Influence on ions of wa-
ter pulses of a voltage is more effective than influence by a constant voltage.  
55. Why at formation of a preplasma operating mode expenses of electric energy for heating of a solution 
sharply decrease and power efficiency of process raises? On fig. 260, c it is visible, that the preplasma condition 
(a point 5) corresponds to a limiting stretching of ions −OH  (fig. 260, а). (the point 6) results spasmodic increase 
in a voltage in break of connections between valent electrons of atoms of hydrogen and oxygen in an ion −OH  (fig. 
100).  In result valent electrons of atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, having lost energy of connection, restore its, hav-
ing swallowed up portions of an ether. Absence of a voltage compels them to return to an initial condition and proc-
ess of repeated synthesis of the same ion with allocation of energy as thermal photons by valent electrons, filled up 
its stock begins due to an ether. So electron will transform energy of an ether to photons – carriers of thermal en-
ergy.  

 
 

Fig. 260: а) the circuit of a cell of the water-electric generator of heat (the patent № 2258098): 

 9 - the cathode; 4 – the anode; 15 – a dielectric backlash; b) scheme of experimental installation: 1 - capacity for 
a solution; 2 - the thermometer; 3 – electronic balance; 4 – the channel of submission of a solution; 5 – rotametr; 
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6 – a regulator of submission of a solution; 7 – a cell of the water-electric generator of heat; 8 – the thermometer; 
9 - plums of the heated up solution; 10 – capacity 

56. How power efficiency of process of heating of a water solution depends on size of a dielectric backlash be-
tween electrodes? The backlash between dielectrics refers to as a dielectric backlash, on which passes a solution 
from the anode to the cathode (fig. 260, a, a position 15) or from the cathode to the anode. For each design of an ar-
rangement of electrodes in aggregate with density of an alkaline solution there is an optimum size of a dielectric 
backlash. It changes within the limits of 0.5-5.0 mm.  
57. As direct power efficiency is great at pulse influence on a solution of water: 100 %, 1000 %, 3000 %, 5000 
%? Such efficiency at which brought electric power is taken into account on plugs electrolytic cells refers to as di-
rect power efficiency and losses in generators of pulses of a voltage are not taken into account. In this case designs 
electrolytic cells and the modes of their work giving power efficiency up to 5000 % are found.  
58. How many patents are received on preplasma cells? On plasma cells it is received about 10 patents and as 
much, approximately, on preplasma. 
59. How power efficiency of pulse processes of heating of a water solution depends on the form of pulses? 
With increase in a steepness of front of a triangular pulse efficiency grows. 
60. How power efficiency of pulse processes of heating of a water solution depends on frequency of pulses? 
Each design of a cell has optimum size of frequency of the pulses, determining its greatest power efficiency. It 
changes, approximately, in a range of 150-300 Hz. 
61. How power efficiency of pulse processes of heating of a water solution depends on duration of pulses? For 
water-heating cells optimum duration of pulses 0.0001-0.00007s. 
62. How power efficiency of pulse processes of heating of a water solution depends on porosity of pulses? For 
water-heating cells optimum porosity of pulses about 100.  
63. How power efficiency of process of heating of a water solution depends on its density? With increase in 
density of a solution power efficiency increases. 
64. How process of generating of additional thermal energy is connected to the law of conservation of energy? 
Water-heating cells – open systems, and the law of conservation of energy established by physicists, works only in 
the closed systems. 
65. Whether it was possible to make working laboratory samples of highly effective heating devices? It is 
tested it is a little bit exemplary heating devices. Last from experimental batteries had three consistently connected 
water-heating cells (fig. 261, а), and usual same has been equipped with a standard heating element power 1kW. 
Both batteries had pumps from the washing machine for prorolling a solution. 

 
 

Fig. 261: а) – an experimental radiator with power efficiency more than 2000 %; b) the oscillogram of a voltage 
with porosity of pulses S=100. 
 
  The speed of heating of a solution in both batteries was leveled by change of a voltage on plugs of the 
usual battery. In result both they have heated up to temperature of 86 degrees, approximately for 30 minutes. Capac-
ity on plugs of the usual battery was 880 Watt, and on plugs of the experimental battery – 45 Watt. From them of 15 
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Watt went for work of the pump for prorolling a solution and 30 Watt – on heating of a solution. The power supply 
generated pulses of voltage about 1000 Volt, and loading generated pulses of a current about 150А. Porosity of 
pulses was equal 100, and duration of pulses – about 0.00007s. 
66. Why till now there are no such heating devices on sale? It is a lawful question with the long answer. There-
fore we shall formulate a series of additional questions, answers on which will clear a situation.   
67. To that power on plugs of the counter of the electric power is equal? This children's if it is possible so to say, 
the question has the elementary answer. Power on plugs of the electric meter is equal to product of size of a voltage 
on size of a current UIР ⋅= .  
68. To that power on plugs of the pulse consumer of the electric power is equal? The expert will demand speci-
fication and will ask: at what cosinus fi? We shall not explain essence of this subtlety, but we shall answer the ex-
pert, that pulses of a voltage and a current have no shift on time and vary synchronously. Then the expert will an-
swer: power on plugs of such consumer of the electric power will be equal to product of pulses of a voltage aU  and 

a current aI , divided on porosity S  of pulses, that is SIUP aa /)( ⋅= . So it is written in all textbooks after the 
electrical engineer  and such result gives the counter of the electric power.  
         Certainly, with it it would be possible to agree, if there were no contradictions in indications of various hair 
partings which were ignored more than 100 years. Therefore we have been compelled to search for the reasons of 
these contradictions. In what their essence? For the answer to this question we formulate a counter question. 
69. What is the porosity of pulses? On fig. 261, b the oscillogram of pulses of a voltage is shown. It is visible, that 
pulses occupy an insignificant part of the area of the oscillogram. If we shall lead a horizontal line on average size of 
pulses we shall receive a rectangular. At once it is clear, that this rectangular corresponds to a constant voltage, and 
the attitude of the area of this rectangular to the area occupied with pulses, and will refer to as porosity S of pulses. 
In this case it is close to 100. We formulate the following questions. 
70. To that equally average voltage CU  of pulses? Textbooks prompt us: the average voltage CU  is equal to the 

average amplitude of pulses caU divided into porosity S  of pulses, that is SUU cac /= . The voltmeter, 1V  (fig. 
262, с), facing to the consumer of such pulses, confirms it. 
71. To that is the average current cI  of pulses if they vary synchronously with a voltage equal? The textbook 

answers us: the average size of a current is equal to the average size of amplitude of a current caI divided into po-

rosity S of pulses, that is SII cac /= . The ammeter 1А  will confirm this result (fig. 262, с).  
72. To that capacity on plugs of the pulse consumer of electric energy is equal? Indications of the voltmeter and 
the ammeter and laws of physics oblige us to define average power СР , as product of average values of a voltage 

and a current, that is 2/)( SIUIUP cacaCCC ⋅=⋅= . The wattmeter established on plugs of the consumer of 
pulses, will confirm our calculation. Its main feature consists that we have divided product of average values of 
pulses of a voltage and a current into porosity of pulses not once, as it textbooks after the electrical engineer and 
pulse technics(technical equipment), and demand twice ( 2S ). That the counter of the electric power worth on an 
input in system is surprising, will show the result corresponding to division of product of average values of a voltage 
and a current on porosity not two times, and once ( S ). Where an output from these contradictions? 
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Fig. 262: а) the circuit of duration of submission of a voltage on plugs of the pulse consumer of the electric power 
working 300 s; b) the circuit of three second generating of a current the consumer of the pulse voltage working con-
tinuously 300s; с) the circuit to the analysis of generating of pulses of a voltage and a current on plugs of the con-
sumer (a 1-cell, 2 – an oscillograph, 3-conditional circuit of the electronic generator of pulses of the straightened 
voltage, 4 – the straightened mains voltage, 5 – the pulse of the voltage allocated by the electronic generator of 
pulses and directed cell 1) 
 
73. How to present contradictions in an estimation of power of pulses evidently? We have tried to make it how 
is shown on fig. 262, a. We carried out the most part of laboratory experiences during 5 mines (300s). It means, that 
at porosity of pulses equal 100, time of continuous submission of a voltage (fig. 262, а) made 300/100 = 3 s and 297 
seconds a voltage did not move to the consumer. The average size of a volta was equaled to average size of ampli-
tude of pulses (300 V), divided on porosity of pulses equal 100, that is 300/100=3V. The voltmeter 1V  (fig. 262, с) 
the best class of accuracy showed the same size. 
  The size of a current changed synchronously with change of a voltage, therefore at amplitude of pulses of a 
current 50А and porosity of pulses 100, the average size of a current should be equal 0.5А. The ammeter 1А  of the 
best class of accuracy (fig. 262, с) completely confirmed it. It is quite natural, that the current on plugs of the con-
sumer was not 300 seconds equal to duration of experiments, and all 300/3=3 s. (fig. 262, a, b). 
  These measurements obviously show, that the average size of a voltage on plugs of the consumer was 
equaled 3 V, and average size of a current 0.5 A. Average power on plugs of the consumer appears equal 3х0.5=1.5 
Watt. The same size is shown also with the electronic wattmeter established before the consumer of pulse energy. 
The counter established on an input showed 150 Watt.   
74. Why so the difference in indications of devices is great? We shall pay attention that we have divided product 
of amplitudes of a voltage and a current into porosity twice W5.1100/)50300( 2 =⋅ . And textbooks after the elec-
trical engineer specify that product of amplitudes of pulses of a voltage and a current should be divided into porosity 
once [(300х50)/100=150 Watt] and the counter of the electric power established on an input in system, will confirm 
it. It is proved by that power is generated simultaneously by a voltage and a current. However, unitary division of 
product of peak values of a voltage and a current into porosity means, that the current on plugs of the consumer had 
size 50А not during 3 s, and during 300 s. It is obvious absurdity (fig. 262, b). So in what put?   We shall pay at-
tention to indications of the ammeter 2A  (fig. 262, с). It took into account loading of the electronic generator of 

pulses and consequently showed a little bit more ammeter 1А , namely – 0.7А. These 0.7А appeared in front of the 
counter of the electric power, on which plugs mains voltage of 220 Volt. It is quite natural, that product 
220х0.7=154 Watt. So, the main reason of different indications of devices - different size of an average voltage in 
various sections of an electric network. It gives us the basis to formulate the law of formation of power in an electric 
circuit. 
75. How the law of formation of power in an electric circuit on which power in its any section is defined 
sounds? Electric power in any section of an electric circuit is equal to product of average size of a voltage this sec-
tion on average size of a current.  
76. Why the law of formation of power in an electric circuit is open only in the beginning of XXI century? It is 
a surprising question and on its it is difficult to give the exhaustive answer. But the main reason to name it is possi-
ble: ignoring of contradictions in indications of all set of the devices participating in definition of power in any sec-
tion of an electric circuit. 
77. In what the physical essence of the law of formation of power consists in an electric circuit? In any electric 
circuit (the accumulator, the generator of power station) generates an initial source of electric energy the constant or 
variable voltage is continuous. In an electric circuit there can be devices which allocate if it is possible so to say, 
from a continuous stream of the voltage going from a primary source, pulses of a voltage of different duration and 
porosity. The consumer of such pulses of a voltage forms pulses of a current.  
            According to the law of formation of power in an electric circuit average sizes of a voltage and a current on 
plugs of such consumer are defined by division of their peak values into porosity of pulses. Then power on plugs of 
the consumer will be equal to product of average values of a voltage and a current. 
          In this it will be high time power on plugs of the primary power supply it is equal to size of continuously gen-
erated voltage (which cannot be divided into porosity of pulses) on average size of a current which insignificantly 
differs from average size of a current on plugs of pulse consumption of electric energy. Thus, at the porosity of 
pulses equal 100, power on plugs of the consumer and a primary source of a voltage will differ, approximately, in 
100 times. 
  From the described model of process of generating of power in different sections of an electric circuit the 
law of formation of power in an electric circuit also was born. It became clear, that power efficiency of a water-
electric cell cannot be realized with the help of any generator of pulses, change continuous process of generating of 
a voltage by a primary source in pulses of a voltage. 
  To realize power efficiency of a water-electric cell, it is necessary to have such primary source of a volt-
age which would generate precisely such pulses of a voltage what are consumed with a cell. Then, according to the 
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law of formation of capacity of an electric circuit, on plugs of the primary power supply and the consumer there will 
be a same electric power if not to take into account electromechanical losses which make about 30 % while the gen-
eral economy of energy reaches 10000 % (100 times). 
78. If pulses of a voltage have the triangular or rectangular form how the average size of a voltage is defined? 
The average size of a voltage is defined by modern measuring electronic systems automatically by definition of av-
erage amplitude of a voltage with any accuracy at any form and porosity of pulses. On this principle electronic 
voltmeters work. 
79. If pulses of a current have the triangular or rectangular form, how the average size of a current is de-
fined? The average size of a current is defined by modern measuring electronic systems automatically by definition 
of average amplitude of a current with any accuracy at any form and porosity of pulses of a current. On this princi-
ple electronic ammeters work. 
80. In how many times power on plugs of the consumer of energy as synchronously varying pulses of a volt-
age and a current with porosity 100 less power on plugs of the primary power supply with constant process of 
generating of a voltage? A hundred times. 
81. If at use of the electronic generator of pulses electric power on plugs of the consumer, whether according 
to the law of formation of power of an electric circuit in 30 times less than the thermal power generated by 
the consumer of pulse energy means that power efficiency of process of generating of heat equal 30? Certainly, 
means, but it is not realized for the described reasons. Whether these reasons for understanding are accessible? Ex-
perience of dialogue with electricians and electronicians has shown, that it is not accessible to understanding of their 
overwhelming majority, therefore we shall repeat once again.    
              If to use the pulses of a voltage generated by the electronic generator of pulses, included in an electric net-
work amplitudes of a voltage cannot be divided into porosity as energy is spent for generating of a voltage on all 
contour of the generator established on power stations. The essence that the primary generator of a voltage (the gen-
erator of power station) is loaded by process of generating of a voltage on all contour of a circle of a rotor and on 
this process is spent energy, developing a voltage. When to the generator there comes a current from the consumer it 
loads its winding on all contour of a circle of a rotor. And the resulting working mechanical moment on a shaft of 
a rotor also is present at result on all contour of a circle of a rotor.  
            Thus, if we load the same generator pulses of a current power is defined by average size of a current of the 
consumer and the voltage generated on all contour of a circle of a rotor of the generator. Here it is very important to 
understand, that the pulses of a voltage sent on the plugs of the consumer, and all voltage participate in formation 
of power on a shaft of the primary generator on plugs of the generator not. Power on plugs of the consumer is 
formed by average size of a pulse voltage and average size of a pulse current. 
 

 
Fig. 263: а) the circuit of the electromechanical generator of pulses of a voltage and a current: 1 - a magnet; 2 – a ro-
tor; 3 – magnetwire; 4 – stator; b) the electric circuit of system: 1 – a thermal cell; 2 - the electromotor; 3 - magneto; 

4 – coupling, connecting a shaft of the motor with shaft magneto; 5 – the counter of the electric power; 6 - oscil-
lograph Nektronix TDS 2014; с) the oscillogram which has been removed(which has been taken off) from plugs of 

magneto 
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82. What it is necessary to make, that power on plugs of the pulse consumer of the electric power was equaled 
power on plugs of the initial power supply? For this purpose it is necessary, that the initial (most initial) power 
supply generated a voltage not continuously, and as pulses of a voltage precisely such what are necessary for the 
consumer. 
83. If the initial power supply makes a voltage the pulses corresponding to pulses of a voltage on plugs of the 
consumer according to the law of formation of power of an electric circuit, power on plugs of the power sup-
ply and the consumer will be equal. Whether it is accessible to understanding? Experience of dialogue with 
electricians and electronicians has shown, that the opportunity of such decision of this problem is perceived by them 
hardly. 
84. What power supply realizes power efficiency of pulse influence on ions and clusters of water at its heat-
ing? Only that primary power supply which generates the same pulses of a voltage what are necessary for the con-
sumer. 
85. Whether there is an opportunity evidently to present a variant of economical process of realization of the 
law of formation of electric power? We shall present, that the electromechanical generator which generates trian-
gular pulses of a voltage with porosity 100 (fig. 263, а) is made. Taking into account presence of two magnetic poles 
1, we have working sector 7.2 0 . It means, that on a shaft of such generator there will be an energy of idling in sector 
(360 – 7.2) 0  , and the worker - only in sector 7.2 0 . This implies, that at generating such pulses of a voltage the shaft 
of the generator will be loaded by working loading 7.2/360=0.02 time of one revolution of a rotor or, easier speak-
ing, rectangular pulses of a voltage will be generated with porosity 1/0.02=50, and triangular – with porosity 100. 
Hence, the average voltage generated for one revolution of a rotor, will be equal to the peak value of a voltage di-
vided into porosity. 
  The average size of a current will similarly be defined also by division of its pulse value into porosity. 
Thus, at definition of average size of power on a shaft of the generator product of peak values of a voltage and a cur-
rent is necessary will divide into porosity of pulses twice. 
          Let's repeat once again. At a pulse current consumption average power is equal to product of an aver-
age voltage on plugs of the consumer on average size of a current or – to product of peak values of a voltage 
and a current, divided on porosity of pulses not once as it is written in textbooks, and twice.  
  Thus, the electromechanical generator of pulses generates the same pulses of a voltage what are necessary 
for the consumer. This implies also, that power on plugs of the consumer and on a shaft of the electromechanical 
generator of pulses will differ on size of mechanical and electric losses which make no more than 30 %. In result on 
a drive of the electromechanical generator of pulses it will be spent, approximately, in 100 times of less energy, than 
on a feed of the electronic generator of pulses with the same parameters of pulses.   
86. How existence of the law of formation of electric power has been proved experimentally? For the experi-
mental proof of reliability of this law it has been used magneto from  tractor C-130. It was resulted in rotation by the 
electric motor (fig. 263, b) and generated the pulses of a voltage far on all parameters (fig. 263, с) from those pulses 
which were generated with the electronic generator of pulses. And, nevertheless, the water-electric cell has shown 
obvious power efficiency.  
             As power of magneto and the electric motor for its drive have not been optimized, power on a single drive 
magneto was not taken into account. Measurements with the help of the counter of the electric power, a wattmeter, 
the voltmeter and the ammeter of the best classes of accuracy, and also with the help of an oscillograph yielded the 
close results which have shown direct power efficiency of a water-electric cell from 150 up to 300 % at use mag-
neto, as primary source of electric energy. 
87. How amplitudes of a voltage and a current which generated magneto are great? The average amplitude of a 
voltage was about 45 V, and a current – 1.5А at the porosity of pulses equal 4.5. 
88. How power with the help of the counter of the electric power was defined? The disk of the counter of the 
electric power has two labels: narrow and wide. Time of the beginning and the end of experience was marked on a 
narrow label with accuracy 0.02s. Power of working and single courses was defined by quantity of the whole revolu-
tions of a disk and time of experience. Such indications of the counter were close to indications of a wattmeter, the 
voltmeter, the ammeter and an oscillograph. 
89. What main parameter constrains increase of efficiency of the electromechanical generator of pulses? In-
tensity of a magnetic field of a constant magnet. 
90. Whether there is an opportunity of creation of highly effective electromechanical generators of pulses of a 
voltage and a current of different powers? Exists. 
91. How intensity of magnetic fields of the constant magnets which are let out by different firms of the world 
is great? It changes from 1 up to 2 Tesla. 
92. Whether force of such magnets for manufacturing electromechanical generators of pulses is sufficient? 
For thermal cells it is obviously insufficient. 
93. Whether constant magnets with the greater intensity of a magnetic field are developed? Constant magnets 
with the big intensity of a magnetic field while are not present, and electromagnets are. Intensity of their magnetic 
fields exceeds 50 Tesla. 
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94. The main condition of equality of power on plugs of the primary power supply and the consumer - syn-
chronism of formation and consumption of pulse electric energy. How mechanical losses on a drive of the 
electromechanical generator of pulses are great in this balance of power? They are close to mechanical losses of 
usual electric motors and make 5-10 %. 
95. How the common losses in the electromechanical generator of pulses are great? Mechanical losses make 5-
10 %. Electric losses too small, but their exact size while is unknown. 
96. The law of formation of electric power is formulated so: average power is equal any section of an electric 
circuit to product of average size of a voltage on average size of a current. What power consequences follow 
from this law? The important power consequence follows from this law: there are pulse consumers of electric en-
ergy which spend for the processes in tens times less than electric energy, than was considered till now. Develop-
ment of special primary sources of pulse electric energy is necessary for realization of this effect. Here significant 
reserves of economy of electric energy are latent. 
97. Whether it is possible to realize pulse power efficiency of heating of a solution of water with the help of the 
electronic generator of pulses? It is tested more than 5 variants of electronic generators of pulses and all of them 
gave negative result.  

 
 

Fig. 264. Circuits of formation кластеров waters with molecules of hydrogen 
 
98. The existing theory low-voltage electrolysis of water predicts branch of atoms of hydrogen from molecules 
of water and the subsequent synthesis of molecules of hydrogen. In this case atoms of hydrogen pass a phase 
of a free condition at which plasma of atomic hydrogen is necessarily formed, but in real low-voltage proc-
esses electrolysis of  water any plasma is not formed. Why?   
  It is one of the main questions demanding the answer for understanding of process electrolysis  of water. If 
in water there are no ions it is equivalent to break of an electric circuit and absence of movement of electrons on 
wires from the anode to the cathode. When ions appear in a solution they form an electric circuit and in a zone of the 
cathode collect electron which came from wire. 

          It is quite natural, that protons of atoms of hydrogen of molecules of water cooperate with electrons ke  (fig. 
264, а) radiated by  cathode, attaching them to molecules of water. Further, the molecule which has received one 
electron from the cathode, incorporates in cluster to another, usual (fig. 264, b) a molecule of water. In result in clus-
ter from two molecules of water the molecule parahydrogen is formed. Energy of connection, being distributed be-
tween axial electrons and protons of cluster from two molecules of water, decrease, and the generated molecule 
parahydrogen is allocated from cluster (fig. 264, с).  
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           Other variant is possible also. Protons of atoms of hydrogen of two molecules of water receive the electron 

ke , radiated by cathode, and, incorporating, form cluster of two molecules of water, in which center – the gener-
ated molecule ortohydrogen (fig. 264, d, e). Energy of connection between linear electrons and protons are distrib-
uted so, that appear the least at protons. In result the molecule of hydrogen is allocated from cluster in the generated 
condition (fig. 264, f). The ions −ОН allocated from clusters, leave to the anode. 
  Thus, at formation of molecules of ortohydrogen and parahydrogen there is no phase of an atomic condi-
tion of hydrogen. It – the main reason of absence of plasma at usual electrolysis of waters. The described process 
gives the unequivocal answer to a question: why at standard electrolysis of water there is no plasma of atomic hy-
drogen? 
99. Why theoretical calculation of energy of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen at low-voltage electrolysis of 
water shows presence of additional thermal energy, and in real experiments and production cycles of recep-
tion of hydrogen it is absent? In one cubic metre of hydrogen contains 1000/22.4=44.64 moles of molecular hy-
drogen. At its synthesis energy is allocated: ./0.19463)64.44436( 3

2 mkJHHH =⋅+→+  
        Modern electrolysers spend for reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen about 4 kWh the electric power or 
(3600х4) = 14400 kJ. Taking into account energy (19463.0 kJ) synthesis of one cubic metre of hydrogen and energy 
(14400 kJ), spent on its reception, we find a parameter of thermal power efficiency of low-voltage process electroly-
sis of water 35.114400/0.19463 ==K . 
  Thus, simple and strict calculation shows, that process low-voltage electrolysis of water should be accom-
panied by allocation of 35 % of additional thermal energy only in a zone of the cathode. 
  The reason of absence of additional energy we have already explained – absence of process of free synthe-
sis of molecules of hydrogen from atoms. Molecules of hydrogen are allocated from cluster’s chains in the synthe-
sized condition. 
100. What ions transfer electrons to the anode? What clusters are formed at the anode and in what sequence? 
         It is known, that an ion of hydroxyl , having a negative charge −ОН , goes to the anode (fig. 264, g). Two 
ions hydroxyl, giving on one electron to the anode and, incorporating with each other, form peroxide of hydrogen 

22ОН  (fig. 264, h).  
  It is known, that process of formation of peroxide of hydrogen endothermic, and molecules of oxygen - 
exothermic. At reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen process of formation of peroxide of hydrogen absorbs 
22.32х109.00=2432.88 kJ. By virtue of it even at plasmoelectrolytic process the temperature of a solution in a zone 
of the anode remains low.  
  If there was a process of synthesis of molecules of oxygen at reception of one cubic metre of hydrogen in a 
zone of the anode it would be allocated 22.32х495.00=11048.40 kJ. Subtracting from this size the energy absorbed 
at synthesis of peroxide of hydrogen, we shall receive 11048.40-2432.88=8615.52 kJ. Putting this energy with en-
ergy of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen 19463.00 kJ, we shall receive 28078.52 kJ. In this case the common pa-
rameter of thermal power efficiency 0K  should be such 0K =28078.52/14400=1.95. As in a reality of this energy is 
not present, this fact confirms a hypothesis about absence of process of synthesis of molecules of hydrogen in a zone 
of the cathode and molecules of oxygen in a zone of the anode at low-voltage electrolysis. Molecules of hydrogen 
(fig. 264, c, f) and a molecule of oxygen (fig. 264, g) are formed in cluster’s chains before allocation in a free condi-
tion, therefore and is not generated energy of their synthesis. 
  So, we have removed contradictions of the existing theory of low-voltage process electrolysis of water and 
have developed the new theory which describes this process more in details and more precisely reflects a reality. 
101. Whether the new theory electrolysis of water will help the decision of problems of hydrogen power? Cer-
tainly, will help. Further we shall  results of laboratory experiments which, it is possible to tell, open a way to hy-
drogen power. 
102. Why electrolyser, submitted in the patent №2227817 it is named lowcurret (fig. 233)? Because in it there 
is a process электролиза at an average current 0,02А.  
103. To that was porosity of pulses equaled? She(it) was significant. 
104. Whether with conic electrodes (fig. 233) productivity of a cell depends on their sizes? No, does not depend. 
105. Why in empty electrolytic cell there is a positive charge on the top electrode, and negative – on bottom? 
This phenomenon is connected to polarization of molecules of air by force of gravitation. 
106. Why there is a potential on electrodes electrolytic cells before refuelling by its solution? The reason is 
well-known, but is not disclosed. 
107. Why at refuelling electrolytic cells the electrolit on its electrodes automatically appears a charge the 
greater, than on electrodes of an empty cell? It - the known reason. 
108. Whether reflects constant potential in plugs working electrolyser expenses of electric energy for process 
electrolysis? No, does not reflect, as it belongs not to the primary power supply, and the cell. 
109. How it is possible to remove influence of constant potential on plugs of electrolyser on power of process 
electrolysis of water? It is known, but it is not disclosed. 
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110. How  power efficiency of electrolyser depends on distance between electrodes? This dependence is essen-
tial. 
111. How from power efficiency of reception of gases depends on density of a water solution at a pulse feed 
electrolyser (fig. 233)? With reduction of density of a solution power efficiency of cells grows. 
112. How power efficiency of reception of gases from water depends on the geometrical form of electrodes at 
a pulse feed of electrolyser? Considerably. 
113. How power efficiency of reception of gases from water depends on a chemical compound of a solution at 
a pulse feed of electrolyser? Depends. 
114. How many patents are received on low current electrolytic  cells? About 5. 
115. Why in low current electrolytic cell gases are allocated within many hours after switching-off of the ex-
ternal power supply? The reason is well-known, but is not disclosed. 
116. How to intensify this process and to increase its duration? It is known. 
117. Why the potential on electrodes low current cells does not decrease up to zero? The reason is well-known. 
118. Whether it is possible to reduce considerably expenses of energy for reception of hydrogen from water? 
It is possible and already there are experimental proofs to this.  
119. It is known, whether that process electrolysis begins at voltage between electrodes equal 1,23 V. It is pos-
sible the electrolysis at a smaller voltage between cells? It is possible. 
120. Whether there are designs of cells at which process of electrolysis goes at a voltage smaller 1.23 V? Such 
cells and their sets exist. 
121. Anyone electrolyser, being charged, gets the electric potential equal approximately 
two Volt on a cell. The subsequent gradual reduction of this potential specifies that it can 
be recharged not continuously, and pulses. How be great reduction of expenses of electric 
energy by process electrolysis of water can in this case? So, that hydrogen becomes the 
cheapest energy carrier. 
122. Whether it is possible to realize power effect of a pulse feed electrolyser according to 
the law of formation of power in an electric circuit if the primary source of electric energy 
generates a voltage continuously? No, it is impossible. 
123. What should be the primary power supply that it allowed, according to the law of for-
mation of power of an electric circuit, to realize power efficiency of process of a pulse feed 
of electrolyser? To experts the answer to this question is known. 
124. Whether there are experimental data of tests of electrolyser, submitted on fig. 233? 
They are published in the book [270].  
125. What technique was used for definition so a small amount of hydrogen at test of such cells? As the labora-
tory model of a cell low current electrolyser  generates a small amount of gases the most reliable method of defini-
tion of their quantity is the method of definition of change of weight of a solution during experience and the subse-
quent calculation of allocated hydrogen and oxygen. 

  It is known, that the gram atom is numerically equal to nuclear mass of substance, and a gramme - mole-
cule – to molecular mass of substance. For example, the gramme - molecule of hydrogen in a molecule of water is 
equal to two grammes, and a gram atom of atom of oxygen – to 16 grammes. The gramme - molecule of water is 
equal to 18 grammes. As the mass of hydrogen in a molecule of water makes 2х100/18=11.11 %, and mass of oxy-
gen – 16х100/18=88.89 % the same parity of hydrogen and oxygen contains in one litre of water. It means, that 
1000 grammes of water contain 111.11 gramme of hydrogen and 888.89 gramme of oxygen. 

One litre of hydrogen weighs 0.09 gr., and one litre of oxygen-1.47 gr. It means, that from one litre of water 
it is possible to receive 111.11/0.09=1234.44 litre of hydrogen and 888.89/1.47=604.69 litre of oxygen. This im-
plies, that one gramme of water contains 1.23 litres of hydrogen.  

Expenses of the electric power for reception of 1000 litres of hydrogen now make 4 kWh, and on one litre – 
4 Wh. As from one gramme of water it is possible to receive 1.234 litres of hydrogen for reception of hydrogen from 
one gramme of water it is now spent 1.234х4=4.94 Wh. Realization of this technique was carried out with the help 
of electronic weights which weighed the block of cells with accuracy 0.01 gr. 
126. If specified электролизёр to have pulses with porosity 100 in view of the law of forma-
tion of power in an electric circuit what there will be a power efficiency of this process? In 
the book [270] the following data of such tests are resulted. As allocation of gases goes and after 
switching-off of the power supply and there is significant long time a feed was included for 10 
minutes, and 50 minutes electrolyser worked at the switched - off power supply. For 6 hours of 
such work 0.54 gr. Water has passed to gases. On a share of hydrogen it was necessary 0.06 gr. 
Or 0.06/0.09=0.67 litre. Indications of the voltmeter 11.4 Volta, and the ammeter – 0.02 A.  
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          Power efficiency of process under indications of the voltmeter and the ammeter has made 
1035.1 %. However, the actual power efficiency corresponding to the law of formation of elec-
tric power, in 100 times more. 
127. Whether there is an information what other researchers managed to reproduce experiments on low cur-
rent electrolysis? Such experiments are reproduced abroad about 4 years ago and positive results are received. The 
information on it to the address:  http://peswiki.com/index.php/Directory:Kanarev_Electrolysis 
128. Whether there is in the Nature a law of formation of power  which physical essence 
corresponds to the law of formation of electric pulse power? Yes, such law exists. It is real-
ized during heating and cooling of molecules. They receive energy by pulse, as the located pho-
tons which, being radiated, lose connection with the primary source, the Sun, for example. 
129. Whether the law of formation of power  operates process of photosynthesis? Process of 
photosynthesis copes the photons located by formations, bearing the pulses of energy radiated by 
the Sun. 
130. Whether it is possible to believe, what the received experimental data specify an op-
portunity of artificial reproduction of process of electrolysis waters going at photosynthe-
sis? Small expenses of energy for process electrolysis of water and long work of cells without 
the external power supply create serious preconditions for creation electrolyser, working on a 
principle close to that goes at photosynthesis. 
131. In what essence of work of fuel elements? The main essence of work of a fuel element 
consists in division of molecules of hydrogen into its atoms on  both electrons and protons, and 
sending electrons to the anode for their subsequent movement to the cathode and fulfilment on 
this way useful work. Protons goes through a membrane to the anode for a meeting with elec-
trons, which made work, and repeated formation of atoms of hydrogen which, incorporating with 
atoms of oxygen, and form water. 
132. What efficiency the fuel elements using hydrogen for reception of an electricity have? 
If at calculation of it efficiency to take into account expenses of energy for reception of hydrogen 
from water and to take the charge of the electric power on this process of the most effective elec-
trolyser, for example, 4kWh on cubic metre of hydrogen it can reach(achieve) 80 % and more. 
133. And if to take into account quantity of atoms of hydrogen which manage to be shared 
into protons and electrons and to use electrons for reception of electric energy to that effi-
ciency of a fuel element is equal in this case? At such calculation it appears, that fuel elements 
share on protons and electrons less than 1 % of atoms of the hydrogen submitted in a fuel ele-
ment. 
134. Whether there is an opportunity to receive an electricity not from pure hydrogen, and from the hydro-
gen included in molecules of water? Yes such opportunity exists also we have published it in the book «Water – a 
new energy source» 2001year.  
135. How many the electricity is possible to receive from one litre of water, having separated on one electron 
from everyone molecules of water? This size easily pays off. It is equal 1489.1 Ah.  
136. It is a lot of it or a little? If to take into account, that the average accumulator of the car contains 60Ah it is  
not little. 
137. Whether it was possible to prove experimentally an opportunity of realization of process of reception of 
an electricity from water? We have received some patents on electrolyser which work in a mode of periodic sub-
mission of electric energy. They have on the plugs electric potentials before refuelling by their electrolits. And the 
ambassador charginf can work and share water on hydrogen and oxygen during several hours without the external 
power supply. The potential for this process is formed on plates of electrolyser by chemical way. From this fol-
lowed, that it is necessary to find materials of plates of electrolyser, strengthening this process. But absence of fi-
nancing has not allowed us to solve this task. 
138. Who managed to solve a task of reception enough plenty of an electricity from water for its use in the 
practical purposes? It managed to be made to Japanese. They already have the electromobile working on water. 
Electrolyser, developing an electricity from water, it is shown on fig. 243. 
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Fig. 265. Japanese waterelectromobile 
 

139. Whether Japanese knew about initial results theoretical and experimental researches of reception of an 
electricity from water in Russia? Knew. In 2002 our book «Water – a new energy source» has been translated to 
the English language and they have immediately ordered it. In 2005 they have ordered 7 edition of the book «The 
Foundation of Physchemistry of microcosm», ttranslated on the English language too. In this book there is enough 
information for realization of process of reception of an electricity from water. Besides they requested of us copies 
of patents for ours low current electrolysers, capable to work without the external power supply.  
          They, since 2000, bought from us all results published theoretical and experimental researches. It has allowed 
them to begin independently them commercialization. The main thing – they realized our hypothesis about reception 
of an electricity from water with the help electrolyser (fig. 243) and have begun already release of the electromo-
biles working on water (fig. 265). 
  Certainly, they are still far from receiving from each litre of water theoretically possible size 1489.1 Ah. 
For comparison, power of usual automobile accumulators - 60 Ah. 
140. Whether there are technical decisions of reception of hydrogen from water and its uses as fuel of engines 
of internal combustion? Such development exist. The leader American researcher Mayer here is considered. 
141. Whether all our information on reception of an electricity from water is published? No, not all.  

19.11. Astrophysics 
 

1. Why relic radiation has the greatest intensity in a millimetric range? Relic radiation is 
formed by processes of radiation of photons at synthesis of atoms. Thus the maximum quantity 
of the photons filling a space, is radiated with length of a wave mm063.1726.2 =λ  (358). 
2. What source forms relic radiation? A source of relic radiation are stars of the universe . 
3. What process forms a maximum of relic radiation? The maximum of relic radiation forms process of a birth of 
atoms of hydrogen in stars of the universe. 
4. Why relic radiation is formed at the temperature close to absolute zero? Because in unit of volume of the 
universe the maximum quantity of photons has the length of a wave close to maximal, at which the lowest tempera-
ture  is formed. 
5. Whether relic radiation is connected to the Big explosion? Relic radiation  has no any attitude to invented Big 
Bang. 
6. What nature of all range of relic radiation? The range of relic radiation is formed by processes of a birth of at-
oms and molecules of hydrogen and processes of their cooling and liquation. 
7. Why relic radiation is formed by process of synthesis of atoms of hydrogen? Because quantity of hydrogen in 
the universe of 73 %, helium of 24 % and 3 % - all other chemical elements. Besides to energy of connection of 
electrons of atom of helium with its nucleus are close to energy of connection of electron of atom of hydrogen with 
a proton. In result process of synthesis of atom of helium also brings the contribution to formation of relic radiation. 
8. How many maxima the zone of relic radiation has? Three obvious maxima (fig. 161). 
9. What processes form two maxima of relic radiation with smaller intensity and smaller length of a wave (fig. 
161)? Other two maxima (C and B, fig. 161) are formed by processes of a birth and liquation of molecules of hy-
drogen. It is known, that atomic hydrogen passes in molecular in an interval of temperatures K5000....2500 . 
Lengths of waves of photons, radiated by electrons of atoms of hydrogen at formation of its molecule, will change in 
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an interval mTC 63
1 1016.12500/10898.2/' −− ⋅=⋅==λ  

(381); mTC 73
2 1080.55000/10898.2/' −− ⋅=⋅==λ  (382).  

  It - borders of a maximum of radiation of the universe corresponding to a point C (fig. 161). Further mole-
cules of hydrogen pass a zone of temperatures, at which they liquation. It is known and equal KT 33= . Therefore 
there are bases to believe, that there should be one more maximum of radiation of the universe, corresponding to this 
temperature. The length of a wave of the photons forming this maximum, is equal 

mTCB
53 108.833/10898.2/' −− ⋅=⋅==λ  (383). This result coincides with a maximum in a point В  (fig. 161). 

10. What is the reason of anisotropy of relic radiation and what global consequence follows from this? As ab-
sence of relic radiation which occupies less than 1 % of sphere of the universe it specifies presence in it of zones 
without stars is fixed and can be identified to localization of a material world in the universe. 
11. Why with reduction of length of a wave of relic radiation divergences between experimental and theoreti-
cal results sharply increase? Because with reduction of length of a wave of radiation the difference of density of 
such photons in the universe and in a cavity of a black body for which Planck's formula  is deduced sharply in-
creases. 
12. To that is the maximal temperature equal the universe and whether it is possible to define it theoretically 
and experimentally? The modern science has no exact answers to these questions. 
13. Why all stars radiate a continuous spectrum with all colors of a rainbow? Because energy of connection of 
all electrons of atoms, corresponding to the first power levels, are shifted from each other on small sizes. For exam-
ple, energy of connection of the first electrons, the first chemical elements, corresponding to the first power levels, 
have such values. At atom of hydrogen eVE 135981 = ; at atom of helium eVE 468.131 = ; at atom of lithium 

eVE 060.141 = ; at atom бериллия eVE 170.161 = ; at atom of a Bohr eVE 350.131 =  and so on. It is quite 
natural, that are shifted energy of connections of all others electrons each atom not only on the first, but also at all 
other power levels. In result continuous radiation with all colors of a rainbow also is formed. 
14. Whether there are bases to believe, what at spectra of the newest stars at their birth lines of radiation of 
atoms of hydrogen and molecules of hydrogen will prevail? Certainly, the bases for this purpose are available, as 
hydrogen – the first chemical element born in stars. 
15. Whether there corresponds to a reality the name a supernew star? No, certainly, does not correspond. As it 
is established, some stars during the evolution are compressed and again rush. Them have named supernew. Would 
be more correct to name their superold, and again born stars with bright lines of radiation of atoms and molecules of 
hydrogen should be named new or supernew.  
16. Whether the temperature on a surface of new hydrogen stars is maximal? No, it is not maximal, as energy 
of ionization of atom of hydrogen is less than energy of ionization of atom of helium which is born the second. 
17. To that the temperature on a surface of a supernew hydrogen star is equal? The Wien’s law  specifies that 
energy of ionization of atom of the hydrogen, equal 13.598 eV, corresponds to temperature 31780 K.  
18. The birth of atoms of helium increases temperature by surfaces of a star? Yes, increases. If its  photons cor-
responding to energy of ionization the first electron of the atom of helium Е=24.587 eV it would be equaled 57284 
K and if the second electron with energy of ionization 54.40eV – 127200 K. Such temperature are formed with set 
of photons, approximately, form the middle of a ultra-violet range. 
19. To that the maximal temperature on a surface of the star, fixed by astrophysicists is equal? According to 
existing classification the maximal temperature equal 80000 K, blue stars have. It is formed with set of photons with 
radiuses .106.3 8−⋅=r . These are photons almost the middle of a ultra-violet range. 
20. What temperature of a star if it was formed with set of photons with energies, equal to energy of ioniza-
tion of the third chemical element of lithium would be? It would be equaled 286000 K. This photons near to bor-
der of ultra-violet and x-ray ranges. 
21. From answers to the previous two questions follows, that there is a limit of the greatest possible tempera-
ture which forms heat in understanding developed at us. So it whether or not? Yes, there are all bases to be-
lieve, that there is a limit of the greatest possible temperature and it is formed with photons of a ultra-violet range. 
22. Whether there are additional proofs of existence of a limit of the greatest possible temperature which we 
identify to a heat? Certainly, is. The maximal set of photons of the beginning of a x-ray range forms temperature 
about one million degrees. If to admit, that x-ray devices generate only 5 % from the maximal set of x-ray photons 
they would form temperature about 50000 K.  But naturally, that such photons instantly would burn the patients. But 
it is not present. Means, set of x-ray photons does not form the temperature corresponding to our representations 
about heat. 
23. What temperature is formed with set scale of photons? The scale photons on some orders less than x-ray 
photons, and their energy on some orders is more, therefore they, especially, cannot form the temperature corre-
sponding to our representations about heat. 
24. Why calcium, occupying in the table of chemical elements 22 place, appears on stars after occurrence of 
atoms of nitrogen and oxygen? Because the nucleus of atom of calcium is formed of nucleus of atoms of nitrogen, 
lithium and helium which are born before a birth of nucleus of atoms of calcium. 
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25. Why in formula of Schwarcshild  2/2 CMGR ⋅=  for definition of radius R of a black hole there is no 
length of a wave of photons which this hole detains?   Because it is deduced from a condition of equality en-
ergies, instead of forces. 
26. On how many orders the radius of the black hole formed from a star with parameters of the Sun will de-
crease if to take into account length of a wave scale of a photon? On 11 orders. 
27. On how many orders the density of substance of a black hole with parameters of the Sun will increase if to 
take into account length of a wave scale of the photon detained by such hole? On 35 orders. 
28. On how many orders this density is more than density of nucleus of atoms? On 35 orders. 
29. Whether enough these facts to understand, what black holes is a myth? We have published this information 
more 5 years ago, but there are sites which till now advertise «Black holes». So the answer to the put question nega-
tive. Though it is possible, that the specified advertising pursues not scientific, but any commercial objectives. 
30. How the mistake in definition of size of a deviation of a trajectory of movement of a photon by a gravita-
tional field of the Sun, admitted by expeditionof Edington  is great, aspiring to prove validity of theories of a 
relativity of A. Einstein? The true size of a deviation is equal .1048.0 10−⋅ . It on many orders is less opportunities 
of expedition of Edington to fix of it (fig. 163). 
31. What mistake have admitted Maicelson and Morley   at interpretation of the known experiment? They 
took into account speed of rotation of the Earth concerning the Sun, analyzing behavior of the photons having mass, 
and calculation conducted under the formula 04.0/2 222 =⋅ λCDV . As the photon has mass in experiment of 
Maicelson and Morley   the Earth is inertial system of readout. Therefore it was necessary to take into account dis-
trict speed of points of a surface of the Earth. Then the result should be such 00002.0/2 222 =⋅ λCDV . This re-
sult was far outside opportunities of device Maicelson  to fix him. However, the Nobel committee, not knowing it, 
has given out to him the premium for accuracy of these measurements. 
32. Why results of experience Maicelson and Morley  contradict results of experience Saniyac? Because in ex-
perience Saniyac it is automatically taken into account inertness  of system of readout connected to the Ground, and 
in experience Maicelson and Morley    it is ignored. 
33. How change of length of a wave of a photon or radius r its rotations or its frequency v ’ in astrophysical 
supervision is defined? For such calculations Doppler’s effect  which is based on the well-known phenomenon of 
change of length of a wave or frequency of radiated sound signal is used by a moving source of a sound. If the direc-
tion of movement of a source of a sound and distribution of a sound wave coincide, frequency of a sound wave is 
perceived increased, and its length - reduced and the observer who is taking place ahead of such source fixes these 
changes. When the source radiates the wave opposite to a direction of the movement the length of a wave increases, 
and frequency decreases also the observer, observing an excluded source of such wave, fixes these changes. 
34. Whether it is possible to distribute the marked laws to the analysis of the phenomena of behavior of pho-
tons? The described variants of sound Doppler’s effect cannot be distributed to all cases of behavior of the photon 
born on the moving source or reflected from moving object. Further we shall consistently consider these cases.   
35. What mathematical model follows from Lorentz's transformations for calculation of change of frequency 

'ν  of a photon, starting from a source moving with speed V (fig. 266, с)? It is well-known 
2)/()(' VCVC −+=νν .  

36. For what case this formula is used? It is used for a case when directions of movement of a source and the radi-
ated photon coincide (fig. 266, с/b). According to Doppler’s  effect the increase in frequency and reduction of length 
of a wave of any radiation, including radiations of photons in this case should be observed. Spectral lines and in this 
case are displaced in ultra-violet area of a spectrum. 
37. Whether it is possible to receive from Lorentz's transformations the similar formula for a case, when di-
rections of movement of a source and starting photon are opposite (fig. 266, с/с), that is for calculation of in-
fra-red displacement of spectra? No, it is impossible. It is easy for checking up and interested persons can make it.  
38. Whence then astrophysics take such formula? They write it, not having for this any mathematical right as it is 
not deduced from Lorentz's transformations, but they consider, that according to Doppler’s effect it should exist and 

write it in such kind 2)/()(' VCVC +−=νν , take its, figuratively speaking, from a ceiling. 
39. Whether reliability of both formulas for calculation of Doppler’s  effect  the photons connected to behav-
ior proves to be true? Any, unequivocally interpretive the result confirming these formulas, till now is not present. 
Results with multiple interpretation are, but to them to trust it is impossible, as they leave latent the true reason of 
displacement of spectral lines. 
40. In what then essence of the contradiction of these formulas? Essence of the contradiction that Lorentz's 
transformations describe only that case when directions of movement of mobile system of readout and light front co-
incide. There are no Lorentz's transformations for a case when directions of movement of mobile system of readout 
and light front would be opposite. It is the main reason excluding an opportunity of reception from transformations 
of Lorentz of the formula for calculation of infra-red displacement of spectral lines. 
41. Whether there is an inconsistent conclusion of formulas for such calculations? Exists, but it has appeared 
rather recently.  
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Fig. 266: a) spectrograms of red displacement of different galaxies (it is specified point), received by Chymas; b) 
scheme additions of speeds of source V and photon C; c) the circuit of addition of the speeds, following from the 
equation of change kinetic energies a photon at radiation; d) the circuit of a photon wave 
 
42. What kind of new formulas and how they are received? If directions of movement of a source and radiated 
photon coincide, change of frequency of the given birth photon is determined under the formula 

2)/(5.0)/(1/' CVCV ++=νν . If directions of movement of a source and a born photon are opposite, frequency 

of the born photon pays off under the formula 2)/(5.0)/(1/' CVCV +−=νν  . These formulas from the circuit 
(fig. 266, d) are received in view of speed V of the source radiating a photon, and a direction of radiation. The re-
sulted formulas reflect special cases of movement of a source of radiation and radiated photon along one line. A 
general view of the uniform formula in - [271].                                     
43. Wave Doppler’s effect (fig. 266, e) and effect of displacement of spectral lines – (fig. 266, а) the same phe-
nomenon or different? Different. Wave Doppler’s effect  is kept at reflection of sound or photon waves (fig. 266, 
е). Doppler’s effect  at a birth of individual photons also is kept, and at reflection of individual photons is not kept, 
as according to Compton’s effect , loss of energy by the reflected photon does not depend on a condition of rest or 
movement of a reflector or from a direction of its speed. Effect here one – reduction of energy of the reflected pho-
ton, so also reduction of its frequency.  
44. Whether all stars of the universe form infra-red displacement of spectra? There is no not all . 
45. Whether is in the universe of a star which form ultra-violet displacement of spectra? There is . 
46. What displacement of spectra is more: infra-red or ultra-violet? As far as it is more and why? Infra-red 
displacement of spectra, approximately, in 20 times more ultra-violet. The exact reason of it is not yet known. 
47. Whether there is a unequivocal answer: whether the universe extends whether or not? No, there is not. 
48. The astrophysics is filled with the information on expansion of the universe. Unless it is possible to put it 
under doubt? For this purpose there are all bases. Their essence in the following. The exact reason of red displace-
ment of spectral lines (fig. 266, a and, b) till now is not established. This phenomenon can be consequence of two 
reasons: increase in red displacement due to increase in speed of removal of a source of radiation from the observer 
(from the Earth) or increase in losses of energy photons during their so long travel from stars to us. What from these 
reasons gives rise to red displacement of spectral lines, till now is not established. 
49. What experiment should be put to receive the unequivocal answer about a condition of the universe. It ex-
tends whether or not? To draw a unequivocal conclusion on expansion of the universe, it is necessary to fix dis-
placement of spectra of stars from opposite directions of a surface of the Earth. 

19.12. The general questions 
 

1. Whether there are bases to believe, what the New theory of a microcosm will be theoretical base nano tech-
nologies? It – the main practical consequence of new theoretical bases physchemistry of a microcosm. 
2. What value for the future chemistry will have the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions from which 
absence of orbital movement of electrons in atom follows? Deciding(solving). 
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3. Whether will simplify new understanding of physical and chemical processes studying of a microcosm? 
Undoubtedly, will simplify. 
4. Whether it is possible to separate the future physics of a microcosm from chemistry of a microcosm? It is 
impossible. 
5. What achievement is the most fundamental? Disclosing of judicial scientific functions of an axiom of Unity. 
6. How for a long time the mankind will use judicial functions of an axiom of Unity? All time of the existence. 
7. Whether consequences of an axiom of Unity by the third fundamental generalization in the exact sciences 
will be recognized? For this purpose there are all bases but as the history while it is not known will dispose. 
8. How for a long time new generation of physicists and chemists will master judicial functions of an axiom of 
Unity? In a century of the Internet such forecast is inconvenient. 
9. What damage prevalence among physicists - has caused physics of XX century theorists of persons with the 
first mathematical education and the second physical education or physical self-education? Precisely diffi-
cultly definable, but very significant. 
10. Whether the international community of physicists up to understanding of necessity of increase in quan-
tity of the physicists having the first physical education and second mathematical, rather the reverse will 
ripen? Other output is not present. 
11. A rate of lectures  «Theoretical bases physchemistry of Nano Technologies» is already issued. There is a 
question: whether probably understanding existing scientific elite of Russia of necessity of introduction of the 
information stated in this monography, in educational process? No, it is impossible. The history of a science 
convincingly testifies, that the stereotype of scientific thinking is stronger than common sense. 
12. Whether the author with to a management of the country with the request addressed to oblige academi-
cians to review the books? Certainly, time addressed and not. The Ministry of Education and sciences it was en-
trusted to them to perform this work, informed the author within two years three times, that he will receive corre-
sponding reviews. However, reviews and have not arrived. 
13. Whether there are publications about it in the Internet? Is, certainly, to the many address. 
14. Whether the destiny of the author of the New theory of a microcosm will affect its use by the future gen-
erations? No, will not affect. It is already published in such volume, that its distribution does not depend any more 
on the author. As it does not have competitors in affinity to a reality and is not expected the nearest 100 years it in-
evitable will win minds of mankind. 
15. How the management of the Kuban agrarian university in which the author of the New theory of a micro-
cosm works, concerned and concerns to his nonprofessional hobbies? It has never reproached the author with it 
and rendered feasible (and for the author invaluable) the help in the publication of results of researches. 
16. It is known, that the new theory can contain consequences with military appendices. Whether the New 
theory of a microcosm has such consequences? Certainly, has. But, according to the law of Russia on the state se-
crets, a detail of such consequences are known only to the author. 
17. From the stated answers to the resulted questions prosperity in Russia powerful process of braking of sci-
entific progress follows. In this connection there is a question: why the secutiry council of Russia does not dis-
cuss so significant danger to the future of Russia? Answer on this question behind frameworks of the competence 
of the author of the New theory of a microcosm. 
18. The system method of the analysis of challenges is based on what principles? Principles here a little, but 
main from them demands to find the beginning of an analyzed problem and to analyze all stages of its development. 
19. What principle takes the second place in the system analysis of problems? It is known, that development of 
an analyzed problem the huge quantity of various factors operates, but not all from them render solving influence on 
its development. Therefore the second principle of the system analysis demands revealing the primary factors influ-
encing development of the analyzed problem.  
20. On what accuracy of definition of the primary factors managing development of the analyzed problem 
depends? From an outlook of the one who conducts the analysis. 
21. How our brain solves this problem? Owning the certain information, our brain tries to guess, what factors are 
solving. If the brain is trained to solve such problems it easily copes with them under condition of if owns all vol-
ume of the necessary information. 
22. How such process of search of the decision refers to? Intuitive. 
23. What is the intuition? Process of a guess. It goes automatically, frequently besides our will and gives out to us 
the found decision.  
24. And if the result of the intuitive decision is influenced with thousand factors, whether that the probability 
of mistakes is great? All depends on an outlook of the one who, analyzing these factors, tries to find main of them. 
Usually greatest influence on behavior of analyzed system is rendered with 2-3 factors. They carry out a role of cri-
terion of correctness of the accepted decision. If it is determined correctly the success is guaranteed. 
25. Whether there are examples of global mistakes? Most brightly they are shown at politicians as they should 
make of decision which influence behavior of the biggest and complex systems. I recollect the beginning of so-
called reorganization. Scarcity of knowledge of its author about methods of its realization shocked me in those days. 
I, and many others, obviously saw their consequences. Certainly, the decision on changes should be accepted, but 
they should be controlled. For, enormous economic and human losses for all participants of this process otherwise 
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are inevitable, as happened. Similar scarcity of knowledge was shown also by the first leader of Russia. In aggregate 
with immorality of personal behavior it - the shameful phenomenon in a history of Russia. 
26. Whether it means, what intuition – the unreliable tool for politicians? Certainly, it always demands, at least, 
secure, by the analysis of opinions of the assistants, and it is even better - than experts. 
27. And the science unless has no methods which would help politics to solve their most complicated problems 
on which destinies of mankind depend? Such methods are already developed, but they are unknown to politics. 
28. In what their essence? The essence consists in that, any quantity of factors which influence result of this deci-
sion can be involved in the analysis of the accepted decision. All of them are resulted in a uniform complex parame-
ter of efficiency which changes in an interval from 0.2 up to 0.9. If this parameter appears less than 0.5 the result of 
realization of the accepted decision will be negative and if it is more 0.5 positive and the it is closer to 1, the result 
will be more effective.   
29. Whether there is an experience of application of such method of the analysis? There is an experience of ap-
plication of this method at the analysis of behavior of simple systems which behavior copes in several tens factors. 
30. What role is played with intuition in a science? It is the main assistant to the scientist. Here pertinently to rec-
ollect as Archimed, having jumped out of a bath, has cried: «Eureka!», that is has guessed. 
31. Why it was possible to find the decision for a long time the become overripe global problems of funda-
mental sciences only in language of Russian thinking? Results of these researches could not appear in English, 
abounding with exceptions to the rules and it destroying logic of thinking. 
32. What qualities of Russian promoted reception of new scientific results of fundamental sciences? Russian 
has a minimum quantity of exceptions of the rules that forms sequence of thinking and aims at search of consistent 
scientific result. Without these qualities it was impossible to remove fundamental contradictions in such fundamen-
tal sciences, as the theory of knowledge, logic, mathematics, physics, chemistry, astrophysics and other sciences. 
 

 
 

THE CONCLUSION 
 

  The history of a science testifies: authority of the scientist – unreliable criterion in an estimation of connec-
tion of his scientific results with a reality. Therefore at an estimation of  connection of any scientific result with a re-
ality scientists should use, first of all, axioms. Their authority is indisputable due to that the statements reflected in 
them, have obvious connection with a reality and have no exceptions.  
           In the Nature there is no such situation that the matter was somewhere outside of space or - there was no cur-
rent of time in the space filled with a matter. All these three basic of an element of a universe exist together. Them 
to separate it is impossible. It is possible to ascertain confidently, that the Axiom of Unity of space, a matter and 
time – the largest achievement of collective human idea for last 2000. But its judicial functions of reliability of re-
sults of scientific researches have started to be used only in the beginning of XXI century. It has undertaken a role of 
the independent judge in dispute of scientists on correctness or an inaccuracy of any physical theory and any 
mathematical models describing the various physical phenomena. 
  Judicial functions of the Axiom of Unity were born in Russia, as consequence of logicality of Russian and 
- thinking in this language. It already works in a role of the independent judge of reliability of the scientific results 
received by scientists. They want it whether or not, but the life will force them to admire the Axiom of Unity. It un-
equivocally shows an inaccuracy of some recognized now fundamental physical theories and limits a scope of oth-
ers. As it was born and as executes the functions - is written in the book «The History of scientific search and its re-
sults» [243]. 
           The axiom of Unity recognizes correct only geometry of Euclid and unequivocally shows an inaccuracy of 
use psevdo Euclid geometries in physics. There were, that Lorentz's well-known transformations – a product non 
Euclid geometries, play the exact sciences a role of a theoretical virus. In result erroneous there were both theories 
of a relativity of A. Einstein, infected with this virus. The axiom of Unity limits a scope of equation Shredinger, De 
Broil, etc.  
  Appeared, that there are some variants of a conclusion of mathematical models with which help results of 
experiments are interpreted. Thus change of a variant of a conclusion of the same mathematical model can change 
the physical sense incorporated in it. The axiom of Unity allows to define unequivocally what from variants reflects 
a reality and what mysticism. 
  The main advantage of the Axiom of Unity that it has opened a direct way to revealing madly mysterious 
electromagnetic structures of photons, electrons, nucleus, atoms and molecules. The most surprising appeared that 
electron has no orbital movement in atom. It cooperates with a nucleus of atom as a rotating spindle. Heteronymic 
electric fields pull together electrons with protons, and their same magnetic poles limit this rapprochement. In result 
atoms connect in molecules heteronymic magnetic poles of valent electrons.  
          The atom of hydrogen represents a core, on which one end electron, and on the friend a proton. For this reason 
it appeared the ideal part connecting atoms of various chemical elements in molecules. 
  Entering in rights of the independent judge, the Axiom of Unity puts in difficult position of modern scien-
tists which have received the scientific results, not having noticed its existence. By virtue of it we do not have bases 
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to reproach them in the admitted mistakes. In conditions of absence of judicial functions at the Axiom of Unity they 
were natural.  
            There is no fault and the experts of the Nobel committee who has positively estimated a number of erroneous 
scientific results for whom Nobel Prizes have been given. Judicial functions of the Axiom of Unity then were un-
known. However, we do not have rescue from a recognition of the facts of an inaccuracy of scientific results for the 
reasons generated them, inavitable will be studied and analyzed by the future generations of scientists. 
  Almost one and a half centuries have passed from the moment of the publication of the Maxwell’s equa-
tions  which describe electromagnetic radiation. It is known, that the main carrier of this radiation is the photon. 
Where its electromagnetic structure? How many as early as years we shall search for electromagnetic struc-
ture of a photon, praying on these equations, how infallible? Now the answer to this question is present - eter-
nity. Having read the book, you were convinced, that the photon behaves within the framework of the Axiom of 
Unity, but Maxwell’s  equations contradict this axiom.  
  Certainly, if scientists have paid attention to judicial functions of the Axiom of Unity and its importance 
hundred years ago it would close road in the exact sciences all non Euclid  geometries and to the theories con-
structed in these geometries. There is no fault of the author of judicial functions of this axiom that it has opened their 
importance. Now any interdictions and pseudoscientific committees will not stop process of the spread of knowl-
edge, basing on the Axiom of Unity. And the figures of pseudoscientific committee will oppose more this, the will 
draw upon itself of a historical shame more. 
             The new axiomatics of the exact sciences arms researchers with new criteria for an estimation of reliability 
of any theories. Therefore it can be named axiomatics of Natural sciences. The list of axioms is headed with the 
most important axioms of Natural sciences: the space and time are absolute, the space, a matter and time are in-
separable. Further there are mathematical axioms of Euclid with which it is necessary to supplement still. 

     The axiom of Unity convincingly proves, that the revealed magnetic model of a photon 
corresponds to a reality as from the analysis of its behavior all existing mathematical models are 
deduced analytically, including equation De Broil and Shredinger which describe behavior of a 
photon. The new model of a photon and the theory of its description convincingly show an inac-
curacy of many our representations about the nature of electromagnetic radiation and wrong in-
terpretation of some the astrophysical phenomena.  

     Model of electron and the law of formation of spectra of atoms and ions considerably 
change our representations about structure of atoms and molecules. The periodic table of chemi-
cal elements is supplemented with periodicity of formation of structures of nucleus of atoms. 
Process transmutation of nucleus of atoms of chemical elements gets visible outlines. Serious 
preconditions for management of this process are created. 

Chemists receive the new tool of knowledge of structure of atoms, ions and molecules. Repre-
sentations about process of formation of chemical connections considerably become simpler, and 
there is an opportunity of more exact calculation of their power parameters. 

As examples of realization of results of theoretical researches processes of reception of addi-
tional thermal energy and cheap hydrogen of water are in detail described theoretically and 
proved experimentally. 

Theoretically also the opportunity of extraction of energy from chemical connections of molecules of water and 
its ions is experimentally shown. It is established, that at usual and plasma electrolysis of water, and also at the phe-
nomena cavitation the electric energy will be transformed to other kinds of energy with a parameter of efficiency re-
peatedly more units. The most probable source of additional energy is the physical vacuum. Energy from it take 
valent electrons the destroyed molecules of water and allocate it at their repeated synthesis.  

The new understanding of physical and chemical processes of a microcosm became possible due to the new 
theoretical description of these processes. Results of experiments and their analysis - one of parameters of fruitful-
ness of this direction of researches which remains while to unknown persons to the broad audience of experts. There 
are bases to hope, that the power importance of the experimental results stated in this book, will promote the critical 
analysis of new theoretical ideas of the author. 

The new theory of a microcosm has already got all features of the closed theory and it is not visible intellectual 
force yet, capable to destroy this isolation, therefore the academic barrier on ways of this book to learning youth are 
completely doomed. Extensive correspondence of the author with numerous readers of his proceedings from many 
countries of the world – the convincing proof to this. Wishing to have this correspondence, can order it to the ad-
dress: E-mail: kanphil mail.ru   
  Stated shows, that the knowledge of a history of development of the exact sciences con-
siderably enriches an intellectual level of the expert devoting to their deepening, perfection and 
extraction from them advantage, therefore studying of this history becomes an integral part of 
educational process. 
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THE APPENDIX № 1 
Spectrum of atom of hydrogen 

Number power
level 

Energy of excitation  (eV) 
 

Energy of connection of electron with a nucleus 
(eV) 

1 -0.00000000000000075 13.59800000000000000 

2 10.19849999999999872 3.39950000000000000 

3 12.08711111111111168 1.51088888888888896 

4 12.74812500000000000 0.84987500000000000 

5 13.05408000000000000 0.54391999999999992 
6 13.22027777777777664 0.37772222222222224 

7 13.32048979591836672 0.27751020408163264 

8 13.38553125000000000 0.21246875000000000 

9 13.43012345679012352 0.16787654320987654 

10 13.46202000000000000 0.13597999999999998 

11 13.48561983471074304 0.11238016528925620 

12 13.50356944444444416 0.09443055555555556 

13 13.51753846153846016 0.08046153846153846 

14 13.52862244897959168 0.06937755102040816 

15 13.53756444444444416 0.06043555555555555 
16 13.54488281249999872 0.05311718750000000 

17 13.55094809688581376 0.04705190311418685 

18 13.55603086419753216 0.04196913580246914 

19 13.56033240997229824 0.03766759002770083 

20 13.56400500000000000 0.03399500000000000 
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21 13.56716553287981824 0.03083446712018140 

22 13.56990495867768576 0.02809504132231405 

23 13.57229489603024384 0.02570510396975426 

24 13.57439236111110912 0.02360763888888889 

25 13.57624320000000000 0.02175680000000000 

26 13.57788461538461440 0.02011538461538462 

27 13.57934705075445760 0.01865294924554184 

28 13.58065561224489728 0.01734438775510204 

29 13.58183115338882304 0.01616884661117717 

30 13.58289111111111168 0.01510888888888889 

31 13.58385015608740864 0.01414984391259105 

32 13.58472070312499968 0.01327929687500000 

33 13.58551331496785920 0.01248668503213958 

34 13.58623702422145280 0.01176297577854671 

35 13.58689959183673600 0.01110040816326531 

36 13.58750771604938240 0.01049228395061728 

37 13.58806720233747200 0.00993279766252739 

38 13.58858310249307648 0.00941689750692521 

39 13.58905982905982976 0.00894017094017094 

40 13.58950125000000000 0.00849875000000000 

41 1 3.58991 076740035584 0.00808923259964307 

42 13.59029138321995520 0.00770861678004535 

43 13.59064575446187008 0.00735424553812872 

44 13.59097623966942208 0.00702376033057851 

45 13.59128493827160320 0.00671506172839506 

46 13.59157372400756224 0.00642627599243856 

47 13.59184427342689024 0.00615572657311000 

48 13.59209809027777792 0.00590190972222222 

49 13.59233652644731392 0.00566347355268638 

50 13.59256080000000000 0.00543920000000000 

51 13.59277201076508928 0.00522798923490965 

52 13.59297115384615424 0.00502884615384615 

53 13.59315913136347392 0.00484086863652545 

54 13.59333676268861440 0.00466323731138546 

55 13.59350479338842880 0.00449520661157025 

56 13.59366390306122496 0.00433609693877551 

57 13.59381471221914368 0.00418528778085565 

58 13.59395778834720512 0.00404221165279429 

59 13.59409365124964096 0.00390634875035909 

60 13.59422277777777920 0.00377722222222222 

61 13.59434560601988608 0.00365439398011287 
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62 13.59446253902185216 0.00353746097814776 

63 13.59457394809775616 0.00342605190224238 

64 13.59468017578125056 0.00331982421875000 

65 13.59478153846153728 0.00321846153846154 

66 13.59487832874196480 0.00312167125803489 

67 13.59497081755401984 0.00302918244597906 

68 13.59505925605536256 0.00294074394463668 

69 13.59514387733669376 0.00285612266330603 

70 13.59522489795918336 0.00277510204081633 

71 13.59530251934140160 0.00269748065859948 

72 13.59537692901234688 0.00262307098765432 

73 13.59544830174516736 0.00255169825483205 

74 13.59551680058436864 0.00248319941563185 

75 13.59558257777777664 0.00241742222222222 

76 13.59564577562326784 0.00235422437673130 

77 13.59570652723899648 0.00229347276100523 

78 13.59576495726495744 0.00223504273504274 

79 13.59582118250280448 0.00217881749719596 

80 13.59587531250000128 0.00212468750000000 

81 13.59592745008382976 0.00207254991617132 

82 13.59597769185008896 0.00202230814991077 

83 13.59602612861082880 0.00197387138917114 

84 13.59607284580498944 0.00192715419501134 

85 13.59611792387543296 0.00188207612456747 

86 13.59616143861546752 0.00183856138453218 

87 13.59620346148764672 0.00179653851235302 

88 13.59624405991735552 0.00175594008264463 

89 13.59628329756343808 0.00171670243656104 

90 13.59632123456790016 0.00167876543209877 

91 13.59635792778649856 0.00164207221350078 

92 13.59639343100189184 0.00160656899810964 

93 13.59642779512082176 0.00157220487917678 

94 13.59646106835672320 0.00153893164327750 

95 13.59649329639889152 0.00150670360110803 

96 13.59652452256944384 0.00147547743055556 

97 13.59655478796896512 0.00144521203103412 

98 13.59658413161182976 0.00141586838817160 

99 13.59661259055198464 0.00138740944801551 

100 13.59664020000000000 0.00135980000000000 

101 13.59666699343201536 0.00133300656798353 

102 13.59669300269127424 0.00130699730872741 
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103 13.59671825808275968 0.00128174191724008 

104 13.59674278846153984 0.00125721153846154 

105 13.59676662131519232 0.00123337868480726 

106 13.59678978284086784 0.00121021715913136 

107 13.59681229801729536 0.00118770198270591 

108 13.59683419067215360 0.00116580932784636 

109 13.59685548354515456 0.00114451645484387 

110 13.59687619834710784 0.00112380165289256 

111 13.59689635581527552 0.00110364418472527 

112 13.59691597576530688 0.00108402423469388 

113 13.59693507713994752 0.00106492286005169 

114 13.59695367805478656 0.00104632194521391 

115 13.59697179584121088 0.00102820415879017 
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